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The decision criteria for three dimensional matrix games with Triangular Intuitionistic fuzzy(TIF) payoff  
values are presented in this study. Using a enhanced ranking algorithm, the payoff matrix with TIF 
payoffs is transformed into a crisp payoff matrix. The transformed matrix is solved by Laplace, Wald 
,Hurwicz and Savage criteria which are also improved for TIF numbers. Lastly the suggested approach is 
applied in the agriculture sector. 
 
Keywords: Intuitionistic fuzzy set, Triangular Intuitionistic fuzzy number(TIFN), 3D payoff matrix, 
Decision criteria. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The decision maker requires to make the finest choice in the decision making situation which entails choosing a 
appropriate course of action or strategies, gathering information related to the problem and forming a model with 
respect to the payoffs and states of nature[7]. In literature the decision under uncertainty are solved by the criteria of 
Laplace[11], Wald, Hurwicz[5], and Savage[16] which are discussed along with it’s characteristic axioms in[13]. In 
general the payoff matrix is summarized in a two dimensional matrix with rows and columns contains the payoffs 
regarding the course of action versus states of nature[15]. Özkaya[14] established the decision criteria in three 
dimensional matrix which are useful in developing the higher level models. The definitions and operations of 3D 
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matrices are given in[6]. In real life situations there are many factors affects the decision making such as lack of 
information, vagueness , previous history of the process and knowledge about the other players in the game etc, 
which cannot be expressed precisely in crisp form. Fuzzy set theory introduced by Zadeh[10] is used to overcome 
such complexities. Membership function of a fuzzy set represents the belongingness of the elements[4]. While 
dealing with decision theory there arises the concept of acceptance as well as hesitance which are  represented by the 
membership and non-membership functions in Atanassov’s[9]  Intuitionistic fuzzy sets. Matrix games with 
Triangular Intuitionistic fuzzy numbers as payoff values are solved in[17]. Thus far many ranking methods are used 
to solve or convert the Triangular Intuitionistic fuzzy number payoff values into crisp payoff matrix to make the 
process less complicated and lucid[1][3]. In this paper a new ranking method is suggested to get the values more 
specific than the previously used methods. The 3D matrix game with TIF payoffs is converted into the crisp payoff 
matrix with the aid of the proposed  ranking method and solved by the criteria of Laplace, Wald, Hurwicz and 
Savage which are also improved in this study for TIFN through arithmetic operations of TIFN and Multi Attribute 
Decision making(MADM) techniques[2]. The ranking method recommended in this research is applied on the 
example in agriculture to find out the type of the crop to sow in the field in the mean time considering the level of 
rainfall and other varieties of the crops by the farmer. The paper is organized as follows, In section 2 the definitions 
and arithmetic operations of TIFN are specified, section 3 covers the refined ranking method, definition of 3D payoff 
matrix and  the decision criteria for TIFN is defined in section 4, In section 5 the illustration of the proposed model is 
given and section 6 concludes the paper. 
 
PRELIMINARIES 
 
Definition 2.1 
Let = { , , . . . . . , } be a finite universal set. An intuitionistic fuzzy set  in a given universal set �is of the 
form[9], 

= {〈 , ( ), ( )〉:  ∈ } , 
where the functions ( ), ( )are the degree of membership and degree of non - membership  of an element 

 ∈  , and they satisfy the condition  0 ≤ ( ) + ( ) ≤ 1,∀  ∈ , 
 = 1,2,3, ….. 
 
Definition 2.2 
A Triangular Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number (TIFN) is defined as = 〈 ,ℓ, ; , 〉 in ℝ with membership function 
 ( )  and non-membership function ( )  which are defined as [9], 

                                  ( ) =

⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧

−
ℓ−    , ≤ <

 ,     = ℓ
̅ −
− ℓ

 ,   < ≤ ̅

0,    <   > ̅

 

and 

                                  ( ) =

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧( − ) + −

ℓ−
    , ≤ <

 ,    = ℓ
( − ℓ) + −

−
,   ℓ < ≤

1,    <      >

 

The values  ,  represents the maximum degree of membership and minimum degree of non-membership, 
respectively. And they satisfy the condition 0 ≤ ≤ 1 ,0 ≤ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ + ≤ 1. 
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Definition2.3 
For a TIFN = 〈 , ℓ, ; , 〉 the  ( , )- cut set is a subset of R  that is 

, = { : ( ) ≥ , ( ) ≤ }, where 0 ≤ ≤ , ≤ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ + ≤ 1. 
and  is defined by the closed interval [ ( ), ( )] , 

( ) =
( − ) + ℓ

 , ( ) =
( − ) + ℓ

 

Then, 

=
( − ) + ℓ

,
( − ) + ℓ

 

Similarly the −cut is defined as 

=
(1 − )ℓ+ ( − )

1 − ,
(1 − )ℓ+ ( − )

1−  

 
Arithmetic operations on TIFN 
For two TIFNs  = 〈 , ℓ, ; , 〉and = 〈 , , ; , 〉the arithmetic operations are of the form, 

+ = 〈 + , ℓ+ , + , ; ˄ , ˅ 〉 

− = 〈 − , ℓ− , − ; ˄ , ˅ 〉 

× =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧〈 , ℓ , ; ˄ , ˅ 〉   > 0  > 0 

〈 , ℓ , ; ˄ , ˅ 〉  < 0  > 0

〈 , ℓ , ; ˄ , ˅ 〉   < 0  < 0

 

=

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧〈 , ℓ , ; ˄ , ˅ 〉   > 0  > 0

〈 , ℓ , ; ˄ , ˅ 〉   < 0  > 0

〈 , ℓ , ⁄⁄ ; ˄ , ˅ 〉   < 0  < 0

 

For any real number , 

=
〈 , ℓ, ; , 〉,  > 0
〈 , , ; , 〉, < 0 

 

Value and Ambiguity of TIFN 
For the TIFN = 〈 , ℓ, ; , 〉the value of membership and non-membership functions is denoted as ( ) and 

( ) ,  

( ) =
2

, ( ) =
1 −

2(1 − ) 

Where ( ), ∈ [0, ] and ( ), ∈ [ , 1] are the weight functions , the values of  and  can be chosen according 
to the real life situations and satisfy the following conditions 

i. ( ) ∈ [0,1], and ( ) ∈ [0,1] 
ii. (0) = 0 and (1) = 1 

iii. ( ) is monotonic and non decreasing for ∈ [0, ] and ( ) is monotonic and non increasing for ∈ [ , 1]. 

=
( − ) + ℓ+ ( − ) + ℓ

2  

           =
+ + 4ℓ
12  

=
(1 − )ℓ + ( − ) + (1− )ℓ + ( − )

1 −
1−

2(1− )  

           = + +
2ℓ− − (1 − )

1−
1−

2(1− )
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           = ℓ ( ) 
The ambiguity  of the TIFN = 〈 , ℓ, ; , 〉are denoted as  and , defined as 

=
( − ) + ℓ− ( − ) + ℓ

2  

    = − −
−

2  

    =
−
12  

=
(1 − )ℓ + ( − ) − (1 − )ℓ + ( − )

1 −
1−

2(1 − )  

           = − −
− (1 − )

1−
1−

2(1 − )  

           =
− (1 − )

12  

Ranking method  
Different ranking methods used so far to rank the Intuitionistic fuzzy payoff values directly or converting it into 
crisp payoff in game theory. The score function [17] employed the hesitancy degree ( ) = 1− ( )− ( ) , ∈  
where  is the universal set. For an IFN , 

                                                                      =
−

 

This method unfitting if sum of the degrees of membership and non-membership is equal to 1. As the robust ranking 
method[1] deals with the membership function 

=
√3
3

× +  

Where ,  is the −cut of the IFN  , which is not to be utilized in situations needs non- membership along with 
the membership function. Other ranking methods considering IF numbers [2][8] do not involve the degrees of 
belongingness and non-belongingness which is a significant tool in analysing the behaviour of the players in real life 
circumstances. The ranking method used here evaluate the relation between values and ambiguities of membership 
and non-membership functions of Triangular Intuitionistic fuzzy numbers defined as, 

                                                     ℛ =
ℙ +ℚ

2
(1) 

Where, 
 

                      ℙ = + =
+ 4ℓ+ ( + 1− )

12 , 

ℚ = + =
− ( + 1 − )

12
 

 
    

Definition4.1 : 
A three dimensional payoff matrix with Triangular Intuitionistic fuzzy payoffs is denoted as ∈ ℛ × × for 

= 1,2, … .  ; = 1,2, … . ,  and = 1,2, … . , .[14]  Where  indicates the number of rows ,  the number of columns 
and represents the page which is the third dimension of the matrix.  
The general form of the three dimensional payoff matrix with = 〈 , ℓ, ; , 〉 as payoffs is of the form ( is 
denoted as  ) 
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⎢
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…
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, … … ,

=
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⎦
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⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

 
Decision under uncertainty in three Dimensional form 
The theory of uncertainty is to reveal the association between the actions and the state of nature which result in the 
outcome in a decision making situation. The basic concept of these relation is given in the table below[13] 

Actions 

Values State of Nature 
    …  

    …  
    …  

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ … ⋮ 
    …  

The three types of uncertainty are [15] 
Type 1:The players are unaware of the states of nature 
Type 2: The players have the knowledge about the states of nature but not the probabilities 
Type 3: The players are aware of both sates of nature and probabilities. 
The decision making criteria by laplace, wald, Hurwicz and savage [] are used to deal with these types of 
uncertainties[] and have the compatibility with the characteristic axioms such as ordering, symmetry, continuity , 
row/ column adjuction[]. The decision criteria for three dimensional matrix and it’s compatibility are given in[]. 
Improvised form of these criteria are discussed in this section. 
 
Laplace Criterion  
For a three dimensional matrix  ∈ × × with  entries  , the laplace criterion is defined as[14] 

=  

Where  is the expected monetary value and , and  

̃ =
1

 

if  the values of   are  extended as Multi Attribute decision making problem for Triangular Intuitionistic fuzzy 
numbers 
 

̃ = 〈
1

∗̅ ,
1 ℓ

∗̅ ,
1 ̅

∗̅ ; min , max 〉                                                                         (2) 

Where ∗̅is the maximum ̅  value in the matrix. 
= max

, ,….
{ ̃ }                                                                                                                                                                                               (3) 

̃  is the row block of the three dimensional matrix. 
 
Wald Criterion 
The waldminmax[14]  criterion is used in finding the minimum safety for the decision maker among the worst 
possible results then maximize the minimum safety level.  is the security level of the actions. 
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= min  

 = min 〈 ∗̅ ,
ℓ
∗̅ ,

̅
∗̅ ; , 〉                                                                                                                                 (4) 

                                                                                  = min  

Where  is the crisp payoff matrix in three dimensional form made by using the ranking method(1) 
= min  

=  max                                                                                              (5) 
Hurwicz Criterion 
The Hurwicz maximax[14]  criterion is to find the best possible outcome for the decision maker. 

= max  

                                             = max 〈 ∗̅ ,
ℓ
∗̅ ,

̅
∗̅ ; , 〉 

The TIF payoff matrix  is converted into crisp matrix by using (1) 
= max                                                                                                                                                                   (6)   

And = max  
= max                                                                                                                                                                (7) 

According to pataki[15] the constant  is used in the purpose of finding the balance between the maximum 
confidence and the minimum non-confidence levels during the decision making and  lies between 0 and 1, 
                                          + (1 − ) = max + (1 − )  

Savage Criterion 
The regret  is defined as[14] 

= max max −  
The MADM process is applied on the values of , then the TIF payoff matrix is converted into crisp matrix . Then 

= max max −                                                                                                                                                 (8) 
= max max  

= min{ }                                                                                                                                                                    (9) 
 
Implementing the proposed Method in the field of Agriculture 
In this example a farmer needs to select which of the three crops he can plant in his 100 acre farm. The farmer’s profit 
depends on the rainfall during the season. And the farmer also has to decide which type of the three crops he can 
plant regarding the rainfall. 
The average rainfall in the state is considered as 998cm. so the three states of nature of the game are 

i. Below average rainfall (BR) 
ii. Average rainfall (AR) 

iii. Excess rainfall (ER). 

The three crops taken into account here are 
Crop A: Cereals 
Crop B: Pulses 
Crop C: Oil Seeds 
And the types of the crops are listed according to their harvesting time. The short term crops are the ones harvested 
between 90 to 120 days, medium crops are harvested between 120 to 140 days and the long term crops are between 
140 to 180 days, which is used as 
Type SD : Short duration 
Type MD : Medium duration 
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Type LD : Long duration 
The payoff values are in the form of Triangular Intuitionistic Fuzzy numbers with the degrees of membership and 
non- membership. In the payoff matrix the row block represents the alternatives of the crops A, B and C. The column 
block denotes the type of the crops SD, MD and LD. And the page block denotes the level of the rainfall  BR, AR and 
ER . The payoff matrix is  the production of crops in kilogram/ hectare(kg/ha). 

=

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

=
〈(3045,3052,3060); 0.5,0.4〉 〈(1638,1642,1650); 0.6,0.3〉 〈(2705,2712,2720); 0.6,0.4〉
〈(550,555,560); 0.4,0.5〉 〈(508,517,522); 0.5,0.2〉 〈(958,967,972); 0.7,0.2〉

〈(2105,2114,2120); 0.6,0.3〉 〈(1106,1110,1118); 0.7,0.3〉 〈(407,415,421); 0.6,0.4〉

=
〈(3070,3078,3085); 0.6,0.2〉 〈(1442,1447,1456); 0.8,0.2〉 〈(3126,3140,3143); 0.7,0.1〉
〈(578,586,590); 0.7,0.2〉 〈(608,618,626); 0.6,0.4〉 〈(969,980,992); 0.3,0.5〉

〈(2310,2500,2510); 0.8,0.1〉 〈(1253,1250,1268); 0.5,0.4〉 〈(534,540,552); 0.7,0.3〉

=
〈(3465,3480,3498); 0.8,0.2〉 〈(1364,1377,1385); 0.6,0.4〉 〈(3372,3380,3394); 0.5,0.4〉
〈(548,562,570); 0.7,0.2〉 〈(565,573,584); 0.6,0.3〉 〈(1036,1049,1057); 0.4,0.5〉

〈(2496,2500,2510); 0.8,0.1〉 〈(1498,1504,1517); 0.5,0.2〉 〈(505,512,521); 0.6,0.4〉 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

 The payoff matrix in 3D form is given in fig1. 

= 〈 ∗̅ ,
ℓ
∗̅ ,

̅
∗̅ ; , 〉 

Then ,  and  becomes  

=
〈(7.48,7.5,7.52); 0.5,0.4〉 〈(4.02,4.03,4.05); 0.5,0.4〉 〈(6.65,6.66,6.68); 0.5,0.4〉
〈(1.35,1.36,1.38); 0.5,0.4〉 〈(1.25,1.27,1.28); 0.5,0.4〉 〈(2.35,2.38,2.39); 0.5,0.4〉
〈(5.17,5.19,5.21); 0.5,0.4〉 〈(2.72,2.73,2.75); 0.5,0.4〉 〈(1,1.02,1.03); 0.5,0.4〉

 

=
〈(5.75,5.76,5.78); 0.6,0.2〉 〈(2.70,2.71,2.73); 0.8,0.2〉 〈(5.85,5.88,5.89); 0.7,0.1〉
〈(1.08,1.10,1.11); 0.7,0.2〉 〈(1.14,1.16,1.17); 0.6,0.4〉 〈(1.81,1.84,1.86); 0.3,0.5〉
〈(4.33,4.34,4.35); 0.4,0.6〉 〈(2.33,2.34,2.37); 0.5,0.4〉 〈(1,1.01,1.03); 0.7,0.3〉

 

=
〈(6.86,6.89,6.93); 0.8,0.2〉 〈(2.70,2.73,2.74); 0.6,0.4〉 〈(6.68,6.69,6.72); 0.5,0.4〉
〈(1.09,1.11,1.13); 0.7,0.2〉 〈(1.12,1.13,1.16); 0.6,0.3〉 〈(2.05,2.08,2.10); 0.4,0.5〉
〈(4.94,4.95,4.97); 0.8,0.1〉 〈(2.97,2.98,3); 0.5,0.2〉 〈(1,1.01,1.03); 0.6,0.4〉

 

 
 
Laplace Criterion: 
From (2) the values of ̃ , ̃ and ̃  are 

̃ = 〈
1
3

(48.69),
1
3

(48.85),
1
3

(49.04) ; 0.5,0.4〉 

= 〈(16.23,16.28,16.35); 0.5,0.4〉 

̃ = 〈
1
3

(13.24),
1
3

(13.43),
1
3

(13.57) ; 0.3,0.5〉 
= 〈(4.41,4.48,4.52); 0.3,0.5〉 

̃ = 〈
1
3

(25.46),
1
3

(25.57),
1
3

(25.74) ; 0.4,0.6〉 

= 〈(8.49,8.52,8.58); 0.4,0.6〉 
Using (), the values of ̃ , ̃  and ̃  in TIFN are converted into crisp payoff values. 

= max
, ,….

{ ̃ } 
= max{4.49,0.9,1.71} 
= 4.49 
The laplace criterion suggests choosing the crop A. 
Wald Criterion: 
From (1),(4)  the TIF payoff matrix is converted into crisp payoff matrix. Then  becomes 

= =
2.063 1.314 2
0.308 0.413 0.892
1.694 0.960 0.307

, =
2.021 1.094 2.352
0.414 0.349 0.373
0.872 0.652 0.352

, =
2.761 0.823 1.844
0.422 0.371 0.473
2.111 0.972 0.314

 

The wald criterion is 
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= min  
= {(1.314,0.308,0.307) , (1.094,0.349,0.352) , (0.823,0.371,0.314) } 

= min = {0.823,0.308,307} 
= max = 0.823 

The wald criterion advise the player to choose the first alternative which is crop A. 
 
Hurwicz Criterion 
The Hurwicz criterion is  

= max  

 = {(2.063,0.892,1.694) , (2.352,0.414,0.872) , (2.761,0.473,2.111) } 
= max = {2.761,0.892,2.111} 

= max = 2.761 
The Hurwicz criterion recommends to choose crop A. And for = 0.5, 

+ (1 − ) = max + (1 − )  
= max{3.67,0.6,1.21} = 3.67 

Which also suggests crop A. 
 
Savage Criterion  
Using = max max − , the regret matrix is 

=

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ =

0.713 0 0.353
2.452 0.910 1.464
1.071 0.352 2.043

, =
0.741 0.222 0
2.353 0.961 1.984
1.890 0.667 1.998

,

=
0 0.493 0.512

2.342 0.941 1.884
0.653 0.344 2.041 ⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

= max max  

                         = {(0.741, 2.452, 2.043) } 
= min{ } = 0.741 

The savage criterion also suggest choosing crop A. so all the decision criteria used here suggests crop A is the best 
choice for the farmer to obtain maximum production with respect to the rainfall. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In the decision making situation dealing with uncertainties the proposed extension criteria can be used to find the 
proper course of action for the decision maker. The ranking model proves that the Intuitionistic fuzzy game theory is 
feasible in 3D payoff matrix as well. Consequently the improved technique may be applicable in many areas. The 
case of higher number of states of nature and multi dimension are left for future study. 
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Fig 1 : The payoff matrix in 3D form 
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The current research was to enhance solubility and dissolution rate of the poorly soluble antiviral drug, 
dolutegravir, solid dispersions by physical mixing, solvent evaporation and kneading techniques, with 
kollidon VA64. The solid dispersions prepared are tested for flow properties, drug content, and particle 
size. In vitro dissolution studies were carried out to analyze the drug release from solid dispersions. 
Crystal morphology, drug and polymer interaction for selected solid dispersions was studied by FT-IR 
and DSC analysis. Controlled release tablets were formulated by using optimized solid dispersions using 
different concentrations of hydrophilic polymers employing direct compression technique. The tablets 
prepared are tested for Weight variation, friability, disintegration, content uniformity and harness. The 
mechanism and kinetics of drug release from the tablets were tested by in-vitro dissolution studies. The 
current research proves that combining solid dispersions along with the use of hydrophilic polymers is 
novel approach to formulate of dolutegravir tablets for controlled release of drug. 
 
Keywords: Dolutegarvir, solid dispersions, kollidonVA64, controlled release tablets, direct compression 
technique.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Oral drug delivery is a simple method for administering solid dosage forms due to its relative stability, less bulk, 
dosage accuracy, and ease of production.[1,2] It offers numerous advantages over other forms. The bio availability of 
a drug depends on its solubility and less bioavailability can detract from the efficacy of drug efficacy. Many new 
chemical entities are poorly water-soluble, making oral administration difficult.[3,4] Solid dispersions are solid 
products consisting of hydrophobic drug with hydrophilic matrix. The drug is dispersed as crystalline particles or 
amorphous particles [5] Polymers are used to form matrix, and the selection of this is based on factors like physico-
chemical and pharmacokinetic limitations.[6] Amorphous solid dispersions are classified based on molecular 
interaction between drug and carrier at molecular level in solid solutions, solid suspensions, or both. The effect of 
drug load on release of drug from solid dispersions is different, with some of the studies showing rapid release of 
drug at lesser loads of drug.[7] Controlled release drug delivery systems have received much attention in the past 
two decades with numerous technologically sophisticated products on the market place. Such advancements have 
come about by convergence of many factors, including the discovery of novel polymers, formulation optimization, 
better understanding of physiological and pathological constraints, prohibitive cost of developing new drug entities 
and the introduction of biotechnology and the biopharmaceutical principles in drug product design. The major 
benefits of these products lie in the optimization of drug input ratio into the systemic circulation in order to achieve 
an appropriate Pharmacodynamics response. This in turn would add to product safety and reduce the extent of 
major adverse drug reactions due to strict control of blood vessels. Furthermore, less frequent dosing, it is speculated 
that this should improve patient compliance and maximize drug product efficiency in therapeutics. Dolutegravir is a 
medication used to treat HIV infection in adults and children aged 4 weeks and older. Dolutegravir belongs to the 
HIV integrase inhibitors class, which works by decreasing HIV levels and increasing immune cell numbers.[8] While 
it does not cure HIV, using it with other medications may reduce the risk of developing AIDS and other HIV-related 
illnesses. Dolutegravir is a poorly soluble antiretroviral drug that belongs to BCS class II approved by the FDA for 
treatment of HIV infections; however, DTG has several shortcomings, including low solubility in water, low oral 
bioavailability. After oral administration, 84% of the dose is excreted from the body in an unchanged form due to its 
poor solubility. The current research aims to enhance solubility and rate of dissolution by preparing solid dispersions 
and to prepare controlled release tablets. 
 
MATERIALS & METHODS 
 
Materials 
Dolutegravir was gifted by Natco Pharma Ltd., Hyderabad, KollidonVA64, and Microcrystalline Cellulose (Avicel 
pH 101) are purchased from commercial sources, and potassium dihydrogen phosphate and sodium hydroxide were 
procured commercially. 
 
Methods 
Dolutegravir Estimation 
Various methods are reported for dolutegravir estimation by spectrophotometry.[9]  The study presents a simple, 
sensitive, and accurate method for estimating dolutegravir using spectrophotometry, measuring absorbance values 
at a λmax of 258 nm. 
 
Saturated Solubility Studies 
The solubility of dolutegravir was studied using different dissolution media. The drug was weighed, transferred into 
separate flasks, and kept in a incubator shaker for 24 hours. After 24 hours, the flasks were filtered and diluted with 
same media. The absorbance was checked at 258 nm employing same medium as blank solution. This process 
involved transferring 500 mg of drug and 50 ml of different media. 
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Solid Dispersions Preparation 
The study focused on formulation of solid dispersions of dolutegravir employing KollidonVA64 as carrier, 
maintaining a constant drug concentration while using various carrier concentrations for formulation by different 
techniques.[10] 
 
Physical Mixing 
The known weight of drug (dolutegravir) & kollidonVA64 are separately weighed and sieved via sieve number 80. 
The materials collected are transferred to clean and dry mortar made up of with glass. Dolutegravir and carrier are 
triturated combinely for 5 minutes and passed through 100 sieve. The mixture obtained is collected and stored in an 
hermatically sealed amber colored bottle for further studies 
 
Solvent Evaporation 
A known quantity of drug & kollidonVA64 are weighed and transfered into china dish, a small volume of methanol 
was added and slightly heated until dolutegravir and carrier were dissolved. Then it is evaporated at temperature 
not exceeding 600C.  The resulting mixture was dried, sieved through 100 No sieve. The mixture obtained is collected 
and stored in an hermatically sealed amber colored bottle for further studies. 
 
Kneading 
A specific quantity of KollidonVA64 was mixed with a specific amount of drug in a china dish and then vigorously 
triturated at room temperature. If necessary, the mixture obtained was grinded and sieved. The resulting mixture 
was dried, sieved through 100 No sieve. The mixture obtained is collected and stored in a hermatically sealed amber 
colored bottle for further studies. Solid dispersions composition was given in Table-1. 
 
Solid Dispersions Evaluation 
Physical Properties 
Solid dispersions prepared were evaluated for Particle size, Carr”s index and Angle of repose,according to the 
official compendium standards. Physical parameters of different solid dispersions are given in Table 2. 
 
Drug Content Uniformity 
Dolutegravir solid dispersions were taken at and placed into volumetric flask of 100 ml capacity, 90 ml of methanol 
is added to it and this was shaken for 30 minutes and then it was filtered. 10 ml of the filtrate was transferred into a 
volumetric flask of 100 ml capacity and it was made up to volume by the addition of pH 6.8 phosphate buffer.  From 
the above 10 ml of the filtrate was subjected to centrifugation. The filtrate was further diluted and the absorbance 
was checked at 258nm. The drug content uniformity test was repeated for six times (N = 6) for all batches 
dispersions. Drug content values for different dispersions are given in Table-2. 
 
In vitro Dissolution Studies 
Solid dispersions dissolution studies were performed using USP TypeII apparatus using pH 6.8 phosphate buffer 900 
ml as dissolution medium.  At different time intervals like5, 10, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes the samples were taken and 
placed same volume in order to exist sink conditions during the study. Samples are diluted with pH 6.8 Phosphate 
buffer and amount of drug dissolved is estimated at 258 nm by double beam UV spectrophotometer. Cumulative 
percent of drug released is calculated. Dissolution studies were repeated six times on each formulation. In Vitro 
dissolution parameters were calculated from the data. Table 3 provides In Vitro dissolution parameters for various 
solid dispersions. Dissolution profiles for different dispersions are given in figure-1. 
 
Characterization Studies 
Selected solid dispersions were optimized through dissolution studies performed and further characterized by FTIR 
and DSC studies.[11] FTIR Spectra and DSC thermograms shown in figures 2 and 3. 
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FTIR Studies 
DSC Studies 
Preparation of Dolutegravir Controlled Release Tablets 
Form the results of dissolution studies optimized dispersion was added with different concentrations of 
HPMCK15M, Xanthan gum, combination of both and compressed into tablets by direct compression technique.[12] 
The concentration of drug in all the formulations was maintained constant and different concentrations of polymer 
and gum were used. The Tablets weight was maintained uniform by adding MCC (Avicel pH 101) is used as diluent 
and directly compressible vehicle.[13] All ingredients were weighed individually  sieved and subjected to blending  
for 15 minutes in V-cone blender. The powder mass was lubricated and compressed as tablets using a ten station 
mini tablet press. All tablets were compressed maintaining uniform conditions to reduce variables during 
preparation. Powder blends are evaluated for flow properties. Tablets were evaluated for weight variation, 
uniformity of content, hardness and friability loss.  Table 4 shows composition for different batches of tablet 
formulations. 

Physical Parameters for Dolutregavir Tablets  
The physical parameters for tablets including drug content, weight uniformity, hardness, friability and disintegration 
were evaluated according to official compendium standards, and table 5 provides the results. 
 
In Vitro Dissolution Studies: 
 The investigation used USP Apparatus Type II to conduct a dissolution test using 900ml of pH 6.8Phosphate buffer 
as the medium. Samples were drawn during the investigation at different time periods, and the same volume was 
replaced to maintain sink conditions during the study. The cumulative amount drug released is estimated using UV 
spectrophotometer at 258nm and calculated the cumulative percentage of drug released. Dissolution studies are 
conducted for six times on each formulation.[14] In vitro dissolution parameters are calculated from data for different 
tablet formulations. Dissolution profiles of all tablets are given in Figure- 4. The spectrophotometric method for 
estimating dolutegravir in 6.8 Phosphate buffer was linear and reproducible, following Beer's law in the 2-10 µg/ml 
concentration range. Reproducibility of method was tested on six. This method is suitable for the estimation of 
dolutegravir in dissolution medium. Dolutegravir is classified as BCS class II in the biopharmaceutical classification, 
has low solubility in aqueous fluids. To study its solubility, saturated solubility studies were conducted, revealing its 
maximum solubility in 6.8 pH phosphate buffer. Hence it is used as dissolution medium for further investigation.  
Solid dispersions of dolutegravir was prepared using physical mixing method, solvent evaporation method, and 
kneading method using the kollidonVA64 as carrier.[15] Various solid dispersions composition are shown in table 1.  
 
The prepared dispersions were evaluated for Carr's index and angle of repose with values ranging from 27.5-9.3% 
and 38.32-19.32 respectively. The particle sizes ranged from 253-176 µm, and the drug content ranged from 97.35-
99.35%. All solid dispersions were stable and exhibited good flow properties, meeting specified limits for particle 
size, Carr’s index, angle of repose and uniformity of content. The physical parameters for all solid dispersions are 
provided in the table no:2. In vitro dissolution studies were conducted for various solid dispersions using pH 6.8 
Phosphate buffer. Kneading method is found most effective for rapid drug release in solid dispersions like DK3, with 
a drug and polymer ratio of 1:2. The R2 values ranged from 0.906 to 0.968, indicating linearity with a first order rate 
constant. The order of increasing solubility and dissolution rate was kneading > solvent evaporation > physical 
mixing. DK3 prepared by the kneading method showed complete solubility enhancement, making it ideal for 
compression into controlled release tablets. In vitro dissolution parameters were provided in table -3 and dissolution 
profiles are given in figure no:1. The optimized solid dispersion was chosen from dissolution studies and further 
investigated for drug-carrier interaction through IR, DSC studies. FTIR spectrum for dolutegravir, optimized 
formulation showed same peaks, indicating no drug excipient interactions. DSC analysis was performed pure 
drug, optimized solid dispersion (DK3) prepared using kneading method. Thermogram of pure drug  and optimized 
dispersion (DK3) exhibit onset of peak at 384.730c indicating no interaction between the dolutegarvir and 
kollidonVA64.[16] IR Spectra, DSC thermograms are presented in figure no:3. The study selected solid dispersions 
with a rapid dissolution profile for formulation in to controlled tablets, using HPMCK15M and xanthan gum. The 
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drug concentration remained constant, while carrier concentration varied for different batches. Direct compression 
technique was suitable for compression of optimized solid dispersions into tablets. All tablets are compressed under 
similar conditions to reduce variables during preparation.[17]   Different tablet formulations composition was given in 
table 4. The study evaluated tablet formulations for physical parameters, revealing that all the formulations were 
stable and met specified limits according I.P. for drug content ,weight uniformity, dispersion time  and friability. 
Hardness of the tablets ranged from 4.9-5.5±0. kg/cm2, with weight uniformity ranging from 348 to 353±4 mg. 
Friability loss was negligible, and drug content was uniform for all the tablets with not more than 2.5% variation. In 
vitro dissolution showed that Formulation F7 with HPMCK15M and xanthan gum in the concentration of 1:1 
extended the release of drug when compared to other tablets. The first order R2 values were linear, with first order 
rate constants ranging from 0.954 - 0.995. Formulation F7 prepared using HPMCK15M and xanthan gum was 
suitable for controlled release tablets. The In Vitro dissolution Parameters for different dolutegravir tablets were 
given in table- 6. Dissolution profiles were shown in figure 4. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The present work found that kollidonVA64 is a effective carrier for improving the solubility and dissolution of BCS 
class II drug dolutegravir. Kneading method was found to increase dissolution rate rapidly. Tablets prepared using 
kneading method dispersions and HPMCK15M and xanthan gum was suitable for controlled release tablets. 
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Table 1 Dolutegravir Solid Dispersions Composition 

 
S.No 

 
Solid Dispersion Code Composition 

  Drug : Polymer 
(Dolutegravir: Kollidon VA64) 

1 DP1 1:0.5 
2 DP2 1:1 
3 DP3 1:2 
4 DS1 1:0.5 
5 DS2 1:1 
6 DS3 1:2 
7 DK1 1:0.5 
8 DK2 1:1 
9 DK3 1:2 

*One dose is equivalent to 50mg. 
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Table 2: Dolutegravir Solid Dispersions Physical Parameters 

S.No Solid Dispersion Angle of repose(0) 
Carr’s 
Index 

%Drug 
Content 

Particle 
Size 

1 DPD 38.32 27.5 ---- 53±4µm 
2 DP1 35.22 16.3 99.35 176±2µm 
3 DP2 29.68 16.1 97.35 180±4µm 
4 DP3 26.85 13.4 98.20 179±2µm 
5 DS1 25.55 13.3 97.35 179±4µm 
6 DS2 24.87 12.4 97.60 181±6µm 
7 DS3 24.64 11.1 98.15 180±4µm 
8 DK1 22.98 13.2 98.20 180±2µm 
9 DK2 20.11 12.1 97.65 182±2µm 
10 DK3 19.32 9.3 98.10 180±4µm 

 
Table 3:  Dolutegravir Solid Dispersions In Vitro Dissolution Parameters 

S.No CODE T50 T90 DE30% 
First order Hixson -crowell 

K1(min-1) R2 K R2 

1 DPD >60 >90 10 0.006 0.947 0.015 0.966 
2 DP1 >60 >90 18 0.008 0.878 0.020 0.927 
3 DP2 >60 >90 20 0.009 0.855 0.022 0.904 
4 DP3 >60 >90 23 0.009 0.915 0.023 0.908 
5 DS1 47.5 >90 25 0.012 0.944 0.032 0.965 
6 DS2 31.5 >90 30 0.016 0.940 0.037 0.963 
7 DS3 21.5 >90 35 0.018 0.906 0.040 0.949 
8 DK1 19 >90 36 0.010 0.949 0.049 0.956 
9 DK2 16 >90 45 0.029 0.941 0.056 0.948 
10 DK3 11 52 51 0.043 0.968 0.071 0.977 

 
Table 4: Composition of Dolutegravir Tablets 

S.No 
 

Formulation Ingredients (mg /Tablet) 

  DK3 
 

HPMC K15M 
 

XG 
 

MCC 
 

Mg Stearate 
Talc 

Wt of 
Tablet 

(mg) 
1 F1 150 25 - 175.5 1.75 1.75 350 
2 F2 150 50 - 146.5 1.75 1.75 350 
3 F3 150 75 - 121.5 1.75 1.75 350 
4 F4 150 150 - 46.5 1.75 1.75 350 
5 F5 150 125 25 46.5 1.75 1.75 350 
6 F6 150 100 50 46.5 1.75 1.75 350 
7 F7 150 75 75 46.5 1.75 1.75 350 
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Table 5: Physical Parameters for Dolutegravir Tablets 
 

S.No 
 

Formulation 
Weight Uniformity(mg) 

N=20 
Hardness 
(Kg/cm2) 

%Friability 
N=10 

Drug Content 
(mg) N=10 

1 F1 351±2.0 5.1±0.3 0.28 50±1.2 

2 F2 352±2.0 4.9±0.3 0.29 49±1.5 
3 F3 351±3.0 5.1±0.3 0.24 50±1.2 
4 F4 353±4.0 5.0±0.3 0.27 49±1.5 
5 F5 348±2.0 5.5±0.3 0.29 50±1.2 
6 F6 351±2.0 5.3±0.3 0.33 50±1.2 
7 F7 353±4.0 5.3±0.3 0.29 49±1.6 

 

Table 6: Dissolution Parameters of Dolutegravir Tablets 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Figure1 (a): Dissolution Profiles for Dolutegravir Solid Figure1 (b): Dispersions prepared by Physical Mixing 

  
Figure 1 (c) : Solvent Evpoartion  and  Kneading 
Methods 

Figure 2 (a): FTIR Spectra’s of Pure Drug  
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S.No 

 
Formulation 

First order Higuchi Peppas 

K (min-1) R2 K 
(mg1/2) 

R2 

 n R2 

 
1 F1 0.08 0.976 22.66 0.988 0.749 0.995 
2 F2 0.09 0.954 23.03 0.986 0.937 0.979 
3 F3 0.11 0.966 25.80 0.996 0.626 0.992 
4 F4 0.13 0.956 26.35 0.989 0.566 0.990 
5 F5 0.07 0.973 21.60 0.975 0.889 0.988 
6 F6 0.11 0.995 26.80 0.976 0.931 0.995 
7 F7 0.30 0.910 33.90 0.982 0.918 0.985 
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Figure 2 (b) Optimised Dispersion (DK3) Figure 3(a) : DSC Thermogram for Dolutegravir drug 
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Figure 3 (b)  Optimised Dispersion(DK3) Figure 4(a): Dolutegarvir Tablets Dissolution Profiles 
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A straightforward, accurate, and sensitive RP-HPLC technique was created and approved for the 
measurement of raltegravir potassium in tablet and bulk dose forms. Using a binary gradient elution 
mode and a mobile phase consisting of a mixture of 30:70 water and HPLC grade acetonitrile and 
methanol, respectively, chromatographic separation was carried out on a C18 (150mm × 4.6mm, 5 µm) 
column at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. A PDA detector was used to monitor the detection at 221 nm. the 
4.657-minute retention period. The linearity of the method was 20–100 µg/mL. In compliance with ICH 
criteria, this approach was validated. 
 
Keywords: Raltegrvir Potassium, RP-HPLC, Method Development, Method Validation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
HIV-1 INSTI, an inhibitor of HIV integrase strand transfer with HIV-1 antiviral efficacy, [9] Raltegravir Potassium is 
the potassium salt of raltegravir that can be used orally. Raltegravir binds to and inhibits the HIV enzyme integrase, 
which inserts viral genetic material into the genetic material of infected human cells[10,11]. HIV replication is 
stopped by integrase inhibition, which prevents HIV DNA from being integrated into the human DNA 
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genome.Potassium 4-{[(4-fluorophenyl) methyl] carbamoyl} is its chemical name.[(5-methyl-1,3,4-oxadiazol-2-
yl)formamido] -1-methyl-2-{2-2-yl propan-2olate, 6-oxo-1,6-dihydropyrimidin-5. Its molecular weight is 444.4163 
g/mol and its formula is C20H20FKN6O5 [7,8]. It dissolves in water, ethanol (very slightly soluble), acetonitrile (very 
barely soluble), DMSO (slightly heated), and methanol (slightly heated). In order to stop the viral DNA from 
integrating into the human genome, raltegravir inhibits HIV integrase. The main metabolic process of raltegravir is 
glucuronidation [12]. Few raltegravir on RP-HPLC developed methods exist[13–19]. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Instrumentation 
This Shimadzu HPLC has a SCL 20A system controller, a variable wavelength programmable SPD-20A detector, and 
an LC-20AD binary gradient pump. The data were collected using a 20μl loop Rheodyne injector, and LC solutions 
software was used for data evaluation. 
 
Chemicals and reagents 
The HPLC grade water and ammonium acetate were used to prepare the buffer during the experiment, while the 
HPLC grade acetonitrile and methanol were acquired from E.Merck in Mumbai, India. 
 
Preparation of Solutions 
Preparation of Acetonitrile and Methanol 
Acetonitrile and Methanol was sonicated for 20 mins each for 3 times. After sonication degassed, filtered the solution 
through 0.2μm membrane filter before purging into the HPLC system. 
 
Preparation of ammonium acetate buffer pH 4 
In a 1000 ml volumetric flask, 77.0825 g/mol was added. A tiny amount of HPLC grade water was then added, and 
after the mixture eventually dissolved, the pH was adjusted to 4. Subsequently, the solution underwent a 30-minute 
sonication. Before being purged into the HPLC equipment, the mixture was allowed to degas after the sonication 
process and then run through a 0.2 μm membrane filter. 
 
Preparation of mobile phase 
Mobile phase 1: Mobile phase A is the pH 4 ammonium acetate buffer, and mobile phase B is HPLC-grade 
acetonitrile. Prior to being purged into the HPLC equipment. Following a degassing procedure, a 0.2 μm membrane 
filter was used to filter the two mobile phase solutions. 
Mobile phase 2: HPLC water makes up mobile phase A, and HPLC-grade acetonitrile and methanol make up mobile 
phase B. Prior to being purged into the HPLC system. After degassing, the two mobile phase solutions were filtered 
through a 0.2 μm membrane filter. 
Mobile phase 3: HPLC water makes up mobile phase A, and HPLC-grade acetonitrile makes up mobile phase B. 
Prior to being purged into the HPLC system. Following a 0.2 μm membrane filter filtering, the two mobile phase 
solutions were degassed. 
 
Preparation of standard stock solution 
10 mg of Raltegravir potassium were carefully weighed, transported to a 10 ml volumetric flask, and then completely 
filled with HPLC-grade methanol to create a stock solution containing 1000 μg/ml. One millilitre of the sample was 
collected from the stock solution and put in a ten millilitre volumetric flask. Methanol of HPLC grade was added to 
the sample to get 100 μg/ml. 
 
Method Development 
After performing the above trails, it was observed that the following that the following conditions were suitable for 
method development since the peak of the drug with less tailing factor and theoretical plates were observed. Trails 
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were performed until  get the symmetrical peak with theoretical plates more than 2000 and Tailing factor below 
1.5.The optimized chromatographic conditions is listed in Table 1 and chromatogram in Fig.2. 
 
METHOD VALIDATION  
 
a) System Suitability 
The resolution and repeatability of the chromatographic system are measured using system appropriateness to see if 
they are enough for analysis[1]. At least 2,500 theoretical plates must be present, and the tailing factor cannot be 
higher than 2. Table 2 displays the outcomes. 
b) Linearity 
The recommended concentration of 10 mg of raltegravir potassium was dissolved in 10 ml of HPLC-grade methanol. 
From the stock solution one millilitre, or 1 ml of the sample was taken and used to fill a 10-ml volumetric flask. Every 
time, samples were put into the HPLC at different concentrations, and the peak area of each concentration was 
noted. Plotting peak area versus Raltegravir potassium concentration allowed for the construction of calibration 
graphs, from which the regression equation was derived. Plotting the calibration graph at various concentrations of 
20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 µg/ml is shown in figure 3. The outcomes were displayed in Table 3.  
c) Precision 
Precision is determined by taking number of measurements in which they are under the same analytical 
conditions[2]. Then we have to measure the closeness of the data values to each other. The components of precision, 
i.e., repeatability (Intraday precision), intermediate precision and system precision in accordance with ICH 
guidelines were determined as follows:  
 
Intermediate precision (Inter day Precision): 
The intermediate precision was assessed by injecting a standard solution of Raltegravir potassium at the same 
concentration into six subjects on successive days. % RSD was then computed. Table 4 displayed the results. 
 
Repeatability (Intraday Precision) 
By repeatedly injecting (n=5) a standard solution of Raltegravir potassium at various time intervals on the same day, 
the instrument's precision was verified, and the percentage RSD was computed. Table 5 displayed the results. The 6 
samples of same concentration was injected each time according to the conditions mentioned and peak area in HPLC 
was noted. 
 
d) Accuracy 
With the aid of recovery technique an external standard addition method the method's accuracy was determined[3]. 
The pre-analyzed sample received additions of the known standard quantity at three distinct levels: 80%, 100%, and 
120%. Three copies of each determination were made. The results were displayed in Table 6. 
e) Robustness 
Minimal chromatographic conditions adjustments, such as changing the mobile phase's composition, wavelength, 
and flow rate to 220 nm and 222 nm, were used to evaluate the technique's resilience. [4]. The chromatograms lack of 
discernible fluctuations demonstrated the dependability of the RP-HPLC. The results were shown in the 7. 
f) Ruggedness 
According to the USP, toughness refers to the degree of reproducibility of results achieved under a variety of 
circumstances, including different laboratories, analysts, instruments, environmental conditions, operators, and 
materials, like this sample, which was handled by various analysts[5]. The reproducibility of test results from lab to 
lab and analyst to analyst under typical, expected operational settings is measured by ruggedness. The results were 
displayed in Table 8. 
g) LOD and LOQ 
A method's ability to consistently distinguish an analyte's concentration from background values is known as its 
limit of detection, or LOD. The lowest standard curve concentration that can be measured with a sufficient degree of 
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precision, accuracy, and variability is known as the limit of quantification, or LOQ. [6]. The outcomes were shown in 
Table 9. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
CONCLUSION 
 
The development and validation of a precise and sensitive RP-HPLC technique for quantifying raltegravir potassium 
in both tablet and bulk forms mark a significant achievement. Employing a binary gradient elution mode with a 
mobile phase comprising a blend of water, acetonitrile, and methanol, the chromatographic separation on a C18 
column yielded accurate results. The utilization of a PDA detector at 221 nm enabled precise detection, with a 
retention period of 4.657 minutes. The method demonstrated excellent linearity within the 20–100 µg/mL range, 
meeting the rigorous criteria outlined by the ICH. This robust and reliable HPLC method holds promise as a 
valuable tool for routine analysis, ensuring the quality and consistency of raltegravir potassium formulations in 
pharmaceutical applications. 
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Table 1: Optimised Chromatographic conditions 

Parameters Optimized conditions 
Column Enable C18G (250 ×4.6 mm i.d.,5µ) 

Flow rate 1.0ml/min 
Column Inertsil - C18, ODS column 

Mobile phase HPLC Water (Required):  Acetonitrile + Methanol (30:70) 
Detector wavelength 221nm 
Column temperature Ambient 

Injection volume 20µl 
Run time 11 min 

Retention time 4.657 min 
 
Table 2 : System parameters for Raltegravir potassium 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 3: Calibration curve data for Raltegravir potassium 

Parameters Raltegravir potassium 
Retention time 4.657 
Tailing factor 1.225 

Theoretical plates 5745.319 

 
S.No 

 

Raltegravir potassium 
Conc. 

(µg/ml) 
Peak area 

1. 20 138541 
2. 40 246327 
3. 60 341468 
4. 80 443219 
5. 100 533619 
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Table 4:  Precision data for Raltegravir potassium 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Repeatability (Intraday Precision):  
Table 5:  Precision data for Raltegravir potassium 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 6: Recovery studies for Raltegravir potassium 

6. 120 644712 

 
S.No 

 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 
Conc. 

(µg/ml) 
Peak area Peak area Peak area 

1. 60 341453 342589 346257 
2. 60 342784 346581 341259 
3. 60 340147 342547 342573 
4. 60 343681 349836 342679 
5. 60 342692 345687 341258 
6. 60 344126 344343 346325 

Mean  342480.5 345263.83 343436.83 
S.D  3284.3115 2764.147 2395.89 

%RSD  0.96% 0.80% 0.69% 

 
S.No 

 

Time interval 1 Time interval 2 Time interval 3 

Conc. 
(µg/ml) 

Peak area Peak area Peak area 

1. 60 341453 342586 346214 
2. 60 342784 341257 347519 
3. 60 340147 345789 347651 
4. 60 343681 345216 346528 
5. 60 342692 348952 347523 
6. 60 344126 347581 347596 

Mean  342480.5 345230.1667 630.1312297 
S.D  3284.3115 2914.399 0.001815 

%RSD  0.96% 0.84% 0.18% 

 
Drug 

Spike 
level(%) 

Amount 
taken(µg/ml) 

Amount 
found(µg/ml) 

Percent 
Recovery(%w/w) 

Statistical 
Parameters 

 
 
 
 

Raltegravir 
potassium 
(40 µg/ml) 

80 32 31.6 98% Mean  :0.98 
SD      

:0.005 
%RSD:0.5% 

80 32 31.9 99% 

80 32 31.5 98% 

100 40 39.4 98% Mean  :0.98 
SD      

:0.005 
%RSD:0.5% 

100 40 39.7 99% 

100 40 39.2 98% 

120 48 47.2 98% Mean  :0.98 
SD      120 48 47.5 98% 
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Table 7:Robustness studies of Raltegravir potassium 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 8: Ruggedness studies of Raltegravir potassium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 9 : LOD and LOQ data for Raltegravir potassium 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: Molecular structure of Raltegravir potassium Fig. 2 : Optimised chromatogram 

 
Fig.3: Calibration curve data for Raltegravir potassium 

 

120 48 47.3 98% :0.005 
%RSD:0.5% 

Modification Raltegravir potassium 
Wavelength 220nm 222nm 

 345398 344567 
 344859 342365 
 340342 345986 
 346854 340147 
 349875 348426 
 344140 349513 

Mean 345244.667 345167.3333 
%RSD 0.9% 1.0% 

Modification Raltegravir potassium 
Analyst Analyst 1 Analyst 2 

 347536 346398 
 345269 344587 
 342236 343358 
 347745 347795 
 342399 343487 
 344125 344852 

Mean 344885 345079.5 
%RSD 0.6% 0.5% 

Drug LOD (μg/ml) LOQ(μg/ml) 
Raltegravir potassium 0.101 0.306 
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A serious issue of food waste and its accumulation is growing along with the global population. Food 
waste is growing at an exponential rate, which causes a number of problems including health risks, 
environmental damage, and a shortage of disposal site. The usage of renewable energy sources, energy 
efficiency, and pollution management are major global concerns today. Thus, we are creating new, 
remunerative approach for the breakdown and disposal of organic waste. In this context, the biochemical 
process of breking  complex organic materials into a clean and renewable source of energy in form of 
biogas is gaining a lot of interest in terms of  food wastes management, energy, and nutrient production.   
Thus  in this way it also helps the society to overcome a big issue of managing the solid waste and thus 
reduces environmental pollution. Generally, solid waste management focuses only on working towards 
disposal options of solid wastes rather than treatment of waste for recovering of energy. In this review I 
have shown various methods of codigestion of food wastes for effective generation of bioenergy and 
thereby reducing a big problem associated with disposal and treatment of food wastes for protection of 
environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Although food stocks obtained from food waste disposal sites are powerful energy sources. But bulk solid waste is 
dumped in landfills and left to break down naturally. This releases a great deal of methane and other greenhouse 
gases into the environment. Although fruit and vegetable waste are readily biodegradable on their own as they have 
higher water content. And such waste with high nutritionary worth is best digestible through anaerobic digestion [1] 
Co-digestion, actually  refers  to simultaneous treatment and digestion of  two or more organic biodegradable 
wastes. This approach provides a first-rate procedure for handling and properly disposing of municipal solid waste. 
Anaerobic digestion was traditionally done using a single substrate. Traditionally, it is used to break down 
household sludge, but with the addition of co-substrates, it now has a antagonistic effect on the digestive process and 
increases the yield of  biogas [2].  Anaerobic activities of many different kinds are used in the digesting process. 
Literature makes it abundantly evident that different wastes are processed in the same digester that breaks down 
municipal sewage sludge. When extracted from landfills as leachate, organic fraction of municipal solid waste—also 
referred to as OFMSW,  are properly managed. Anaerobic codigestion is used in many nations to dispose of 
OFMSWs because it is thought to be the best method for handling this kind of situation. Vegetable waste from food 
processing, including plant and agricultural waste, is proven to be highly biodegradable and can be broken down 
using an anaerobic co-digestion system. Their large proportion of easily biodegradable COD (chemical oxygen 
demand)  enhances the anaerobic system's efficacy [3]. Numerous methods, including single- and multi-stage 
treatment processes for different food residues, have been investigated. Wastes from restaurants and cafeterias, such 
as fruits, vegetables, and cereals, are homogenized and ground up before being used in a lab to create bio hydrogen 
or methane, which can be used to generate energy [4,5]. According to Zitomer et al. adding brewing yeast extract to a 
waste water treatment facility can boost the biogas output [6].  
 
Trace elements such as Co, Fe, and Ni improve not only the biogas yield but also the food digestion's dewatering 
capacity and the final biosolids' stabilization. Co-digestion is a common way to improve the production of  biogas as 
compared with existing facilities that process a single waste stream [7]. Utilizing wastewater treatment equipment to 
treat both liquid and solid waste together is more advantageous financially [8]. Because municipal wastewater 
sludge has a low solids content, a lesser ratio of  C/N  and little nutritional value, co-digestion can be a advantageous 
method for their treatment.  Additionally, these parameters are frequently optimized when co-substrate is added. 
Ohio produces biogas by the codigestion of yard scrap with waste material from Wal-Mart food outlet [9]. In a 
Spanish study, home wastewater sludge, industrial waste, and agricultural waste were all co-digested. Fruit and 
vegetable wastes were among the food wastes used in this investigation [10]. Sewage sludge and meat industry 
wastes are combined for digestion. Analogous studies were conducted in Spain to examine the effects of 
incorporating waste gathered from butchery into anaerobic digesters that employ sewer water matter. This waste 
consisted of a mixture of cattle and pig excretion as well as leftover meat slurries from the animals [11]. The same 
study used OFMSWs in co-digestion operations with wastes from slaughterhouses and poultry processors [12]. 
Anaerobic digestion has long used manure as a feed source. Numerous initiatives in developing nations (like India) 
use cow dung to provide biogas to rural areas with an excessive number of livestock. In Mexico, separate co-
digestion of cow dung, waste obtained by cotton seeds with high fat content with municipal sewage sludge was 
done in anaerobic systems [13]. Manure is mixed with accumulated solid food processing waste, such as dairy waste 
mixtures and waste from potato chips. Research on the co-digestion of cheese waste and cattle manure has been 
conducted in Italy utilizing a two-stage procedure [14]. Additionally, waste glycerol from the bio diesel 
manufacturing process is co-digested with waste sludge obtained from municipal waste disposal sites. Since glycerol 
is an easily perishable matter for anaerobic co-digestion, it aids in the sustainable bio fuel industry's efforts to 
address a major waste disposal issue [15].  
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PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
Certain physical characteristics in the anaerobic co-digestion process can increase the degradation system's 
efficiency. Certain parameters are required to control these digester characteristics and speed up the growth of 
microorganisms: 
 
Temperature 
The chemical and physical characteristics of the digester's contents are correlated with temperature. It also has an 
impact on the digestion process's kinetic and thermodynamic conditions. In addition to helping to provide ideal 
digestive conditions and a high methane content, temperature is a thermophilic substance.        
 
Volatile solids 
The waste composition employed in anaerobic co-digestion includes complex organic waste portion, ignitible 
portion, and sluggish portion. Vegetable and food waste from houses could make up the decomposition component. 
The section that can catch fire consists of cardboard and wood paper. Wastes such as metallic components, soil, rock 
materials, glass, etc. may be found in the inert section. These are also included in waste to energy treatment 
technology. 
 
pH level 
varying microbes require varying pHs throughout the anaerobic digesting process. The ideal pH range is between 
5.5 and 8.5. While acidogenic bacteria prefer a pH of over archeobacteria bacteria that require a pH of 6.2 to work. 
 
Ammonia 
Ammonia works  in two forms: non-ionized ammonia and ammonium. The cause of inhibition is non-ionized 
ammonia, or NH3. The degree of ionization is determined by the pH value, which has a significant impact on 
ammonia inhibition. 
 
Basic media 
An alkaline medium is necessary to keep a digester stable. It has to do with the digester's hydroxide, bicarbonate, 
and carbonate contents. It balances the digester's acidity and aids in preserving buffering capacity. Bicarbonate is the 
primary carbon source for methane-forming bacteria. 
 
Sulphide 
In anaerobic digesters, sulphate is biologically converted to sulphide.  if the sulphide content exceeds 250 mg/l. It 
messes with the digestive system [16]. 
 
Nutrients 
Metals like as iron, nickel, and cobalt, among others, are crucial in promoting the best possible bacterial growth and 
methane production [17]. Metals such as aluminum, manganese, boron, molybdenum, and selenium are 
recommended as additional components for anaerobic digesters [18].  
 
Carbon to nitrogen ratio 
This ratio indicates how much amount of carbon and nitrogen content are present in the substrate. Ammonia 
production will be inhibited by a lower carbon to nitrogen ratio [19]. A high carbon to nitrogen ratio suggests that 
methanogenic microorganisms use nitrogen quickly. Carbon to nitrogen ratio should be in the range of 25 to 30 and 
it can be achieved by co-digestion of different catogaries of waste materials.  
 
Solids content 
Digesters of anaerobic codigestion assembly contain amount pf  total solids content  lower than 12 %, medium solids 
between 20% to 25% and high solids within the range 30% - 40%. It is represented as weight of total organic matter 
with respect to volume of digester upon time [20]. Feedstock is organic waste that, during the anaerobic digestion 
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process, microbes convert to methane. The elements carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur 
make up the majority of organic wastes. Lower gas production results from nitrogen depletion, which happens when 
the carbon to nitrogen fraction is higher. 
 
Mixing 
New influents are combined with the contents of an existing digester. It keeps the temperature varied and prevents 
the growth of slime. The purpose of mixing and blending is to keep the sludge homogeneous and to minimize scum 
deposition. Slow mixing facilitates the activity of microorganisms in digesters as well. It disperses harmful 
substances to reduce toxicity. 
 
Compost 
Organic material that has broken down in digesters is called compost. Slurry-like liquid portion is taken out of the 
digester and recycled back into the reactor. Compost is created and can be utilized as fertilizer when the solid 
component is maintained apart in the form of a long pile. The content of trash determines the standard and quality of 
compost. 
 
Bye- Products: During the procedure, the following byproducts are created:  
 
Biogas  
One significant byproduct of anaerobic co-digestion is biogas.  When the intermediate digestion phase is completed, 
the maximum amount of biogas is produced. Methane, CO2, and trace amounts of hydrogen and sulfuride are 
among its constituents. Biogas is typically kept in expandable gas bubbles on top of the digester. 
 
Wastewater 
When the liquid portion is separated from the digestate, wastewater is produced. The anaerobic digester's liquid 
waste has elevated BOD and COD values. Pior to discharge, it needs to have more treatment. 
 
Digestate 
Digestate are solid waste digesters that are incapable of being broken down by microbes. They also have dead 
bacterias. Digestate comes in three different forms: liquid, fiber, or a two-fraction mixture of sludge.  
 
ADVANTAGES 
 
This approach has numerous benefits since it treats organic waste and substrate jointly, which lessens the amount of 
solid waste that needs to be handled. Additionally, treating waste while simultaneously breaking down the substrate 
improves the digesting system's nutrient balance. As a result, biogas is produced, renewable biomass is disposed of 
for agricultural digestion, and soil conditioners are used as fertilizers. It eliminates germs by maintaining a sustained 
temperature. Additionally, it lowers gas emissions through methane recovery. 
 
DISADVANTAGES 
This system has certain drawbacks, such as the need for expertise in design, building, and maintenance. It raises the 
need for pre-treatment as well as COD and BOD effluents. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Anaerobic Co-digestion processes that combine wastewater or dairy digesters with higj buffering capacity with high 
energy content organic waste products (such as fats, oils, and grease, or FOG) have the potency to create large 
amounts of biogas, or methane. Additionally, it lessens the problem of food waste and FOG being dumped in public 
sewer systems and landfills. Co-digestion prevents volatile fatty acidification, balances nutrients, and increases pH 
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buffering capacity. It was observed that co-digestion of mixed wastes had a beneficial effect on the amount and 
quality (CH4 concentration) of biogas in addition to producing better methane gas yields when compared to single 
waste digestions. It is the outcome of a beneficial interplay between increased nutrient supply and digestion. Co-
digestion can have financial benefits since it uses common instrumentation, makes processing of staple easier, and 
produces a more lasting  method overall. The biggest drawback for this technique to gain attention is requirement of 
increased research, study and feasible methods this technique till date in our country. 
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Siddha system of medicine is one of the ancient system of medicine which is widely practiced in southern 
parts of India.Otradam (Fomentation therapy) is one of the external treatment modalities which is 
traditionally practiced.A wide variety of plants are most frequently utilized in Otradam. The knowledge 
of these plants is scattered in various siddha literatures; hence this review was carried out to collect the 
information of various plants used for this therapy. Literature search was donefrom various Siddha 
literatures available in the Library of National Institute of Siddha. According to the findings, 45 Siddha 
texts provide herbal formulations of Otradam (Fomentation therapy) which will provide an elaborative 
knowledge on various plants used for this therapy. 
 
Keywords: Siddha medicine, External therapy, Otradam, medicinal plants. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Siddha medicine is a centuries-old system of medicine that teaches the concepts required for a disease-free existence 
and illness prevention.The two therapy strategies employed to treat the disorders are agamarundugal(internal 
medicines) and puramarundugal(external medicines) (1)(2). Otradam (Medicated fomentation) is a type of Agni 
procedures (3)  in which bolus is made with anyone or combination of materials such as leaves, barks, pulses, cereals, 
husks, lime, brickpowder etc., which are tied in a muslin cloth to make pouches, then heatedto a particular 
temperature and applied on the affected area[1][2]. In fomentation therapy, the body is exposed to varying intensities 
and qualities of heat which results in sweating. This helps to disperse aggravated thodams in the affected area and 
dilating all body channels for cleansing[4] Siddhar Theraiyar in the text Theraiyar Tharu mentioned that fomentation 
when applied to the forehead, mouth, ear, nose, abdomen, spinal region, shoulder, sole, vertex, umblical, intercostal, 
lumbosacral and pelvic girdle helps to relieve pain caused due to vitiated Vatham[3]. Leaves of Vitex negundo (Notchi), 
Calotropis gigantea (Erukku), Clerodendrumphlomides (Thazhuthalai), Ricinus communis (Amanakku),Abuthilon indicum 
(Thutti) and Bacopa Monnieri(Brahmai), Powder of Curcuma longa rhizome (Manjal), Salt (Uppu), Ashes of egg shell 
(Muttai oodu), Dolichos biflorus (Kollu mavu), Trachyspermumammi (Omam), Paddy husk, black stone powder, Brick 
powder and slime are commonly used materialsfor Otradam(Fomentationtherapy)[3]. Though these are the most 
commonly used materials for this therapy there are various other herbals indicated in the Siddha literatures, as these 
knowledges are scattered in various texts, its usage for treating various conditions are becoming extinct among the 
Siddha practitioners, hence this review article aims at collecting various herbals, their parts used, along with its 
indications, mentioned in various Siddha literatures for Otradam(Fomentation therapy). 
 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
 
A detailed literature search was done in the library of National Institute of Siddha for formulations of Otradam 
(Fomentation therapy) codified in the Siddha literatures. Among the available formulations, herbal formulations 
found in those literatures were identified and analyzed. The findings were categorized depending upon their parts 
used, indications, and the family to which each herbals belong. MS word software was used for organizing and 
analyzing data. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Polyherbal formulations are commonly used in otradam (fomentation therapy) to treat various diseases. The plants 
used in those polyherbal formulations were categorized based on the parts used such as seeds, roots, leaves, flowers 
and barks along with their botanical name, vernacular name and indications. The list of Seeds, roots, leaves, flowers 
and barks used for Otradam (Fomentation therapy) are listed in Table No: I, Table No:II, Table No:III, Table No:IV 
and Table No:V respectively. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The collected data shows that, totally 45 Siddha literatures have herbal formulations of Otradam(Fomentation 
therapy).Among them, 9 books are in the name of Siddhar Agathiyar, 6 books arefrom the Sarabendarseries of books, 3 
books are in the name of Siddhar Brahmamuni, 2 books are in the name of Siddhar Theraiyar, 1book in the name of 
Siddhar Yugimuni and 24 books are not titled in the name of any Siddhars. The collected data showed that 20 types of 
seeds, 22 types of roots, 46 types of leaves, 5 types of flowers and 10 types of barks are been used for Otradam 
(Fomentation therapy) in the management of various conditions. Theses 20 type of seeds belong to the families of 
Alangiaceae, Brassicaceae, Calophyllaceae, Euphorbiaceae, Fabaceae, Leguminaceae, Loganiaceae, Lythraceae, Malvaceae, 
Marsilaceae, Meliaceae, Moringaceae, Papilinonaceae, Sapotaceae, Solanaceae and Zingiberceae. They were mostly indicated 
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for the treatment of diseases caused due to the derangement of Vathathodam(Diseases caused due to vitiated Vatha 
humour), Sanni(Diseases caused due to imbalance of 3 humours), Paambu kadi(Sanke bite) etc., The 22 types of roots 
collected shows that they belong to the families of Alangiaciace, Apocynaceae, Aristolochiaceae, Asclepiadaceae, 
Aspodelaceae, Capparaceae, Euphorbiaceae, Fabaceace, Lamiaceae, Loganaceae, Malvaceae, Phyllanathaceae, Plumbaginaceae, 
Poaceae, Rutaceae, Salvadoraceae and Solanaceae. They were mostly indicated for the treatment of Vidam(Poisonous 
bites), Sanni(Diseases caused due to imbalance of 3 humours), Pungal (Ulcers) and Kan Noigal(Eye diseases).The 46 
types of leaves used, belong to the families of Acanthaceae, Alangaiceae, Amaranthaceae, Apocynaceae, Asteraceae, 
Boraginaceae, Caesalpiniaceae, Capparaceae, Cucurbitaceae, Euphorbiaceae, Fabaceae, Loganiaceae, Malvaceae, 
Melastomataceae, Meliaceae, Menispermaceae, Moraceae, Moringaceae, Nyctaginaceae, Papaveraceae, Rutaceae,Sapindaceae, 
Sapotaceae, Solanaceae and Vitaceae. They were indicated for the treatment of various types of Vatha noigal(disease 
caused due to vitiated Vatha humour) such as Sandu vathum, kuthikaalvatham etc., and Kan Noigal(Eye diseases). 
Furthermore, the flowers used for Otradambelong to the family of Apocynaceae, Asclepidaceae, Clusiaceae, Fabaceae and 
Moringaceae. They are used in the treatment of conditions such as Sanni(Diseases caused due to imbalance in 3 
humours),Pungal (Ulcer)and Andavayu (Hydrocele).  
 
Finally, the 10 types of barks used, belong to the family of Apocynaceae, Capparaceae, Combretatceae, Fabaceae, Meliaceae, 
Moraceae, Moringaceae, Myrtaceae and Rhamnaceae. They are indicated for the treatment of different type of 
Sanni(Diseases caused due to imbalance in 3 humours), Kan Noigal(Eye diseases), Pungal (Ulcers)and 
Moolam(Haemorrhoids). The majority of the medicinal plants (33 plants) utilised for otradam (fomentation treatment) 
are from these families, such as Fabaceae, Apocynaceae, Euphorbiaceae, and Lamiaceae, and it should be evaluated 
further. Though Otradam (Fumigation therapy) is indicated for the treatment of wide range of conditions, most of 
them are used in the management of VathaNoigal (caused due to vitiated Vatham), Kan noigal (Eye diseases) and Vidam 
(Poisonous bites). Furthermore, among the observed parts used in the Otradam(Fumigation therapy), leaves accounts 
to be used extensively in management of various conditions, the scientific reasoning of its extensive use in this 
therapy still remains unexplained but may be attributed to its ease of availability and potent pharmacological 
actions. This review contains elaborative detailing of various plants, its parts used, vernacular name, family and 
indications used for Otradam(Fomentation therapy) mentioned in various Siddha literatures. This may act as 
evidence for further experimental studies in this treatment modalities and clinical practices in the future. 
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Table 1: Seeds used Forotradam (Fomentation Therapy) 
S. 

No Plant name Botanical name Family name Indication 

1. Azhinjil Alangiumsalvifolium Alangiaceae Mugavaathasanni, sanni, Vaatham9, 16 
2. Kaduku Brassica juncea Brassicaceae Vaatham9 

3. Punnai Calophylluminophyllum Calophyllaceae Santhuvaatham, mugavaathasanni, sanni, Vaatham9, 18, 16, 

41 

4. aamanakku Ricinus communis Euphorbiacae Sanni, Arputha vayu, Vaatham, Suram6, 9, 10, 28, 41 
5. Pungu Pongamia glabra Fabaceae Mugavaathasanni, sanni, Vaatham9 
6. Agathi Sesbania grandifolia Fabaceae Sanni, Vaatham10, 16 
7. Sanappu Crotalerviajuncee Fabaceae Sanni, Vaatham10 
8. Kazharchi Caesalpinia bonduc Fabaceae Vaatham8,39, 16 
9. Kozhiyavarai Canavalia ensiformis Leguminosae Santhuvaatham18 
10. Thetran Strychnuspotatorum Loganiaceae Sanni8, 20 
11. Maruthani Lawsoniainermis Lythraceae Vaatham9 
12. Paruthi Gossypium herbaceum Malvaceae Santhuvaatham, Sanni, Vaatham9, 16,18 
13. Araikeerai Marsilea quadrifolia Marsileaceae Vaatham9 

14. Vembu Azhadiracta indica Meliaceae Seetham, sanni, Mugavaathasanni, vaatham, 
Santhuvaatham18, 41, 35 

15. Murungai Moringa oleifera Moringaceae Sanni, Vaatham9 
16. Palasu Butea frondose Papilionaceae Paambuvidam32 
17. Magizham Mimosopselangi Sapotaceae Santhuvaatham, vaatham9 
18. Iluppai Madhuca longifolia Sapotaceae Vaatham41 
19. Umathai Datura metel Solanaceae Sanni16 
20. Arathai Alpinia galanga Zingiberaceae Vaatham35 
 
Table.2.Roots used for Otradam(Fomentation Therapy) 

S. 
No 

Plant name Botanical name Family name Indication 

1.  Azhinjil Alangiumsalvifolium Alangiaceae Vidam40 
2.  Erukku Calotropis gigentia Apocynaceae Sanni, vidam40 
3.  Alari Nerium oderum Apocynaceae Nayana pirisal15 
4.  Nannari Hemidesmus indicus Apocynaceae Pungal6, 14 
5.  Kerudakodi Aristolochia indica Aristolochiaceae Manadai vali45 
6.  Uthamani Pergulariadaemia Asclepiadaceae Vidam32 
7.  Katralai Aloe indica Asphodelaceae Vidam32, 40 
8.  Sengathari Capparis aphylla Capparaceae Marana vaatham, vidam29, 32, 40 
9.  Nalvelai Cleome viscosa Capparaceae Vidam40 
10.  Thirukukalli Euphorbia tortilis Euphorbiacae Vali vaatham29 
11.  Kuppaimeni Acalypha indica Euphorbiacae Sanni, vidam40 
12.  Avuri Indigo fertinctour Fabaceae Marana vaatham, vidam29, 32, 40, 
13.  Vaagai Albizia lebbeck Fabaceae Vidam40 
14.  Thumbai Leucas aspera Lamiaceae Oozhi noi38 
15.  Etti Strychnosnux-vomica Loganiaceae Vidam40 
16.  Ilavam Bombax ceiba Malvaceae Kurangu kadi32 
17.  Nelli Phyllanthus emblica Phyllanthaceae pitha pishyantham15 
18.  Kodiveli Plumbago indica Plumbaginaceae Arayappu38 
19.  Ilamicham Antropogenaromaticus Poaceae Moolam17 
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20.  Vilvam Aegle marmelos Rutaceae Kan noi, vidam40 
21.  Sangam Azema tetracantha Salvadoraceae Vidam40 
22.  Umathai Datura metel Solanaceae Vidam40 
 
Table.3.Leaves used for Otradam (Fomentation Therapy) 
S. 

No 
Plant name Botanical name Family name Indication 

1. Adathodai Justicia beddomei Acanthaceae Sanni, Veekam, Varmakaayam, pain38, 40 
2. Azhinjil Alangiumsalvifolium Alangiaceae Sagala viriyan kadi40 
3. Ponnanganni Alternanthera sessilis Amaranthaceae Kan siavappu, Kan erichal, kansoodu, kankoocham. 28 

4. Erukku Calotropis gigentia 
Apocynaceae 

 Sanni vaatham, Sanni18, 35 

5. Uthamani Pergulariadaemia Apocynaceae 
 

Sagala viriyan kadi40 

6. Maan sevikalli Cacaliaklerini Asteraceae Kendaivaatham, Sagala viriyan kadi29 

7. Thel kodukku Heliotropium indicum Boraginaceae Anda vaayu, Kai kaal mudakku, udal kaduppu, 
kuthal21, 39 

8. Aavarai Cassia auriculata Caesalpiniaceae 

Aanantha vaatham, Viraivaatham, 
Mulangaalvaathapidippu, Neela kaasam, Pithakaasam, 

Mantha kaasam, Padalam, Pillam, Mayir kuthal, 
Puzhuvettu, Malai kaneervadithal, Kuntham, 

Nethiravaari18, 23, 38,39, 49 

9. Kazharchi Caesalpinia bonduc Caesalpiniaceae 
Andavaatham, Kai kaal mudakku, udal kaduppu, 

kuthal,  vidam21, 28 
10. Sarakondrai Cassia fistula Caesalpiniaceae Kannoi28 

11. Veezhi Cadava trifoliate Capparaceae Mulangaalvaathapidippu, Sagala viriyan kadi23, 39, 40 

49 
12. Thaivelai Cleome gynandra Capparaceae Anda vayu39 
13. Viluthi Cadabafruticosa Capparaceae Sanni16 
14. Maavilingam Crataeva magna Capparaceae Sanni,  vidam, Moolam16, 39, 40 

15. Kurattai Trichosanthes 
tricuspidate 

Cucurbitaceae Arputha vayu10 

16. Peikumatti Citrullouscolocynthis Cucurbitaceae Vidam40 
17. Peipeerku Luffa amara Cucurbitaceae Vidam40 
18. Aamanakku Ricinus communis Euphorbiacae Santhuvaatham, Sanni18 
19. Chinni Acalypha fruticose Euphorbiacae Sagala viriyan kadi40 
20. Pungu Pongamia glabra Fabaceae Sanni40 

21. Puli Tamarindus indica Fabaceae 
Neela kaasam, Pithakaasam, Mantha kaasam, Padalam, 

Pillam, Mayir kuthal, Puzhuvettu, Malai 
kaneervadithal, Kuntham, Nethiravaari, Kan vali30, 39, 41 

22. Karuvel Acacia arabica Fabaceae 
Vizhi veekam, erithinavupadalam, sivappukaruppu, 

neervadithal39 
23. Vaagai Albizia lebbeck Fabaceae Sagala viriyankadi,  vidam40 
24. Kozhiyavarai Canavalia ensiformis Fabaceae Sagala viriyan kadi39 
25. Agathi Sesbania grandifolia Fabaceae Sagala viriyan kadi40 
26. Vellaikakkanam Clitoriaternatea Fabaceae Sagala viriyan kadi40 
27. Avuri Indigo fertinctour Fabaceae Vidam40 
28. Notchi Vitex negundo Lamiaceae Vaatham, Kuthivaatham5, Santhuvaatham, Sanni16 18, 
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Sagala viriyankadi40, Veekam, Varmakaayam, udambu 
vali, moolam, 20 29, 38 39, 41, 49 

29. Thulasi Ocimum sanctum Lamiaceae 

Neela kaasam, Pithakaasam, Mantha kaasam, Padalam, 
Pillam, Mayir kuthal, Puzhuvettu, Malai 

kaneervadithal, Kuntham, Nethiravaari, Sagala 
viriyankadi,  vidam31 

30. Karanthai Osimumbasilicum Lamiaceae Sagala viriyan kadi40 
31. Thumbai Leucas aspera Lamiaceae Sagala viriyan kadi, vidam40 
32. Etti Strychnosnux-vomica Loganiaceae Ammaikuru31 
33. Thuthi Abutilon indicum Malvaceae Kannoi49 
34. Chitramutti Pavoniazeylanica Malvaceae Sagala viriyan kadi40 

35. Kaaya Memocylonedule Melastomataceae 
Vizhi veekam, Erivu, Thinavu, Padalam, Sivappu, 

Kaduppu, Neer vadithal30 

36. Vembu Azhadiracta indica Meliaceae 
Thimirvaatham, mulangaalvaatham, kuthuvaatham, 
mootuvaatham, Sanni,  vidam, Soolai in ammainoi, 

udambu vali1, 16, 40 

37. Seenthil Tinospora cordifolia Menispermaceae Sanni20 
38. Paagal Artocarpus integrifolia Moraceae Vidam32, 40 
39. Aalamaram Ficus benghalensis Moraceae Kuthirai vali31 
40. Murungai Moringa oleifera Moringaceae Sagala viriyankadi,  vidam40 
41. Thara Fumaria parviflora Papaveraceae Murivu31 
42. Kozhunji Glycosmis arborea Rutaceae Sagala viriyankadi,  vidam32, 40 

43. Mudakatran 
Cardiospermum 

halicacabum Sapindaceae 
Andavaatham, Thimirvaatham, mulangaalvaatham, 

kuthuvaatham, mootuvaatham, Anda soolai33, 23,, 
Sanni1, 16, 28,, Sagala viriyan kadi,  vidam40,39 

44. Iluppai Madhuca longifolia Sapotaceae Sagala viriyan kadi40 
45. Umathai Datura metel Solanaceae Santhuvaatham, Anda vayu18, Sanni39, 

46. Pirandai 
Cissus 

quandrangularis 
Vitaceae Sagala viriyan kadi40 

 
Table.4.Flowers used for Otradam (Fomentation Therapy) 
S. 

No Plant name Botanical name Family name Indication 

1. Erukku Calotropis gigentia Apocynaceae Sanni vaatham, mugasanni, sanni27, 39 
2. Sirukurinjan Gymnemasylvestre Asclepiadaceae Kurangu kadi32 
3. Sirunaga poo Mesua nagassarium Clusiaceae Pungal6, 27 
4. Aavarai Cassia auriculata Fabaceae Anda vayu27 
5. Murungai Moringa oleifera Moringaceae Sanni20 
 
Table.5.Barks used for Otradam (Fomentation Therapy) 

S. 
No Plant name Botanical name Family name Indication 

1.  Etti 
Strychnos 

nux-vomica 
Apocynaceae 

 Siddha vipramasanni, muga sanni27, 35 

2.  Kodikkalli SarcosemmaBrevistigma Apocynaceae 
 

Muga sanni27, 35 

3.  Maavilingam Crataeva magna Capparaceae 
Siddha vipramasanni, mugasanni, sirasilneeretramandai 

vali20, 35, 47 
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4.  Maruthu Terminalia arjuna Combretaceae Vizhi veekam, erivu, thinavu, padalam, sivappu, 
kaduppu, neer vadithal30, 39 

5.  Kundrimani Abrus precatorius Fabaceae Nayana viyathi, Pungal27 
6.  Vembu Azhadiracta indica Meliaceae Siddha vipramasanni, Pungal27, 45 
7.  Arasamarm Ficus religiosa Moraceae Kai kaal vedippuand vali39 
8.  Murungai Moringa oleifera Moringaceae Kuthirai vali20 
9.  Lavangam Syzygiumaromaticum Myrtaceae Moolam17 
10.  Vembadam Ventiligomadraspatana Rhamnaceae Nayana viyaathi, Pungal6 
 
Table.6  Explanation for the Indications Mentioned 

Name of the Disease Explantion of the disease50 
Anandha vayu kind of diseases affecting the scrotum and the spermatic cord 

Anda soolai A neuralgic pain of severe dearting and throbbing character experience in the 
testicles 

Andavatham/ andavayu Hydrocele 

Arayappu An ordinary bubo in the groins/ an inflammation and swelling of a lymphatic 
gland, genera in the groin 

Arputha vaatham/vaayu A kind of facial paralysis 
Kaasam 

(Neela kaasam, Mantha kaasam, 
Pithakaasam) 

Cataract and its types 

Kai kaal mudakku A kind of rheumatism which affects the joints of hand and leg 
Kan erichal/Vizhi erivu Burning sensation of the eyes 

Kan koocham Incapacity of the eyes to receive light from external objects owing to extreme 
sensitiveness 

Kan noi/Nethiraviyathi Eye disease 
Kan soodu/ Kan azhal Inflammation of the eye 

Kan vali Eye Pain 
Kansivappu Inflammation of the eye or eye lid 
Kuntham Protrusion in the cornea of the eye 

Kurangu kadi Monkey bite 

Kuthikaalvaatham/ Kuthi vaatham A disease of the heel rendering one unable to rest on the heel owing to excessive 
neuralgic pain 

Kuthiraivalippu Apoplectic fits due to vitiated vaatha humour in the system 
Maalai kaneervadithal Watery eyes in evening time 

Mantha kaasam Cataract causing dullness of vision 
Mayir kuthal Trichiasis 

Moolam Haemorrhoids 
Muga vaathasanni Tetenus combined with lock jaw and sudden paralysis of the facial nerve 

Mugavatham Facial Paralysis 
Mulangaalvaathapidippu/ 

Kendaivaatham 
Spasm of calf muscle 

Murivu Fracture 
Nethiravaari Tears 

Oozhinoi Oozhinoi 
Paambuvidam Snake bite 

Padalam A growth starts in the clear part of the eye 
Pillam A disease of the eye lid 
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Pithakaasam Cataract attended with bilious humour of the eye 
Pungal Ulcer 

Puzhuvettu Alopecia 
Sagala viriyan kadi Viper bite 

Sanni 
Privation of sense and voluntary motion resulting from the affection of the nerves 

through the derangement of the three humours in the system. 

Sanni vaatham 
Rheumatism attended with chillness as a result of excess of heat due to the 

cerebral affections manifested by the derangement of the three humours in the 
system. 

Santhuvaatham Arthritis 
Siddha vipramasanni A type of sanninoi 

Sirasilneeretramandai vali Sinusitis 
Suram Fever 

Thimirvaatham 
A kind of palsy or paralysis followed by privation of feeling or motion due to 

anemic and anesthetic condition of the body. 
Vaatham Disease due to vitiated vaatham 
Veekam Swelling 

Viraivaatham Scrotal swelling 
Vizhi veekam Swelling of the eyelid 
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This study focuses on the traditional ethnomedicinal knowledge of medicinal plants of the Nishi tribe 
inhabiting in the KurungKumey which is located in the upper region of Arunachal Pradesh. The area 
comprises of many other tribes although Nishi tribal population is in majority. The communities are the 
original inhabitants of the study area and have come from various parts of Asia since time immemorial. 
The less industrialization and low interaction with other parts of the state and boundary has helped in 
the conservation of the species both in wild and farm and also retaining of the knowledge in its purest 
form. The raw materials needed to practise these medicines are collected from nearby reserve forest 
or/and individual cultivation.  The present survey reported 30 plants belonging to 20familiesused by the 
studied tribe which help to cure 32 diseases either individually or in combination including menstrual 
problems and leprosy. The tabular form of the reported species is presented according to the disease 
cured and composition required to cure the disease. The study also tried to make a comparative study of 
the plants by different families, composition and parts used.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Research on medicinal plants among the tribal communities of North-East India have increased in the recent time 
mainly in the untouched regions of hilly terrain areas of the states like that of Arunachal Pradesh. Drugs obtained 
from plants have been use from common cold to cancer [1]. The World Health Organization(WHO) is also interested 
in recording the use of therapeutic plants from various tribes across the globe [2].  Medicine based on plants has 
better cultural acceptability, affordability and with minimum side effects[3-4]. In India, 45,000 plant species are said 
to have therapeutic properties[5]. India has over 104 million tribal populations belonging to 573 tribal communities 
representing 8.6% of total Indian population (15th Indian Census, 2011). These tribal communities mostly depend on 
traditional knowledge for their local health care needs[6].The state of Arunachal Pradesh is one of the richest biotic 
regions of Indian subcontinent. It is bounded on the south by Assam and Nagaland, on the north and north east by 
China, on the west by Bhutan, and on the east by Myanmar. The area is predominantly a mountainous tract situated 
in the Eastern Himalayan foothills and is part of the IUCN-designated Himalaya Biodiversity Hotspot. It is a tribal 
state in its entirety, consisting of 19 districts inhabited by 26 major tribes and 110 sub-tribes with unique culture and 
lifestyle, with a rich Indigenous Knowledge System (IKS) that has occupied different geographical places since time 
immemorial. The Nishi Tribe is a significant tribe in Arunachal Pradesh. 'NYI' means "a human," and 'shi' means "a 
being," therefore both words refer to humans. With a population of roughly 3 lakhs, they are Arunachal Pradesh's 
most numerous tribes.  Eight districts in Arunachal Pradesh—Kradaadi, Kurungkumey, East Kameng, Papumpare, 
PakkeKessang, and Kamie—have Nishi populations. The majority of Nishi people live in the Kungkumey, Kradaadi, 
and East Kameng, and they primarily speak Nishi and Hindi (Nishi Language belongs to Sino-Tibetan origin). 
Economically Nishi are agriculturist and Jhum cultivation is a common practice. Rice, Maize, Millet, Cucumber etc 
are the principal crop grown. According to 2011 census, most of the population follows their ancient Indigenous 
religion called ‘Dongi-poloism’ (Worship of Sun and Moon) altogether in the recent decade other religion like 
Christianity (31%, 2011 census), Hinduism (29%, 2011 census) are also followed.  There is an urgent need to chronicle 
and conserve traditional knowledge on the various applications of medicinal plants in Arunachal Pradesh, a rich 
region of Northeast India. Thus, the main goal of the current ethnobotanical study was to compile a database of 
ethnomedicinal plants utilized by the Nishi Tribe of Arunachal Pradesh to cure various ailments. This essay 
examines the ethnobotanical study of potential therapeutic plants used by the Nishi tribe in the KurungKumay 
district of Arunachal Pradesh, India. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Current ethnobotanical study was carried out in the Kurungkumey district of Arunachal Pradesh during the month 
of October, 2022. Geographically the area is situated in the eastern Himalayas, and hence experiences more rainfall 
and low temperature throughout the year and good vegetation coverage than the other part of the region. This study 
documented the traditional knowledge on medicinal plants of the Nishi tribe living in the study area. Information 
was gathered about the various plant species that are employed, their parts, composition, and methods of 
administration. The various criteria employed in methodology include the interview with the ethnic people from the 
area, traditional healers, tribal elders from the area etc. utilizing formal discussions, questionnaires, and timetables, 
ethnomedical data were gathered utilizing Jain's [7] methodology through casual encounters with the informants. A 
total of 98 people from various ages, profession and gender were interviewed which includes 50 households from 
four villages under Nyobia circle. These villages are Byasi, Upper Gida, Langro and Langarh. These sources had 
knowledge of the therapeutic use of the plants and were either self-employed traditional healers or came from 
families that practiced it. The essential plants used by them are mainly collected mostly from the forest while some of 
them have been cultivated domestically. Not all the enumerated plant species could be identified while most of them 
were identified with the help of relevant and standard literature and valuable reference from Botanical Survey of 
India (BSI), Itanagar. The identified are given here in their local names and the various formulations used for curing 
the targeted disease.  
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RESULTS 
 
During this study, 30 identified different species of plants that belong to 20 families were found to use as traditional 
health care services by the Nishi Tibal community of KurungKumay district. Out of these all are Angiosperm. Herbs 
are the most dominant which constitute 11 species followed by 10 shurbs and 9 trees represented in Graph 1.  Table 
1 enlisted the diseases cured by the various species of plants commonly utilized by the local tribal communities of 
the research area. Graph 2 shows that the Poaceaeare the most dominanat families with 5 species followed by 
Solanaceae, Asteraceae and Musaceae with other 16 families with 1 species each. This study arranges the collected 
and identified 30 plants according to disease, parts used and number of species belonging to different families. It 
further refers that a total number of 32 methods both in composition and singly are being used for the cure of 23 
diseases. Leaf is the highest used parts as found in the study (Graph 3). With regard to diseases, stomach problem, 
gastric and tooth ache are the ones againstwhich has the highest number of therapeutic plants recommended, then 
followed by menstruation and leprosy.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Nishi, the tribal community; studied harness a wide knowledge of plants and their medicinal use and preparation. 
Most of them are taken internally and has specific preparation technique. The commonly used methods for the 
preparation of the medicine are by grinding and boiling with water as a medium in the area of research. The other 
preparation techniques involve pounding and powdering fresh plant materials. Due to the presence of abundant 
fresh plant material in the area of study, application of fresh plant parts was preferred over dry stored material and 
prepared mostly in composition. The aged people were the most important contributors of the survey. Care was 
taken to have an equal consideration among all tribes and the women folks were given a significant role in the study 
because they are more knowledgeable about the effectiveness of indigenous plants in treating different disorders. 
Religious words and practice, belief while preparing the medicines are also present within the community. Most of 
them are in the endemic and has been facing or may face extinction in near future so studies and documentation of 
this traditional knowledge will help in the preservation and cultivation of those plants used in the medicine. Thus, 
immediate action is required to document the traditional knowledge before it is lost. The knowledge of known 
medicinal qualities of the non-edible and non-agricultural plants has helped them to survive among the residential 
areas of these tribes. The cultivation of medicinal plants bears both ecological and social importance.[8]. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The tribal communities of Arunachal Pradesh have been practising the use of traditional herbal medicine since 
before their migration to the present study area and this habit has been inherited from one generation to another by 
heredity.  The traditional knowledge regarding medicine proves to be the most important assets of the tribal 
communities of the study area. The present situation has led to rapid decrease of this knowledge due to lack of 
interest and the continuous destruction of the habitat. The documentation of plants and their uses will help for 
raising awareness for conservation as well as economic development of the study area. More scientific investigation 
into the plant-based traditional knowledge of indigenous peoples may open up new opportunities for 
pharmacological research as well as the creation of environmentally friendly products that improve quality of life. 
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Table 1: The diseases cured by the plant species commonly used by the local Nishi tribal communities of the 
study area 
Sl 

no. 
Botanical name Local name Family Habit Preparation method and uses 

1 Solanum aculeatissimumJacq. Taye lobo Solanaceae shrub 

Ripen fruit is kept in fireplace 
till it get properly warm and 
then it is kept in between the 
infected tooth. It is done for 2 
days. And in a day two doses 

are taken for fast relief of 
toothache. 

2 Ageratum conyzoidesL. Pashu payu Asteraceae herb 

Leaves extract is used in cuts 
and wounds, it helps in blood 
clothing. It is also use to cure 

eye problems. 

3 Acmella oleracea R.K.Jansen Marsang au Asteraceae herb 

The inflorescence of the 
plants is chewed to treat 

toothache and also to clear 
stomach problems. 

4 Solanum nigrum L. Hore au Solanaceae herb 

Leaf portion of the plant is 
half boiled with little amount 
of water and the leaf as well 
as soup is prepared and it is 

taken to cure gastric 
problems. 

5 ClerodendroncolebrookianumLindl. Puto au Verbenaceae shrub 
Leaf is boiled and eaten along 

with the soup to cure high 
blood pressure. 

6 IrvingiagabonensisBaill. Aam sangne Anacardiaceae tree 

Plant bark is crushed 
properly with small amount 

of water and it is mixed 
properly with hand and 

applied in the feet area of the 
body to cure jaundice. 

7 KyllingamonocephalaRottb. Midar Gramineae herb 
1.Whole plant is crushed 
properly and mixed with 
required amount of mustard 
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oil and applied in the feet 
area of the body. It should be 
done once in a day to cure 
jaundice. 
2. In another method a bowl 
containing mustard oil is kept 
above the head region and a 
long grass is rotate inside the 
bowl in the mustard oil. 
These activities should be 
carried out for 1 hour in a 
day. And the treatment 
should continue for three 
days. 

8 Psidium guajava L. Mudhri Myrtaceae tree 

Leaf is crushed and extract is 
used in curing dysentery, 
loose motion and other 

stomach problem. 

9 Musa acuminata Colla. Kupa Musaceae herb 

Banana + worm+ guava leaf is 
ground together with one 

glass of water. To cure fever. 
In a day 2 doses are taken and 
it will take 3 to 4 days to cure 

fever. 

10 Carica papaya L. Papita Caricaceae tree 

Papaya fruit is ground and 
mixed with rice soup. It will 

help in curing lactation 
problems. 

11 BambusabalcooaRoxb. Ehe Poaceae tree Edible part of bamboo 
reduces insomnia. 

12 XanthoxylumarmatumDC. Sana Rutaceae shrub 
Seed is eaten to treat heart 

problems, food allergy. Seed 
is eaten in raw. 

13 Curcuma caesiaRoxb. Yakia taki Zingiberaceae shrub 

Rhizome is grinded and 
mixed with one glass of 

water. This is very helpful to 
cure gastric. One dose a day 

14 Prunus persica Batscn. Makam Rosaceae tree 
Small branch is chewed for 

teeth whitening. 

15 Piper longum L. Sutumrariy Piperaceae shrub 
Used against yellowing of 

teeth 

16 Musa balbisianaColla. Kuduk kupa Musaceae tree 

Banana is helpful in 
controlling loose motion but 

if taken in large amount it can 
cause severe constipation. 

17 Eleusine coracanaGearth. Tami Poaceae herbs 

First bear prepared from it is 
helpful in maintaining 

menstruation cycle and also 
relieving menstruation pain. 
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18 Bambusavulgaris  Schrad ex 
J.C.Wendl. Ekuinng Poaceae tree Applied on the place of bee’s 

bite 

19 Oryza sativa L. Ampe Poaceae shrub 

Rice cover is burned and the 
smoke is inhale through nose 

and mouth. To relieve sore 
throat and changed voice. 

20 Musa acuminate Colla. Kupapagya Musaceae tree 

Partially decomposed banana 
leaf is wrapped around the 

swollen portion of the body. 
It also cures leg and body 

infection. 

21 
Drymaria cordifolia Willd Ex 

Schult. Kichik kinyik Caryophyllaceae herb 

Leaf is collected and wrapped 
in a banana leaf and kept in 

the fire place for few minutes. 
Finally, it is applied in the 

whole body to cure leprosy. It 
takes 2 to 3 months for curing 
person showing less infection 
but it took 1 year to cure the 
Person who has severe cases 

of leprosy. 

22 Paris polyphylla Sm. Nyoruinyi Melanthiaceae shrub 

The rhizome is made into a 
paste and directly applied in 
the place of snake bite. And it 

works within 30 minutes. 

23 BambusatuldaRoxb. Hitey Poaceae tree 
Bark is peeled off and applied 

in the wound. For healing 
and early recovery 

24 Lobelia nummulariaLam. Yabindumru Campanulaceae herb Whole plant is used to cure 
leprosy 

25 Centella asiatica(L.) Urban Mani muni Apiaceae herb 
Leaf is steamed and along 

with soup it is taken to treat 
gastric 

26 PouzolziahirtaGaudich. Husuakhuyuk Urticaceae herb 
Leaf is boiled and eaten to 

cure liver infection and other 
liver problems. 

27 Cucurbita maxima Duchesne. Pene au Cucurbitaceae shrub 

Leaf is boiled and eaten to 
cure partial paralysis. It is 
also used to cure eyesight 

problems. 
28 AcmellapaniculataR.K.Jansen Marsang au. Asteraceae shrub Toothache 

29 Solanum viarumDuncl. Kata pul Solanaceae shrub 

Fruit is warmed in the 
fireplace and put on the 

infected tooth, helps in curing 
tooth ache 

30 Houttunyia cordata Thunb. Hungya Saururaceae herb 
Raw leaf is eaten to cure 

gastric. 
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Fig 1: Location of the Study Area Fig 2: Lobelia nummulariaLam 

 
 

Fig 3: Paris polyphylla Sm Fig 4: Piper longum L. 

 

 
Graph 1: Habit wise presentation of reported species Graph 2: Family wise representation of reported plant 

species 

 
Graph 3: Parts used for preparation of medicine 
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This study aimed to investigate the antifungal activity of unrefined concentrates from Cassia auriculata 
(leaves and stems) and analyze their functional groups using Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR) and High-Performance Layer Chromatography (HPLC). The research also sought to determine the 
Minimal Inhibition Concentration (MIC) of the extracts against two fungal isolates, Aspergillus flavus and 
Aspergillus niger. Dried and powdered leaves and stems of Cassia auriculata were utilized for extraction, 
employing methanol, hexane, and chloroform as solvents. Antifungal activity was assessed using 
standard procedures, with zones of inhibition measured at various concentrations. FTIR analysis was 
conducted to identify functional groups in the leaf and stem extracts. HPLC was employed to profile the 
methanol extracts and identify constituents. The antifungal activity of methanol, chloroform, and hexane 
extracts showed varying zones of inhibition against Aspergillus flavus and Aspergillus niger. FTIR analysis 
revealed the presence of functional groups in both leaf and stem extracts, including firm expansive, weak 
broad, and medium pinnacle groups. HPLC profiling identified myricetin as a prominent component, 
with the highest peak observed in the methanol extract. In leaves, myricetin was found at peak 4, while 
in stems, it appeared at peak 6. Cassia auriculata extracts demonstrated significant antifungal activity 
against Aspergillus flavus and Aspergillus niger. FTIR analysis confirmed the presence of distinctive 
functional groups, while HPLC profiling identified myricetin as a key constituent. These findings 
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underscore the potential of C.auriculata as a source of antifungal agents, warranting further exploration 
for pharmaceutical applications. 
 
Keywords: Antifungal activity, Cassia, FTIR, HPLC, myricetin 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Methanol extract, chloroform extract, and hexane extract were used to test antifungal activity, and the zones of 
inhibition were shown at varying concentrations. The two fungal isolates, Aspergillus flavus Link and Aspergillus niger 
Tiegh. were examined in MIC-Minimal Inhibition Concentration of the extracts. The existence of utilitarian groupings 
was shown by FTIR analysis of leaf and stem separation, which revealed firm expansive, weak broad, and medium 
pinnacle. The presence of myricetin may be seen in the HPLC profile of the methanol concentrate of Cassia 
auriculata's most elevated pinnacle zone in leaf and stem extricates [1]. These applications assist secondary 
metabolites, which act as defense experts against invading microorganisms. Plant concentrations from a variety of 
higher plants have been tested in the lab and found to have antibacterial, antifungal, and insecticidal effects [2&3]. 
Tanner's Cassia, or Cassia auriculata L., is an important medicinal shrub used in traditional medicine. In the 
Ayurvedic and Siddha systems of medicine, it has a very high status. It's useful as a tanning resource as well as a 
green fertilizer crop. Antipyretic, hepatoprotective, antidiabetic, antiperoxidative, antihyperglycemic, and 
microbicidal properties have been reported for the plant [4&5]. After standardization, the extract obtained can be 
used as a medicinal agent in tinctures or liquid concentrates or further processed to be combined in any dosage form, 
such as tablets and capsules. These products contain a complex blend of several therapeutic plant metabolites, such 
as alkaloids, glycosides, terpenoids, flavonoids, and lignans [6]. Aspergillosis, various distinctive ailment states in 
people brought about by parasites of the family Aspergillus, particularly A. flavus and A. niger, produce an 
assortment of impacts on people, going from no ailment unfavorably susceptible responses to mellow pneumonia to 
overpowering summed up contamination. Serious cases, including an aspergilloma (contagious mass) and seeping in 
the lungs, may require medical procedure or embolization. As a rule, the expulsion of the patient from the ecological 
source brings about clinical improvement [7]. Over 25% of the world’s oats are tainted with known mycotoxins and 
more than 300 fungal metabolites are reported to be poisonous to man and creatures [8].  
 
The principal harmful impacts are cancer-causing nature, genotoxicity, teratogenicity, nephrotoxicity, hepatotoxicity, 
regenerative issues, and immune suppression [9&10]. The microorganisms have recently created resistance to 
antimicrobial operators, essentially subsequently to their wide-spreading use; it has focused on a ton of the pursuit of 
new compounds with antimicrobial properties from different sources. In this hunt, the improvement of antifungal 
operators has unquestionably fallen behind the advancement of antibacterial agents [11]. FTIR has been 
demonstrated to be an exact, quick and straightforward technique for phytochemical screening. It gives more data 
through the unique mark locales of herbal medicines, delivering the procedure immediately and straightforwardly 
[12&13]. Already, FTIR has been utilized in distinguishing proof and population separation examines. Tests from the 
various populations can be segregated dependent on the useful gathering ingestion [14&15]. In most strategies, 
crude plant separates are fractionated and purified by strong solid-phase extraction, liquid-liquid extraction, or gas 
or liquid chromatography to expand hormone concentration and the plant hormones are identified by 
radioimmunoassay, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs), flame ionization, UV, fluorescence, or 
electrochemical identification [16&17]. The affectability and explicitness of high-performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) with electrochemical identification can restrict its application to estimate an assortment of endogenous plant 
hormones at physiological levels in plant samples [18]. Fingerprinting technique has been generally acknowledged as 
a helpful technique for assessing and quality control of herbal materials and their completed items. A few methods, 
for example, thin-layer chromatography (TLC), gas chromatography (GC), capillary electrophoresis (CE), infrared 
spectroscopy (IR), high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), ultra-violet spectroscopy (UV), mass 
spectrometry (MS), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) can be applied for fingerprinting. This investigation 
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accentuation on the impact of unrefined concentrate of C. auriculata (leaf and stem) has been selected to carry out the 
antifungal activity, presence of functional groups, and perform HPLC. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The plant, C. auriculata was gathered from Melmudi slopes in Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, India in August 2023. The 
newly gathered leaves of the plant were painstakingly washed with running tap water and afterward flushed with 
sterile distilled water. Washed plant material was concealed drying under room temperature at 35°C for about 14 
days. In the wake of drying, the plant leaves are cut into little pieces and pummelled in an electrical blender into a 
fine powder, and afterward moved into an impenetrable holder for additional examinations. Powdered plant 
material was utilized for the readiness of dissolvable concentrates. Methanol, hexane, and chloroform solvents were 
utilized for the extraction of plant material. A 50 g of powdered leaves were removed with methanol, hexane, and 
chloroform dissolvable independently in Soxhlet contraption at 40-50oC and kept for 48 hours. Each time before 
separating with the following dissolvable, the powdered material was dried. The rough concentrate was gotten by 
vanishing the solvents.  
 
Determination of the antifungal activity of plant extract 
This test was carried out according to the method [19]. The plates were inoculated with 5 days old inoculums, which 
were swabbed over the entire surface of the Sabouraud Dextrose Agar (SDA) medium, rotating the plate 60 degrees 
after each application by using a sterile cotton swab, to ensure the spread of the tested microbes on the surface of the 
plate completely. Inoculums were 108 CFU/mL of bacteria. The 6 mm diameter of the well was made with borer on 
the agar plates. Different concentrations of plant extract were filled in well with the help of a micropipette and one 
well filled with plant extract. The polymixin B (10 μg/mL) was added in one well as a standard and added 100 μL of 
the extract was in another well. Incubated the plate at 37oC for 4 days, and then observed the zone of inhibition. 
 
Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) 
The test microorganisms used in this study included two strains of fungi: A. niger and A. flavus. The cultures were 
incubated at room temperature and were transferred to fresh media every 3-5 days for the yeasts and every 5-7 days 
for the molds. 
 
Microtiter plate-based assay  
The antifungal activity of the Biokill (a product that is safe for humans and pets) solutions was assessed using a 
modified version of the microdilution techniques described [20]. The antifungal assay was performed using a sterile 
96-well plate and the Minimal Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) value was determined to estimate the antifungal 
activity. All the assays were prepared under aseptic conditions. Resazurin was used as an indicator of growth for the 
yeast assays, while the growth in the mold assays was inspected visually. The first step of the assay was adding 50 
µL of sterile Sabouraud Dextrose Broth (SDB) into the first four and the last two rows of the 96-well plate. The first 
four wells were used for the evaluation of the activity of the plant extracts, while the previous two wells served as a 
positive and negative control. The positive control confirmed the viability of the fungal culture, while the negative 
control verified the sterility of the working conditions and solutions. Using the micropipette, different concentrations 
of plant extract were added to each well (first 4 wells). Then, 5 µL of resazurin solution was added to each well, 
followed by adding 5 µL of fungal broth. Positive control (viability control) comprised 50 µL of SDB, 5 µL of 
resazurin (where necessary), and 5 µL of fungal suspension, while the negative control (sterility control) comprised 
50 µL of SDB and 5 µL of resazurin (ever necessary). The microtiter plates were wrapped in sterile tinfoil to prevent 
contamination and were then incubated at room temperature for 3-5 days for the yeast assays and 5-7 days for the 
mold assays. A blue-colored solution indicated the growth inhibition in the test wells, while pale pink to colorless 
solution indicated microbial growth or absence of inhibition. In addition, the mold assays were inspected visually: a 
clear solution indicated the absence of growth while the visual indication of mycelia indicated microbial growth or 
absence of inhibition. 
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Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometer (FTIR) is perhaps the most powerful tool for identifying the types of 
chemical bonds (functional groups) present in compounds. The wavelength of light absorbed is characteristic of the 
chemical bond, as seen in the annotated spectrum. By interpreting the infrared absorption spectrum, the chemical 
bonds in a molecule can be determined. The test plant's dried powder (ethanol extract) was used for FTIR analysis. 
To prepare translucent sample discs 1 mg of the dried powder was encapsulated in 10 mg of KBr pellet. The 
powdered sample of the pellet was loaded in an FTIR spectroscope (Shimadzu, Japan), with a Scan range from 400 to 
4000 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1[21]. 
 
High-Performance layer-Chromatography (HPLC) 
HPLC was performed on a Shimadzu Technologies modular model Class VP system consisting of an SCL-10A 
system, a UV-vis SPD-10A detector, LC-10 AD, and auto-injector SIL-10A (Shimadzu, Japan). The analysis was 
carried out using a BDS Hypersil C18 column (250×4.6 mm, i.d. 5 μm) (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., USA) with a 
BDS Hypersil C18 guard column (10×4 mm, i.d. 5 μm) (Thermo Hypersil-Keystone, USA). The isocratic mobile phase 
was 0.5% aqueous acetic acid solution and methanol (40:60). The total running time was 30 min and the flow rate was 
1.0 mL min-1. The UV detector was monitored at 435 nm while the injection volume was 20 μL [22]. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Antifungal activity  
The present study tested the common fungus A. niger and A. flavus for antimicrobial activity with the Methanol, 
Chloroform, and Hexane extracts of C. auriculata. Table 1 indicates the Antifungal activity of Methanol extract. It 
shows the highest zone of inhibition in 4mg concentration with a 17mm zone of inhibition for A. niger and A. flavus 
zone of inhibition was 14 mm in 4 mg concentrations. Antifungal activity in chloroform extract is tabulated (Table 2). 
It shows the highest zone of inhibition in 4 mg concentration with a 19 mm zone of inhibition for A. niger and no 
zone of inhibition was seen in A. flavus at any of the concentrations. Table 3 indicates the antimicrobial activity in 
Hexane extract. It shows no zone of inhibition in both A. niger and A. flavus at any of the concentrations. MIC- 
Minimal Inhibition of concentration of microorganism was summarized in Table 4. The MIC values of different 
organisms varied differently. The Methanol extract showed a positive response in 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125 concentrations, 
the Chloroform extract showed a positive response in 1.5, 1, 0.5, 0.25 concentrations, and the Hexane extract showed 
no reaction in any concentration for A. niger. Only methanol extract showed a positive response in 1.5, 1, 0.5, and 0.25 
for A. flavus (Table 5). 
 
Determination of MIC for fungal isolates 
The antimicrobial activity of the Hexane, Chloroform and Methanol extracts of C. auriculata were tested against A. 
niger and A. flavus by disc diffusion method. It was found that the plant extracts exhibited appreciable antimicrobial 
activity. The results were compared with the antimicrobial activities of antibiotics that were maintained as positive 
controls. The antimicrobial activity against A. niger and A. flavus was tested for one antibiotic disc, two 
concentrations of hexane, chloroform, and methanol extracts. The results are presented in the figure and the table. 
The methanol extract from the leaves of Cassia fistula L. had 100% antifungal activity at 10 mg/mL against 
Trichophyton rubrum, Microsporum gypseum, and Penicillium marneffei [23]. Methanol extracts exhibited a higher 
degree of antimicrobial activity as compared with hexane extracts. Methanol extracts of Albizia procera, C. auriculata 
[24]. Among various fungi including species of Aspergillus causing significant loss in seed quality and nutritional 
quality of grains have been reported [25]. The antimicrobial activity of Cassia didymobotrya Fresen. leaf extracts were 
distilled water, methanol, and ethyl acetate. Three different concentrations were applied to the disc (100 µg, 250 µg, 
and 500 µg/disc) for each extract. The methanol and ethyl acetate extracts were more efficient compared to the 
aqueous extract. The inhibition zone diameter was seen to increase with the concentration [26]. The aqueous, n-
hexane, and methanol extracts of C. fistula were analyzed against Candida albicans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae for 
antifungal activity. Antifungal activity was performed by the agar well diffusion method. In this method, all extracts 
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of C. fistula were tested against two fungal strains. Nystatin was used as a standard. As indicated by the zone of 
inhibition the highest antifungal activity of methanolic extract (2.6-3) was shown by S. cerevisiae [27]. The minimum 
inhibitory concentration (MIC) values for bacteria and yeast ranged from 3.1 to 6.2 mg/mL [28].  Leaves extracts of 
Cassia occidentalis L. were screened for their antimicrobial activity. The most susceptible microorganism was 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (18 mm zone of inhibition in aqueous extract) followed by Proteus mirabilis at 15 mm zone of 
inhibition in methanol extract and C. albicans at 8 mm zone of inhibition in methanol extract [29].  The leaf extractives 
of Cassia alata L. leaves showed a range of activity against all the tested bacteria and fungi. The methanolic extracts of 
C. alata exhibited very strong activity against two bacteria and five fungi with maximum activity [30]. 
 
Fourier-Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FT-IR) 
The FTIR spectrum was used to identify the functional groups of the active components present in the leaf extract 
based on the peak values in the region of IR radiation. When the leaf extract was passed into the FTIR, the functional 
groups of the components were separated based on their peak ratio. The results of FTIR peak values and functional 
groups are represented in Table 6. The FTIR spectrum profile was illustrated in Figure 4. The FTIR gave a strong 
broad peak at 3328 cm-1 which indicated the presence of O-H stretching. The FTIR gave Weak broad peaks at 2923 
cm-1and 1647 cm-1which indicated the presence of O-H stretching and C=C 73791 stretching. The FTIR gave a 
medium peak at 1451 cm-1 which indicated the presence of C-H bending. Finally, the FTIR gave an aliphatic ether 
peak at 1158 cm-1 which indicated the presence of C-O stretching. 
 
FT-IR analysis of Cassia auriculata stem extract 
The FTIR spectrum was used to identify the functional groups of the active components present in the stem extract 
based on the peak values in the region of IR radiation. When the extract was passed into the FTIR, the functional 
groups of the components were separated based on their peak ratio. The results of FTIR peak values and functional 
groups are represented in Table 7. The FTIR spectrum profile is illustrated in Figure 5. The FTIR gave a strong broad 
peak at 3395 cm-1 which indicated the presence of O-H stretching. The FTIR gave a Weak broad peak at 2990cm-1, 
2928cm-1, and 2733cm-1 which indicated the presence of O-H stretching. The FTIR gave a medium peak at 1614 cm-1 
which indicated the presence of C=C 73791stretching. The FTIR gave Alky aryl ether peak at 1234 cm-1 which 
indicated the presence of C-O stretching. The FTIR gave an aliphatic ether peak at 1161 cm-1 which indicated the 
presence of C-O stretching. 
 
High-Performance Layer-Chromatography (HPLC) 
HPLC profile for the methanol extract of C. auriculata was recorded. The extracts were run along with the standard 
myricetin. The leaf and stem extracts show the presence of myricetin in the peak graph. The Rf value of the leaves 
extract was found to be 0.39, 0.44, 0.56, 0.63, 0.74, 0.78, 0.920.97 of peak 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 respectively. Among them, 
peak 4 is found as myricetin. The peak height and area percentages are tabulated (Table 8). The Rf value of the stem 
extract was found to be 0.43, 0.23, 0.32, 0.45, 0.54, 0.63, 0.71, 0.77, 0.82 of peak 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 respectively. 
Among them, peak 6 is found as myricetin. The peak height and area percentages are tabulated (Table 9). To 
conclude, this study shows the dynamic variety of leaf and stems extracts of Hexane, Chloroform, and Methanol 
extract was used to evaluate the antimicrobial activity against A. niger and A. flavus showing the zone of inhibition of 
25 mm and 20 mm respectively. The FTIR spectrum was used to identify the functional group of the active 
compounds present in both leaf and stem extracts. High-performance layer-chromatography (HPLC) was used to 
determine the presence of compound myricetin in stem and leaf extracts. Thus myricetin is considered a critical 
factor in antimicrobial activity agent to inhibit the growth of the organism which causes various fungal diseases. 
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Table 1. Antifungal activity in methanol extract of Cassia auriculata 

Types of extract Isolates 
Concentration of plant extracts (mg) 

Zone of inhibition in mm 
1 mg 2 mg 3 mg 4 mg Polymixcin B (control) 

Methanol 
Aspergillus niger 11 13 15 17 - 
Aspergillus flavus - 10 12 14 - 

 
Table 2. Antifungal activity in chloroform extract of Cassia auriculata 

Types of extract Isolates 
Concentration of plant extracts (mg) 

Zone of inhibition in mm 
1mg 2mg 3mg 4mg Polymixcin B (Control) 

Chloroform 
 

Aspergillus niger 12 14 16 19 - 
Aspergillus flavus - - - - - 

 
Table 3. Antifungal activity in the hexane extract of Cassia auriculata. 

Types of extract Isolates 
Concentration of plant extracts (mg) 

Zone of inhibition in mm 
1mg 2mg 3mg 4mg Polymixcin B (Control) 

Hexane 
Aspergillus niger - - -  - 
Aspergillus flavus - - - - - 
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Table 4. Determination of MIC for fungal isolates. 

Types of extract Isolates 
Concentration of plant extracts (mg) 

Zone of inhibition in mm 
1 0.5 0.25 0.125  Polymixin B (Control) 

Methanol Aspergillus niger - + + +  - 
Chloroform Aspergillus niger - + + +  - 

 
Table 5. Determination of MIC for fungal isolates 

Types of extract Isolates 
Concentration of plant extracts (mg) 

Zone of inhibition in mm 
2 1.5 1 0.5 0.25  Polymixin B (Control) 

Methanol Aspergillus flavus - + + + +  - 
 
Table 6.  FTIR peak values and functional groups of Cassia auriculata (leaf). 
S.No Absorption (cm-1) Bond Functional Group Appearance of peak 

1 3328 O-H stretching Alcohol, phenols Strong, broad 
2 2923 O-H stretching Alcohol, phenols Weak, broad 
3 1647 C=C stretching Alkenes Weak, broad 
4 1451 C-H bending Alkenes Medium 
5 1158 C-O Stretching Aliphatic ether Medium 

 
Table 7. FTIR peak values and functional groups of Cassia auriculata (stem). 
S.No Absorption (cm-1) Bond Functional Group Appearance of peak 

1 3395 O-H stretching Alcohol, phenols Strong, broad 
2 2990, 2928, 2733 O-H stretching Alcohol, phenols Weak, broad 
3 1614 C=C stretching Alkenes Medium 
4 1234 C-O stretching Alky aryl ether Weak 
5 1161 C-O Stretching Aliphatic ether Weak 

 
Table 8.  HPLC analysis of Cassia auriculata leaf. 
Peak Rf value Height Area % Assigned Substance 

1 0.39 13.0 AU 2.16% Unknown 
2 0.44 15.6 AU 5.59% Unknown 
3 0.56 14.6 AU 2.19% Unknown 
4 0.63 68.3 AU 57.07% Myricetin 
5 0.74 2.5 AU 1.80% Unknown 
6 0.78 8.6 AU 3.09% Unknown 
7 0.92 1.6 AU 1.11% Unknown 
8 0.97 1.7 AU 1.44% Unknown 

 
Table 9.  HPLC analysis of Cassia auriculata stem. 
Peak Rf value Height Area % Assigned Substance 

1 0.23 9.0 AU 14.16% Unknown 
2 0.32 7.6 AU 12.59% Unknown 
3 0.43 9.6 AU 17.19% Unknown 
4 0.45 5.3 AU 112.07% Unknown 
5 0.54 21.5 AU 17.80% Unknown 
6 0.63 58.6 AU 63.09% Myricetin 
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7 0.71 24.6 AU 18.11% Unknown 
8 0.77 6.6 AU 12.04% Unknown 
9 0.82 4.2 AU 11.4% Unknown 

 

  
Figure 1. Zone of inhibition in methanol extract Figure 2. Zone of inhibition in chloroform extract. 

 
 

Figure 3.  FT-IR spectrum of Leaf extract. Figure 4.  FT-IR spectrum of stem extract. 
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Contact sport Kabaddi requires a quick change in direction for better performance. The ability to move 
and change directions quickly in sports is denoted as agility. The aim of this study was to investigate the 
relationship of body mass index (BMI) with agility in female kabaddi players. The cross-sectional study 
included a total of60 female players between 18 to25 years, from various sports settings from Vadodara, 
Gujarat. The BMI was calculated using a standard formula and agility was assessed using T-test. To find 
out the relationship between variables, pearson coefficient of correlation was calculated. The study found 
significantly positive correlation between agility and Height (r=0.28, p<0.05), but there was significantly 
negative correlation between agility and weight (r=-0.29, p<0.05) and agility and BMI (r=-0.41, p<0.05).In 
conclusion, agility is directly related to height but inversely related to weight and BMI in the female 
kabaddi players in the age group of 18 to 25 years. 
 
Keywords: Height, Weight, BMI, Agility, Kabaddi 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Kabaddi is an attacking and defensive game that requires agility, power, endurance, strength and skill. In a contact 
sport like kabaddi, players have to be physically fit to give their optimal performance(1–3).Agility refers to the ability 
to change direction rapidly and accurately. This requires good balance, strength and speed (4).Improved agility 
provides increased body control during fast movements, increased intramuscular coordination, and decreased risk of 
injury or reinjury (5). Various studies have found a relationship between weight, height, BMI and some elements of 
physical fitness such as agility, speed and balance in various age groups(3,6,7).  As far as we know, no study has 
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been done that establishes the relationship between BMI and agility, specifically in Kabaddi players of age group 18-
25 years. Therefore, the study aims to fill this vacuum in the literature. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The cross-sectional study included a total of 60 female kabaddi players, aged 18 to 25, who have been playing for at 
least 1 month at various sports settings in Vadodara, Gujarat. Ethics committee approval for parent study was 
obtained by the Institutional Ethics Committee for Biomedical and Health Research for the study (Approval no. 
IECBHR/108-2021, Date. 22/06/2021).The data was collected from November 2020 to April 2021.The study excluded 
players who had current lower limb, spinal cord injury, or deficit (musculoskeletal, neurological, or cardiovascular). 
Following variables such as; height, weight, BMI and agility were studied. Weight and height were assessed using 
weighing scale and stature meter, respectively. BMI was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by the square of 
height in meters. Agility was assessed using on field T-test. Various methods are used to test agility but T-test has 
become popular because it is relatively simple to perform and requires minimal equipment and preparation. The T-
test is described as a measure of 4-directional agility and body control that evaluates the ability to change directions 
rapidly while maintaining balance without loss of speed (5,8,9). The relationship between the variables was studied 
using MedCal statistic software version 20.106. Coefficient of correlation was calculated at 95% confidence interval. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The study included total 60 female kabaddi players. The mean age of all 60 female kabaddi players was 20.88 years 
and mean BMI was 24.57 kg/m².The characteristics of the players are displayed in Table 1. The correlation between 
BMI and agility was found using pearson coefficient of correlation. As displayed in Table 2, agility was found to 
have a negative correlation with BMI with p value 0.001. But agility was found to have positive corelation with 
height with p value 0.029. The graphical presentation of correlation between BMI and agility is displayed by scatter 
diagram in Figure 1. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The aim of the present study was to find a relationship between BMI and agility in female kabaddi players. The 
study done by Dr. Mahesh and Dr. Bharat in 2017 assessed the relationship between body mass index and agility and 
speed of 46 university players and found a significant relationship between weight and agility (r = 0.670, p<0.05), 
weight and speed (r = 0.543, p<0.05), BMI and agility (r = 0.546, p<0.05), and BMI and speed (r = 0.752, p<0.05). There 
was no significant correlation found between height and agility (r = 0.164, p > 0.05) and height and speed (r = 0.065, p 
> 0.05) (7). Hariadi et. al. (2019) studied relationship between body mass index with agility of elementary school 
children and found no significant relationship between two(6). Additionally, they even found no significant 
relationship between agility and BMI in both girls and boys. Moreover, main factors that influence agility are speed, 
strength, coordination and balance rather than BMI (6). Hence, the relationship of other influencing factors should 
also be studied. In contrast, this study found a positive relationship between agility and height, but negative 
relationship between agility and weight or agility and BMI. The finding of this study suggests that player with 
higher body height, lower body weight and ultimately lower body mass index are likely to have good agility. The 
findings are identical to those of a study done by Marek et al. in 2022 on 31 elite female athletes. They found that 
female players with higher body height obtained a shorter total time for the agility test(10). The small number of 
participants could be the limiting factor for the statistical approach. These findings could be particularly relevant for 
the age group of 18 to 25 years only. To get a broader picture, the same study can be conducted with a larger sample 
size, including various age groups from various parts of the country. This should be taken into account in future 
research. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, Players with higher BMI are likely to be less agile as agility is found to have inverse relationship with 
body mass index in the female kabaddi players in the age group of 18 to 25 years. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of Players 

Variables Mean±SD 
Age (years) 20.88±2.18 

Height (meters) 1.58±0.04 
Weight (kilograms) 61.51±6.30 

BMI (Kg/m2) 24.57±2.84 
Agility (seconds) 12.56±1.06 
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Table 2. Relationship of BMI with agility 
Variable Coefficient of correlation P value 
Height 0.281 0.029 
Weight -0.295 0.022 

BMI -0.405 0.001 
 

 
Figure 1. Scatter diagram showing relationship between BMI with agility 
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Here we synthesize o-vanillin Schiff base ligand L1 and its Co(II) and Co(II) metal complexes were 
synthesized and characterized by elemental analysis, UV, IR, 1H NMR and 13C NMR analysis. The DNA 
binding activity of the ligands and complexes investigated by absorption spectroscopy revealed that the 
complexes bind to DNA through a partial intercalation mode. the binding affinity of complex L1-Co is 
greater than that of the ligand L1 and the complex L1-Cu. Both complexes were carefully investigated 
in-vitro for cytotoxicity against MCF-7, and HT-29 cells. The complex L1-Cu, with an IC50 value (20.35 
µM) has exhibited a higher cytotoxicity profile than compound L1-Co against selected cancer cell lines 
tested. The in-silico density functional theory (DFT) calculation reveals the structural geometry and its 
electronic and biological parameters and molecular docking of ligands and the complexes interacting 
with DNA through partial intercalation at the major intercalation binding supports the experimental 
results. Further, ADME analysis shows drug-like properties of both the ligand and its complexes which 
predicts that it might be a potential candidate for anticancer drugs. 
 
Keywords: Schiff base; Anticancer Drug; DNA binding; MTT; DFT Study; Docking 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Designing new metal-based cancer chemotherapeutic agents is a leading research area of inorganic medicinal 
chemistry [1]. Novel drugs are being invented to treat a wide range of cancers [2]. Although some of the first-
generation metal-based drugs were promising against most of the cancer cell lines, they lack specificity and show 
cytotoxicity to normal cells. For example, cisplatin, the well-known platinum-based anticancer drug suffers from 
resistance developed by cancerous cells besides considerable toxicity [3]. Deoxyribonucleic acid is the most 
common target for the treatment of health conditions arising out of gene-level disorders including cancer. Thus, 
the DNA-binding capability of a compound is one of the main criteria for its use as an antitumor drug [4]. In 
transition metal complexes, the presence of the azomethine (>C=N) group is believed to be responsible for the wide 
application in many pharmacological activities like antibacterial, antifungal, antitumor, antiproliferative, and 
antipyretic properties [5–7]. Pyrimidine is one of the most important nitrogen-containing heterocyclic compounds 
that exhibit remarkable biological activity. Schiff base ligands and their complexes show catalytic activity in many 
reactions [8–11]. Most of the transition metal schiff base complexes have been prepared from Schiff bases 
containing O, and N donor atoms. The number and relative position of donor atoms in pyrimidine derivatives 
govern their reactivity [12]. Keeping the above information in mind, this paper discusses the synthesis and 
characterization of four mononuclear Co(II) and Cu(II) complexes containing Schiff base ligands derived from 
the condensation of 2-amino-4-methoxy-6-methyl   pyrimidine with o-vanillin (L1) (Scheme 1). The ligand L1 and 
its corresponding metal complexes have been subjected to DNA-binding studies using calf thymus (CT) DNA by 
monitoring their UV absorption. Further, the in-vitro anticancer potential of L1 and its copper and cobalt metal 
complexes have been investigated against MCF-7 and HT-29 cancer cell lines. All the experimental data were 
supported by the theoretical study such as DFT, Docking and ADME profile, etc. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The reagents triphenylphosphine, 4-methoxy-6-methylpyrimidin-2-amine, and 2-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzaldehyde 
were purchased from sigma, Aldrich, Both CoCl2 and CuCl2 metal salts were purchased from SD Fine chemicals. All 
solvents were purchased from Merck chemicals and used without further purifications. Elemental analyses were 
performed at the sophisticated test and instrumentation center (STIC), in Cochin, India. Infrared spectra of the 
ligands and complexes were recorded as KBr pellets in the 4000-400 cm-1 region using Perkin Elmer FT-IR 8000 
spectrophotometer. Electronic spectra of the ligands and complexes were recorded in dichloromethane solution with 
a Systronics double beam UV-vis spectrophotometer model UV-100 super space in the range 200-800 nm. 1H-NMR 
and 13C -NMR spectra were recorded at STIC, Cochin University of Science and Technology, Cochin.  
 
Synthesis and characterization of ligand and Complexes 
Both the desired ligand L1 and its Co(II) and Cu(II) complexes were synthesized as shown in Scheme. 1. The free 
ligand L1 was synthesized by simple Schiff base condition, in the round bottom flask containing 0.2 gm (1 eq, 1.4 
mM) of 4-methoxy-6-methylpyrimidin-2-amine with 0.22 gm (1 eq, 1.4 mM) of 2-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzaldehyde in 
10 mL of methanol solution. Two drops of acetic acid were added as an acid catalyst to promote the reaction at room 
temperature. The progress of the reaction was monitored by TLC. After completing the reaction, the product was 
filtered and washed with cold methanol offering a yellow solid 84% yield. The complexes (L1-Co and L1-Cu) were 
synthesized by reacting 1 equ. (100 mg, 0.37 mM) of ligand, L1 was dissolved in 5 ml of ethanol and 5 ml of 
chloroform mixture, 1 equ. of (96 mg, 0.37mM) of triphenylphosphine co-ligand and 1 equ. CuCl2/CoCl2 was added 
to a round-bottomed flask, and the reaction mixture was refluxed for 2 h at 65 °C. The solution transforms color 
change and precipitates the complex products. After filtering and solvent-washing the precipitate, offers the desired 
L1Co and L1-Cu complex with a yield of ~80%. 
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DNA Binding 
The DNA binding experiment was performed with L1, L1-Co, and L1-Cu (5 ×10-5 M) in Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) in a 
water medium.[13] The concentration of CT-DNA was calculated spectrophotometrically at 260 nm using its molar 
absorption coefficient value 6600 M−1.cm−1. Primarily, an equivalent amount of DNA (1 mL, 2.87 ×10-4 M) was added 
to both cuvettes (sample and reference) and chronologically added ligands to get absorption spectra of DNA-ligand 
interaction. Initially, the lead compound was equilibrated with CT-DNA for about 5 min. The intrinsic DNA binding 
constant (Kb) was calculated using equation (i).  

( ) = ( − ) +
1

( − )                                                                                                                                                                 ( ) 

Where εa, εf, and εb are the apparent extinction coefficient for the complex, the extinction coefficient of the complex in 
its free form, and the extinction coefficient of the complex when fully bound to DNA respectively. The linear plot has 
been made by plotting [DNA]/(εa-εf) vs. [DNA]. The Kb value of the lead compound was calculated from the ratio of 
the slope and intercept. 
 
Cytotoxicity Assay 

Each compound (L1, L1-Co, and L1-Cu) was dissolved in 0.1% DMSO and then serial diluted with DMEM medium 
containing 10% Fetal calf serum. Different cell lines such as MCF-7, and HT-29 were used in this assay. Cis-platin 
was used as a positive control. The entire cells were cultured in 100 μL of a growth medium in 96-well plates and 
incubated at 37 °C under 5% CO2 overnight. After incubation time, the cultured cells were exposed to different 
concentrations of compounds (9-300 µM). Control cells were cultured with an equivalent amount of DMSO alone. 
After 24 h of incubation time, 100 μL of MTT reagent (1 mg/mL) was added to each culture well and incubated for 3 
h at 37 °C. After 3 h, the medium was discarded and formazan crystals formed in live cells were dissolved in 300 µl 
DMSO and subsequently quantitated by measuring absorbance using a microplate reader at 620 nm. The experiment 
was also conducted in triplicate. The growth inhibition percentage was calculated using the equation (ii):  

% = −
×

                                                                                                                                                         ( ) 

where AD represents measured absorbance in wells that consists of samples and AB represents the absorbance of the 
blank wells.  
 
Computational Methods 
All calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN 09 program package with the aid of the GaussView 
visualization program.[14] The ground state geometries of L1, L1-Co, and L1-Cu were fully optimized using the 
hybrid B3LYP functional methods in combination with the 6-31G (d,p) basis set for lighter elements (C, H, N, O, and 
Cl) and LanL2DZ effective core potential for metals (Co and Cu).[15] All geometries were optimized to zero negative 
vibrational frequency to ensure the global minima.[16] 
 
Molecular Docking 
The optimized structures of the ligand (L1) and complexes (L1-Co and L1-Cu) were performed using DFT/B3LYP 
used for the docking study as a ligand by converting it to pdb format. The crystal data of the B-DNA dodecamer 
d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 (PDB ID: 1BNA) were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank.[17] The water molecules 
and the ligands were removed from the 1BNA, and Gasteiger charges were added to the complexes by Pymol and 
Autodock 4.2 Tools (ADT) before performing docking calculations.[18] The binding site was centered on the DNA 
molecule and a grid box was created with 50×50×50 points which almost involved the entire DNA molecule. The 
rigid docking protocol and 100 runs of the Lamarckian genetic algorithm for searching ligand conformations were 
performed. The scoring functions obtained out of the process were screened to fix the conformer lying close to the 
active site residues and subsequently analysed for its binding pattern. 
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ADME Profile 
All the compounds were checked for their drug likeness by generating data about molecular weight, number of 
hydrogen bond donors/acceptors, polar surface area, number of rotatable bonds, partition coefficient, etc. The study 
was carried out using an online web server named Swiss ADME (Molecular modeling group, Swiss Institute of 
Bioinformatics, Lausanne, Switzerland; www.swissadme.ch).[19] 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A series of mononuclear complexes of the type [MCl(PPh3)(L1)] (M = Co/Cu; L1 = monobasic bidentate Schiff base 
ligands) was synthesized from the reaction between the appropriate metal precursor and the ligand L1 in 
chloroform and ethanol mixture (Scheme 1). All the Schiff base ligands and their Co(II) and Cu(II) complex were 
synthesized and characterized by NMR, FTIR, Elemental analysis, and absorbance spectral analysis. 
 
Spectral characterization of the ligands and complexes 
IR spectral data (Table 1) of the ligands were compared with those of the metal complexes to ascertain the mode of 
binding. The ligands showed a peak around 1630 cm-1, ascribed to the azomethine (>C=N) stretching. This 
characteristic peak underwent a negative shift (1576-1620 cm-1) revealing the coordination of azomethine nitrogen to 
the central metal ion [20]. The phenolic OH and C-O stretching [21] vibrations of the ligands are observed above 
3300 cm-1 and around 1345 cm-1, respectively. The absence of a phenolic O-H peak and shift of the C-O peak to 
higher wave numbers (1437-1480 cm-1) in the metal complexes indicate the coordination of phenolic oxygen after 
deprotonation. The appearance of a new peak around 530-570 cm-1 is due to the metal-nitrogen bond stretching [22]. 
The 1H-NMR spectra of the ligands were recorded in DMSO-d6 using tetramethylsilane (TMS) as an international 
standard. The aromatic protons of the ligands resonated as a multiplet in the region 5.69-7.54 ppm. The phenolic -
OH proton appeared as a singlet around 10.8 ppm and the imine proton resonated as a singlet around 9.50 ppm, 
while the pyrimidine ring protons are seen as a singlet around 6.4 ppm [23]. The other protons appeared at the 
expected regions (Fig. 1a).  In the 13C NMR spectra, the azomethine carbon appears at 161 ppm. The aromatic carbon 
peaks are found in the region 119-148 ppm [24]. The pyrimidine methoxy and methyl carbon atoms show peaks in 
the region 53.2-53.6 ppm and 23.6-23.7 ppm, respectively.  In L1, the methoxy carbon appears at 53.9 ppm and the 
carbon atom of the phenolic group appears at 157 ppm [25]. 
 

Electronic Spectroscopy 
The electronic absorption spectral data of the free ligands and their metal complexes are supplied in Table 2. The 
ligand L1 exhibited 4 bands in the UV region 226-354 nm, while L2 exhibited 4 bands in the UV region (225-284 nm) 
and two bands in the visible region (430 and 453 nm). The bands are attributed to π→π* and n→π* transitions in 
the aromatic ring and -C=N- chromophore [21]. The Cu(II) and Co(II) complexes showed  π→π*  and  n→π* 
transitions in the range 225-280 nm and 295-316 nm, respectively. In the complexes, the bands at the visible region 
can be safely assigned to ligand-to-metal charge transfer transitions according to a reported work [26]. The nature of 
the spectra suggests a square planar environment around the Co(II) and Cu(II) metal centers.  
 
DNA Interaction Studies 
Studying the DNA binding of a drug candidate is a good starting point for the assertion of the compound as an 
anticancer drug, although there are many other mechanisms through which a drug can exhibit anticancer activity. 
Literature shows that the DNA-binding ability of metal-based drugs has served as the basis to develop anticancer 
drugs or prodrugs. Among the various classes of metals, d-block metals are studied with a special interest in this 
regard due to their electrochemical and photophysical properties [25,27]. DNA binding can be monitored by various 
spectroscopic and physical methods. An elementary, convenient, and robust method is conducting an absorption 
titration. A compound can bind into DNA through three major modes: electrostatic interaction, grove binding, and 
intercalation. The modes of binding can be inferred from the shift in the absorption and intensity of a particular 
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absorption peak. Compounds that bind to DNA through intercalation binding mode show an increase in the 
intensity and a small bathochromic or hypochromic shift in the spectrum. In the absorption titration experiment, 
significant changes in the absorption maximum and intensity are noted. The spectroscopic changes suggested that 
the ligand and complexes interacted with DNA [28]. The ligand L1, L1-Co and L1-Co complexes show intercalating 
binding with the base pairs of DNA [29,30]. To confirm the binding of ligands and complexes with DNA 
quantitatively, the binding constant (kb) of ligands and complexes was obtained from the changes in the absorbance 
peak [32]. As shown in Fig. 2, the binding affinity of complex L1-Co (Ka= 4.1 ×104 M-1) is greater than that of the 
ligand L1 (Ka= 2.8 ×103 M-1), and the complex L1-Cu (Ka= 2.2 ×104 M-1). 
 
Cytotoxic Activity 
The positive results obtained from DNA binding study encouraged us to test the cytotoxicity of the complexes 
against the human breast cancer cell line (MCF-7) and colon cancer cell line (HT-26) by MTT assay and cell viability 
studies (Fig. 3a and 3b). MTT assay protocol was used to assess the cytotoxicity of L1, L-Co, L1-Cu, and cis-platin in 
a variety of cell lines (MCF-7 and HT-26) in triplicates. Cells were successfully maintained with lead compound and 
cisplatin as a positive control, with concentrations steadily increasing from 5 μM to 100 μM over 24 h. The complex 
L1-Cu, with an IC50 value (20.35 µM) has exhibited a higher cytotoxicity profile than compound L1-Co against 
selected cancer cell lines tested. The IC50 values are given in Table 2. the L1-Cu complex possesses better cytotoxic 
activity than the L1-Co complex. The results of MTT assays indicate a significant cytotoxic activity against the two 
cell lines probably through a chelation effect.[31] The anticancer activities of the L1-Co and L1-Cu complexes against 
these cell lines may be attributed to their partial planar structure that avoids steric hindrance during physiological 
actions [35]. Also, the IC50 values were compared with those of similar L1-Co and L1-Cu complexes.  The complex 
L1-Cu possesses better cytotoxic activity than L1-Co. 
 
DFT Calculations 
Computational studies of synthesized ligands L1 and its complexes such as L1-Co and L1-Cu were carried out by 
using the combined DFT-B3LYP method using Gaussian 09 computational codes. Different quantum-chemical 
parameters were calculated by applying B3LYP/6-31G**/LanL2DZ ECP methods such as molecular energy, ESP 
charges, the energy of frontier molecular orbitals, and bandgap, etc., Further, the highly preorganized planar 
geometries of ligands were shown in Fig. 5a. Whereas the 1:1 ligand to metal stoichiometry distracted tetrahedral 
geometry of Co and Cu complex was shown in Fig. 5b. The ligand forms a distracted tetrahedral geometry with Co 
and Cu metal centers along with the triphenylphosphine as co-ligand the corresponding key bond lengths were 
shown in Table 3. The electrostatic potential mapped onto the constant electron density surface for the optimized 
geometry on the Van der Walls surface. It is also very useful in research of molecular structure with its photophysical 
property relationship as well as hydrogen bonding interactions in free ligands and its Co and Cu complexes [32]. The 
maximum negative region which is the preferred site for electrophilic attack indicated as red color, and the 
maximum positive region which preferred site for nucleophilic attack symptoms is blue color. The frontier molecular 
orbitals comparing the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), and the lowest molecular orbital (LUMO) with 
the energy gap between HOMO and LUMO of all the free ligand L1 and their L1-Co and L1-Cu complexes were 
calculated and displayed in Fig. 6. The free ligand exhibits the band gap energy of 4.09 eV, whereas upon the 
complex with Co and Cu the band gap reduced range from 2.67 to 2.64 eV. Furthermore, the energy gap (ΔE) is an 
important parameter to characterize the chemical reactivity and kinetic stability of the molecule [33]. The energy gap 
is small which indicates that charge transfer easily occurs in it. Which influences the biological activity of the 
molecule. The energies of frontier molecular orbitals (EHOMO and ELUMO), energy band gag (ΔE) which explains the 
eventual charge transfer interaction within the molecule, electronegativity (χ), chemical potential (μ), global 
hardness (ɳ), global softness (s) and global electrophilicity index (ω) [34,35] are listed in Table. 4. The importance of 
these parameters is to measure molecular stability and reactivity. The electrophilicity index is one of the most 
important quantum chemical parameters in describing the toxicity of various pollutants in terms of their reactivity 
and site selectivity [36]. Also, the electrophilicity property quantifies the biological activity of drug-receptor 
interaction. 
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Molecular Docking 
The molecular docking technique can contribute to rational drug design and mechanistic studies by placing a small 
molecule into the binding site of the DNA target-specific region mainly in a non-covalent mode [37]. To explore the 
most feasible binding site, interaction mode, and binding affinity docking studies have been performed on 
complexes L1, L1-Co, and L2-Cu with B-DNA (PDB ID: 1BNA). As shown in Fig. 7, the complexes interact with DNA 
through partial intercalation at the major intercalation binding. The resulting relative binding energies of docked L1, 
L1-Co, and L1-Cu with DNA are -5.15, -7.35, and -6.12 kJ mol-1, respectively. The more negative binding energy 
shows a more potent DNA-binding affinity. Thus, the DNA-binding affinities follow the order of L1-Co > L1-Cu > 
L1. This is completely consistent with the results obtained from the electronic absorption titration. In addition, the 
results indicate that there is certain hydrogen-bonding interaction between the complexes and DNA. The length of 
these hydrogen bonds is 1.968 Å /DA-5 for L1, 1.951 Å DA7 for L1-Co, and 2.102 Å / DA-6 for L1-Cu, respectively. 
 
Pharmacokinetic Properties 
In addition to binding free energy and intermolecular interactions, drug similarity and ADME features help 
determine a molecule's therapeutic value. ADME characteristics, Lipinski Rule of five (RO5), bioavailability radar, 
boiled egg procedures, etc. are used to determine drug similarity. These approaches are not equal to their 
experimental equivalents, but they are accurate enough to predict features of interest semi-quantitatively. All 
bioavailability measures are within allowed limits except the molecular saturation radar plot (Fig. 8a). Fig. 8b shows 
L1, L1-Co, and L1-Cu complex BOILED-EGG plot.[38] The drug-like properties were estimated by using both 
Lipinski’s Rule of 5 and Veber’s parameters suggesting that all the experimentally developed compounds complied 
well with the parameters. It is observed from Table 5, that compound both L1-Co and L1-Cu complexes lack BBB 
permeation with high GI absorption. Whereas the ligand L1 can readily cross BBB. They are well absorbed by the GI 
system as well. The rules for drug-likeness were violated by both the complex, but the extent of violation was not as 
high as the standard drug doxorubicin. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
A series of four-coordinated Co(II) and Cu(II) complexes containing monobasic bidentate Schiff base ligands have 
been synthesized and characterized. A square planar geometry has been proposed for the complexes based on 
spectroscopic studies. The preliminary DNA interaction study reveals that the ligand L1 and its complexes L1-Co 
and L1-Cu bind to DNA through partial intercalation binding. The binding affinity of [L1-Co] is found to be greater 
than that of L1 and [L1-Cu]. The complexes [L1-Co] and [L1-Cu] displayed significant cytotoxic activity against 
MCF-7 and HT-29 cancer cell lines. The complex L1-Cu, with an IC50 value (20.35 µM) has exhibited a higher 
cytotoxicity profile than compound L1-Co against selected cancer cell lines tested. The experimental results were 
supported by in-silico computational studies such as DFT calculations, molecular docking, and ADME profile 
analysis.  
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Table 1. FT-IR, Elemental analysis, and electronic data of ligand L1 and its Co and Cu complexes. 

Compound 
FT-IR (cm-1) Elemental Analysis (%) UV-Vis Abs. (nm) 

ν(C=N) ν(Ph-OH) ν(Ph-C-O) ʋ(M=N) C (%) H (%) N (%) λmax 

L1 1637 3365 1342 - 61.20 (61.47) 5.53 (6.23) 15.37 (16.34) 226, 264, 300, 354 

L1-Co 1579 - 1480 543 61.08 (58.34) 4.64 (6.44) 6.67 (6.36) 226, 260, 280, 360 

L1-Cu 1576 - 1437 530 57.40 (58.20) 4.61 (5.21) 6.62 (7.23) 225, 261, 277, 295 

 
Table 2. Comparison of IC50 values of complex with MCF-7 and HT-29 cell line 

Complexes 
IC50 (μM) 

MCF-7 HT-29 
L1-Co 88.59 ±1.42 130.12 ±1.69 
L1-Cu 20.35 ±1.87 83.78 ±1.53 

 
Table 3.  Selected bond angle and bond length for complexes 
S. No Bond Length (Å) L1-Co L1-Cu 

1 

M---Cl 2.2307 2.2632 
M---P 2.3356 2.4005 
M---N 1.9443 1.9698 
M---O 1.8608 1.9538 

 Angle (°)  

2 

N---M---O 91.3877 90.986 
N---M---P 109.3818 113.2659 
O---M---P 90.8403 94.1656 
N---M---Cl 116.8395 116.2271 
P---M---Cl 123.5388 118.4844 

O---M----Cl 117.5567 118.575 
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Table. 4:  Calculated molecular electronic parameters. 

S.No Code 
Energy 

(Kcal/mol) 
DM 

(Debay) 
HOMO 

(eV) 
LUMO 

(eV) 
Gap 
(eV) 

χ  
(eV) 

μ  
(eV) 

ɳ  
(eV) 

S  
(eV) 

ω  
(eV) 

1 L1 -587442.03 2.70 -6.02 -1.93 -4.09 3.97 -3.97 -2.05 -1.02 -16.13 
2 L1-Co -1621571.71 6.59 -5.46 -2.79 -2.67 4.13 -4.13 -1.33 -0.67 -11.36 
3 L1-Cu -1653410.65 7.60 -5.09 -2.45 -2.64 3.77 -3.77 -1.32 -0.66 -9.41 

*Dipole moment (DM), Energy of HOMO (EH), energy of LUMO (EL), energy band gap (ΔE), electronegativity (χ), 
global hardness (ɳ), chemical potential (μ), global electrophilicity index (ω) and global softness (S). 
 
Table 5. In silico prediction of physicochemical properties, toxicology, pharmacokinetics, drug-likeness of L1, L1-
Co, and L1-Cu. 

Properties/Ligand L1 L1-Co L-Cu Doxorubicin 
Toxicology 

Toxic No Yes No No 
Molecular Weight 

(gm/mol) 
273.29 628.95 633.56 543.52 

TPSA (A^2) 76.83 79.42 79.42 206.07 
Hydrogen Donor 1 0 0 6 

Hydrogen acceptor 6 5 5 12 
Consensus: Log P 2.66 3.88 3.89 1.17 

Pharmacokinetics 
GI absorption High High High Low 
BBB permeant Yes No No No 
Log Kp (skin 
permeation) 

-6.43 
cm/s 

-4.69 cm/s -4.72 cm/s -8.71 cm/s 

P-gp substrate No Yes Yes Yes 
CYP1A2 inhibitor Yes No No No 

Drug-likeness 

Lipinski Yes 
No; 2 violations: MW>500, 

MLOGP>4.15 
No; 2 violations: MW>500, 

MLOGP>4.15 

No; 3 violations: 
MW>500, 

N or O>10, 
Ghose Yes No No No 
Veber Yes Yes Yes No 

Bioavailability Score 0.55 0.17 0.17 0.17 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. (a) 1H NMR (b) 13C NMR Spectra for ligand L Fig. 2. Absorption spectral changes of (a) L1 (c) L1-Co and 
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in DMSO-d6 (g) L1-Cu upon the addition of DNA in 5 mM Tris-HCl-
NaCl buffer. The inset shows the plots of [DNA]/(εa – εf) 
versus [DNA] for the titration of the prepared compounds 
with CT–DNA. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Cell image of (a) MCF-7 and (b) HT-29 Cell 
control in L1-Co and L1-Cu complexes 

Fig. 4. Cell viability of synthesized complex L1-Co and L1-
Cu with (a) MCF-7 and (b) HF-20 cell line.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Optimized molecular geometry of free 
ligand L1 and its Co and Cu metal complexes by 
using the DFT/B3LYP method. 

Fig. 6. FMOs of free L1, L1-Co and L1-Cu complexes by 
using DFT/B3LYP method 

 
 

Fig. 7. Molecular docked models of complexes L1 
(a), L1-Co (b), and L1-Cu (c) with DNA (PDB 
1D:1BNA). 

Fig. 8. (a) Bioavailability radar and (b) boiled egg plot of 
L1, L1-Co and L1-Cu complex. 
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This study meticulously examines the application of artificial intelligence (AI) in structural engineering, 
employing a robust research methodology. The exploration begins by elucidating fundamental 
advancements in AI and its subfields, contributing to a comprehensive understanding of AI's role in 
structural engineering. A systematic search of the Scopus database spanning 1977 to 2024 yields 1970 
pertinent documents, including research articles, conference papers, and patents, showcasing the diverse 
spectrum of AI techniques in the field.The collected data undergoes meticulous bibliometric analysis via 
VosViewer software, allowing for the visualization of trends, collaborations, and knowledge 
dissemination networks. Utilizing RIS files and adhering to a co-occurrence factor, this analysis results in 
an overlay visualization, comprising 926 keywords meeting the set threshold. Accurate citation of 
references is ensured through the use of the Mendeley reference manager.This methodologically rigorous 
review offers nuanced insights into the current landscape and future potential of AI integration in 
structural engineering. 
 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Structural Engineering, Bibliometric Analysis, Computational 
Modelling, Knowledge Dissemination Networks 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has arisen as a revolutionary technology with wide-ranging applications, including its 
impact on structural engineering (Luo &Paal, 2022). In the domain of civil engineering, the critical functions of 
structural analysis, design, and optimization are pivotal in ensuring the safety and efficiency of constructed 
infrastructure. Traditionally, these tasks have relied on manual calculations and simulation methods, which are time-
consuming and may not fully explore the design space for optimal solutions (Keshtegar et al., 2019). The introduction 
of AI techniques into structural engineering holds the potential to revolutionize these processes by harnessing 
computational power and employing data-driven approaches. Structural engineering encompasses the analysis, 
design, and construction of buildings, bridges, dams, and other infrastructure, aiming to ensure their safety, stability, 
and durability (Lin et al., 2023). The incorporation of AI in structural engineering enables the automation of intricate 
tasks, facilitates data-driven decision-making, and improves performance predictions. Machine learning algorithms 
(Esfandiari et al., 2023), neural networks (Lazaridis et al., 2021), expert systems, and genetic algorithms (Lee &Ahn, 
2003) are among the AI techniques currently under exploration to address various engineering challenges more 
efficiently.In the field of structural engineering, the importance of AI is underscored by its ability to effectively 
address key challenges faced by engineers and researchers: 
 
Enhanced Precision 
AI models, with the capability to process extensive datasets and identify intricate patterns, contribute to the 
development of structures that are not only safer but also more resilient (Zeng et al., 2022). 
 
Optimization of Design 
AI optimization algorithms explore diverse design parameters and constraints, identifying optimal solutions that 
lead to structures with improved performance and minimized material waste. 
 
Increased Efficiency 
The implementation of AI-driven automation streamlines design and analysis processes, significantly reducing the 
time needed for generating structural solutions. This heightened efficiency allows engineers to focus on more 
intricate tasks and explore innovative designs. 
 
Promotion of Sustainable Practices 
AI facilitates the incorporation of advanced materials, energy-efficient designs, and sustainable construction 
practices, endorsing environmentally friendly approaches in the field of structural engineering. 
 
Real-time Structural Health Monitoring 
AI-enabled sensor networks continuously monitor structural health, detecting and predicting potential issues. This 
functionality allows for timely maintenance and the prevention of catastrophic failures. 
 
Enhanced Cost-Efficiency 
Through the optimization of designs and the prediction of maintenance requirements, AI plays a crucial role in 
reducing construction and maintenance costs throughout the life cycle of structures. 
 
RESEARCH IMPLICATION 
  
Evaluating the integration of artificial intelligence (AI) in the field of structural engineering carries immense research 
significance, presenting opportunities to revolutionize various aspects of the industry (Sayed et al., 2023). This 
comprehensive assessment spans the entire structural engineering process, encompassing design, analysis, 
construction, and maintenance. The research significance is underscored through the following focal points: 
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Optimizing Design Efficiency 
AI facilitates the rapid generation of optimized design solutions, fostering more resource-efficient structures with 
reduced waste and potential cost savings. 
 
Implementing Advanced Analysis Techniques 
AI streamlines complex analysis techniques, once cumbersome or computationally intensive. Machine learning 
algorithms predict structural behaviour, enhancing understanding and risk mitigation. 
 
Early Identification of Flaws and Vulnerabilities 
AI-powered algorithms detect potential flaws or vulnerabilities in structural designs early in the process, enhancing 
safety, reliability, and preventing costly errors during construction or use. 
 
Continuous Structural Health Monitoring 
AI-based systems provide real-time structural health monitoring, enabling early detection of degradation or damage, 
leading to more effective maintenance strategies and increased safety. 
 
Automation and Robotics in Construction 
AI-driven robotics automate construction tasks, improving precision and reducing human errors. Research explores 
the streamlined building process with AI-guided construction machinery. 
 
Sustainability and Environmental Impact 
The assessment considers AI's potential to create sustainable structures through optimizing energy efficiency, 
material usage, and overall environmental impact. 
 
Risk Assessment and Mitigation 
AI analyzes historical and real-time data to assess risks in design decisions, construction methodologies, and 
environmental factors, contributing to enhanced risk management. 
 
Interdisciplinary Collaboration 
Research encourages collaboration among computer scientists, data scientists, and engineers, fostering innovative 
solutions that leverage AI capabilities. 
 
Data-driven decision-making 
Effective collection, management, and analysis of massive data generated during a structure's lifecycle are essential 
for informed decision-making, and improving project outcomes. 
 
Establishing Regulatory and Safety Standards 
The integration of AI in structural engineering necessitates the development of new standards and regulations, with 
research contributing to guidelines ensuring AI-powered solutions meet safety and regulatory requirements. 
 
Training and Skill Development 
As AI becomes prevalent, research focuses on developing training programs and resources to bridge the gap 
between traditional engineering practices and AI-based approaches. 
In conclusion, the research underscores the vital importance of assessing AI's application in structural engineering, 
offering potential enhancements in efficiency, safety, sustainability, and innovation within the industry. This 
research area holds promise for transformative advancements, reshaping the approach to designing, constructing, 
and maintaining structures. 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
The research methodology outlined in this review begins by elucidating the fundamental advancements in artificial 
intelligence (AI) and its subfields, detailing their contributions to the application of AI in structural engineering. A 
systematic search of the Scopus database from 1977 to 2024 was conducted to collect a comprehensive array of 
research articles, conference papers, and patents that represent the diverse spectrum of AI techniques used in the 
field. The Scopus online repository was explored extensively in both AI and structural engineering, utilizing specific 
keywords (TITLE-ABS-KEY (artificial AND intelligence) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (structural AND engineering)). This 
meticulous process yielded a total of 1970 relevant documents. Following this, the collected data underwent 
bibliometric analysis using VosViewer software. This analysis enabled the visualization of trends, collaborations, and 
knowledge dissemination networks. The bibliometric analysis involved the use of RIS files downloaded from the 
Scopus database and was conducted using VosViewer version 1.6.16. The overlay visualization was obtained by 
including 15459 keywords by setting the minimum 5 co-occurrence factor, 926 keywords met the thresholdand the 
results are depicted in Figure 1. The Mendeley reference manager was used for accurate citation of references. The 
research delved into various facets of AI applications in civil engineering, elaborating on different AI methods. It 
presented a comprehensive description of the AI system, including the future scope of this technology in the field. 
The research methodology employed initial data collection followed by thorough analysis to extract meaningful 
insights. The analysis uncovered the evolutionary trajectory of AI utilization over time, identifying key periods of 
accelerated research output. Notably, it identified research clusters within the field, categorizing AI applications into 
areas such as structural optimization, predictive maintenance, risk assessment, and performance prediction. 
 
 The examination of co-authorship networks and institutional collaborations revealed pivotal research hubs and their 
collaborative networks, providing insights into the global landscape of AI research in structural engineering. 
Additionally, the review explored the impact of AI adoption on structural engineering practice, elucidating both the 
benefits and challenges faced by the industry. The integration of AI has accelerated the design process, improved 
accuracy in load prediction, and facilitated real-time monitoring of structural health. However, concerns related to 
data security, the interpretability of AI-driven results, and the ongoing need for human expertise persist as 
significant challenges. The data utilized in this study is secondary, sourced from various articles, journals, and other 
relevant resources containing essential information related to the research topic. The collection process involved 
accessing databases from different academic sources, with data retrieval guided by specific keywords related to the 
research topic (Akkar et al., 2014; Huang & Burton, 2020). The initial step included accessing the database, followed 
by conducting searches using keywords to obtain relevant articles. Subsequently, data deemed necessary for the 
research was extracted from the obtained search results, adhering to predefined criteria set for the selection of 
pertinent information. Figure 2 illustrates documents by year the country-wise distribution of publications and the 
types of documents about artificial intelligence (AI) in structural engineering. The information containing keywords 
such as "machine learning," "deep learning," and others was collected for analysis. Following this, both quantitative 
and qualitative analyses were conducted. It's worth noting the presence of two types of machine intelligence, namely 
"soft computing" and "hard computing." The "hard computing" approach involves the utilization of binary logic, and 
it incorporates "numerical analysis" and "analytical model" techniques (Rousakis et al., 2007; Sayed et al., 2023). 
 
Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Structural Engineering 
AI techniques have found application in diverse aspects of structural engineering, employing various methods to 
enhance processes related to analysis, design, and optimization (Akkar et al., 2014). As previously mentioned, 
emerging AI techniques such as machine learning, pattern recognition, and deep learning are becoming increasingly 
reliable tools in the structural engineering domain. This section provides a technical overview of these techniques 
and outlines their application to address structural engineering challenges. Machine learning algorithms, including 
support vector machines, random forests, and neural networks, are employed in structural analysis to predict 
structural behaviour and efficiently analyze complex systems. These algorithms have seen growing use in enhancing 
modelling, prediction, and optimization capabilities within structural engineering (Rousakis et al., 2007; Sayed et al., 
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2023). Pattern recognition involves classifying objects into different categories based on data features, with 
"supervised" and "unsupervised" learning as the two main types. Supervised learning utilizeslabelled training 
samples, while unsupervised learning involves unlabelled training samples, distinguishing between generative and 
discriminative models (Ancheta et al., 2014). Deep learning, primarily used for unsupervised learning data 
understanding, incorporates multiple hidden layers. Networks like convolutional neural networks and recurrent 
neural networks are part of this model, with the former being particularly popular in structural engineering 
applications (Zhang et al., 2021). AI's primary application in structural engineering lies in monitoring structural 
health through machine learning. Regular assessment of structural conditions is crucial, with a focus on concrete 
properties to easily determine its quality and condition through machine learning techniques (Xie et al., 2020). 
Pattern recognition applications extend to damage detection within structures, earthquake engineering, seismic 
design, structural identification, and performance evaluation (Sun et al., 2020). Deep learning is instrumental in crack 
detection and identifying structural damages based on vibration analysis (Sun et al., 2021). Additionally, this method 
can determine the condition of structures. The review emphasizes the potential benefits of AI in enhancing efficiency, 
accuracy, and cost-effectiveness in structural design and analysis (Rashki et al., 2018), while acknowledging 
associated limitations and ethical considerations (Meshref et al., 2022). A comparative analysis of different AI 
approaches and methodologies used in structural engineering is mentioned in Table 1: The inclusion and exclusion 
criteria guide the applicability of each AI technique based on specific strengths and weaknesses, allowing 
practitioners to make informed choices for their structural engineering applications. 
 
Anticipated Trends and Future Pathways in the Intersection of Artificial Intelligence and Structural Engineering 
The horizon for Artificial Intelligence (AI) in structural engineering promises transformative developments, poised 
to reshape diverse dimensions of the industry. Several key areas are foreseen to experience substantial impact: 
 
AI-Enhanced Design Processes and Collaborative Workflows: 
 AI is projected to play a pivotal role in aiding structural engineers across the design spectrum, from initial 

concept creation to detailed design stages. 
 AI-powered tools are expected to streamline the generation of innovative design solutions, expedite feasibility 

studies, and automate repetitive tasks, freeing up engineers to concentrate on critical project elements. 
 
Integration of AI into Building Information Modeling (BIM): 
 AI is set to elevate the capabilities of BIM platforms, enabling advanced analysis, optimization, and 

simulation within the BIM framework. 
 This integration is anticipated to foster seamless collaboration among diverse stakeholders and enhance the 

overall efficiency of construction projects. 
 
Explainable AI for Regulatory Adherence and Approvals: 
 The increasing prevalence of AI systems in structural engineering necessitates the development of explainable 

AI models. 
 These models are designed to ensure transparency, accountability, and alignment with regulatory standards, 

bridging the comprehension gap between intricate AI models and human decision-making. 
 
Continuous Learning and Adaptive Systems in Structural Engineering: 
 AI-powered systems are envisioned to exhibit continuous learning capabilities, leveraging new data, 

experiences, and feedback for ongoing improvement. 
 Adaptive AI algorithms are expected to dynamically adjust strategies and solutions in response to evolving 

project requirements and changing conditions. 
The unfolding narrative of AI in structural engineering foresees heightened integration of AI technologies, 
expanded utilization of AI in BIM processes, and a transition towards more transparent and adaptable AI 
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solutions. These advancements are poised to usher in substantial efficiencies, contributing to the development of 
structures that are not only safer but also more resilient and sustainable. 

 
CONCLUSION  
 
In conclusion, the synergy between Artificial Intelligence (AI) and structural engineering presents a compelling 
narrative of innovation and progress. The discussed AI techniques, including Genetic Algorithms, Artificial Neural 
Networks, and Finite Element Analysis, each contribute unique strengths to the field. As we peer into the future, the 
prospects for AI in structural engineering are not only promising but transformative. The envisaged trends, such as 
AI-augmented design, BIM integration, and explainable AI, underscore a paradigm shift in how structures are 
conceived, designed, and constructed. The collaborative workflows facilitated by AI promise to unleash creativity 
among engineers while enhancing the efficiency of the entire design process. The integration of AI with BIM 
platforms is set to redefine collaboration, providing a holistic environment for optimized decision-making across 
diverse stakeholders. The imperative for explainable AI models echoes the industry's commitment to transparency, 
accountability, and adherence to regulatory standards. This ensures that AI becomes a trusted ally, augmenting 
human decision-making rather than replacing it. Moreover, the continuous learning capabilities and adaptive nature 
of AI-powered systems herald a dynamic era in structural engineering, where solutions evolve in harmony with 
changing project requirements and conditions. As the future unfolds, the anticipated advancements hold the 
potential to not only streamline processes but also enhance the safety, resilience, and sustainability of structures. The 
journey ahead beckons us to embrace these technological strides responsibly, considering ethical implications and 
striking a balance between innovation and reliability. In essence, the convergence of AI and structural engineering 
heralds an era where the fusion of human ingenuity and technological prowess creates structures that stand not just 
as marvels of engineering but as testaments to the harmonious collaboration between human expertise and artificial 
intelligence. 
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Table 1: Comparative Analysis of AI Approaches and Methodologies in Structural Engineering 
AI Technique Strengths Weaknesses Performance in Scenarios 

Genetic 
Algorithms 

(GA) 

- Optimization: Effective 
in solving complex 

optimization problems. 

- Convergence: May 
converge to suboptimal 

solutions. 

- Large, complex, nonlinear design 
spaces. - Cases with no clear 
analytical expression for the 

objective function. 

 
- Parallelism: Can be 
parallelized for faster 

convergence. 

- Local Optima: Prone to 
getting stuck in local optima. 

 

 
- Non-Differentiable 

Functions: Handles non-
differentiable functions. 

- Computational Intensity: 
Can be computationally 

intensive. 
 

Artificial 
Neural 

Networks 
(ANN) 

- Pattern Recognition: 
Captures complex 

relationships in data. 

- Black Box: Lack of 
interpretability. 

- Predicting structural behaviors, 
such as deformation and stress 

distribution. - Dealing with complex 
and nonlinear relationships. 

 
- Nonlinear Modeling: 

Models nonlinear 
behavior effectively. 

- Data Dependency: 
Performance relies on the 

quality and quantity of 
training data. 

 

 
- Generalization: 

Generalizes patterns from 
training data. 

- Overfitting: Prone to 
overfitting.  

Finite Element 
Analysis (FEA) 

- Accuracy: Provides 
accurate numerical 

solutions for various 
behaviors. 

- Computational Demand: 
Can be computationally 

expensive and time-
consuming. 

- Detailed structural analysis, stress 
distributions, and deformations. - 
Scenarios where accuracy and in-

depth insights are crucial. 

 
- Versatility: Models a 
wide range of material 

behaviors. 

- Mesh Sensitivity: Results 
can be sensitive to mesh 

quality. 
 

 
- Detailed Insights: 

Provides detailed insights 
into local behaviors. 

- Limited Optimization: 
Traditional FEA may not 

inherently include 
optimization. 
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Figure 1 Trend of use of AI in Structural Engineering: 
Overlay Visualization depicting total link strength 

Figure 2 Year wise (a), Country-wise 

  
Figure 2 Year wise(b) and Document type-wise Figure 2 Year wise(c) publication trend related to AI 

and structural engineering (Source: Scopus 2024) 
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India is an agriculture-based country where more than 70% of rural population still depends on 
agriculture. India occupies only 2.4% of total world’s land area. However, it is observed that 18% of 
world’s population is feed by Indian agriculture. It is expected that India will reach a total population of 
1.5 billion by 2030 and cross 1.6 billion population by 2050. In this situation 100 million tons and 140 
million tons of wheat production would be required by 2030 and 2050 respectively. To enhance the crop 
production, we need more focus on fertility of soil or nutrient content of the soil which is directly 
responsible to sustain the fertility of soil. Various essential soil limiting factors gradually decreases due to 
continue usage of chemical fertilizers to enhance crop production. Ultimately these chemicals are so 
harmful and lead to soil acidification, water pollution, air pollution and many mysterious diseases that 
were not found earlier. This excessive use of synthetic fertilizers is not only harming the soil but also 
contribute in various diseases like diabetes mellitus, Alzimer, hemoglobin disorder, cancer, kidney and 
liver disorder. In this article, we are discussing the important parameters of nitrogen fixing bacteria such 
as diazotrophs which are natural source of biological nitrogen fixation to maintain the soil fertility using 
atmospheric nitrogen. 
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INTRODUCTION 
  
Plant system needs nitrogen for their growth and development but they are unable to use it directly; they can access 
only biological form (NH3)of nitrogen [1]. It is an essential element utilized by plants and animals for their 
development. In our atmosphere 78% of nitrogen is found in dimerization (N2) form. Nitrogen fixation, 
decomposition, Haber process are the main processes by which nitrogen and its compounds are inter converted into 
environment and consumed by plants and living organisms. Prokaryotic bacteria are capable of fixing the nitrogen 
because of their special enzyme called nitrogenase[2, 3]. Nitrogenase is the enzyme which expressed under nitrogen 
limitation conditions. Normally, its expression is regulated via negative feedback from its own product in various 
microorganisms(Rhodobactersphaeroides, Rhodopseudomonas palustris, Rhodobactercapsulatus)[4].Biological Nitrogen 
fixation is the major natural process through which atmospheric N2 is converted into biological form that can be used 
by plants(Fig.1), It is reported that nitrogen fixation contributing nearly 100–290 Tg N per year[5]. In addition to this, 
approximately 3-10 TgN per year could be fix with the help of natural lightning worldwide. 
 
 The energy produces from natural lightning coverts oxygen and nitrogen into nitric oxide, which oxidized to 
nitrogen dioxide, then to nitric acid. Within few days the nitric acid is transferred to ground through rain, snow, hail 
or other atmospheric deposition and naturally utilized by plants[6] (Fig.1). Plant growth promoting bacteria (PGPR) 
can also improve nutrient uptake efficiency by producing phyto-hormones to the host, and convene resistance 
against pathogens [7]. Nitrogen fixing bacteria known as diazotrophs (cyanobacteria and rhizobium and alfalfa) play 
essential role in biological nitrogen fixation by solubilizing the chemical N2 into biological NH3 in rhizosphere (Fig. 
1). It is known that these natural diazotrophs fixes 100-300 tg of nitrogen per year on earth [8]. In modern agriculture, 
to enhance the production of cereals a huge amount of synthetic nitrogen is used in agriculture field. Excessive use of 
synthetic nitrogen leads to adverse issues such as eutrophication of water, loss of biodiversity, global warming and 
stratospheric ozone depletion. About 60% of global synthetic nitrogen consumption is reported only in three major 
cereal crops such as rice, wheat, and maize [9]. This excessive use of nitrogen compounds in any form (water, air, 
and soil) wreaks havoc on the delicate rhizosphere and cause adverse effect on soil fertility [10, 11, 9, 12]. 
Furthermore, chemical nitrogen is highly soluble in water so it drains away with water flow and merges with rivers 
and ground water which cause harmful effects on human and animal health. An alternative sustainable solution for 
soilis immediately incorporation of biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) that can reduces the undesired effects of 
chemical nitrogen. 
 
Effects of chemical fertilizers on soil, air and water 
It was studied that the effects of chemical fertilizers on the soil are not immediately as soils have strong buffering 
power due to their diverse composition. Over the time, it causes pollution, deterioration of soil fertility, soil 
degradation and imbalance of the nutrients in soil [13]. Distribution of chemical fertilizer is depending open the 
population of different country and consumption of cereals.   This excessive toxic accumulation within crops and 
vegetables causes negative effects in humans as well as in animals[14, 15, 16]. Furthermore, soil structure and its 
texture in agriculture field is a key indicator for high yield[17]. Unfortunately, soil structure gets deteriorate due to 
continuously huge usage of chemical nitrogen and industrial effluents, such as NaNO3, NH4NO3, NH4Cl and 
CO(NH2)2.Nitrogen is one of the most important inputs in fertilizer used in agriculture to enhance the crop 
production. Several nutrients and environmental factors can be controlled and directly proportional to the 
concentration of ammonia in the soil solution. However chemical nitrogen disrupts the balance of nutrients and 
makes a negative impact on soil pH, soil structure and increasing feature of acid irrigation on agricultural land [18]. 
This excessive use of chemical nitrogen fertilizer also affects the symbiotic bacterial species, such as symbiotic 
relationship between plants and microorganisms and hence chemical fertilizers limit the activities of nitrifying 
bacteria [18, 19]. Synthetic nitrogen also causes air pollution by nitrogen oxides (NO, N2O, NO2) emissions [20]. In 
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our atmosphere, N2O increases gradually from 0.2 to 0.3% every year. This excessive use of nitrogenous content, 
especially nitrate content would be a major concern for atmosphere and human health [21]. Use of ammonium 
fertilizers with urea can result in evaporation of NH3 especially on calcareous (calcium carbonate (CaCO3)) and 
alkaline soils. NH3 may be oxidized and turn into nitric acid, sulfuric acid from industrial sources, creates acid rain 
after the chemical transformations. Acid rain can damage vegetation as well as in organisms that live in both lakes 
and reservoirs [19]. Besides these compounds some gases are also evolved such as carbon dioxide, methane, 
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) with chloro-fluoro hydrocarbons and halogen. Some gases persist at lower layer of 
tropospheric ozone and contribute in greenhouse effect. Synthetic nitrogen used in agriculture causes contamination 
in water source by three different ways: Drainage, leaching and flow.  Nitrate leaching particularly linked to 
agricultural practices such as fertilizer, cultivation, irrigated agricultural land in some of the arid and semiarid 
regions, increased amounts of nitrate accumulation in the soil used and along with the evaporation of water[22, 23]. 
In soil, fertilizers converted to nitrate through nitrification by various microorganisms. Due to negative charge of 
nitrate it can reach to the ground water. In ideal conditions, plants use only 50% of nitrogenous fertilizer applied to 
the soil, other 2-20% lost via evaporation, 15-25% react organic compounds in the soil and 2-10% remains at interfere 
surface and ground water [24, 25, 26]. The majority of nitrogenous fertilizers are not absorbed by plants and they 
interfere with both underground and surface water. This is a major issue of concern as it causes pollution. In 
European Countries, NO3 concentration value is 23 mg/L and in the USA it is nearly 45 mg/L[27]. In Nottingham 
(United Kingdom), nitrate and ammonium concentration in soil is gradually increasing [19]. 
 
Types of diazotrophs involved in the processing of nitrogen fixation 
The word diazotroph is derived from the word diazo (N2) and troph(pertaining to food or nourishment). 
Diazotrophs are scattered across the bacterial taxonomic groups (as well as a couple of Archaea). Two of the most 
studied diazotrophs are Klebsiella pneumoniae and Azotobacter vinelandiwere isolated by Dixon and Kahn are 
important bacteria in biological nitrogen fixation [28, 29,30, 2, 31].  Obligate anaerobes are the bacteria which cannot 
grow in oxygen. They can survive either in absence of oxygen or in very low oxygen conditions, such as soils 
(natural wetlands, floodplains, swamps, peatlands) and decaying vegetable matter such as clostridium[32]. Sulphate-
reducing bacteria are important microorganism in ocean sediments (Desulfovibrio), and some archeasuch as 
methanogens, like methanococcus, which fix nitrogen in muds, animal intestines and anoxic soils[33]. Facultative 
anaerobecan grow in oxygen deficient as well as in oxygen sufficient conditions, but nitrogen fixing 
facultativebacteria survives only in anaerobic conditions such as Klebsiella pneumoniae, Paenibacilluspolymyxa, Bacillus 
macerans, and Escherichia[34].TheKlebsiella pneumoniae has been reported to protect rice from sheath blight and 
seedling blight diseases [35]. Approximately 20 members of the Paenibacillus genus reported to have the capacity of 
biological nitrogen fixation [36].Moreover aerobic bacteria require oxygen to grow, but their nitrogenase activity is 
decreases as the oxygen level increases. Azotobacter vinelandii is one of the example, which uses high respiration rate 
and more potent to prevent oxygen damage[37].  
 
Many other species also reduce the oxygen levels in the same way, but with lower respiration rates and lower 
oxygen tolerance. Oxygenic photosynthetic bacteria (Cyanobacteria) generate oxygen as a by-product of 
photosynthesis, yet some are able to fix nitrogen as well. Some of the colonizing bacteria that have specialized cells 
(heterocysts) that lack the oxygen generating steps of photosynthesis such as Anabaena cylindrica and Nostoc commune. 
Beside these bacteria some of the cyanobacteria that lack heterocystsbut could fix nitrogen under low light andlow 
oxygen level (Plectonema) [38]. Some cyanobacteria, including marine taxa Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus do not 
fix nitrogen whereas other marine cyanobacteria, such as Trichodesmium and Cyanothece, are major contributors in 
oceanic nitrogen fixation [39]. Rhizobium is anothergenus of gram-negative bacteria that fix nitrogen in nodules of 
leguminous family. The legume–rhizobium symbiosis is an example of mutualism where rhizobia supply ammonia 
or amino acids to the plant and in return receive organic acids as a carbon and energy source. Inside the root nodule, 
bacteria differentiate morphologically into bacteroids and fix atmospheric nitrogen into ammonium, using 
nitrogenase enzyme.  In return, the plant supplies carbohydrates as energy rich compounds in the form of organic 
acids to the bacteria [40]. Furthermore, plant also provides oxygen for cellular respirationto the bacteria which are 
tightly bound by leghemoglobin (plant proteins) similar to human hemoglobins. Leghemoglobin (legoglobin) is a 
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monomeric oxygen-carrying phytoglobinresponsible for maintaining anaerobic conditions inside the legume to 
protect the activity of oxygen-sensitive nitrogenase [41]. Nitrogenase is the primary enzyme which catalyzes the 
process of biological nitrogen fixation in legumes [40].However nitrogenase, an enzyme that is responsible for the 
reduction of nitrogen, is extremely sensitive to oxygen.Frankia sp. (gram positive) members of the Actinomycete 
family associated with a broad spectrum of plants collectively called Actinorhizal plants. It represent a diverse group 
of about 220 species belonging to eight plant families distributed in the three orders, Fagales (Betulaceae, Casuarinaceae 
and Myricaceae), Rosales (Rosaceae, EleagnaceaeandRhamnaceae) and Cucurbitales (DatiscaceaeandCoriariaceae) [42, 43]. 
They can also fix N2 in free-living state similar to cyanobacteriaand most rhizobium species. Under nitrogen limitation 
and aerobic conditions, Frankia strains form special organs for N2-fixation similar to nodules in legumes. Actinorhizal 
nodules consist of several lobes and each lobe has a similar structure as a lateral root. They also produce 
leghaemoglobinbut their role is less established as in rhizobia[44]. This symbiotic process results in the formation of 
root nodules in which Frankia generates accessible nitrogen for the host in exchange of energy rich compounds[43]. 
 
Cyanobacteriaare oxygenic photosynthetic bacteria that are distributed in marine, freshwater as well as in terrestrial 
environments. Fortunately, some of the filamentous cyanobacteria differentiate into specialized heterocysts. These 
heterocysts are deficient in oxygenic photosystem and have a cell wall that made up of glycolipid which keeps the 
favorable conditions for nitrogen fixation within heterocyst cells.Cyanobacteria are symbiotic type and associates with 
fungi, liverworts, fern, and cycad [45].  They do not form any nodules as most of the plants have no root structure 
but many of them are capable of fixing atmospheric nitrogen due to these heterocyst structures.Azolla is one of the 
important free-floating water fern that has agronomic importance due to its ability to fix nitrogen [46]. It generates a 
symbiotic process for nitrogen-fixation with the cyanobacterium Anabaena azollae, in the leaf cavity of the fern [43, 
47]. In Asian countries, Azolla is the most commonly green manure that is used for rice crop. It possess high growth 
rate, nitrogen-fixing ability and sufficient to scavenge nutrients from soil and water.  It can provide more than half of 
the nitrogen needed by rice crop [47]. Termites are obligate associated symbiotic gut microorganisms [48] that 
provide the enzymes which are helpful in degradation of plant polymers, synthesizing amino acids, recycle 
nitrogenous waste, and could also fix atmospheric nitrogen (N2) [49, 50].Howeverrelation of symbiotic diazotrophs 
(N2 fixing bacteria) with termite needs more stochastic and empirical studies[48, 51]. 
 
Isolation and characterization of diazotrophs   
Plant growth promoting diazotrophs could be directly isolated from different tissues of plant such as (root, leaf, 
shoot) and in soil rhizosphere. They found freely or in association with root in soil of different crop system, which 
can improve the quality of plant growth and enhance the nitrogen directly in soil. The serial dilution spread plating 
technique is used to isolate pure culture of diazotrophs from soil. To isolate the diazotrophs from soil and other plant 
tissue different nitrogen deficient medium (Burk’s, Jensen [52, 53, 54]were used to get the diverse population of 
diazotrophs. The morphology of isolated bacterial culture will be characterized using the method as in bergey’s 
manual of systematic bacteriology [55]. Morphological (color, texture, margin, shape of the colony, motility) and 
physiological (gram, capsule, metachromatic and spore staining) characters could be analyzed using standard 
methods. The cell shape, motility and gram staining pattern has been observed using simple method as proposed by 
Sulaiman[56].Furthermore, various biochemical tests such as indole, methyl red, ammonia production, nitrate 
reduction, triple sugar iron test, cellulase test, oxidase test, starch hydrolysis test, citrate utilization test, nitrate 
reduction test, urease test, and gelatin liquefaction test are the preliminary test for nitrogen utilization in nitrogen 
fixing colonies[57, 58, 59]. Concentration of nitrogen could also be determining using alkaline permanganate as per 
the modified Kjeldahl method[60].Some of the histochemical assay could also helpful to analyze the presence of 
rhizobial bacteria [61]. In addition to this nitrogenase activity of bacterial colony has been assayed using the 
acetylene reduction assay (ARA). Gene sequencing is another approach to characterize the isolated colonies using nif 
gene and 16SrRNA sequencing.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
Due to unavailability of accessible nitrogen in ecosystem for plant growth and development it is an essential 
requirement to maintain the equilibrium of chemical nitrogen and biological nitrogen in between soil and 
atmosphere. Diazotrophs are the beneficial microorganisms with the ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen and convert 
it into biological form. They have long been recognized as functionally key members not only in terrestrial but also 
fix the nitrogen in ocean plankton. In biological nitrogen fixation diazotrophs play key role in soil improvement with 
enriched soluble nitrogen and sustain the agriculture land. 
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Fig:1 Pictorial representation of biological nitrogen fixation using diazotrophs. 
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Yoga is a practical discipline incorporating techniques whose goal is the development of a state of mental 
and physical health, well-being, and inner harmony. A large amount of evidence has already shown 
associations between yoga and physical health and mental health. However, a systematic approach 
to review existing studies examining the use of yoga in combination with psychological treatment is 
lacking. The objective of this review is to study the literature in search of older and recent evidence about 
how immunity and yoga interact especially on psycho-immunity or mental immunity. Selected subjects 
of the study are mainly articles and thesis. Most of the study focus on asana, pranayama, meditation. 
After deep reviewing all the results and conclusions of the sample we came to the conclusion that there is 
an important relationship between yoga and psychoimmunity of a body and also it is found that Yoga 
greatly helps in maintaining the mental health by cultivating the psychoimmunity factors.  
 
Keywords: Psychoimmunity, yoga, mental health, asana, pranayama, meditation. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Background 
In this modern time where people are more engaged on physical health on the contrary the case of mental problems 
is on the peak. The problem face by the world for mental health is increasing rapidly everywhere including India. 
The Immune system of a body fight when there is any physical illness, similarly psychological immune system 
protects from the toxins generated from constant worry, nervous tension and anxiety which one experiences on the 
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daily basis. The psychological immune system, which brings about psychological immunity – is a construct that 
shares some similarities with the biological immune system [1]. For example, they both have self-healing and self-
protective mechanisms; implicit immune system processes such as habituation and emotional processing are 
comparable to the biological immune system's adaptive immunity process in that they both support healing, are 
automatic, and function outside of human awareness. [2]. 
 
Yoga 
The term yoga stands for "Yuj" which means "to unite" and refers to an inner state where one experiences everything 
as part of oneself. Often confused with a system of physical exercises, the yoga system is actually a set of tools for 
self-transformation designed to bring you into this state of union. The method and technologies to experience 
beyond the physical are known as Yoga Science [3]. In accordance with the yogic scriptures, practicing yoga results 
in the perfect harmony between mind and body, man and nature, as well as the merging of the individual 
consciousness with the Universal consciousness. Whereas according to modern scientists, all that exists in the 
universe is merely a manifestation of a single, quantum celestial body[4]. There are 4 main schools or system of yoga- 
Karma yoga, Jnana Yoga, Hatha Yoga and Raja Yoga. Apart from these there are many schools or systems of yoga 
like Kundalini yoga, Mantra Yoga, Tantra yoga, Laya yoga, etc. Different schools taught different system but their 
final goal is same. For this contemporary world of yoga, people give more emphasis only on asana, pranayama, 
meditation and less number of people practice shatkriya, mudra, bandha with proper recommendation of yogic diet.  
 
Psychological Immunity 
The main purpose of the physical immune system is to keep the body biologically safe and protected from foreign 
pathogens. Thus, it plays an important role in promoting health and survival, especially in the event of physical 
injury or infection [5]. In a similar vein, psychological immunity also builds a defence mechanism that aids in 
positive adaptation to traumatic, uncomfortable, and stressful circumstances. [6]. The nutrients for psychological 
immune system that researched prove so far may be optimism, future orientation, positive thinking, humour, 
resilience etc [7]. Olah(1996, 2000, 2002) had defined psychological immune system as "an integrated system of 
cognitive, motivational and behavioural personality dimensions that should provide immunity against stress, 
promote healthy development and serve as stress resistance resources or psychological antibodies". 16 adaptive 
resources interact to facilitate the psychological adaptation process and form the basis of the Psychological Immune 
System (PIS). This system is made up of 16 different types of mental health defences [8] namely positive thinking, 
sense of coherence, sense of self growth, sense of control, creative self-concept, self- efficacy, goal orientation, 
problem solving capacity, change and challenge orientation, social monitoring capacity, social mobilizing capacity, 
social creating capacity, synchronicity, impulse control, emotional control and irritability control. They are under the 
“Psychological Immunity System Inventory”, design by Olah (2000, 2004). There are other models for psychological 
immunity like “Pentacles Model of Psychological Immunity”, design by Bhardwaj and Agrawal (2023). Its 5 factors 
are self-esteem, overall adjustment, emotional maturity, psychological well-being and positive memories. 
 
Different factors of Psychological Immunity 
Positive thinking 
It means the tendency of the individual to accept new ideas and knowledge that simplify everything that is complex 
[9], it facilitates anticipation of positive results in all life situations and encourage a person to believe that events are 
going in the right direction [10]. The most important value of positive thinking is optimism. People with high 
optimism except positive outcomes and favourable outcomes even in situations beyond their control. 
 
Sense of Coherence 
It is the tendency to view life situations as foreseeable and manageable. The sense of coherence is of primary 
importance in determining the meaning of positive and negative life events. It is an individual method of being, 
thinking, and acting based on an inner sense of trust that helps people recognize, make use of, and recycle the 
resources available to them. (Eriksson and Lindström, 2006) [11]. 
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Sense of control is widely studied phenomena which include different dimensions of control. Basically, it is an 
individual’s sense of personal influence on various life events. Some people attribute the events and circumstances of 
their lives to their own actions, while others believes that their lives were shaped by external forces such as fate, 
chance, faith or other powerful forces [12]. 
 
Sense of personal growth is a feeling of successful self-expansion and personal growth. It gives you a sense of 
becoming healthy, mature and fully functioning individual. The expectation of a person's self-
development encourages openness to new experiences [13].  
 
Social creating capacity 
The social competency that enables a person to form different social relationships in the form of social groups or 
teams is known as social creating capacity. This talent is associated with a personality that fosters a sense of 
community among others. With this ability in place, kids and teenagers can overcome feelings of loneliness and 
isolation in the age of smartphones and virtual relationships by learning appropriate social skills and forming 
genuine relationships [8].  
 
Social execution ability refers to the abilities needed to lead, control, and oversee people resources in order to 
accomplish a variety of objectives. Individuals who score highly on this ability have strong communication, social 
assertiveness, and leadership abilities.  
 
Social monitoring ability 
The ability to monitor others socially entails having empathy for their worries. A person with a high level of social 
monitoring capacity will be more aware of social cues in their environment and other people's behaviour. 
 
Creative self-concept 
A creative self-concept is a person's perception of their own abilities and creative competence, which enables them to 
handle various life circumstances more skilfully [14].  
 
Change and challenge orientation encourages individuals to face change in a more flexible way.  
 
Problem solving capacity 
The ability to find different approaches to solve different kinds of problems that arise in life.  
 
Self-efficacy is an individual’s belief on his own abilities to perform a certain task [15]. The belief that one can 
influence their own motivation, actions, and social surroundings is reflected in self-efficacy. These cognitive self-
evaluations impact every aspect of the human experience, such as the objectives people pursue, the amount of effort 
they put forth to achieve those objectives, and the probability of achieving specific behavioural performance levels 
[16]. 
 
Goal orientation  
The capacity to remain motivated and persistent in pursuing objectives despite a variety of setbacks and hardships. 
Prior to beginning an assignment or task, a person choose a goal orientation, which establishes a psychological 
framework within which they evaluate, interpret, and take action to pursue a specific task or activity goal [17]. Goal-
oriented people have high levels of endurance and frustration tolerance.  
 
Synchronicity is the ability to be present on task along with the awareness about the other environmental change. 
While a lack of synchronicity encourages behavioural disengagement and avoidance (maladaptive coping), a high 
level of synchronicity enables an individual to be present in the moment and focus as much as possible on the 
concurrent issues. 
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Impulsivity control is the ability to control impulses, rationalize behaviour and contemplate a decision before acting 
on it.  
 
Emotion control is the ability to regulate emotions originated from stressful situations in day-to-day encounters. It 
involves learning to handle minor issues with composure and to react appropriately emotionally given the 
circumstances.  
 
Irritability control refers to the regulation of mood and anger in a given situation. A person with poor anger 
management tends to lose their temper easily and often causes problems for themselves and others. 
 
Self-esteem: 
The concept of self-esteem suggests a deep appreciation of oneself and one's inherent qualities, as well as a faith in 
one's own intuition and skills. It's the kind of self-worth that, far from being narcissistic, allows us to live kindly and 
peacefully, free from crime or destructive behaviour, supporting one another in our development as individuals. 
Having self-esteem is believed to mean maintaining a positive attitude even in the most hostile circumstances [18]. 
The term self-esteem implies a deeply felt appreciation of oneself and one’s natural being, a trust of one’s instinct and 
abilities. This type of self-worth allows us to live philanthropically and harmoniously, free from crime or destructive 
behaviour, supporting one another in our development rather than being narcissistic [19]. Self-esteem is one’s 
perception of oneself.  
 
Adjustment 
The extent to which a person found himself able and willing to live with them happily is known as self-adjustment. 
Individuals who have self-adjusted find it easier to adjust to their surroundings [20]. Self-adjustment factors can 
come from the outside or from within an individual. Physical state, maturity and development, mental state in terms 
of perception and self-concept, IQ, interests, and personality are examples of internal factors. The individual's 
upbringing, the social norms and customs of the community, the dominant culture, and the family and community 
environment are examples of the external factors [21]. 
 
Emotional maturity 
Emotional stability is seen as a key element in mental health, and emotional maturity is thought to be one of the key 
factors in determining a person's personality, behaviour, and attitudes. It also helps to improve a person's 
relationships with others and their sense of self-worth [22]."A process in which the personality always determined 
for better sense of emotional well-being" is how Menninger (1999) defines emotional maturity [23]. In the event that 
an individual or child is emotionally developing, they may possess the ability to effectively adjust to their 
surroundings, peers, family, society, and culture. He is capable of taking full advantage of his adjustment. As a 
result, it is regarded as a person’s capacity to regulate their own emotions [24].  
 
Psychological well-being 
Psychological well-being refers to how well our lives are going. It is the union of well-being and efficient operation. 
It is not necessary for people to always feel happy or content; experiencing negative or painful emotions (such as 
disappointment, failure, or grief) is a natural part of life, and being able to control these emotions is crucial for long-
term wellbeing [22]. A complicated concept, psychological well-being refers to the best possible psychological 
experiences and functioning. It can be characterized as encompassing resilience (coping, emotion regulation, 
constructive problem solving) along with hedonic (enjoyment, pleasure) and eudaimonic (meaning, fulfilment) 
happiness [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. A balanced sense of emotion, thought, social interactions, and interests are elements of 
psychological well-being [26, 24, 27, 25]. Emotion regulation refers to the mechanisms that allow us to regulate the 
emotions we feel, when we feel them, and how we express them [28].  
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Positive memories of the past 
Positive recollections from the past are an additional and crucial aspect of psycho-immunity. Similar to 
remembering, forgetting is a natural ability of the human mind, but what one remembers and forgets matters. 
According to Freud, the formation of a neurosis is primarily shaped by three elements: development, fixation, and 
regression. An individual becomes ready to see the invisible thread that links his current problems to past failures 
when they are unable to handle difficult situations. This results in powerlessness [29]. Through the interplay of these 
dimensions, an individual can enhance their strength, endurance, and capacity to collaborate with threats without 
compromising their personality in any way. Therefore, in order to achieve greater levels of strength, adaptation, and 
psychological well-being, or happiness, psychological immunity creates a balance between the individual and his 
environment [30]. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The search was done online in google scholar, shodhganga, pubmed and manual search also carried out to make the 
search exhaustive and identified all the studies done on the effect of different factors of psychological immunity. The 
key words used were yoga, mental health, psychoimmunity, self -esteem, psychological well-being, positive 
memory, goal orientation, emotional maturity. For this study the base year is 2010- 2023. 
 
YOGA FOR DIFFERENT FACTORS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL IMMUNITY  
Studies pertaining tochange the self-esteem 
Amandeep (2021) studied the effect of yoga on self-esteem stress and aggression among orphanages and found in the 
studies that the general self-esteem and parental self-esteem enhanced in the yoga set (p<0.0001). It is also reported 
different self-esteem parameters with physical activity [31]. He used a yoga protocol designed by Acharya Balkrishan 
ji. In Indian schools, it is customary to begin and conclude every activity with prayer. They applied the same 
prarthana principle when creating the yoga protocol. In the present study, Pranayama (8) for 15 minutes, Asana (11) 
for 40 minutes, Sukshma vyayma for 5 minutes is performed, Shavasana was used in the present study. It is 
discovered that the school children who continued practicing yoga on a regular basis displayed reduced levels of 
stress, aggression, and enhanced self-esteem. The relationship between self-esteem and performance with other 
children of the same age, gender, and educational background is characterized by a type of self-accommodative 
behaviour. Paranjape and Mrunal (2022) reported that on the three aspects of Core self-evaluations namely Self-
Esteem, Self-Efficacy, and Locus of Control, no significant effect of Yoga intervention was obtained. No statistically 
significant change was seen on these variables in the experimental group than the control group [32].  
 
Dagar and Pratibha (2022) had investigated the effect of meditation and physical activities training on self- esteem 
for hearing impairment students. For this study they selected a total sample of 120 male students with Hearing 
Impaired (who had given their consent for this study) was chosen purposively from age group of 12 to 18 years as 
per the inclusion and exclusion criteria of the study. The samples are distributed in three experimental groups and 
one control group randomly. After giving intervention among the experimental group for eight weeks, they used 
Rosenberg’s Self Esteem Scale by Rosenberg, (1979) for measurement of their Self- Esteem were once again 
administered as post- test to the subjects of all the four groups. From their findings they conclude that the meditation 
and physical activity training are found effective on targeted symptom i.e., self-esteem but the combine approach 
was highly effective in compare to the approach used alone [33]. Sourabh (2023) found in his study on the efficacy of 
yoga on self-esteem cognition and behaviour and symptoms of people with alcohol use disorder that self- esteem 
which was measured by the Rosenberg self-esteem questionnaire showed significant improvement (p < 0.05) in their 
scores, indicating an improvement in self -esteem. The study findings showed increasedself-esteem in both groups, 
but the yogic intervention group effects were noticeably more pronounced [34]. For this study, a group of yoga 
practices including asanas, pranayamas, and meditation, etc., was selected as a study intervention as an add-on to 
the regular rehabilitation program. Dol (2019) found that people who practice yoga nidra also exhibit significantly 
higher levels of self-esteem than people who do not. In this study, the intervention period is 8 weeks [35]. Self-esteem 
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is generally influenced by stress, and stress is considered a trigger to lower self-esteem. Based on theoretical 
frameworks, these results suggest that yoga nidra enhances participants self-esteem by reducing their stress levels. 
Thus, the current study offers more proof that the parasympathetic nervous system's activity may be enhanced by 
the relaxation mechanism and effects of yoga nidra, thereby lowering mental and psychological stress and raising 
self-esteem [36]. Furthermore, research has examined the impact of yoga nidra on psycho-neuro-physiological 
factors, specifically regarding elevated electroencephalogram (EEG) frequency, heightened dopamine and 
imipramine secretion, and other hormones linked to psychological variables [37]. It is also mentioned that in order to 
comprehend the neurophysiological effects of yoga nidra, more research is needed. Moreover, earlier research 
revealed low self-esteem in college students, but only a small number of studies used yoga nidra to raise these 
students' self-esteem [38-39, 35, 40]. This suggests that in order to lessen the stress of college life and boost self-
esteem in a variety of learning environments, a strategy's development and efficacy assessment are necessary. 
Yasmin et al (2020) have revealed that there was a significant difference in the self-esteem of the teenager practicing 
yoga compared to the non-yoga group. The study was conducted among 110 senior secondary students of Sarkaghat 
Tehsil of Mandi district (Himachal Pradesh), which was further dived into 52 subjects for experiment group and 58 
for control group [41]. Experimental subjects were examined by using Rosenberg Self Esteem Scale [42]. Ravishankaret 
al (2019), undergone a pilot study about the effect of yoga on self-esteem among orphanage residents and they stated 
that adolescents and young adults in orphanages may see an improvement in their sense of self. The study was 
conducted for 2 weeks so they concluded that the final findings need confirmation from studies with a larger sample 
size and randomized controlled design, which are implicated in the future [43].  
 
Kankan et al (2019) perform a study on the topic “Self-Esteem and Performance in Attentional Tasks in School Children 
after 4½ Months of Yoga”. They come to the conclusion that after practicing yoga for 45 minutes a day for four and a 
half months, there was a significant improvement in the scores of social self-esteem (P < 0.01), academic self-esteem (P < 
0.001), and total self-esteem (P < 0.001). The t-test for paired data was used to analyze the results using PASW IBM SPSS 
Statistics 24 (Armonk, New York) [44]. Golecdeet al (2017) examined the psychological effects of doing yoga poses in a 
study.  The study investigated how yoga poses affected participants' subjective sense of power and self-worth.  For a 
minute, each participant held a different yoga pose.  Two standing yoga poses with an open front body, two 
standing yoga poses with a covered front body, two expansive, high-power poses, and two constrictive, low-power 
poses were among the postures. The findings showed that self-esteem was raised by yoga poses as opposed to 
"powerposes." Moreover, the study claimed that even brief yoga practice—as little as two minutes—can have a 
beneficial impact on wellbeing [45]. Another study by Koch et al (2017) sought to determine how yoga affected breast 
cancer survivors' quality of life, menopausal symptoms, and sense of self. A total of forty breast cancer survivors 
participated in the study, and their projections of yoga's effects on menopausal symptoms and self-esteem were 
compared using a secondary analysis of a randomized controlled trial. Self-rating tools were used to measure the 
response. The study's conclusions demonstrated that yoga enhances self-esteem and offers long-term advantages to 
women with breast cancer and going through menopause [46]. Another study by Rajesh (2015) on the topic "effect of 
yoga and gender on self-esteem and aggression" was conducted. The purpose of the study is to determine the self-
esteem levels of yoga performers and non-performers. The sample consists of 160 male and female students in Jalna 
City, ages 15 to 25. Two-way ANOVA was used for the dependent variables in the study. The Dr. A.K. Srivastava 
Self-esteem Inventory was employed. Students who performed yoga were found to have higher levels of self-esteem 
than those who did not [47]. 
 
Studies pertaining to self -adjustment: 
Vivek and Arti (2018) study about the effect of Preksha meditation on Adjustment among College going girls. For 
this study 100 adolescent girls with age range between 17 to 19 years were randomly allocated into two group i.e., 50 
samples for experimental group and 50 for non-experimental group. Experimental group underwent the intervention 
for 2 months. Both the groups were assessed using Bell’s Adjustment Inventory. After that the experimental group 
practiced Yoga-Preksha Meditation, 50 minutes daily for two months continuously and finally showed a significant 
reduction in level of all the dimensions of adjustment mentioned in Bell’s Adjustment Inventory i.e., home, health, 
social and emotional.Thus, it indicates that the practice of Yoga-Preksha Meditation significantly improved the level 
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of adjustment (p<0.001; p<0.001; p<0.001& p<0.05) in college going girls [48]. Martini and Asli (2023) have conducted 
a qualitative descriptive analysis about the Fostering Self-acceptance in Adolescents through Regular Practice of 
Surya Namaskara Yoga. They analysed the concept and come to the result that with the practice of Surya Namaskara 
Yoga, adolescents are able to comprehend themselves with all psychological processes and their weaknesses. It can 
increase self-acceptance. The quality of life of teenagers will suffer if they are unable to develop self-acceptance. With 
a growing awareness for better self-acceptance, Surya Namaskara Yoga practitioners can align themselves with cosmic traits and 
rejuvenate life. It is further concluded that by practicing Surya Namaskara Yoga every morning can awaken the solar 
aspect of human nature and release this vital energy for raise of a higher consciousness. So, they recommended to 
practice Surya Namaskara Yoga every day for balance and increase mental stability so that can be fosters better self-
acceptance [49]. 
 
Studies pertaining to emotional maturity 
Muchhal and Kumar (2015) found that practice ofyoga effects the emotional maturity among B.Ed students from 
colleges of Ambala Districts. The study was examined by Emotional Maturity Scale by Yashvir and Mahesh (1990). 
For this purpose they used 100 students and split into two groups (experimental group and control group) each 
group consisted of 50 students. Over the course of 30 days, the experiment group involved regular morning 
meditation, yoga poses (Kapalbhati and Trataka), and pranayamas (Anulom-Vilom, Shitali, Shitkari, and Bhramari) 
[50]. After the study they come to the conclusion that when one’s emotion is stable through yoga practices then it can 
effect our nervous system and glandular system which makes our emotional matured. Among the system of yoga, 
Bhakti yoga is also practice by millions of people worldwide. Kirtan is supposed as second type of bhakti in ‘Navdha 
Bhakti’. Shravana, Kritan, Smran, Padsevan, Archan, Vandan, Dasya, Sakhya, Aatmnivedana are Navana Bhakti 
(Shrimadbhagavat-6/5/23) [51].Rani (2015) has also studied on the effect of Kritan on Emotional Maturity among the 
students of Dev Sanskriti Vishwavidyalaya, Haridwar. After one month practice of Kritan for half an hour everyday 
it is found that t-value is significant at 0.01 level of confidence and is concluded that Kirtan increases Emotional 
Maturity [52]. A study by Berwal and Gahlawat (2013) intended to investigate whether yoga practice improves 
visually impaired students' self-concept and emotional development. Fifteen visually impaired students who were 
specifically selected from a School for the Blind made up the sample. The subjects underwent a four-week yoga 
training program that was specifically designed for intervention purposes. The Saraswat Self-Concept Inventory was 
used to assess how yoga affected visually impaired students self-concept, and Yashvir and Mahesh Bhargava's 
Emotional Maturity Scale was used to assess how yoga affected students' emotional maturity.  
 
The 't' test, mean, and SD were used to analyze the data. According to the findings, visually impaired students levels 
of emotional maturity and self-concept improve after practicing yoga, and there are statistically significant 
differences in the mean gain scores on all dimensions of the Emotional Maturity Scale and Self-Concept Inventory 
[53]. The study "Role of Pranayama in Emotional Maturity for Improving Health" by Joshi et al (2033) sought to 
determine whether yoga influences emotional maturity and quality of life or if it is independent of both. Yoga was 
being practiced by 160 PG and graduation-level students, 160 of whom were female. Their months of yoga 
experience and the number of minutes they practiced each day were noted, along with their emotional maturity and 
overall quality of life. The five domains of emotional maturity are emotional stability, emotional progression, social 
adjustment, personality integration, and independence. Pearson correlation was used to examine the relationship 
between the months of yoga experience, the minutes of intense yoga practice, and the emotional maturity and 
quality of life dimensions. A one-time assessment of the cross-sectional research design was used. The study's 
conclusion was that yoga fosters greater emotional development. However, not every dimension is related to yoga. It 
was discovered that, based on self-reported emotional experiences and incidental physiological responses, we can 
conclude that students' emotional maturity is unaffected by yoga. Yoga affects our neurological and glandular 
systems, which makes us emotionally mature, but it cannot make us emotionally stable [54]. 
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Studies pertaining to Psychological well - being 
In relevance to the investigation about the influence of yoga on psychological well-being. Jarry et al (2017) 
underwent a study about the effectiveness of Astanga Yoga on psychological well-being. Astanga yoga is a 
traditional style of yoga that combines controlled breathing and strenuous exercise to physically induce a meditative 
state. In this study they showed the improvement of psychological well -being. During a nine-week period, eighteen 
Ashtanga yoga classes were offered to non-clinical volunteers twice a week. Before classes began, after the tenth 
class, and after the last class, the volunteers completed measures of depression, anxiety, affect, self-esteem, and 
interpersonal functioning, which were the factors of psychological well -being. 13 of the 44 participants who made at 
least one class attended an average of eleven classes (range = 5–18) and completed all three measurement points [55]. 
Another cross-sectional study was analyze by Parkinson et al (2023) about the experience of yoga on various factors 
related to psychological well -being. Only consistent practitioners are examined, not "casual" sporadic yoga 
experience. For the study 129 long term practitioners, 161 intermittent and 164 non- practitioners are collected and 
measures the variables of psychological well -being like emotional regulation, trait mindfulness, self-comparison, 
interoceptive awareness and spiritual intelligence. Results showed that on measures of mindfulness (MLT= 137.3; 
MIE=127.6), interoceptive awareness (MLT= 3.4; MIE=3.1), self-compassion (MLT= 3.4; MIE=3.1), and spiritual 
intelligence (MLT= 63.5; MIE=55.5; all p-value<0.05), long-term practitioners (LT) outperform intermittent experience 
(IE) practitioners. In terms of interoceptive awareness (MLT=3.1; MNE=2.7) and spiritual intelligence (MLT=55.5; 
MNE=46.6; both p-value < 0.05), intermittent practitioners performed better than the no-experience (NE) group [56]. 
 
Timlin et al. (2017) investigated the effects of dru yoga on psychological well-being in first-time mothers in northern-
Ireland through a preliminary randomised control trial. Dru yoga is based on hatha yoga and consists of traditional 
asanas (yoga poses), mudras (gestures), breath work, positive affirmations, empowering visualizations, and strong, 
dynamic sequences. The Sanskrit term "Dhruva" which denotes stillness, is where the word "Dru" originates [57]. For 
the above study 16 participants are randomized with Dru yoga practice for 1hr daily for 4 weeks and 16 participants 
in control group. A repeated measures factorial Analysis of Variance revealed that at follow-up, the Dru yoga 
intervention group had higher levels of problem-focused coping and lower levels of stress, negative affect, and 
dysfunctional coping than the control group (P<0.05) [58]. A non-randomized study on the impact of yoga on men's 
psychological well-being was also examined by Borotikar (2023). 90 retired men between the ages of 60 and 75 
participated in this study using purposive sampling. A daily 90-minute session at a yoga training centre in Pune, 
India, was part of the 14-week intervention program. Each session included breathing techniques, relaxation 
techniques, light exercise, and meditation. Using Ryff's validated scale, psychological well-being was measured in six 
domains. A t-test was used to analyze the data. Finally, it can be said that integrated yoga practice significantly 
improved well-being (p <.05), indicating that yoga can help retirees' psychological well-being [59].  Another study 
investigated by Shambhu (2018) about the change of psychological wellbeing of orphan children by Yoga. This study 
assesses how yoga can improve orphan psychological wellbeing.  
 
The participants were chosen from an orphanage that offered the kids regular care. Assessments were conducted on 
a variety of psychological profiles, including mindfulness, depression, positive and negative affect, happiness, and 
emotion regulation. The results of the 12-week study's unblinded treatment and blinded outcome assessment 
indicate that the yoga-based intervention significantly improved participants' psychological wellbeing. According to 
this study, yoga-based interventions for orphan children's emotional and behavioural wellbeing in an orphanage 
setting may be feasible and even beneficial [60]. Yadav and Pooja (2021), study on the topic of “Efficacy of Yoga 
Intervention on Psychological Well- being among Postpartum Women”. The variables of psychological well- being 
for this study includes anxiety, depression, life satisfaction and adjustment. After examining the data it is found that 
Pre-test mean scores are greater than post-test mean scores in all dimensions of anxiety test i.e. Tension (9.20±2.20 > 
5.30±0.94); Guilt Proneness (11.90±1.59 > 6.10±1.28); Maturity (7.70±1.05 > 5.70±1.16); Suspiciousness (8.60±2.50 > 
5.70±1.16); Self- control (8.90±1.37 > 5.10±0.73); overall (46.30±1.41 > 27.90±1.19) which means that subjects of 
treatment group show decrease in anxiety level through yoga intervention. Also the pre- test mean scores are greater 
than post-test mean scores in postpartum depression symptoms screening scales assessment i.e. Sleeping/Eating 
Disturbances (11.60±1.77 > 6.10±0.87); Anxiety/Security (11.70±2.00 >5.70±0.67); Emotional Lability (13.30±2.35 > 
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6.70±0.82); Mental Confusion (11.30±1.16 > 6.30±1.05); Loss of Self (12.50±1.43 > 6.60±1.17); Guilt/Shame (11.0±1.49 > 
6.50±0.70); Suicidal Thoughts (6.80±1.31 > 5.90±0.56); overall (78.20±1.39 > 43.80±2.61). It is clear that the yoga 
intervention reduced the postpartum depression levels of the treatment group's participants. For life satisfaction 
variables, the Pre-test mean scores are less than post-test mean scores of Health i.e., (4.40±0.84 < 9.40±0.69); Personal 
(5.60±0.69 < 9.10±0.87); Economic (5.40±0.84 < 9.10±0.56); Marital (5.50±0.97 < 9.20±0.63); Social (6.40±1.07 < 9.30±0.48); 
Overall (27.30±0.67 < 46.10±0.87). It could be concluded that subjects of treatment group show increase in Life 
satisfaction level through yoga intervention. Lastly for adjustment the overall score for pre-test and post-test mean is 
(73.50±5.06 < 95.00±5.16). This implies that subjects of treatment group show increase in Adjustment level through 
yoga intervention [61]. 
 
Studies pertaining to memory specially those positive memory 
Smiriti, also called Smaran, is the Sanskrit word for memory. The subconscious mind, also known as the Chitta, is 
responsible for memory. The Sanskar, or ways of thinking and behaving, are deeply ingrained in the Chitta, which 
functions similarly to a camera's sensitive plate in that every impression is purposefully recorded. Every time when 
we recall past experiences or things, they resurface in our minds as mental images or strong thought waves. This is 
known as the trap door [61]. According to the Freudian psychoanalysis those which are traumatized will be regress 
in and will be a probable victim of neurosis in their later years of life. Further the failure to deal with the challenging 
situation in the past provide a readiness for the subject to notice the invisible thread to connect his present moment 
issues with the failures of past. Yoga, in particular, has emerged as a means of reconnecting with the body and 
developing a greater sense of engagement to our feelings, thoughts, and memories within the psyche [62]. LaChiusa 
(2016) found in a study about the transformation of ashtanga yoga on implicit memory, dreams, and consciousness 
for survivors of complex trauma that a large majority of participants (90.3%) reported that yoga practice helped them 
“a lot”,the remaining participants said that practicing yoga helped them feel better "a little bit" (3.2%) and 
"somewhat" (6.2%). Interviews were conducted to obtain qualitative data, and from the participant’s real-life 
experiences, recurring themes surfaced. Furthermore, in the survey section designed by the researcher, a significant 
proportion of participants (90.3%) stated that their mental health improved as a result of their Ashtanga yoga 
practice. In a similar line, almost 97% (96.8%) of respondents claimed that doing yoga had "a lot" improved their 
body awareness. The high frequency of self-reported emotional abuse and neglect among survey respondents 
indicates that these experiences may have detrimental effects on a person mental health [63]. Emotional reactions 
which involve changes in experience, expression, and physiological arousal. Emotions can be caused by internal 
events such as thoughts or memories, or by specific external events [64]. 
 
Studies pertaining to psychoimmunity 
In a review paper about the study of Defence Mechanisms and Psycho-Immunity on Gender and the use of 
Indigenous Techniques to Improve Psycho-Immunity by Gumber et al [65], it is concluded as by integrates and 
involves the use of indigenous techniques like consuming brain tonics, behavioural rasayana (code of conduct), 
following golden rules of happiness (lifestyle and philosophy), practicing Ashtanga yoga, yajna and satvik karma, 
having good somatic health, improvement of mental and bodily pollution, balancing three pillars of health (vata-
pitta-kapha), balancing three sub-pillars of health (aahar-nidra- brahmacharya), and practicing spiritual yogic 
practices like pragyayogsadhna., improve the psycho-immunity. This paper shows the importance of other limbs of 
yoga in the development of psycho-immunity of a person. Another study conducted by Pandey (2022) on the effectof 
Yogic Intervention Program on Psychological Immunity of the Active Armed Forces Personnel of India. Psycho-
Immunity Scale (PIS) was used to assess the level of psycho-immunity of the personnel. For the study 40 samples 
were collected and divided into two groups i.e., 20 in experimental and 20 in control group. After analysis the data it 
was found that there was significant difference between the experimental and control group after yoga intervention. 
And the study concluded by saying that the yoga intervention program significantly enhanced the level of 
psychoimmunity of the armed forces personnel. The intervention program developed in this study can be applied to 
other populations also. The practice of yoga should be part of the training of the armed forces. It will enhance their 
overall functioning [66]. 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
This review included 26 studies in total. Of these, 2 focus on direct psychoimmunity and the other 24 examine 
various individual components of psychological immunity. According to these studies, yoga-based interventions 
improve mental health and well-being and reduce stress reactivity in a variety of populations. Yoga-based therapies 
have an impact on psychological processes such as positive memories, emotional maturity, self-worth, and general 
adjustment. The majority of research focuses on psychological well-being, emotional development, and positive self-
esteem; however, self-adjustment and positive memories of the past are rarely studied. Asana, pranayama, and 
meditation make up the majority of the intervention; however, other limbs such as mantra chanting and mudras are 
not included. Furthermore, it is discovered that the majority of research only includes young participants.The 
combination of physical postures, breathing techniques, and meditation results in a comprehensive approach to 
wellbeing that tackles several aspects of psychological wellness. From what we have discuss in the results it follows 
that when mental health or psychological health is improve it is due to the improvement of the psychological 
immunity which act as a shield/protector for different kind of mental disease or problems like stress, anxiety, 
depression etc. Psycho-immunity is not a novel concept; it has been around for a while. However, advancement in 
this area and the use of psychophylaxis in the structure of modern health care has been incredibly slow. 
Immunization against mental illness is achievable through the use of straightforward techniques. Further research 
should explore the potential interaction between yoga and psychoimmunity. 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is strongly recommended that larger, more thorough studies with better methodological quality and sufficient 
control interventions be conducted because yoga has the potential to be used as a helpful supportive/adjunct 
treatment that is reasonably priced, can be practiced as a self-care behavioural treatment, imparts a lifelong 
behavioural skill, boosts self-efficacy and self-confidence, and is frequently linked to other positive side effects. It is 
advised to conduct more research on various age groups using various interventions, such as yama, niyama, 
mantras, suryanamaskara, etc. 
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Travelers looking for genuine cultural experiences and environmentally friendly tourism strategies are 
becoming increasingly interested in tea tourism, a rising trend in the travel industry. This conceptual 
study, which has a particular focus on the Ooty region, Tamil Nadu, India, analyzes the transformative 
potential of community involvement in empowering tea tourism. This study intends to offer useful 
insights into how incorporating local communities might result in favorable socio-economic, cultural, 
and environmental consequences by analyzing the theoretical foundations and conceptual frameworks 
related to community participation in tea tourism. Starting with current literature on community-based 
tourism, empowerment theory, and sustainable development, the study clarifies the idea of community 
engagement in sustainable tourism. It emphasizes the value of inclusive and ethical tourism methods that 
place an emphasis on neighborhood inhabitants' active participation in tourism planning and decision-
making processes. The study then explores the potential socioeconomic advantages of community 
involvement in tea tourism. It investigates how empowering neighborhood groups in the Ooty area 
might result in money production, poverty reduction, skill development, and better chances for 
employment. To show how community-driven initiatives might promote sustainable development in tea-
producing regions, the paper draws on case studies and theoretical viewpoints. The study also looks at 
how community involvement contributes to maintaining the region's rich cultural legacy. It looks at 
ways that local communities can actively promote their cultural identity, traditional practices, and 
customs to visitors while fostering cultural pride among the locals themselves. The study also examines 
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the value of local participation in fostering environmental sustainability in tea tourism. It looks into what 
local communities can do to lessen the negative environmental effects of tea tourism in the Ooty region 
through eco-friendly practices, biodiversity preservation, and wise resource usage. The report also 
discusses potential difficulties and opportunities related to community involvement in tea tourism. It 
covers obstacles such limited resources, reluctance to change, and the requirement for capacity building 
while highlighting chances for partnership, collaboration, and utilizing local knowledge to improve tea 
tourist services. This conceptual study provides a comprehensive exploration of the empowering 
potential of community participation in tea tourism, specifically within the Ooty region, India. The 
results emphasize the importance of inclusive, sustainable, and community-centric approaches to tea 
tourism development and the necessity of cooperative efforts among stakeholders to construct a tea 
tourism business that benefits both tourists and the local communities. The study promotes responsible 
tourism practices that respect and conserve the cultural and natural history of tea-producing regions and 
adds to the conversation about community-driven tourism projects. 
 
Keywords: Community Participation, Tea Tourism, Cultural Preservation, Sustainable Tea Tourism, 
Empowering Tea Tourism, Sustainable Development Goal 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Tea tourism, an emerging NICHE within the broader landscape of cultural and eco-tourism, has witnessed a surge in 
popularity as travelers seek immersive experiences that offer insights into the history, cultivation, and cultural 
significance of tea. The unique tea consumption tradition in East Frisia, Germany, has been recognized by UNESCO 
and has had positive effects on the regional economy and destination brand management (Bohne, 2021). This unique 
form of tourism goes beyond mere sightseeing, enabling tourists to engage with local communities and witness the 
intricate processes involved in producing one of the world's most beloved beverages. However, beyond the 
commercial appeal lies an untapped potential for tea tourism to become a catalyst for positive social, economic, and 
environmental outcomes when local communities actively participate in its development and management(Pratama, 
2020).This conceptual study sets out to explore the transformative power of community participation in empowering 
tea tourism, with a specific focus on the picturesque Ooty region in India. Ootacamund, also known as Ooty, is a 
charming hill station located in the Nilgiri Hills of Tamil Nadu in India. Guided tours are offered at the Ooty Tea 
Estate, Glenmorgan Tea Estate, and Dodabetta Tea Factory, where visitors can witness the entire tea-making process 
and explore the different types of tea cultivated. The tea factories offer insight into the intricate processes involved in 
withering, rolling, fermenting, drying, and sorting tea leaves, and visitors can discern the subtle nuances in flavor 
and aroma among different varieties of tea during the tea-tasting sessions.  
 
Accommodations ranging from cozy cottages to luxury bungalows are available at many tea estates in Ooty, offering 
guests a serene retreat in the lap of nature. The hill station also boasts a diverse culinary scene and vibrant local 
markets where visitors can shop for tea, spices, handicrafts, and more.Officials from the Tourism and Horticulture 
Departments have revealed that the tourism industry in the Nilgiris has recovered in 2022, with 24.12 lakh visitors. 
The tourism industry in the Nilgiris has made a substantial improvement in 2022, with 24.12 lakh visitors, exceeding 
the previous year's statistics. Nevertheless, the present numbers are still significantly beneath pre-pandemic levels. 
Despite this, hotel and restaurant owners in the district are relieved that the sector has had a good year in 2022, with 
tourist inflow picking up since March and continuing until December of the same year (THE HINDU BUREAU, 
2023). This research study is centered on exploring the potential of tea tourism in the Ooty region and how it aligns 
with three Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) - 1, 8, and 9. The first SDG, No Poverty, is addressed by 
investigating how community involvement in tea tourism can empower local residents and generate income, thus 
alleviating poverty and improving livelihoods. By creating sustainable job opportunities and economic 
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diversification, tea tourism aligns with SDG 8, Decent Work and Economic Growth. Lastly, the study contributes to 
SDG 9 - Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure by exploring opportunities for collaboration and partnership and 
strengthening the tourism industry's infrastructure while fostering innovation and sustainable practices in the 
region. Through the advancement of comprehensive and responsible tourism development in Ooty, this study 
intends to make a contribution to the overarching worldwide objective of eliminating poverty, boosting economic 
progress, and enhancing infrastructure in a sustainable and community-oriented manner. This investigation, on the 
whole, presents valuable perspectives on the potential of tea tourism in the Ooty region and its alignment with 
SDGs, emphasizing the importance of community involvement and sustainable practices for tourism development. 
Community involvement in tea tourism is a comprehensive strategy that has various benefits for local residents, 
sustainable development, and tourism experiences(Azwar et al., 2023). The participation of local residents in 
displaying their cultural legacy to tourists is a fundamental aspect of this strategy. These cultural practices include 
traditional tea cultivation, cultural rituals, and the history and significance of tea in their culture. Tourists have the 
opportunity to participate in tea processing, plucking tea leaves, and engaging in cultural activities alongside 
community members, making their experience authentic and immersive. Income generation and economic 
empowerment are some of the benefits local communities receive from this involvement. Community members sell 
handicrafts, traditional products, and agricultural produce to diversify their income sources.  
 
Skill development opportunities for tourism-related activities enhance their employability and personal growth. The 
involvement of the community is crucial for the preservation and transmission of cultural customs and traditions to 
future generations in the context of tea tourism. Conserving renewable resources, protecting wildlife, and promoting 
eco-friendly tourism practices are essential for this strategy to preserve the natural habitat. Community-based 
organizations and cooperatives exist to manage and promote tourism activities and give communities a collective 
voice. Training programs and capacity-building initiatives equip community members with the necessary skills for 
effective engagement in tea tourism. Collaboration with stakeholders, including government agencies, NGOs, tea 
plantation owners, and tour operators, is pivotal for the success of community involvement. Tourism practices that 
disrespect local cultures, traditions, and the environment are highly encouraged while maximizing the negative 
impacts of tourism. The involvement of the community in promoting sustainable tourism practices is a crucial aspect 
of tea tourism. Ooty is a melting pot of various communities, each with its unique cultural identity. The communities 
include the native Toda tribe, Tamil-speaking locals, Malayalis, Badagas, and others, which contribute to Ooty's 
multicultural tapestry(Ami, 2019). These communities are the custodians of Ooty's cultural heritage and celebrate 
diverse festivals and rituals, keeping age-old traditions alive. In Ooty, the agriculture and tourism sectors are greatly 
supported by the active involvement of local communities. In spite of the difficulties presented by speedy 
urbanization and tourism, the societies have demonstrated resilience in adjusting to altering circumstances while 
preserving their rituals. Ooty's communities are a testament to the beauty of diversity and the importance of cultural 
preservation in the face of change, offering visitors a lesson in harmonious coexistence with nature. In recent years, 
the traditional model of tourism has faced mounting challenges, ranging from environmental degradation and 
cultural commodification to the unequal distribution of economic benefits(Gudkov et al., 2021). Against this 
backdrop, the concept of community participation in tourism has gained recognition as a viable alternative that can 
address these issues by involving local residents in decision-making processes and embracing sustainable practices. 
This study seeks to shed light on the theoretical foundations and conceptual frameworks that underpin the 
significance of community involvement in tea tourism, paving the way for a more inclusive and responsible 
approach to tourism development in the Ooty region. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Tea tourism, an emerging trend in the travel industry, offers travelers unique and immersive experiences centered on 
the cultivation, production, and cultural significance of tea. In recent years, there has been a growing interest in 
incorporating sustainable and community-driven practices in tourism development to address challenges such as 
environmental degradation, cultural commodification, and unequal distribution of economic benefits. This literature 
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review aims to provide a comprehensive overview of existing research and conceptual frameworks related to 
community participation in empowering tea tourism, with a specific focus on the Ooty region in India. Community-
Based Tourism (CBT) is a notion that endeavors to endow local communities and optimize the advantages of tourism 
for them. The fundamental concept is to make the community the primary participant in tourism activities and 
development. CBT has exhibited favorable outcomes in several aspects, including the economy, society, culture, 
politics, and the environment (Ginanjar, 2023). The accomplishment of community empowerment in sustainable 
tourism can be attained through raising awareness, building capacity, and engaging youth. These procedures 
encompass socialization, community service, training based on needs, and the establishment of tourism awareness 
groups (Hermawan et al., 2023). Nonetheless, CBT development poses challenges such as inadequacies in top-down 
planning, the demand for more collaboration between stakeholders, and the scarcity of community local wisdom 
empowerment (Azwar et al., 2023). Despite the obstacles, community empowerment programs in tourism villages 
have produced positive results such as enhancing the economy, developing the village, and augmenting human 
resources (Achmad et al., 2023). The expansion of community-based ecotourism in Ayah District, Indonesia, is an 
exemplification of how tourism can be utilized to endow communities and enhance their standard of living (Lili 
Rahayu Usfatun Khasanah & Nisrina Tuhfatul Azizah, 2022). This review examines the theoretical foundations of 
CBT and its potential application in the context of tea tourism in the Ooty region. 
 
Sustainable tourism development refers to tourist planning and management that consider economic, environmental, 
and sociocultural factors. It attempts to guarantee that tourist operations benefit local communities, governments, 
and investors both now and in the future (Amerta, 2018). Understanding the perspectives of many stakeholders, 
including locals, visitors, local leaders, and policymakers, is essential for sustainable tourism growth. It also 
discusses the negative impacts of tourism and the importance of environmental protection(Kattiyapornpong et al., 
2018). Top-down policy-based tourism and green washed ecotourism are examples of unsustainable tourist 
development(Niedziółka, 2014). Approaches such as supply chain management and life cycle assessment can be 
used to achieve sustainable tourism. Planning for sustainable tourist growth include safeguarding natural resources 
(Soratana et al., 2021)(Angelevska-Najdeska & Rakicevik, 2012). The literature review investigates how community 
participation can contribute to the promotion of sustainable practices in tea tourism, including eco-friendly 
initiatives, biodiversity conservation, and responsible resource management. Tea tourism exerts significant 
socioeconomic influence on the community, serving as a catalyst for the sustainable development of destination 
tourism (Ma(马晓龙) et al., 2022). In rural areas, the positive transformation brought about by community-based 
tourism (CBT) may be observed through community development, social justice, and empowerment (SETOKOE & 
RAMUKUMBA, 2020). As a specialized tourist industry, tea tourism has the potential to enhance the marketing and 
brand recognition of tea-producing regions, thereby promoting consumption and establishing connections with 
prospective customers (Fernando et al., 2017). The involvement of the community in rural tourism has been shown to 
have advantageous effects on the economy, society, and culture in DesaKrapyak(Rahmitasari & Amrullah, 2018).  
 
When addressing conflicts and disputes that may arise due to the growth of tourism, inclusive participatory 
planning is crucial, as it guarantees that the interests of all stakeholders are taken into account (Buchari & Sudrajat, 
2018). This literature review examines how involving local communities in tea tourism initiatives can lead to income 
generation, poverty alleviation, skill development, and enhanced livelihood opportunities for the residents of the 
Ooty region. Tea tourism, with its substantial socioeconomic influence on the community, is an industry that has the 
potential to facilitate the growth of destination tourism in a sustainable manner (Khaokhrueamuang et al., 2021). The 
affirmative metamorphosis of rural vicinities is a result that cannot be anticipated as a consequence of community 
growth, social equity, and authorization, none of which are brought about through community-based tourism (CBT) 
(Bohne, 2021). As a specialist tourist industry, tea tourism can be instrumental in improving the marketing and brand 
recognition of tea-producing regions, which, in turn, can boost consumption and foster connections with potential 
customers (Bulut Solak & Amin, 2020). In DesaKrapyak, community involvement in rural tourism has been proven 
to have beneficial effects on the economy, society, and culture (Sanjiv Kumar Sharma et al., 2016). To effectively 
address disputes and disagreements that may arise due to tourist growth, inclusive participatory planning is of 
paramount importance, as it ensures that the interests of all stakeholders are taken into account (Fusté-Forné & 
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Nguyen, 2019).This review investigates how local communities in the Ooty region actively engage with tourists to 
showcase traditional practices, customs, and cultural significance, enriching the tea tourism experience while 
reinforcing cultural pride. The promotion and cultivation of tea may contribute to the preservation of cultural 
heritage and customs, as well as offer economic prospects for rural communities (Ng et al., 2022)(Bulut Solak & 
Amin, 2020). It has been observed that proper planning and development of tea tourism can effectively help generate 
additional revenue and boost the rural economy (Yan et al., 2021). Thus, it is imperative to manage the integration of 
tea offering and tourism/leisure activities effectively to ensure the sustainable operation of tea tourism (Sanjiv Kumar 
Sharma et al., 2016). To efficiently promote tea tourism, it is necessary to focus on highlighting local culture and 
involving the local community (Fernando et al., 2017). This can be achieved by implementing sustainable action 
plans and strategies to ensure that the expected outcomes from tea tourism are achieved. By promoting tea tourism 
as a niche tourism segment, destinations like Sri Lanka can attract tea tourists and significantly contribute to 
environmental sustainability through sustainable and nature-based eco-friendly tourism. Hence, it's crucial to 
emphasize the significance of tea tourism and its potential in contributing to ecological sustainability. This literature 
review examines how community-driven initiatives in the Ooty region contribute to eco-tourism, wildlife 
conservation, and responsible use of natural resources. 
 
The participation of communities in tea tourism presents an array of challenges and opportunities. The challenges 
are inadequate planning and marketing efforts, limited collaboration among stakeholders, socio-economic inequality, 
and a lack of capacity to participate in development initiatives (Mondal & Samaddar, 2021)(SETOKOE & 
RAMUKUMBA, 2020).  The idea that CBT can lead to social justice, empowerment, and community development in 
rural areas is highly dubious (Fernando et al., 2017). CBT can create job opportunities, generate entrepreneurial 
prospects, diversify the local economy, preserve culture, and provide educational opportunities (Aris Anuar & Mohd 
Sood, 2017). Moreover, tea tourism can enhance the brand image and marketing of tea-producing destinations, 
providing income and boosting the rural economy (Bulut Solak & Amin, 2020). The involvement of local 
communities in tea tourism development is crucial to addressing challenges and maximizing opportunities. Suitable 
planning, partnership among concerned groups, and official aid are critical in ensuring the sustainable expansion of 
tea tourism and the comprehensive well-being of the community. The active participation of the communities in the 
development of tea tourism can also foster a sense of ownership, leading to increased commitment and better 
outcomes. Therefore, it is imperative to engage communities as key stakeholders in the planning and implementation 
of tea tourism initiatives. To summarize, the tourism of tea can be the cause of significant benefits for rural 
communities, but it necessitates planning, collaboration, and participation of the community to accomplish 
sustainable growth. This review explores opportunities for collaboration, partnership, and leveraging community 
knowledge to enhance tea tourism offerings in the Ooty region. The literature review provides a comprehensive 
overview of existing research and conceptual frameworks related to community participation in empowering tea 
tourism in the Ooty region, India. By synthesizing key findings from various studies, the review underscores the 
significance of inclusive and sustainable practices in tea tourism development. The insights gained from this review 
inform the conceptual study's theoretical underpinnings, contributing to the discourse on responsible and 
community-driven tourism practices that prioritize the well-being of both visitors and the local communities of the 
Ooty region. 
 
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 
 
The primary objective of this conceptual study is  
 To evaluate the theoretical foundations of community-based tourism, empowerment theories, and sustainable 

tourism frameworks in relation to the development of tea tourism in Ooty, India. 
 To examine the consequences of community participation in tea tourism, with emphasis on generating income, 

reducing poverty, enhancing skills, and improving livelihoods in the Ooty area. 
 To investigate the role of community engagement in tea tourism in Ooty, specifically in preserving cultural 

practices and identity, improving tourist experiences, and fostering cultural pride within the community. 
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 To evaluate how community involvement can improve environmental sustainability in Ooty's tea tourism 
through the analysis of contributions towards eco-friendly practices, biodiversity conservation, and responsible 
resource management to reduce ecological impacts. 

 To identify and address the challenges, opportunities, and capacity building needs related to community 
engagement in tea tourism in the Ooty region, while emphasizing potential collaborations and knowledge 
leverage for improved tea tourism. 

 To promote the development of tea tourism in Ooty, India, with a focus on sustainability and community 
involvement, while safeguarding cultural and environmental heritage through responsible practices. 
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
This conceptual study adopts a qualitative research design, allowing for an in-depth exploration of the 
transformative potential of community participation in empowering tea tourism in the Ooty region, India. 
Qualitative methods are chosen as they provide a nuanced understanding of complex social, economic, and cultural 
dynamics, aligning with the study's conceptual focus. Qualitative methods are research approaches that aim to 
understand and interpret phenomena through interaction and holistic understanding (Gill, 2020). 
 
DATA COLLECTION 
A comprehensive literature review was conducted to gather existing research, conceptual frameworks, and 
theoretical perspectives related to community-based tourism, empowerment, sustainable tourism, and tea tourism. 
Relevant academic journals, books, reports, and online resources were reviewed to establish the conceptual 
foundations of the study. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with key informants who have expertise and 
experience in tea tourism development and community participation in the Ooty region. Key stakeholders included 
local community leaders, tea plantation owners, tourism operators, government officials, and representatives from 
non-governmental organizations (NGOs). These interviews aim to gather insights into the potential impacts, 
challenges, and opportunities of community-driven tea tourism initiatives. Focus group discussions are a research 
method that involves small, structured group discussions where participants respond to open-ended questions in 
their own words (Vivien & Walden, 2015). Focus group discussions were organized with members of the local 
community in the Ooty region. The discussions provided a platform for community members to share their 
perspectives, experiences, and aspirations related to tea tourism and community involvement. Themes such as socio-
economic benefits, cultural preservation, and environmental sustainability were explored. Ethical considerations 
were adhered to throughout the research process. Informed consent was obtained from all participants, and their 
anonymity and confidentiality will be ensured.  
 
SAMPLING 
Key informants were purposively selected to ensure representation from various stakeholder groups in the tea 
tourism industry. The selection was based on their expertise, involvement, and influence in the development and 
management of tea tourism in the Ooty region. The focus group discussions, participants from the local community 
were selected using convenience sampling. Efforts were made to ensure diverse representation across age, gender, 
occupation, and socio-economic backgrounds. 
 
DATA ANALYSIS 
 
The qualitative data obtained from interviews, focus group discussions, and document analysis were transcribed and 
subjected to thematic analysis. Themes and patterns related to community participation, socio-economic impacts, 
cultural preservation, environmental sustainability, challenges, and opportunities were identified.By adopting this 
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research methodology, the conceptual study aims to provide valuable insights into the transformative potential of 
community participation in empowering tea tourism in the Ooty region, India. The findings will contribute to the 
discourse on responsible and sustainable tourism practices, advocating for a more inclusive and community-centric 
approach to tea tourism development. 
 
RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
 
Thematic Analysis revealed the following key themes and findings related to empowering tea tourism through 
community participation in the Ooty region, India. 
 
COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT AND OWNERSHIP 
The indigenous population has developed a feeling of authority due to their participation in tea tourism ventures, 
granting them the ability to aid in the advancement of tourism in the region and control the procedure. Sustainable 
and community-oriented practices in tea tourism can be ensured through the active participation of community 
members in decision-making processes, which allows them to influence its direction. Community-led organizations 
and cooperatives are instrumental in promoting social cohesion and collaboration among community members, 
further strengthening their engagement in the tea tourism industry. Due to the resultant effect, the local populace is 
now better equipped to influence the tea tourism industry's future in their area while simultaneously reaping the 
benefits of the economic opportunities it provides. 
 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT 
The tea tourism industry has not been impacted by the involvement of the community, leading to negative socio-
economic conditions and a decrease in income opportunities and standard of living. The regional entrepreneurs and 
craftsmen have experienced significant advantages from this as they are now capable of displaying and vending 
their customary creations, keepsakes, and locally made tea commodities, which have consequently contributed to 
financial variation. The society has acquired the essential expertise and competencies to actively engage in the 
tourism sector via programs that enhance capacity and training, thereby contributing to greater economic self-
sufficiency. It is unmistakable that the participation of the populace in tea tourism has significantly influenced the 
sustenance of the locals, hence adding to the overall growth of the area. 
 
CULTURAL PRESERVATION AND AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCES 
The active engagement of the community in the tea tourism industry has played a pivotal role in not only conserving 
but also advertising the cultural inheritance of the area. Through collaboration with visitors, local communities 
provide them with authentic and immersive experiences such as traditional tea processing, cultural events, and tea 
plucking. These opportunities enable tourists to engage with the local inhabitants, thereby enhancing their 
understanding of the regional cultural distinctiveness and enriching their overall tea tourism experience. The 
cultural legacy of the locality has been safeguarded and promoted, and the travel and tourism industry has benefited 
economically, thanks to the proactive involvement of the community. It seems almost impossible that the tea tourism 
industry in this area would be successful without the society's significant participation. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 
Community-led initiatives in the tea tourism sector prioritize the preservation of the environment by promoting eco-
friendly practices and conservation efforts. The native inhabitants are actively involved in safeguarding the natural 
diversity, responsibly managing the resources, and participating in ecotourism to mitigate the negative impact of 
tourism on the fragile ecosystems of Ooty. To increase awareness and promote responsible behavior among tourists, 
visitors are educated on environmental conservation. Thus, the community-based approach to tea tourism nurtures a 
sustainable and environmentally friendly environment that benefits both locals and visitors. This approach moreover 
offers an opening for the natives to showcase their unparalleled culture and heritage, in turn advancing community 
progress. In most cases, initiatives for tea tourism led by the community are an advantageous situation for all parties 
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involved, as they help to preserve the natural environment while providing economic benefits to the local 
community. 
 
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
The investigation has identified an extensive array of obstructions that hinder the advancement of community-based 
associations. These impediments comprise, but are not restricted to, scarcity of financial resources, reluctance to 
transition, and the need for sustained capacity-building and training initiatives. Significant challenges exist when 
attempting to maneuver through regulatory procedures and acquire funding for tourist undertakings. Community-
based associations come across various obstacles that hamper their progress, including scarceness of funds, 
unwillingness to change, and the necessity for constant capacity-building and training initiatives. The establishment 
of community-driven, sustainable tea tourism programs presents a notable potential for thriving partnerships and 
collaborations among the local populace, tea plantation proprietors, travel corporations, and governmental 
organizations. The construction of such mutually beneficial associations can facilitate the development of 
community-based organizations, promoting economic development and socio-cultural advancement in the region. 
 
EMPOWERING TOURIST EXPERIENCES 
Tourists have conveyed an exceedingly gratifying experience whilst traversing the Ooty region, accentuating the 
genuineness and cordiality of their interactions with the local populace. The feeling of having a say and being 
actively involved in the community has had a constructive impact on their perception of tea tourism, thus resulting 
in a noticeable surge in revisits and commendations by means of word-of-mouth. The unmistakable evidence 
suggests that the genial milieu and the perception of being accepted has etched a memorable impression on the 
minds of the vacationers. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The investigation conducted a thematic analysis of the transformative potential of community participation in tea 
tourism in the Ooty region, India. The results indicate that incorporating local communities in tea tourism initiatives 
has a positive impact on socio-economic conditions, cultural preservation, and environmental sustainability. 
Community-driven tea tourism benefits both local residents and tourists seeking authentic and responsible travel 
experiences. However, the study identifies challenges in terms of resources and capacity-building that needs to be 
addressed. The findings emphasize the importance of inclusive and community-centric approaches to shape the 
future of tea tourism and advocates for collaborative efforts among stakeholders to establish a sustainable and 
empowering tea tourism industry in the Ooty region, India. The study highlights the potential for transformation 
that aligns with Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 1, 8, and 9, reinforcing the necessity of inclusive and 
sustainable growth. The results demonstrate that community involvement in tea tourism is a powerful tool to 
address SDG 1, which aims to eradicate poverty by generating economic opportunities for local residents beyond 
traditional income sources, leading to enhanced living standards, poverty reduction, and skill development. The 
study further reveals that tea tourism can serve as a feasible means of income diversification for local entrepreneurs, 
artisans, and farmers, contributing to poverty reduction. The adoption of community-driven tea tourism aligns with 
SDG 8, advocating for decent work and economic growth, by generating employment opportunities, nurturing 
entrepreneurship, empowering local artisans, and stimulating economic prosperity. Additionally, community 
engagement in tea tourism supports SDG 9, which aims to develop sustainable industries and infrastructure. The 
collaborative approach promotes innovation in eco-friendly practices, contributing to the conservation of the region's 
delicate ecosystems. The potential for transformation through community involvement in tea tourism in the Ooty 
region is significant, resonating with the ethos of SDGs 1, 8, and 9. However, addressing the challenges of restricted 
resources and capacity building requires a collaborative, inclusive, and community-centric approach to achieve a 
sustainable and empowering tea tourism industry in Ooty, India. The study acknowledges potential limitations, such 
as the subjectivity of qualitative data, the focus on a specific region, and the reliance on secondary sources. However, 
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the conceptual nature of the study allows for a deep exploration of theoretical frameworks and concepts related to 
community-driven tea tourism. 
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Table 1 Coded Themes and their findings 

Themes Findings 

1. Community Empowerment 
and Ownership 

Community participation empowers local residents, giving them a sense of 
ownership and agency in shaping tourism development. 

Local communities have a stronger voice in decision-making, leading to more 
sustainable and community-centric practices in tea tourism. 

Community-led organizations foster social cohesion and collaboration among 
community members. 

2. Socio-Economic Impact 

Community participation leads to increased income opportunities and improved 
livelihoods for local residents. 

Local entrepreneurs benefit from showcasing and selling traditional crafts, 
souvenirs, and locally-produced tea products. 

Capacity building and training initiatives equip community members with skills 
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and knowledge to actively participate in the tourism industry. 

3. Cultural Preservation and 
Authentic Experiences 

Community involvement in tea tourism preserves and promotes the region's 
cultural heritage. 

Local communities engage tourists in authentic experiences, such as tea plucking 
and cultural events, enhancing the tea tourism experience. 

Tourists gain a deeper understanding of the region's cultural identity through 
interactions with local residents. 

4. Environmental Sustainability 

Community-driven initiatives prioritize eco-friendly practices and biodiversity 
conservation in tea tourism. 

Local communities actively participate in responsible resource management and 
eco-tourism activities. 

Tourists are educated about environmental conservation, leading to increased 
awareness and responsible behavior during their visits. 

5. Challenges and Opportunities 

Challenges include limited financial resources, resistance to change, and the 
need for continuous capacity building and training programs. 

Collaborative opportunities exist between local communities, tea plantation 
owners, tourism operators, and government agencies. 

6. Empowering Tourist 
Experiences 

Tourists report highly satisfactory experiences, emphasizing the authenticity and 
warmth of interactions with local residents. 

Community involvement positively influences tourist perceptions, leading to 
increased repeat visitation and positive recommendations. 

 

 
Figure 1  Flow chart of the coded themes with their sub-themes and its input 
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In this research paper, the author expressed his concerns on the growing pollution in the Ganga. It is very 
important both religiously and symbolically to millions of Hindus. They choose to store their cremated 
ashes there as well as use its water for various rituals. The Ganga is home to a wide variety of fishes. In 
addition, a variety of plant and animal species depend on water for survival. Along with other things, it 
supplies drinking water for the region's sizable human population. The three main sources of air 
pollution are attributed to industry, trade, and transportation. This paper aims to provide an example of 
how AravindAdiga's debut novel The White Tiger portrays ecological degradation in urban and rural 
India. 
 
Keywords: democracy, darkness, Hinduism, corpses, emancipation. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A novel that makes fun of someone's religious beliefs could grab readers' attention at first, but it will never be 
beneficial to society as a whole. Writing within predetermined limitations has become the norm in an effort to 
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appease Western readers who enjoy disparaging portrayals of India. The White Tiger by AravindAdiga was selected 
for the Booker Prize by the Booker Prize committee, for whom the instillation of universal values holds no 
significance. This decision was made due to the portrayal of India as the "Other," based on factors such as her 
extreme poverty, corruption, feudalism, disdain for democracy, and existence of a rooster coop in the form of a 
family. Adiga views the Ganga as only a sewer where swimming would be risky and not a sacred river. He makes 
the Chinese Premier think that the Ganga is not a holy river where sins can be wiped away and where taking a 
plunge can bring him peace of mind by using derogatory remarks about her. Let's first listen to Nehru before moving 
on to his interpretation of the Ganga:  The story of the Ganges, from her source to the sea, from old times to new, is 
the story of India`s civilization and culture, of the rise and fall of empires, of great and proud cities, of the adventure 
of man and the quest of the mind which has so occupied India’s thinkers, of the richness and fulfillment of life as 
well as its denial and renunciation, of ups and downs, of growth and decay, of life and death (The Discovery of India 
38). According to Nehru, the history of India's civilization and culture is entwined with the Ganges river. To 
understand the significance of the Ganga in determining India's future, consider these words from Swami Tapovan: 
"She is 'Mother of the Universe,' as She looks after the people of Bharata, as a mother would look after her children." 
Had it not been for Her icy-cold perennial stream, the Rajputana desert would have by now stretched all the way to 
Delhi and further north. She tends to and nurtures the Gangetic Valley. For Adiga, the Ganga signifies the end of life, 
but for Nehru and Tapovan, it symbolizes the source of life. He divides India into two parts: India of light and India 
of darkness, based on these rivers and oceans. The river represents the dark, and the ocean, the light.  
 
The south is a location of light for him. Cities close to the sea are aglow with light—light of wealth and knowledge as 
well as contemporary conveniences. Without a doubt, the Ganga has cast a shadow over the northern portion of the 
cow belt. It is the region that includes Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, which Adiga regards as the most backward states. 
Here, caste-syndrome has spread like wildfire, the poor are swallowed by the python of feudalism, corruption has 
become the norm, superstitions have become the way of life, and the holy water of the Ganga is still believed to be 
able to atone for sins. The locals refer to it as "the darkness" and describe it as "a fertile place" that is "full of rice fields 
and wheat fields.He helps the Premier realize that India is actually two countries: the India of Light and the India of 
Darkness." My nation is lit up by the ocean. Every location in India that is close to the Ocean is prosperous. However, 
the river, known as the "black river," spreads gloom to India (The White Tiger 14). When the Ganga makes the land 
fertile, how can she bring darkness? Referring to the Ganga as a "black river" appears to be both a conspiracy and a 
deception intended to hurt Hindus' religious sentiments.This is not the end of his disdain for the Ganga. He 
transcends all boundaries and refers to it as the "river of death," Yamaraj, the all-powerful Death Lord.” Which black 
river am I talking of-which river of Death, whose banks are full of rich, dark, sticky mud whose grip traps everything 
that is planted in it, suffocating and choking and stunting it” (The White Tiger15)?, Adiga ironically appreciates the 
Ganga calling her “Mother Ganga, daughter of the Vedas, river of illumination, protector of us all, breaker of the 
chain of birth and rebirth”(The White Tiger 15).  
 
However, at the next moment, he declares that “Everywhere this river flows, that area is the Darkness” (The White 
Tiger 15). How can the river of illumination bring darkness to the area? This river, being “the river of emancipation” 
(The White Tiger 15) attracts, for Adiga, not the Indians all over the country but hundreds of American tourists who 
“come each year to take photographs of naked sadhus at Hardwar or Benaras” (The White Tiger 15). Again, what a 
joke! It seems absurd to think that Americans, after spending a lot of money, come to India only to take the 
photographs of the naked sadhus. Because of the pollution in the river Ganga, Adiga's protagonist BalramHalwai 
advises the Chinese Premier not to bathe in it. He perceives the water as being full with corpses and faces. The 
industrial acids appear to have been put into the river knowingly. Mark the abusive language that he uses for the 
mother Ganga to make the premier believe that it is not the holy river where sins will be washed away and where 
having a deep will give him calm of mind: “No!-Mr.Jiabao, I urge you not to dip - in the Ganga, unless you want 
your mouth full of facces, straw, soggy parts of human bodies, buffalo carrion, and seven different kinds of 
industrial acids” (The WhiteTiger15). Is the river herself responsible for the industrial acids and facces? Has she  asked 
man like him to pour such things or is man responsible for the pollution? Adiga's main goal is to insult the holy 
Ganga and astound those who believe in her capacity for healing. Why won't he mention creating an action plan to 
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purify her if he is aware of the pollution in the environment? When he displays the disparaging image of the Ganga, 
he comes across as a nihilist blabber. If these individuals think that their blabbing will reduce people's confidence in 
the Ganga's supernatural charm, Tapovan calls them self-deceived and blames them. While invoking her, he states: 
 
Let the Nihilists blabber 
that Thou art 
“Non-Existent!” 
Let the unintelligent ones 
insult and demean Thee! 
They get themselves 
only self-deceived. 
O Sat-Chit-Ghana! 
In spite of 
all these, 
Thy devotees 
will never 
turn their eyes 
away from Thee! (III: 6) 
 
The main character, Balram, walks to the river to be cremated when his mother passes away. He proclaims that it is 
the only truth after smelling the river from a distance. It appears that he produces not with his eyes, but rather with 
his nose. Mark the excerpt: “I smelled the river before I saw it: a stench of decaying flesh rising from my right. I sang 
louder: ...the only truth!” (The White Tiger16). He thinks it is the river of death rather than life when he sees a stump 
of flesh coming into his nostrils from a distance. This is the river that, with its sludge, eats everything. He sees the 
Ganga as she-devil that swallows man, not as Ganga maiya. He imagines his own death and the ceremonies that 
would soon ensue because he is so terrified. Mark the lines for his apprehensive nature: “And then I understood; this 
was the real god of Benaras-this black mud of the Ganga into which everything died, and decomposed, and was 
reborn from, and died into again. The same would happen to me when I died and they brought me here. Nothing 
would get liberated here” (The WhiteTiger18). He faints as soon as he imagines himself dead. He is so terrified that. 
He therefore makes the decision to leave "that river for the American tourists" and decides not to visit the Ganga. 
(The White Tiger 18). Whether it was because of the cremation on the Ganga bank or not, he eventually became hostile 
toward her. Every Hindu yearns to pass away on the Ganges River bank. She uses gangajal water, which is used for 
purification. A Hindu's dying wish is to have a few droplets of gangajal. His criticism of Ganga demonstrates how he 
went from being a theist to an atheist. However, his criticism is unable to undermine Hinduism. According to 
Tapovan, anyone who do not consider the Ganga to be a sacred river are atheists. BalramHalwai is such an atheist. 
 
Let the atheists declare: 
“Thou art not.” 
for the same reasons 
for which 
the owls hoot: 
“There is no Sun.” (Tapovan III: 25) 
 
It is true that BalramHalwai is an owl that hoots and contests the Ganga's status as a holy river. His dehumanizing 
behavior doesn't end here. He believes that the individuals who work here never grow up, therefore even the area 
near the Ganga is parodied in the same way. Mark the excerpt: “Go to a tea shop anywhere along the Ganga, sir, and 
look at the men working in that tea shop-men, I say, but better to call them human spiders that go crawling in 
between and under the tables with rags in their hands, crushed humans in crushed uniforms, sluggish, unshaven, in 
their thirties or forties or fifties but still ‘boys’” (The White Tiger 51). The folks who labor by the Ganga appear to be 
human spiders rather than men. For him, men turn into insects not because they are laborers or attendants but rather 
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because of their connection to the Ganga, a river that he despises on some subconscious level. He is so consumed by 
his hate of the Ganga that he cannot help but think of the river even while he learns to drive and all of its associated 
skills. Mark the excerpt for his own depiction as a pig from sewage and his dipping into a Ganga of black: “I 
emerged from under a taxi like a pig from sewage, my face black with grease, my hands shiny with engine oil. I 
dipped into a Ganga of black-and came out a driver” (The White Tiger 57). The Ganga River is not far from his 
thoughts when he considers his marriage and future children. Even though a guy is determined to forget, he always 
remembers those he despises the most. He despises the Ganga so much that, despite his best efforts, he will never be 
able to forget her. BalramHalwai feels that he is a part “of all that is changing this country” and thinks that he has 
done a lot for every poor men who will not make an end of their lives while rotting in the black mud of Mother 
Ganga. Again, the excerpt shows that he is hypocrite to the core in his attitude towards the Ganga whom he calls 
Mother. The truth is otherwise. “Why not? Am I not a part of all that is changing this country? Haven’t I succeeded 
in the struggle that every poor man here should be making-the struggle not  to take the lashes your father took, not 
to end up in a mound of indistinguishable bodies that will rot in the black mud of Mother Ganga”(The White Tiger 
318)? Two sentences that have been written by Adiga with sarcastic ink have come out of her pen. BalramHalwai's 
nose is better at smelling the odor than his sight, which are limited to seeing just half-burned corpses floating around 
and feces. However, occasionally, the cycles in his mind can see what his physical eyes cannot. In his imagination, he 
sees a white sand island that is illuminated by the sun. He imagines that his mother’s soul might have gone here to 
take rest. Mark the lines for the beauty of description: 
 
 “In the distance, an island of white sand glistened in the sunlight, and boats full of people were heading to that 
island. I wondered if my mother’s soul had flown there, to that shining place in the river” (The White Tiger 17). 
 
Halwai sees white sand and a beautiful dwelling that gleams in the sunlight because of his love for his mother. 
Somehow, because the river is connected to the deliverance, his mind sees things that his physical eyes are unable to. 
With the exception of these two sentences from The White Tiger, nothing can further enhance Mother Ganga's 
radiance. He has made an effort to dispel the legend that the Ganga is a holy river that frees all who bathe in it. The 
Ganga, also called Bhagirthi after Bhagirath brought her to Earth to save his ancestors, has become contaminated not 
by natural causes but rather by man's greedy attitude, which has allowed him to take full advantage of her for his 
own gain despite the acidic and poisonous substances he dumps into her flow. Because of the rishies and munies 
who attained enlightenment on her bank, India has developed her own unique identity. The Ganga is the source of 
India's cultural legacy, and authors such as Adiga, who prioritize notoriety and notoriety over national pride, have 
no qualms about portraying her as the dark river that embraces death. Will the Booker prize winner Adiga come 
down from the hellor heaven to take a holy dip in the river Ganga? Will he dip his pen in the ink that may recognize 
and suggest  some steps to stop pollution? Has he not any will  somewhere lurking in any corner of his heart to be 
cremated on her bank? Does his conscience not feel shame while playing with the religious feelings? Does the white 
tiger have any courage to aware and awake  the people who are gaining from ganga knowinglyand  polluting it. Will 
the white tiger remain in the foreign jungle full of amenities? Will he not come in the plain and see with eyes that 
millions of people come here to take a bath that gives them mental peace? Who is right whether the white tiger with 
the western specs or the millions of people? 
 
It is morally required of writers, who serve as the chroniclers of modern society, to speak out against the filthy, 
contaminated, and corrupt parts of the world. Based on a few key themes, such as the new global economy, the 23 
percent of undernourished Indians, the corrupt democracy in India, tax-dodging politicians and higher officials, 
black money stashed offshore, caste and cultural conflicts, globalization, voting patterns, and familial loyalty against 
independence, AravindAdiga's book The White Tiger recreates "the real India" with global relevance. The Ganga is 
one of the world's seven great rivers and holds immense religious significance for Hindus in India. About one billion 
followers worldwide consider it to be the sole watercourse that is considered sacred. Hindus hold a firm belief that 
Lord Shiva is closely related to the goddess Ganga, who has the ability to purify. As a result, millions of Hindu 
visitors seek spiritual purification by taking a holy bath in the Ganga River each year. Over 70 million worshippers 
bathe in the Ganga during the KumbhMela, and for ceremonial purposes, waste items like food, clothing, and leaves 
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are dumped into the sacred river. Numerous Hindus burn their loved ones alive by the banks and discard the ashes 
into the holy river. Adiga mocks the conceited view of Indian religion and culture held by the American visitor. They 
travel to India's holy cities, such as Hardwar or Benaras, merely to snap pictures of nude sadhus and talk about how 
the Ganga is polluted, acting as though they have a strong desire to protect the river. The perception held by the west 
that India is home to nude sadhus and snake charmers will be reinforced by images like these.  Visible evidence of 
the Ganga's importance is Indian Prime Minister NarendraModi's pledge to clean it up. The severity of the problem 
is demonstrated by his unique attempts to clean up the Ganga by creating a distinct ministry for water resources, 
river development, and Ganga rejuvenation. Launched in 2015, the National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) 
required a budgetary commitment of Rs. 20,000 crore over the following five years. The mission employs innovative 
technology, sewage treatment facilities (STPs), effluent treatment plants (ETPs), existing STP rehabilitation and 
augmentation, as well as quick, temporary solutions to stop pollution at riverfront exit points and stop sewage 
intake. Along with Germany, the Indian government worked to restore the Ganga's "pristine" status by adopting 
river basin management techniques used to clean up Germany's dirty rivers, such as the Rhine and Danube. The 
efforts of the government should live up to the recollection of Balram during the school inspector’s visit and asking 
him to read, “We live in a glorious land...The River Ganga gives life to our plants and our animals and our people. 
We are grateful to God that we were born in this land” (WT, 34), but in his later stage of life he becomes a murderer 
by ignoring what was imparted to him. 
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The study delves into the realm of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), a prevalent 
condition associated with difficulties in children's prosocial conduct and empathy. The objective of this 
research is to evaluate the effectiveness of nurse-led interventions in augmenting prosocial behaviour 
and empathy in children diagnosed with ADHD [1]. it employed a randomized controlled trial 
encompassing 50 ADHD-diagnosed children and their respective parents. These participants were 
randomly assigned to either the experimental group (n=25) or the control group (n=25). The intervention, 
characterized by a single-blinding design with pre-test post-test measures, integrated nurse-led strategies 
incorporating play therapy tailored for special needs children and doodle therapy. The interventions 
were administered by nurses daily for 30-60 minutes over a 30-day period. It encompassed descriptive 
and inferential statistical techniques. The outcomes revealed a substantial enhancement in prosocial 
behavior and empathy levels within the experimental group compared to the control group during the 
post-test assessment. Statistical analysis demonstrated significantly higher mean frequencies in the 
experimental group for both prosocial behavior (control mean= 23.84, SD= 1.92; experimental mean= 
35.96, SD= 2.62; t=17.54,) and empathy (control mean= 9.76, SD= 1.88; experimental mean= 15.56, SD= 3.07; 
t=9.52). Nurse-led interventions offer a straightforward and non-invasive avenue for enhancing prosocial 
behavior and empathy among children with ADHD. 
 
Keywords: RCT, Effectiveness, Nurse led intervention, Prosocial behaviour, Empathy, ADHD children 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
ADHD is recognized as a widespread developmental disorder that significantly impacts children, presenting as a 
persistent condition marked by a range of social obstacles such as challenges in social skills, learning, growth, and 
development[2].  A critical aspect of social struggle for children with ADHD is their peer interactions, especially in 
the context of play and social skills. These children often encounter obstacles in sharing, supporting, responding, 
helping, and engaging in conversations. These difficulties are closely linked to emotional disturbances, leading to 
poor performance in social skills and frequent rejection by peers, which in turn poses challenges for parents in 
raising their child [3]. While psychosocial interventions like behavioural and social skills approaches offer potential 
avenues for children's growth, there remains limited evidence demonstrating their efficacy in improving social 
relationships and reducing social difficulties. This underscores the need for further research in this domain to bring 
forth additional evidence supporting interventions tailored to address emotional needs and promote prosocial 
behavior among children with ADHD[4]. 
 
Need for the Study 
Past studies have shown that play therapy has a beneficial effect on a range of behavioral factors, such as 
internalizing and externalizing issues, self-perception, confidence, depressive symptoms, anxiety levels, and 
adherence to treatment. In Showfer’s study, cognitive-behavioral play therapy (CBPT) was utilized as an 
intervention for children diagnosed with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)[5]. The study involved 15 
specific CBPT techniques administered to children aged 4 to 12 years. The results indicated a significant reduction in 
the severity of hyperactivity and attention deficits among the participants. Notably, CBPT offers a promising avenue 
for managing ADHD symptoms through play-based therapeutic methods, emphasizing the importance of 
integrating cognitive and behavioral approaches in child therapy. Other studies have also demonstrated the 
effectiveness of play therapy in enhancing children's functional abilities and coping with socially acceptable 
behaviors, thereby aiding in controlling impulsivity and addressing cognitive skills related to ADHD[6]. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
1. Evaluate the levels of prosocial behavior and empathy among children with ADHD. 
2. Assess the effectiveness of nurse-led interventions on prosocial behavior and empathy levels among 

children with ADHD. 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Research Approach 
A quantitative research approach was deemed appropriate for evaluating prosocial behavior and empathy levels 
among children with ADHD. 
 
Trial Design 
In a randomized controlled trial, a two-group parallel design was used by researchers. Participants were randomly 
allocated to the control group and the intervention group. The intervention group underwent a nurse-led 
intervention lasting four weeks (30 days). The trial adhered closely to the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials 
(CONSORT) guidelines, ensuring thorough and evidence-based reporting. 
 
Trial Protocol 
The trial's protocol was registered with the Clinical Trials Registry of India (CTRI/2023/11/060234) as an 
interventional trial and received approval from institutional scientific and ethical committees 
(CHA/IEC/ADM23/08/995.05). Informed consent was obtained from parents, and assent was obtained from children.  
Participants: 50 Children aged 6-12 years diagnosed with ADHD by a paediatrician or psychiatrist were recruited 
from special schools. Parents accompanied their children throughout the study, which took place at a special school 
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in central Gujarat. One parent attended the school for 25-30 minutes during the intervention on meeting daysfornon-
meeting days activities were done at home with their child. The researcher monitored therapy consistency through 
telephonic conversations. 
 
Blinding 
Blinding was implemented to minimize bias, with single blinding of participants to treatment to reduce differential 
treatment or outcome assessment biases among participants or researchers. 
 
concealment and allocation 
A simple random sampling technique with randomized allocation and block randomization was used. Allocation 
concealment was ensured using an online site www.randomization.com. 25 Childrens were allocated in both 
experimental and control group.50 Participants randomized into 5 blocks 10 participants in each groups where 5 
were in experimental group and 5 were in control group. 
 
Inclusion Criteria 

1. Children between the ages of 6 and 12 who have been diagnosed with mild to moderate ADHD. 
2. Children who were having ability to follow instructions during the nurse-led intervention. 
3. Children accompanied by their parents throughout all intervention sessions. 
4. Children who were not undergoing any new alternative therapy during the intervention period. 

Exclusion Criteria 
1. Children with other medical, surgical, or psychological conditions or those who were critically ill. 
2. Children who did not understand English, Gujarati, or Hindi languages. 
3. Children required hospitalization during the intervention period. 
4. Those who had experienced sudden loss within the last 3 months. 

 
Trials of the Nurse-led Intervention 
The intervention followed the framework of Cognitive-Behavioral Play Therapy (CBPT), which blends cognitive and 
behavioral strategies within a play therapy setting. This method is rooted in cognitive-behavioral principles and 
tailored to children's developmental stages. The structured nurse-led intervention consisted of two key elements: 
play therapy and doodle therapy, spanning a 4-week period (30 days) with 6 meeting days and 24 non-meeting days 
for researcher-participant interactions. Play therapy utilized a toolkit including Games of Emotions and Act Out 
Loud sessions to foster emotional understanding and prosocial behavior. Doodle therapy involved participants 
completing 6 sheets with impactful patterns to enhance empathy levels, supported by ongoing communication 
through calls and photographs to ensure therapy continuity at home. 
 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Section I: Analysis regarding Demographic variable  
Interpretation 
The majority of participants in both groups are in the 10 to 12 age range, with 72% and 60% in the control and 
experimental groups, respectively. Males dominate in both groups, comprising 48% in the control group and 68% in 
the experimental group. The control group has a higher percentage of participants who are the 2nd child (64%), 
while the experimental group shows a more evenly distributed pattern. Family types differ significantly, with joint 
families comprising 40% in the control group and nuclear families making up 80% in the experimental group. Minor 
variations are observed in hospitalization history and family mental disorders between the two groups. These 
demographic insights highlight distinct characteristics that should be considered when interpreting study outcomes 
for the control and experimental groups. 
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Section II 
Determining the effectiveness of nurse led intervention on level of prosocial behaviour and empathy in control & 
Experimental group. This table presents data on the level of prosocial behavior among participants in a study, The 
data provided represents the level of prosocial behavior among participants in a study before and after an 
intervention, categorized into poor, average, and good levels. In the pre-test for the control group, 11 participants 
(44%) had poor prosocial behavior, while 14 (56%) had average prosocial behavior, and none fell into the good 
category. In contrast, in the experimental group, 44% had poor prosocial behavior, 56% had average prosocial 
behavior, and none exhibited good prosocial behavior. Post-test results showed improvements in the experimental 
group, where none remained in the poor category, 20% moved to good prosocial behavior, while the control group 
saw no change in the poor category. The data presented shows the level of empathy among participants in a study 
before and after an intervention, categorized into below average, average, and above average levels. In the pre-test 
for both the control and experimental groups, all participants (100%) were below average in empathy. However, 
after the intervention, there was a notable improvement in the experimental group, with 76% moving to below 
average empathy and 20% reaching an above-average level. In contrast, the control group showed minimal change, 
with 100% remaining below average in empathy post-test. Additionally, no participants in either group were initially 
in the average or above-average categories, but the experimental group saw some participants reaching the above-
average level post-intervention. Based on the presented information, both Prosocial Behaviour t- test value 17.54 with 
Df 24 and Empathy t test value 9.52 with Df 24 show statistically significant results (indicated by "S*"), as their 
respective p-values are likely below the chosen significance level of 0.05. this indicates that hypothesis 1 and 2 is 
rejected and hence there is effectiveness of nurse led intervention on level of prosocial behaviour and empathy. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
Following the 4-week intervention, the experimental group showed a significant improvement in prosocial behavior 
and empathy. This outcome suggests that nurse-led intervention is an effective additional therapy for children with 
ADHD in both special school and home settings. It is a non-invasive, evidence-based therapy that combines play 
therapy and doodle therapy, making it easily implementable in various settings [7]. Smith et al. (2023) conducted a 
study using an independent samples t-test to assess the influence of a nurse-led intervention on prosocial behavior 
and empathy among children with ADHD. Their analysis revealed a notable disparity in mean scores between the 
control and experimental groups, with the experimental group showing a greater improvement in prosocial behavior 
and empathy post-intervention. These results offer strong support for the efficacy of nurse-led interventions in 
fostering favorable social-emotional development in children with ADHD[8]. The findings from a randomized 
controlled trial (RCT) investigating the impact of a nurse-led intervention on prosocial behavior and empathy in 
children with ADHD have substantial importance[9]. Firstly, the positive outcomes observed in the experimental 
group underscore the potential of nurse-led interventions in enhancing social-emotional skills in ADHD children.  
 
This suggests that healthcare professionals, particularly nurses, play a crucial role in supporting the social 
development of children with ADHD through targeted interventions[10]. Secondly, the findings highlight the 
importance of incorporating interventions focused on prosocial behavior and empathy into ADHD management 
strategies. Addressing these aspects can contribute to a more holistic approach to ADHD treatment, considering not 
only symptom reduction but also promoting positive social interactions and emotional understanding[11]. 
Furthermore, the RCT results emphasize the need for tailored and structured interventions that address the unique 
needs of children with ADHD. Nurse-led programs can be designed to target specific areas of social functioning and 
emotional regulation, thereby maximizing the effectiveness of treatment outcomes[12]. Overall, the research 
implications suggest that nurse-led interventions focusing on prosocial behavior and empathy have the potential to 
significantly benefit children with ADHD, leading to improved social interactions, emotional well-being, and overall 
quality of life. These findings advocate for the integration of such interventions into comprehensive ADHD 
management plans to optimize outcomes for affected children[11]. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The study concludes that nurse-led intervention significantly improves prosocial behavior and empathy in children 
with ADHD, thereby enhancing their social skills. The intervention is feasible and can be administered for 4 weeks 
(30 days), with sessions lasting approximately 30 minutes each, to observe clinically significant changes in ADHD 
children [12]. 
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Table 1 displays the demographic characteristics findings for all 50 participants, divided into the control group 
and the experimental group. 

 

Control group 
(n=25) 

 

Experimental group 
(n=25) 

Demographic variable Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Age of child in years 

6 to 9 7 28 10 40 
10 to 12 18 72 15 60 

Gender 
Male 12 48 17 68 

Female 13 52 8 32 
Transgender 0 0 0 0 

chronological order of the birth 
1st 7 28 9 36 
2nd 16 64 14 56 

3rd and more 2 8 2 8 
No. of siblings 

0 4 16 6 24 
1 14 56 7 28 
2 5 20 10 40 

3 and more 2 8 2 8 
Types of family 

Joint 10 40 20 80 
Nuclear 12 48 2 8 

Single parent 3 12 3 12 
Extended 0 0 0 0 

step parents 0 0 0 0 
History of hospitalisation in past 3 months 

yes 7 28 9 36 
No 18 72 16 64 
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History of mental disorders in the family 
yes 14 56 17 68 
No 11 44 8 32 

 
Table 2: level of prosocial behaviour in control & Experimental group. (N=50) 
Level of 
Prosocial 
behaviou

r 

Pre test Post test 
Control Experiment Control Experiment 

Frequenc
y % 

Frequenc
y % 

Frequenc
y % 

Frequenc
y % 

Poor 
prosocial 
behavior 

10-23 

11 4
4 

15 6
0 

11 4
4 

0 0 

Average 
Prosocial 
behavior 

24-37 
 

14 5
6 

10 4
0 

14 5
6 

20 8
0 

Good 
Prosocial 
behavior 

38-50 

0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2
0 

 
Table 3: level of empathy in control & Experimental group. (N=50) 

Level of 
Empathy 

Pre test Post test 

Control Experiment Control Experiment 
Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % 

Below Average 
<18 25 

 
100 

 
25 100 

 
25 

 
100 19 76 

Average 
18 

0 
 
0 

 
0 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
1 4 

Above Average 
> 18 

0  
0 

 
0 

0  
0 

 
0 

5  
20 

 
Table 4: Comparison of control and experimental group in prosocial behaviour and empathy. (N=50) 

Variable “t” value Significant 
Prosocial Behaviour 17.54 S* 

Empathy 9.52 S* 
Note: * at 0.05 level of significance, with 95% of confidence interval  
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Fig 1: CONSORT Flow diagram of the process through the phases of a parallel RCT of two groups 
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Identification of dog breeds is vital for a variety of reasons, including knowing individual breed 
conditions, health difficulties, interaction behaviour, and natural instinct. This project proposes a method 
for recognising dog breeds based on their images.   To recognise their breeds, the suggested method uses 
a deep learning-based methodology. Images of 120 different dog breeds are included in the dataset. Deep 
Learning is a method by which a computer software learns statistical patterns from data in order to 
recognise or assist us in distinguishing between different dog breeds. The model learns about the various 
attributes based on the photos and represents the data mathematically, organising it in space. The image 
is first divided into multiple lattices, and a training batch size is set accordingly. After that, an algorithm 
is used to split and combine the descriptors, and the image’s channel information is extracted as the 
convolutional neural network’s input. Finally, we used a convolutional neural network-based model to 
identify the dog species. 
 
Keywords: Convolutional Neural Network, Classification, object detection, Dog Breed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Face identification, medical imaging, emotion detection, and object detection in real time have all been effective 
applications of image recognition and classification. Human facial recognition is now widely utilised for 
authentication and security in a variety of applications. As a result, there have been attempts to broaden 
investigations beyond human recognition to include animal recognition. Dogs, in particular, are one of the most 
popular pets. Because there are so many distinct dog breeds, recognising them can be a difficult chore when it comes 
to providing proper training and health care. Previously, human specialists were responsible for dog breed 
recognition. However, because to a shortage of experts and the difficulty of breed patterns, some dog breeds may be 
difficult to assess. Each evaluation takes time as well. We employed a deep learning technique called Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN) for classification with this system in place. A dataset of 120 breeds was used to evaluate the 
suggested system. We anticipate that our experimental results will indicate that our framework outperforms most 
traditional and existing deep learning techniques. Object recognition refers to a group of computer vision tasks that 
include recognising things in digital pictures. Predicting the class of one object in an image is an example of image 
classification. Deep learning and machine learning algorithms rely heavily on object recognition. Object detection 
combines two tasks by locating and classifying one or more items in a photograph. When a user says ”object 
recognition” they usually mean ”object detection”. Beginners will find it difficult to discriminate between various 
computer vision tasks. To obtain relevant results, object detection methods use machine learning or deep learning. 
This is accomplished by locating the existence of objects in a picture using a bounding box and the types or classes of 
the objects found. Image classification involves the extraction of features from the image to observe some patterns in 
the dataset. The task of categorising photographs into one or more preset classifications is known as image 
classification. Although people have a natural aptitude for categorising photos, it is far more difficult for an 
automated system to recognise and classify images. The task of categorising and giving labels to groups of pixels or 
vectors within an image based on specificrules is known as image classification. One or more spectral or textural 
characterizations can be used to apply the categorization law. With the introduction of deep learning, along with 
powerful AI technology and GPUs, excellent performance on picture categorization tasks is now possible. As a 
result, deep learning algorithms have achieved human-level performance and real-time object detection in the whole 
field of image recognition, face recognition and image classification techniques. The pet industry is huge, ever-
growing and also has big revenue. Dogs are the most lovable and manageable pets. Currently, the only way to find 
the breed of a dog is to ask about it from either the owner of the dog or the professionals in the industry. This can be 
a time-consuming and confusing experience for a new dog owner. In this paper, we have used a model that uses 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to identify the breed of a dog by using images of the dogs. There are a few 
concerns in dog breed identification, including inter class variation, intra class variance, and pose variance. 
 

 Different breeds have distinct similarities, which can explain interclass variance. Many dog breeds have 
similar qualities such as colour, fur, and other characteristics that are difficult to recognise for the untrained 
eye. 

 A vision algorithm must be able to distinguish small characteristics that are unique to each class in order to 
achieve high accuracy. 

 Intra class variance is another concern with dog breed identification. The English cocker-spaniel comes in a 
variety of hues, including black, brown, and a few others. Even though an animal belongs to the same 
breed, it may have different characteristics, making it difficult for convolutional neural networks to detect 
the breed reliably. 

 Pose variance is another key concern. The photographs of the dogs may not always be accessible in the 
same pose. 

 The CNNs rely on a picture for their input. As a result, the animal’s position and background noise may 
cause a reduction in accuracy. 

 As a result, pose normalisation may be a key aspect in achieving a precise result. 
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Borwarnginn, P., et al [4] proposed an ADA boosting methodology which is used for breed analysis and 
recognition.ADA Boosting creates a strong classifier from several weak classifiers. To separate the dog breeds from 
one another, they used Image processing classification.It predicts the predominant breeds present in the canine with 
maximum accuracy. D.B.C.U.D.[5]This study employs computer vision and machine learning approach to determine 
dog breeds from images using a convolutional neural network, we first detect dog face important points for each 
image. SIFT descriptors and colour histograms are then utilised to extract features from these critical sites. Then we 
examine a number of classification methods that use these characteristics to determine the breed of the dog in the 
image. P. Prasong et al [7]proposed a way to increase the speed of dog breed categorization using size and location 
from local parts in dog face photos and PCA. To begin, each local part of the dog face images is trained in terms of 
size and location. The sizes and positions are then utilised to locate and capture each local component from the test 
photos. The dog breed is classified using the Principle Component Analysis (PCA) inside each section. Test local part 
images are represented in terms of Eigenvectors in the PCA-based categorization. The vectors are weighed after 
being compared to the primary feature part templates for each breed in the database. The image under consideration 
is categorised as the breed that produces the smallest difference in weight between the two.  
 
Xiaolong wang et. al [13] proposed a shape representation method based on statistical methods and modeled the 
shape of the breed as a point on the manifold. They consider the classification of dog breeds to be a classification 
problem for this manifold. This proposed scheme was tested on a dataset containing 8,351 images from 133 different 
cultivars. They used various landmarks to evaluate dog breeds, but their method failed to properly detect or identify 
hybrids or crossbreeds in the final classification results. Shulin Yang et. al [14] proposed a method of Fine-grained 
detection that refers to lower levels of detection, such as the detection of different types of species of animals. They 
suggested that the key to identifying fine-grained differences is to find the correct alignment of image areas that 
contain the same object parts. For this purpose, they used a template model that captures the general shape pattern 
of an object part and the co-occurrence relationship between the common shape patterns. When the image area is 
aligned, the extracted features are used for classification. Rahiem et. al [15] proposed a robust and efficient 
classification framework. The proposed model uses a well-known convolutional neural network composite to create 
a robust visual image classification network and only two fully connected layers for extracting the expected input 
image features. To speed up the training process, they used unsaturated neurons with a highly efficient GPU 
implementation for convolution operations. The proposed VICNet framework has high potential in test pattern 
recognition. However, processing video involves many IOT security issues due to the different compression 
techniques used. Sinnott, R. O. et al [1] proposed a project that would give end users with a dog breed detection and 
categorization system. The authors described a model that uses the Faster RCNN technique for normal object 
identification and a transfer learning-based CNN for dog breed categorization.  
 
The solution is offered via an iOS app and makes use of a big data processing architecture that includes a variety of 
Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). This application is mostly used to detect and forecast a new input image, which 
requires the previously processed image to be freed from memory. This is a crucial criterion for dynamic dog breed 
classification. Instead of transferring image data, this mobile application might merge the two processes (object 
detection and image categorization. Kumar A [2], worked on a project that dealt with dog breed classification. This 
collection of sample photographs of dogs and humans is used to classify and learn the characteristics of the breed. 
With image processing, the images are converted to a single label of dimension, and photos of humans and dogs are 
considered for breed classification to determine the percentage of features in humans and dogs. Principal component 
analysis was utilised in this study to make a quick assessment of the characteristics of deep neural networks. Suyash 
S. B. [3],created an Android application that uses a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and a transfer learning 
model to identify a dog’s breed based on visual analysis. A dog is depicted in this image. The image is then pre-
processed, and the features needed for testing are extracted. CNN and transfer learning are used to predict dog 
breed. R. Kumar [6], proposed a design for differentiating races. They practised with the various elements of 120 
image classes representing various contests. Deep CNN was used to identify dog breeds. Their approach splits the 
image into a sequence of rasters and resizes the training stack correspondingly, then splits and combines the 
descriptors using an algorithm. Crops are divided into 12 different classes, while weeds are divided into one. To 
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predict the final class, improve model performance by eliminating noise from the image background, and conduct 
data masking on the train set, the system relies on the ResNet configuration. A Revolutionary Conventional-Based 
Approach Z Raduly et al [8] proposed a framework that uses fine-grained image recognition, which is one of the 
multi-class classifications that determine the breed of dog in a particular image. The system uses innovative deep 
learning techniques, including convolutional neural networks, two different networks are trained and evaluated on 
120 class dog datasets. They evaluated convolutional neural networks via a software system.   It includes a central 
server and mobile client that contains components and libraries for evaluating neural networks inboth online and 
offline environments. This paper managed to work, but still not produced high accuracy. This can be improved by 
Deep CNN techniques. K Mulligan., et al [9] This study is mostly concerned with classification tools. On the basis of 
an input image, classification tools are used to classify or predict dog breeds. Many methods are utilised to classify 
the photos in the data set, including Convolutional Neural Networks and Xception with a Multilayer Perceptron in 
this case. The report delves into the trial and error that went into each strategy, as well as the final model that was 
used to predict and identify dog breeds. While the final model had a considerably higher prediction rate than the 
first attempt, mistakes were made along the way. The predicted class would be number 17. DD Bhavani, et al 
[10]created an Android application that uses a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and a transfer learning model 
to identify a dog’s breed based on visual analysis. The user can either click or upload an image of a dog using the 
Android application. The image is then pre-processed, and the features needed for testing are extracted. CNN and 
transfer learning are used to predict dog breed. The dataset contains 120 classes that will be used to train the model. 
Richard O., [11]proposed a CNN-based algorithm to recognise dogs in potentially complicated photos, then 
considered how to identify the type/breed of dog. The image classification methods were supported by an iOS 
application and accompanying big data processing infrastructure that utilised a range of GPUs. Middi Venkata Sai 
Rishita.,et al [12] developed a CNN (convolutional Neural Network) to identify different dog breeds, and they 
approximated the breed if an image of the dog was discovered. They’ve created a pipeline that can processreal-world 
images. They used a dog breed resemblance to determine if a human image was provided. They created this 
algorithm, which can be integrated into a mobile or web application. Using transfer learning, CNN was able to 
classify dog breeds. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Stanford Dogs data was used in this study, and it covers 120 different dog breeds with a total of 20,580 photos[16]. 
For training and testing, there are 10222 and 10357 images respectively. This dataset is a minor portion of the 
ImageNet difficult datasets. Rather of the names of distinct Dog breeds, the training directory of photographs 
provided at the start is identified by their id. The number of samples per class was shown, and random photos from 
each class were plotted on an image grid for exploratory data visualisation. The information gathered was presented 
in a separate manner, with different ranges of photos in each breed. The distribution of dataset is given in Figure 1. 
Dog breed classification involves categorizing dogs into different groups or classes based on specific characteristics, 
such as size, coat type, color, and temperament. The architecture of the proposed dog classification system is show in 
the Figure 2. The Images in the collection have been subjected to image preprocessing, which includes sharpening 
and augmentation. The term ”image pre-processing” refers to actions on images at the most basic level. If entropy is 
an information metric, these methods do not improve image information content, but rather decrease it. The goal of 
pre-processing is to improve image data by suppressing unwanted distortions or enhancing particular visual 
properties that are important for subsequent processing and analysis. Image augmentation is a technique for 
artificially expanding the data set by adding extra photos to your image data. It’s mostly used to introduce diversity 
to the data set so that models don’t become too fitted. Flipping, rotating, and adjusting visual attributes including 
contrast, brightness, and colour are some of the most frequent augmentation techniques. 
 
Pixel brightness transformations(PBT) 
Brightness transformations change the brightness of pixels, and the transformation is determined by the pixel’s 
attributes. The value of an output pixel in PBT is solely determined by the value of the matching input pixel. 
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Brightness and contrast changes, as well as colour correction and transformations, are examples of such 
operators.For both human and machine vision, contrast enhancement is a critical component of image processing. 
It’s commonly utilised in medical image processing, as well as speech recognition, texture synthesis, and a variety of 
other image/video processing applications. 
 
Geometric Transformations 
The placements of pixels in an image are changed in geometric transformation, but the colours remain the 
same.Geometric transforms permit the elimination of geometric distortion that occurs when an image is captured. 
The normal Geometric transformation operations are rotation and flipping of images.The process of rotating is 
simple. We use the image array to load the image and rotate it as many times as we wish. We’ll rotate the photos by 0 
(no rotation), 90, 180, or 270 degrees at random to prevent needing to fill.Filipping is using cv2.flip for flipping (). It 
requires the image as well as a value between 0 and -1. It flips vertically when the value is 0, horizontally when the 
value is 1, and both horizontally and vertically when the value is-1. We can use these numbers to randomise the flip, 
and we can also use them to randomisewhether or not the image will be flipped. 
 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 
The CNN of our proposed system consists of four convolution layers followed by Max Pooling layers after each 
convolution layer. These layers helps in extracting the features from the input image. The feature vectors are 
flattened by a flatten layer followed by a fully connected layer. Soft max is connected to fully connected layer which 
has 120 nodes, represents the number of classes of our proposed system. The weight vectors between the layers are 
trained using the training images and finally the test images have been classified. The activation function used in the 
convolution layer is ’Relu’.   The ’Adam’ is used as the optimizer. The Figure 3 shows the network architecture for 
dog classification. Input to this architecture is image’s raw pixel data. In this case a width and height image with 
three colour channels R.G.B. Convolution layer will compute the output of neurons connected to local regions in the 
input, with each neuron computing a dot product between their weights and a small region in the input volume they 
are connected to. Relu, is an element-wise activation function, such as the max(0,x) threshold at zero, will be applied 
to this layer. The volume’s size remains unaltered as a result. Maxpool layer will down sample along the spatial 
dimensions (width, height) to produce a volume of [8x8x2048]. In Fully-Connected (FC) layer the class scores will be 
computed, resulting in a volume of size. As is the case with regular Neural Networks, and as the name suggests. This 
layer’s neurons will be linked to all of the numbers from the preceding volume. Each of the different size convolution 
layers can stride on the input data of 2 or 1 to extract the features. 
 
The Convolutional Layer 
Assume we have a 6*6 pixel image. A weight matrix is developed, which extracts specific features from the photos. 
The weight has been set up as a 3*3 matrix. This will now be performed across the image, covering all pixels at least 
once, to produce a convolved output. By adding the values acquired by element wise multiplication of the weight 
matrix with the highlighted 3*3 part of the input image, the value 429 is produced. The 6*6 image has now been 
reduced to a 4*4 size. Consider the weight matrix as a paintbrush on a wall. The brush paints the horizontal portion 
of the wall first, then descends to paint the next row horizontally. When the weight matrix travels along the image, 
pixel values are used again. In a convolutional neural network, this facilitates parameter sharing. The weight matrix 
works similarly to a filter in a picture, extracting specific data from the original image matrix. A weight combination 
may extract edges, while another may extract a specific colour, and yet another may just blur the undesired noise. A 
sample convolution process is shown in Figure 4. Imagine you have a 100x100 image. A 2x2 max pooling layer with a 
stride of 1 would start at position (1,1) (1,2); (2,1) (2,2) and would take the max of the values at these pixels and treat 
it as an output. It would then move I pixel to the right, as the stride is 1, and repeat the process. The filter continues 
this until it hits the end of the row, moves 1 pixel down (stride of 1), and then repeats the process on the next row. 
The output layer for the entire 100x100 image ends up being 49x49.As we continue to add conv layers, the volume 
will shrink faster thanwe would like. We want to preserve as much information about the original input volume as 
possible in the early layers of our network so that we may recover those low-level features. Let’s imagine we want to 
use the same convoluional layer but keep the output volume at 32 x 32 x 3. To accomplish this, we can apply a size 2 
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zero padding to that layer. Zero padding surrounds the boundary of the input volume with zeros. If we choose a 
zero padding of two, the resulting input volume is 36 x 36 x 3. 
 
The Pooling Layer 
Between consecutive convolution layers, it is then desirable to incorporate pooling layers on a regular basis. Pooling 
is done solely for the purpose of shrinking the image’s spatial size. Because pooling is done separately for each depth 
dimension, the image’s depth remains intact.   The max pooling layer is the most common type of pooling layer 
used.The weight is applied to the supplied image’s total depth. As a result, convolution with a single weight matrix 
produces a convolved output with only one depth dimension. In most circumstances, many filters of the same 
dimensions are applied together instead of a single filter (weight matrix). The depth dimer of the convolved image is 
formed by stacking the output from each filter. Let’s say we have a 32*32*3 input image.   Apply ten 5*5*3 filters with 
proper padding. The size of the output would be 28*28*10. 
 
Fully Connected Layer 
The convolution and pooling layers would only be able to extract features from the original images and reduce the 
number of parameters. However, in order to generate the final output, we must use a fully connected layer with an 
output equal to the number of classes we require. With only the convolution layers, getting to that number gets 
difficult. Convolution layers provide 3D activation maps, but we just need the output to determine whether an image 
belongs to a specific class. Feed forward neural networks make up the Fully Connected Layer. Fully Connected 
Layers form the last few layers in the network. The output from the final Pooling or Convolutional Layer, which is 
flattened and then fed into the fully connected layer, is the input to the fully connected layer. Neurons in this layer 
have complete connection with all neurons in the preceding and following layers. As a result, a matrix multiplication 
followed by a bias effect can be used to compute it. The FC layer aids in the mapping of representations between 
input and output. The FC is shown in Figure 5.To compute the error in prediction, the output layer uses a loss 
function similar to categorical cross-entropy. Back propagation begins after the forward pass to update the weight 
and biases for error and loss minimization. The size of the output image is calculated using the formula 

− + 2
+ 1 

 
where, 
 W is input volume Size.  
 F is filter Size. 
 P is the number of padding applied.  
 S is the number of strides used. 

 
RESULTS 
 
This section details about the experimentation process and the results obtained. First the images are augmented 
using Pixel brightness transformations(PBT) and Geometric Transformations. The outputs obtained after image 
augmentation is shown in Figure 6a and 6b. Models are executed on different epochs with a batch size of 128 and 
Adam was utilized as the optimizer with the default learning rate of 0.0001. We divide the training dataset of 10222 
examples into 128 batches. Experiments where run on a system with running Windows of version 10. The proposed 
work is implemented using the Keras and TensorFlow frameworks. Google Colaboratory is the platform we used for 
the execution in GPU hardware accelerator. A CNN model four layers. In our Dog Breed claassification system we 
have obtained test accuracy of 91.67% and training accuracy of 98.83%.The Dog Breed claassification System we have 
proposed can predict the dog breeds accurately. However, some of the dog breeds are not predicted correctly. Few 
samples of correctly classified and incorrectly classified dog’sare shown in Figure 7 – Figure 9. The dog breed 
classification system has been analyzed using different metric measures such as Accuracy. Loss rate, validation loss. 
Accuracy is a statistical measure which specifies how well a classification mechanism correctly predicts the samples. 
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The training history plot of the dog breed identification is given below. The figure 10 shows the accuracy of the dog 
breed classification system. 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In our proposed system we have used CNN model, and the system has obtained pretrained weights as features 
vectors. The Feature vectors from the model has be used by the CNN classifier to classify the dogs into 120 classes 
and the we’ve extracted the features using different layers and trained the layers using the training images. We also 
compared the results of the system using accuracy as the performance metric. It has been proved the system with 
neural network performs well when compared with transfer learning based system. The proposed system attains a 
training accuracy of test accuracy of 91.67%.As a part of our future work, we intend to add more specific layers 
related to dog features in our CNN model in order to change it as powerful image classifying model. Furthermore, 
we will train the last two layer with softmax classifier to achieve good result. 
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Figure 6b: Augmented images of dogs Figure7: Correctly Classified Maltese Dog 

  
Figure 8: Correctly classified Scottish Deerhound Figure9: Incorrectly classified Scottish Deerhound 

 
Figure 10: Model Accuracy 
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To ensure that encourage the discovery of medications for uncommon or orphan diseases, in 1983, the 
Orphan Drug Act was passed. Using the USFDA's Orphan Drug Approving and Designating database 
and the USFDA Warning Letters database for rejected orphan pharmaceuticals from 2019 to 2023, I found 
that 421 Orphan medications were authorized during this time, while seven were rejected. The data, 
which covers approvals as well as rejections, shows variations in the acceptability landscape of orphan 
medications. There were 90 orphan pharmaceuticals approved in 2020, 93 in 2021, 73 in 2022, and 90 
orphan drugs approved in 2023 following the approval of 75 in 2019. Over the last five years, seven 
orphan drugs have been denied. The dynamic interplay between approvals and rejections highlights how 
the orphan medication market is always changing. This abstract offers an overview of the study, focusing 
on the quantitative aspects of orphan medications approvals and rejections throughout the designated 
time frame. 
 
Keywords: Orphan Drug Act, USFDA, Designation of Orphan Drug and Approval database, USFDA 
Warning Letters database. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The 1984 modifications to the Orphan Drug Act (ODA) in the United States defined an orphan medication, as a 
medication intended to cure an illness.[1] Rare diseases affect patients and their families. More than 30 million 
people in the US suffer from more than 7,000 rare diseases. A great deal of uncommon diseases is potentially fatal, 
and the majority lack known cures. By assessing data from product sponsors to ascertain whether medications fulfil 
the requirements for specific incentives and by managing funds to finance research, the FDA seeks to improve the 
accessibility of therapies for uncommon conditions on rare diseases.[2]In order to address several previously 
untreated disorders like acute myeloid leukaemia, cystic fibrosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, pulmonary arterial 
hypertension, and Gaucher disease, manufacturers have been successfully encouraged by Orphan Drug Act to 
conduct research and develop orphan drugs. There were less than ten orphan medications available to patients 
between 1973 and 1983, the year the Orphan Drug Act was passed. [3] According to an orphan medicine under the 
Orphan medicine Act is a medication or therapy meant to help someone with a disease that affects in the United 
States, less than 200,000 people. United States of America. Among the advantages of the act are incentives intended 
to motivate researchers or pharmaceutical corporations to reapprove orphan medications.[4] Congress created the 
Orphan Drug Act of 1983 in order to promote the creation of drugs to treat rare diseases. The FDA will designate a 
medication as an orphan medication if it satisfies certain requirements, which companies and other drug developers 
can request.[5] NGOs, such the National Organization for Rare Diseases, brought attention to the suffering of people 
as well as uncommon illnesses, and in the late 1970s, public pressure impacted political figures and health policy.[6] 
 
 
The statutory incentives include, among other things, giving manufacturers the chance to receive unique tax 
advantages for funding research projects and giving them the sole right to commercialize medications designated for 
orphans for a duration of seven years following the date of marketing clearance. Manufacturers would be able to 
charge excessive prices for their medication for uncommon diseases, especially in the absence of patent protection 
and with little to no increase in health benefits if they had such market exclusivity.[7] The FDA Office of Orphan 
Products Development (OOPD) promotes and aids in the creation and assessment of novel therapies for uncommon 
illnesses. In addition to managing funds to finance research on rare illnesses, OOPD assesses data from product 
sponsors to ascertain if medications, biologics, or medical devices satisfy the requirements for certain incentives. In 
addition, the office collaborates with academic institutions, industrial associations, government agencies, medical 
and scientific communities, professional associations, and patient advocacy groups on rare disease-related matters. 
Collaborate with sponsors to ascertain whether their goods full fill the requirements for specific categories (such as 
designations for humanitarian use devices, rare paediatric diseases, or orphan drugs).[8] Application Review 
Process and Timelines :After the application deadline, applicants will typically receive a summary 
statement with the evaluation results about six months later.[9]The FDA has made it a top priority in order to 
encourage the development and assessment of novel therapies for uncommon diseases. A medicine or biological 
product intended for the prevention, diagnosis, or therapy for an uncommon illness or condition may be designated 
as an orphan medication by the FDA.[10]If a medication has been created especially to address an uncommon 
medical condition as though it were an "orphan disease” it is categorized as an orphan medication.[11] A rare disease 
has no universally accepted definition. Many individuals suffering from the disease determines one definition, while 
other definitions consider other significant variables like the disease's severity and the availability of effective 
therapies.[12] 
 

Examples: -(Cabozantinib, Midazolam, Bedaquiline)[13] 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
This study employs a thorough methodology to investigate the trends and failures in the market for orphan 
medications from 2019 to 2023. Findings from reliable sources that provide light on the workings of the orphan drug 
market are incorporated into an exhaustive analysis of the literature as a component of the initial research process. 
The data collecting process then focuses on creating a solid dataset that is gathered from reliable pharmaceutical 
journals and FDA databases. Examining trends in authorized orphan drugs, statistical analysis is the study's main 
component. To determine how the regulatory environment has changed during the study period and how it affects 
approvals as well as setbacks, the regulatory landscape is carefully examined. Through case studies, which provide 
in-depth insights into both successful and unsuccessful techniques, the methodology offers a comprehensive 
perspective the creation of orphan drugs. In a certain focus on rejected orphan drugs from 2019 to 2023, the study 
specifically examines FDA Warning Letters database records. The FDA regulates orphan medications in the United 
States using a multi-phase regulatory path. The first indication of its purpose for a rare condition is the designation 
of orphan medication. Standard phases are followed in clinical trials, but because the targeted illness is uncommon, 
participant cohorts are frequently smaller. One completely New Drug Application (NDA) that includes 
manufacturing specifics, labeling specifications, and therapeutic use is filed once the required data from preclinical 
investigations and clinical trials have been compiled. Orphan drug exclusivity, which offers a predetermined period 
of time without competition, may be granted upon successful scrutiny. The FDA's review centers on safety and 
efficacy, addressing the special challenges presented by orphan medication. Early engagement with the FDA is 
encouraged to facilitate constructive dialogue and expedite development of orphan drugs. Anadvisory committee 
meeting may be held for external input. The FDA is requested to formally approve a novel medicine intended for 
marketing and sales in the US through the NDA application.[14] 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Orphan drugs that we identified from the FDA’s Orphan Drug Product designation database 2007, There are 421 
orphan medications that have been authorized in the recent five years (2019–2023) in the US. This represents the 
overall number of approvals for orphan drugs. 75 orphan medications were granted approval in 2019; 90 orphan 
medications are approved in 2020; 93 orphan medications are approved in 2021;73 orphan medications are approved 
in 2022, while 90 orphan medications are approved in 2023. It is significant to note that the quantity of orphan 
medication approvals each year has been increasing and decreasing. The total quantity of orphan drugs approved in 
the USA between 2019 and 2023 fluctuates. 2021 saw a high amount of orphan drugs approved, whereas 2022 and 
2019 saw the lowest numbers of approved drugs—73 and 75, respectively. The quantity of orphan medications 
licensed in 2020 and 2023 was equal. 
2019: In 2019, 17.8% of drugs were authorized. This suggests a starting point for drug approvals during the period 
under observation. 
2020: Compared to the previous year, the approval rate rise to 21.3% in 2020, indicating a significant rise in drug 
approval. 
2021: In 2021, the trend persisted, showing a marginally higher approval percentage of 22.09%. This indicates a 
consistent upward trend in drugs approvals within this time frame. 
2022: The approval rate dropped to 17.33% in 2022, however. This decrease deviates from the rising trend that was 
seen in the years prior. 
2023: The approval rate increased to 21.3% in 2023, which is comparable to 2020 levels. This revival could point to a 
comeback. The FDA has sent warning notices to a number of corporations that raise serious questions about the 
drugs' efficacy, safety, and correct labelling. A synopsis of the main conclusions and ramifications covered in each 
notification is provided below: A thorough study into possible warning letters was started in 2019 after one orphan 
drug was rejected. Analysing the substance and significance of these letters may help identify industry practices and 
regulatory issues that contributed to the drug's rejection. While there were no orphan medication rejections in 2020, a 
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close study of warning letters from that time frame can reveal proactive steps taken by pharmaceutical companies to 
keep their drug approval record spotless. There are serious concerns regarding possible warning letters in light of the 
spike in 2021 rejections for three orphan medications. To have a thorough picture of the rejection landscape and to 
gain insights into regulatory issues, it becomes essential to analyse the content and context of these letters. The 2022 
rejection of one orphan medicine leads to an examination of related warning letters with the goal of pinpointing 
particular regulatory issues and providing insight for prospective changes in industry procedures. Two medications 
were rejected in 2023, which highlights the necessity of carefully reviewing warning letters and provides insightful 
information to regulatory agencies and the pharmaceutical sector. 
 
Overall discussion for warning letters  
A recurring topic in these warnings is the misbranding of items as "new drugs" despite their proven ineffectiveness 
and lack of safety for the intended usage. Inadequate usage instructions are another frequent problem that suggests a 
need for better adherence to regulatory requirements. Because the FDA consistently finds these kinds of infractions, 
for organizations to ensure the effectiveness and security of their goods, compliance with regulations is crucial. To 
maintain the safety and health of the general public and stop such infractions in the future, a thorough and 
successful corrective action plan is essential. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The data I collected from 2019 to 2023 shows that, in summary, the Orphan Drug Act of 1983 has significantly 
influenced the advancement of therapies for rare diseases. Our analysis shows dynamic patterns in orphan 
medication approvals and rejections using information from the Warning Letters database and the USFDA's Orphan 
medication Designation and Approval database. The total number of approved drugs was 421 for the previous five 
years, seven drugs were turned rejected, highlighting the strict regulatory requirements. However, a review of FDA 
Warning Letters reveals recurrent issues including misbranding, false claims, and inadequate use, our quantitative 
analysis of approval percentages reveals subtle changes. This report highlights the dynamic nature inside the market, 
the need of adhering to regulatory standards, and the necessity of taking preventative action when it comes to 
unusual illnesses, in addition to offering a quantitative summary of orphan medication dynamics. 
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Table 1: -Approved orphan drugs from the year (2019-2023) 
Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 

Drugs 75 90 93 73 90 
 

Table 2: - Percentage of approved orphan drugs from the year (2019-2023) 
Year percentage of drugs that are approved 
2019 17.8 
2020 21.3 
2021 22.09 
2022 17.33 
2023 21.3 
 
Table 3: -Reasons of warning letters  
S. 
No Year Reasons 

1. 2019 1.The product is neither safe or effective to use; misbranding was discovered in section 502(f)(1). 
2. 2020 - 

3. 2021 

1.The products were not cleared by the FDA, approved, or sanctioned because of false claims made 
about the effectiveness and/or safety of COVID-19 therapy. 
2. A medication is mislabelled if the usage instructions are insufficient. 

3. They weren't shown to be safe and effective for the stated uses, and section 502(f) misbranding 
occurred. 

 

4. 2022 
1.FDA found that the written response was unsatisfactory and that the remedial action plan was 

inadequate. Specific concerns were raised by the research coordinator's training on the most recent 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). 

5. 2023 

1.According to Section 502(f), misbranding occurred, which suggests that it was an ongoing issue at 
different companies for different lengths of time. 

2.The product as a "New drug" under section 201(p) due to the fact that section 502(f) was utilized for 
misbranding and the product was not generally recognized as safe and effective for the authorized 

uses. 
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Table 4: -Rejected orphan drugs from the year (2019-2023) 
Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 

Drugs 1 0 3 1 2 
 
Table 5: -Rejected and approved orphan drugs from the year (2019-2023) 
Years Rejected Approved 

2019 1 75 

2020 0 90 

2021 3 93 

2022 1 73 

2023 2 90 
 

 

 

Figure 1: -New Drug Application process Figure 2: -Approved orphan drugs from the year 
(2019-2023) 
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Figure 3- Percentage of approved drugs from the year 

(2019-2023) 
Figure 4-Rejected orphan drugs from the year (2019-

2023) 

 
Figure 5 -Rejected and approved orphan drugs from the year (2019-2023) 
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The current study was conducted on 50 rice genotypes to evaluate the genetic variability and association 
of various biometrical traits viz., fifty percent flowering, plant height, panicle length, number of tillers per 
plant, number of grains per panicle, 1000 grain weight with grain yield per plant for under saline 
environment. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that the mean sum of squares attributable to 
genotypes was highly significant for all of the traits tested. The high estimates of variability, heritability 
coupled with genetic advance observed for traits such as days to flowering, number of grains per panicle 
and grain yield revealed sufficient genetic variability and indicated most likely the heritability was due 
to additive gene effects and thus selection could be effective to develop high yielding varieties in future 
breeding programs. Favorable correlations were detected among yield attributing traits like panicle 
length, number of grains per panicle and number of tillers per plant, indicating their synergistic 
relationship for improving productivity. Plant height showed a high negative direct effect on grain yield, 
while panicle length and thousand seed weight displayed high positive direct effects on grain yield. 
Panicle length and number of grains per panicle demonstrated high positive indirect effects on grain 
yield mediated through thousand seed weight, and number of grains per panicle also imparted a high 
positive indirect effect through panicle length. Number of grains per panicle, panicle length and 1000 
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seed weight were identified as key predictor traits that could serve as effective selection criteria due to 
their high heritability, positive correlations and direct plus indirect influences in augmenting grain yield 
under saline condition. 
 
Keywords: Rice, Variability, Heritability, Correlation, Path analysis, Selection. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Rice, a staple food consumed by one-third of the global population, accounts for nearly 90% of total production in 
Asia [1]. Even though rice production has more than doubled globally, from 257 million tonnes in 1966 to 600 million 
tonnes in 2000, the increase has not been able to keep up with demand due to the corresponding rise in population 
[2]. Salinity is a major cause of yield loss in rice production as it is one of the least salt-tolerant cereal crops [3]. 
Climate change, coastal storms, and poor water management practices are causing soil salinity to worsen, leading to 
salt intrusion in agricultural lands and secondary salinization [4]. According to a study by Naifer et al. [5] losses 
acquired by farmers as an outcome of salinity were deliberated to be $ 1,604 ha-1 (28%) if the salinity level rises from 
low to medium and $ 4,352 ha-1 (76%) if salinity level falls to high. Soil that contains too much salt reduces its yield 
potential. Plant breeders now face difficulties in meeting the demand for rice production in the east coast regions due 
to salt fields caused by the 2004 tsunami in Tamil Nadu, India. Considering the current scenario, it is crucial to focus 
on developing rice varieties that can endure saline stress. Comprehending the variability of the species, the nature of 
character associations, and the significance of different traits are critical in boosting grain output through breeding 
[6]. This study aims to identify traits that could be used to breed salt-tolerant rice in the future. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The experiment was conducted at the experimental farm of Genetics and Plant Breeding, Faculty of Agriculture, 
Annamalai University, Tamil Nadu located at latitude 11°24'N, longitude 79°44'E and height + 5.79 m during January 
2022. The pH of the soil was 7.7 and the electrical conductivity (EC) of the soil determined at the beginning of the 
experiment was 4 dsm-1. Twenty-five-day-old seedlings of 50 rice genotypes along with saline tolerant check Pokkali 
and saline susceptible variety IR 29 were transplanted in the main field adapting a Randomized Block Design (RBD) 
with three replications. Five randomly selected plants of each genotype were employed in each replication to record 
observations for parameters such as days to fifty percent flowering, plant height, panicle length, number of tillers per 
panicle, number of productive tillers per plant, number of grains per panicle, thousand-grain weight and grain yield 
per plant. Plant production strategies based on need and recommended agronomic practices were implemented. The 
procedure for analysis of variance proposed by Panse and Sukhatme [7] was followed to estimate the variability. The 
genotypic and phenotypic coefficients of variation were calculated as per the formula suggested by Burton [8]. GCV 
and PCV values were categorized as low (0-10%), moderate (11-20%) and high (> 20%) as indicated by 
Sivasubramanian and Menon [9]. Heritability (broad sense) was calculated by Hanson et al. [10]. The heritability 
percentage was categorized as low (0-30%), moderate (30 -60 %) and high (>60%) as given by Lush [11]. Genetic 
advance as percent of the mean was categorized as low (0- 10%), moderate (11 – 20%) and high (>20%) as suggested 
by Johnson et al. [12]. The formulas proposed by Falconer [13] were used to calculate the correlation. The method 
proposed by Wright [14] and further developed by Dewey and Lu [15] was used to partition the correlation 
coefficients into direct and indirect effects. As recommended by Lenka and Mishra [16], the scale for path coefficients 
was characterized. The TNAUSTAT statistical package was further utilized to analyze the data and determine the 
estimates of ANOVA, variability, correlation coefficient and path analysis. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The analysis of variance revealed significant (p ≤ 0.01) mean sum of squares values among genotypes for all traits 
studied (Table 1). This denoted that genotype exhibited significant differences across all examined traits, signifying 
the presence of genetic variability for all the traits. The confirmation of notable genetic diversity made these traits 
amenable to genetic advancement through selective breeding regimes and allowed for further examination into their 
genetic framework by utilizing quantitative and population genetic methodologies to gain deeper insights into the 
existing variation. Similar results were recorded by Lakshmi et al. [17]. The degree of variability in a breeding 
population determines how effective selection is. Therefore, understanding the variability that exists within a gene 
pool of crop species is crucial for initiating a proficient breeding program. The evaluation of phenotypic and 
genotypic variability frequently makes use of the coefficient of variation, one of the basic metrics of variability. 
Heritability estimates along with genetic advance are normally helpful in predicting the gain under selection. The 
estimates such as PCV, GCV, heritability, and genetic advance for various traits are shown in Fig 1 & Fig 2. The days 
taken for fifty percent of the plants to flower exhibited high phenotypic (22.24%) and genotypic (22.13%) coefficient 
of variation, along with high heritability (99.03%) and high genetic advance mean percent (45.38%) which aligned 
with previous findings by Gupta et al. [18]. The plant height demonstrated moderate phenotypic (16.95%) and 
genotypic (16.93%) coefficient of variation, with very high heritability (99.67%) and genetic advance mean percent 
(34.82%), which was in line with the results of Kumar et al. [19]. Panicle length explained a moderate phenotypic 
coefficient of variation (10.77%) despite low genotypic coefficient of variation (9.63%), with high heritability (80.01%) 
and moderate genetic advance mean percent (17.75%), which was consistent with the findings of Kondi et al. [20].  
 
The number of tillers per plant featured moderate phenotypic (16.06%) and genotypic (15.03%) coefficient of 
variation, accompanied by high heritability (87.48%) and genetic advance mean per cent (28.96%), which reinforced 
similar reports by Sandeep et al. [21] and Sruthi et al. [22]. High phenotypic (25.30%) and genotypic (25.29%) 
coefficient of variation with high heritability (99.96%) and genetic advance (52.10%) were detected for number of 
grains per panicle [23]. High phenotypic (37.58%) and moderate genotypic (16.60%) coefficient of variation with low 
heritability (25.52%) and moderate genetic advance (16.24%) were established for thousand seed weight [24]. Grain 
yield exhibited high phenotypic variation (32.92%), genotypic variation (32.67%) coupled with high heritability 
(98.47%) coupled with high genetic advance (66.79%), which was in line with the reports of Gupta et al. [18]. The 
relatively marginal differences observed between phenotypic and genotypic coefficients of variation of all traits 
except thousand seed weight suggested that environmental factors had limited impact on the variability in trait 
expression for this particular population and study location. This indicated the traits are largely under genetic 
control rather than environmental fluctuation and therefore selection for improvement of such traits would be 
rewarding. The high estimates of variability, heritability coupled with genetic advance observed for traits such as 
days to flowering, number of grains per panicle and grain yield revealed sufficient genetic variability and indicated 
most likely the heritability was due to additive gene effects and thus selection could be effective to develop high 
yielding varieties in future breeding programs. To understand the extent of association between the studied traits 
and to emphasize their relevance for rice breeding, a correlation coefficient summarizing the relationships between 
all variable combinations was generated and presented in Table 2. 
 
 The current investigation explained that grain yield had a highly significant (p ≤ 0.01) positive association with the 
number of tillers per plant [25] and high significant negative correlations with plant height [26] and days to fifty 
percent flowering [27]. Additionally, grain yield demonstrated significant (p ≤ 0.05) positive correlations with panicle 
length [28] and number of grains per panicle [29]. However, grain yield was negatively correlated with thousand 
grain weight and this relationship was statistically significant [30]. In summary, grain yield was favorably associated 
with yield components like number of tillers per plant and grains per panicle, while being negatively impacted by 
increased plant height and days to flowering. The correlations observed provide insight into important trait 
relationships influencing productivity in rice. A highly significant (p ≤ 0.01) positive phenotypic and genotypic 
correlation was observed between plant height and panicle length [31]. Days to 50 percent flowering showed a 
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significant (p ≤ 0.05) negative phenotypic and genotypic association with panicle length [32] and number of tillers per 
plant [33]. Panicle length exhibited a robust highly significant (p ≤ 0.01) positive correlation, both phenotypically and 
genotypically, with the number of tillers per plant [34]. The number of grains per panicle trait revealed highly 
significant (p ≤ 0.01) positive phenotypic and genotypic correlations with days to 50 percent flowering [35], plant 
height [36], panicle length [32] and number of tillers per plant [37]. Thousand grain weight demonstrated highly 
significant (p ≤ 0.01) positive genotypic correlations with panicle length, number of tillers per plant, and number of 
grains per panicle [38]. Additionally, a significant (p ≤ 0.05) positive phenotypic correlation occurred between 
thousand seed weight and panicle length. Overall, largely favorable correlations were detected among yield-
attributing traits like panicle length, number of grains per panicle and number of tillers per plant, indicating their 
synergistic relationship for improving productivity. 
 
Path analysis indicating the direct and indirect effects of component traits on yield was presented in Table 3. Plant 
height showed a high negative direct effect on grain yield [35], while panicle length [39] and thousand seed weight 
[40] displayed high positive direct effects on grain yield. Days to 50 percent flowering unveiled a moderately 
negative direct effect on grain yield, whereas the number of tillers per plant exhibited a moderately positive direct 
effect. Similar results showing high direct effect was recorded by Singh et al. [41]. Panicle length and number of 
grains per panicle demonstrated high positive indirect effects on grain yield mediated through thousand seed weight 
[42], and number of grains per panicle also imparted a high positive indirect effect through panicle length [2]. The 
residual effect of 0.2346 suggested that yield was not solely dictated by the yield component traits measured in this 
analysis alone, implying other unidentified and unexplained traits extrinsic to those analyzed were acting in 
conjunction with yield as well. Hence further work would be needed to elucidate other yield-affiliated traits. 
Number of grains per panicle, panicle length and 1000 grain weight were identified as key predictor traits that could 
serve as effective selection criteria due to their high heritability, positive correlations and direct plus indirect 
influences in augmenting grain yield under saline conditions. 
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Table 1. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

Source df 

Days to fifty 
percent 

flowering 
(%) 

Plant 
height(cm) 

Length of 
the 

panicle 
(cm) 

Number of 
tillers per 

plant 

Number of 
grains per 

panicle 

1000 
grain 

weight 
(gm) 

Grain 
yield per 

plant 
(gm) 

 Mean sum of squares 
Replication 2 7.26 2.65 9.73 5.82 82.29 151.4 0.003 
Genotypes 48 1320.53** 1128.87** 16.60** 41.77** 3804.05** 93.35** 1.639** 

Error 98 4.28 1.21 1.27 1.9 0.48 84.12 0.003 
df – degrees of freedom     **Significance at 1% level      *Significance at 5% level 
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Table 2. Genotypic and phenotypic correlation among various characters of fifty genotypes 

Characters  
Days to fifty 

per cent 
flowering 

Plant 
height 

Length of 
the 

panicle 

Number of 
tillers per 

plant 

Number of 
grains per 

panicle 

1000 
grain 

weight 

Grain 
yield per 

plant 
Days to fifty 

percent 
flowering 

G 1       

P 1       

Plant height 
G 0.406 1      
P 0.404 1      

Length of the 
panicle 

G -0.048* 0.346** 1     
P -0.035* 0.309** 1     

Number of 
tillers per 

plant 

G -0.162* 0.011 0.363** 1    

P -0.148* 0.008 0.312** 1    

Number of 
grains per 

panicle 

G 0.0113* 0.349** 0.535** 0.558** 1   

P 0.0112* 0.348** 0.481** 0.521** 1   

1000 grain 
weight 

G -0.42 0.136 1.280** 0.332** 0.592** 1  
P -0.082 0.026 0.164* 0.021 0.111 1  

Grain yield 
per plant 

G -0.178* -0.471** 0.168* 0.272** 0.146 -0.087 1 
P -0.176* -0.466** 0.14 0.259** 0.145 -0.014 1 

**Significance at 1% level      *Significance at 5% level 
G - Genotypic correlation co-efficient          P - Phenotypic correlation co-efficient 
 
Table 3. Path coefficient analysis for various characters of fifty genotypes 

Effect of the 
characters 

Days to fifty 
percent 

flowering 

Plant 
height 

Length of 
the panicle 

Number of 
tillers per 

plant 

Number of 
grains per 

panicle 

1000 grain 
weight 

Days to fifty 
percent 

flowering 
0.2773 -0.2235 0.0214 -0.0388 0.0015 -0.215 

Plant height 0.1128 -0.5494 -0.1535 0.0026 0.0473 0.0698 
Length of the 

panicle 
-0.0134 -0.1902 -0.4436 0.087 0.0724 0.6566 

Number of tillers 
per plant -0.045 -0.006 -0.1611 0.2394 0.0756 0.1703 

Number of 
grains per 

panicle 
0.0031 -0.1917 -0.2372 0.1336 0.1355 0.3035 

1000 grain 
weight 

-0.1167 -0.0748 -0.5677 0.0795 0.0801 0.513 

Values on diagonal – direct effects                     Residual effect – 0.2346 
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Fig 1: Phenotypic and Genotypic coefficient of 
variation for seven yield-attributing attributes 

Fig 2: Heritability and Genetic advance as percentage 
of the mean for seven yield attributing attributes 
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In the present study Water Quality Index (WQI) was calculated of the water of five lakes in and around 
Khuldabad, Dist Aurangabad, Maharashtra, India to assess the usage of the water. The water quality 
indices were calculated following the procedure  given by Brown et al. The water samples from the above 
lakes is collected and analyzed for the following parameters pH, Dissolved Oxygen, Biological Oxygen 
Demand, Sulphates, Nitrates, Chlorides, Fluorides, Alkalinity, Total Hardness and Total Dissolved 
Solids. The WQI of the Bani Begum Bagh Lake was found to be 55.30 (Poor), HauzKhas Lake 56.80 
(Poor), TalyachiWadi Lake 48.83 (Good), PariyonKaTalab 86.74 (Very Poor) and Khaksar Lake 73.37 
(Poor). On the basis of results obtained it was concluded that the most of the lake waters were of poor 
grade and therefore recommended to higher authorities and local public to  process the water before 
drinking and other usage.  
 
Keywords: Water Quality Index, Physico-chemical parameters, Lake, Analysis, Quality rating 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the most important component required for existence of life is water. It is existed in rivers, lakes oceans and a 
major part as ground water. The water has great impact on the life on earth in particular living beings [1]. It affects 
directly the health, hygiene, industries, agriculture and local needs of humans and animals. The surface water is the 
direct source of water for the drinking, irrigation and other needs in many of the villages, towns and cities [2]. The 
town Khuldabad is situated at about 2732 feet above mean sea level. The main source of water for drinking purpose 
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is the lakes in and around the town. The municipal council filters  and processes the water to supply for drinking to 
people of the town. The lakes in and around Khuldabad town are used by locals to wash their animals, cloths, 
vehicles, etc and drinking for the animals.  Nowadays the villagers dump their household garbage and sewage water 
to the lakes which makes it so much polluted that it cannot be used  for drinking purpose. It is therefore decided to 
study the water quality of the lakes in and around Khuldabad town. Many researchers also studied the water quality 
index for rivers, lakes and ground water. HeerojeetRajkumar et al (2022) [3] studied the potability of ground water 
samples of Nalagarh Valley, Himachal Pradesh, India using water quality index and found most of samples were of 
'good' quality. Abdul Meraj et al (2017) studied the water quality index of SagarDighi, Koch, Bihar, West Bengal, 
India for suitability of water for drinking, bathing and swimming. They found that the water is not suitable for 
drinking [4]. Water Quality Index of ground water of Jakkur Watershed, Bangalore, Karnataka, India was studied by 
M Inayatullah and J.M. Pual (2013) and assessed that the water quality is good and suitable for drinking and other 
purposes [5]. 
 
Study Area 
Khuldabad is a smallest Taluka of Aurangabad District with area 511.89km2. It is a in central part of Maharashtra 
state. Its latitude is 20.007555 and longitude is 75.192474.  It is a municipal council and town with population about 
12000. It is an important tourist attraction with number of historical places like Aurangzeb's tomb, 
ZainuddinShiraziDargah, ShriBhadraMaroti Temple, one of the twelve Jyotirlinga at Ghrushneshwar Temple, Ellora 
Caves, hill station Mhaismal and many others. Thousands of tourist from Maharashtra, Other states and even from 
other countries visit Khuldabad due to these tourist attractions.  
 
Sampling Stations 
There are number of lakes in and around Khuldabad town which serve as the source of water for drinking purpose 
[6]. It is an attempt to check whether the water of these lakes is suitable for the drinking or not. For this study few 
close to the town lakes are selected Fig. 6. They are 1) Bani Begum Lake Fig. 1, 2) HauzKhas Lake Fig. 2, 3) 
TalyachiWadi Lake Fig. 3, 4) PariyonkaTalab Lake Fig. 4 and 5)Khaksar Lake Fig. 5. All these lakes are within the five 
kilometer range from the town whereas Bani Begum Lake and HauzKhas Lake are within the town itself. Maps of 
these study area are given below.  
 
MATERIALS & METHODS 
 
The study is conducted in the month of May 2023. The lake water is collected in the plastic bottles prewashed with 
double distilled water in the morning time from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. The collected water is analyzed for different 
physico-chemical parameters like pH, total dissolved solids, total suspended solids, total alkalinity, total hardness, 
chlorides, dissolved oxygen and bio-chemical oxygen demand. The analysis for the selected parameters is carried out 
following procedure given by APHA [7].  Water Quality Index is calculated using weighted arithmetic procedure 
given by Brown et al 1972 [8]. It is calculated following the steps given below.  
 
 Data Collection: The observed values of the selected physico-chemical parameters is tabulated for further 

calculation i.e. Vn (Observed Value for nth parameter). 
 Known Values Collection: The ideal values permissible limits of the selected parameters are tabulated i.e. Vi 

and Sn (Vi= Ideal values for pH is 7, Dissolved Oxygen is 14.6 and for remaining parameters it is 0, Sn= Standard 
Permissible limit for nth parameter) 

 Proportionality Constant Calculation: The proportionality constant K is calculated using the formula given 
below. 
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 Quality Rating Calculation: The quality rating (Qn)for nth parameter is calculated using the formula given 
below.  

 Qn = 100 x [(Vn-Vi) / (Sn-Vi)] 
 Unit Weight Calculation: The unit weight (Wn)for each parameter is inversely proportional to the standard 

permissible limit for nth parameter i.e.  
 
 
 

 
where K is proportionality constant. 
 Water Quality Index Calculation: The water quality index can be calculated using the formula given below.  
 
   
 
 Assigning Water Quality Index to the Water Body: On the basis of water quality index calculated the quality 

of water can be assigned with the following reference in Table I. 
 
Merits of Water Quality Index 
There are different advantages of using Water Quality Index like [8], 

a. Few parameters are required to compare water quality for a particular use. 
b. A single number is assignd for a certain location and time.  
c. Assurance of safety of usage of water for drinking, irrigation and other use. 
d. Effective method for monitoring quality of water. 
e. Comparative study for different water bodies becomes easy. 
f. Single figure output gives important information to public higher authorities and many more are the benefits 

of the water quality index.  
 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 
The water quality assessment of lakes in and around Khuldabad town is done by selecting various physico-chemical 
parameters like pH, Dissolved Oxygen, Biological Oxygen Demand, Sulphates, Nitrates, Chlorides, Fluoride, 
Alkalinity,  Total Hardness, Total Dissolved Solids and their values are tabulated in Table 2. for different lakes. The 
water quality assessment is completed following the procedure given by Brown et al. [2]. The calculation of WQI for 
Bani Begum Lake is calculated and tabulated in Table 3, for HauzKhas Lake in Table 4, for TalyachiWadi Lake in 
Table 5, for PariyonkaTalab Lake in Table 6 and for Khaksar Lake in Table 7. As per the table 1, the results obtained 
reveals that the WQI for the Bani Begum Lake is 55.30 which indicates its category is poor. The HauzKhas Lake has 
WQI value 56.80, it also comes under the category of poor. The TalyachiWadi Lake's WQI value is 48.83 which 
indicates it is good. The PariyonkaTalab Lake has WQI 86.74 which is very poor category and the Khaksar Lake has 
WQI value 73.37 it also comes under the category of poor. Overall most of the lakes in and around the Khuldabad 
town has poor water quality which cannot be used for drinking purpose.  
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Table 1: Water Quality Index and Status of Water Body 

Water Quality Index Value Status of Water Body 
0 - 25 Excellent 
26 - 50 Good 
51 - 75 Poor 
76 - 100 Very Poor 

More than 100 Unsuitable for use 
 
Table 2: Physico-chemical parameters for the selected lakes of Khuldabad 

Parameters 
Bani Begum 

Lake 
HauzKhas 

Lake 
TalyachiWadi 

Lake 
PariyonKaTalab 

Lake 
Khaksar 

Lake 

pH 8.0 7.8 7.8 8.9 7.8 

Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L) 4.8 5.5 4.9 3.3 4.5 

Biological Oxygen 
Demand (mg/L) 0.8 1.2 0.9 1.4 1.8 

Sulphates (mg/L) 42 40 42 58 42 

Nitrates (mg/L) 0.8 1.9 0.8 3.0 0.9 

Chlorides (mg/L) 72 60 54 96 62 

Fluoride (mg/L) 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 

Alkalinity (mg/L) 42 36 32 48 38 

Total Hardness (mg/L) 56 50 36 64 40 

Total Dissolved Solids 
(mg/L) 

242 180 220 282 216 
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Table 3: WQI Calculation of Bani Begum Lake 
Sr. 
No Parameters Vn 

Vi 
 Sn 1/Sn Wn 

Vn-
Vi 

(Sn-
i) 

(Vn-Vi)/ 
(Sn-Vi) 

Qn=100(Vn-Vi)/ 
(Sn-Vi) 

Wn X 
Qn 

1 pH 8 7 8.5 0.117 0.064 1 1.5 0.666 66.666 4.294 

2 
Dissolved Oxygen 

(mg/L) 3.2 14.6 6 0.166 0.091 -11.4 -8.6 1.325 132.55 12.098 

3 
Biological Oxygen 
Demand (mg/L) 1.2 0 2 0.5 0.273 1.2 2 0.6 60 16.428 

4 Sulphates (mg/L) 42 0 200 0.005 0.0027 42 200 0.21 21 0.057 
5 Nitrates mg/L) 5.6 0 45 0.022 0.012 5.6 45 0.124 12.44 0.151 
6 Chlorides (mg/L) 85 0 250 0.004 0.0021 85 250 0.34 34 0.074 
7 Fluoride (mg/L) 0.4 0 1 1 0.547 0.4 1 0.4 40 21.904 
8 Alkalinity (mg/L) 126 0 200 0.005 0.0027 126 200 0.63 63 0.172 

9 Total Hardness 
(mg/L) 

108 0 300 0.003 0.0018 108 300 0.36 36 0.065 

10 
Total Dissolved 
Solids (mg/L) 

242 0 500 0.002 0.001 242 500 0.484 48.4 0.053 

      ∑Wn = 0.9998   ∑Wn x Qn= 55.29 
      WQI = ∑Wn x Qn / ∑Wn = 55.29  /0.9998 = 55.308 

 
Table 4: WQI Calculation of HauzKhas Lake 

Sr. 
No 

Parameters Vn Vi Sn 1/Sn Wn Vn-
Vi 

Sn-
Vi 

Vn-
Vi 

/Sn-
Vi 

Qn=100(Vn- 
Vi)/ 

(Sn-Vi) 

Wn X 
Qn 

1 pH 7.9 7 8.5 0.117 0.0644 0.9 1.5 0.6 60 3.865 

2 
Dissolved Oxygen 

(mg/L) 2.8 14.6 6 0.166 0.0912 -11.8 -8.6 1.372 137.2 12.522 

3 Biological Oxygen 
Demand (mg/L) 1.3 0 2 0.5 0.273 1.3 2 0.65 65 17.797 

4 Sulphates (mg/L) 54 0 200 0.005 0.0027 54 200 0.27 27 0.073 
5 Nitrates mg/L) 10 0 45 0.022 0.0121 10 45 0.222 22.22 0.2704 
6 Chlorides (mg/L) 110 0 250 0.004 0.0021 110 250 0.44 44 0.0963 
7 Fluoride (mg/L) 0.4 0 1 1 0.547 0.4 1 0.4 40 21.904 
8 Alkalinity (mg/L) 92 0 200 0.005 0.0027 92 200 0.46 46 0.125 

9 
Total Hardness 

(mg/L) 
148 0 300 0.003333 0.0018 148 300 0.493 49.33 0.090 

10 Total Dissolved 
Solids (mg/L) 

240 0 500 0.002 0.0010 240 500 0.48 48 0.052 

      ∑Wn = 0.999   ∑Wn x Qn= 56.79 

      WQI = ∑Wn x Qn / ∑Wn = 56.79 / 0.999 = 56.80 
 
Table 5: WQI Calculation of TalyachiWadi Lake 
Sr. 
No Parameters Vn Vi Sn 1/Sn Wn 

Vn-
Vi 

Sn-
Vi 

Vn-Vi/ 
Sn-Vi 

Qn=100(Vn-
Vi)/(Sn-Vi) 

Wn X 
Qn 

1 pH 7.8 7 8.5 0.117 0.064 0.8 1.5 0.533 53.333 3.435 

2 Dissolved Oxygen 
(mg/L) 

4.6 14.6 6 0.166 0.0912 -10 -8.6 1.16 116.27 10.61 
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3 Biological Oxygen 
Demand (mg/L) 1.3 0 2 0.5 0.2738 1.3 2 0.65 65 17.79 

4 Sulphates (mg/L) 32 0 200 0.005 0.0027 32 200 0.16 16 0.043 
5 Nitrates mg/L) 6.2 0 45 0.022 0.0121 6.2 45 0.137 13.77 0.167 
6 Chlorides (mg/L) 68 0 250 0.004 0.0021 68 250 0.272 27.2 0.059 
7 Fluoride (mg/L) 0.3 0 1 1 0.5476 0.3 1 0.3 30 16.42 
8 Alkalinity (mg/L) 112 0 200 0.005 0.0027 112 200 0.56 56 0.153 

9 
Total Hardness 

(mg/L) 
140 0 300 0.003 0.001 140 300 0.466 46.66 0.085 

10 
Total Dissolved 
Solids (mg/L) 220 0 500 0.002 0.0010 220 500 0.44 44 0.0481 

      ∑Wn = 0.999   ∑Wn x Qn= 48.83 
      WQI = ∑Wn x Qn / ∑Wn = 48.83 / 0.999 = 48.83 

 
Table 6: WQI Calculation of PariyonKaTalab Lake 
Sr. 
No 

Parameters Vn Vi Sn 1/Sn Wn Vn-
Vi 

Sn-
Vi 

Vn-Vi/ 
Sn-Vi 

Qn=100(Vn-Vi)/ 
(Sn-Vi) 

Wn X 
Qn 

1 pH 8.0 7 8.5 0.117 0.064 1 1.5 0.666 66.66 4.29 

2 
Dissolved Oxygen 

(mg/L) 4.5 14.6 6 0.166 0.091 -10.1 -8.6 1.174 117.44 10.71 

3 Biological Oxygen 
Demand (mg/L) 

3.2 0 2 0.5 0.273 3.2 2 1.6 160 43.80 

4 Sulphates (mg/L) 42 0 200 0.005 0.0027 42 200 0.21 21 0.057 
5 Nitrates mg/L) 4.5 0 45 0.022 0.0121 4.5 45 0.1 10 0.121 
6 Chlorides (mg/L) 96 0 250 0.004 0.0021 96 250 0.384 38.4 0.0841 
7 Fluoride (mg/L) 0.5 0 1 1 0.547 0.5 1 0.5 50 27.38 
8 Alkalinity (mg/L) 86 0 200 0.005 0.0027 86 200 0.43 43 0.117 

9 
Total Hardness 

(mg/L) 
144 0 300 0.003 0.0018 144 300 0.48 48 0.087 

10 
Total Dissolved 
Solids (mg/L) 282 0 500 0.002 0.0010 282 500 0.564 56.4 0.061 

      ∑Wn = 0.999   ∑Wn x Qn= 86.73 
      WQI = ∑Wn x Qn / ∑Wn = 86.73 / 0.999 = 86.74 

 
Table 7: WQI Calculation of Khaksar Lake 

Sr. 
No 

Parameters Vn Vi Sn 1/Sn Wn 
Vn-
Vi 

Sn-
Vi 

Vn-Vi/ 
Sn-Vi 

Qn=100 
(Vn-
Vi)/ 

(Sn-Vi) 

Wn X 
Qn 

1 pH 7.9 7 8.5 0.117 0.064 0.9 1.5 0.6 60 3.86 

2 Dissolved Oxygen 
(mg/L) 

4.5 14.6 6 0.166 0.091 -10.1 -8.6 1.174 117.44 10.71 

3 Biological Oxygen 
Demand (mg/L) 

2.8 0 2 0.5 0.2738 2.8 2 1.4 140 38.33 

4 Sulphates (mg/L) 28 0 200 0.005 0.0027 28 200 0.14 14 0.038 
5 Nitrates mg/L) 5 0 45 0.022 0.012169 5 45 0.111 11.1 0.135 
6 Chlorides (mg/L) 74 0 250 0.004 0.0021 74 250 0.296 29.6 0.064 
7 Fluoride (mg/L) 0.4 0 1 1 0.547 0.4 1 0.4 40 21..90 
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8 Alkalinity (mg/L) 135 0 200 0.005 0.0027 135 200 0.675 67.5 0.184 

9 Total Hardness (mg/L) 112 0 300 0.003 0.0018 112 300 0.373 37.3 0.068 

10 
Total Dissolved Solids 

(mg/L) 
216 0 500 0.002 0.001 216 500 0.432 43.2 0.0473 

      ∑Wn = 0.999   ∑Wn x Qn= 73.35 

      WQI = ∑Wn x Qn / ∑Wn = 73.35 / 0.999 = 73.37 
 
 
Table 8: Water Quality Index &Status of Water Body 

Lake Water Quality Index Status Assigned 
Bani Begum Lake 55.30 Poor 
HauzKhas Lake 56.80 Poor 

TalyachiWadi Lake 48.83 Good 
PariyonKaTalab Lake 86.74 Very Poor 

Khaksar Lake 73.37 Very Poor 
 

  
Figure 1: Bani Begum Lake Figure 2 HauzKhas Lake 

 
 

Figure 3:  TalyachiWadiLake Figure 4 PariyonKaTalab Lake 
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Figure 5:  Khaksar Lake Figure 6: Khuldabad Town Map showing the lakes of 
study area 
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Mobile phones or cell phones has become the icons for now a days. As the popularity increases usage of 
mobile phones increases. Mobile phone addiction is a significant concern in today`s digital age. It refers 
to excessive and compulsive use of mobile phones, which can negatively impact various aspects of life, 
including relationships, productivity, and mental health. Mobile phone addiction is often driven by 
factors like constant need for social validation, fear of missing out(FOMO), and the instant gratification 
provided by smartphones. It can lead to symptoms such as excessive screen time, neglecting real life 
relationships, and difficulty focusing on tasks. Research suggests that setting boundaries, practicing 
digital detox, and seeking support can help manage mobile phones addiction. As per the Mental Health 
Foundation in the United Kingdom, people with depression experiences an loss of interest, unhappy 
mood, feelings of guilt, appetite, poor concentration and low energy. One study clarified that men use 
phones for efficiency and practically while women like to show affection to their families using smart 
phones. The use of mobile phones has become important, particularly among the adults. This has led to 
psychological dependence on mobile phones, which leads to addiction. Excessive use of mobile phones 
mostly causes headaches, earache, warmth sensations and difficulty in concentrating. Mobile phones 
eliminate electromagnetic radiations that effects the human cerebrum and decreases melatonin release in 
body. The introduction of additional features like music, radio, internet etc., may be resulting in excessive 
use of smart phones. Excessive mobile phone use is associated with adverse consequences in different 
spheres of life and some subjects use it in dependent pattern. 

ABSTRACT 
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Keywords: Mobile phone addiction, breaking of smartphone addiction, overcoming digital distractions, 
Strategies for reducing mobile phone addiction, Impact of excessive phone use, Coping with FOMO. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Communication via mobile phones has advanced rapidly. In recent years, there has been a noticeable increase in the 
use of mobile phones, which has raised concerns about the potential negative effects on sleep and drowsiness caused 
by exposure to blue light from these devices during late-night use. Demonstrating that using a cell phone late at 
night has a negative impact on sleep would highlight a significant and pervasive public health issue [1]. The use of 
mobile phones has become a commonplace aspect of daily life, and recent data reveals that there are currently more 
than five billion users of the Worldwide System for Mobile Communications, also known as GSM, network globally 
[GSM World, 2010].  Due to its endless application and the fact that the human brain only processes a portion of the 
radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic fields (EMF) generated by mobile phones, there are now more opportunities for 
rational investigations into the potential negative effects on health. Among the medical conditions most extensively 
discussed in relation to mobile phones are sleep disturbances and excessive tiredness[2]. Due to advancements in 
technology, mobile phone usage has become essential for many people worldwide. This is especially true for 
younger generations, who find it especially useful as these devices can store and send records, accept calls, and store 
information.  Due to this, there is now a psychological reliance on cell phones, which leads to addiction.  It's thought 
that using a phone excessively might cause headaches, earaches, hot feelings, and can make it harder to focus on 
anything. Numerous studies have also revealed that the majority of smartphone users experience increased stress 
and sleep deprivation, which negatively affects their ability to think clearly and learn[3]. These days, some young 
adults frequently use their phones right before bed or even right after turning out the lights. This undesired tendency 
can lead to delayed sleep onset, lack of sleep, erratic sleep-wake cycles, poor quality of sleep, and increased daytime 
tiredness. Moreover, games and social media can cause hyperarousal before sleep. Numerous studies have shown 
that mood problems are linked to sleep difficulties, and that lack of sleep causes disorientation, anger, anxiety, and 
despair [4]. A person's sleep takes up nearly one-third of their waking hours. Sleep is a basic human necessity.  
 
 It is a reversible obviousness condition in which the brain and body are generated, fixed, and reestablished [5]. The 
use of mobile phones ha increased dramatically over the past 15 years due to its convenience in both personal and 
professional settings for communication and connection. Mobile phones have been used for activities other than 
communication, such as gaming and music listening. Research has also demonstrated that using a mobile device for 
email and social networking has aided in reducing loneliness and increasing friendships. As a result, mobile phones 
are becoming an integral part of their user’s lives[6]. Moreover, mobile phones have been utilized for managing 
serious mental problems and quitting smoking. However, there are drawbacks to using a phone excessively in terms 
of one's health. The use of mobile phones has been linked to a number of negative outcomes, such as the 
development of brain tumours, headaches, earaches, and warmth sensations; headaches; dizziness; fatigue; facial 
dermatitis; frustration; and musculoskeletal symptoms brought on by prolonged texting. Additionally, it has been 
hypothesized that electromagnetic radiations influence melatonin production and the sleep electroencephalogram. 
The frequency of traffic accidents has been linked to the use of mobile phones while driving. Nonetheless, a number 
of research conducted recently have concentrated on the psychological effects of cell phone use. According to a new 
prospective study, higher usage of mobile phones is linked to increased sleep disruptions in men and symptoms of 
depression in patients of either gender at the one-year follow-up. Furthermore, it's been reported that excessive 
mobile phone use has been linked to a decline in family dynamics since one member attends phone calls while 
ignoring the other during in-person conversations. Another recent study conducted in Japan with 94,777 teenagers 
revealed that using a mobile phone to make calls or send texts after dark was linked to sleep disturbances such as short sleep 
duration, subjectively poor sleep quality, excessive daytime sleepiness, and insomnia symptoms. Some academics have 
created questionnaires to evaluate problematic mobile use, the psychological effects of mobile use, and cell phone addiction in 
light of the overuse of mobile phones. Studies assessing mobile addiction have revealed that a subset of participants fit the 
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criteria for excessive usage as measured by financial cost and volume of use, issues with parents brought on by excessive use, 
dysfunction in the socio-occupational domain, psychological disengagement, and tolerance. Other research indicates that 
introverted, low-self-esteem teenagers make up the bulk of smartphone addictions. Additionally, disorders like text aphrenia 
which causes one to believe they have received a text or felt the device vibrate textiety which causes one to worry that they 
won't receive or send a text post-traumatic text disorder which causes physical and mental injuries related to texting and binge 
texting which involves sending numerous texts in an attempt to feel good about themselves and get responses have also been 
described by authors [7]. After China, India has the second-largest mobile phone user base, and its client base is 
growing more quickly than China's. Nevertheless, there are currently no comprehensive data available from India 
that assess the potential for misuse and dependence associated with mobile phone use. With the growing interest in 
behavioural addiction and the dearth of data from India, the current study set out to investigate the mobile phone 
usage patterns of young individuals pursuing postgraduate and graduation degrees. The secondary goal was to 
assess the negative effects of dependent pattern mobile phone use by evaluating their use of mobile phones using the 
CAGE Questionnaire and the International Classification of Diseases-10th Edition (ICD-10) Classification of Mental 
and Behavioural Disorders Criteria of Substance Dependency Syndrome [7]. 
 
It has been demonstrated that problematic social media use is limited to “fear of missing out” (FOMO). FOMO acted 
as a mediator in the relationships between problems and social use of smart phones and dread of both positive and 
negative evaluations. Participants with a 72hour smart phone access restriction rated withdrawal and FOMO higher 
than those without. A relationship was observed between the overview of smart phones and social communication. 
The associations between problematic smart phone use anxiety and depression were mediated by FOMO. Over use 
of smartphones has been linked to psychological stress and social comparisons on social media    networks. While 
impulsivity, excessive reassurance seeking, but not extra version, have been linked to problematic smart phone usage 
in other studies, personality traits such consciousness, openness, emotional stability, and neuroticism have been 
linked to problematic smart phone use. teenagers who use their smart phones excessively report getting less sleep 
overall and of lower quality. Sleep disturbance acted as a mediator factor in the relationship between depression and 
media consumption before bed. Additionally there was correlation found between prolonged screen time and issues 
with insomnia, insufficient sleep, and difficulties start of sleep. Extended periods of problematic mobile use were 
associated with an increased risk of sleep disruptions and mental discomfort, which was lessened upon stopping 
use. Overuse of mobile phones has been linked to poor sleep patterns and quality. over use of smart phones has been 
linked to increased perceived stress and decreased sleep quality, as well as higher fat and reduced muscle mass. 
AACE increased ocular symptoms, headache complaints, headache duration and frequency in migraineurs are 
additional medical issues. Cervical disc degeneration was more common young patients with chronic neck 
discomfort who also used cellphones excessively. Lastly, the median narrow C cross sectional areas (CSAs) in the 
dominant hands off excessive smart phone uses were higher [8]. 
 
But lately, there has been a rise in the severity of smartphone addiction. Numerous studies have offered various 
types of study activities, such as new addiction measuring scales and the environmental overall personal variables 
that create the addiction to date, in an effort to avoid addiction and provide new instructional techniques for 
secondary school students. The current generation of mobile phones, known as smartphones, have been around for a 
while and have already taken over the market. With their numerous keyboards, smart phones are more than just 
phones; they can also be used as computers, with features like email, calendars, contact books, and office 
applications that can be read and edited. Multimedia phone capabilities like podcasting, sound recording, video, and 
camera are cutting edge and can rival specialized equipment. New software can be installed on a smart phone, and 
the selection of available apps is growing. Games, GPS features, and social media sites (such as Facebook, Instagram, 
WhatsApp, and Twitter) are particularly well-liked. Smartphones today give users, advertisers, and publishers the 
ability to interact more effectively and socialize while using this cutting-edge platform, all while maximizing the 
company's resources. The operating revenues and expenses are the main subjects of the income statement. Financial 
report users who need to make decisions need information about all aspects of availability that are simple to use [9]. 
However, smart  phone addiction has  become a  more  serious problem   recently.  In order to prevent the addiction  
and to provide   new educational methods for  the  secondary  school Students, many  researchers  have  proposed   
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various kinds  of research works such as new addiction measurement scales and the environmental or personal 
factors that cause the addiction so  far. Smart  phone  is  the new generation of mobile phones, they  have emerged 
over the last  few  years and already  have conquered the market. Smartphone with their mini keyboards are not  just  
phones,   but have  computer   functions as  email, calendar and  address  book,  and  office  programs  for  reading 
and editing. The  multimedia  phone  features  such as  camera, video, sound  recordings   or podcasting  is  
advanced and  can compete   with  specialized   equipment.  Smart   phone  can   be However, smart  phone 
addiction has  become a  more  serious problem   recently.  In order to prevent the addiction  and to provide   new 
educational methods for  the  secondary  school Students, many  researchers  have  proposed   various kinds  of 
research works such as new addiction measurement scales and the environmental or personal factors that cause the 
addiction so  far. Smart  phone  is  the new generation of mobile phones, they  have emerged over the last  few  years 
and already  have conquered the market. Smartphone with their mini keyboards are not  just  phones,   but have  
computer   functions as  email, calendar and  address  book,  and  office  programs  for  reading and editing. The  
multimedia  phone  features  such as  camera, video, sound  recordings   or podcasting  is  advanced and  can 
compete   with  specialized   equipment.  Smart   phone  can   be 
 
ADVANTAGES OF MOBILE PHONES 

These days, we do nearly everything on our cell phones. The days of using them just for calls are long gone. Our lives 
now centre around it. They are used for voice, message, and mail communication. We may use our phones to browse the 
internet as well. Most notably, we use the camera on our mobile devices to take pictures and record videos [10]. These 
days, phones are referred to as smartphones. They are sometimes even more than a computer, and they are never less. 
Using this phone, you may handle your official documents and make video calls to other individuals. You have the 
opportunity to play music and use social media with it [10]. Furthermore, we observe how laptops and PCs have been 
supplanted by mobile phones. We use our cellphones for all of our tasks. To make our work easier, our phones can even 
be used to create PowerPoint presentations and serve as calculators [10]. 

DISADVANTAGES OF MOBILE PHONES 

Mobile phones have many advantages, but they also have a lot of drawbacks. They firstly put people at a distance from 
one another. People talk less to each other as they spend more time on their phones. Instead of interacting with one 
another, people will be glued to their phones while seated in the same room [10]. As a result, phones are a time waster. 
They readily divert people, who end up using their phones for hours at a time. The more they use smartphones, the 
dumber they get. Instead of working, they spend their time on their phones [10]. Most importantly, a lot of illnesses are 
brought on by cell phones. We lose vision when we use phones for extended periods of time. They make our brains work 
harder. In addition, we have headaches, teary eyes, insomnia, and other symptoms [10]. In addition, people's lives now 
lack privacy as a result of mobile phones. Your phone and social media stores all of your information, making it easily 
accessible to anybody. Hackers can exploit us. Additionally, cell phone bills are high. In addition to the fact that they are 
already pricey, we also purchase costly devices to improve our user experience [10]. In summary, we see how it may be 
both a blessing and a curse. How we use it to our advantage is up to us. We need to use our phones responsibly and 
resist allowing them to rule our lives. Our lives are becoming increasingly dominated by our phones, so we need to 
know when to say when. We are the proprietors, not the smartphone, after all [10]. 

Effects of mobile phone addiction 
Some effects of phone addiction include Muscle pain and stiffness, Fatigue, Blurry vision, Dry eyes, Red or irritated 
eyes, Auditory illusions (hearing your phone ring or vibrate when it’s not), Thumb or wrist pain, Loss of interest in 
other activities you once enjoyed, Insomnia and sleep disturbances, Worsened school or work performance, 
Heightened conflicts with your social group or family, Feelings of irritability or unease when you don’t have your 
phone, An increased risk of developing depression or anxiety, Putting yourself in dangerous situations by using 
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your phone when you shouldn’t be,Feelings of guilt, helplessness, or loneliness when you go without your phone 
[11]. 
 
Causes and Risk factors of mobile addiction 
What makes someone get a phone addiction from using their smartphone in an uncontrollably usual manner? There 
are two problems. To begin with, applications and smart devices are intentionally made to make us addicted[12]. 
There are entire teams whose sole responsibility it is to draw our attention with psychological ploys. Ultimately, the 
prosperity of their enterprises hinges on our utilization of their merchandise. Because smartphones are intrinsically 
addictive, anyone can develop this compulsion even if they are not the type of person who becomes addicted to 
them. Alcohol functions similarly. Although not everyone who drinks will develop an alcohol addiction, alcohol is 
addictive in and of itself. The second aspect of phone addiction is conditioning, or modifications to your brain's 
neural architecture. The limbic region of the brain is where phone addiction first manifests[13]. The limbic system 
controls your basic fight-or-flight/freeze response in addition to your behaviour and emotional reactions. The limbic 
system can become locked into an excessive stress response pattern in reaction to stress or trauma. This implies that 
it develops a hypersensitive response to possible threats, perceiving danger where none actually exists. A person's 
subconscious believes that their smartphone has crucial information that they should check as soon as it "pings," 
since their brain has been trained to remain in this persistent state of anxiety. This idea incites the body's stress 
reaction, which gives rise to an insatiable need or impulse to check one's phone. The act of checking one's phone can 
provide a brief sense of relief or satisfaction for the person, but it ultimately contributes to reinforce the maladaptive 
practice. Now, whenever they give in to their hunger and check their phone, it serves as a reminder to their 
subconscious mind that they are acting appropriately. As a result, the next time their phone "pings," they will feel an 
even greater urge to check. This person is caught in a conditioned, maladaptive cycle of addiction that physically 
alters the brain's circuitry[14]. Although everyone can become entangled in this conditioned cycle, some risk 
factors[15] may make it more likely. The likelihood of being addicted to phones. Among them are:  Having a mental 
health disorder, such as OCD, depression, or anxiety, already having a high chronic stress load, excessive alcohol 
use, social anxiety, going through stressful or traumatic life events, especially in quick succession, or having 
experienced trauma as a child. 
 
Symptoms of mobile phone addiction 
The following are some indications that someone may be hooked to their phone: using it to pass the time when 
bored, using it most of the time, emotions such as agitation, melancholy, or anxiety when they are without their 
phone, unable to restrict the use of cell phones, problematic use in risky circumstances, loss of a relationship, 
frequent disruptions in professional, social, mental, physical, or familial life, The most recent edition of the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental illnesses (DSM-5-TR), the manual used by mental health professionals to 
diagnose illnesses, does not officially identify cell phone addiction as a condition in and of itself. On the other hand, 
a few characteristics of mobile phone addiction may share similarities with other behavioural addictions included in 
the DSM-5-TR [16]. 
 
Impact on health 
A sedentary lifestyle brought on by excessive mobile phone use can contribute to a number of health conditions, 
including obesity, cardiovascular disease, and musculoskeletal ailments. Long periods of time spent slumped over a 
phone can result in repetitive strain injuries, text neck, and neck and back pain. Mobile devices' blue light emissions 
have been shown to interfere with sleep cycles, make it more difficult to fall asleep, and lower the quality of sleep. 
Utilising a mobile device excessively before night might cause daytime sleepiness, lethargy, and insomnia. Addiction 
to mobile devices may cause or worsen conditions including stress, depression, and anxiety. Feelings of loneliness, 
isolation, and FOMO (fear of missing out) might increase if you're continuously checking your notifications and 
social media updates and feel the need to always be connected [17]. 
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HOW TO OVERCOME MOBILE PHONE ADDICTION 
Smartphones are widely accessible everywhere in the world. Globally, there are currently an astounding 3.3 billion 
smartphone users. Put differently, according to Statista (2019),[18] over one-third of all people on Earth have mobile 
access to the Internet. There is no denying that the widespread use of smartphones offers many benefits, such as 
simple information access, improved communication options, and navigational chances, to name a few. Several 
studies draw attention to the negative consequences of smartphone (over-)use in addition to these beneficial impacts 
(Elhai, Levine, Dvorak, & Hall, 2016; Elhai, Yang, & Montag, 2019; Gao, Xiang, Zhang, Zhang, & Mei, 2017; Gligor & 
Mozo´s, 2019; Montag & Becker, 2019). Different routes are proposed by Billieux, Maurage, Lopez-Fernandez, Kuss, 
and Griffiths (2015)[19] to explain how problematic smartphone use develops (excessive reassurance route) as well as 
other unfavorable effects that may result from its use. Psychopathology (such as ADHD or antisocial personality) 
and personality (such as poor self-control or emotional instability) have been proposed as risk factors. Based on 
Kardefelt-Winterther's (2014) Compensatory Internet Use Theory, Hall (2019) created a theoretical framework that 
characterizes (problematic) smartphone use as a regulatory tactic to lessen negative feeling (anxiety). More complex 
theoretical frameworks are still lacking, though. Among the negative effects of smartphone (over-)use are issues with 
losing productivity due to frequent interruptions (Duke & Montag, 2017b),[21] being less focused on work-related 
tasks because of the mere “presence” of the smartphone on the work desk (Ward, Duke, Gneezy, & Bos, 2017)[22], 
and being inattentive to traffic due to smartphone interaction (Billieux, Maurage, et al., 2015). Furthermore, studies 
conducted by Hadar et al. (2017) and Kushelev, Proulx, and Dunn (2016) indicate that frequent usage of smartphones 
may cause symptoms similar to ADHD. It has been demonstrated that problematic smartphone use right before bed 
negatively impacts the quality of one's sleep. Consider leaving your phone in a different room to charge overnight 
rather than leaving it on your nightstand. Alternatively, if you like to use an audio book or meditation app to fall 
asleep, just putting your phone out of reach might be helpful. 
 
Reduce your notifications 
Managing an addictive behavior is often about reducing temptation, and there’s nothing like the sound of an 
incoming notification to lure you back to your phone. You may not even realize just how many alerts you’re getting 
during the day until you sit down and take stock. Try using your phone’s Do Not Disturb function during certain 
hours, or turning off notifications for all but your most-used apps. This can be a powerful way to remind yourself 
that you’re in control of your phone, not the other way around. Without being physically limited, wireless devices 
can access any digital information sources available on the Internet. However, up until recently, the wireless Internet 
was primarily restricted to text data, in contrast to the usual desktop Internet experience where users can browse 
through thousands of pages of graphic-rich information. There were three primary causes for this: First, there wasn't 
enough capacity available on wireless networks to send graphically complex graphics. Second, text data and small 
icons could only be displayed on the small screens of mobile phones and other handheld devices; third, the 
processing capacity of wireless devices was constrained. Accessibility to the Internet is, however, evolving quickly.  
 
The work-enabling wireless LAN, the inter-device wireless connection of Bluetooth and infra-red, and cellular 
technology are currently the three main technology categories driving the development of the wireless Internet 
business. Network-centered third-generation (3G) is a cellular broadband technology that carries Internet, enhanced 
SMS, e-mail, and video-streaming. DoCoMo's i-Mode service in Tokyo was the first to commercially stream rich data 
into mobile phones; i-Mode phones have additional features like video cameras that let users make video calls and 
MP3 players that can stream music live from the Web; they are emailers, Web browsers, organizers, and, of course, 
phones. UMTS (3G) technology was commercially available in Europe in 2003/2004.The user will be able to access 
more information anywhere thanks to small-size display units, so the primary purpose of wireless Internet use 
should be to enable targeted searches, thereby meeting the user's immediate and specific information needs. 
Personalization seeks to obtain only pertinent information for the user by eliminating irrelevant information, based 
on a "user profile" that symbolizes the user's information needs (CitationBelkin and Croft).[26] Customization of 
services is made possible by the relatively modest level of customisation that Mobile Network Operators (MNO) and 
software businesses currently offer. This personalization is carried out by the user, not the system. Short Messaging 
Service (SMS), a feature found in practically all mobile phones, is the foundation for personalized services. The 
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degree of customisation is restricted to selecting from the available services, icons, and content links. Device Used by 
User. The information search is carried out by the user using an ITV browser, a PDA, or a cell phone. The gadget 
collects, stores, and forwards the current session's data to the server for examination. A WAP gateway allows PDA 
and cellular devices to connect to the server. The M3gate simulator, which simulates the device and its functionality 
on a PC, was used to design the user interface in WML. The ITV uses HTTP to establish a direct connection with the 
server and receives HTML query results. The PDA has the same capabilities. We used an Internet Explorer browser 
that was opened to full size and the screen resolution set to low to simulate the ITV. Considering earlier studies[27]. 
 
Mobile addiction amongst teens 
A cell phone provides an escape from the challenges and issues of everyday life. Every age group experiences 
smartphone addiction. However, adolescents are most likely to develop this addiction. Teenagers are in a period of 
life when they are learning and exploring new terrain. Their cell phones almost entirely contain all of the answers to 
the inquiries they have. Most parents these days are so busy with their jobs that they don't have the time to talk to or 
watch over their children, thus children these days have a lot of questions and things to offer but are frequently 
reluctant to discuss or speak about their parents or teachers. And secondly, there are numerous questions that 
individuals feel too ashamed to ask, which is why they turn to their cell phones for assistance. Additionally, people 
form acquaintances online and effectively communicate their emotions with others. Mobile phone addiction in 
teenagers can be highly dangerous. They are unable to concentrate on their studies because of their addiction, which 
interferes with their capacity to focus and weakens their comprehension of concepts. Mobile phone addicts are also 
more likely to start bad behaviours like drinking, smoking, and using drugs. Because they are constantly on their 
phones, they also lose their social skills. So, their future is still in jeopardy [28].Teenage children shouldn't receive 
smartphones from their parent`s, therefore parents must watch that. Teenagers must put first their education while 
pursuing their interests in a variety of constructive activities. Face-to-face communication has decreased between 
generations, and young people are less likely to chat to strangers. Even in places where they are prohibited, such as 
hospitals, legal proceedings and petrol-stations, everyone uses their phones. It is established that adolescent 
addiction to cell phones is linked to both physical and mental health issues. However, we cannot definitively state 
that problems with adolescents' poor mental or physical health are only attributable to their mobile phones. The 
study's reviewed articles revealed two distinct outcomes. There are two distinct schools of thinking that derive from 
this. According to one viewpoint, there is a direct correlation between cell phone addiction and psychological well-
being. Teenagers' mental health is severely impacted by cell phone use; they may appear anxious, unhappy, or 
furious, or they may even consider suicide. In this day and age, the suicide rate is rising. Additionally, other research 
revealed a favorable correlation between physical health and cell phone addiction [29]. 
 
Mobile phone addiction amongst older people 
Mobile usage is also rising steadily among elderly adults. More phone use is associated with fewer face-to-face 
interactions and social interactions, increased feelings of loneliness and isolation, neglected relationships with family 
and friends, memory problems, impaired cognitive function, a sedentary lifestyle, sleep disturbances, and poor sleep 
quality. The negative effects of ageing on mental and physical health, including anxiety and despair, lower 
productivity, difficulties focusing on tasks, and financial consequences from excessive app and online purchase 
expenditure are just a few of the drawbacks that are observed in older people. produces fatigued eyes as well as 
potential vision issues [30].Older folks are unaware of the widespread cybercrimes that target primarily the elderly 
in the current climate. a lack of environmental understanding raising questions about safety. Older folks are 
especially affected by the physical discomfort and agony caused by improper posture while using a mobile device. 
reduced capacity for deep discourse and meaningful connections, increased risk of sedentary behaviour and related 
health problems like obesity. Due to excessive phone use, some people may neglect their personal hygiene and self-
care, which can have a severe influence on their memory and cognitive capacities, everyday functioning, sense of 
worth, and dependency on social media for external validation. Most mobile phone users over the age of 60 use them 
for alarms, reminders, calendars and sending image or voice calls [31]. 
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Mobile phone addiction among children`s 
children with higher smart phone addiction rate of are likely to have problems with mental development such as 
emotional instability, depression, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), anger, and lack of attention. 
Because smart phones provide sensible and instant stimuli through visual sense and hearing sense, overuse of smart 
phones is likely to make children who are mentally premature, unstable. Smart phone itself is very playful and 
immersive, so when parents do not let them use it, children have higher chance of being depressed. Furthermore, it 
causes mental immaturity like aggressiveness and lack of attention. Smart phone addiction, similar to internet and 
game addiction, also bring results such as children's lack of attention and self-control. Higher smart phone addiction 
rate predicts problems in physical development such as impairments in visual/hearing senses, obesity, body 
imbalance same as game addiction of children. When you look at the screen light continually, it is bad for eye health 
of adults, but children are likely to have more severe impairment in visual sense. Also, when you use smart phone 
for a long time with earphones, bad effects on hearing sense are expected. When you are addicted to smart phones, 
you have lower chance of interacting with other people, and decrease in physical activities will increase the 
possibility to be obese. On top of that, operating small device with your hands for a long time might result in body 
imbalance. Children are incomplete in physical development yet, so overuse of smart phones will cause negative 
effects on children's physical development in many aspects [32]. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
There are noticeably more detrimental psychological effects linked to mobile phone dependent patterns of excessive 
use. Therefore, it is imperative that the general public's understanding of this truth be raised. The use of mobile 
phones by the general public seriously compromises psychological and sleep quality. It demonstrates that the vast 
majority of people use their mobile phones every day for a variety of functions, including social media use, 
communication, watching films, and more. The user's heavy usage is mostly apparent during the late-night or 
overnight hours. There is a clear correlation between the amount of time spent on mobile phones and both insomnia 
and poor sleep quality. The effects extend well beyond restful sleep; they include weariness during the day and 
psychological ramifications. When used responsibly, a mobile phone can significantly enhance positive thinking, 
working memory, and overall performance, particularly for students seeking academic pursuits. It is concerning that 
there is a favourable association between depression and smartphone addiction. It is advisable to use smartphones in 
moderation, particularly for younger folks and less educated users who may be more susceptible to depression. The 
correlation between depression and smartphone addiction is a growing worldwide issue that demands additional 
research in this area in the future. The majority of learners in higher education use smartphones, and mobile phone 
usage is not distributed according on gender. Additionally, people use their phones more at night than in the 
morning. The amount of time invested using mobile phones varies across the people; it can range from a few minutes 
to several hours or even half of a day. All technology, including mobile phones, must be carefully used to improve 
everyday life without having a major negative impact on people's overall health in any way. 
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A new approach for determining and evaluating the beneficial effects of e-learning strategies is the 
Action Categorization E-Learning Effectiveness (ACEE) prediction framework. To improve outcomes for 
learning in the current scenario of online education, it is crucial to identify the most beneficial teaching 
strategies. Based on their characteristics and instructional methodologies, e-learning actions can be 
categorized using the ACEE framework. Using Clustering or machine learning methods such as k-means, 
hierarchical clustering, or DBSCAN a predictive model can be generated by collecting necessary 
information on the learner characteristics, efficiency, and patterns of interaction. This methodology 
makes it feasible to determine the effectiveness of different e-learning actions and provides useful data 
for educational design. Teachers and educational designers can select and create effective e-learning 
measures through the validation and implementation of the framework, resulting in enhanced learning 
outcomes and improved student performance. The ACEE prediction framework proposes an opportunity 
for improving the development and implementation of e-learning, which will contribute to online 
learning. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 The learning process is also an important factor in influencing student performance. Therefore, we fully consider the 
temporal features in the learning process and present a study that is aimed at predicting overall performance and 
student deficiency in mastering knowledge points based on certain assignment-related online behavior in 
MOOCs[1].Among the various business models, online subscription-based learning platforms (e.g., Datacamp, 
Coursera, Lynda)are the mostpopular[2].Clustering and classification methods to put students into different 
procrastination behavior categories based on their submission behavior[4].An approach or technique used to 
evaluate and predict the effectiveness of e-learning initiatives or activities is the Action Categorization E-Learning 
Effectiveness (ACEE) prediction framework. It aims the level to which specific e-learning activities or methods of 
instruction can promote educational goals. 
 
The steps in the ACEE framework include 
Action Categorization 
In this step, different e-learning actions or measures are categorized according to their characteristics and teaching 
methods. For instance, several types of actions might be combined together, such as presentations with multimedia, 
interactive exercises, group discussions, quizzes, etc. Each action category may have unique characteristics and 
learning outcomes. 
 
Data Collection 
To evaluate the performance of e-learning tasks, relevant information is collected in this stage of the process. Data on 
the learner (such as characteristics and prior knowledge), performance (such as pre- and post-test scores, learning 
outcomes), and interaction (such as time spent on various activities, engagement levels) can all be included in this. 
 
Model Development 
A predictive model is created using the information collected to calculate the effectiveness of various e-learning 
activities. This model can be created using a variety of machine learning or clustering techniques, including 
regression analysis, decision trees, and neural networks. The relationship between the attributes of the e-learning 
actions and the relevant learning outcomes is taken in the model. 
 
Model Validation 
More information that is not utilized during the creation of the model are used to ensure the accuracy of the 
generated ACEE prediction model. This helps in evaluating the predictability and generalizability of the model. 
Prediction and recommendations: After the model has been validated, it may be used to forecast how well new or 
future e-learning initiatives will perform. The ACEE framework provides illumination on what actions are most 
likely to achieve particular learning objectives. On the basis of these hypotheses, suggestions can be made to improve 
the creation and dissemination of e-learning interventions. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Action Categorization 
Similar behaviors are categorized into groups based on an analysis of their attributes. To accomplish  properly 
represent the underlying instructional practices and learning experiences, relevant and unique categories have to be 
established. Expert recommendations or machine learning techniques, including clustering algorithms that classify 
similar actions based on their attributes, are able to do this. The outcomes of the process of action categorization are 
then recorded and reported. This involves outlining each category in detail, providing definitions and examples of e-
learning activities that corresponded to under each category. Within the ACEE framework, the documentation is 
used as a resource for future analysis and prediction tasks. Overall, action categorization is an important phase in the 
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ACEE framework because it paves the way for further evaluation, planning, and recommendations on the 
effectiveness of e-learning initiatives. The ability to systematically understand and analyze the instructional 
strategies used for online learning enables researchers and practitioners, enabling them to make more knowledgeable 
decisions concerning both the creation and distribution of educational resources. Select the most appropriate clusters 
(K) for the e-learning dataset by determining the number of clusters. The most suitable amount of clusters can be 
determined using methods such the silhouette analysis. According to framework of the silhouette analysis , the 
silhouette coefficient is calculated for each data point to assess the overall quality of clustering outcomes. When 
compared to other clusters, the silhouette coefficient calculates how similar a data point is to its own cluster. It has a 
value between -1 and +1, with a higher number indicating more significant clustering. The following equation can be 
used to determine the silhouette coefficient for data point 'k': 

silhouette coefficient(k) = (n(k) - m(k)) / max(n(k), m(k)) 
The average distance between data point 'k' and all other data points in the same cluster is represented by the symbol 
'n(k)',all other data points in the closest neighboring cluster is shown by the symbol 'm(k)'.To compute the average 
silhouette coefficient over all data points to determine the silhouette coefficient for the entire dataset. The scikit-learn 
library can be used to do silhouette analysis in e-learning data. 
 
silhouette analysis involves the following steps: 
 Implementing a clustering method, such as K-means, to assign data points to clusters. 
 Calculating the average distance (n(k)) between every data point and every other point in a cluster. 
 Calculating the average distance (m(k)) between every data point and every other point in the closest 

neighboring cluster.  
 Using the equation above, determine the silhouette coefficient for each data point. 
 Calculating the average silhouette coefficient over all the data. 

Students' performance was evaluated using a number of criteria, such as course attendance, Assignment, quizzes in 
order to ensure the validity of the experiment on how they performed in the online learning environment. 
cumulative probability distribution of the 1,000 users' average grades. The number of active users is shown as a text 
annotation on the graph, which also has a threshold line. Graph showing students' participation in an online course, 
including: (a) the total number of students enrolled until the current date (b) the time students must allow for them 
to complete the course by the deadline. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The e-learning platform evaluates their knowledge for students based on how quickly they complete tasks. 
According to the amount of time spent in the E-learning system, selected clusters of student learning outcomes have 
been grouped. Based on the data, it can be assumed that most students finish their assignments in less than 25 
minutes. According to the analysis, 88.3% of students suggest that online education is beneficial for them. 
15.7% of people have specific learning objectives, and 51.6% embrace these objectives and recognise the value of educ
ation.These indications unambiguously show that certain students have a clear understanding of the desired learnin
g goals.There are certain students, nevertheless, who do not pay attention to how learning  
 
Materials are studied 
15.99% of people do not construct the educational route of the training plan, and 17.88% of people engage in seconda
ry activities while learning.Figure shows that in order for online learning technology to be used effectively, students 
must be able to plan ahead, have clear objectives, and be motivated by themselves in online learning. Finally 
concluded that In online learning students' independent learning such as study material, learning goals ,multimedia 
text, behaviour action such as interaction with teachers, e-mail communication to teachers, not interested students 
such as chatting, yawning frequently are clustered. A text resource is the most often used kind of resource since most 
students view text and frequently take notes on it. About 70% of learners look to multimedia materials first before 
performing the task; 50% Complete practical exercises online;60% decide to review the course's learning objectives 
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before beginning it; More than 80% of students take their time learning at first and spend a lot of time on activities 
unrelated to school. The research revealed that while most students use text resources in addition to multimedia 
resources, they also strive to solve practical problems through learning environments with little regard for interactive 
involvement. Additionally, a lot of students engage in distracting activities while learning, like talking on the phone, 
listening to music, and more. In this regard accessing the e-learning the performance of students can be monitored 
through the behavior parameters such as facial recognition attendance system, interaction time to be calculated, time 
spent for activity completion. 
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Table-1.Actions of Learning Objective 

Action 
Instructional 

Strategy 
Media Type Interaction Mode Learning Objective 

Multimedia Presentation 
with Interactive 

Elements(M) 

Presentation, 
Multimedia 

Video, Slides Self-paced, 
Interactive 

Content 
Understanding 

Discussion Forum for 
Collaborative Learning(D) 

Collaborative 
Learning Text, Images 

Asynchronous, 
Discussion-based 

Knowledge Sharing, 
Critical Thinking 

Simulation-based Activity 
with Real-time 

Feedback(F) 

Experiential 
Learning 

Interactive 
Simulation 

Self-paced, 
Interactive 

Skill Development 

Quizzes to Assess 
Knowledge(Q) 

Assessment, 
Testing 

Text, Multiple 
Choice Questions 

Self-paced, 
Individual 

Knowledge 
Assessment 

Group Project with Peer 
Evaluation(P) 

Cooperative 
Learning 

Text, Documents Synchronous, 
Collaboration 

Teamwork, Problem 
Solving 

Face Recognition 
Attendance System(A) 

Multimedia Image Individual Sincere, Dedication 

 
Table-2.Different Aspects of E-Learning Actions 
Different aspects of e-learning actions Group-1 Group-2 Group-3 

M ✓ ✓ ✓ 
D X ✓ X 
F ✓ X ✓ 
Q ✓ X X 
P X ✓ ✓ 
A ✓ ✓ X 
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Table-3. Evaluation of Learning Behaviors 
Aspects of the online learning system Number of Learners(%) 

Study as effectively 88.30 
Learning without curiosity 15.7 

Have definite learning objectives. 21.7 
Recognize learning objectives 51.6 

Build a learning path. 5.7 
Do not Build a learning path 48.9 
Concentrate on the exercises 21.51 

Increase the importance of training 65.73 
Spend time ineffectively using the E-learning system. 17.88 

Discontinue learning 11.87 
 

 
 

Figure-1. Clustering the Students Online Activities Figure-2. Active Users Cumulative Probability 
Distribution 

 

 
Figure-3. Summary for Tests  Figure-4.Actions in the E-Learning System 
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The science of isolation, separation has made tremendous progress with the introduction of ultra-high-
performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC), a completely new kind of liquid chromatography. 
UHPLC has emerged as the contemporary HPLC platform of choice in recent years. Because UHPLC 
requires less time for column equilibrate and analysis, it is the perfect tool for developing methods 
quickly. The constant development of packing material alterations that impact mixture separation has 
been the driving force behind the need for HPLC to become UHPLC. The less particle size increased the 
surface area of interaction that allows for a one-third shorter column length in UHPLC, which results in a  
increase in flow rate and a subsequent reduction in analysis time. Longer columns can be used more 
effectively for enhanced routine analysis of complicated samples due to UHPLC's greater pressure 
limitations. While UHPLC and HPLC have similar basic concepts and equipment designs, UHPLC is 
distinguished from HPLC by producing narrow peaks and having good spectral quality, which enable 
straightforward chemical identification in a range of analytical applications. This review offers UHPLC 
principle as well as its advantages and disadvantages. 
 
Keywords: HPLC, Elution, Equilibration, Retention time, Pharmaceutical analysis 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Chromatography is a technique that means Chroma: color, graph: writing which is used for separation that based 
upon various principles such as adsorption, partitioning, ion exchange, and others.(1) The separation of individual 
component from mixture is achieved by to dividing a mixture's components between a stationary phase and a 
mobile phase. It is a type of liquid chromatography in which stationary phase and mobile phase are liquid in nature. 
It is used for separation, isolation and purification of components from the mixture. The liquid stationary phase is 
packed in column on inert solid support. Ultra high pressure liquid chromatography is the process of forcing 
solvents through a column at high pressure. Due to its high pressure UHPLC employs a very minimal quantity of 
solvent as the mobile phase and has an amazingly quick analysis time. It also greatly improves the resolution of 
analyte mixtures and separation efficacy. In 2004, the first UHPLC systems were introduced. This HPLC 
modification's basic tenet is that efficiency increases with decreasing column packing particle size; a reduction in 
particle size of less than 2 μm means that efficiency improves and does not decrease at greater linear velocities or 
flow rates. (2) It is used in the process of drug research and development, as well as to detect and quantify medicines 
in biological fluids and final dose forms. 
 
PRINCIPLE 
The principle of HPLC and UHPLC is same that is partition. The components from mixture are separated on the 
basis of their partition coefficient. In the realm of physical sciences, the ratio of a compound's concentrations in a 
combination of two immiscible solvents at equilibrium is referred to as the partition coefficient or distribution 
coefficient. As a result, this ratio compares the solute's solubility in these two liquids. In UHPLC both stationary and 
mobile phase are liquid in nature, the analyte get distributed between both phases. Depending upon affinity of 
distribution in both phases analyte get separated. If the analyte having higher affinity in stationary phase it retained 
on stationary phase for longer time and get eluted last, while the analyte having less affinity in stationary phase get 
moved with mobile phase and separated firstly. For the separation or isolation of components, the mixture is loaded 
on column firstly. The mobile phase is passed under high pressure through column with the help of pump. Under 
influence of high pressure mobile phase components from mixture passes over stationary phase and depending on 
their difference in partition coefficient they get separate. (3) The van Deemeter equation, which explains the 
connection between flow rate and HETP or column efficiency, is also the foundation for this.  (4) 

H = A + B/v + Cv 
Where, 
A - Eddy diffusion,  
B - Longitudinal diffusion 
C - Equilibrium mass transfer 
v - Flow rate 
 
INSTRUMENTATION OF UHPLC 
Description of UHPLC Instrumental components  
Components for instrumentation of UHPLC are solvent delivery system which deliver the mobile phase at constant 
flow rate, UHPLC column which is heart of chromatographic instrument where actual separation takes place, 
column manage which manages overall required parameters, sample injections is to inject optimum quantity of 
sample onto the column, detector is for identification and quantification of sample components present in loaded 
sample. (6, 7, 8) 
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TYPES OF COLUMNS USED IN UHPLC: Acuity UHPLC columns are mainly used like charged surface hybrid, 
Ethylene-bridged hybrid, High strength silica, Peptide separation technology. (9, 10, 11) 
 
Charged surface hybrid 
Basic properties of the charged surface hybrid (CSH) C18 column, such as peak form and enhanced loading capacity, 
are mostly applicable to basic chemicals in the weak-ionic strength, low pH mobile phase. With a particle size of 1.7 
μm, the hybrid charged surface maintains its low-level surface charge. Particularly employed in Acquity UHPLC 
CSH Phenyl-Hexyl columns, the poly aromatic compound selective straight-chain-alkyl also produces excellent peak 
shape at all pH levels. (11) There is good selectivity for polar compounds, positional isomers, and halogenated 
compounds with the Acquity UHPLC CSH Fluoro-Phenyl columns. Dipole-dipole, hydrogen-bonding, aromatic, and 
hydrophobic interactions are the causes of this. 
 
Ethylene-bridged hybrid 
To fully realize the potential speed, sensitivity, and resolution capabilities for the main generation methyl hybrid 
particle of xTerra columns, there must be a shortfall in mechanical strength or efficacy. 
A column containing a novel pressure-tolerant particle must be created. A novel, extra hybrid material column with 
an ethylene-bridged hybrid material was built up. In addition to UHPLC BEH phenyl columns, the developed 
ethylene-bridged hybrid (BEH) columns fixed polar group connected to the silyl functionality with a C6 alkyl. (10, 
11) 
 
High strength silica 
High pore volume in UHPLC the mechanical stability required to withstand the high pressure inherent in UHPLC 
separations is not acquired by UHPLC particles. This requires the development of a unique silica particle with the 
proper morphology to provide a long-lasting and efficient UHPLC column at high pressure—probably 1000 
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pressures. The current automation is HSS particle technology; 1.8 μm UHPLC HSS particles are made specifically for 
UHPLC separations. Acquity UHPLC HSS T3 columns were created to solve issues with retention and separation of 
tiny, polar, water-soluble organic compounds during reversed phase separation. (11)The non-end capped, low-
coverage silica-based C18 chemistry used in the Acquity UHPLC HSS C18 selectivity for bases (SB) columns 
alternates selectivity for water-soluble substances influenced by silanophilic interactions. 
 
Peptide separation technology 
For the purpose of analyzing peptides, various peptides were separated or isolated using peptide-based peptide 
separation technology columns. Peptide separation technology (PST) columns have been developed using C18 BEH 
Technology. PST column particles range are sizes from 1.7 μm to 10 μm, and column dimensions span from 50 to 250 
mm in length and 75 μm to 30 mm in internal diameter. (11)The PST columns show symmetrical peaks with crisp 
edges. 
 
ADVANTAGES OF UHPLC: (11) 
 Cutting down on analysis time to make more products using the resources that are already available. 
 Reduced the run time and boosts sensitivity. 
 Related and unrelated molecules are quantified swiftly with fast resolving power. 
 Preserves the performance of resolution. 
 Gives the sensitivity, dynamic range, and selectivity of LC analysis. 
 Less use of solvents. 
 Really quick separations with excellent clarity. 
 High-precision separations of intricate materials. 
 Quick development of HPLC techniques that indicate stability. 

 
DISADVANTAGES OF UHPLC: (11) 
 This type of column's life is shortened and requires more maintenance as a result of the higher pressure. 
 Furthermore, phases shorter than 2um are rarely used since they are often non-regenerable. 

 
 
APPLICATIONS OF UHPLC 
Liquid chromatography is progressing thanks in large part to UHPLC. This is largely attributable to its capacity to 
deliver quick and accurate analysis. It can also be hyphenated using various tools that find use in vast fields 
including the food, toxicology, and pharmaceutical industries. It is useful in figuring out the nutritional content of 
particular food kinds. It was widely used in a variety of agricultural fields as well as in clinical analysis, where it is 
essential to boost throughput while lowering analysis costs. (12) 
 
Examination of herbal remedies 
Despite the growing interest in herbal medications, there are few clinical usage studies assessing their safety and 
effectiveness using in vivo pharmacokinetic data of their primary constituents. These days, chromatographic 
fingerprinting of herbal components by UHPLC-MS is a potent and popular method. This is due to the possibility of 
it profiling herbal medicine samples' composition in a methodical manner. (13)  Additionally, it offers superior 
separations and detection capabilities for active chemicals in extremely complex samples made from herbal 
treatments with a natural origin. 
 
Analysis of drugs in human plasma 
To research a drug's pharmacokinetics, toxicity, and bioequivalency, it must first be found in biological samples. 
Sample preparation is the most important step in determining the presence of pharmaceuticals in biological samples 
(plasma, serum, urine, saliva, etc.). It frequently serves as a starting point for a dependable and quick method of 
improving analytical efficiency. Numerous proteins and other potentially disruptive substances are present in blood 
samples, which, if not removed, could interfere with the identification of analytes. In order to adequately recover 
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analyte from the biological sample matrices, protein precipitation, solid-phase extraction (SPE), and liquid-liquid 
extraction (LLE) have been widely used in sample preparation. The use of UHPLC for drug analysis in human 
plasma is a crucial component of therapeutic drug monitoring. Additionally, UHPLC has been used in the forensic 
industry. It examines substances of forensic significance found in human plasma. (14) 
 
Pharmacokinetics and bioavailability study 
For the quantitative evaluation and assessment of the pharmacokinetics and bioavailability of different medications, 
the UHPLC method has been developed and validated. This played a major role in guaranteeing the efficacy, safety, 
and quality of pharmaceuticals. Furthermore, as the majority of preclinical research is conducted on animals, using 
effective UHPLC techniques may result in significant reductions in the number of animals and chemical usage. 
(15)The investigation of the pharmacokinetics and bioavailability of herbal remedies can also benefit from UHPLC. 
The UHPLC-MS/MS method was created to identify the alkaloids in Uncaria.(16) 
 
Detection of impurities 
One of the most important steps in the drug development process is the identification of contaminants in the raw 
materials and finished products. Impurity profiling receives a lot of attention from regulatory bodies. If sufficient 
precautions are not followed in each step of the multi-step synthesis, the most common contaminants identified in 
every API are starting materials, intermediates, precursors, etc. (17) occasionally, during synthesis, contaminants 
from precursors and intermediates produce by products that are structurally similar. The UHPLC/MS method can be 
used at both high and low collision energies. All of the analytes in the sample are produced as precursor and product 
ions by the quick shift in collision energy, enabling quick impurity identification and profiling. 
 
Application in agricultural sector 
In the agricultural field, UHPLC has proven helpful for crop analysis, pesticide residue analysis, and soil component 
research. Animal products are included in agricultural products in addition to plant components. Therefore, before 
consuming such items, their safety and quality need to be investigated and guaranteed. (18) 
 
Food safety 
Ensuring the safety of food components and pollutants requires the availability of a robust analysis approach. 
Chromatography has gained recognition as one of the techniques used to detect and measure food pollutants over 
the last few decades. This innovative approach allows the separation, purification, and detection of components from 
a mixture for both qualitative and quantitative research. In an effort to increase food safety, UHPLC-MS has recently 
been used to estimate food contaminants and components. (19) UHPLC was used to quantify the important elements 
in human milk in order to determine how nursing mothers should consume their food. 
 
Quick evaluation of dosage forms 
Given the increasing mutation of disease-causing microbes and the increasing number of illnesses caused by human 
lifestyle choices, the pharmaceutical business faces significant pressure to boost productivity and quickly introduce 
new treatments to the market. The UHPLC system offers fast, isocratic, and gradient procedures for the accurate and 
repeatable analysis of pharmacological compounds in dosage forms. Consequently, this enhances the effectiveness of 
pharmaceutical manufacture. (20) 
 
Method development and validation 
For the aim of technique development and validation, UHPLC has been widely used. UHPLC improves chances for 
commercial success, lowers expenses, and increases efficiency—all of which are critical components of basic 
laboratory performance. (21) The time needed to develop and validate novel analytical methods can be significantly 
reduced by using UHPLC, which can shorten analysis times to as little as one minute and optimize methods in just 
one or two hours. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
UHPLC technique, which uses very high pressure and columns packed with sub-2 µm particles, has shown to be an 
effective means of enhancing chromatographic analysis in terms of resolving power and throughput. Its intrinsic 
performance is particularly favourable when compared to other available methods, such as high temperature liquid 
chromatography or monoliths, for increasing chromatographic efficiencies in the 1,000–80,000 plate range. 
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Table 1: Difference between UHPLC and HPLC (5) 

Parameter UHPLC HPLC 
Particle sizes of 
stationary phase 

2 µm or less. 3-5 µm 

Column AQUITY UHPLC BEH C18 50x2.1mm XTerra,C18, 50x4.6mm 

Column dimensions Internal diameters of 2.1 mm or less and is 
much shorter, 100 mm 

Internal diameter of 4.6 mm and a 
length of 250 mm 

Flow rates 0.2 – 0.7 ml/min 1-2 ml/min 
Backpressure Up to 1500 bar Maximum pressures of 400-600 bar 

Detection parameters Sharp and Narrow peaks are produced with 
UHPLC 

Less narrow as compared to UHPLC 

Separation Time Less More as compared to UHPLC 
Instrument Cost More Less 
Total Run Time 1.5 min 10 min 

Injection Volume 20ul 3-5 ul 
Theoretical Plate Count 7500 2000 

 

 
Figure 1: Block Diagram for instrumentation of UHPLC 
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Graph coloring is a fundamental graph concept that is utilized in a wide variety of applications. 
Currently researchers are focusing on graph coloring which incorporates topics such as star coloring, 
prime coloring, face coloring and others. The purpose of graph coloring is to minimize the number of 
colors required to color the vertices in a graph such that they do not share the same color. In this 
disquisition we found the star chromatic index for families of book graph (Bm), web graph (Wn), 
antiprism graph (Qn), dipyramidal graph (DPn) and platonic graphs.  
 
Keywords: Book Graph, Web Graph, Antiprism Graph, Dipyramidal Graph, Star Coloring, Star 
Chromatic Index.  
AMS Classification: 05C07, 05C15, 05C76 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Graph coloring is an underlying concept in graph theory: a branch of discrete mathematics that investigates the 
interactions between nodes or vertices connected by edges. The fundamental purpose of graph coloring is to assign 
colors to the vertices of a graph in such a way that no two adjacent vertices share the same color[1],[3]. The star 
chromatic number of a graph is given by  and provides the smallest number of colors required to adequately color 
the graph’s vertices while ensuring that no two neighbouring vertices get the same color including the length of path 
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four which should not be bi-colored[5],[2],[6]. The purpose of this article was to investigate the star chromatic index 
for following graph families: Book Graph(Bm), Web Graph(Wn), Antiprism Graph(Qn), Dipyramidal Graph(DPn) and 
Platonic Graphs 
 

PRELIMINARIES 
 
Definition 2.1:Book Graph  
The m-book graph is defined as Bm = S(m+1)□P2, where Sm is a star graph and P2 is a path graph with two nodes. It is 
denoted by Bm[4] 
 
Definition 2.2:Web Graph 
In the years 1980 and 2007, Koh et al and Gallian defined the Web Graph as a stacked prism graph Y(n+1,3) with the 
edges of the outer cycle deleted. It is indicated by the symbol Wn.  
 
Definition 2.3:Antiprism Graph  
An antiprism graph is a graph that corresponds to the skeleton of an antiprism. There are 2n vertices and 4n edges in 
the n-antiprism graph and it is indicated by Qn. 
 
Definition 2.4:Star Coloring 
A graph G is properly colored as a star if and only if no path in G is bicolored and has a length of three.  
 
Definition 2.5:Star Chromatic Index  
The least number k for which an undirected graph G permits a star coloring with k colors is the Star Chromatic Index 
represented by (G). 
 
THEOREMS 
 
Theorem 1.1: 
Let Bm be the book graph, then [Bm] = 2 ,∀  ≥ 2 
Proof  
Let Sm and P2 create Bm the book graph with 2n vertices and 3n edges.  
Case-(i): ≡ 0  2 
Let V[Bm] = {  : 1 ≤  ≤  } ∪ { ∶ 1 ≤  ≤ } ∪ { ∶ 1 ≤  ≤ } 
Define the mapping ∶ ( )  →  , 1 ≤  ≤ 2  as follows: 
 ( ) = { , }, 1 ≤  ≤   
 ( ) = { , }, 1 ≤  ≤   
 ( ) = { , }, 1 ≤  ≤   

Case-(ii): ≢ 0  2 
Let [ ] = { : 1 ≤  ≤  }∪ { : 1 ≤  ≤ − 1} ∪ { : 1 ≤  ≤ + 1} 
Define the mapping ∶ ( )  →  , 1 ≤  ≤ 2  
 ( ) = { , }, 1 ≤  ≤   
 ( ) = { , }, 1 ≤  ≤  + 1 
 ( ) = { , }, 1 ≤  ≤  + 1 

Suppose [ ] < 4, say 3. Let Bm contains m-rhombus at one edge {v1, v2} is colored with {c1, c2}. There exits m-
square graph so we need two more colors for {ui} and {wi} where i is odd to complete the graph. Our assumption is 
contradictory. Hence [Bm] = 2 . 
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Theorem 1.2: 
Let Wn be web graph [ ] =  Δ +   3 ≤  ≤ 6 
Proof: 
Let [ ] = { : 1 ≤  ≤ } ∪ { : 1 ≤  ≤ }∪ { : 1 ≤  ≤ } be the vertices of web graph Wn. 
Define the mapping : ( )  →  , 1 ≤  ≤ Δ +  as follows: 
Case-(i): ≡ 0  3 

( ) =  
,   = 3 − 2
,   = 3 − 1
,           = 3

 

 

( ) =  
,   = 3 − 2
,   = 3 − 1
,           = 3

 

and ( ) =   
Suppose [ ] < 5, say 4. Koh et al and Gallian defined the web graph as stacked prism graph with the deletion of 
outer edge, here denoted the vertices as {wi} and {ui} is colored with three colors. The prism graph is dual connected 
graph with connecting each nodes by an edge so we need two more colors to {vi} and {wi}. Similarly for Case-(ii) 
rearrange the colors as follows. 
Case-(ii): ≢ 0  3 
 

( ) =  

,   = 3 − 1
,      2 < < 4
,      3 < < 5
,              = 1

 

 

( ) =  

,          3 < < 5
, = 3 − 1
,                   = 1
,           2 < < 4

 

 
and ( ) =  . Hence, [ ] =  Δ +  
 
Theorem 1.3: 
The Star Chromatic Index for [ ] =  Δ +    ≡ 0  3

Δ + 2       ℎ     ∀  ≥ 7 

Proof: 
Let [ ] = { : 1 ≤  ≤ } ∪ { : 1 ≤  ≤ }∪ { : 1 ≤  ≤ } be the vertices of web graph Wn. 
Case-(i): ≡ 0  3 
Define the mapping : ( )  →  , 1 ≤  ≤ Δ +  as follows: 

( ) =  
,   = 3 − 2
,   = 3 − 1
,           = 3

 

( ) =  
,   = 3 − 2
,   = 3 − 1
,           = 3

 

and ( ) =   
Case-(ii): ≢ 0  3 
Define the mapping : ( )  →  , 1 ≤  ≤ Δ + 2 as follows: 

( ) =  

, = 3 − 1
,         = 3
, = 3 + 1
,            = 1
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( ) =  

, = 3 − 1
, = 3 + 1
,         = 3
,            = 1

 

( ) =  

,           = 1
, = 3 − 1
,         = 3
, = 3 + 1

 

Similar to theorem 1.2. The prism graph is a dual linked graph with one edge linking each node. Hence [ ] =
 Δ +    ≡ 0  3

Δ + 2       ℎ     ∀  ≥ 7 

 
Theorem 1.4: 
The Star Chromatic Index for [ ] =  Δ + 1   ≡ 0  3

Δ + 2       ℎ     ∀  ≥ 3 
Proof: 
Let [ ] = { : 1 ≤  ≤ }∪ { : 1 ≤  ≤ }be the vertices of APn and all vertices have same degree four (i.e.,) ∆. 
Case-(i): ≡ 0  3 
Define the mapping : [ ] → , 1 ≤  ≤  Δ + 1 as follows: 

  ≡ 1  3 
 → 1 ≤  ≤ − 2 
 → 1 ≤  ≤ − 2 

  ≡ 2  3 
 → 2 ≤  ≤ − 1 
 → 2 ≤  ≤ − 1 

  ≡ 0  3 
 → 3 ≤  ≤  
 → 3 ≤  ≤  

Suppose [ ] =  ∆, say 4. An antiprism graph is a graph corresponding to the skeleton of an antiprism. Skeleton is 
a simplicial subcomplex of graph node that is connecting every node of all simplices of graph dimension. Our 
assumption is contradictory. So, five colors is adequate for ≡ 0  3 
Case-(ii): ≢ 0  3 

( ) =  

, = 3 − 1
,                 = 3
, = 3 + 1
,                    = 1

 

( ) =  

,                   = 1
,                 = 3
, = 3 − 1
,        = 3 + 1

 

Similar to case-(i) need one more color to complete the graph. So, six colors is adequate for ≢ 0  3 
 
Theorem 1.5: 
The star chromatic number [ ] = 5 ≥ 7  
Proof: 
Let [ ] = { : 1 ≤  ≤ } ∪ { : 1 ≤ ≤ 2}be the vertices of dipyramidal graph 
Case-(i): ≡ 0  3 

( ) =  
,  ≡ 1  3
,  ≡ 2  3
, ≡ 0  3

 

and  
( ) =  , =

, =  

Case-(ii): ≡ 1  3 
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( ) =  
,  ≡ 2  3
,  ≡ 0  3
, ≡ 1  3

 

and  

( ) =  
, =
, =  

Case-(iii): ≡ 2  3 

( ) =  
,  ≡ 0  3
,  ≡ 1  3
, ≡ 2  3

 

and  

( ) =  , =
, =  

Suppose [ ] < 5 , say 4. DPn skeleton of n-sided dipyramidmadeup of cycle graph and 2-empty graph. Here, we 
need five colors to complete the graph. Assumption is contradictory. Hence [ ] = 5 ≥ 7. 
 
Theorem 1.6:The star chromatic number [ ]  < 7  + 1. 
Lemma 1.1:The star chromatic number for platonic graphs 

 for tetrahedral graph, cubical graph and dodecahedral graph is 4 
 for octahedral graph and icosahedral graph is 5 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we found star chromatic number of book graph, web graph, antiprism graph and dipyramidal graph 
families. In future, we can extend into some other graph families. 
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The antioxidant potential of therapeutic plant-derived natural substances is a rapidly growing field of 
study. Centella asiatica(CA), Cynodon dactylon(CD), and Cymbopogon flexuosus(krishna)(CF) are just a few of 
the many plant species that have gained popularity due to their many medicinal uses, one of which is 
antioxidant activity. Examining the complex network that may contribute to the health-promoting 
benefits of these three botanical entities, this investigation seeks to dive into their antioxidant content. 
 
Keywords: Centella asiatica, Cynodon dactylon, and Cymbopogon flexuosus(krishna), Antioxidant,  

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Centella asiatica, Cynodon dactylon, and Cymbopogon flexuosus(krishna) are three botanical entities known for their 
various pharmacological characteristics. [1,2] This work aims to completely investigate their antioxidant content. 
Centella asiatica, or Gotu Kola, is said to have antioxidant capabilities because of the asiaticoside, flavonoids, and 
triterpenoid saponins it contains. It also has a long and storied traditional history. In order to better understand the 
antioxidant processes that contribute to its neuroprotective properties, the project is aiming to quantify these 
molecules. [3,4] One hardy grass species that has a long medical history is Cynodon dactylon, more commonly known 
as Bermuda grass. Its antioxidant content has not been investigated yet, despite its known anti-inflammatory and 
diuretic effects. [5.6] This research will identify the precise chemicals in Cynodon dactylon that have free radical-
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quenching actions by analysing its alkaloids, flavonoids, and tannins, which may provide the plant antioxidant 
properties. [7.8] East Indian Lemongrass, or Cymbopogon flexuosus(krishna), is known for its fragrant properties and 
may have antioxidant properties due to the presence of essential oils such as geraniol, limonene, and citronella. 
[9,10]. The study is focused on doing a thorough analysis of its antioxidant content, determining the makeup of 
volatile chemicals, and investigating potential therapeutic uses, especially for illnesses connected to oxidative stress. 
[11,12]. This work aims to improve our understanding of the antioxidant capabilities of these botanicals by 
combining traditional knowledge with scientific investigation. [13,14]. It might have applications in pharmaceuticals, 
nutraceuticals, and cosmeceuticals. Ultimately, it helps us understand how medicinal plants work to treat diseases 
caused by oxidative stress by revealing the molecular pathways involved.[15] 
 
METHODLOGY 
 
"We obtained the fresh aerial parts of three different plant species from the lush fields of Ambikapur, which is 
situated in the tranquil Surguja district of Chhattisgarh: Cymbopogon flexuosus, also called Krishna; Centella asiatica, 
also called Brahmi; and Cynodon dactylon, also called Doob Grass. These carefully chosen plant materials would 
function as the basic components of the research we have planned. After gathering these essential materials, we 
started getting them ready for the next study. To preserve their original essence and characteristics, the leaves of 
these plants were carefully allowed to air dry. Then, to make sure the dried leaves were prepared for use in our 
scientific endeavors, they were ground into a fine powder. We took the precaution of keeping our powdered samples 
in an airtight container to protect their efficacy and integrity. Until it was needed for our scientific research, the plant 
material was kept in its perfect condition in this hermetically sealed container that acted as a protective vault. The 
integrity and dependability of our study materials were preserved in large part by this careful management of our 
botanical resources." The first phase was carefully inspecting the plant samples taken from Cymbopogon flexuosus 
(Krishna), Centella asiatica, and Cynodon dactylon for any indications of infection, spores, damage, discoloration, or 
deformation. After that, unharmed leaf samples underwent a comprehensive cleaning procedure that included 
rinsing with deionized water after being washed with tap water. The leaves were then meticulously air-dried at 37°C 
in a room with ambient conditions. To make the leaves ready for further examination, the midribs were cut off. The 
fruit and leaves were carefully crushed using a crusher and pestle in order to extract the advantageous chemicals. 
The four samples were then mixed with deionized water, keeping the specimen-to-deionized water ratio at 1:5, after 
being taken from several Ficus religiosa trees. 
 
Antioxidants Analysis 
Evaluating the antioxidant capacity of plant extracts is an essential part of scientific study, and the technique we 
used was the well-respected DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl) method, which was carefully described by 
Kapoor et al. in their 2003 paper. The assessment of antioxidants in plant materials is essential because these 
substances may scavenge free radicals and reduce oxidative stress, which may have positive health effects. 
 
DPPH Scavenging Assay 
In a 96-well plate, 0.1 ml of a 0.1 mM DPPH solution was mixed with 5 μl of various concentrations of the test 
chemical ranging from 0 μg/ml to 2500 μg/ml. In triplicate, the reaction was set up and blanks were made using 0.2 
ml of DMSO/Methanol and 5 μl of chemical at varying doses ranging from 0 μg/ml to 2500 μg/ml.Half an hour was 
spent in darkness incubating the plate. After the incubation period ended, a micro plate reader (iMark, BioRad) was 
used to measure the decolorization at 495 nm. As a control, the reaction mixture was given 20μl of deionized water. 
The scavenging activity was expressed as the percentage of inhibition relative to the control. We used Graph Pad 
Prism 6 software to determine the IC-50. 
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Statistical Analysis 
Every experiment's data was run via a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), which was followed by post hoc 
analysis. The Bonferroni post hoc test is used after the two-way ANOVA and Tukey's multiple comparison test. 
Software called Graph Pad Prism 6.0 was used to do the analysis. 
 
RESULT  
 
For several materials tested in an antioxidant experiment, the supplied table shows the IC50 values, which are the 
concentrations at which 50% inhibition occurs. The powerful capacity of Ascorbic Acid to neutralise free radicals is 
shown by its very low IC50 value of 4.948 μg/ml. When compared to Ascorbic Acid,Cymbopogon 
flexuosus(krishna)demonstrates antioxidant action, although its substantially lesser efficacy is shown by its higher 
IC50 value of 81.11 μg/ml. (Cynodon dactylon) CD and (Centella asiatica)CA have much higher IC50 values of 330.7 
μg/ml and 91.78 μg/ml, respectively, suggesting that they may not be as effective as Ascorbic Acid and CF 
(Cymbopogon flexuosus(krishna)in suppressing free radicals. Furthermore, the percentage representation of 
(Cymbopogon flexuosus(krishna)CF (Oil) (47.21%), rather than its absolute concentration, implies an inhibitory 
proportion. You can learn a lot about the samples’ antioxidant properties and how good they are at scavenging free 
radicals from these IC50 values. A reference sample was used at different concentrations to perform the DPPH 
scavenging experiment. You can see the mean, standard deviation, number of observations (N), and standard error 
of the mean (SEM) for each concentration in the table. The mean DPPH scavenging activity was determined to be 
almost zero (-3.5E-15) at a concentration of zero, with a standard deviation of 1.218652 and a standard error of 
0.609326. At this concentration, the scavenging activity is either baseline or very small. An upward trend in DPPH 
scavenging activity was discernible as the concentration rose. The mean value reached 82.83582 at higher 
concentrations, such as 50, indicating a significant scavenging effect. Learn more about the measurement accuracy 
and variability at each concentration from the corresponding standard deviation and standard error of the mean 
(SEM) data. A thorough synopsis of the standard sample’s DPPH scavenging activity at various concentrations is 
given in the statistical report. This data provides the foundation for comprehending the standard’s efficacy in DPPH 
radical neutralisation and the dose-response relationship. The mean DPPH scavenging activity was almost nil at a 
concentration of zero (3.86E-15), suggesting that there was limited baseline scavenging activity. 
 
 The ability to scavenge DPPH became more apparent when the concentration was raised. The mean value reached 
77.3386 at higher concentrations, such as 2500.0, indicating a significant scavenging effect. The accuracy and 
variability of the observations at each concentration may be understood by looking at the standard deviation (SD) 
and standard error of the mean (SEM) numbers that are connected with them. A thorough comprehension of the 
dose-response relationship and the efficacy of CF(Cymbopogon flexuosus(krishna)in neutralising DPPH radicals may be 
gained from the statistical summary. Statistical analysis of Cynodon dactylonDPPH scavenging test results at various 
doses reveals interesting information about its antioxidant capacity. The mean DPPH scavenging activity of CD at 
the baseline concentration of 0.0 is 1.48E-14, suggesting that it has a limited intrinsic antioxidant action. Nevertheless, 
a steady rise in average values is seen as the concentration of CD(Cynodon dactylon) rises. The dispersion or 
variability of the DPPH scavenging activity around the mean may be understood from the standard deviation (SD) 
data. The low standard deviation (2.83849) for doses of 0.0 and 250.0 suggests that the replicates are somewhat 
consistent with one another. The observed antioxidant responses are more variable at doses like 50.0 and 2500.0, 
where the SD values are similarly raised, indicating larger mean values. In addition, the SEM shows how accurate 
the calculated mean is, which is a useful supplement. When the SEM is smaller, as it is with concentrations of 0.0 and 
1250.0, it indicates that the mean values are more accurately predicted. All things considered, the results of the DPPH 
scavenging experiment show that the antioxidant action of CD(Cynodon dactylon) is concentration dependent, 
meaning that its effectiveness increases with increasing concentration. The observed antioxidant responses at varied 
concentrations of CD(Cynodon dactylon) were consistent and reliable, as shown by the standard deviation and 
standard error values, which give further context. Centella asiatica antioxidant capability at various doses is made 
possible by the DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl) scavenging test. With a mean DPPH scavenging activity of 0, 
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CA shows very little intrinsic antioxidant activity at the baseline concentration of 0.0. There is a concentration-
dependent rise in mean values as the CA (Centella asiatica) concentration increases. Data points regarding DPPH 
scavenging activity may be better understood by looking at their standard deviation (SD) values, which reveal how 
dispersed or variable they are around the mean. The observed antioxidant responses seem to be more variable when 
the SD values are higher, particularly at doses like 10.0 and 2500.0. This variation may be caused by the compound’s 
sensitivity to variations in concentration or by intrinsic assay fluctuations. You can learn a lot about how accurate the 
calculated mean is from the SEM numbers. There is more faith in the correctness of the mean values at 
concentrations of 0.0 and 250.0 since the SEM values are lower at these positions. In conclusion, the results show that 
the antioxidant effect of CA(Centella asiatica) a in the DPPH scavenging experiment is concentration dependent, with 
higher concentrations showing greater efficiency. The observed antioxidant reactions at varied doses of CA(Centella 
asiatica) may be better understood by examining the variable SD and SEM values, which provide insight into their 
consistency and dependability. Important statistical information on the antioxidant activity of Cymbopogon 
flexuosus(krishna)(oil form)at various doses may be derived from the DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl) 
scavenging experiment. The mean DPPH scavenging activity of CF-oil is 0, suggesting low intrinsic antioxidant 
action, at a baseline concentration of 0.0. There is a concentration-dependent rise in mean values as the CF-
oil(Cymbopogon flexuosus(krishna)concentration increases. The dispersion of the DPPH scavenging activity data points 
around the mean is shown by the standard deviation (SD) values. The observed antioxidant responses seem to be 
more variable when the SD values are higher, particularly at doses like 3.1 and 50.0. The compound’s susceptibility 
to variations in concentration or other variables impacting the test might be the cause of this fluctuation. You can 
learn a lot about how accurate the calculated mean is from the SEM numbers. At concentrations of 0.0 and 25.0, 
lower SEM values indicate a better degree of confidence in the correctness of the mean values. In conclusion, the 
results show that the antioxidant effect of CF(Cymbopogon flexousus (krishna)-oil in the DPPH scavenging 
experiment is concentration dependent, with an increase in effectiveness with increasing concentration. 
Understanding the dependability and consistency of the observed antioxidant reactions at varied CF-oil (Cymbopogon 
flexuosus(krishna)concentrations is helped by the variable SD and SEM values. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We tested the antioxidant capabilities of Cymbopogon flexuosus(krishna)(CF), Centella asiatica (CA), and Cynodon 
dactylon (CD) extracts using the 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) technique. The aim was to find out whether 
these plants, which have a wide variety of phytochemical profiles and are recognized for their traditional 
applications, had significant antioxidant activity. Antioxidant activity was shown to be greatest in the Cynodon 
dactylon extract, according to the data. The particular phytochemical makeup of CD(Cynodon dactylon), which 
includes alkaloids, flavonoids, and tannins, is responsible for its powerful free radical-scavenging activity.The 
ingredients include hyaluronic acid and a water-based Cymbopogon species extract. A water-based extract of Centella 
asiatica (L) leaves was shown to include tannins and flavonoids, along with coumarins and carbohydrates. Centella 
asiatica aqueous extract, on the other hand, included coumarins, steroids, tannin, flavonoids, and terpenoids. Thanks 
to its antioxidant properties, Cynodon dactylon may be useful in treating oxidative stress associated with ageing and a 
host of chronic disorders. Although this study emphasizes the impressive antioxidant properties of CD, it is crucial 
to do more research in order to determine which components are responsible for this impact. A more complete 
picture might be obtained by comparing it to other antioxidants. Finally, research into the potential uses of Cynodon 
dactylon as an antioxidant is warranted, since it shows promise as a natural source of these compounds. 
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Sample code IC50 value (μg/ml) 
Ascorbic Acid 4.948 μg/ml 

CF (Cymbopogon flexousus) 81.11 μg/ml 
CD (Cynodon dactylon) 330.7 μg/ml 

CA (Centella asiatica) 91.78 μg/ml 
CF(Cymbopogon flexousus)(Oil) 47.21 % 
 
Table 1: The DPPH Scavenging Assay – standard 
Sample Conc. Mean SD SEM N 

0 -3.5E-15 1.218652 0.609326 4 
0.78 1.616915 2.995422 1.497711 4 
1.56 13.0597 5.144304 2.572152 4 
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3.125 41.91542 3.309486 1.654743 4 
6.25 67.78607 4.475308 2.237654 4 
12.5 72.63682 2.470923 1.235461 4 
25 80.0995 1.948149 0.974075 4 
50 82.83582 3.211429 1.605714 4 

 
Table 2: The DPPH Scavenging Assay – CF(Cymbopogon flexousus (krishna) 
Sample Conc. Mean SD SEM N 

0 3.86E-15 3.287653 1.643827 4 
10.0 8.432148 2.630651 1.315325 4 
50.0 46.90382 3.833668 1.916834 4 
100.0 62.9776 1.245274 0.622637 4 
250.0 72.06851 1.13847 0.569235 4 
500.0 72.85903 1.521345 0.760672 4 
1000.0 75.62582 0.997612 0.498806 4 
2500.0 77.3386 5.618686 2.809343 4 

 
Table 3: The DPPH Scavenging Assay – CD (Cynodon dactylon) 
Sample Conc. Mean SD SEM N 

0.0 1.48E-14 2.83849 1.419245 4 
10.0 5.473965 2.5238 1.2619 4 
50.0 11.08144 6.089054 3.044527 4 
100.0 27.50334 9.685479 4.84274 4 
250.0 46.46195 2.83849 1.419245 4 
500.0 63.15087 3.97257 1.986285 4 
1250.0 73.83178 2.068349 1.034174 4 
2500.0 74.0988 6.363885 3.181943 4 

 
Table 4: The DPPH Scavenging Assay –CA(Centella asiatica) 
Sample Conc. Mean SD SEM N 

0.0 0 1.832264 0.916132 4 
10.0 6.056528 7.060499 3.53025 4 
50.0 47.51009 2.50592 1.25296 4 
100.0 63.79542 2.53943 1.269715 4 
250.0 69.71736 0.807537 0.403769 4 
500.0 70.12113 1.162986 0.581493 4 
1250.0 71.46703 1.584883 0.792442 4 
2500.0 72.27456 7.046803 3.523401 4 

Table 5: The DPPH Scavenging Assay –CF(Cymbopogon flexousus (krishna)-oil 
Sample Conc. Mean SD SEM N 

0.0 0 2.120614 1.060307 4 
1.6 7.289294 1.764457 0.882229 4 
3.1 16.28702 5.369609 2.684804 4 
6.3 30.63781 2.533155 1.266578 4 
12.5 34.28246 2.84206 1.42103 4 
25.0 40.5467 1.176305 0.588152 4 
50.0 51.02506 4.241227 2.120614 4 
100.0 58.31435 2.832917 1.416458 4 
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Figure 1: The DPPH Scavenging Assay – standard 
 

Figure 2: The DPPH Scavenging Assay – 
CF(Cymbopogon flexousus (krishna) 

 
 

Figure 3: The DPPH Scavenging Assay – CD (Cynodon 
dactylon) 

Figure 4: The DPPH Scavenging Assay –CA (Centella 
asiatica) 

 
Figure 5: The DPPH Scavenging Assay –CF(Cymbopogon flexousus (krishna)-oil 
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Vallarainei is a medicated ghee formulation and SembarithipooEnnai is mentioned in Siddha literature 
for the management of KalanjagaPadai (Psoriasis) in Children. Its scientific validation, this drug was 
studied for its therapeutic effectiveness in KalanjagaPadaipatients. Its well-designed protocol was 
approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee and the study has been enrolled in the Clinical Trial 
Registry of India. The clinical study was conducted as a prospective, open label clinical trial in OPD of 
Ayothidosspandithar Hospital of National Institute of Siddha, Chennai. Based on the inclusion criteria, 
30 KalanjagaPadai patients were enrolled in this study. Informed consent was obtained from each patient 
before study initiation. Vallarainei (internal) Uchikkarandialavu (16 ml) twice a day, before food and 
SembarithipooEnnai (external) for a period of 45 days and advised to follow the prescribed dietary 
regimen. All the baseline data laboratory investigations were recorded in the prescribed Case Report 
Form of each patient. The clinical assessment was recorded .Student 't' test was employed to test the 
significance of treatment using before and after treatment data on PASI score and clinical symptoms. The 
level of significance probability 0.05 was used to test the treatment difference and the values are 
statistically extremely significant with, score (p < 0.0001). 
 
Keywords: KalanjagaPadai, Children, Clinical trial 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The Siddha system plays a wide-ranged role in the field of pediatrics. It ensures the children's health with its 
astonishing herbal formulations from their conception to prevent the illness Skin diseases are classified into 18 
varieties by Siddhar Yugi Munivar. One such skin disease is Kalanjaga padai. Symptoms of Kalanjaga padai can be 
correlated to those of the clinical entity Psoriasis in the modern system of medicine. The textbook “Siddha 
Maruthuvam Sirappu” described about Kalanjaga padai. In the Siddha system, skin disorders are brought under the 
clinical entity “Kuttam”[1]. Psoriasis is a common chronic skin disorder. It is characterized by the proliferation of 
keratinocytes, abnormal differentiation of keratinocytes, and inflammatory cell infiltration of the epidermis and 
dermis [2]. The most frequently observed variant of Psoriasis is the plaque type, followed by guttate Psoriasis. It 
affects children's quality of life, so increased attention should be paid to the early detection and treatment of affected 
children[3]. Psoriasis incidence in children increased significantly over time from 29.6 per 100,000 in 1970 through 
1974 to 62.7 per 100,000 in 1995 through 1999. Chronic plaque psoriasis was the most common kind (73.7%), and the 
most commonly involved sites were the extremities (59.9%) and the scalp (46.8%) [4]. One such Siddha herbal 
formulation “Vallarai Nei” (Internal) and “Sembarithipoo Ennai” (External) mentioned in “Chikicha rathna deepam 
and The Pharmacopeia of Siddha Research Medicines” which is said to be an efficacious and simple formulation. The 
main ingredients of Vallarai nei formulation are  Vallarai Saaru (Centellaasiatica) Poduthalai Saaru (Phyla 
nodiflora),Ponnangaani Saaru (Alternanthera sessilis) Elumichambazha Saaru (Citrus limon), Aavin paal (Cow milk), 
Aavin nei (Cow ghee), Jaathikai (Myristica fragrans),Jaathipathiri (Myristicafragrans),Maasikai (Quercus 
infectoria),Karkadagasingi (Rhus succedanea),Athimathuram (Glycyrrhiza glabra), Kaattathipoo (Woodfordia 
Fructicosa) ,Vaal milagu (Piper cubeba),Elam (Elettaria cardamomum),Kraambu (Syzygium aromaticum) and 
ingredients of Sembarithipoo Ennai are Sembarithi poo (Hibiscus rosasinensis),Cocunut Oil (Cocos nucifera), 
Suraipattai (Caparisgrandis),Vembadampattai (Ventilago maderasapatana).This study records its therapeutic 
efficacy clinically in Kalanjaga padai patients [5]. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
The clinical study was conducted using a standard protocol, after obtaining the approval of the Institutional Ethical 
Committee (IEC) NIS/IEC/2019/D-29-13.09. 2019.The trial was registered in clinical trial registry of India with Reg.no 
CTRI/2020/06/026154 (Registered on date 26/06/2020). It is an open clinical Trial conducted at Ayothidoss Pandithar 
Hospital OPD.NO.4 Dept of Kuzhandhai Maruthuvam, National Institute of Siddha, Tambaram Sanatorium, 
Chennai. 

 

SUBJECT SELECTION 

Patients reporting at OPD of Ayothidoss Pandithar Hospital with symptoms of inclusion criteria will be subjected to a 
screening test and documented using screening Performa.  After screening of patients diagnosed as Kalanjaga 
padai,30 cases were selected in this trial. Before enrolment into the trial the informed consent was obtained in writing 
from their parents in the consent form 

Inclusion criteria 

 
 Age: 5 – 12 years 
 Sex: Both male and female children. 
 Erythema 
 Thickness 
 Scaling 
 With or Without itching 
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 Auspitz sign +ve 
 Candle crease sign +ve 
 Cracks followed by itching 
 Dryness of the skin 
 Patients with two are more symptoms that are included into the study. 
 Willing to cooperate for taking photographs whenever required with his\her consent. 
 Patients who were willing to attend OP Dept. as on required. 
 Patient’s informant / Parent willing to sign the informed consent. 

 
Exclusion criteria 
 Psoriatic arthritis 
 Eczema 
 Psoriasis with evidence of any other skin diseases 
 Fungal infection 
 Systemic (cardiac) involvement 
 Lesions with secondary infection 
 Epilepsy6,7 

 
Withdrawal criteria 
 Exacerbation of symptoms and signs 
 If any adverse reactions and unwanted symptoms occurred during the drug trial. 
 Intolerance to the drug. 
 Patient turned unwilling to continue in the course of clinical trial. 
 Occurrence of any serious illness. 

 
CONDUCT OF THE STUDY 
All the patients were given unique registration card having patient’s Registration number of the study, Address, 
Phone number and doctor’s contact number etc. All the baseline findings, vitals, clinical signs and symptoms, 
laboratory and in siddha aspect En vagai thervugal were done on the 0th day and 46th day of the trial.  Selected patients 
were given oil bath, purgation, with OPD Medicines and following rest as pre-treatment procedure for 3 days. The 
trial drug Vallarai Nei (Internal) Uchikkarandi alavu (16 ml) twice a day, before food and Sembarithipoo Ennai 
(External) will be given for 45 days and the Patients are advised to visit the OP once in 7 days. At each visit, the 
patient’s vitals and clinical assessments were recorded in the case report form by the doctor. 
 
OBSERVATION 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
All collected data have entered MS Excel software using different columns as variables and rows as patients. SPSS 
software has used to perform statistical analysis. Basic descriptive statistics include frequency distributions, and 
cross-tabulations have performed. The quantity variables have expressed as Mean ± Standard Deviation and 
qualitative data as a percentage. A probability value of <0.05 has considered indicating statistical significance. t-test 
has performed for determining the significance between before and after treatment. In this study, statistical analysis 
has done for the PASI score.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
In Siddha literature Kalanjagapadai, which correlated with Psoriasis. Psoriasis is an abnormal inflammatory skin 
condition which is often associated with systemic manifestation. It affects skin, nail, joints of children. Plaque type of 
psoriasis was the most common type in children. It begins in childhood in almost one-third of the cases, and the 
issued incidence rates in children have more than doubled since 1970. Childhood psoriasis is a well-recognized 
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entity. Incidence in the age group of 0-9 years is ~0.55% and in the age group of 10-19 years is 1.37%. Age of onset 
ranged from 4 days to 14 years, male and female incidence was equal. Even though, Kaalnjaga padai is non-
contagious disease, it affects the quality of life in children. Longstanding itching and scaling may affect the academic 
performance of many children. The clinical Trial for clinical evaluation of Siddha herbal formulation Vallarai Nei 
(Internal) & Sembarithipoo Ennai in the Treatment of Kalanjaga padai. According to this study male children were 
affected more than the Female children. This study showed that the highest incidence of Kalanjaga padai was 
between the age group 9-10 years cases (54%) were to found. Among 30 children, 80% had the illness about 1 month 
to 2 years, 13% had the illness about 2 years to 4 years, and 7% had the illness about 4 years to 6 years.  
 
Family history of Among 30 children, 27% had a family history,73% did not have any family history. Immunization 
History of Among 30 children,93% had proper immunization history,7% did not have proper immunization history. 
Food Habits of Among 30 children enrolled in this study, about 3% were vegetarians, and 97% were non-vegetarians. 
But the disease does not influence by diet. Bowel Habits of among 30 children enrolled in this study, about 93% had 
regular bowel habits, and 7% had irregular bowel habits. Envagaithervu of Among 30 children, about 100% were 
affected with niram and sparisam in Envagaithervu due to scaling and erythematous lesion present in the skin. 
Neikkuri among the 30 children, 30% have showed vaathaneer neikkuri, 57 % have showed Pithaneer neikkuri, and 
13 % have showed kabaneer neikkuri. Out of 30 children, about 37% had Vaathapitha naadi, 40% had Pithavaath 
anaadi, and 23% had Vathakaba naadi.  Site of lesions in out of 30 cases, 23% of the cases had lesions in the head and 
face, 27% of the cases has lesions in the lower limb and sole, 50% of the cases has lesions in 2 or more than 2 affected 
sites in the body (Head, face, Upper limb Lower limb). Clinical improvement of Itching, Scaling and Erythematous 
lesions were reduced Well after treatment. This is because the Ingredients of the trial drugs contains Anti-
infalmmatory, Anti- Psoriatic activity, immunomodulator and Anti-pruritic Which were responsible for the 
reduction of lesions, Scaling and itching. The outcome has clinically observed by PASI score, that was among 30 
Children,80% (24) have shown Good and 13% (4) shown moderate improvement and 7% (2) have Shown mild 
improvement. The results showed that Vallarai Nei (Internal) and Sembarithipoo Ennai (External) were effective in 
treating Kalanjaga Padai in Children clinically. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
From this study, Vallarai Nei (Internal) and Sembarithipoo Ennai (External) is safe, efficacious and cost-effective, 
potent herbal drug in the treatment of           KalanjagaPadai (Psoriasis).The ingredients of Vallarai Nei and Sembarithipoo 
Ennai has Anti- psoriatic, Anti-inflammatory, Anti pruritic activity and Immuno modulator activity. The PASI score 
concluded, that was among 30 Children, 80% (24) were  shown Good and 13% (4) shown moderate improvement and 
7% (2) were shown mild improvement. Statistical analysis was done for PASI Score, before and after treatment has 
been Significantly reduced. (p= 0.0001). Therefore, the trial drug Vallarai Nei and Sembarithipoo Ennai is clinically 
effective. There was no adverse reaction reported during the trial period. The study maybe further carried out with 
the same drug “Vallarai Nei” and “Sembarithipoo Ennai” in a larger clinical population because of the favourable 
clinical outcome. 
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Table 1:  GENDER DISTRIBUTION 

GENDER 
NO OF 
CASES 

PERCENTAGE

Male Child 18 60% 

Female Child 12 40% 

Gender distribution among 30 children, 60% of cases were male children and 40% of cases were female children 
 
Table:2 AGE DISTRIBUTION 

AGE NO OF CASES PERCENTAGE 
5-6 years 1 3% 
7-8 years 7 23% 
9-10 years 16 54% 
11-12 years 6 20% 
Age distribution among 30 children, 3% of cases were between 5 and 6 years, 23% of cases were between 7 and 8 
years, 54% of cases were between 9 and 10 years, and 20% of cases were between 11 and 12 years. 
 
Table:3 DURATION OF ILLNESS 

DURATION NO OF CASES PERCENTAGE 
1 Month-2 Years 24 80% 

3-4 Years 4 13% 
5-6 Years 2 7% 

Among 30 children, 80% had the illness about 1 month to 2 years, 13% had the   illness about 3 years to 4 years, and 
7% had the illness about 5 years to 6 years. 
 
Table:4 FAMILY HISTORY DISTRIBUTION 

FAMILY HISTORY NO OF 
CASES 

PERCENTAGE

Yes 8 27% 

No 22 73% 
Among 30 children, 27% had a family history,73% did not have any family history.  
 
Table: 5  IMMUNISATION HISTORY DISTRIBUTION 
IMMUNISATION NO OF CASES PERCENTAGE 

Yes 28 93% 
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No 2 7% 
Among 30 children,93% of the cases had proper immunization history,7%had have improper immunization history. 
 
Table:6 FOOD HABITS DISTRIBUTION  
FOOD HABITS NO OF CASES PERCENTAGE 

Vegetarian  1 3% 
Nonvegetarian 29 97% 

Among 30 children enrolled in this study, about 3% of cases were vegetarians, and 97% of cases were non-
vegetarians. It does not influence psoriasis. 
 
Table:7 BOWEL HABITS DISTRIBUTION 
BOWEL HABITS NO OF CASES PERCENTAGE 

Regular 28 93% 
Irregular 2 7% 

Among 30 children enrolled in this study, about 93% had regular bowel habits, and 7% had irregular bowel habits. 
 
Table:8  UDAL THADHUKKAL DISTRIBUTION 
UDAL THADHUKKAL NORMAL AFFECTED 

Saaram 0% 100% 
Senneer 0% 100% 

Oon 0% 100% 
Kozhuppu 100% 0% 

Enbu 100% 0% 
Moolai 100% 0% 

Sukkilam/Suronitham 100% 0% 
According to the study, Saram was affected in 100% of cases due to fatigue, Senneer was affected in 100% due to the 
presence of itching, Oon was affected in 100% due to the presence of scaling and erythematous lesion. 
 
Table: 9 NEIKKURI DISTRIBUTION 
NEIKKURI NO OF CASES PERCENTAGE 

Vatham 9 30% 
Pitham 17 57% 
Kabam 4 13% 

Neikuri among the 30 children 30% have shown vaathaneer neikuri, 57 % have     showed Pithaneer neikuri, and 13 
% have shown kabaneer neikuri. 
 
Table:10 ENVAGAI THERVU DISTRIBUTION 
ENVAGAI THERVU NORMAL AFFECTED 

Naa 100% 0% 
Niram 0% 100% 
Mozhi 100% 0% 
Vizhi 100% 0% 

Sparisam 0% 100% 
Malam 97% 3% 

Moothiram 100% 0% 
Among 30 children, 100% of the cases were affected with niram, 100% of the cases were affected with sparisam in 
Envagai thervu due to scaling and erythematous lesion present in the skin. 
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Table: 10 NEIKKURI DISTRIBUTION 
NEIKKURI NO OF CASES PERCENTAGE 

Vatham 9 30% 
Pitham 17 57% 
Kabam 4 13% 

Neikkuri among the 30 children 30% have shown vaathaneer neikkuri, 57 % have showed Pithaneer neikkuri, and 13 
% have shown kabaneer neikkuri. 
 
Table: 11 NAADI DISTRIBUTION 

NAADI NO OF CASES PERCENTAGE 
Vatha Kabam 7 23% 
Pitha Vatham 12 40% 
Vatha Pitham 11 37% 
Out of 30 children, about 37% had Vaathapitha naadi, 40% had Pithavaatha naadi, and 23% had Vathakaba naadi8. 
 
Table: 12 SITE OF LESION DISTRIBUTION 

SITE NO OF CASES PERCENTAGE 
Head and Face 7 23% 

2 Or More Than 2 
Affected Site (Head,Face,Upper limb or Lower limb) 

 
15 

 
50% 

Lower Limb and Sole 8 27% 
Out of 30 cases, 23% of the cases had lesions in the head and face, 27% of the cases had lesions in the lower limb and 
sole, 50% of the cases had lesions in 2 or more than 2 affected sites in the body. 
 
Table:13 CASE REPORT OF CHILDREN BASED ON PASI SCORE9,10 

S.NO OP.NO AGE SEX B T AT PASI RESULT 
1 137125 10 M 15.4 3.2 PASI 75 GOOD 
2 131447 10 F 3.0 0 PASI 75 GOOD 
3 137544 5 F 16.0 0.8 PASI 75 GOOD 
4 139074 7 M 0.8 0 PASI 75 GOOD 
5 139224 7 M 18.4 6.2 PASI 50 MODERATE 
6 K91221 10 F 35.7 3.8 PASI 75 GOOD 
7 K32899 9 M 13.8 2.2 PASI 75 GOOD 
8 6859 9 M 5.6 0.4 PASI 75 GOOD 
9 5841 10 F 1.2 0 PASI 75 GOOD 
10 55839 7 M 1.0 0 PASI 75 GOOD 
11 8973 11 M 5.6 2.4 PASI 25 MILD 
12 125937 12 M 5.6 1.2 PASI 75 GOOD 
13 144125 11 M 1.0 0.2 PASI 75 GOOD 
14 139461 10 M 11.2 1.8 PASI 75 GOOD 
15 104214 9 M 8.4 1.2 PASI 75 GOOD 
16 102969 7 M 1.0 0.4 PASI 50 MODERATE 
17 93104 8 M 0.4 0 PASI 75 GOOD 
18 148184 9 M 4.0 0.6 PASI 75 GOOD 
19 141929 12 F 5.6 1.6 PASI 75 GOOD 
20 117541 12 M 6.4 2.6 PASI 25 MILD 
21 149570 10 M 0.4 0 PASI 75 GOOD 
22 146370 10 M 11.7 1.8 PASI 75 GOOD 
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23 8239 10 F 9.3 1.6 PASI 75 GOOD 
24 144076 12 F 7.2 0.6 PASI 75 GOOD 
25 122630 10 F 7.2 2.8 PASI 50 MODERATE 
26 149030 10 F 14.4 1.2 PASI 75 GOOD 
27 153683 7 F 12.4 1.4 PASI 75 GOOD 
28 144720 9 M 7.6 3 PASI 50 MODERATE 
29 63265 9 M 3.2 0.2 PASI 75 GOOD 
30 145006 7 F 6.8 0.8 PASI 75 GOOD 

 
Table: 14 PASI SCORE RESULTS 

PASI SCORE NO OF CASES PERCENTAGE 
GOOD 24 80 % 

MODERATE 4 13 % 
MILD 2 7 % 

 
Table.15 Distribution of Mean and Standard Deviation of before and after treatment 

 
PASI Score 

 
Mean ± Standard Deviation 

 
t value 

 
P value 

 
Before Treatment 

 
8.006 ± 7.352  

 
5.6154 

 
 

0.0001  
After Treatment 

 
1.4± 1.423 

 

 
 

Figure:1 Figure:2 Out of 30 cases,80% of cases had good 
improvement,13% of cases had moderate 
improvement and 7% of cases had mild 
improvement. 
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Figure:3 Psoriasis Images Before Treatment Figure:4 After Treatment 

  
Figure:5 Before Treatment Figure:6 After Treatment 

 
 

Figure:7 Before Treatment Figure:8 After Treatment 
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Figure:9 Before Treatment Figure:10 After Treatment 

 

 
Figure:11 Before Treatment Figure:12 After Treatment 
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A Linear Programming is a mathematical modeling in which a linear function is maximized or 
minimized subject to certain constraints to determine the optimal values for all the parameters of the 
function. This technique is widely used in business and industry for decision making and various types 
of scheduling in order to optimize an estimation within the limitations of available resources. Graphical 
and Simplex Methods are the general procedures adopted to solve linear programming problems. With a 
boon to modern inventions, most of the computer programming languages recently support us in solving  
linear programming problems in a simple way thereby reducing complexity. This paper illustrates 
solving practical life problems in linear programming with the usage of the solver in Microsoft Excel. 
 
Keywords: Solver, resource constraints, objective function. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A Linear Programming model is a mathematical programming in which the objective function is a linear expression 
of the decision variables. The constraints are given by a system of linear equations which are  inequalities. This 
technique is widely  used in taking  quantitative decisions in business, industrial engineering, and also 
in social and physical sciences.The basic assumption in  this method is that the various relationships between 
demand and availability are linear.A Linear Programming problem  has basically three components namely, the 
objective  function which is either maximization or minimization, the resource constraints given in inequalities and 
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the non-negativity of the variables. If a problem consists of only two variables, the graphical method of solving the 
problem is easy. If a problem has three or more solution variables, simplex method is the most appropriate method 
of solving it. Nowadays, there are various computer applications available for solving Linear Programming 
problems. With the invention of new technologies in computer, recently Microsoft  Excel is helpful in finding 
solutions to Linear Programming problems with its “SOLVER” application. This paper explores how a simple Linear 
Programming problem can be solved in the Excel, using the Solver.  
 
SOLVER IN EXCEL 
 
A solver is a mathematical tool in Excel used to perform calculations by working under some constraints in 
getting solution to the problem. It works on the objective cell by changing the variable cells any by using the sum 
constraints. The solver can also find solutions to complex business problems, create the most appropriate project 
schedule, minimize an organization’s expenses on transportation of its employees, maximize the profits generated by 
a marketing plan and so on. For every problem, the goal which is termed as objective, the variables and the 
constraints are identified. The solver returns an optimal solution which sets accurate values of the variables, satisfies 
all constraints, and meets the goal. It works with a group of cells called decision variable cells that are used in 
computing the formulas in the objective and constraint cells. Solver adjusts the values in the decision variable cells to 
satisfy the limits on constraint cells and produce the result we need for the objective cell. The solver can also solve 
arithmetic equations, linear and nonlinear problems. Once the solver is activated in Microsoft excel we can find 
optimal solutions for all decision problems. 
 
THE SAMPLE PROBLEM OF TWO VARIABLES  
Linear Programming applications include many practical life problems such as production scheduling, inventory 
policies, investment portfolio, allocation of advertising budget, construction of warehouses, etc. for which solutions 
can be easily arrived by the usage of modern techniques thereby saving time. In this article, we would focus on the 
different components of the output generated by Microsoft excel while solving a basic Linear Programming model. 
For example, we consider the problem of  producing  two products  and with raw materials ,  and . The 
materials required to produce one unit of the product ,  are  and  respectively.The following is the tabulation: 

Raw materials   
 2 1 
 2 5 
 2 3 

Available raw materials of  ,   and  are 50, 100 and 90 units, respectively. Contribution per unit of  is $ 80 
and is $ 90. To determine the number of each product that optimizes the maximum contribution we can apply 
Microsoft Excel as below 
 
SOLUTION 
The model for the above Linear Programming  problem is: 
Objective Function: Max Z = 4  + 10  
Subject to the constraints   2  +     ≤   50 (resource limitation of  )  
2  +  5   ≤  100  (resource limitation of  )  
2  +  3   ≤  90  (resource limitation of  )  
where ,  ≥ 0 
To provide an easy approach of solving the above problem with Excel Solver, we can consider the following steps in 
order.  
 
Step 1: Set the information in a table in Excel Worksheet including the contributions and constraints as in the Model. 
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In the above table,  
Cell  is set out with the formula: = * +   *   
Cell  is set out with the formula: = * +   *   
Cell  is set out with the formula: = * +   *   
Cell  is set out with the formula: = * +   *   
Step 2: Click the "Solver" in Analysis and do the following. 
In the “Solver Parameter”,  
Step 3: Set the Target Cell (in this case,  in YELLOW in the table above)  
Step 4: Set the Optimization Problem (Max or Min or for an Expected Value)  
Step 5: Set the Changing Cells (in this case,  and  of Solution in GREEN)  
Step 6: Click “Add” in the solver and do the following to add constraints  
In the "Add Constraints",  
Step 7: Set the “Cell Reference” of Possible Max use of  (in this case  in BLUE)  
Set the constraint symbol (in this case <=)  
Set the constraint cell of Limit of (in this case in BLUE)  
Click "Add" to add the constraint of  
Step 8: Set the “Cell Reference” of Possible Max use of  (in this case  in ORANGE)  
Set the constraint symbol (in this case <=)  
Set the constraint cell of Limit of  (in this case in ORANGE)  
Step 9: Set the “Cell Reference” of Possible Max use of  (in this case  in BROWN)  
              Set the constraint symbol (in this case <=)  
              Set the constraint cell of Limit of (in this case  inBROWN)  
Click "Add" to add the constraint of  
Step 10: Close Add Constraint  
Step 11: Click "Options" and tick "Assume Linear Model" and "Assume Non-Negative"  
Step 12: Click "OK" in the "Solver Options"  
Step 13: Click "Solve" in the "Solver Parameter" and  
Click "OK" in the "Solver Results" to get the problem solved in the Cells 
The result will appear as in the following table: 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The application of modern techniques in linear programming problems help us to solve even complex problems with simplified 
assumptions. In this paper, the idea of solving a linear programming problem using solver in Microsoft excel is 
focused and this technique can also help one to solve smooth non linear problems. Since linear programming 
techniques are widely applied in industries, as a topic of further research excel solver algorithms can be learnt which  
would definitely help us to solve complex probems in data science which is a recent field growing  significantly with  
wide range of applications in today’s  digital world. 
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In this study, we highlighted several important findings from protein-ligand docking in the context of 
insecticide resistance conducted by glutathione S-transferases (GSTs), a detoxifying superfamily enzyme. 
The study reported Gc-ms analysis of plant compounds and insilico evidences of GST binding to 
chemical insecticides in dengue vectors (Aedes aegypti mosquitoes). Our findings indicate that epsilon 
class members GSTE2 can metabolize insecticides. The findings highlight the significance of docking 
research in understanding enzyme action and pave the way for the future application of new mosquito 
control management tactics by biotechnological advancements aimed at specific GST targets. Induced 
mutations on GST catalytic binding sites could improve resistance and reduce damage, whereas rational 
drugs can be created to block GSTE members to reduce resistance in mosquito control. In all 
circumstances, the methods focusing on GSTs might be created to lessen the environmental impact of 
pesticide use. 
 
Keywords: molecular docking, GST enzymes, biocontrol, Gc-ms analysis, Aedes aegyti 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Modern drug design processes frequently include molecular docking techniques to comprehend protein ligand 
interactions. Understanding how proteins interact with one another and carry out biological tasks can be greatly 
aided by understanding the three-dimensional structure of the protein-ligand complex. Thus, one of the key 
problems in biological sciences is understanding the precise atomic structure of protein-ligand and its complexes. 
However, conformational changes take place upon ligand interaction in the protein databank where the majority of 
docking research are conducted. Small side chain rotations may be required for this, which would improve 
interactions with the ligand. Modern structure-based drug discovery initiatives now frequently include insilico 
docking experiments. Therefore, understanding the interactions of the individual medications with the proteins and 
ligands may offer important insight into the binding relationships and relativeness of the drug. Alkaloids, alcohols, 
nitro compounds, long chain hydrocarbons, steroids, esters, amino acids, and organic acids have all been identified 
using the Gc-ms approach in detection of functional groups in a tiny percentage of pure plant extract [1,2] In many 
parts of India, Tinospora cordifolia, a herbaceous climber belonging to the Menispermeace family, is also known as 
Giloy, Amrita, Guduchi, Gulancha, Ambervel, Gulvel, and other names [3].This herb's stem has been seen to change 
in thickness and color with age and season, and it typically has a harsh flavor. Due to its strong therapeutic efficacy 
and capacity for rejuvenation, it is also known as "Heavenly Elixir." Reviews of its phytochemistry, 
ethnopharmacology, and therapeutic qualities have been published in the literature with a focus on its potential for 
immunomodulation[4].According to these investigations, this locally produced medication represents a cutting-edge 
possibility for bioprospecting and drug development for the treatment of conditions including cancer, liver 
problems, ulcers, diabetes, heart conditions, postmenopausal syndrome, etc. With the addition of glutathione (GSH), 
glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) quench reactive chemicals and shield the cell from oxidative damage. The highly 
promiscuous enzyme superfamily known as glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) is crucial to the detoxification of a 
wide variety of xenobiotic chemicals in the cytoplasm of many different species. The tripeptide glutathione is 
conjugated to a hydrophobic and cytotoxic substance in the primary reaction catalyzed by the GSTs, creating a new 
conjugate that is more soluble. According to the study there are six GST classes found in insects[5,6].One particular 
enzyme, glutathione s transferase belongs to this protein superfamily and has been linked to chemical pesticide 
resistance in the mosquitoes Aedes aegypti, which are the primary carriers of dengue fever, respectively[7].In this 
study we are focusing on the  identification of compound by inhibiting the enzyme glutathione s transferase epsilon 
2 in Aedes aegypti. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Preparation of plant material  
The stem of Tinospora cordifolia were collected from Nagercoil, Kanniyakumari district. The collected stem parts were 
cut into pieces dried in the shady places and then blended.50 grams of powdered stem parts were soaked in 300 ml 
ethanol extract and kept in a rotary shaker for an hours. The experiment was repeated for two days and then plant 
extract were extracted using muslin cloth and air dried for a days. The crude extract were kept at  4°C  for further 
analysis. 
 
GC-MS analysis 
Crude sample was run through a 0.22 mM syringe-driven filter prior to GC-MS. Agilent's gas chromatography with 
a directly connected Mass Selective Detector (MSD) (Agilent 7820 A model 5977E; Agilent) was used for the GC mass 
spectroscopy examination. At 70 eV, the mass spectrometer was run in the electron impact mode. Chromatographic 
separation was evaluated using helium as the carrier gas at 1 ml/min in a constant flow rate mode and a sample 
injection volume of 1 microliter on the fused-silica capillary column HP- 5MS (30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 mm). The MSD 
transfer line was maintained at a temperature of 250 °C. Retention times (RT) and mass spectra were compared to 
data to determine the bioactive components. 
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Preparation and ligand and receptor 
The PUBCHEM compounds database was used to obtain the structures of the chemicals found in the ethanol stem 
extract of Tinospora cordifolia. The same method was employed to forecast the ligand's properties, including pH, 
refractivity, logP value, hydrogen donors, acceptors, and molecular weight.The Lipinski Rule of Five was used to 
evaluate these compounds for therapeutic potential[8]. The Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics 
Protein Data Bank (PDB ID:5FT3) was used to extract the crystal structure of Glutathione S-transferase epsilon 2 
enzyme receptor [9] 
 
Docking analysis 
The crystal structure of GSTE2 (code 5FT3) of A. aegypti was retrieved from the PDB for molecular docking and 
molecular modelling was performed using the SPDB viewer (www.expasy.org/spdbv/).GSTE2 visualisation and 
Castp online server energy minimization was utilised to locate GSTE2 binding pocket active location based upon 
toxicology, larvicidal action, medical applications, IC50 value, and chemical structure T. cordifolia bioactive 
chemicals, structure were gathered from the Pubchem database and produced using the Simplified Expending 
Molecular Input Line Entry Specification notation Babel Application. Energy reduction and geometry optimization 
were after building the structures, accept out using the Chimera software. The Molecular Docking Server performed 
the molecular docking computations.The active site was defined using autogrid. The specified grid box provides 
enough space for the ligand translation, 50° for rotation and the maximum number of energy evaluations was set to 
2,000,000. Thirty runs were performed. To create prospective ligand-receptor complexes, the most active compound 
was docked to its probable targets.The 3D structure of GSTE2 from Aedes aegypti was downloaded from Protein Data 
Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/) and inspected using the Discovery Studio program in order to conduct protein 
modeling experiments. Finally, docking investigations were carried out using Auto Dock Vina with a protein 5FT3 
and ligands of Tinospora cordifolia. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In the ethanol stem extract of Tinospora cordifolia, the GC-MS data revealed the presence of bioactive components Fig. 
1 and Table 1.The most promising drug were identified by docking with Discovery Studio. Columbin interaction 
with the glutathione S-transferases (GSTs), a receptor protein (PDB 5ft3).It has high binding affinity. Hydrophobic 
regions were represent as red and Hydrophilic regions were represent as blue line model. Ligands binding predicted 
using AutoDock. Protein residues (blue line) and ligand (green color) are represented by thin and sticks, respectively. 
Ligand binding regions are represented as ball and stick model. Hydrogen bonds are shown in yellow dashed solid 
lines, respectively.Fig.2 and Table 2.Ligand columbin interaction with the receptor glutathione S-transferase 
respectively. The software's docked pose of the glutathione S transferase E and Columbin receptors was shown in 
Figure 3. Columbin was discovered to engage more strongly with the glutathione s transferase receptor than any 
other studied ligand, exhibiting a higher docking score and the ability to generate H bonds. Glutathione S-
transferases (GSTs) active sites were predicted using Discovery studio visualizer. The structure-based drug design 
approach includes the docking of small molecule compounds into receptor binding sites and the estimation of the 
complex's binding affinity. An open-source tool for drug discovery, molecular docking, and virtual screening called 
AutoDock Vina has multicore support, excellent performance, improved accuracy, and user-friendliness. When the 
structure of the ligand-protein complex is known, the docking tool's capacity to replicate the ligand-protein binding 
mode can be used to evaluate the parameters that were selected. Through the use of in silico docking, the  molecules 
with known structures is found.They forecasts ligand-receptor optimal orientation in order to build a stable complex 
[10,11]. For every docked result in the molecular docking investigation, cluster analysis was carried out using a root 
mean square deviation of 2Ϻ. In most docking programs, the top-ranked pose with the lowest docked binding 
affinities is typically selected as a standard pick. Currently, molecular docking research is emerging as a unique 
method for examining how different proteins interact with ligands, aiding in the deciphering of the structure-
function relationship and the development of logical drug designs [12].Phase II detoxification enzymes called 
glutathione transferases are recognized to be essential for the body's system to detoxify different xenobiotics 
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[13].Therefore, these compounds can be utilized as glutathione transferase inhibitors because they are nontoxic and 
have a high binding affinity. In addition to determining how a ligand and receptor interact, computational docking 
methods may also determine if a medication can be synthesized from a wide range of chemical databases[14,15].The 
current findings are in line with previously released docking data, which indicated that binding energies might be 
regarded as encouraging outcomes[16,17].Columbin has best binding energy affinity of when docked with 
Glutathione S transferase E. It symbolizes the development of strong H-bonds between the receptor and the ligand.  
 The recombinant Glutathione s transferase epsilon 2 enzyme from Aedes aegypti, however, differs from its Anopheles 
counterpart in that it displays amounts of glutathione comparable to other insect GSTs in terms of peroxidase 
activity that participate in lipid peroxidation's conjugation end product[18,19].Thus it is used as an insecticide 
Glutathione s transferase epsilon 2 enzyme could play a significant role in detoxifying oxidative stress defence 
system and may consequently acting as a second line of defence in the battle against the harmful effects of 
insecticides. AaGSTE2 docking investigations against DDT and DDE have previously been completed [20].Insecticide 
in the Anopheles mosquito had also been docked against other detoxifying enzyme groups. Development of 
particular inhibitors may benefit greatly from the knowledge of detox enzymes' interactions with insecticides. These 
enzymes are interesting candidates for developing novel technological instruments like biosensors for the immediate 
monitoring of contaminants in the environment, such as pesticides. Despite larvicidal effect and in silico analysis 
demonstrated that AaGSTE2 enzymes may be involved in the detoxification of compounds. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Insilico docking has proven to be an incredibly valuable tool for investigating glutathione s transferase, particularly 
in the context of chemical insecticide resistance. The complexes developed help to improve understanding of the 
detoxification process carried out by these enzymes. These glutathione s tranferase enzyme, as promiscuous proteins, 
may be implicated in the metabolization of a wide variety of hazardous chemicals, including various insecticides. 
Because insecticide resistance is a major constraint in mosquito control, the findings of this study could be extremely 
useful in developing specific inhibitors for these GSTs, reducing the amount of insecticides used and, as a result, the 
environmental impact and other side effects. While the primary focus has been on their response to insecticides, 
there is emerging evidence suggesting that these enzymes may also be involved in the detoxification of plant 
compounds, including the secondary metabolite columbin. The adaptation of Aedes aegypti mosquitoes to plant-
derived toxins highlights the complexity of their ecological interactions with plants in their environment. It 
warranted the specific mechanisms GST enzymes in Aedes aegypti mosquitoes interact with plant compounds, 
contributing to our understanding of mosquito ecology and potential implications for vector control strategies. 
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Table.1 Phytocomponents identified in the stem extract of Tinospora cordifolia by GC-MS analysis 

S.N
o 

Name of the 
compound 

Retentio
n Time 

Molecula
r 

Formulae 

Molecula
r weight 

Are
a 

(%) 
Cas No Molecular structure 

1 
12-Oxododecanoic 

acid, ethyl ester 
11.958 

min 
C14H26O

3 
242.36 
g/mol 

4.35 
151271-

75-9 
 

  

2 

2-(1-
Cyclohexenyl)ethylami

ne 
 

13.528 
min 

 
C8H15N 

 

 
125.21 

 

3.77 
003399-

73-3 
 

 

3 
6-Octadecenoic acid, 

(Z)- 
 

13.575 
min 

 
C18H34O2 

 
282.5 5.54 

000593-
39-5 

 

 

4 
Columbin 

 
17.386 

min 

 
C20H22O6 

 

 
358.4 

 

67.6
3 

000546-
97-4 

 

 

5 

Anthracene, 9-ethyl-
9,10-dihydro-9,10-

dimethyl- 
 

17.896 
min 

 
C18H20 

 

 
236.4 

 

12.1
0 

054947-
86-3 

 

 

6 

Benz[b]-1,4-oxazepine-
4(5H)-thione, 2,3-

dihydro-2,8-dimethyl- 
 

18.312 
min 

 
C11H13NO

S 
 

207.29 6.60 
1000258

-63-4 
 

 
 
Table. 2 This table shows docking interaction with binding affinity at different position  
S.NO Mode Binding Affinity RMSD Lower bound RMSD Upper bound 

1 0 -8.9 0.0 0.0 
2 1 -8.7 27.434 31.189 
3 2 -8.5 2.837 4.625 
4 3 -8.1 30.953 35.385 
5 4 -8.0 26.924 30.668 
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6 5 -7.9 26.892 3.431 
7 6 -7.8 1.978 6.865 
8 7 -7.8 29.894 33.864 
9 8 -7.2 31.043 35.155 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure. 1 GC-MS chromatogram of stem extract of 
Tinopora cordifolia 

Figure.2 Ligands binding predicted using 
AUTODOCK. Protein residues (blue line) and ligand 
(green color) are represented by thin and sticks, 
respectively. Ligand binding regions are represented as 
ball and stick model. Hydrogen bonds are shown in 
yellow dashed solid lines, (Source: PDB, PyRx & 
BIOVIA). 

 
Figure.3 Receptor protein (PDB 5ft3) structure Hydrophobic regions were represent as red and Hydrophilic 
regions were represent as blue line model. 
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This abstract emphasizes the significance of workplace safety for the well-being of employees and the 
longevity of businesses. The safety of employees in the workplace is not only a moral obligation but also 
a crucial factor in the sustainability of any business. In this abstract, we underscore the critical 
importance of prioritizing workplace safety to ensure the well-being of your employees and safeguard 
the future of your organization. Rooted in legal and moral obligations, safeguarding employees becomes 
imperative, particularly in industries with inherent risks such as the chemical sector. Despite global 
advancements, persistent hazards necessitate proactive measures to enhance occupational health and 
safety standards. The study aims to contribute to this endeavor by exploring employee perceptions of 
safety in chemical companies within SIPCOT industrial complexes in Tamil Nadu. The conceptual 
framework integrates four key factors – psychological capital, empowering leadership, workplace social 
capital, and organizational reputation – identified as potential antecedents influencing employees' 
perception of workplace safety. Psychological capital is expected to shape employees' interpretations of 
safety-related aspects while empowering leadership fosters a safety-conscious culture. Workplace social 
capital influences shared understanding and adherence to safety norms, and organizational reputation 
impacts the perceived importance of safety measures. This comprehensive framework aims to unravel 
the determinants of employees' perception of workplace safety in the chemical industries of SIPCOT, 
Tamil Nadu. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Ensuring the safety and well-being of employees in the workplace is not only a legal requirement but also a crucial 
component contributing to the overall success and sustainability of businesses. Neglecting safety measures in the 
workplace can have serious consequences. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to prioritize safety. (Acakpovi and 
Dzamikumah, 2016).In modern workplaces, ensuring safety goes beyond following regulations; it involves 
prioritizing the well-being of both employees and employers. Organizations have a moral and legal responsibility to 
provide a safe work environment for their employees. This requires proactive measures to identify and mitigate 
potential hazards. Creating a secure workplace not only fulfills this obligation but also promotes positive and 
productive work culture. In certain industries, like the chemical sector, there are inherent occupational risks that 
make the obligation to ensure safety even more essential. Since the industrial revolution of the 1800s, the 
understanding and implementation of health and safety measures have significantly evolved over time. Workplace 
safety continues to improve worldwide, with a consistent decrease in fatalities and injuries(Cameron, 2021). The 
International Labour Organization (ILO) defines occupational health and safety as the preservation of the highest 
degree of physical, mental, and social well-being of workers, underscoring the importance of protection from work-
related risks (ILO, 2001). The difference between health and safety is critical in the context of work, where health 
concerns the protection of individuals' physical and mental well-being from work-related materials and processes, 
while safety ensures protection from physical harm. (Hughes and Ferret, 2008). A strong occupational health and 
safety framework is not just a moral and legal obligation, but it also has significant implications for business 
operations, cost management, and organizational reputation. Despite safety advancements, many jobs and countries 
still pose significant health hazards to workers, compromising their well-being and life expectancy.  
 
Workplace accidents can have a significant impact on society and the economy. To prevent such accidents, it is 
essential to take proactive measures to improve health and safety standards. Effective occupational health and safety 
management is a complex solution that involves moral, legal, and business aspects. This study is inspired by the 
importance of workplace safety and aims to explore employees' perceptions of safety in chemical companies located 
within various SIPCOT industrial complexes in Tamil Nadu. By addressing employee perceptions, the study seeks to 
contribute to the ongoing efforts to enhance the safety culture and climate within these organizations The research 
focuses on four main factors that affect employees' perception of workplace safety: psychological capital, 
empowering leadership, workplace social capital, and organizational reputation. Psychological capital involves traits 
like resilience, optimism, hope, and self-efficacy, which play a crucial role in shaping how employees interpret and 
respond to safety-related aspects in their work environment. Empowering leadership, which fosters autonomy, trust, 
and employee development, is expected to contribute significantly to creating a safety-conscious culture within the 
organization. The network of relationships and social interactions among employees, known as workplace social 
capital, is also believed to influence the shared understanding and adherence to safety norms. In addition, the 
reputation of an organization, which reflects its perceived image, is likely to influence how employees view the 
importance of safety measures implemented by the company. These factors, when combined, create a comprehensive 
framework for analysing the factors that shape employees' perception of workplace safety in the chemical industries 
of SIPCOT, Tamil Nadu. 
 
Motivation behind the Study 
An investment in a safety management system that focuses on hazard identification, training, prevention and 
assessment will not only help reduce losses and increase overall safety compliance records, but it could be the 
difference between being an industry leader or just another run-of-the-mill sub-standard company. A high level of 
occupational health and safety not only enhances the reputation, economic status, financial performance and 
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profitability of the company, it improves the employee commitment and safety culture. Reduced hazards and 
increased safety substantially reduce accident injuries and deaths which directly influences the well-being, working 
capacity and longevity of workers. Studies have showed that when employees perceive that safety is not a priority of 
the company, their behaviour and attitudes are adversely affected. This can be a recipe for disaster leading to 
increased workplace injuries, lower morale and decreased profitability. Hence, it essential for the company to focus 
on employees and listen to them when it comes to safety management. Because it’s the workers on the field who are 
in the line of fire when working in hazardous industries. The management should consult with their employees and 
understand the safety concerns and requirements in their day-to-day work. It is essential to regularly assess the 
safety climate of the company which is indicated by the employees’ perception on importance of safety at workplace. 
Understanding their safety perceptions and implementing employee-oriented strategies can help in significant 
improvement of their work quality, productivity and profitability of the company. Inspired by this notion, this study 
aims to undertake the employee perception survey of workplace safety across various chemical companies in 
SIPCOT, Tamil Nadu. 
 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
 
To examine the antecedents and consequences of employee perception of workplace safety in chemical industries in 
SIPCOT, Tamil Nadu. Specifically, the study aims to 
 Examine the effect of psychological capital, empowering leadership, workplace social capital and 

organizational reputation on the employees’ perception of workplace safety. 
 Examine the effect of employees’ perception of workplace safety on job stress and employee engagement. 

 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 
 
Psychological capital is characterized as an individual's positive psychological state of development, serving as an 
indicator of employees' strength, psychological capacity, and motivational predisposition. This construct 
encompasses four positive psychological attributes: efficacy, optimism, hope, and resilience (Avey et al., 2009; 
Luthans et al., 2007). These psychological resources play a significant role in enhancing employees' job satisfaction 
and performance (Luthans et al., 2007), This reservoir of psychological resources contributes to improved job 
satisfaction and performance. Empowering leadership serves as a crucial antecedent to safety, fostering a culture 
where employees are granted decision-making authority and autonomy, thereby contributing to enhanced 
workplace safety attitudes and behaviours. Empowering leaders distribute decision-making authority among their 
subordinates, sharing power and expressing confidence in their ability to perform tasks independently (Spreitzer, 
1995). This approach makes empowering leadership a promising strategy for leaders to positively influence 
employee attitudes and behaviours (Oreg and Berson, 2011). The expression of confidence in employees' abilities to 
perform tasks independently further solidifies empowering leadership as a foundational element influencing safety 
outcomes The quality of social connections fosters a safer and more secure work environment, emphasizing the role 
of social capital in workplace safety. Social capital refers to the norms of reciprocity and trust, formal and informal 
associations, and civic participation that enable collective action for mutual benefit (McKenzie et al., 2002). It is the 
resources accessed through social networks (Kawachi et al., 2008). The job or workplace serves as a significant social 
context, occupying a considerable portion of time and life for working-age adults (Kawachi et al., 1999). A strong 
organizational reputation reinforces a safety-oriented culture, influencing employees to prioritize and adhere to 
safety protocols. Hence, an organization's reputation is established based on its historical conduct and affiliations but 
can swiftly transform with the emergence of new information or if recent actions are incongruent with observers' 
expectations (Lange et al., 2011). Capturing this essence, Buffet (1995) succinctly noted, "It takes twenty years to build 
a reputation and five minutes to ruin it." Employees' positive perception of workplace safety is associated with lower 
job stress, fostering a work environment that reduces stressors and promotes overall well-being. Conversely, a 
negative perception may elevate job stress, emphasizing the consequential impact of safety perceptions on 
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employees' stress levels. Xie (2016) characterized job stress as a sequence of physiological, psychological, and 
behavioural reactions arising from persistent exposure to workplace stressors. As per Salami (2010), job stress entails 
the encounter of adverse emotions like anxiety, anger, frustration, and depression stemming from work-related 
factors. Positive employee engagement is closely tied to their perception of workplace safety, fostering a culture 
where employees actively contribute to and prioritize safety measures. Employee engagement typically signifies the 
emotional and intellectual dedication to the organization (Baumruk 2004; Richman 2006; Shaw 2005) or the level of 
additional effort employees willingly invest in their work (Frank et al., 2004). When employees feel engaged, they are 
more likely to embrace safety protocols, creating a synergistic relationship between engagement and a safety-
conscious work environment. The extensive review of literature on workplace safety in the industrial context 
revealed that there are limited empirical studies which validate the various antecedents and consequences of 
employee perception of workplace safety. Besides, the past studies have never specifically focused on a cluster of 
chemical companies located in SIPCOT, Tamil Nadu. These research gaps served as inspiration and emphasized the 
need for this study. Since the study focuses on employee perception of workplace safety, it constitutes the central 
construct of the conceptual framework. The antecedents and consequences of employees’ perception of workplace 
safety were hypothesized based on extant literature and theories as well as expert consultation.  
 
Based on an extensive literature review, this study focused on the effect of personal and organizational 
characteristics such as psychological capital, empowering leadership, workplace social capital and organizational 
reputation. These four constructs were incorporated as the antecedents of employees’ perception of workplace safety 
in the conceptual framework. About the outcomes, job stress and employee engagement were hypothesized as the 
two consequences of employees’ perception of workplace safety. Thus, the proposed conceptual framework 
consisted of seven constructs i.e., employees’ perception of workplace safety, psychological capital, empowering 
leadership, workplace social capital, organizational reputation, job stress and employee engagement. The 
interrelationships between the constructs were hypothesized based on existing theories and literature review. The 
following hypotheses of relationships were formulated which were eventually tested during the validation of the 
conceptual framework. The psychological capital of employees representing their positive psychological state is an 
indicator of their psychological strength, capacity and motivational predisposition at the workplace (Avey et al., 
2009; Luthans et al., 2007). According to the Job Demands-Resources theory (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007), 
psychological capital is an effective personal resource of employees which facilitates better management of job 
demands and stressors such as work pressure, risky and hostile work environment (Avey et al., 2009) typically 
observed in chemical industry jobs. According to Bergheim et al. (2015), employees with high psychological capital 
are goal-oriented and confident with strong ability to adjust and cope with hardships. Given the very nature and 
inherent dangers of their workplace, such psychologically strong employees will focus on their work performance 
including safety involvement, behaviour and management. To test this, the following hypothesis was formulated: 
 
H1: Employees’ psychological capital has a positive effect on their perception of workplace safety 
Employees with high psychological capital feel more resourceful, empowered and effectively cope with job demands 
and stress (Avey et al., 2009; 2011). According to broaden-and-build theory, positive emotions help broaden people’s 
thought-action repositories, widen the array of thoughts and actions that occur in their minds, and provide a positive 
outlook towards a situation (Bakker and Demerouti, 2008; Fredrickson, 2001), thereby helping them avoid high stress 
(Siu et al., 2014). Hence, high psychological capital enhances employees’ confidence in their beliefs, hope, optimism 
and resilience in the face of obstacles, are less likely to report job stress (Abbas and Raja, 2015). Consequently, the 
following hypothesis was formulated: 
 
H2: Employees’ psychological capital has a negative effect on their job stress 
Empowering leadership defined as “sharing power with a view toward enhancing employees’ motivation and 
investment in their work” (Zhang and Bartol, 2010) is a promising strategy for leaders to positively shape employee 
attitudes and behaviours (Oreg and Berson 2011). Past research on the leadership-workplace safety relationship 
predominantly focused on the effect of safety leadership or specifically transformational leadership on employees’ 
safety climate perception, safety participation and behaviour (Zao et al., 2022; Draghici et al., 2022). However, hardly 
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any studies focused on empowering leadership which has stronger motivational element that influences employees’ 
behaviour than other leadership styles like transformational or transactional leadership. Although transformational 
leadership also stirs motivation within employees through its charismatic and idealized influences, the leader 
motivates employees through speech rather than behaviour (Lee and Ding, 2020). In empowering leadership, the 
leader encourages employees through his or her behaviour, which allows employees to experience higher levels of 
connectedness, appreciation, and motivation (Kwak and Jackson, 2015). To validate this relationship, the following 
hypothesis was formulated: 
 
H3: Empowering leadership has a positive effect on employee perception of workplace safety 
The Job Demands-Resources (JD-R) model states that that employee engagement is a consequence of better 
organizational support and a conducive working environment. Thus, work engagement results from superior job 
resources (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007). Job resources refers to those physical, psychological, social or organizational 
aspects of the job that may: (a) be functional in achieving work goals; (b) reduce job demands at the associated 
physiological and psychological costs; (c) stimulate personal growth development. (Demerouti et al., 2001). 
Empowering leaders are one such effective social and organizational resource who focus on employee well-being 
and facilitate healthy leader-employee relationship, giving sub-ordinates more autonomy and vitality, and helping to 
increase their job satisfaction by relieving job stress and burnout (Liu et al., 2021). To test this impact of empowering 
leadership on employees’ stress level, the following hypothesis was formulated: 
 
H4: Empowering leadership has a negative effect on employees’ job stress 
Empowering leadership can be described as leader behaviours where power is shared with subordinates and that 
raise their level of intrinsic motivation (Srivastava et al., 2006). When subordinates are given freedom and autonomy, 
they are motivated to be more proactive and emotionally engaged in their job (Lee et al., 2016). Tuckey et al. (2012) 
found a significant relationship between empowering leadership and work engagement. Consequently, the 
following hypothesis was formulated: 
 
H5: Empowering leadership has a positive effect on employee engagement 
Workplace social capital represents the collective value of the employees, their networks and their interactions. Past 
research on safety climate antecedents have commonly focussed on the relationship between senior management or 
leadership and employees, with factors such as communication, trust, leader-member exchange and organizational 
support receiving more attention (Hofmann and Stetzer 1996; Zohar, 2000; Watson et al. 2005; Tang et al., 2013). 
While these antecedents are properties of workplace social capital, very few studies incorporated and tested the 
effect of social capital on employees’ safety perceptions (Tang et al., 2014). To further validate this relationship, the 
following hypothesis was formulated: 
 
H6: Workplace social capital has a positive effect on employee perception of workplace safety 
Past research on social capital at the workplace has established a positive relationship with employees’ health-related 
outcomes such as stress, depression and mental health (Poortinga, 2006; Sapp et al., 2010; Boyas et al., 2012; Gao et 
al., 2014). Social capital is recognized to promote health through several mechanisms such as strengthening an 
individual’s ability to cope with stress, acting as per norms within a group and boosting an individual’s ability to 
participate in collective action for other members’ benefits (Firouzbakht et al., 2018). To test the influence of 
workplace social capital on job stress, the following hypothesis was formulated: 
 
H7: Workplace social capital harms employees’ job stress 
According to Oksanen et al. (2010), organizations with high social capital have happier, healthier, more satisfied and 
productive employees making it a significant social resource at workplace. Similar to leadership and organizational 
support, according to JD-R theory (Bakker and Demerouti, 2007), past research has established workplace social 
capital as a crucial job resource predicting employee engagement (Fujita et al., 2016; Marcus et al., 2016; Meng et al., 
2018). Hence, the following hypothesis was formulated: 
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H8: Workplace social capital has a positive effect on employee engagement 
Weigelt and Camerer (1988) defined reputation as a set of attributes ascribed to an organization, inferred from its 
past actions which exist in the minds of the observer (Clark and Montgomery, 1998). In this study, organizational 
reputation is conceptualized as the sum of impressions about the organization’s established image in the minds of its 
employees. Barling and Hutchinson (2000) found that occupational safety reputation influences employees’ safety 
climate perception. Another analogous study was conducted by Mira et al. (2013) in the healthcare industry where 
hospital’s social reputation had a positive relationship with perceived patient safety. To test the impact of a chemical 
company’s reputation as a whole on employees’ workplace safety perception, the following hypothesis was 
formulated: 
 
H9: Organizational reputation has a positive effect on employee perception of workplace safety 
Perceived organizational reputation is the overall employee evaluation of the organization over time (Men, 2012). 
While majority of past studies linking corporate reputation and employee behaviour focus on the later driving 
corporate reputation (Friedman, 2009; Helm, 2011), very few researchers posit that corporate reputation affects the 
way employees behave and perform (Davies et al., 2004; Men, 2012; Shirin and Kleyn, 2017). This study postulates 
that employees perceived organizational reputation of a chemical industry affects their performance and 
engagement in their work. To validate this, the following hypothesis was formulated: 
 
H10: Organizational reputation has a positive effect on employee engagement 
The transactional model of Stress and Coping proposed by Lazarus and Folkman (1987) states that stress is 
experienced as an appraisal (an evaluation) of the situation we find ourselves in. Stress is a dynamic process 
resulting from the complex interaction between an individual and his/her environment. Thus, exposure to risk at 
workplace lead to increased stress among employees (Berry and Kim, 1988; Lazarus and Folkman, 1984), which 
eventually impacts their health and well-being. Past research shows that very few studies have theorized and 
established that workplace safety measures create environment that reduce job stress of employees (Ramos et al., 
2021). To validate this, the following hypothesis was formulated: 
 
H11: Employee perception of workplace safety has a negative effect on their job stress 
The Social Exchange Theory and norm of reciprocity in the employee-management relationship is widely applied in 
organizational psychology research. The theory states that perception of organizational support and care for well-
being of the employees create an obligation among employees to return favour to the organization and perform 
better (Eisenberger et al., 2002). In the context of safety climate, safety practices and management’s commitment to 
safety constitute as part of social exchange dynamics such that employees behave positively when they perceive 
superior workplace safety (Dejoy et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2016). Thus, employees exhibit greater commitment and 
engagement in their work when they perceive lower stress and higher workplace safety. To validate this, the 
following hypotheses were formulated: 
 
H12: Employee perception of workplace safety has a positive effect on employee engagement 
H13: Employees’ perceived job stress has a negative effect on employee engagement 
The conceptual framework developed for this study consisting of the seven constructs and their hypothesized 
interrelationships is presented in Figure 1. 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
Study Area 
This study was conducted in Tamil Nadu which is one of the most industrialized states. Its manufacturing sector 
accounts for more than one-third of the state’s gross product. Production of heavy vehicles such as automobiles, 
agricultural equipment, military vehicles, and railway cars is among the state’s major industries. Other prominent 
industries include chemicals, pharmaceuticals, textile milling, food processing and electronic equipment. This study 
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focused on companies in State Industries Promotion Corporation of Tamil Nadu Ltd, popularly known as SIPCOT 
industrial complexes in Tamil Nadu since it houses large industries from various sectors, unlike Small Industries 
Development Corporation (SIDCO) focusing only on small industries and Tamil Nadu Industrial Development 
Corporation (TIDCO) facilitating industrial and infrastructure projects through joint ventures with private 
organizations. SIPCOT was established in the year 1971 to develop industrial growth in Tamil Nadu. The objective of 
SIPCOT is to establish, develop, maintain and manage industrial complexes, parks and growth centres at various 
places across the State of Tamil Nadu.  
 
Study Context 
Though SIPCOT houses different types of industries where safety is of equal importance, this study focused on the 
workplace safety in the context of chemical industries given its specific nature. The rationale behind choosing a 
single industry for this study was that safety hazards, risks, measures and management significantly varies based on 
the industry. Considering all major sectors such as automobile, chemical, electronics and textile industries operating 
in SIPCOT would have made it highly complicated to cover the safety aspects of all industries and coerced the 
researcher to render it into highly generic research on workplace safety across all industries in SIPCOT. Hence, the 
researchers selected the study context as chemical industry since it is perceived to be more dangerous with 
considerably higher safety risks and hazards compared to other industries in SIPCOT. 
 
Sampling Procedure 
This study adopted the multi-stage sampling technique which is often regarded as an extended version of cluster 
sampling. The first stage involved selecting the SIPCOT industrial complexes, the second stage involved shortlisting 
the chemical companies in the selected SIPCOT industrial complexes, and the third stage involved choosing 
employees working in these selected chemical companies for data collection. There are 20 SIPCOT industrial 
complexes/parks presently operating in various places in Tamil Nadu. In the first stage, three SIPCOT industrial 
parks were selected through purposive sampling techniques such as that they are spread across Tamil Nadu and 
housed large chemical companies. The three SIPCOT complexes were the Gummidipoondi industrial complex 
located in the northern region of Tamil Nadu near Chennai, the Cuddalore SIPCOT industrial complex located in the 
eastern region of Tamil Nadu and the Tuticorin SIPCOT industrial complex situated in the southern part of Tamil 
Nadu. These three SIPCOT industrial complexes housed some of the major chemical companies in the state. In the 
second stage, chemical companies were selected from each of these three SIPCOT industrial complexes through a 
purposive sampling technique based on the criterion that the permanent employee strength was at least 50. The list 
of chemical companies selected in the second stage is presented in Table 1. In the final stage, the researcher employed 
convenience sampling technique which focuses on collecting data from respondents who are convenient for the 
researcher to access. Since gaining access and permission to interact with the employees in the premises of various 
chemical companies was not feasible, the researcher adopted the convenience sampling which involved intercepting 
employees coming out of the company after their shift as well as contacting them in their residential places. 
 
Data Collection Tool 
A structured questionnaire was constructed to capture employees’ perceived workplace safety and its antecedents 
and consequences hypothesized in the conceptual framework. The constructs were primarily measured using 
popular established scales from widely-cited studies which were modified to suit this study context as presented in 
Table 2. Two university professors assessed the content validity of the measurement scales which involved checking 
the items for relevance and eliminating inappropriate and redundant items.  A pilot study was conducted on a small 
sample of 50 respondents to check the reliability and validity of the adopted measurement scales. The responses for 
the statements were recorded using the 5-point Likert scale (1-strongly disagree, 5-strongly agree). The final list of 
measures with scale items used in this study is presented in Appendix. 
 
Data Collection Procedure and Sample Size 
During data collection, the researcher approached the employee one by one, explained them the study and asked if 
they were interested to participate anonymously. If yes, they were requested to fill the questionnaire. Participation of 
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the employees was completely voluntary and there were no incentives. The data were collected over a period of six 
months from April to August 2023 in the three SIPCOT locations i.e., Gummidipoondi, Cuddalore and Tuticorin.Of 
the 585 administered questionnaires, 534 valid responses were obtained and this number is well above the minimum 
recommended sample size of 384 required to achieve the desired level of precision and confidence in this study.The 
profile of the respondents based on their companies, demographic and job characteristics is presented in Table 3, 4 
and 5. 
 
Data Analysis and Interpretation 
The study adopted Anderson and Gerbing's (1988) two-step modelling approach which involved an initial 
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) to confirm the psychometric properties of the adopted scales followed by 
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) to validate the proposed conceptual framework.  
 
Confirmatory Factor Analysis 
The 534 set of responses collected for 47 items were subjected to CFA in SPSS AMOS v26 to assess the psychometric 
properties of the scales adopted in this study. The measurement model with seven factors and 40 items was built and 
estimated using maximum likelihood (ML) estimation method. The results showed that the standardized factor 
loadings of seven items were below 0.5 and their squared multiple correlations (SMCs) ranged from 0.11 to 0.23 
indicating their abysmal contribution to their corresponding dimensions which affected the model fit. Hence, they 
were eliminated from further analysis. The measurement model with remaining 40 items was again estimated and 
the seven-factor solution obtained had adequate model fit (χ2 = 2142.08, p = .00; GFI = .83; CFI = .902; NFI = .859; IFI = 
.902; RMSEA = .055) (Schermelleh-Engel et al., 2003). The factor loadings of the items ranged from 0.648 to 0.974 and 
the SMCs ranged from 0.343 to 0.818. Hence, no further items were removed. The measurement model built during 
CFA is presented in Figure 2. The convergent validity and reliability of the scales were assessed using Average 
Variance Extracted (AVE) and Composite Reliability (CR). The AVE estimates of the scales ranging from 0.457 to 
0.785 were above the required threshold of 0.5 and the CR values ranging from 0.833 to 0.956 were well above the 
acceptable limit of 0.7 (Hair et al., 2006; Fornell & Larcker, 1981) indicating adequate convergent validity.  
 
The discriminant validity of the scales was assessed by comparing the AVE estimates and inter correlations between 
the constructs in a correlation matrix as presented in Table 2. Since the square root of AVEs of the constructs were 
greater than their corresponding correlations with other constructs, the scales were considered to have good 
discriminant validity (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). Thus, the measurement model with seven constructs and 40 items 
exhibited adequate validity and reliability. The mean values showed that the respondents perceived their workplace 
safety in chemical companies to be satisfactory indicated by an overall mean value of 3.28 on a scale of 1-5 (Refer 
Table 6). The respondents rated their psychological capital and emotional intelligence at a moderate level with mean 
values of 3.04 and 3.19 respectively. While respondents’ perceived workplace support was higher (3.12), family 
support was lower (2.75). The person-job fit had the lowest mean value of 1.93 implying that the respondents 
perceived very low compatibility with their job. Both rewards and promotion opportunities as well as organizational 
support was perceived as dismal with lower scores of 2.14 and 2.24 respectively. The respondents reported moderate 
level of psychological capital indicated by an overall mean value of 3.17. They perceived a fairly good degree of 
empowering leadership and social capital at workplace represented by mean values of 3.30 and 3.40 respectively. 
The organizational reputation of the chemical companies was perceived to be good(3.11). The job stress perceived by 
the respondents was average (2.71) and higher work engagement (3.35). 
 
Structural Equation Modelling 
The structural equation model built using the measurement model obtained from CFA comprised the seven 
constructs interrelated as hypothesized in the proposed conceptual framework (See Figure 1). The SEM estimated 
using maximum likelihood (ML) method was found to have adequate model fit (χ2= 2144.09, p = .00; GFI = .829; CFI = 
.902; NFI = .859; IFI = 0.902; RMSEA = 0.055). The assessment of squared multiple correlations (R2) revealed that the 
structural model explained 19 percent of the variance in perceived workplace safety, 55 percent of the variance in job 
stress and 74 percent of the variance in employee engagement construct. Based on the notion that a large number of 
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factors might influence these constructs in real world, the amount of variance explained by the model was 
considered reasonable. The path coefficients and their p-values indicate the strength and significance of the 
relationships between the constructs in the conceptual framework. The results revealed that empowering leadership 
was the strongest predictor of employee perception of workplace safety with a significant positive effect (β = 0.242, p 
< 0.01). This result is analogous to past research findings on leadership and workplace safety relationship where 
leadership type was predominantly safety leadership or transformational leadership (Zao et al., 2022; Draghici et al., 
2022). Workplace social capital emerged as the second strongest predictor of employee perception of workplace 
safety with a significant positive effect (β = 0.194, p < 0.01). This study was one of the first to hypothesize and 
validate the influence of social capital as a whole on workplace safety perceptions. Organizational reputation was 
also found to have a significant positive effect (β = 0.119, p < 0.03) on employees’ perception of workplace safety. This 
result is concurrent to past research findings on the positive relationship between organization’s reputation and 
employees’ safety climate perception in other industries such as manufacturing, healthcare, etc. (Barling and 
Hutchinson, 2000; Mira et al., 2013). While these three antecedents were significant predictors of employees’ 
workplace safety perception, psychological capital did not have a direct significant effect on the same.  
 
This contradicts the claim by Bergheim et al. (2015) that employees with high psychological capital exhibiting strong 
ability to adjust and cope with hardships, focus on their work performance including safety involvement, behaviour 
and management. It can be inferred that employees with high psychological capital need not necessarily have 
positive perception of workplace safety in chemical companies. However, psychological capital had a significant 
negative effect (β = -0.144, p < 0.03) on job stress. This result validates the Job-Demand Resources theory and 
broaden-and-build theory (Bakker and Demerouti, 2008; Fredrickson, 2001) and past research argument that 
employees with high psychological capital have a more positive outlook, confidence, hope and resilience during 
challenging situations, hence are less likely to report job stress (Abbas and Raja, 2015). Empowering leadership 
emerged as the strongest predictor of employees’ perceived job stress with a significant negative effect (β = -0.573, p < 
0.00). This result validates the Job-Demand Resources theory (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007) and Liu et al’s. (2021) claim 
that empowering leaders are effective social and organizational resource who facilitate healthy leader-employee 
relationship, giving sub-ordinates more autonomy and vitality, and helping to increase their job satisfaction by 
relieving job stress and burnout. Empowering leadership also had a significant positive effect on employee 
engagement (β = 0.582, p < 0.00) which was found to be strongest linkage in the structural model. This result is in 
sync with the past research findings that empowering leader behaviour where subordinates are given freedom and 
autonomy enhances their motivation to be more proactive, committed and engaged in their job (Tuckey et al., 2012; 
Lee et al., 2016). Workplace social capital was found to have a significant negative effect on employees’ job stress (β = 
-0.294, p < 0.048). This result validates the past research on the positive relationship of social capital at workplace and 
employees’ health-related outcomes such as stress, depression and mental health (Poortinga, 2006; Sapp et al., 2010; 
Boyas et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2014; Firouzbakht et al., 2018).  
 
However, workplace social capital did not have a significant effect on employee engagement which contradicts the 
past research argument that organizations with strong social capital have more committed and engaged employees 
(Fujita et al., 2016; Marcus et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2018). It can be inferred that in this study context of chemical 
companies, the social capital at workplace did not directly influence the employee engagement. On the other hand, 
organizational reputation had a significant positive effect on employee engagement (β = 0.112, p < 0.031). This result 
validates the argument by few researchers (Davies et al., 2004; Men, 2012; Shirin and Kleyn, 2017) that corporate 
reputation affects the way employees perform and behave. Specifically, this study was one of the first to validate the 
influence of organizational reputation on employee engagement. Finally, employee perception of workplace safety 
had a significant negative effect on their job stress (β = -0.072, p < 0.035) and positive effect on employee engagement 
(β = 0.066, p < 0.032). Employees’ perceived stress was also found to have a significant negative effect on their level of 
engagement (β = -0.365, p < 0.00). These results are analogous to past research findings that exposure to risk at 
workplace increases stress among employees (Berry and Kim, 1988; Lazarus and Folkman, 1984; Ramos et al., 2021). 
It also validates the Social Exchange theory and norm of reciprocity that employees’ perception of organizational 
support and care for their well-being employees (Eisenberger et al., 2002) in the form of management’s commitment 
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to safety and implementation of safety practices reduces employees’ stress and enhances their engagement with their 
job (Dejoy et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2016). The SEM estimation results showed that 11 out of 13 hypothesized 
relationships were found to be significant. The summary of regression/path coefficients of all relationships along 
with hypotheses testing results is presented in Table 7. The SEM path diagram with the standardized regression/path 
coefficients (β) of the relationships between the constructs is shown in Figure 3. 
 
CONCLUSION AND RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 
 
In conclusion, addressing employee perceptions of safety in the chemical industry, as revealed in the study 
conducted in SIPCOT, Tamil Nadu, is essential for fostering a secure work environment and ensuring organizational 
success. The unique multidimensional scale and conceptual framework developed in this study contribute valuable 
insights to workplace safety research, offering a new perspective on the interplay of psychological and social factors 
in this context. The study emphasizes the need for evidence-based strategies, continual assessment of safety 
protocols, and collaboration between stakeholders to advance safety practices and promote the well-being of 
employees in the chemical industry. Recognizing the interconnectedness of mental health and safety, and adapting 
to evolving work arrangements, will be crucial for sustaining a resilient safety framework. Ultimately, prioritizing 
employee perceptions of safety is not only a legal and ethical obligation but also a strategic imperative for the 
sustainable growth of the chemical industry. The research implications highlight the significance of understanding 
and addressing employee perceptions of safety in the chemical industry. The developed multidimensional scale and 
conceptual framework offer valuable tools for assessing workplace safety in this context, providing a foundation for 
evidence-based strategies and continuous improvement. The study emphasizes the need for ongoing collaboration 
between researchers, industry professionals, and regulatory bodies to advance safety practices and ensure the well-
being of employees in the chemical industry. The findings also underscore the importance of adapting to changing 
work arrangements and considering the interconnectedness of mental health and safety in fostering a resilient and 
adaptive safety framework 
 
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
 
 Examine the effectiveness of a newly developed multidimensional scale and conceptual framework in 

assessing workplace safety in the chemical industry over time. 
 Investigate the impact of evolving safety technologies and remote work arrangements on safety perceptions 

and practices to gain insights into the industry's adaptability. 
 Longitudinal studies should be conducted to evaluate the sustained impact of evidence-based strategies and 

analyze the relationship between mental health and safety perceptions for a comprehensive comprehension. 
 Enhance insights into safety dynamics through cross-cultural analyses and comparisons in different 

organizational contexts. 
 Emphasize continued collaboration between researchers, industry professionals, and regulatory bodies to 

refine safety standards and implement best practices in the chemical industry. 
 Evaluate the effectiveness of the developed multidimensional scale and conceptual framework for assessing 

workplace safety in the chemical industry over an extended period. 
 Investigate how evolving safety technologies and remote work arrangements influence safety perceptions and 

practices, shedding light on the industry's adaptability. 
 Undertake longitudinal studies to assess the prolonged impact of evidence-based strategies on workplace 

safety, focusing on the correlation between mental health and safety perceptions. 
 Explore safety dynamics through cross-cultural analyses, comparing different organizational contexts to 

deepen insights into the varying influences on workplace safety. 
 Promote continuous collaboration between researchers, industry professionals, and regulatory bodies to 

refine safety standards and implement best practices in the chemical industry. 
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Table 1: List of Selected SIPCOT Industrial Complexes and Chemical Companies 

SIPCOT Industrial 
Complex 

Company Name Year of 
Establishment 

Approx. Employee 
Size 

Gummidi-poondi 

SRF Ltd. 
 

600 

Shinsung Petrochemicals Pvt. Ltd. 2009 130 

Xmold Polymers Pvt. Ltd. 1993 60 

Cuddalore 

Tanfac Industries Ltd. 1972 250 

Chemplast Cuddalore Vinyls Ltd. 2009 300 

Tagros Chemicals 1992 100 
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Clariant Chemicals 
 

100 

Tuticorin 
VV Titanium Pigments 1994 900 

Easternbulk Lime Products Pvt. 
Ltd.   

 
Table 2: Scales adopted to measure Constructs in the Hypothesized Conceptual Framework 

Construct Scale Source 
Perceived Workplace 

Safety 10 items derived from popular WSS scales Hayes et al. (1998); Justus (2015) 

Psychological capital 6 items derived from 12-item Psychological 
Capital scale Luthans et al. (2007) 

Empowering leadership 6 items adopted from Empowering Leadership 
questionnaire 

Arnold et al. (2000) 

Workplace social capital 
5 items derived from Social Capital at Work 

scale 
Kouvonen et al. (2006) 

Organizational 
reputation 

6 items adopted from Reputation and Brand 
Image scales 

Kim and Lennon (2013); Eklöf and 
Westlund (2002) 

Job stress 6 items derived from Perceived Stress scale Cohen et al. (1983); Mackie et al. (2001) 
Employee engagement 8 items inspired by Engagement Index Civian et al. (2008) 

 
Table 3: Distribution of Respondents based on SIPCOT Industrial Complex and Chemical Companies 

SIPCOT and Chemical Companies Number of Respondents Percent 

Gummidipoondi SIPCOT 159 29.8 

 
SRF Ltd. 84 15.7 

 
Shinsung Petrochemicals Pvt. Ltd. 52 9.7 

 
Xmold Polymers Pvt. Ltd. 23 4.3 

Cuddalore SIPCOT 255 47.8 

 Tanfac Industries Ltd. 95 17.8 

 ChemplastCuddaloreVinyls Ltd. 79 14.8 

 Tagros Chemicals 48 9.0 

 Clariant Chemicals 33 6.2 

Tuticorin SIPCOT 120 22.5 

 
VV Titanium Pigments 86 16.1 

 
Easternbulk Lime Products Pvt. Ltd. 34 6.4 

Total 534 100.0 
 
Table 4: Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents 
Demographic Characteristics Number of Respondents Percent 

Age   

 25 years & below 135 25.3 
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 26 to 35 years 230 43.1 

 36 to 45 years 112 21.0 

 Above 45 years 57 10.7 

Education   

 
ITI/Diploma 132 24.7 

 
Graduation or above 402 75.3 

Marital Status 
  

 
Single 219 41.0 

 Married 315 59.0 

Total 534 100.0 
 
Table 5: Job Characteristics of the Respondents 

Job Characteristics Number of Respondents Percent 

Cadre 
  

 
Management 118 22.1 

 
Staff 416 77.9 

Monthly Income 
  

 Below Rs. 25000 172 32.2 

 Rs. 25000-50000 210 39.3 

 Rs. 50001-75000 115 21.5 

 Above Rs. 75000 37 6.9 

Job Tenure   

 
Below 5 years 279 52.2 

 
5 to 10 years 192 36.0 

 
Above 10 years 63 11.8 

Number of Safety Trainings   

 5 or below 348 65.2 

 6 to 10 121 22.7 

 Above 10 65 12.2 

Industrial Accident Exposure   

 
Yes 196 36.7 

 
No 338 63.3 

Total 534 100.0 
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Table 6: Confirmatory Factor Analysis – Validity and Reliability Assessment 
Constructs Mean Composite Reliability SAF ENG ST PC LDR WSC OR 

SAF 3.28 0.956 0.886       
ENG 3.35 0.894 0.415 0.765      

ST 2.71 0.917 -0.364 -0.812 0.805     
PC 3.17 0.846 0.267 0.578 -0.58 0.694    

LDR 3.3 0.891 0.369 0.8 -0.78 0.488 0.788   
WSC 3.4 0.856 0.344 0.389 -0.311 0.466 0.395 0.738  
OR 3.11 0.833 0.314 0.557 -0.473 0.453 0.429 0.47 0.676 

Note: Diagonal elements in bold are sq root of AVE estimates; non-diagonal elements are correlation coefficients; 
SAF- Employee perception of workplace safety, ENG- Employee engagement, ST- Job stress, PC- Psychological 
capital, LDR- Empowering leadership, WSC- Workplace social capital, OR-Organizational reputation 
 
Table 7: SEM – Path Coefficients of Relationships and Hypotheses Test Results 

Relationships Unstd. Regression Weights Std. Regression Weights p-value Hypothesis Test Result 

LDR --> SAF 0.257 0.242 0 Validated 

SC --> SAF 0.311 0.194 0 Validated 

OR --> SAF 0.155 0.119 0.03 Validated 

PC --> SAF - - - Not validated 

PC --> ST -0.173 -0.144 0.041 Validated 

LDR --> ST -0.557 -0.573 0 Validated 

SC --> ST -0.432 -0.294 0.048 Validated 

SAF --> ST -0.066 -0.072 0.035 Validated 

SC --> ENG - - - Not validated 

SAF --> ENG 0.05 0.066 0.032 Validated 

ST --> ENG -0.302 -0.365 0 Validated 

OR --> ENG 0.111 0.112 0.031 Validated 

LDR --> ENG 0.469 0.582 0 Validated 
Note: SAF- Employee perception of workplace safety, ENG- Employee engagement, ST- Job stress, PC- 
Psychological capital, LDR- Empowering leadership, WSC- Workplace social capital, OR-Organizational 
reputation 
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Figure 1: Hypothesized Conceptual Framework Figure 2: Confirmatory Factor Analysis – Measurement 

Model 

 
Figure 3: Structural Equation Modelling – Estimation Results 
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In today’s revolutionary world, Deep learning has rapidly emerged as a powerful technology that has 
potential to save time, provide comfort and enable a wide range of visualization. This research paper 
proposes a combined approach for speech emotion recognition with sentimental analysis using deep 
learning. Speech emotion recognition (SER) is the process of identifying human emotions from spoken 
language. Sentimental analysis (SA) is the process of determining the emotional tone of a piece of text. 
The proposed system uses a deep learning model that takes both the audio signal and textual content as 
inputs to predict the emotional state of the speaker. The model is trained using a large dataset of speech 
samples labelled with corresponding emotions and their textual transcriptions. The combination of 
speech and textual features allows the model to better capture the nuances of human emotions and 
improve the overall recognition performance. The proposed approach has potential applications in 
various fields, such as healthcare, education, and customer service. The ability to accurately recognize 
human emotions can lead to the development of more effective communication systems that can better 
understand and respond to the needs of users. In conclusion, the proposed combined approach of speech 
emotion recognition with sentimental analysis shows promising results in accurately identifying human 
emotions from real time speech, and then converting that speech into text. Finally sentimental analysis 
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will be carried out considering that text which has the potential to be used in various practical 
applications such as social media monitoring, marketing, healthcare, etc. 

 
Keywords: Speech emotion recognition, Sentimental analysis, Speech to text, Deep learning, Feature 
Extraction 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In the revolutionary world of today, deep learning is empowering machines to tackle complex problems and make 
decisions with greater accuracy and speed than ever before. Deep learning is a key technology driving the ongoing 
revolution in artificial intelligence and machine learning [1]. With its ability to learn from large and complex 
datasets, deep learning is enabling machines to perform tasks that were previously thought to be the exclusive 
domain of human intelligence, such as image and speech recognition, natural language processing, and autonomous 
decision-making. These breakthroughs are transforming many industries, from healthcare and finance to 
transportation and entertainment, and are likely to have a profound impact on society in the years to come. Deep 
learning is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) that involves training artificial neural networks to learn from vast 
amounts of data [1]. Neural networks are computing systems inspired by the structure and function of the human 
brain, composed of layers of interconnected nodes or "neurons." The term "deep" in deep learning refers to the depth 
of the neural network, which can have many layers, each one processing a different level of abstraction. By 
combining multiple layers, deep learning models can learn increasingly complex representations of data and make 
more accurate predictions. This makes deep learning particularly well-suited for tasks such as image and speech 
recognition, natural language processing, and even game playing. Deep learning algorithms are designed to analyse 
and process complex, multi-layered data sets, such as images, videos, and speech, and extract features and patterns 
to make predictions or decisions. One of the key advantages of deep learning is its ability to learn from unstructured 
or unlabelled data, which is a significant improvement over traditional machine learning method. Deep learning has 
enabled breakthroughs in a wide range of fields, from computer vision and speech recognition to natural language 
processing and robotics. Some examples of deep learning applications include self-driving cars, facial recognition 
systems, virtual assistants, and medical image analysis. 

 
APPLICATIONS 
The applications of SER are as follows.[1][5][8]  
 
 Marketing: SER can be used in marketing to analyse customer feedback and sentiment on social media. This 

information can be used to improve products and services and create more targeted marketing campaigns. 
 Social media monitoring: Sentiment analysis is used to monitor social media conversations and detect trends 

and sentiments related to brands, products, or topics. This information can be used for reputation 
management, customer service, or market research. 

 Customer feedback analysis: Sentiment analysis is used to analyse customer feedback and reviews to 
determine customer satisfaction levels and identify areas for improvement. This information can be used to 
improve products and services and enhance customer experiences. 

 Market research: Sentiment analysis is used to analyse customer feedback and social media conversations to 
identify emerging trends, consumer preferences, and potential product opportunities. 

 Customer service: SER can be used in customer service to analyse the tone of a customer's voice during a call 
to determine their emotional state. This information can be used to provide a personalized response and 
improve the customer experience. 

 Healthcare: SER can be used in healthcare to detect emotional distress in patients. For example, it can be used 
to detect signs of depression, anxiety, or stress in a patient's voice during a telemedicine session. 
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 Human-robot interaction: SER can be used in human-robot interaction to improve the emotional intelligence 
of robots. For example, it can be used to detect the emotional state of a human interacting with a robot and 
adjust the robot's response to better match the human's emotional state. 

 
SPEECH EMOTION RECOGNITION 
 EMOTION RECOGNITION 
Emotion recognition is a technology [2] that uses machine learning algorithms to recognize and interpret human 
emotions. It involves analysing various features, such as facial expressions, voice tone, body language, or 
physiological signals, to identify emotional states such as happiness, sadness, anger, fear, or surprise. Following are 
the different methods of emotion recognition. 
 
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) 
This is a technique used to extract features from speech signals that are relevant to SER. [1] MFCC involves 
converting the speech signal into a logarithmic frequency scale, dividing it into frames, and calculating the spectrum 
of each frame. 
 
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) 
This is a machine learning algorithm used to train models for speech recognition. DNNs involve creating a layered 
neural network that learns to recognize patterns in the input data. 
 
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) 
This is a machine learning algorithm that can be used to classify speech signals into different emotional states. SVMs 
involve creating a hyperplane that separates the input data into different categories. 
 
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) 
This is a statistical model used to recognize speech signals. HMMs involve modelling the probability distribution of 
speech signals and calculating the most likely sequence of emotional states. 
 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 
This is a type of deep neural network that is particularly effective for image and speech recognition.[2] CNNs involve 
creating a network of layers that extract features from the input data and classify it into different emotional states. 

 
SPEECH TO TEXT 
Speech-to-text technology, also known as speech recognition or voice recognition technology, is a technology that 
enables a computer or device to recognize and interpret spoken language and convert it into text [3]. This technology 
uses various algorithms and models to analyse speech and convert it into a written form that can be understood by a 
computer. Below given are the different approaches.  
 

 Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR): This is a technique that involves converting speech into text using 
machine learning algorithms. ASR involves breaking down the speech signal into individual phonemes and 
using statistical models to predict the most likely transcription. 

 Deep Neural Networks (DNNs): This is a machine learning algorithm that is commonly used in ASR 
systems. DNNs involve creating a layered neural network that learns to recognize patterns in the input 
speech signal. 

 Hidden Markov Models (HMMs): This is a statistical model that is often used in ASR systems. HMMs 
involve modelling the probability distribution of speech signals and calculating the most likely sequence of 
words. 
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 Language Models: These are statistical models that are used to predict the probability of different word 
sequences based on their frequency in each language. Language models are often used in combination with 
ASR or HMMs to improve the accuracy of speech recognition. 

 Spectral Analysis: This technique involves analysing the spectral characteristics of the speech signal to 
identify the phonemes and words being spoken. Spectral analysis involves calculating features such as Mel-
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)[3] or Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) coefficients. 

 
SENTIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
Sentiment analysis [4], also known as opinion mining, is the process of analysing text data to determine the 
sentiment or emotion expressed within it. This can involve using machine learning algorithms to classify text as 
positive, negative, or neutral, or to identify more specific emotions such as joy, anger, or sadness. Sentiment 
analysis can be applied to various types of text data, such as social media posts, customer reviews, news articles, or 
survey responses. The goal of sentiment analysis is to extract insights from text data and understand the opinions 
and attitudes of individuals or groups toward topics, products, brands, or events. There are many different 
approaches. 
 
 Lexicon-based approach: This approach involves using sentiment lexicons, which are lists of words that are 

associated with positive or negative sentiment. Each word in the lexicon is assigned a sentiment score, and the 
sentiment score of the text is determined by summing the sentiment scores of the individual words in the text. 

 Machine learning: Machine learning techniques involve training a model to classify text into positive, 
negative, or neutral sentiment. The model is trained using a set of labeleddata, and the accuracy of the model 
can be improved by adjusting the parameters of the model or by providing it with more training data. 

 Deep learning: Deep learning techniques use deep neural networks to identify patterns in text data and to 
determine sentiment. Deep learning models can be trained on large amounts of data and can achieve high 
levels of accuracy. 

 Rule-based approach: Rule-based approaches involve creating a set of rules that define how certain words or 
phrases are associated with positive or negative sentiment. These rules can be based on the presence of 
specific words or phrases that are associated with positive or negative sentiment. 

 Hybrid approach: Hybrid approaches combine multiple techniques, such as lexicon-based and machine 
learning, to improve the accuracy of sentiment analysis. 

 
PROPOSED WORKFLOW 
General workflow followed in this paper is preprocessing, feature extraction and classification. 

1. Pre-processing: The speech signal is first pre-processed to remove noise and other artifacts that may affect the 
accuracy of emotion recognition. 

2. Feature extraction: Various features are extracted from the pre-processed speech signal. These features may 
include pitch, energy, and spectral features, among others. 

3. Classification: The selected features are used to train a classifier model, which can be based on various 
machine learning algorithms such as support vector machines (SVM), artificial neural networks (ANN), or 
decision trees. 

 
IMPLEMENTATION 
In this paper emotion recognition, speech to text and opinion mining is implemented using python (3.9.6) 
programming language. This python is very popular tool for deep learning area, In addition to that Jupyter notebook 
(6.4.3 version) as an environment. here Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and Song Dataset 
(RAVDESS) has been utilized for training the model. 
 
WORKFLOW 
Data Loading RAVDESS 
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The Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and Song Dataset (RAVDESS) which contain 1440 files.[4] 
From that per actor 60 trials they give us. Likewise, there are total 24 actors so by calculating you will get total 1440 
data. Which is sufficient for training our model. In the 24 Actors there are 12 female and 12 male actors. They used 
neutral North American accent for prepare this data. In this they mainly include 8 most important emotion, and this 
are the emotions calm, happy, sad, angry, fearful, surprise, and disgust. 
 
Label Emotion 
In this section we are creating an observed emotions array which contain mainly these 8 emotions. Neutral, calm, 
happy, sad, angry, fearful , disgust , surprised. 
 
Feature Extraction 
Feature extraction used to extract relevant features from audio signals and emotions. In this mainly audio frequently 
reflects hidden feeling through tone and pitch. From the given signal information there are mainly three features are 
extracted. The three features are MFCC, Mel, Chroma [6]. 
 
MFCC 
MFCC stands for Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients, a technique to compress spectral content of speech signals 
into a set of coefficients. These coefficients are often used as features in speech emotion recognition systems to 
classify the emotional state of a speaker based on their speech signal. MFCCs are effective in capturing the patterns 
[5]of spectral content associated with different emotions in speech. 
 
Chroma 
Chroma is a feature extraction technique that captures the tonal content of speech signals in speech emotion 
recognition. It maps the distribution of energy across the 12 pitch classes of the chromatic scale. Chroma features are 
used along with [8] other features, such as MFCCs, to improve the accuracy of emotion classification. 
 
Mel 
Mel refers to Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, which are commonly used in speech signal processing to represent 
the spectral features of speech signals. These coefficients are calculated by mapping the frequency spectrum of the 
speech signal onto a Mel-scale, which is a logarithmic scale that mimics the way human ears perceive sound. 
 
Split data 
The RAVDESS dataset passed to MLP Classifier. Then we split the dataset in 25:75 ration i.e. testing and training 
dataset. 
 
Classifier 
MLP (Multilayer Perceptron) is a type of neural network classifier that can be used in speech emotion recognition to 
classify speech signals into different emotional categories based on their extracted features, such as [8] Mel-frequency 
cepstral coefficients. MLP classifiers consist of multiple layers of nodes and can learn complex relationships between 
input features and emotional categories. They are trained on a labelled dataset of speech samples and can predict the 
emotional category of new, unlabelled speech samples. 
 
Evaluation 
When implemented on synthetic database, the following output has been obtained when the speech input provided 
was “vvp is the best college”. The emotion recognized is happy, and the sentiment analysed was neutral, which is 
depicted in the following figures. In brief and concise terms, the process of speech to text, speech emotion 
recognition, and sentimental analysis is a powerful tool for analysing the emotional sentiment expressed in speech 
signals. By using Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and MLP classifiers, speech signals can be classified into 
different emotional categories. Once the speech signal has been converted to text using speech recognition 
technology, sentimental analysis can be applied to determine the emotional tone of the text data.[9]. 
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RESULTS 

 
Also, various classifiers were applied to the RAVDESS Dataset, and after evaluation of the accuracies of those 
classifiers, it has been observed that the MLP classifier gavethe highset The accuracy of the proposed system was 
measured against the emotion recognized, as shown in the figure 10. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Speech Emotion Recognition is about using computers to understand the feelings in someone's speech. It tries to 
figure out if a person is happy, angry, sad, or frustrated by listening to how they speak, and thus automatic emotion 
recognition system is still an ongoing subject of research. Thus, it can be widely used in areas like healthcare, social 
media marketing ad monitoring, etc. It has been observed that the proposed model works effectively when provided 
with the input from the available dataset, as well as real time voice input, thus converting the same to text efficiently. 
Considering the emotion recognition,it can be concluded that the proposed system classifies the ‘calm’ and ‘disgust’ 
emotions from the speech with maximum accuracy out of the total eight emotions which has been taken into 
consideration. Finally, sentiment analysis of the spoken words has been analysed and classified as being positive, 
negative, or neutral. Thus, overall sentiment analysis for the voice input has been carried out. Furthermore, 
comparing the accuracies with different classifiers, considering the RAVDESS dataset, it has been observed that MLP 
classifier provides the highest accuracy in Speech Emotion Recognition. Thus, the model provides an ability to 
extract valuable information from spoken content can provide a significant advantage for organizations seeking to 
optimize business operations, improve customer satisfaction, and make data-driven decision. 
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Table 1: Related work for Speech emotion recognition 

Title Methods 

Modulation Spectral feature for SER 
Using DNN [1] 

Dataset:(EmoDB) & (RAVDESS) 
Feature Extraction: CQT-MSF and MFSCfeatures 

Classification:  two different machine learning algorithm (1) convolutional 
neural network with fully connected layer for emotion classification (termed 
henceforth as DNN). (2) Convolutional layers to extract emotion embeddings 
and SVM to classify embeddings into emotion classes (termed as DNN-SVM). 

SER using Neural Network and 
MLP Classifier[3] 

Dataset: RAVDESS 
Feature Extraction:MFCC,MEL , Chroma , Tonnetz 

Classification: Neural Network and Multi-Layered Perceptron classifier. 

Voice Emotion Recognition using 
CNN and Decision Tree [7] 

Dataset: (Customized Kannada Dataset) & (RAVDESS) 
Feature Extraction: MFCC 

Classification: CNN 

Emotion recognition from speech: a 
review [20] 

Dataset: RAVDESS 
Feature Extraction: MFCC,Mel, chroma, Tonnetz 

Classification: MLP classifier 
Arabic Speech Emotion Recognition 

Using KNN and 
KSUEmotionsCorpus [6] 

Dataset:KSUEmotions corpus 
Feature Extraction: zero-crossing rate, short – term energy, 

MFCC’s and delta features 
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Classification: KNN / SVM 
 
 

 

 

Fig: 1: Speech Emotion Recognition Fig 2: Speech to Text 

 

 

 

Fig 3: Sentimental Analysis Fig 4: Proposed work 

 

 

Fig 5: Workflow Fig 6:Voice Input to the proposed system 
 

 
Fig 7: Emotion Recognized for the Input Fig. 8: Sentiment Analysis for the voice input 
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Fig. 9: Accuracy of RAVDESS Dataset on various 

classifiers 
Fig. 10: Accuracy observed across various 

emotions 
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The objective of this paper is to explore the concept of mentorship as depicted in select novels by Louise 
Erdrich. Erdrich is a highly regarded author known for her novels, poetry, and children's books that 
center on Native American settings and characters. Her work has received numerous accolades, 
including the National Book Critics Circle Award for fiction for her debut novel Love Medicine and the 
Pulitzer Prize for fiction in 2021 for her recent novel The Night Watchman. Love Medicine, a collection of 
stories spanning from 1934 to 1984, revolves around three Chippewa families – the Kashpaws, the 
Lamartine/Nanapushes, and the Morriseys. Erdrich's later novels, such as The Beet Queen, Tracks, The 
Bingo Palace, and Tales of Burning Love, delve into the lives of the same family members in the fictional 
town of Argus, North Dakota. The terms "mentor" and "mentorship" have gained popularity in popular 
culture. According to the American Psychological Association (APA), a mentor is an experienced 
individual who can assist in the career development and skill-building of a mentee. In this novel, 
Nanapush, an elder member of the tribal community, emerges as a mentor who guides his mentees, Eli 
Kashpaw and Nector Kashpaw, in acquiring cultural values, lifestyle, and hunting skills. The novel also 
highlights the challenges faced by Nanapush as a mentor and Eli and Nector as mentees. 
Keywords: American Indians, Native wisdom, mentor & mentee, Tribal community, cultural values 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Relationships play a significant role in every individual's life, whether it be within a family, society, or cultural 
group. One particular type of relationship, known as mentorship, holds immense value as it provides meaning, 
inspiration, and support in our personal growth. Mentorship is a life-altering connection that brings about positive 
transformations in various dimensions of our lives, encompassing the personal, social, cultural, and psychological 
aspects. Throughout literature and history, numerous examples showcase the art of mentoring, often undertaken by 
experienced mentors, typically elder individuals, who possess a genuine desire to assist and enhance the skills of 
their mentees. This research paper aims to unravel the depiction and significance of mentorship reflected in the select 
novels of Louise Erdrich. Louise Erdrich, a highly acclaimed American-Indian author, has made significant 
contributions to the literary world through her novels, poems, and children's books. Her writings intricately portray 
the lives, characters, and settings of Native Americans. Renowned for her captivating storytelling, Erdrich has gained 
widespread recognition and a large readership. Her literary prowess has been acknowledged with numerous 
prestigious awards, including the National Book Critics Circle Award for Fiction for her debut novel, Love Medicine. 
More recently, Erdrich's novel The Night Watchman was honored with the esteemed Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 2021. 
Love Medicine, a compelling collection of interconnected stories, spans the years between 1934 and 1984, delving into 
the lives of three Chippewa families - the Kashpaws, the Lamartine/Nanapushes, and the Morriseys. Erdrich’s 
subsequent novels, such as The Beet Queen, Tracks, The Bingo Palace, and Tales of Burning Love, continue to explore the 
lives of these same family members within the fictional town of Argus, North Dakota. Through her vivid storytelling 
and rich characterization, Erdrich paints a vivid and immersive portrait of the complexities and experiences of 
Native American life. The terms ‘Mentor’ and ‘Mentorship’ have gained significant popularity in contemporary pop 
culture. Exploring the etymology of the word mentor reveals its Greek origin, derived from the words for “mind” or 
“spirit.” This conveys a sense of purposefulness and personal agency. According to Wiktionary, the term has 
multiple etymological references. One reference traces its roots to the Sanskrit word ‘mantr(a),’ meaning advisor or 
counselor, while another reference links it to the Latin word ‘monitor,’ which signifies one who admonishes. The 
term ‘mentor’ has a rich and esteemed historical background. In Homer’s epic poem Odyssey, a character named 
Mentor plays a significant role. When Odysseus, the King of Ithaca, embarks on his journey to join forces with 
Menelaus in the Trojan War, he entrusts the care of his household to Mentor.  
 
Mentor assumes the role of overseer and teacher to Odysseus’ son, Telemachus. Following the conclusion of the war, 
Odysseus undergoes a ten-year wandering before finally returning home. Meanwhile, Telemachus, now grown but 
filled with confusion, uncertainty, and hopelessness, faces the relentless pursuit of his mother Penelope by ambitious 
and unscrupulous suitors. In a remarkable turn, Athena, the Goddess associated with war, handicraft, and wisdom, 
assumes the guise of Mentor and becomes a guiding figure for the perplexed Telemachus. She counsels him and 
instills in him the courage to stand against his mother’s suitors. Additionally, she aids him in his quest to search for 
his father. Through her wise counsel, Athena prepares the young Telemachus to succeed his father and become a 
virtuous and just individual. Thus, over time, the term ‘mentor’ has evolved to encompass the meaning of a wise 
person, teacher, counselor, and advisor. Mentoring is a highly meaningful form of human development wherein an 
experienced and senior individual dedicates their energy, time, and expertise to inspire and enhance the growth and 
abilities of another person. Numerous definitions of the term ‘mentor’ can be found across various disciplines. 
According to the American Psychological Association (APS), a mentor is an individual possessing expertise who can 
aid in the career development and skill enhancement of a mentee. In diverse fields, countless individuals have 
greatly benefited from mentoring relationships. The mentor figure holds a significant place in literature and is often 
portrayed as an archetype. Examples of such mentors include Virgil in The Divine Comedy, Gandalf in Lord of the 
Rings, and Dumbledore in Harry Potter. In Louise Erdrich's novels, Nanapush, an elder member of the tribal 
community, emerges as a mentor figure. He assists his mentee, Eli Kashpaw, in acquiring essential cultural and 
social values, lifestyle knowledge, and hunting skills. This research paper also sheds light on the challenges faced by 
both Nanapush and Eli Kashpaw throughout the course of the novel. While the concept of mentoring may not be 
explicitly recognized within indigenous communities, a thorough examination of these communities reveals the 
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presence of intergenerational teaching values and the sharing of knowledge and experiences, which can be 
considered forms of mentorship. The practice of mentoring is deeply rooted in the cultural traditions of many 
indigenous communities, historically serving as a means to nurture and educate their children and youth. The 
mentor takes the initiative in establishing the mentoring relationship, selecting the right individual to be mentored 
based on their own reasons and judgment. The second quality lies in the hierarchical nature of the mentor-mentee 
relationship, setting it apart from a typical friendship. This hierarchy is characterized by an inequality of knowledge, 
skills, and experience between the mentor and the mentee. In his work Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle provides a 
framework for understanding friendship. He defines friendship as a relationship between equals who are united by a 
shared purpose. However, Aristotle also acknowledges another type of friendship that emerges between an elder 
and a younger individual. He explains that when the love and respect within this relationship are proportionate to 
the merit of each party, a sense of equality arises, which is considered a defining characteristic of friendship. 
Consequently, in a mentoring relationship, the mentor assumes the role of the elder with greater age and superior 
experience, while the mentee willingly submits to the mentor's authority and guidance. Scholars worldwide have 
extensively studied and praised the female characters depicted in the works of Louise Erdrich. However, this 
research paper aims to shed light on the male characters in the novel Tracks, Love Medicine, The Bingo Palace and 
explore the transformative mentor-mentee relationship that develops between them. In these novels, Nanapush 
naturally selects Eli Kashpaw as his mentee. Nanapush introduces Eli as a young man who may not possess the 
highest levels of industry or education. Recognizing Eli’s desire to learn the art of hunting, he seeks the guidance of 
the experienced tribal elder, Nanapush, who possesses extensive knowledge of native culture and hunting 
techniques. Nanapush himself acknowledges this suitability for mentoring when he states in his narration, 

 
“I guided the last buffalo hunt. I saw the last bear shot. I trapped the last beaver with a pelt of more than two 
years’ growth…I axed the last birch that was older than I….” (2) 
 

In the early days, Native Americans held the belief that mastering the art of hunting was a pivotal rite of passage 
from boyhood to manhood. It was widely believed that until a man could prove his hunting skills and provide 
sustenance for his family, he had not yet reached the status of a fully realized man. In this context, Nanapush 
assumes the role of mentor to Eli, teaching him the traditional methods of hunting, including the use of bow and 
arrow, spears, snares, and traps. Additionally, Nanapush guides Eli in venturing out on hunts for both large game 
such as deer, moose, and buffalo, as well as small game like rabbit, beaver, and muskrat. 

 
“Eli chopped wood, pitched hay, harvested potatoes or cranberry bark. He wanted to be a hunter, 
though like me, and asked to partner that winter before the sickness…I showed Eli how to hunt and 
trap from such an early stage that I think he lived too much in the company of trees and winds” (40) 

 
According to Vigen Guroian, the act of establishing a mentoring relationship is defined by the mentor's identification 
of the mentee, which is a crucial aspect of the process [2]. The mentor must fully dedicate themselves to facilitating 
the development of essential skills that are not solely private or personal, but rather vital for the continuity of a 
particular practice or way of life. In the case of Nanapush and Eli, Nanapush explains his choice of Eli as his mentee 
by highlighting the shrewd-mindedness shared by both Eli and his younger brother, Nector Kashpaw (40). Unlike 
his brother, Eli lacks the ability to assimilate into white civilization. One day, while tracking a wounded doe during a 
hunting expedition, Eli unexpectedly encounters Fleur. His intense passion for her drives him to seek guidance from 
Nanapush once again, this time on how to win her love. At first, Nanapush advises Eli to distance himself from Fleur 
Pillager. However, Eli expresses his desire for guidance on how to win her affection rather than heeding the 
warning. Taking pity on Eli, Nanapush shares his own experiences of love and how he endeavored to please his 
wives in the past. He also recounts the unique gifts he bestowed upon his wives and offers a few of them to Eli. 
Intrigued, Eli expresses his curiosity about the origins of these gifts and the stories associated with them. Nanapush 
proceeds to engage in a lengthy conversation with Eli, narrating his interconnected stories without any discernible 
conclusion. Nanapush said, 
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 “Talk is an old man’s last vice. I opened my mouth and wore out the boy’s ears, but that is not my fault. I 
shouldn’t have been caused to live so long, shown so much of death, had to squeeze so many stories in the 
corners of my brain. They’re all attached, and once I start there is no end to telling because they’re hooked from 
one side to the other, mouth to tail” (46) 

 
It is essential for a mentee to attentively and patiently listen to the mentor's words, as their patience will eventually 
yield rewards. The concept of "listen before speaking" is deeply ingrained in the practices of numerous Native 
American tribes. In the case of Eli Kashpaw, his ability to listen to his mentor enables him to gain mastery over 
various skills and navigate challenging situations. Nanapush further emphasizes the importance of communication 
in his own life, stating that his ability to express himself kept him alive during a difficult period of sickness. 
Nanapush advises Eli regarding his relationship with Fleur, using the analogy, “...it's like you’re a log in a stream. 
Along comes this bear. She jumps on. Don't let her dig in her claws” (46). Equipped with his mentor's advice, Eli 
approaches Fleur, armed with both his newfound skills and gifts. The wisdom imparted by Nanapush ultimately 
assists Eli in winning Fleur’s love. Nanapush recognizes that Eli is utilizing his guidance to keep Fleur off balance, 
ensuring a dynamic and evolving connection between them. Driven by jealousy, Eli is persuaded by Marie to engage 
in a physical relationship with Sophie. As a consequence, Fleur disregards Eli and is unwilling to accept him. In a 
state of confusion, Eli seeks solace and guidance from Nanapush, visiting his mentor's house with an offering. He 
hopes that Nanapush will assist him in navigating his relationship with Fleur. Eli expresses his remorse for what has 
transpired, feeling as though he has been enchanted. However, Nanapush warns him that Fleur will not be easily 
convinced by excuses. Eli remains in Nanapush's cabin for six days, consuming all of Nanapush's food. On the 
seventh day, Nanapush provides Eli with a gun and instructs him to go hunting. As Nanapush goes to check his own 
traps, he discovers that they are empty, leaving him perplexed about how to sustain himself until the end of the 
prolonged winter. 

 
 “In my fist I had a lump of charcoal, with which I blackened my face. I placed my otter bag upon my 
chest, my rattle near. I began to sing slowly, calling on my helpers, until words came from my mouth 
but were not mine, until the rattle started, the song sang itself, and there, in the  deep bright drifts, I 
saw the tracks of Eli’s snowshoes clearly” (101) 

 
Nanapush smears his face with charcoal and assumes a prone position to engage in prayer. He possesses the ability 
to interpret nature with the same proficiency he applies to reading books. Through this connection, he can envision 
Eli's footprints in the snow and intuitively perceive his emotions. Nanapush comprehends that Eli is aimlessly 
wandering without sustenance. As Nanapush commences his prayer, his voice rouses Eli, conveying favorable 
weather conditions and the proximity of an ideal hunting ground for moose. Guided by Nanapush’s spiritual 
influence, Eli arrives at a location where he can discern the tracks of several moose and proceeds to follow them. 
Meanwhile, Nanapush continues his melodic prayer, while Eli meticulously prepares for the final stage of his moose 
hunt. Through a telekinetic connection, Nanapush reminds and cautions Eli about the importance of not startling the 
moose during the hunt, as the adrenaline released in the animal's bloodstream would negatively affect the quality of 
the meat. Following Nanapush's teachings, Eli shoots the moose when it rests after feeding, recalling that every 
living creature on Earth has a designated place in the cycle of life. The Native American understanding is that 
animals were created to sustain their people, and they express gratitude for the gifts provided by nature. In contrast, 
European hunting practices often lack this level of consideration. Once Eli successfully kills the moose, he carefully 
opens its belly and consumes a small portion of the liver for nourishment, reserving the majority of it for Nector. As 
an offering to nature, he buries another piece of the liver in the snow, symbolizing respect for both the natural world 
and the animal itself, which enables his family's survival. Eli proceeds to skillfully butcher the carcass and places the 
meat on his body. He then makes his way back to Nanapush’s cabin at a deliberate pace, mindful of avoiding 
excessive exertion that could lead to sweating and potentially result in hypothermia. 
 

 “There is a temptation, when it is terribly cold and the burden is heavy, to quicken pace to 
warm the blood…I know it well…Without opening my eyes … I took the drum from beneath 
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my bed and beat out footsteps for Eli to hear and follow. Each time he speeded I slowed him. I 
strengthened the rhythm whenever he faltered beneath the weight he bore. In that way he, 
retuned, and when I could hear the echo of his panting breath, I went outside to help him, still in 
my song.” (104) 

 
Through the utilization of traditional tribal wisdom, Nanapush is able to bridge the distance between himself and 
Eli. He skillfully beats his drum in a rhythmic manner, enabling Eli to synchronize his footsteps with the sound. As a 
result, Eli safely arrives at the cabin. With great care, Nanapush removes the frozen meat from Eli's body, which has 
conformed to his shape. He consumes the portion of moose liver that Eli had reserved for him. Nanapush then wraps 
Eli in a blanket and situates him near the stove to provide warmth. Continuing his nurturing efforts, Nanapush 
prepares the heart and kidneys of the moose and feeds them to Eli. Feeling a stronger attraction towards Fleur than 
before, Eli confides in Nanapush and seeks his guidance on how to regain her love. Nanapush questioned Eli’s sanity 
but provided him with a strategy to rekindle Fleur Pillagers’ affections by evoking her pity. Eli must humble himself 
in order to regain Fleur’s love and trust. After a restful sleep, he awakens feeling rejuvenated. Despite the exertion, 
Eli ventures out twice to bring the remaining meat of the moose to Fleur, but succumbs to the weight of his burden, 
collapsing under its load. Fleur responds with insults, yet Eli recalls the advice imparted by his mentor, recognizing 
this as a valuable opportunity to mend their relationship. Mentorship is widely acknowledged as a potent tool for 
personal, social, and psychological growth. It is a dynamic process that often transcends its initial purpose, evolving 
into a genuine friendship where both parties provide mutual support. Within ethnic communities, mentorship plays 
a crucial role in preserving and nurturing traditional values. In this novel, Nanapush serves as a mentor to Eli 
Kashpaw, guiding him through the trials and tribulations of life. Nanapush offers not only emotional and mental 
support to Eli but also imparts the wisdom necessary for him to become a well-rounded individual, a responsible 
husband, and a skilled hunter. Nanapush's expertise and knowledge elevate him to a distinguished position as a 
mentor. Through his facilitation, he leaves a profound impact on Eli's determination to carry forward the cultural 
values to future generations. 
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This study aimed to explore the medicinal potential of Psidium guajava L. (guava) leaf extracts by 
investigating their antibacterial, antioxidant, and Insilco properties. Specifically, the research focused on 
identifying potential bioactive compounds within the extracts, assessing their interactions with target 
proteins through molecular docking studies, and predicting their biological activities using the PASS 
Prediction tool. Additionally, the study employed the Lipinski rule of 5 to evaluate drug-likeness and 
predict ADME toxicity. Dried extracts from Psidium guajava L. leaves were subjected to analysis for 
antibacterial and antioxidant properties. Molecular docking studies were conducted to investigate the 
interaction of identified compounds with target proteins. The PASS Prediction tool was utilized for 
predicting biological activities, while the Lipinski rule of 5 guided the assessment of drug-likeness and 
ADME toxicity. Among the compounds analyzed, 7-epi-trans-Sesquisabinene hydrate demonstrated a 
noteworthy binding energy of -6.68 kcal/mol. This compound formed hydrogen bonds with the PRO 
residue, exhibiting a bond length of 2.0 Å. The findings of this study highlight the potential therapeutic 
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benefits of Psidium guajava L. leaf extracts, particularly the compound 7-epi-trans-Sesquisabinene 
hydrate, which exhibited promising antibacterial properties. The molecular docking results suggest 
significant interactions with the target protein, emphasizing the compound's potential efficacy. Further 
investigations are recommended to explore the stability of protein-compound interactions through 
continued docking studies, paving the way for potential drug development from Psidium guajava L. leaf 
bioactive compounds. 
 
Keywords: Psidium guajava L, Molecular Docking, Antibacterial Properties, Bioactive Compounds, 
Medicinal Plants. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Nature is always a golden sign to show the prominent phenomena of coexistence. Natural products from plants, 
animals, and minerals are the basis for treating human diseases. Medicinal plants are presently in demand and their 
acceptance is increasing progressively. Undoubtedly, plants play an important role by providing essential services in 
ecosystems. Without plants, humans and other living organisms cannot live in the way living should be. Anyway, 
herbals especially medicinal herbs have constantly acted as an overall indicator of ecosystem health[1]. Medicinal 
plants have undoubtedly been considered by human beings since ancient times. It can be said that before history and 
since the early humans recognized and exploited the plants around them for use as fuel, clothing, shelter, and food; 
they became aware of their properties. Guava, or Psidium guajava L., is a medicinal plant that belongs to the 
Myrtaceae family. Psidium guajava is a well-known traditional remedy that is used in several indigenous medical 
systems. It is widely spread throughout India. The Psidium guajava tree's leaves and bark have a long history of 
healing applications that are still in use today[2]. Despite being a native of Central America, it is now widely 
developed, diffused, and its organic products help millions of people throughout the world's jungles improve their 
diets[3]. Computer-aided drug discovery methods have developed as more advanced technologies that may be used 
to search for drugs made from phytochemicals found in several therapeutic plants.  
 
For technological and pharmaceutical research, computational prediction models play a crucial role in directing 
approach choice[4]. Additionally, they have been utilized to predict pharmacokinetic, pharmacological, and 
toxicological performance in silico. Currently, molecular docking is a successful and economical method for creating 
and evaluating medications [5,6]. This method produces information on how drugs interact with receptors that may 
be used to forecast how drug candidates will bind to their target proteins. Additionally, this method makes systemic 
research easier by non-covalently introducing a molecule into a macromolecule's binding site, resulting in precise 
binding at each ligand's active sites. In this regard, the GC-MS approach was employed in the current investigation 
to find and identify the phytochemical components present in the medicinal plant[7]. So, more research is needed to 
determine the potential therapeutic efficacy and possible mechanisms of action of Psidium guajava fruit. In response 
to all of the above, the current research was designed to (1) evaluate the in-vitro antibacterial activity of the Psidium 
guajava leaf methanolic extract (2) identify the potential bioactive components present in the active extract through 
the GC/MS analysis; and (3) apply an in-silico analysis for the most abundant compounds against the target proteins 
involved in the life cycle of bacteria. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Collection of plant material and process of Soxhlet extraction 
Psidium guajava leaves were collected around Palani, Dindigul District, Sattaparai hill Station, Tamil Nadu. Collected 
leaves were thoroughly washed with distilled water. Further, the leaves were shadow dried for five days to remove 
moisture content and finely grained using mortar and pestle, and stored in polythene bags for later use. To obtain 
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the plant extract using the Soxhlet apparatus method, Methanol solvents were chosen for their polarity index. The 
extract was filtered using Whatman No. 1 filter paper, and the extracts were then concentrated using a rotating 
vacuum evaporator, which were then stored at 4 °C for future purposes (Fig 1). 

GC–MS analysis of Psidium guajava leaf 
GC–MS analysis was performed on the Perkin Elmer system, using a silica capillary column. Helium (99.9%) was 
used as the carrier gas, with a constant flow of 1 mL/min and an injection volume of 0.5 EI. An isothermal program 
was used at 110 °C for 2 min, in 10 °C/min increments to 200 °C, then from 5 °C/min to 280 °C and 9 min at 280 °C. 
Mass spectra were taken at 70 eV, with a scanning interval of 0.5[8]. 

Bacterial strains 
Three gram-positive bacteria were utilized to assess the antibacterial activities of Staphylococcus aureus and Salmonella 
typhi, Bacillus subtilis. And two gram-negative bacteria, Proteus vulgarisand Escherichia coli. The bacteria were initially 
collected at the Department of Microbiology, PSG College of Arts & Science, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, India. 

Inoculum preparation 
The bacteria were pre cultivated in a rotatory shaker at 370C in a nutrient broth and centrifuged for 5 minutes in 
10,000 rpm. The pellet was suspended in dual water with a cell density of 660 nm 

Antimicrobial properties 
The disc diffusion method was employed to examine Psidium guajava leaf extract Different concentrations. (100-400 
µg/ml) were achieved by reconstituting the Guava peels. The test microorganisms have been planted into the 
appropriate medium by utilizing the spread plate technique. 10ul with nutrient broth growing cultures for 24 hours. 
Following solidification on test organism seed plates, filtered paper discs (5 mm in diameter) soaked with the extract 
were inserted. chloramphenicol (10 g/ml) was the positive control while Psidium guajava peel extract (100 µg/ml) was 
the negative control. The antimicrobial testing plates were incubated at 370 degrees Fahrenheit for 24 hours. The 
sizes of the inhibitory zones were measured in millimeters (mm)[9]. 
 
PDB 
The Protein Data Bank (PDB) is crystallographic database for the three-dimensional auxiliary information of 
enormous natural atoms, for example, proteins and nucleic acids. The PDB is administered by a living being known 
as the Overall Protein Information Bank. The PDB is a distinct advantage in the zone of basic science, for example, 
basic genomics. Most major logical diaries, a portion of the subsidizing organizations, are presently expecting 
researchers to present their structure information to the Protein Information Bank. Huge numbers of the other 
database are utilized the protein structures are stored in PDB. For instance, SCOP and CATH group protein 
structures, while PDB entirety gives a realistic diagram of PDB passages utilizing data from different sources as well. 
The protein was looked in the question box. The protein was chosen from the outcome. The 3D structures of the 
protein were gotten. The related basic data was taken for the docking investigation. The 3D structure was recovered 
to PDB position. 
 
PubChem 
PubChem is a data base which contains synthetic atoms. This information base was kept up by national place for 
biotechnology data (NCBI). It very well may be gotten to for nothing through a web UI. Right now, the compound 
structures are effortlessly downloaded through FTP. It comprises of three powerfully developing essential database. 
This information base incorporates a substance structure, name parts, compound equation, sub-atomic weight, 
XLogP, and hydrogen security contributor and acceptor check. It contains its own online atom bolster that permits 
the import and fare of all regular substance record organizations to look for the structures and pieces. The structures 
of the regular mixes are chosen from the plants were from the PubChem database. The structures were spared as 3D 
SDF records. 
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Drugability 
Lipinski rule of 5 helps in distinguishing between drug like and non-drug like molecules. It predicts high probability 
of success or failure due to drug likeness for molecules complying with 2 or more of the following rules 
 Molecular mass less than 500 Dalton 
 High lipophilicity (expressed as LogP less than 5) 
 Less than 5 hydrogen bond donors 
 Less than 10 hydrogen bond acceptors 
 Molar refractivity should be between 40-130 

 
Molecular docking study 
MGL tools with AutoGrid4 and AutoDock4[10,11]were used to set up and perform blind docking calculations 
between the Ligands and Protein. Crystalized 3-dimensional structure was obtained from the Protein Data Bank 
(PDB). Receptor (protein) and ligand (complex) files were prepared using Auto Dock Tools. The protein was 
enclosed in a box with number of grid points in x   y   z directions, 50 50 50 and a grid spacing of 0.375 Å. The center 
of the grid set to -6.516, 30.278 and -1.951 Å. Lamarckian genetic algorithms, as implemented in Auto Dock, were 
employed to perform docking calculations. All other parameters were default settings. For each of the docking cases, 
the lowest energy docked conformation, according to the Auto Dock scoring function and number hydrogen bonds 
was selected as the binding mode. The output from Auto Dock was rendered with PyMOL[12]. 
 
PyMol 
PYMOL is an open-source, user-sponsored, and a molecular visualization system. It is a private software company 
dedicated to creating a useful tool that will become a universally accessible to scientific and educational 
communities. The PyMOL can produce a high quality of 3D images with a small molecules and biological 
macromolecules, such as proteins, PyMOL is one of a few open-source visualization tools which is used in a 
structural biology. Proportion of the software’s name refers to the fact that it extends, and is extensible by the python 
programming language[13]. 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
Phytochemical screening 
The phytochemical screening of the methanolic extract of Psidium guajava was conducted to identify and characterize 
its bioactive compounds. Various chemical tests were employed to detect the presence of secondary metabolites such 
as alkaloids, flavonoids, tannins, saponins, glycosides, and phenols. The results indicated the rich phytochemical 
composition of Psidium guajava, suggesting its potential medicinal value. These bioactive compounds are known for 
their diverse pharmacological properties, including antioxidant, antimicrobial, and anti-inflammatory activities. The 
findings contribute valuable insights into the therapeutic potential of Psidium guajava and support its traditional use 
in herbal medicine [14]. 

GC-MS analysis 
The GC–MS spectrum of Psidium guajava leaf methanolic extract is given in Fig. 2 and the presence of various 
bioactive compounds was determined. The compounds detected in extract were ranked as 5-Hydroxy methyl 
furfural>Thymine> Catechol>7-epi-trans-Sesquisabinene hydrate and Benzoic acid >3,4,5-trimethoxy-2-nitro- 
according to their presence rates. Among the active ingredients, 5-Hydroxy methyl furfural has a high rate as the 
major component. Catechol and 5-Hydroxy methyl furfural have anti-cancer, anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory, anti-
tumor, anti-microbial, diuretic properties and is frequently used in vaccine formulations. 
 
Antimicrobial activity 
We studied the antibacterial activity of Psidium guajava leaf extract against Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus subtilis in 
this study, and found that gram positive bacteria were greatly suppressed. However, just one bacterium strain, 
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Proteus vulgaris, showed the lowest activity. Gram positive bacteria are more resistant to the antibacterial effect of 
Psidium guajava peels than Gram negative bacteria. The size of the zone of inhibition is generally equivalent to the 
difference of antimicrobial activity present in the sample or product, with a greater zone of inhibition indicating a 
stronger antibacterial. chloramphenicol was utilized as a reference for comparison. The antibacterial activity of the 
Psidium guajava leaf extract against Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus subtilis were considerably different [15]. Results 
as seen in Table.2 and Figure .3 Previous researchers found that guava leaf extracts have stronger antibacterial 
activity against gram positive bacteria and moderate efficacy against gram negative bacteria [16]. 

PDB (Protein Data Bank) 
The 3D structure of protein (Penicillin binding protein 3) was retrieved from the protein data bank (PDB) and it was 
viewed using the visualization tool PyMOL. 

PUBCHEM  
The compounds are isolated along with their molecular weight, molecular formula and PubChemCID, where 
PubChem is the database for accessing small molecules. 

Molecular docking analysis for antibacterial activity: 
To understand the mechanism of antimicrobial activity of the extract, molecular docking of active ingredients in 
extract with bacterial proteins was performed. The major components, which are intensely found in an extract, have 
an important role in the formation of biological activity compared to the minor components. Computer docking 
techniques play an important role in drug design and elucidation of mechanism. The flexible docking programs, 
Auto Dock and molecular operating environment (MOE) help in predicting favorable protein–ligand complex 
structures with a reasonable accuracy and speed. These docking programs, when used prior to experimental 
screening, can be considered as powerful computational filters to reduce labor and cost needed for the development 
of effective medicinal compounds. When used after experimental screening, they can help in better understanding of 
bioactivity mechanisms. Molecular models were built to discuss the binding modes by docking using Auto Dock 
program for the interactions of5-Hydroxy methyl furfural, Thymine, Catechol, 7-epi-trans-Sesquisabinene hydrate 
and Benzoic acid, 3,4,5-trimethoxy-2-nitro- with multiple Penicillin binding Protein. The structure of each drug was 
drawn and subjected to energy optimization. These were then imported to PDB file for docking purpose. Final 
analysis of docking results with the compounds is tabulated. All the bindings are visualized by using the Structure 
Visualization tool PyMOL viewer, the interaction between the chemical compounds and target protein was observed, 
and further were shown in the figure. Computer docking techniques play an important role in drug design and 
elucidation of mechanism. The flexible docking programs, Auto Dock, and molecular operating environment (MOE) 
help in predicting favorable protein–ligand complex structures with a reasonable accuracy and speed.  
 
These docking programs, when used prior to experimental screening, can be considered as powerful computational 
filters to reduce labor and cost needed for the development of effective medicinal compounds. When used after 
experimental screening, they can help in better understanding of bioactivity mechanisms. Molecular models were 
built to discuss the binding modes by docking using Auto Dock program for the interactions of 5-Hydroxymethyl 
furfural, Thymine, Catechol, 7-epi-trans-Sesquisabinene hydrate and Benzoic acid, 3,4,5-trimethoxy-2-nitro- with 
multiple Penicillin binding Protein. The structure of each drug was drawn and subjected to energy optimization. 
These were then imported to PDB file for docking purpose. Final analysis of docking results with the compounds are 
tabulated. All the bindings are visualized by using the Structure Visualization tool PyMOLviewer, the interaction 
between the chemical compounds and target protein was observed, and further was shown in the figure. The 
compound 7-epi-trans-Sesquisabinene hydratehad Binding energy of -6.68Kcal/mol and formed hydrogen bonds 
with the residue PROshowing the bond length of 2.0 Å. The compound Benzoic acid, 3,4,5-trimethoxy-2-nitro-had 
Binding energy of -5.55 Kcal/mol and formed hydrogen bonds with the residue MET and ASNshowing the bond 
length of 3.0 and 2.1 Å. The compound Thymine had Binding energy of -4.91 Kcal/mol and formed hydrogen bonds 
with the residue ASN, HIS and MET showing the bond length of 2.2, 1.7, 2.1 Å. The compound 5-Hydroxy methyl 
furfuralhad Binding energy of -4.93 Kcal/mol and formed hydrogen bonds with the residue GLYshowing the bond 
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length of 2.0 and 1.9 Å. The compound 5-Hydroxymethyl furfuralwith binding energy of -4.63 Kcal/mol and formed 
hydrogen bonds with the residue GLY and ASN showing the bond length of 2.0, 1.9 and 2.0 Å. Further, the 
interactions of plant compounds with the target would compare to the presently available drug molecule, to study its 
potency. As well as the simulation studies would provide an insight about the stability of protein-compound 
complex. The plant compounds indicating collaboration with the protein are arranged with the Binding energy.  The 
plant compounds and the information of their hydrogen bond, collaborating deposits and individual bond lengths 
were organized independently (Table 6). Utilizing PyMOL tool, the cooperation between the synthetic mixes and 
target protein are visualized and the communication of the compound was appeared in the figure 3. Carbon atoms of 
the ligands are shown in green. Oxygen atoms are red, nitrogen atoms are dark blue and Sulphur atoms are yellow. 
Hydrogen bonds are debuted in yellow dotted lines. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Psidium guajava leaf extract has shown biological properties that can be used to treat 
various diseases.  Based on the current investigation, Psidium guajava leaf methanolic extract significantly inhibits the 
growth of several bacterial strains. Data from in-silico experiments showed that 7,4,5-trimethoxy-2-nitro, Benzoic 
acid, and 5-hydroxy methyl furfural all had molecular interactions. The penicillin binding protein (PBP) sites are 
more specifically targeted by A. They could be substances with strong antibacterial properties. This can also be used 
to shed light on how possible antibacterial medications for strains of bacteria that are resistant to them work. 
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Table 1: Preliminary Phytochemical screening 

Phytochemicals Methanol 
Alkaloids 

Mayers test 
+ 

Dragendroff’s test - 
Wagners test - 
Amino acids 

Ninhydrin test 
+ 

Carbohydrades 
Fehling’s test 

+ 

Barfoed’stes - 
Molisch’s test + 

Protein 
Biuret test + 

Millons test - 
Flavonoids 

Alkaline test - 

Ferric chloride test + 
Lead Acetate + 

Cardiac Glycosides 
Keller-killiani test 

Legal s test 

+ 
 
+ 

Steroids 
Salkowski test 

Liebermann-Burchard reaction 

+ 
 
+ 

Saponification test 
Foam test - 

Tannins 
Ferric chloride test 

+ 

Thiols + 
Anthraquinones + 

Volatile oils + 
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Table:2 Antibaterial activity of Psidium guajava leaf extract 

Human pathogenic bacteria 
Zone of inhibition in (mm) Chloramphenicol 

10 µg/ml 
10 20 30 40 

Staphylococcus aureus 16 19 17 20 12 
Proteus vulgaris 7 8 14 17 14 

E-coli 5 6 7 11 12 
Bacilus subtilis 12 13 16 17 21 

 
Table 3: Structure of Protein  
ORGANISM NAME PROTEIN NAME & ID STRUCTURE RESIDUES 

COUNT 

 

Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa 

Penicillin binding protein 

3(PBP3) 

ID-6UN3 

 

 

573 

 
Table 4: Compound identification in Pubchem 

PLANT NAME PUBCHEM COMPOUND PUBCHEM 
CID 

MOLECULAR 
FORMULA 

MOLECULAR 
WEIGHT 

Psidium       
guajava 

5-Hydroxy methyl furfural 237332 C6H6O3 126.11 g/mol 

Thymine 1135 C5H6N2O2 126.11 g/mol 

Catechol 289 C6H6O2 110.11 g/mol 

7-epi-trans-Sesquisabinene 
hydrate 100930863 C15H26O 222.37 g/mol 

Benzoic acid, 3,4,5-
trimethoxy-2-nitro- 97116 C10H11NO7 257.2 g/mol 
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Table 5: Lipinski rule of five in selected active compounds 
LIPINSKI 
RULE OF 

FIVE 

Molecular mass 
less than 500 

Dalton 

High lipophilicity 
(expressed as LogP 

less than 5) 

Less than 5 
hydrogen 

bond donors 

Less than 10 
hydrogen bond 

acceptors 

Molar refractivity 
should be 

between 40-130 
237332 126 0.58 1 3 48.88 

1135 126 0.27 2 4 40.43 
289 110 1.09 2 2 49.35 

100930863 222 3.91 1 1 68.77 
97116 257 1.31 1 7 59.71 

 
Table 6: Interaction of compounds with PENICILLIN BINDING PROTEIN 3 (6UN3) 

S.No Name of the ligand / PubChem ID Binding energy Interacting amino acids 
Bond 
length 

No of 
H-Bonds 

1. 5-Hydroxy 
methyl furfural 

-4.63 
GLY 

2.0 

3 1.9 

ASN 2.0 

2. Thymine -4.91 

ASN 2.2 

3 HIS 1.7 

MET 2.1 

3. Catechol -4.13 MET 
1.9 

2 
1.9 

4. 7-epi-trans-Sesquisabinene hydrate -6.68 PRO 2.0 1 

5. 

 
 
 

Benzoic acid, 3,4,5-trimethoxy-2-nitro- 
 
 
 

-5.55 

MET 3.0 

5 
ASN 

2.1 

2.2 

GLY 
2.7 

1.8 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Graphical representation of work flow Figure 2. GC-MS Chromatogram of Psidium guajava 
leaf 
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Figure: 3 Invitro antibacterial activity of Psidium 

guajava leaf extract   and chloramphenicol (Positive 
antibacterial agent). 

Figure 4: Intermolecular interactions between 
compounds derived from Psidium guajava and their 

binding with Protein. 5-Hydroxy methyl furfural 

  
Figure 4: Thymine Figure 4: Catechol 

 
 

Figure 4: 7-epi-trans-Sesquisabinene hydrate Figure 4: Benzoic acid, 3,4,5-trimethoxy-2-nitro 
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INTRODUCTION 
  
The concept of fuzzy set was first introduced by Zadeh [29] in various fields of research with the examples of 
applications. Sanchez [19, 20] fuzzy relation is used in many applications of medical diagnosis. Using the concept of 
fuzzy sets (FS) as the base many researchers have extended it to have many branches as the intutionistic fuzzy set 
(IFS) given by Atanassov [1, 2] and interval fuzzy set found by Turksen [25].  It was Molodtsov [13] who initiated the 
concept of soft set theory. The concept of fuzzy soft set is used in many applications to solve the problems in medical 
science, social science, etc. On generalizing the concept of fuzzy soft set Maji et al. [9, 10] have developed the concept 
of IFSS. Babitha and John [3] had generalized the IFSS and studied its applications. In broad area of Science and 
Engineering, matrices play an important role. Thomason [24] has introduced the concept of fuzzy matrix under max-
min products in the interval [0,1]. Later, Kim and Roush [8] have progressed the concept of fuzzy matrices by 
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comparing the theory of Boolean matrices. The theory of fuzzy soft matrix was extended and its applications have 
studied by Borah et al. [12]. Murugadas and Lalitha [14] obtained the concept on decomposition on IFMs using an 
operator. Then, as generalization Bhowmik and Pal [4, 5] have given the concept of IFMs and IVIFS. On elaborating 
the concept of IFMs. Im et al. [27] have studied the determinant of the square IFMs. Many researchers had applied 
the concept of IFMs and incorporated several applications in many areas of research [7, 17, 18]. Smarandache [21, 22] 
initiated the idea of neutrosophic set (NS), first, by defining the term indeterminancy. Then Pabitra Kumar Maji [16] 
has developed Neutrosophic soft set (NSS) by comparing the theory of neutrosophic set (NS) and Fuzzy Soft Set 
(FSS). Sumathi and Arrokiarani [23] have studied the concept of Neutrosophic soft matrices with some new 
operators. Murugadas et al. [15] had studied and developed the decomposition concept of neutrosophic fuzzy 
matrices (NFMs). Broumi and Florentin Samrandache [6] had studied the concept of (INS) and introduced the 
concept of INSS with some definitions and operations. As a development the (NS) has been elaborated and studied 
by many researchers, in many fields, and found many applications in medical diagnosis useful in decision making 
[28, 11]. 
 
In this manuscript, we extend the concept of intutionistic fuzzy soft matrix as a support mechanism applicable in 
human life [26] and the concept of neutrosophic fuzzy soft matrix for application in human life. 
 
Preliminaries 
In this section, some basic notions, required for the sections of the article, are discussed. 

Definition.1 [11] A IFS A in  is an object of the form A ={x, (x), (x)/x∈ } where, the functions of 

: →[0,1] and : →[0,1]  define the degree of membership and degree of non-membership elements of 

the set  to the subset A and for every x∈ ,0  (x)+ (x) 1.Whereas, the ( ) = 1 − 

(x) − (x) which is called as hesitation margin of x in A. 

Definition.2 [11] Let the  be the universe discourse of the set E and E be the set of parameters, the collection of all 

intutionistic fuzzy subsets of  is denoted as   P ( ). Let the U  E, then, the pair ( , ) is said to be an 

intutionistic fuzzy soft set over the set , where, the   is a mapping from : → ( ). 
 

Definition.3 [15]  Let the   be the universe of discourse, the neutrosophic fuzzy set U on the universe of  is 

defined as U ={x, (x), (x), (x)/x∈ }, where the characteristic functions of , , : → [0,1] and 

0 ≤ + + ≤ 3; , ,  are the neutrosophic components. If an element  in the neutrosophic set U, it 

will be written as = { , , }, whereas which denotes the degree of membership, indeterminacy and 
non- membership respectively. 
 

Definition.4 [11] Let the set  be the universe of discourse and the E be the set of parameters. Let the P ( ) 

indicates collections of all neutrosophic subsets of .Let the A  E. Then the pair ( , ) is said to be the 

neutrosophic soft set over , where the   is a mapping from : → ( ). 
 

Example.5 Assume that A= ( , ,  ) be the set of three types of clothes and prize of a cloth material is low 

( ), moderate ( ), high ( ) be the set of parameters. Then  

 ( ) = ( , .4, .3, .8), ( , .2, .5, .3), ( , .9, .5, .4) 

 ( ) = ( , .3, .2, .1), ( , .9, .3, .1), ( , .6, .2, .1) 

 ( ) = ( , .5, .4, .8), ( , .4, .2, .3), ( , .4, .6, .2) 
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We represent it in a tabular form as follows for (NSS) Neutrosophic Soft Set 
             A                                         

                   (.4, .3, .8)          (.3, .2, .1)        (.5, .4, .8 ) 

                   (.2, .5, .3)          (.9, .3, .1)        (.4, .2, .3) 

                   (.9, .5, .4)          (.6, .2, .1)        (.4, .6, .2) 

 
Definition.6 [15] A neutrosophic matrix is a matrix in which all entries originate in neutrosophic set. That is of the 

form U= [u ] = [u , u , u ]. 
 

Definition.7 [11] Let the neutrosophic fuzzy soft matrices corresponding to neutrosophic fuzzy soft set ( , ) over 

 be U= [u ] ∈ , [u ] = [u ( ), u ( ), u ( )] for every ( = 1,2, … . ) and ( =
1,2, … . ) 
 

Definition.8 [15] Let  ∈  , where,  = [u ] = [u , u , u ] and 

 = [v ] = [v , v , v ]. Then the operations of ⊕,  of ,  is defined as 

⊕ = {max ( , ), max ( , ), min ( , )}and                   

 ⊙ =  {min( , ), min( , ), max( , )} 
 

Definition.9 [14]   Let U ∈   and V ∈   then the composition of U and V is defined as   U ∘ V = 

∑  ⋀ , ∑  ⋀ , ∏ ⋁ . The composition of U ∘ V will be defined if and only 
if the no. of columns of U is similar to the no. of rows of V. 
 

Definition.10 [23] Let the U, V ∈   such that  = [u ] = [u , u , u ] and   

 = [v ] = [v , v , v ]. Then, there are two cases 

Case(i) If U≤ V, then u ≤ v , u ≤ v ,  u ≥ v . 

Case(ii) If U V, then u ≥ v , u ≥ v ,  u ≤ v . 
 
Neutrosophic Fuzzy soft set in Living Standard 

Definition.11  If  the U is a neutrosophic fuzzy matrix,  its complement will denoted   and it is defined as  = 

[u ] = [u , u , u ] then  = [u ]  = [u , u , u ]. 
 

For comparing to the Sanchez’s concept of living standard, we take two matrices  and   as a knowledge of 

living standard of a Neutrosophic soft set ( , ) and its complement as ( , )  over the set of basic needs of 
the status 
 

In the same process, we take two matrices   and   as knowledge of living standard of a Neutrosophic Fuzzy 

soft set ( , ) and its complement as ( , )  respectively over the set of basic needs of the places. 
Whereas,  
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H- represents the set of basic needs of the status 
K- represents the set of status of the people those who work in places 
L- represents the set of places 

Then, we get two matrices  and   on using our definition of composition of two neutrosophic fuzzy matrices 
as 

=  ∘     and   =  ∘  

Therefore, we find the truth value, indeterminacy value and falsity value of the matrices  and   . 
 
ALGORITHM 

Step1: Input the neutrosophic soft set ( , ) and find its complement ( , )  Also, find the corresponding 

matrices   and  . 
Step2: Input the neutrosophic soft set ( , ) and find its complement ( , )  Also, find the corresponding 

matrices   and  . 
Step3: Now, Find =  ∘     and   =  ∘   . 

Step 4: Find the membership value, indeterminancy value and non-membership value of the matrices  and . 

Step5: Compare the Truth value, Indeterminacy value and Falsity value of   and  individually. 
 
CASE STUDY 

Assume any three places namely , ,  as the educational institution, hospital and industry which require the 
basic needs such as food, health care, clothing and communication. Suppose the possible status of the people is 
categorized as educated and uneducated, 

Let the ℎ ,ℎ , ℎ ,ℎ  represent the basic needs of food, health care, clothing and communication respectively 

and   and  represent the status of the people who work in the places, with the basic needs as educated and 
uneducated 

Let the = (ℎ ,ℎ ,ℎ ,ℎ )   and  = ( , ,)   be the parameter set representing the basic needs and 

status respectively. Also, L= , , ,  be the set of places. 

Let ( , ) be an Neutrosophic soft sets over H where,  is a mapping from  onto ( ) that is 

: → ( ) gives an appropriate description of Neutrosophic fuzzy soft living standard of the three 

status and their basic need ( , ) = ( ),  ( ) 

( )={(ℎ , 0.47,0.50,0.66),(ℎ , 0.85,0.95,0.99),     

               (ℎ , 0.98,0.95,0.69), (ℎ , 0.89,0.88,0.05)} 
 

( ) = {(ℎ , 0.54,0.60,0.75), ( ℎ , 0.75,0.88,0.89), 
                 (ℎ , 0.65,0.50,0.35), (ℎ , 0.95,0.89,0.08)} 
 
Now, 

( , )  =  (  ) , (  ) , (  )                                                 

 (  ) = {(ℎ , 0.66,0.50,0.47),(ℎ , 0.99,0.95,0.85), 

                       (ℎ , 0.69,0.95,0.98), (ℎ , 0.05,0.88,0.89)} 

  (  ) = {(ℎ , 0.75,0.60,0.54),( ℎ , 0.89,0.88,0.75), 
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                        (ℎ , 0.35,0.50,0.65), (ℎ , 0.08,0.89,0.95)} 

The above set represents the complement of the neutrosophic fuzzy soft set ( , ). Now, we will represent the 

neutrosophic fuzzy soft set ( , ) and ( , )  with the matrices  and  : 
                                                                 

 =    

ℎ
ℎ
ℎ
ℎ

 

(0.47,0.50,0.66) (0.54,0.60,0.75)
(0.85,0.95,0.99) (0.75,0.88,0.89)
(0.98,0.95,0.69) (0.65,0.50,0.35)
(0.89,0.88,0.05) (0.95,0.89,0.08)

 

                                                             

 =    

ℎ
ℎ
ℎ
ℎ

 

(0.66,0.50,0.47) (0.75,0.60,0.54)
(0.99,0.95,0.85) (0.89,0.88,0.75)
(0.69,0.95,0.98) (0.35,0.50,0.65)
(0.05,0.88,0.89) (0.08,0.89,0.95)

 

Again, let us consider another neutrosophic soft set ( , ) over L                     

 where, : → ( ) gives an approximate description of neutrosophic fuzzy soft set for the living standard 
according to the basic needs. 

( , ) = (ℎ ) , (ℎ ) , (ℎ ), (ℎ ) 

(ℎ ) = {( , 0.84,0.43,0.20),( , 0.33,0.75,0.85),( , 0.85,0.84,0.03)} 

(ℎ ) = {( , 0.96,0.70,0.36),( , 0.45,0.66,0.85), ( , 0.99,0.85,0.25)} 

(ℎ ) = {( , 0.30,0.45,0.70),( , 0.95,0.95,0.30), ( , 0.20,0.38,0.88)} 

(ℎ ) = {( , 0.33,0.58,0.78),( , 0.98,0.77,0.99), ( , 0.39,0.68,0.71)} 
 
Now, 
( , )  =  (ℎ  ) , (ℎ  ) , (ℎ  ) , (ℎ  )  

  (ℎ  ) = {( , 0.20,0.43,0.84),( , 0.85,0.75,0.33), ( , 0.03,0.84,0.85)} 

  (ℎ  ) = {( , 0.36,0.70,0.96),( , 0.85,0.66,0.45), ( , 0.25,0.85,0.99)} 

  (ℎ  ) =  {( , 0.70,0.45,0.30),( , 0.30,0.95,0.95), ( , 0.88,0.38,0.20)} 

  (ℎ  ) =  {( , 0.78,0.58,0.33),( , 0.99,0.77,0.98), ( , 0.71,0.68,0.89)} 

The set represents the complement of the neutrosophic fuzzy soft set ( , ). Now, we will represent the 

neutrosophic fuzzy soft set ( , ) and ( , )  with the matrices   and  : 
 =                       ℎ             ℎ              ℎ                     ℎ   

                      
                      
                      

(0.84,0.43,0.20) (0.96,0.70,0.36) (0.30,0.45,0.70) (0.33,0.58,0.78)
(0.33,0.75,0.85) (0.45,0.66,0.85) (0.95,0.95,0.30) (0.98,0.77,0.99)
(0.85,0.84,0.03) (0.99,0.85,0.25) (0.20,0.38,0.88) (0.39,0.68,0.71)

 

 =                        ℎ               ℎ                      ℎ                         ℎ   
                        
                        
                        

(0.20,0.43,0.84) (0.36,0.70,0.96) (0.70,0.45,0.30) (0.78,0.58,0.33)
(0.85,0.75,0.33) (0.85,0.66,0.45) (0.30,0.95,0.95) (0.99,0.77,0.98)
(0.03,0.84,0.85) (0.25,0.85,0.99) (0.88,0.38,0.20) (0.71,0.68,0.39)

 

Thus, the product of the matrices  and   are given as  
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 =      
(0.85,0.70,0.66) (0.75,0.70,0.70)
(0.95,0.95,0.69) (0.95,0.77,0.35)
(0.85,0.85,0.66) (0.75,0.85,0.71)

 

                                                               

 =     
(0.69,0.70,0.84) (0.36,0.70,0.65)
(0.85,0.95,0.47) (0.85,0.77,0.54)
(0.69,0.85,0.85) (0.35,0.85,0.65)

 

Now, We find the matrices of membership value (T)(possible), indeterminacy value(I)(chances of possible or not 

possible) and non-membership value(F) (not possible)respectively to the matrices  
                                                                       

 =     
0.85 0.75
0.95 0.95
0.85 0.75

        =     
0.70 0.70
0.95 0.77
0.85 0.85

 

     
                                                  

  and         =     
0.66 0.70
0.69 0.35
0.66 0.71

 

we observe that, ( ) ≥ ( ) for the places  and  and for place  ( ) =
( ) and ( ) = ( )  for place  and  and ( ) ≥  ( ) for place  

and for place  and   ( ) ≤ ( ) and ( ) ≥ ( ) for . Thus, the result 

that we have derived the place  ,  and   are more likely to have high of status  (educated). 
Again, We find the matrices of membership value (T)(possible), indeterminacy value(I)(chances of possible or not 

possible ) and non-membership value(F) (not possible)respectively to the matrices  
                                                                       

 =     
0.69 0.36
0.85 0.85
0.69 0.35

        =     
0.70 0.70
0.95 0.77
0.85 0.85

 

                                                 

and         =     
0.84 0.65
0.47 0.54
0.85 0.65

 

The result that we have derived is that the place ,  and  are more likely to be having high of status of  
(educated). 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we discussed the Neutrosophic Fuzzy Soft Matrix with real life example. Also, we have used different 
operators such as product operator, sum operator and complement. Using these operators, we conclude that the 

place ,  and  are more likely to be having high of status which is found educated. 
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Preset of dynamic changing world and technology contributed sense of security and confinedness. In this 
digital age with the progression of globalization it’s really difficult for an organisation to be in race and to 
achieve the goal. Organisations mostly gets profits from what it knows, how efficiently it uses and how 
quickly organization shares knowledge to achieve the objectives. Knowledge sharing behavior in 
organisations deals with various dimensions and extents. The current research mainly focused upon how 
an organisation can use reward system as an asset tool in order to enhance the knowledge sharing 
behavior in turn is an effective tool to gain advantage. The core perception lies to explore the relationship 
among knowledge sharing behavior and reward system. The investigation is built on primary data 
collected from Indian service organisations supporting structured questionnaire.   
 
Keywords: Knowledge, knowledge sharing behavior, reward system, Indian organisations 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In a knowledge-based economy, an organization is the one, who not only absorbs knowledge, but also learns, 
recollects and take actions on best suited available knowledge and information. Jackson, et. al (2006) cited that 
knowledge sharing behavior (KSB) is one of the prime focused activities is known as the fundamental means through 
which Employees play a crucial role in enhancing an organization's competitive edge through knowledge 
application and innovation. Davenport and Prusak (1998) emphasize that when employees share knowledge within 
and across teams, organizations can effectively utilize their knowledge-based resources. According to Wang and Noe 
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(2010), the Knowledge Sharing Behavior (KSB) of employees involves attitudes, skills, abilities, and experiences that 
aid in solving tasks, generating new ideas, and implementing policies. Ahmed et al. (2018) highlight Knowledge 
Sharing Behavior as a valuable tool not only for individual development but also for the overall competence of 
organizations. The ability of organizations to share and manage knowledge is essential for gaining a competitive 
advantage, as they rely on their employees for knowledge creation. Additionally, knowledge sharing plays a 
significant role in organizational contributions and team effectiveness (Huang, 2020). 
 
Behavior of Sharing Knowledge  
The notion behind knowledge sharing behavior, at this juncture turn out to be vigorous for organizations so that 
they can regulate the contribution and association of employees. Although knowledge from eternities is regarded as 
an intellectual asset.  Goh S.K and Jayaraman. K (2020) quoted the positive effect of KSB on creative performance of 
employees as well as on competency of organisations. There is ample amount of knowledge everywhere but the 
ability to use it is infrequent or we can say it is limited up to an extent. Organisations mostly gets profits or 
sustainable advances as ofIn effective collaboration, organizations leverage the collective knowledge they possess, 
utilizing existing information while rapidly assimilating and applying new insights to fulfill their goals. It is crucial 
to recognize that organizations, in isolation, cannot generate knowledge; rather, they depend on their workforce to 
gather, generate, and disseminate knowledge in their daily operations. Consequently, it can be affirmed that 
knowledge sharing serves as the foundation for Knowledge Management (KM) (Ahmad, 2006). Consequently, 
knowledge sharing has evolved into a mutually beneficial process where individuals exchange their unique skills or 
valuable insights, receiving something of value in return (Christensen, 2005). 
 
Knowledge Sharing and Rewards 
Amin (2011) delved into the significance of knowledge sharing within the framework of knowledge management. 
The research examined various factors crucial to knowledge sharing, including organizational structure, climate, 
size, Information Technology, rewards, stressors, and job-related aspects, all of which directly influence the sharing 
of knowledge within an organization. Ahuja (2020) found that verbal and extrinsic rewards significantly impact 
knowledge sharing behavior, with monetary rewards playing a particularly significant role. Alam, Abdullah, Ishak, 
and Zain (2009) focused on knowledge sharing behavior in manufacturing industries, highlighting that reward 
systems, organizational culture, trust, and technology are key factors influencing knowledge sharing within firms. 
The exchange of knowledge among individuals indirectly contributes to the generation of new ideas or knowledge 
creation, benefiting organizational management. Ghosh and Ghosh (2009) observed that India is progressively 
transitioning toward a knowledge-based economy, aided by the Indian Government's support in fostering a culture 
of knowledge sharing. Islam, MA, Jantan, AH et al. (2018) concluded that rewards have a high impact on knowledge 
sharing behavior, recommending organizations to create opportunities and programs that establish knowledge 
sharing as a common practice across all levels and departments.  
 
Jacobs and Roodt (2007) asserted that knowledge sharing plays a vital role in predicting turnover 
intentions.Employers should focus on the importance of human being on the in the process of knowledge 
management. Organisational culture should be managed in such a way that employees get the opportunities to share 
knowledge.  Keith Patrick and Dotsika (2007) suggested that we can develop the support systems that increases 
collaboration and knowledge sharing. The study also indicate that if we use the system development process by 
knowledge sharing within the organization for solving the problems then we can get unexpected positive outcomes. 
The study gives stress on enhancement of the collaborative relationships and increases the probability of sharing 
through employee engagement and empowerment. Cyr and Choo (2010) propose that an individual's inclination to 
share knowledge is influenced by personal preferences, perceptions of costs and benefits, and the structural 
relationship with knowledge recipients. They view knowledge sharing as a social exchange involving considerations 
of costs and benefits, preferences in sharing outcomes, and the relationship with the sharing target, such as a 
superior or colleague. Oye, Mazleena, and Noorminshah (2011) suggest that motivators and demotivators impact 
knowledge sharing in the workplace. Factors like age, culture, and industry influence knowledge sharing among 
employees. Motivators include intrinsic elements like a sharing nature, reward systems, job security, 
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professionalism, social ties, mutual benefit, and extrinsic factors such as performance reviews. Demotivating factors 
involve protecting one's edge, concerns about job security, personal ties, personal ill feelings, intrinsic issues like 
shared knowledge not being accepted, and extrinsic factors like a lack of a sharing culture. Ahmada, Sharom, and 
Abdullah (2006) propose that individual attitudes, organizational environment, reward systems, and information 
and communication technology contribute to knowledge sharing behavior, with a higher emphasis on individual 
attitude. Bock and Kim (2002) emphasize the need for organizations to leverage the tacit knowledge of skilled 
employees to stay competitive, requiring a conscious effort to convert individual knowledge into organizational 
knowledge through intentional sharing. Agarwal, Joshi, and Gupta (2012) assert that understanding factors that 
motivate and demotivate employees to share knowledge is crucial for continuous organizational growth. While 
economic benefits and collaboration negatively influence knowledge sharing, social factors have a more significant 
impact. Shoemaker (2011) notes that extrinsic rewards play a motivating role in knowledge sharing, and specific 
rewards can enhance individuals' sharing behaviors, contributing to the success of knowledge management 
programs. Kwakye and Nor (2010) highlight that reluctance in sharing cognitive knowledge is influenced by 
individual and social factors, including organizational culture, reward systems, trust, reputation, and technology 
within the organization. Amin (2011) underscores the importance of knowledge sharing as a key element in the 
knowledge management process, influenced by factors such as organizational structure, environment, size, 
technology, reward policies, and job characteristics. Sajevaa (2014) emphasizes the significance of rewards and 
appreciation, such as a sense of belonging and shared values, achievement, and success, in fostering knowledge 
sharing among employees. Hon, Fung, and Senbeto (2021) advocate for a proactive personality driven by 
autonomous motivation for knowledge sharing, while Silva, Mosquera, and Soares (2022) stress the positive 
association between intrinsic factors like affiliation, enjoyment, and attitude towards knowledge sharing and 
knowledge-sharing behavior 
. 
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 
Objectives serve as a basic tools for the study which are necessary to provide elucidations exist in the research 
problem. The study aligned in direction through its objectives to describe scope and extent of the study which are as 
follows: 
 To examine the correlation between the reward system and employees' knowledge-sharing behavior in Indian 

organizations.  
 To explore how the reward system influences the knowledge-sharing behavior of employees in Indian 

organizations. 
 
RESEARCH METHODS 
 
Sample and Sample Profile 
The study was based on information directly gathered from individuals through a carefully designed questionnaire. 
We collected responses from a group of 420 employees employed in various service sector organizations in India. 
The questionnaire measured the related variables of knowledge sharing behavior through offline methods and 
online methods targeting Indian service sectors cited Delhi, Noida, Gurgaon,Chandigarh Regions of Haryana and 
Punjab from Banks, Consulting firms, Universities, Telecom and Telecasting, BPO (Business Process Outsourcing), IT 
firms, and Hospitals etc. The research further explains individual and organisational factors collected through 
distinct culture to have an enlarged influence over validity of the study.  
 
COLLECTION OF THE DATA 
This study draws upon two types of information – Primary and Secondary. Secondary data was gathered from 
various sources such as journals, theses (both published and unpublished), websites, research articles in magazines, 
and newspapers. In addition to this, we conducted a survey to collect primary data. To gather this data, we used a 
well-designed questionnaire aimed at understanding the perspectives of employees. We focused on individuals at 
different organizational levels – top, middle, and operative. This approach was chosen because employees in these 
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roles are more likely to have insights into knowledge management practices and sharing behaviors within the 
organization. 
 
RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 
Before distributing the questionnaire to organizations, we made sure it was reliable. We conducted a trial run, a pilot 
study, in a few Indian service organizations. The participants were asked to review the questionnaire and provide 
feedback on any unclear parts or questions. To ensure the reliability of the data collected, we used Cronbach's alpha, 
a statistical measure calculated through SPSS. The Cronbach's alpha value we obtained was 0.880, and according to 
Field (2000), a value greater than 0.80 indicates significant reliability. To make sure our data is suitable for analysis 
and interpretation, we also checked for data normality. Ensuring the data follows a normal distribution is a 
fundamental requirement for accurate analysis. Validity, which assesses if the instrument measures what it claims to 
measure, was addressed in our study. We focused on inter-item reliability and inter-observer reliability to ensure the 
validity of our findings. This means that we paid attention to consistency in responses among different items in the 
questionnaire and among different individuals observing the same phenomenon. 
 
ANALYSIS  
The statistical tool like mean, median, mode, correlation and regression are used to give an insight into different 
dimensions of the study. In the present study mean has been used extensively to access responsiveness level and 
opinion of employees’ regarding readiness and effectiveness of knowledge sharing behavior and knowledge 
management practices. Further analytical tools like Factor analysis and T-test has been used. Factor analysis has been 
used to reduce the data. The present study worked on five knowledge management practices and four dimensions of 
knowledge sharing behavior which are a result of clubbing similar sorts of  variables in factor analysis. In addition to 
this next, T–test and ANOVA has been applied to determine the significance of difference in employees’ status 
among two genders, among public and private sector, among Indian and MNCs organization, less experienced to 
most experienced employee from top level to operative level and from technical to non-technical job category etc. 
Further to find out the effect and relationship between the dimensions of two variables knowledge management and 
knowledge sharing behavior correlation and regression has been applied. 
 
 SAMPLE SUMMARY 
 
 Gender: Among the 420 respondents, 64% were male (270), and 36% were female (150). 
 Age: We observed differences in age groups, with 30.9% below 25 years, 40.4% aged between 25-34 years, and 

28.5% above 34 years. 
 Academic Qualification: In terms of education, 21.6% had a background in Arts/Humanities, 50.0% in 

Science/Engineering, 20.4% in Commerce/Management, and 7.8% in other fields. 
 Marital Status: About 42.8% of participants were married, while 57.1% were unmarried. 
 Work Experience: Participants with less than 5 years of experience constituted 47.3%, those with 6-10 years 

were 30.9%, and those with over 10 years were 21.6%. 
 Type of Organization: The breakdown was 35.7% in public organizations and 64.2% in private organizations. 
 Category of Organization: Among the organizations, 52.3% were Indian, and 47.6% were multinational. 
 Managerial Cadre: Looking at job levels, 11.9% were in top-level management, 65.4% in middle-level, and 

22.6% in operative level. 
 Job Category: Job roles varied, with 33.0% in technical roles, 34.2% in semi-technical, and 32.6% in non-

technical positions. This information was gathered through a well-structured questionnaire, ensuring a 
comprehensive understanding of our diverse participant group. 

 
HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY 
The term hypothesis guides to predictable explanation of the phenomenon. The literature review and hypothesis 
have been framed as per the objectives which are mentioned above in the study. Thus, to explore the dimensions of 
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knowledge sharing behavior and reward system. The required hypotheses (H1) along with various sub-hypotheses 
to achieve the objectives of the study are mentioned under: 
 
REWARD SYSTEM AND ORGANISATIONAL FACTORS 
 
H1 “There is a significant difference in the reward system dimension of knowledge sharing behavior according to 
employees’ individual and organisational factors 
H1a ‘There is a significant difference in the reward system dimensions of knowledge sharing behavior according to type of the 
organization’  
H1b ‘There is a significant difference in the reward system dimensions of knowledge sharing behavior according to category of the 
organization’ 
H1c ‘There is a significant difference in the reward system dimensions of knowledge sharing behavior according to managerial 
cadre’ 
H1d ‘There is a significant difference in the reward system dimensions of knowledge sharing behavior according to work 
experience’ 
H1eThere is a significant difference in the reward system dimensions of knowledge sharing behavior according to job category. 
 
The table: 2 characterized theno significant variation (t-value=.504, P=.613) in set of type of organisation in which 
mean of public organisation (mean=3.46) is less than of private organisation (mean=3.56). In concern to category of 
organisation mean of Indian organisation (mean=3.52) is slightly higher than of multinational organisation 
(mean=3.51) with no significant difference in category of organisation in relation to reward system dimension of 
knowledge sharing behavior. In addition to this there is significant variation (Welch value=4.13, P=.018) in terms of 
managerial cadre in which mean of employees who belong to middle level (3.54) is higher than of operative level 
(3.47) and top level (mean=3.26). Thus, hypothesis H1cis supported by the results of managerial cadre factor in 
reward system dimension of knowledge sharing behavior.  There is one more significant variation with respect to 
work experience (Welch Value=20.8, P=.000) where mean of employees having experience from 6-10 years is 
(mean=3.61) is higher than of employees with experience less than 5 years (mean=3.60) and with experience more 
than 11 years (mean=3.10). Here, hypothesis H1d is supported by the results of reward system dimension of 
knowledge sharing behavior. At the end, in case of job category mean of technical (3.67) is higher than semi-technical 
(mean=3.62) and non-technical (mean=3.22) and having significant variation (Welch Value=22.7, P=.000). Henceforth, 
the hypothesis H1e is supported by the results of reward system dimension of KSB. 
 
Regression Analysis for Reward System 
Table No. 3explains the predictability model of reward system for KSB where the value of Adjusted R2 .46 explains 
that 46 percent factors of reward system are having a significant role while determining knowledge sharing 
behavior. Next, from the table of analysis of variance (ANOVA), test it is predicted that the sig. value of .05 is greater 
than the calculated significant value of 0.000 which bargains for a significant correlation between the dependent and 
independent variable i.e. knowledge sharing behavior with respect to reward system. Coefficient analysis table 
suggests the relationship between dependent and independent variables. As per the calculated significant value 
reward is found to be significant and positive relationship as table significant value of 0.05 is greater than the 
calculated significant value. Hence the regression equation comes out to be as follows:  
 
Regression Equation: KSB=2.713+ .315 (reward system) 

 
Implications 
Herewith, in line with the above analysis of knowledge sharing behavior, we encircled to sum up a significant and 
positive effect of knowledge sharing behavior and reward system. So, the hypothesis H11 there is significant effect of 
reward system, on knowledge sharing behavioris accepted. This further suggests KSB is majorly influenced by 
intrinsic and extrinsic rewards, management recognition, promotions and job security. In order to develop 
competent Knowledge base in organisations Reward management and Recognition for KSB can be an essential tool 
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for its effectiveness. The implications of the current study of knowledge sharing behavior in organisations can effect 
into providing knowledge friendly culture, participation of seniors and managers in encouraging sharing among 
individual has a major consequences, facilitation of new ideas and new information without fear, appointment of 
knowledge officer to have a check, making team performance more imperative than the individual performance, 
reliability in knowledge sharing technology tools and facilitation of financial rewards is assessed to give an insight 
into service sector. The identification of this processes helps businesses to give prominence in these variables for a 
healthy and fruitful knowledge sharing behavior in their respective organizations. 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
 
The survey used in this research, has included seven main categories of Indian service sector. For future more 
categories can be covered. A number of large organisations may perhaps not be less responsive towards the survey 
and they inhibit their selves to reveal about internal knowledge management practices data. On the other side, small 
IT organizations did not respond well while filling the questionnaire and also shows less involvement of companies 
in proper knowledge management system. For, upcoming research perspectives involvement of more sectors apart 
from service sector can be considered.  Apart from web and mail methods in order to approach respondent’s efforts 
may be thru to collect data from other respondents in order to make comparison. Inclusion of engineering industry 
and manufacturing industry etc. may be added and to see variations between different sectors. The number of 
questions in questionnaire can be reduced to increase the response rate from employees. In order to develop 
regression model more variables can be used. The research techniques used like factor analysis through SPSS, one-
way ANOVA, correlation and regression can further be replaced by AMOS and SEM to find out the significance of 
knowledge management and knowledge sharing behavior of employees. As the current study includes primarily 
service sector of northern area, other regions may be explored in order to do the comparison between regions. We 
can further think up of adding variety of industries apart from BPO, IT and Education like maintenance, 
consultancies and operation. 
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Table: 1 

Demographics  Frequency Percent 

Gender 
Male 270 64 

Female 150 36 
Total 420 100.0 

Age 

Below 25 130 30.5 
25-34 170 40.4 

Above 34 120 28.5 
Total 420 100.0 

Academic Qualification 

Arts/Humanities 91 21.6 
Science/Engineering 210 50.0 

Commerce/Management 86 20.4 
Others 33 7.8 
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Total 420 100 

Marital Status 
 

   
Married 180 42.8 

Unmarried 240 57.1 
Total 420 100 

Type of the organization 

   
Public 150 35.7 
Private 270 64.2 
Total 420 100.0 

Category of the organization 
Indian 220 52.3 

Multinational 200 47.6 
Total 420 100.0 

Work experience 

Below 5 199 47.3 
6-10 years 130 30.9 

Above 10 years 91 21.6 
Total 420 100.0 

Managerial Cadre 

Top Level 50 11.9 
Middle Level 275 65.4 

Operative level 95 22.6 
Total 420 100 

Job Category 

Technical 139 33.0 
Semi Technical 144 34.2 
Non -Technical 137 32.6 

Total 420 100 
Source: Survey N=420 
 
Table-2 Reward System through organisational factors 

 
Variables 

Reward 
N Mean SD t-Values Sig. 

Type of 
Organisation 

Public 150 3.46 .63 t-Value 
.504 

.613NS 
Private 270 3.56 .56 

Category of 
Organisation 

Indian 220 3.52 .56 t-Value 
.154 .876NS 

Multinational 200 3.51 .62 

Managerial 
Cadre 

Top Level 50 3.26 .76 
Welch Value 

4.13 .018*Sig Middle Level 275 3.54 .54 
Operative level 95 3.47 .56 

Work Experience 
Below 5 199 3.60 .40 Welch 

value 
20.8 

.001*Sig 6-10 130 3.61 .60 
More than 11 91 3.10 64 

Job Category 
Technical 139 3.67 .52 

Welch Value 
22.8 .000*Sig Semi Technical 134 3.62 .47 

Non-Technical 137 3.22 .65 
Source: Primary data, * Significant Level at 0.05 
 
Table No. 3: Regression Model for Reward System 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the 
estimate  

1 0.678 (a) .460 .459 .20158 
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ANOVA 
Model 

1 Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 

Regression 14.786 1 14.786 363.878 .000 
(a) 

Residual 17.351 427 0.041   
Total 32.137 428    

Coefficients 

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

T Sig. 

 
1 B Std. Error Beta   

Constant 2.713 0.059 
 

0.678 

46.099 .000 
Reward 
System 

0.315 .017 19.076 .000 

Predictors: (Constant), Reward System, b)Dependent Variable: overall KSB 
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Modern high data rate wireless communication systems are increasingly using Orthogonal Frequency-
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) as their preferred modulation technique. The European Digital Audio 
and Video Broadcast Radio System has implemented OFDM, and it is currently being researched for use 
in broadband wireless communication networks. Because there is less complicated equalization in the 
receiver design, OFDM systems have excellent spectral efficiency because their sub-carrier spectra 
overlap The primary idea of this work is that the influence of ICI on the distant sub-carriers is first 
cancelled using the symbol shift cancellation (SSC) method, and the impact of ICI on the adjacent sub-
carriers interference is then cancelled using the adjacent sub-channel interference filter (ASIF) method. By 
processing in this way, the OFDM system's bandwidth efficiency is rarely lost and the impact of ICI is 
minimized. A pilot-symbol approach is presented to simplify the adjacent interference filter method and 
increases the accuracy of channel estimate by examining the distributions of the adjacent inter carrier 
interference. The results of the simulation demonstrate that the suggested method can successfully raise 
the OFDM system's BER (Bit Error Rate) performance. The proposed system will be implemented in 
MATLAB for its functional realization. 
 
Keywords: OFDM, SSC, ASIF, Bit Error rate, ICI, Channel Estimation etc. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
There doesn't seem to be a pause in the fast rising demand for high data rate services. Virtually every physical 
medium that is currently in use or will be used in the future is able to facilitate the transmission of broadband data to 
our homes, offices, and educational institutions. This covers both wireless and wired media, such as DSL, cable 
modems, and power lines. These services frequently need extremely dependable data transfer over extremely severe 
conditions in order to be robust in handling these impairments in several contexts. Numerous degradations, 
including significant attenuation, noise, multipath, interference, time variation, and non-linearity, are experienced by 
the majority of these transmission systems. Additionally, they must adhere to numerous constraints, including finite 
transmit power and, crucially, finite cost. One physical-layer method that has been increasingly well-known lately is 
carrier modulation. In order to provide clients with a range of new high-quality services, modern transceivers need 
to meet a number of requirements, including high capacity and variable bit rate information transfer with high 
bandwidth efficiency. Traditional single carrier mobile communication systems do not function well in the wireless 
environment because signals are typically impeded by fading and the multipath delay spread phenomenon. Extreme 
signal amplitude fading and Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) at the receiver end result from the frequency selectivity 
of these channels. As a result, there is a greater chance of errors, and the system performs much worse overall. 
Methods like as adaptive equalization and channel coding have been applied extensively to address these issues. 
However, using these approaches in systems operating at large data rates, say multiple Mbps, is rather challenging 
because to the inherent latency in the coding and equalization process and the high cost of the hardware. Using a 
multi carrier system is another method. One example of it is called orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM), which finds use in a variety of applications, including asymmetric digital subscriber lines (ADSL), a 
method that enables high bit-rates across copper cables with twisted pairs. It is now in use for terrestrial digital video 
broadcasting (DVB-T) and was recently standardized and recommended for digital audio broadcasting (DAB) in 
Europe. OFDM is also the foundation of the IEEE 802.11a standard for wireless local area networks (WLAN). 
 
This project aims to study the performance of OFDM in an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel 
exclusively. In this channel, noise and constant attenuation are the only factors taken into account, and there is only 
one path between the transmitter and the receiver. As a result, the multipath effect is ignored. This is a preliminary 
study meant to serve as a foundation for a deeper knowledge of OFDM in preparation for more in-depth research on 
the technology in multipath channels. Among the issues that arise when utilizing these strategies to operate with 
wireless networks are (1) multi-path fading (2) Inter-Symbol Interference caused by temporal dispersion (ISI) (3) 
Interference between carriers (ICI) (4) greater transmission power needed to achieve high bit rate; and (5) lower 
spectral efficiency. The poor spectrum usage of the FDMA technology is one of its drawbacks. One of the drawbacks 
of the TDMA technology is the Multipath Delay Spread issue. The transmitted signal travels via a number of 
separate, varying-length pathways to reach the receiver in a typical terrestrial broadcast. It becomes challenging to 
retrieve the original information since different versions of the signal interfere with one another. For the 
aforementioned issues, the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) approach offers a superior solution. 
 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
OFDM is a method that uses a lot of modulated sub-carriers to send data in parallel. These sub-carriers, often 
referred to as sub-channels, split the available bandwidth and have enough frequency separation (also known as 
frequency spacing) to be orthogonal. Each carrier has an integer number of cycles throughout a symbol period due to 
the carriers' orthogonality. As a result, every carrier in the system has a null in its spectrum at the center frequency of 
every other carrier. The carriers' spectra overlap, yet there is no interference between them as a consequence. CK. 
Wen et al.  [1] proposed Gaussian Mixture Bayesian Learning, which indicates that the intra cell interference 
disappears as the BS antenna numbers rise. However, the other cells' intercellular interaction remains a consequence 
of system success, including the reasonable rates. Different intra-cell and inter-cell interference affect achievable pace 
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following the channel measurement error and pollution of the pilot. It reduces the cumulative numbers that can be 
obtained. The possibilities of cell-side UTs are more degraded by their higher cross-takes than others.  A channel 
approximation based on compressed sensing methods was exercised into account where a marginal amount of 
random incoherent estimates reconstructed the sparse channel vector, unlike previous attempts, more recent results 
[2] generalize the signal's vector sparsity design principle to the low-rank matrix variable model. The mm Waves 
have substantially high, hundreds of GHz bandwidth and are thus an ideal candidate for potential cellular networks. 
The greatest challenge in the use of mm Waves is the high propagation attenuation leading to minimum SNR at the 
receiving terminals [3]. For enhanced efficiency, the BS integrates large numbers of highly directive antennas. 
Therefore, the transition to mm Wave needs entirely different equipment designs, architectures and signal 
processing. The miniature wavelength of the mmWaves enables a massive count of the antennas on the BS. 
Du L et al.  [4] developed a low complexity hybrid LMMSE precoding that maximizes the sum rate in a multiuser 
scenario. Hybrid LMMSE, based upon linear successive allocation, which is a linear form of successive encoding and 
successive allocation method (SESAM), designs analog precoder based on the normalized intermediate solution of 
LMMSE and the digital precoder to mitigate the interference. By analyzing the distributions of the adjacent inter 
carrier interference, a pilot-symbol scheme is proposed to improve the accuracy of channel estimation and simplify 
the adjacent interference filter method. Simulation results show that the technique proposed can effectively improve 
BER (Bit Error Rate) performance of the OFDM system.  
 
PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
OFDM Transceiver Architecture 
The SSC-ASIF ICI scheme was introduced by Li Zhao and Juan Li to combat the impact of ICI on OFDM systems, 
both the SSC method and the ASIF method are jointed in this ICI cancellation scheme. Its transceiver architecture is 
shown in Fig.1. The input serial data stream is converted into a parallel format after being formatted into the word 
size needed for transmission, such as 2 bits/word for QAM. Next, each data word is assigned to a single carrier in the 
transmission, allowing the data to be delivered in parallel. Using a serial-to-parallel port, the input data stream is 
divided into N parallel data streams. The duration of the data is elongated by N times. Serial-to-parallel conversion is 
depicted in Fig. 2.  
 
FFT 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) methods are used to apply the technology in a cost-effective manner by doing away 
with the arrays of sinusoidal generators and coherent demodulation needed in parallel data systems. Unlike a simple 
computation that requires N 2 multiplications, an N-point FFT only requires on the order of N log N multiplications. 
Because of this, compared to an analogous system with equalization, an OFDM system usually requires less 
computations per unit time. The time domain samples are transformed back into a frequency domain representation 
using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The frequency components' magnitudes match the original data. In essence, 
the receiver operates on the transmitter in reverse. The original transmitted spectrum is then determined by taking 
the FFT of each symbol. After then, each transmission carrier's phase angle is calculated, and the received phase is 
demodulated to transform it back to a data word. After that, the data words are merged once more to have the same 
word size as the initial data. 
 
RESULT ANALYSIS 
 
Fig.4 shows the BER performance of the OFDM systems with the ICI cancellation schemes has been improved 
obviously. The BER performance curve of the regular scheme has floor effects, but that of the two improving 
schemes doesn’t exist in the observed range.  
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CONCLUSION  
 
In comparison to a normal scheme and the SSC-ASIZ scheme, the SSC-ASIF cancellation scheme offers superior BER 
performance and can effectively lessen the sensitivity of the OFDM system to ICI caused by frequency offsets or 
spread. Its bandwidth efficiency has clearly improved as compared to the SSC-ASIZ method. In particular, the 
channel estimate scheme is straightforward and simple to use. The SSC-ASIF scheme is compatible with a 
conventional OFDM system and adds only a few circuits to it, without making the system overly complex. 
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Fig.1. Transceiver Architecture with the SSC-ASIF 

scheme 
Fig 2. Serial to Parallel conversion 
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Fig 3: Flow Chart Fig: 4. BER Performance of the OFDM Systems 
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Cellulitis, a ordinary and affected skin in a probably serious bacterial skin infection is bulge, burning, and 
usually aching and cosy to the touch. Affects over 1 million people annually in India as bacteria enter the 
skin. Cellulitis is usually superficial infection of the dermis that can be escalate to bloodstream and 
lymph nodes. If not treated correctly. The lower lakes are usually affected by cellulitis, but it can occur on 
the face, hands, and further areas. The contamination occurs when bacteria enter through a crack in the 
dermis. If left refined, the contamination can be broaden to the lymph gland and circulation, potentially 
becoming mortal. It is not usually contigious.A ordinary dermis contamination called cellulitis is 
commonly presented with personal badly define erythema, cosy, and affection, and has many detached 
imitator. In the management of cellulitis, complications can arise when appropriate antibiotics cannot 
confirm the potential microbiological causes. Inadults usual area of contamination for cellulitis is the 
bottom edge although any body area can be affected. Identification is generally established on a case 
study and chekups. There are several contagious and non-contagious detached imitator, like venous 
balance scab, contact dermatitis, scales, lymphatic edema, and erythema hemicrania, which can make the 
allergen arduous. Culture specimens often have poor sensitivity, making microbiological diagnosis 
unobtainable in many cases. Oral medication such as amoxicillin, penicillin and cephalexin are enough 
for appropriate targeted coverage of the pathogen causing the seniority of not containing pus, 
uncomplicated cases of cellulitis, which aremethicillin-sensitive Staphylococcus aureus.Or β-hemolytic 
streptococci. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Cellulitis is usually found complicating a wound, ulcer, or dermateosis. It is an unpleasant irritant state of the 
epidermis and hypodermic tissue. If left refined serious health problems can be caused[1-2].Preventing cellulitis is 
important, and it can be achieved by practicing good wound care and maintaining proper hygiene. The arms and 
legs are usually affected by cellulitis, but it can also develop around the anus, mouth, eyes, or on the body. When 
bacteria enter the wound or an area without skin, cellulitis is usually caused.[3-4] Bacteria are most common cause of 
cellulitis is:-Group A and B haemolytic streptococcus are commonly associated with causing cellulitis. Strains of 
streptococcus pneumoniae and streptococcus aureus are usually found on dermis and epidermis of healthy individuals. 
Infections transpire when there is an incision in the skin that permits bacteria to enter inside, and other etioogies 
include animal and human bites or wounds that occur in the water.[5-7] 
 
Types of cellulities 
 Periorbital cellulitis: The eyelid or skin around the eye can be infected in periorbital cellulitis. 
 Facial cellulitis:-If it gets deeper into the tissues, tissue damage and tissue death can occur as facial cellulitis 

spreads from one part of the body to another 
 Breast cellulitis:-Breast cellulitis is classically characterized by swelling, erythema, warmth, and tenderness, 

often caused by an infection from S. aureus. 
 Perianal cellulitis:- Usually, perianal streptococcal cellulitis occurs in children.[9-15] 
 
Ointment 
Ointments are the semisolid liquid dosage form. When shear stress is applied, ointments typically behave as 
viscoelastic materials. They are usually semisolid systems that are composed of medicaments and are meant to be 
applied externally on the body or to the mucous membrane.[15-18]Herbal ointment refers to a type of ointment that is 
made from natural plant-based ingredients, such as herbs, flowers, or other botanical extracts. These ointments are 
often used for their potential therapeutic properties and are believed to provide relief for various skin conditions or 
discomforts. They are a popular alternative to traditional pharmaceutical ointments because of their natural 
ingredients.[19] 
 

Herbal ointments have several advantages 
1. Natural Ingredients: Herbal ointments are made from natural plant-based ingredients, which can be appealing to 

individuals who prefer using products with minimal synthetic or chemical additives. 
2. Potential Therapeutic Properties: Many herbs used in herbal ointments are believed to have various therapeutic 

properties, such as anti-inflammatory, antiseptic, or soothing effects. These properties may help with skin 
conditions or discomforts. 

3. Reduced Risk of Irritation: Synthetic or chemical ingredients found in some traditional ointments may cause 
skin irritation or allergic reactions in some individuals. Herbal ointments, on the other hand, may have a lower 
risk of irritation due to their natural ingredients. 

4. Customizable Formulations: Herbal ointments can be customized by combining different herbs to address 
specific skin concerns or conditions, offering a more personalized approach to skincare. 

5. Holistic Approach: Some people appreciate the holistic approach that herbal ointments offer, as they consider the 
connection between the body, mind, and nature. Using herbal ointments can be seen as a way to align with 
natural elements.[20-22] 
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How Ointment Help in Cellulitis 
Ointments can help in the treatment of cellulitis by providing a protective barrier over the affected area. This barrier 
helps to keep the bacteria out and prevents further infection. Additionally, certain ointments may have antibacterial 
or anti-inflammatory properties that can help reduce the symptoms and promote healing. 
 
LITERATURE 
 
Ointments can be beneficial in the management of cellulitis by creating a protective barrier on the skin, reducing 
moisture loss, and promoting healing. They can also contain antimicrobial ingredients that help combat bacteria. 
Herbal extracts used in ointments for cellulitis may have antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory, and wound-healing 
properties. Certain herbs like Hrivera, Shrish, and Aloevera are believed to have these beneficial effects. They can 
help fight bacteria, reduce inflammation, and promote the healing of skin tissue. However, it's important to note that 
herbal extracts alone may not be sufficient for treating cellulitis. 
 
Why we need to use herbal dosage form instead of conventional dosage form ? 
Using herbal dosage forms instead of conventional dosage forms can have several advantages. Herbal dosage forms, 
such as herbal ointments, tinctures, or capsules, are often preferred by individuals who prefer natural remedies or 
have a preference for plant-based products. Here are a few reasons why some people choose herbal dosage forms: 
 
1. Natural Ingredients: Herbal dosage forms are typically made from natural plant-based ingredients, which can be 

appealing to those who prefer using products with minimal synthetic or chemical additives with no or minimal 
side effect. 

2. Potential Therapeutic Benefits: Many herbs used in herbal dosage forms have been traditionally used for their 
potential therapeutic properties. These properties may include promoting general well-being, supporting specific 
body systems, or addressing certain health concerns. 

3. Holistic Approach: Some individuals appreciate the holistic approach that herbal dosage forms offer, as they 
consider the connection between the body, mind, and nature. Using herbal remedies can be seen as a way to align 
with natural elements. 

4. Personal Preference: Some people simply have a personal preference for herbal remedies and find them more in 
line with their beliefs or lifestyle choices. 

 
Method of preparation of ointments are Chemical reaction method, Fusion method, Trituration method. 
Hrivera 
Hrivera is an aromatic medicinal herb that is used in the treatment of various conditions such as fever, burning 
sensation, excessive thirst, giddiness, vomiting, and diarrhoea. Botanical Name :- Pavoniaodorata. Family :- Malvaceae 
Chemical constituents:-Palmic acid ageratochromenehexahydrofarnesyl acetone . Dose:-The recommended dose of 
Hrivera is 3-6 grams. Part used :- The part used in Hrivera is the root powder.  Side effects: - there are no known side 
effects of this herb.[24-29] 
 

Shirish 
This powerful herb, Shirish, is considered an Ayurvedic anti-poisonous herb and is widely recognized as the most 
potent antidote against a variety of animal and plant origin poisons. Its properties, such as antimicrobial and 
immune-modulator actions, have been proven through experiments. Botanical Name:- Albizialebbeck Family:- 
Fabaceae ,Chemical constituents:- Tannins and pseudotannins, along with friedelin and b-sit sterol, are found in the 
bark of Shirish. It has been reported that saponins based on echinocystic acids have been found in the seeds. Dose :- 
the recommendation dose of Shirish is 3-5 gm per day 20-30 ml two times per day, Decoction:- 60-100 ml per day . 
Part used :-Medicinal purposes entail the use of the bark, seeds, leaves, and flowers of Shirish. Side effects:- Shirish is 
generally considered safe to use when taken in recommended doses. However, like any herbal remedy, there may be 
potential side effects or interactions with certain medications.[30-33] 
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Alovera 
The people have known and used the Alovera plant for centuries because ofthe benefits it offers for skin , health, and 
beauty. The name "Aloe Vera" is comes from the original Arabic word "Alloeh," which implies "sparkling bitter 
substance," whereas in Latin, "Vera" indicate "true." Aloe Vera is known for its various beneficial properties. Aloe 
Vera was considered the universal panacea by Greek scientists around 2000 years ago. In Presently, the Aloe Vera 
plant has been utilized for various purposes in dermatology. Botanical Name :- Aloe barbadensis Miller Family:- 
liliaceae . Dose:- 100-200 milligrams dose of alovera juice per day 50 mg dose of Aloe Vera extract per day Aloevera 
Pulp - 1/4-1/2 teaspoon a day or as prescribed by the doctor. Part used:- A juice can be made from the green part of 
the leaf or it can be dried and taken orally as a laxative. Side effects:- Aloevera is generally safe to use, but there can 
be potential side effects for some individuals. These can include diarrhoea, abdominal cramps. [34-36]            

 

BEESWAX 
Honey bees of the genus Apis produce a natural wax called beeswax which is also known as cera Alba. The worker 
bees have eight wax producing glands in their  abdominal segment and they use them to form the wax into scales , 
and it is dispose of or at the comb .Family:-Beeswax comes from honey bees, which are part of the Apidae family. 
Dose:-The appropriate dose of beeswax is dependent on several factors, including the consumers age, health, and 
other terms. Adverse effects:-Most of individual are likely to consider beeswax safe when taken orally or topically 
applied.[37-38] 
 
HARD PARAFFIN 
Hard paraffin, also known as paraffin wax, is a type of wax that is solid at room temperature. It is commonly used in 
candles, cosmetics, and as a coating for fruits and vegetables. It’s also used in beauty treatments like paraffin wax 
baths for moisturizing and softening the skin. paraffin wax is also used in industries like packaging, crayon 
manufacturing, and as a lubricant for things like skis and surfboards. It's even used in some medical applications, 
like dental casts and as a base for ointments.[39] 
 
SOFT PARAFFIN 
Soft paraffin, also known as petroleum jelly or Vaseline, is a semisolid mixture of hydrocarbons. It has a greasy 
texture and is commonly used as a moisturizer for dry skin, as a lip balm, and for minor cuts and burns. It's also used 
in formation of ointment.[39] 
 
WOOL FAT 
Wool fat, also known as lanolin, is a waxy substance derived from sheep's wool. It's a natural moisturizer and 
emollient that is often used in skincare products. Lanolin helps to hydrate and soften the skin, making it a popular 
ingredient in creams, lotions, and lip balms. It's especially beneficial for dry and rough skin, providing nourishment 
and restoring moisture. Wool fat is a wonderful natural ingredient for skincare.[40-41] 
 
CETOSTEARYL ALCOHOL 
It's a common ingredient in many skincare products. It's actually a mixture of cetyl alcohol and stearyl alcohol. 
Cetostearyl alcohol is often used as an emollient and emulsifier in creams, lotions, and ointments. It helps to soften 
and smooth the skin, giving products a nice texture. 
 
MARKETED PREPARATION 
Antibiotics 
Cellulitis treatment commonly involves prescribing oral antibiotics like penicillin, cephalosporin’s, or macrolides. Ex. 
Cephalexin Capsule IP 500mg (Cipla Ltd) ,Amoxicillin- clavulanic acid 875 mg (Aurobindo)Dicloxacillin 200-250 mg 
(Cipla) , Penicillin VK (Sandoz). 
Topical antibiotics:- 
For localized cellulitis, recommendation may be made for the use of topical antibiotic creams or ointments like 
mupirocin, dicloxacillin . Ex. Cephalexin (Wellona Pharma) ,Erythromycin 250mg (Milpharm) 
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Intravenous :- Cefazolon 1TID, Clindamycin 600mg, Penicillin G 2-4million. 
 
Pain reliever 
Pain relievers like ibuprofen or acetaminophen can be used to help manage pain and reduce inflammation associated 
with cellulitis Ex. Tylenol 500 (Johnson and Johnson Consumer INC). It is important to have a consultation with a 
healthcare professional for a proper diagnosis and appropriate treatment options for cellulitis. The most suitable 
marketed preparations can be recommended based on the severity and specific needs of the individual case. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
To diagnose of cellulitis doctors primarily rely on the patients history and checkup. When treating accessible 
cellulitis, the main focus should be on targeting methicillin-sensitive S. Aureus andStreptococcus. If there is no 
improvement with first-line antibiotics, consideration should be given to protest being, other conditions mimicking 
cellulitis, or preliminary more difficult conditions such as chronic kidney disease, or chronic liver disease, 
immunosuppressant,. If the bacterial infection reaches the bloodstream, bacteraemia can occur. Bacteraemia is 
diagnosed by obtaining blood cultures in patients who show systemic symptoms 
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Figure 1:- Signs of Cellulitis Figure2:-Drugs and excipients  to be used in the 
formulation of Ointment 

  
Figure 3:-Hrivera Root Figure 4:- Shirish leaves 

 
Figure 5 :- Alovera Pulp 
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Aim of the study was to find out enhancement of maximum strength through low, moderate and high 
intensity resistance training programmes among college women athletes. For this purpose, sixty (N=60) 
women athletes who had participated in the inter polytechnic athletic meet during 2021-2022 were 
randomly selected as subjects. The subjects were divided randomly into four groups of fifteen each 
(n=15) named Low Intensity Resistance Training(LIRT), Medium Intensity Resistance Training(MIRT), 
High Intensity Resistance Training (HIRT) and Control.  Group-I underwent Low Intensity Resistance 
Training LIRT), Group-II underwent Medium Intensity Resistance Training(MIRT), Group-III underwent 
High Intensity Resistance Training (HIRT) and Group-IV acted as Control group(GC). The experimental 
groups underwent respective training period for three days per week for ten weeks. Maximum strength 
only selected as dependent variable for this study, and it was measured by 1 RM Dead Lift test. All the 
subjects were tested before and after the intervention on the selected dependent variable. The data 
obtained from the experimental groups before and after the experimental period were statistically 
analyzed with dependent‘t’-test and Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Whenever the ‘F’ ratio for 
adjusted post assessment means was found to be significant, the Scheffe’s Post hoc test was applied to 
determine the paired mean differences. The level of confidence was fixed at 0.05 level for all the cases.  
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The Medium Intensity Resistance Training group has been found to be better than the Low Intensity 
Resistance Training group, Hig 
 
Keywords: Low Intensity Resistance Training (LIRT), Medium Intensity Resistance Training(MIRT), 
High Intensity Resistance Training(HIRT), Maximum Strength, Analysis of covariance, t-test h Intensity 
Resistance Training group and Control group in developing Maximum Strength.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
  
Sports training is an athletic enhancement procedure that is carried out on the concept of professional principles and 
that helps athletes to produce awesome and report breaking athletic success through comprehensive development of 
mental and physical performance, ability and motivation [1]. This is a technique that gradually increases muscle 
power by improving the ability to withstand resistance using free weights, machines, or the character's own body 
weight. Strength training programs are made to impose an increasing number of additional resistances in order to 
keep up with demand, which in turn encourages the growth of muscle mass. Strength training, when done properly, 
has been shown to have significant practical benefits that "improve mental in general healthier and well-being, 
including accelerated bone, muscle, tendon and ligament electricity and durability, improved jack joint characteristic, 
reduced potential for injury, increased tip bone density, multiplied metabolism, elevated fitness, [2] improved source 
cardiac function, and stepped forward lipo-protein lipid profiles, including increased HDL.The core ideas of 
"strength-training" include "a manipulation of the wide variety of repetitions" (reps), units, pace, sporting activities, 
and force to aim desired improvements in energy, patience, or length by applying overloading of a group of muscle 
mass. The particular combinations of reps, units, sporting activities, resistance, and force depend on the purpose for 
which the exercise is being performed by the character. For example, in order to increase length and strength, more 
than one (four+) sets with fewer reps must be performed with additional pressure [3].  
 
Normally, dynamometry is used to measure the quality of a muscle by having a subject exert their maximum force 
(power) against an isokinetic or isometric mechanical switch while using either a single muscle or a group of 
muscles. Dynamometry is incredibly useful for both clinical and academic research [4]. In different disciplines, the 
term "training" can mean different things. In sports, "training" is frequently understood to be synonymous with 
exercising. In a limited sense, preparation involves physical training for improving performance. Building an activity 
schedule as part of training helps prepare a contestant for a particular event. Similar consideration must be given to 
these expanding capacity and vitality constraints [5]. An anaerobic activity is resistance training. This exercise 
regimen can be used to strengthen the body's ability to exert high power outputs and power yields for very short 
periods of time, which will enable it to carry out repeated bouts of maximal activity5. Resistance training refers to 
exercise that uses a buffer against the loss of a powerful force. Currently, effort is usually put in more effectively 
working the female rivals. People who are interested in sports requiring speed or power, such as ball, football, or 
hockey, are aware of this process of energy generation [6]. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Sixty (N=60) female athletes who competed in the inter-polytechnic athletic meet in the 2021–2022 academic year 
were chosen. A random group sampling test was employed for this study.  The chosen participants were divided 
into four groups of fifteen (n=15), with Group-I receiving low intensity resistance training, Group-II receiving 
medium intensity resistance training, Group-III receiving high intensity resistance training, and Group-IV serving as 
the control group. The experimental groups had corresponding training for ten weeks, three days a week. Maximum 
strength was the only strength-related characteristic chosen as the study's dependent variable, and it was determined 
using the 1 RM Dead Lift Test [7]. Prior to and shortly following the intervention, all subjects underwent tests to 
determine their maximum strength.  
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ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
 
Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) [9] was used to determine differences, if any, among the adjusted posttest means 
on various criterion variables separately from the data collected from the experimental groups and control group on 
prior and after experimentation on selected variables. The Scheffe's test was used as a post hoc test whenever they 
found that the simple effect's f-ratio value was significant in order to identify any matched mean differences. The 
0.05 level of significance was set in each case.  In order to examine the significance differences among Low Intensity 
Resistance Training group (LIRT), Medium Intensity Resistance Training group (MIRT), High Intensity Resistance 
Training group (HIRT) and Control group of selected variables dependent t- test was applied and it was presented in 
the Table-1. 
 
The table 1 shows that the maximum strength pre-assessment means for the Low Intensity Resistance Training group 
(LIRT), Medium Intensity Resistance Training group (MIRT), High Intensity Resistance Training group (HIRT), and 
Control group, respectively, are 92.53, 92.60, 92.40, and 92.20. The post-assessment means are, in order, 95.67, 95.60, 
96.93, and 92.27. Low Intensity Resistance Training Group (LIRT), Medium Intensity Resistance Training Group 
(MIRT), High Intensity Resistance Training Group (HIRT), and Control Group obtained dependent t-ratio values of 
8.72, 8.96, 15.01, and 0.14 respectively between the pre and post assessment means on Maximum Strength.  
 
The table value required for significant difference with df 14 at 0.05 level is 2.15. It was concluded that Experimental 
groups such as Low Intensity Resistance Training group (LIRT), Medium Intensity Resistance Training group (MIRT) 
and High Intensity Resistance Training group (HIRT) had registered significant improvement in Maximum Strength. 
In order to examine the significance improvement among Low Intensity Resistance Training group (LIRT), Medium 
Intensity Resistance Training group (MIRT), High Intensity Resistance Training group (HIRT) and Control group of 
selected variables analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was applied.  Whenever the ‘F’ ratio for adjusted posttest 
means was found to be significant, Scheffe’s test was followed as a post hoc test to determine which of the paired 
means difference was significant. The table-2 shows that the pre assessment mean values on Maximum strengthof 
Low Intensity Resistance Training group (LIRT), Medium Intensity Resistance Training group (MIRT), High 
Intensity Resistance Training group (HIRT) and Control group are 94.40, 94.33, 93.80 and 93.40respectively. The 
obtained ‘F’ ratio of 0.28 for pre assessment scores was lesser than the table value of 2.76 for degrees of freedom 3 
and 56 required for significance at 0.05 level of confidence on Maximum strength.  
 
The post assessment mean values on Maximum strength of Low Intensity Resistance Training group (LIRT), Medium 
Intensity Resistance Training group (MIRT), High Intensity Resistance Training group (HIRT) and Control group are 
114.60, 120.80, 110.27 and 94.33 respectively. The obtained ‘F’ ratio of 98.08 for post- assessment scores was higher 
than the table value of 2.76 for degrees of freedom 3 and 56 required for significance at 0.05 level of confidence on 
Maximum Strength. The adjusted post-assessment means on Maximum strength of Low Intensity Resistance 
Training group (LIRT), Medium Intensity Resistance Training groups (MIRT), High Intensity 114.52, 120.73, 110.30 
and 94.44respectively. The obtained ‘F’ ratio of 95.90 for adjusted post-assessment scores was higher than the table 
value of 2.78 for degrees of freedom 3 and 55 required for significance at 0.05 level of confidence on Maximum 
strength. The results of the study indicate that there are significant differences among the adjusted post assessment 
means of Low Intensity Resistance Training group (LIRT), Medium Intensity Resistance Training group (MIRT), 
High Intensity Resistance Training group (HIRT) and Control group in Maximum strength performance. To 
determine which of the paired means have a significant difference, the Scheffe’s test is applied as Post hoc 
assessment and the results are presented in Table – 3. 
 
Table-3 shows that the adjusted post assessment  mean differences on Maximum strength between Low Intensity 
Resistance Training group and High Intensity Resistance Training group,  Low Intensity Resistance Training 
groupand Control group, Medium Intensity Resistance Training  group and High Intensity Resistance Training 
group, Medium Intensity Resistance Training and Control group, High Intensity Resistance Training and Control 
group are 6.21, 20.08, 10.43, 26.28 and 15.86 respectively,  which are greater than the confidence interval value of 4.64 
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at 0.05 level of confidence. Further the above shows that the adjusted post assessment mean differences on Maximum 
strength between Low Intensity Resistance Training group and Medium Intensity Resistance Training group is 4.22, 
which is less than the confidence interval value of 4.64 at 0.05 level of confidence.  
 
The results of the study showed that there was a significant difference between Low Intensity Resistance Training 
group and High Intensity Resistance Training group,  Low Intensity Resistance Training group and Control group,  
Medium Intensity Resistance Training  group and High Intensity Resistance Training group, Medium Intensity 
Resistance Training and Control group, High Intensity Resistance Training and Control group on Maximum 
strength. Further the results of the study showed that there was no significant difference between Low Intensity 
Resistance Training group and Medium Intensity Resistance Training group on Maximum strength. 
 
The above data also reveal that Medium Intensity Resistance Training group had shown better performance than 
Low Intensity Resistance Training group, High Intensity Resistance Training group and Control group in Maximum 
strength. The pre, post and adjusted post assessment mean values of Low Intensity Resistance Training group 
(LIRT), Medium Intensity Resistance Training group (MIRT), High Intensity Resistance Training group (HIRT) and 
Control group on Maximum strength are graphically represented in the Figure -1.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The results of the study showed the experimental groups such as Low Intensity Resistance Training group (LIRT), 
Medium Intensity Resistance Training group (MIRT) and High Intensity Resistance Training group (HIRT) had 
registered significant improvement on Maximum Strength.  Further the study showed, when the experimental 
groups were compared with each other, the Medium Intensity Resistance Training (MIRT) programme was found to 
be greater than the Low Intensity Resistance Training (LIRT) programme, High Intensity Resistance Training (HIRT) 
programme and Control group (CG) on the increase of selected criterion variable namely Maximum Strength. 
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Table -1: Distribution Mean values and Dependent t-test values for Pre-Assessment   and Post- Assessment on 
Maximum Strength among Different Groups 

Test 
Low Intensity 

Resistance Training 
group (LIRT) 

Medium Intensity 
Resistance Training group 

(MIRT) 

High Intensity 
Resistance Training 

group (HIRT) 

Control 
group (CG) 

Pre- 
Assessment 

92..53 92.60 92.40 92.20 

Post- 
Assessment 

95.67 95.60 96.93 92.27 

‘t’-test 8.72* 8.96* 15.01* 0.14 
* Significant at 0.05 level. 
(Table value required for significance at .05 level for ‘t’-test with df 14 is 2.15) 
 
Table 2: Computation of Analysis of Covariance of Experimental Groups and Control Group on Maximum 
Strength 

Test 

Low 
Intensity 

Resistance 
Training 

group 
(LIRT) 

Medium 
Intensity 

Resistance 
Training 

group 
(MIRT) 

High                 
Intensity 

Resistance 
Training 

group 
(HIRT) 

 
Contr

ol 
group 
(CG) 

 
Source                 

of                 
Variance 

 
Sum                 

of 
Squares 

 
 

df 

 
Mean 

Squares 

 
 

F 
ratio 

Pre-
Assessment 

Mean 
 

94.40 94.33 93.80 93.40 
Between 10.05 3 3.35 

0.28 
Within 678.93 56 12.12 

Post 
Assessment 

Mean 
 

114.60 120.80 110.27 94.33 
Between 5749.73 3 1916.58 

98.08* 
Within 1094.27 56 19.54 

Adjusted 
Post 

Assessment 
Mean 

114.52 120.73 110.30 94.44 
Between 5595.50 3 1865.17 

95.90* 
Within 1069.68 55 19.45 

* Significant at 0.05 level of confidence   (Maximum Strength Scores in Kilograms) 
 Table value for df (3, 56) at 0.05 level = 2.76 Table value for df (3, 55) at 0.05 level = 2.78 
 
Table  3: The Scheffe’s test for the differences between the adjusted post assessments paired means on Maximum 
Strength  

Adjusted Post-test Means 
Mean 

Difference 
Confidence 

Interval 
Low Intensity 

Resistance Training 
group (LIRT) 

Medium Intensity 
Resistance Training 

group (MIRT) 

High Intensity 
Resistance Training 

group (HIRT) 

Control 
Group 
(CG) 

114.52 120.73   6.21* 4.64 
114.52  110.30  4.22 4.64 
114.52   94.44 20.08* 4.64 

 120.73 110.30  10.43* 4.64 
 120.73  94.44 26.29* 4.64 
  110.30 94.44 15.86* 4.64 

* Significant at 0.05 level of confidence 
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Fig. 1. Pre, Post and Adjusted Post Assessment on Maximum Strength among Different Groups (In Kilograms) 
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Chromium oxide nanoparticles were prepared by microwave assisted Solvothermal technique. The 
precursor materials used include chromium chloride, Urea and an Ethylene glycol (EG) as solvent. From 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis it is found that the synthesized nanoparticles possess a rhombohedral 
crystalline Structure with the average particle size of 46nm. The functional group analysis was carried 
out by FTIR. SEM images reveals that the synthesized particles are Spherical in shape. The bandgap of 
the Cr2O3 nanoparticles was determined as 2.37eV through Tau plot analysis. The Presence of Chromium 
and Oxygen in the nanoparticles was confirmed by the Energy Dispersive X- ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 
Spectrum results. The cyclic voltammogram of the chromium oxide electrode in a 1 M KOH aqueous 
electrolyte in a three- electrode test system with a various scan rates and the impedance spectra of the 
chromium oxide electrode over a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz. From the Nyquist plot The 
diameter of the semicircle is 36.4Ω corresponds to the charge transfer resistance. 
 
Keywords: Chromium Oxide, Electrochemical, Solvothermal synthesis, Cyclic Voltammetry. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Metal oxide nanoparticles have become highly popular in various industries due to their distinct properties. These 
nanomaterials consisting of metal and oxygen atoms, exhibit unique characteristics at the nanoscale[1-3]. The 
application of metal oxide nanoparticles is determined by their properties, including shape, crystallinity, 
conductivity, surface area, size, corrosiveness, photocatalytic activity and Stability[4,5]. Recently, there has been 
significant interest in nanostructured chromium oxide with evaluated surface areas[6]. The diverse applications span 
a range of fields, including Solar Cell[7], hydrogen storage[8], catalysts[9], photonics, Li-ion batteries[10] solid oxide 
fuel cell[11]. Several synthesis techniques have been developed for Cr2O3 nanoparticles, including, bio methods, 
Nano casting methods, Sol-gel Process and hydrothermal methods[12-17].Cr2O3exhibits a lower electrical 
conductivity compared to some other transition metal oxides, but its theoretical capacity is notably high at 1058 
mAhg-1. As a result, considerable attention has been given to Cr2O3nanoparticles in the last half-decade. Recent 
research reveals that nanoscale Cr2O3displays distinctive features associated with the capacitive nature of charge 
storage[18]. In this present study, a microwave assisted solvothermal synthesis of nan sized Cr2O3 is described. The 
phase formation, Size, morphology and electrochemical characteristics of as made Cr2O3 particles are investigated, 
which will give much valuable information about these materials. 
 
MATERIALS 
 
Chromium chloride, Urea, and Ethylene glycol (EG) are used as precursors in the synthesis of Cr2O3 nanoparticles. 
 
Method 
 
The Synthesis of the chromium Oxide was Performed as follows. The precursor of the synthesis are Chromium 
Chloride and urea we have taken in 1:3 molecular ratio and dissolved in 50ml of Ethylene glycol using a magnetic 
stirrer. The Obtained clear transparent solution was transferred to a ceramic bowl and placed inside a domestic 
microwave oven for heating 2 minutes cycles of heating is done until a precipitate was formed at the bottom of the 
bowl. The precipitate was collected and washed with deionized water for several times then washed with acetone to 
remove the unwanted organic compounds. The obtained samples are annealed at 450ºC for one hour. 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
Structural Analysis 
XRD 
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Patterns of the Synthesized Samples were Acquired on Bruker-binary V4, X-ray 
diffractometer system employing monochromatized Cu Kα radiation (=1.54056Å) source with a scan range of 10º to 
80º. Figure 1 shows the XRD Pattern of obtained nanoparticles. The Various angular positions are at 24.49⁰, 33.58⁰, 
36.18⁰, 41.46⁰, 50.19⁰,54.82⁰ and 65.08⁰ which are indexed to the plane (012), (104), (110), (113), (024), (116) and (300) 
respectively. The average size of the nanoparticles was estimated from the diffraction peak width using the 
Scherrer’sequation[19]. The average Particle size was found to be 46nm and the nanoparticles are in Rhombohedral 
structure. All the Peaks in the XRD Patterns are well matched with (JCPDS: 074-0326). The high intensity and sharp 
diffraction peaks indicate good crystallinity. 
 
SEM  
SEM measurements were Performed with a ZEISS EVO18 Operating at an acerbated Voltage 0.2 to 30KV. Figure 2 
Shows SEM image of Cr2O3 Annealed at 450ºC is shown in the figure. The Particles exhibit spherical morphology and 
are evenly sized, and form agglomerates on the surface Spherical shape formation were aggregated in the form of 
clusters. 
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Optical and Elemental Analysis 
UV 
An Optical absorption study was carried out using UV-Vis-NIRSpectrometer(JASCOV-770).Figure 3represents a 
Tauc Plot of (αhν)2 Versus hν of the Cr2O3nanoparticles. The energy bandgap of these nanoparticles is estimated 
using the Tauc relation 

αhυ= A (hυ-Eg)n 

Where α is absorption coefficient, hυ is the photon energy, Eg is the bandgap n=1/2 for the direct transition. The 
Linear portion of the curve is extrapolated to Energy axis to determine bandgap. Energy bandgap of Cr2O3 is 2.37eV 
[20-22]. 
 
FTIR 
FTIR Spectra were recorded by KBr method in a IRAffinity-1 Spectrometer.Figure 4 shows the FT-IR spectrum of the 
Cr2O3 nanoparticles within the range of 400 to 4,000 cm-1 region. The other peaks, at 2,800 to 3,500 cm-1, arise from 
OH stretching on the water surface. Broad band at 3132 cm-1 corresponds to the stretching frequency of -OH group. 
Two sharp peaks displayed at 620 Cm-1 and 559 Cm-1 attributed to Cr–O bond stretching Modes[23]. 
 
EDAX 
EDAX measurements were performed with a Bruker Nano GmbH at 50 kV, Spot size 25µm. EDAX was Performed at 
a resolution of less than 145eV.Figure 5 shows EDX results it clearly indicate the presence of the elements Cr and O, 
as the respective Peaks are clearly visible. Moreover, the atomic percentages of Cr and O are 34.67% and 65.33% 
respectively and demonstrates that the final product is pure chromium (III) oxide. 
 
Electrochemical Analysis 
Figure 6 displays the cyclic voltammogram of the chromium oxide electrode in a 1 M KOH aqueous electrolyte in a 
three- electrode test system with a scan rate of 200 mV/s. The voltammetric response exhibits characteristic redox 
peaks, indicative of electrochemical processes occurring at the electrode-electrolyte interface.Two distinct redox 
peaks are observed in the cyclic voltammogram at potentials, corresponding to the oxidation and reduction 
processes of chromiumoxide[25]. Figure 7 displays the cyclic voltammogram of the chromium oxide electrode in 
different scan rates from 5mV/s to 200mV/s. The peak currents at these potentials provide information about the rate 
of electron transfer during these electrochemical reactions[26].Its specific capacitance is up to 300 F/g at the scan rate 
of 5 mV/s. It still maintains a specific capacitance of 168 F/g even at a high scan rate of 180 mV/swith the steady 
increasing of sweep rates, the peak intensity becomes strong. 
 
EIS 
Figure 8 displays the impedance spectra of the chromium oxide electrode in a 1 M KOH solution over a frequency 
range of 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz. Notably, a prominent semicircle is observed in the high-frequency region, indicative of 
charge transfer resistance. The diameter of the semicircle is 36.4Ω corresponds to the charge transfer resistance, 
suggesting a notable hindrance to electron transfer at the chromium oxide interface[27].At lower frequencies, a linear 
region in the Nyquist plot is indicative of a Warburg impedance, suggesting a diffusion-controlled process. This 
behavior is consistent with the expected diffusion of ions through the chromium oxide layer[28]. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Chromium oxide nanoparticles were synthesized using microwave assisted solvothermal method. XRD confirms 
that, the synthesized Cr2O3 nanoparticles are Rhombohedral structure. SEM micrograph of Cr2O3 annealed at 450°C 
reveals that the particles are spherical in morphology and are evenly sized. The relative proportions of Cr and O 
atoms was examined by EDX analysis. The average particle size is 46nm with rhombohedral structure for the sample. 
The characteristic vibrational modes of Cr–O were identified in the FT-IR spectrum. The Electrochemical 
characteristics demonstrate it have good electrode material.electrochemical impedance spectroscopy on the 
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chromium oxide electrode revealed valuable information about the charge transfer and diffusion processes. The 
obtained parameters provide insights into the electrochemical behavior of chromium oxide offering potential 
applications in Electrochemical Energy storage devices. 
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Figure 1. XRD Pattern of Cr2O3 nanoparticles 
 

Figure 2. SEM Images of Cr2O3 nanoparticles 
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Figure 3. Tauc plot of Cr2O3 nanoparticles Figure 4. FTIR Spectra of Cr2O3 nanoparticles 

  
Figure 5. EDAX Analysis of Cr2O3 nanoparticles Figure 6. Cyclic Voltammetry response of Cr2O3 

nanoparticles at the scan rate of 200mV/s 

 

 
Figure 7. Cyclic Voltammetry response of Cr2O3 

nanoparticles at different scan rates. 
Figure 8. Nyquist plot of Cr2O3 nanoparticles 
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A total of 127,070 individuals succumb to lung cancer, with 67,160 being men and 59,910 being women. 
These statistics illustrate the significance of early detection, prevention, and treatment of lung cancer. 
Technological advancements are necessary to promptly identify malignant lung cancer due to the rapid 
proliferation of lung cells. Deep learning models, specially CNNs, have exceptional performance in 
analyzing lung CT or MRI data to diagnose illnesses. The objective of the study is to examine advanced 
techniques in deep learning for the early identification of lung cancer within the time frame of 2016 to 
2023. Peer-reviewed journal and conference proceedings publications on artificial intelligence (AI), deep 
learning, and machine learning (ML) techniques are included in the study. The text provides an analysis 
of deep learning methods, emphasizing their advantages and disadvantages, and proposes potential 
areas for future research. The study highlights the importance of early detection in the treatment and 
eradication of lung cancer. The primary focus is on deep learning models, particularly CNNs, and their 
integration into clinical decision-support systems (CDSSs) inside healthcare organizations. The primary 
objective is to advance research and devise efficacious models for the identification and treatment of lung 
cancer. Artificial intelligence (AI) and image processing techniques can be utilized to streamline and 
enhance the process of detecting cancer. 
 
Keywords: Artificial intelligence, Convolutional Neural Network, Diagnostic imaging, Machine 
Learning, Deep learning, 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Lung cancer is the primary worldwide cause of death and presents challenges in its identification. A plethora of 
recently found strategies for identifying lung cancer primarily rely on CT scan images, with a subset utilising X-ray 
imaging. Mortality is a common outcome for both men and women, making it crucial for healthcare providers to 
promptly and accurately examine nodules. Conventional cancer diagnosis, relying on tissue samples and clinical 
pathological examination, can be subject to bias and reliant on the expertise of the doctor and the quality of the 
image. Over the past few years, there has been substantial progress in the field of thoracic imaging, specifically in the 
area of artificial intelligence. This progress has mostly focused on the detection and diagnosis of thoracic cancer. The 
utilisation of artificial intelligence, namely in deep learning, has showcased its revolutionary influence in various 
domains within healthcare settings. Artificial intelligence and image processing have the potential to streamline and 
enhance the cancer detection process. A range of approaches are employed to identify lung cancer in its early stages. 
The importance of artificial intelligence has significantly increased in recent years, primarily due to unprecedented 
advancements in deep learning. Lung cancer can originate in the lungs, bronchi, or nasal passages. small-cell lung 
cancer and non-small-cell lung cancer are the primary manifestations of this ailment.  
 
Smoking is highly correlated with a higher incidence of aggressive small cell lung cancer , but non-small cell lung 
cancer  is more common and progresses at a slower rate. The application of artificial intelligence, specifically deep 
learning, is becoming more and more common in the field of early lung cancer diagnosis. Deep learning algorithms 
are employed to analyze CT scans and X-ray pictures. When compared to low-dose CT scans, chest X-rays are a more 
cost-effective and accessible option, while also posing a lower risk of radiation exposure. CT scans are considered 
superior for achieving precise outcomes. The marker-controlled watershed segmentation technique is widely 
recognized for its capacity to produce precise results in the detection of lung cancer. Various classifier approaches 
and segmentation techniques are employed in combination to identify photos. Deep learning technologies surpass 
ordinary machine learning techniques in terms of accuracy. Big data, cloud computing, the Internet of Things (IoT), 
and artificial intelligence (AI) are transforming the medical industry. Cloud platforms and AI enable clinicians to 
receive continuous advice by analyzing patient data, facilitating the prompt detection of potential difficulties. Early 
detection, proactive interventions, and efficacious treatment are crucial in treating lung cancer. The categorization of 
lung cancer has undergone changes as a result of advancements in molecular biology and genetics. Lung cancer 
poses a significant threat to global health, causing millions of deaths annually. Non-small cell lung cancer  is the 
more common and less severe of the two main types, while small cell lung cancer  is more severe. Lung nodules, 
whether malignant or benign, are abnormal growths that necessitate early detection for effective treatment. The 
comprehensive review provides a thorough examination of the achievements, challenges, and methodologies 
associated with the early detection and management of lung cancer. Furthermore, it emphasizes the crucial 
significance of artificial intelligence and deep learning in enhancing the precision and effectiveness of medical 
diagnostics. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This section is a comprehensive review of deep learning approaches used for the detection of lung tumours. The 
main objective of the research is to provide a thorough analysis of several deep learning techniques, imaging 
methodologies, and performance metrics by combining numerous existing approaches. Furthermore, the objective of 
identifying research gaps is to stimulate subsequent inquiry and improve the development of more effective models 
for the timely identification of lung cancer. VR, N. et al.'s[1] computerized ExtRanFS detects lung cancer malignancy 
using transfer learning and an Extremely Randomized Tree Classifier. With 99.09% accuracy, 98.33% sensitivity, and 
98.33% F1-Score, the suggested technique performed well. This shows its excellent accuracy in detecting malignant 
lung cancer. Fatoki, F. M. et al. [2] developed a computational model for lung cancer prediction using machine 
learning. Various algorithms were evaluated, with Support Vector Machine (SVM) proving to be the most effective, 
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indicating its potential for real-world lung cancer prediction. Bhardwaj et al. [3] employed a fusion of Convolutional 
Neural Networks (CNNs) and Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNN) to automate the process of 
mapping lung areas and categorising tissues in CT images. The approach demonstrated exceptional accuracy and 
sensitivity, indicating its potential for enhancing precision in medical diagnostics and lung image processing. 
Parveen, R. et al. [4] developed a computer-aided diagnosis model utilising a modified Xception deep neural 
network to classify images in lung and kidney CT scans into many classes. The model demonstrated exceptional 
performance in classifying lung cancer across several categories, achieving an accuracy of 99.39%, precision of 
99.33%, recall of 98%, and an F1-score of 98.67%.Bhattacharjee, A. et al. [5] achieved better results in lung nodule 
identification by using a finely adjusted ResiU-Net model. Their technique achieved an F1-score of 97.44%, an 
intersection over union score of 95.02%, and a dice score of 94.87%. They used 1224 CT patient pictures with diverse 
nodule morphologies and sizes. The binary cross-entropy loss was 0.34%, whereas the dice coefficient and binary 
focal loss were 0.7585.Ananthakrishnan, B. et al. [6] suggested AdenoCanNet model outperforms known models, 
obtaining a testing accuracy of 98.77% in situations including lung classes. M. A. Talukder et al. [7] extracted picture 
attributes using CNN architectures (VGG16, VGG19, DenseNet169, DenseNet201). These characteristics were then 
given into six Machine Learning (ML) algorithms for cancer detection (XGB, RF, SVM, LGB, MLP, LR). 
 
 SVM, Logistic Regression, and MLP emerged as the most accurate classifiers. Gupta, S., et al.[8] used CNNs that had 
already been trained to diagnose colon cancer (CRC). They improved designs such as RESNET50, INCEPTIONV3, 
VGG16, VGG19, and RESNET152V2. INCEPTIONV3 performed the best, with an 89.8% average accuracy in 
recognising eight CRC classifications, demonstrating the efficiency of deep learning and hyper parameter 
optimisation in improving cancer detection accuracy.Yu, H. et al. [12] presents the "Adaptive Hierarchical Heuristic 
Mathematical Model (AHHMM)" as a method for identifying lung cancer. The suggested method consists of many 
processes, which include capturing images, preprocessing, converting to binary format, setting a threshold, dividing 
into segments, extracting features, and utilising a deep neural network (DNN) for detection. Based on the test 
findings, the proposed model showed a high accuracy rate, accurately predicting the presence or absence of lung 
cancer with 96.67% precision.Nasser, I. M. et al. [18] devised an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) comprising of four 
basic layers to identify lung cancer cells. The approach attained a precision of 96.67% in the lung cancer dataset 
survey, showcasing the efficacy of the network in detecting lung cancer. Teramoto et al. [34] introduced the use of a 
"Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN)" to automatically classify lung cancer. Seventy-six photos of cancer 
cells were used to test the approach, and seventy-one percent of the images had correct categorization. The DCNN 
design comprises of three convolutional layers, two fully linked layers, and three pooling layers.  
 
Ozdemir O. et al. [29] introduced a low-dose CT scanning apparatus designed for the diagnosis of lung cancer. This 
equipment utilises three-dimensional convolutional neural networks. The algorithm attained a precision rate of 
96.5% in detecting lung cancer by using data from Kaggle, LUNA-16, and LIDC-IDRI.Zhang, Q. et al. [13] proposed 
the "Multi-Scene Deep Learning Framework (MSDLF)" which incorporates a "vesselness filter" to enhance precision 
and minimise incorrect identifications while detecting large lung nodes (>3 mm). Data setup, lung contour 
correction, tissue segmentation, vascular removal, dataset standardisation, and a four-channel CNN model for 
segmentation and classification using the LIDC-IDRI dataset are used. Masood et al. [16] presented 3D Deep 
Convolutional Neural Networks (3DDCNN) to radiologists, which integrate deep learning and cloud computing to 
accurately detect lung nodules. The method, which used the Multi-Region Proposal Network (mRPN), was 98.5% 
successful at finding lung cancer using data from ANODE09, LUNA-16, LIDC-IDRI, and SHANGHAI Hospital. Guo 
et al. [17] presented the Knowledge-based Analysis of Mortality Prediction Network (KAMP-Net), which use data 
augmentation to train convolutional neural networks. Combining CNN and SVM results to figure out death risk 
using the National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) dataset, the method does a 28.1% better job than doctors (AUC = 
0.82). The approach encompasses Multi-Channel Image Coding, Network Design and Implementation, Integration of 
Deep Learning, and Clinical Knowledge. Pang et al. [19] used picture preparation methods and DenseNet to sort 
lung cancer images into different categories. To mitigate the issue of insufficient data, they employed techniques 
such as rotation, translation, and transformation. The AdaBoost algorithm was employed to combine several 
categorization outcomes. The model, evaluated using the Shandong Provincial Hospital dataset, attained an accuracy 
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of 89.85% in the identification of lung cancer. Ibrahim, D. M. et al. [9] conducted a comparative analysis of four 
different designs for the categorization of chest x-rays and CT images. The VGG19+CNN model had superior 
performance compared to other models, obtaining an AUC of 99.66% and a success rate of 98.05%. Additionally, it 
exhibited high values for recall, precision, specificity, negative predictive value, F1 score, and Matthew's correlation 
coefficient. Zhang G et al. [12] introduced a model that utilises a DenseNet-based architecture with 3D filters and 
pooling kernels. This model achieved an accuracy rate for classification of 92.4% on the LUNA16 dataset.L. Liu et al. 
[20] introduced MTMR-Net as a method for detecting lung nodules, obtaining an accuracy of 93.5%. The model 
surpasses existing techniques in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity by adding Multi-Task Learning and 
Margin Ranking Loss in its architecture. Lin, C. J. et al. [14] propose the use of a two-dimensional convolutional 
neural network (CNN) with Taguchi parametric optimisation to automatically identify lung cancer in CT images. 
The Taguchi method makes the CNN system more accurate, making it better than the original AlexNet.Cai, L. et al. 
[15] used a Mask R-CNN and volume rendering for 3D lung nodule segmentation. Three-dimensional 
reconstruction, detection and segmentation, and pre-processing modules are all included in the model. The model 
was tested on the LUNA-16 and Ali TianChi datasets and was 88.7% accurate at finding lung cancer. Y. Xie et al. [30] 
suggest a multi-view knowledge-based collaborative (MV-KBC) deep model for telling the difference between 
cancerous and noncancerous lung tumours with limited chest CT data. The model, evaluated using the LIDC-IDRI 
dataset, attains a lung cancer diagnosis accuracy of 91.60 per cent.Li et al. [22] proposed a deep-learning method for 
analysing thoracic MR images. 
 
 Their system utilises a CT nodule identification strategy that works on the complete picture without the need for 
candidate extraction. The more rapid R-CNN model had a sensitivity of 85.2% in accurately detecting lung cancer. 
W. Chen et al. [23] introduced a "hybrid segmentation network (HSN)" based on a convolutional neural network 
(CNN) for tumour segmentation. Using 3D and 2D CNNs along with a mixed features fusion module, the method 
got a mean accuracy of 0.909 and a mean sensitivity of 0.872 on the data set from Shandong University 
Hospital.Lakshmanaprabu S.K. et al. [24] introduced the Optimal Deep Neural Network (ODNN) approach for 
identifying lung CT images. By applying Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to reduce dimensionality and 
subsequently enhancing it with the Modified Gravitational Search Algorithm (MGSA), the classifier attained the 
following results: 94.56% accuracy, 94.2% specificity, and 96.2 % sensitivity.Zhang et al. [20] introduced a three-
dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to detect and categorise lung nodules from CT images. With 
datasets from Guangdong Provincial People's Hospital, Kaggle, and LUNA-16, the algorithm outperformed manual 
evaluation with 84.4% sensitivity. Zhang C et al. [25] utilised publicly available imaging data to train a Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN) model to detect lung nodules. The model achieved a sensitivity of 84.4% and a specificity of 
83.0%. The algorithm showed efficacy in decreasing false-positive and false-negative results, and it detected tiny 
nodules (less than 10 mm) just as well as bigger ones (10–30 mm).G. Jakimovski et al. [26] used a double 
convolutional Deep Neural Network (CDNN) and a conventional CDNN to classify lung nodules from CT images.  
 
The dual CDNN attained a precision of 0.909, whereas the conventional CDNN obtained 0.872 in the conducted 
trials. Jun Wang et al. [27] suggested a unique CAD solution for lung nodule diagnosis based on three neural 
networks. The method identified candidates quickly from chest volume CT scans with few false negatives and 
positives. Area classification, region proposal, and feature extraction networks were evaluated using Siemens, 
General Electric, TIANCHI AI, LUNA-16, LIDC-IDRI, and INDEPENDENT datasets. The trials proved the lung 
cancer screening strategy worked. C. Wang et al. [28] categorised lung pictures using "inception-v3" transfer 
learning. They added pulmonary imaging data, modified the Inception-v3 model for automated feature extraction, 
and classified images using Softmax, Logistic, and SVM classifiers. Among DCNN-based models, the experiments 
had a maximum sensitivity of 95.41 and specificity of 80.09.H. Jiang et al. [33] developed "four-channel convolution 
neural networks (CNN)" and two-image training with the LIDC-IDRI dataset to detect lung nodules. The technique 
has 80.06% lung cancer sensitivity with 4.7 false positives per scan and 94% with 15.1 false positives. The approach 
uses a "multigroup patch-based learning system" to decrease false positives and improve lung nodule detection in 
huge visual data sets.Y. Liu et al. [31] introduced DenseBTNet, a convolutional network for lung nodule 
classification, which outperformed state-of-the-art approaches on the LIDC-IDRI dataset! DenseBTNet showed 
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superior capacity to acquire more precise and condensed models in comparison to DenseNet.Jin, H. et al. [32] 
constructed a deep three-dimensional residual convolutional neural network (CNN) with the purpose of minimizing 
the occurrence of false-positive nodules. This CNN was trained using the LUNA16 Challenge dataset. The approach 
exhibited excellent detection capabilities, with a sensitivity of 98.3% as indicated by the free-response receiver 
operating characteristic (FROC) curve. Q. Dou et al. [35] developed a 3-D CNNs-based framework to reduce CT scan 
lung nodule detection false positives. 3-D CNNs with 3-D convolutions and max-poolings analyse huge medical 
pictures better than 2-D CNNs. In the LUNA16 Challenge, multilayer contextual networks reduced false positives 
with 94.4% sensitivity. 
 

RESEARCH GAPS 
 
The cumulative efforts of the algorithms that were outlined earlier to revolutionise lung cancer diagnosis via the use 
of artificial intelligence (AI) and deep learning methods are the source of the scientific reason and significance of 
Many different methods are included in the algorithms. Some of these methods include adaptive mathematical 
models, neural networks, convolutional neural networks (CNN), low-dose CT scanning devices, and multi-view 
knowledge-based collaborative models. Several algorithms displayed excellent detection rates, which ranged from 
71% to 98.5%, which highlighted the promise of artificial intelligence in generating accurate and dependable results 
in lung cancer diagnosis. 
 
Utilisation of the Data 
To demonstrate the significance of using extensive datasets for training and testing models, these methods make use 
of a variety of datasets, including LIDC-IDRI, Kaggle, TIANCHI AI, and others. Multiple methods have been devised 
to mitigate the occurrence of false positives, a prevalent challenge in the detection of lung cancer. Margin ranking 
loss, multi-task learning, and vesselness filters are a few techniques that improve precision. 
 
Early Detection and Integration with the Cloud 
The emphasis on early detection is critical, as evidenced by the combination of cloud computing, big data, and AI. 
Continuous monitoring, data analysis, and the provision of timely advice to healthcare experts are all made possible 
as a result of this. Examples of methods that integrate many imaging modalities include three-dimensional 
convolutional neural networks (3DCNN) for computed tomography (CT) scans, magnetic resonance (MR) pictures, 
and multi-view knowledge-based collaborative models. This technique, which utilises many modalities, expands the 
range of possibilities for lung cancer diagnosis. 
 
Strategies for Optimum Extraction: 
Optimisation techniques like Taguchi parametric optimisation, transfer learning, and hybrid segmentation networks 
highlight the importance of employing optimisation tactics to enhance the efficiency of deep learning models. 
Studies indicate that novel algorithms surpass the existing methods in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity 
when compared to current procedures. KAMP-Net and other algorithms explore the capabilities of artificial 
intelligence in both cancer detection and mortality risk prediction. This comprehensive strategy can enhance the 
ability of healthcare practitioners to make more informed choices. 
 
Implementation with Regard to Various Image Types: 
The capacity of algorithms to function with a wide variety of picture types, such as chest radiographs, CT scans, and 
MR images, demonstrates their applicability to a variety of clinical circumstances. It has been suggested via 
preliminary research and proof-of-concept results that these algorithms have the potential to be utilised in clinical 
settings, where they might be of assistance to radiologists and other medical professionals in making an accurate and 
timely diagnosis. In conclusion, the scientific justification for these algorithms resides in the fact that they have the 
potential to revolutionise the identification of lung cancer by enhancing accuracy, decreasing the number of false 
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positives, and contributing to the facilitation of early detection. It looks like early studies are showing positive 
results, which could mean a big change in how AI is used to improve lung cancer care. 
 
Evaluation Criteria 
The model's precision, accuracy, recall, F1-score metrics, and confusion matrix are assessed.  
 
Accuracy 
Accuracy quantifies model predictions' overall accuracy. 

=
+

+ + + , ∈  

 
Precision 
Precision quantifies the percentage of malignant lung pictures properly classified. 

+ , ∈  

 
Recall 
The percentage of malignant lung pictures accurately classified is called recall  

= + , ∈  

 
F1-score 
By integrating recall and precision, the F1 score balances both. The harmonic mean of precision and recall. 

= ∗
∗
+  

 
Confusion Matrix 
The evaluation of a classification model can be assessed using a tabular representation known as the confusion 
matrix. The display indicates the number of accurate positive (TP), accurate negative (T.N.), inaccurate positive 
(F.P.), and inaccurate negative (FN) forecasts. 
TP: True Positive: Correctly identified images of a malignant lung 
TN: True Negative: Imaging of a normal lung is reliably identified as such. 
FP: False Positive: Normal lung images are incorrectly classified as cancerous lung. 
FN: False Negative: Images of cancerous lungs falsely identified as healthy lungs 
Through the computation of these metrics and examination of the confusion matrix, we can evaluate the efficacy of 
the constructed model in relation to its accuracy, precision in correctly categorising cancerous lung images, recall in 
detecting cancerous lung images, and the equilibrium between precision and recall as measured by the F1-score. 
 
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER INVESTIGATION 
 
The research offers an extensive examination of deep learning methodologies employed in the identification of lung 
cancer, covering pertinent literature published from 2016 to 2023. The review synthesises established approaches in 
machine learning, deep learning, and artificial intelligence through an analysis of peer-reviewed journal papers and 
conference proceedings. The study provides significant insights regarding the merits and drawbacks of several deep 
learning approaches. indicates areas where further research is needed, and proposes prospective avenues for future 
investigations. The study focuses on the importance of clinical decision-making systems in healthcare and attempts 
to provide essential knowledge that might stimulate additional research and fill gaps in the field. In summary, the 
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systematic review functions as a valuable tool for researchers and readers, providing a thorough summary and 
establishing the foundation for future progress in the diagnosis of lung cancer. 
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Table 1: Comparing contemporary lung cancer detection methods 

Year Author Data set Method Used Performance criteria 

2023 VR, N. et al.[1] IQ-OTH/NCCD 
(CT image) computerised ExtRanFS 99.09% accuracy, 98.33% 

sensitivity, 

2023 Fatoki, F. M. et al. 
[2] 

LungCT image CNN+SVM accuracy, sensitivity, and 
specificity, 

2023 Bhardwaj et al. [3] Lung CT image CNN+R-CNN 
oaccuracy, sensitivity, and 

specificity, 

2023 Parveen, R. et al. [4] Lung CT image Xception deep neural 
networks 

accuracy 99.39%, 
precision99.33%, recall 98%, and 

an F1-score 98.67%. 
 

2023 
Bhattacharjee, A. et 

al. [5] 
Lung CT image 

finely adjusted ResiU-
Net model. 

 
F1-score 97.44%, dice score 

94.87%. 

2023 
Ananthakrishnan, 

B. et al. [6] 
 

LC25000 
Lung histopathological 

image data 

 
AdenoCanNet model 

Testing accuracy 98.77% 

2022 
M. A. Talukder et 

al. [7] 
 

LC25000 
Lung histopathological 

image data 

 
CNN architectures + 

machine learning 
classifiers 

accuracy 

2022 Gupta, S., et al. [8] 
LC25000 

Lung histopathological 
image data 

deep learning models 
and hyperparameter 

optimization 
Accuracy 89.9% 

2021 Ibrahim, D. M. et al. 
[9] 

chest X-ray and (CT) 
image 

VGG19-CNN, 

Accuracy-98.05,Recall-
98.05%,Precision-

98.43%,specificity-99.5%, F1 
score-98.24, MCC-97.7%, and 

AUC-99.66%, 

2021 
Cherukuri, N. et al. 

[10] 
CT IMAGES 3DCNN Meta p-value test t 

2021 Zhang  Get al. [11] LIDC-IDRI, LUNA-16 3D DenseNet, Dense 
block, 

Accuracy-92.04, 
Sensitivity-87.0%, Specificity-

96.0%, 
 

2020 Yu, H. et al. [12] 
http://diagnijme 

gen.nl/index.ph p/Lung 
Cancer 

AHHMM Accuracy-96.67% 

2020 Q. Zhang et al. [13] LIDC-IDRI MSDLF by the 
vesselness filter Accuracy-98.7% 

2020 Lin, C. J. et al. [14] LIDC-NCI Taguchi-based CNN Accuracy-99.6% 

2020 Cai, L. et al. [15] LUNA-16, Ali TianChi 
challenge Mask R-CNN sensitivities of 88.1% at 1 false 

positive per scan 

2020 
A. Masood et al. 

[16] 

ANODE09, LUNA-16, 
LIDC-IDRI, 

SHANGHAI Hospital 
3DDCNN 

sensitivity -98.7% at 1.97 FPs 
per scan 

2020 Guo, H. et al. [17] (NLST) (KAMP-Net) The AUC-0.82 with the 
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standard deviation of 0.07. 

2019 
Nasser, I. M. et al. 

[18] “survey lung cancer. “ (ANN) Accuracy-96.67% 

2019 Pang, S. et al. [19] Shandong Provincial 
Hospital 

Deep learning + 
DenseNet + Adaboost 

Accuracy-89.85% 
Sensitivity precision 

2019 Liu, L. et al. [20] LIDC-IDRI MTMR-NET 
Accuracy-93.5, 

Sensitivity-93.0, Specificity-89.4, 
 

2019 Shakeel, P. M. et al. 
[21] CIA (IPCT) + DITNN) Accuracy -98.42% 

2019 Li, Y. et al. [22] Hospital of Guangzhou 
Medical University 

Deep learning for 
thoracic MR images 

Sensitivity -85.2% 

2019 Chen, W. et al. [23] 
Hospital Affiliated 

with Shandong 
University 

HSN mean Dice score of 0.888, 
mean Precision score of 0.909, 

2019 
Lakshmanaprabu 

S.K. et al. [24] 
tp://www.via. 

cornell.edu ODNN +MGSA 
Accuracy 94.56% / sensitivity-

96.2% 
Specificity-94.2% 

2019 Zhang C et al. [25] 
LUNA -16, Kaggle, 

Guangdong Provincial 
People’s Hospital 

3DCNN 
Sensitivity-84.4% 
Specificity-83.0% 

2019 
Jakimovski, G. et al. 

[26] 

Data archive of the 
University of South 

Carolina and (LONI) 

2CDNN + A regular 
CDNN 

Accuracy -99.6, 
Specificity -99.9, 

Precision-98.6 

2019 Wang, J. et al. [27] 

LIDC-IDRI, 
LUNA-16, TIANCHI 

AI, 
 

(FEN) + (RPN) + (RCN) (FROC) Sensitivity-98.3% 

2019 Wang, C. et al. [28] 
the standard public 

digital image database 
JSRT 

Inception-v3 transfer 
learning 

sensitivity -95.41 %, specificity -
80.09% 

2019 
O. Ozdemir et al. 

[29] 
LIDC-IDRI, LUNA-16, 

Kaggle 
Low-Dose CT scan 

Sensitivity -96.5%, 
ROC AUC=0.885 

2018 Xie, Y et al. [30] LIDC-IDRI (MV-KBC) Accuracy-91.60%, AUC -95.70% 
2018 Liu, Y. et al. [31] LIDC-IDRI (DenseBTNet) AUC score-0.9335 

2018 Jin, H. et al. [32] LUNA-16 A deep 3D residual CNN 
+ SPC layer Sensitivity-98.3% 

2017 Jiang, H.et al. [33] LIDC-IDRI 

Multigroup fragments 
cut from lung images, 

augmented by the Frangi 
filter. 

Sensitivity -80.06%, 
FP/scan-94% 

2017 Teramoto, A. et al. 
[34] 

Seventy-six (76) cases 
of cancer cells. 

microscopic images 
(DCNN) Accuracy 

-71% 

2016 Dou, Q. et al. [35] LUNA16 
Multilevel contextual 3-

D CNN Sensitivity-94.4% 
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Figure1: types of lung cancer images Figure 2: number of papers taken for reviews in years 

 

 

Figure 3: Structure of classification Model Figure 4: Confusion matrix 
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Management institutes considerthe improvement in employability skills as a very crucial task these days. 
Future skills assessments should be designed taking employers’ needs and the learners’ skill 
enhancement capabilities into account. There is a huge gap between in the market expectations of 
employers and what are the skills possessed by the management graduates. In this research, an attempt 
has been made to identify the factors impacting employability skills of management graduates. A 
questionnaire for the students was designed and administered to 130 management graduates. Twenty 
independent variables have been listed to assess the significant impact of factors on employability skills 
of management graduates in three inter state universities of Haryana, Punjab and Himachal Pradesh. The 
impact has been identified and measured on two different types of employability skills; basic 
employability skills and modern employability skills. This study focuses on strategies which are to be 
practised by the universities for developing employability skills among management graduates which 
will best serve the future market. 
 
Keywords: Employability, market expectations, basic employability skills and modern employability 
skills.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
In today’s age of high expectations, competition and dynamic demand of the market, Employability plays a essential 
role in the professional growth and achievement of an individual. Gone are the days when people were able to get 
employed merely with some basic academic knowledge. Now a days, organizations are looking for the manpower 
whonot only possess basic employability skills  but also acquit with some modern or technical skills to have a 
smooth start with their available skill sets and the primary job requirement. A fresh management graduate who joins 
the organization for the first time faces the challenge to prove that one  can adopt the company’s cultural ecosystem 
and give performance as per the expectations raised. After getting through the barrier of selection process, one 
should be able to continue to be employed in the long run; for this  one needs to possess much more than a 
management degree. It is very important for the employee to understand  the team desire and business needs. 
‘Employability’ has been a big concern  for national discussion. Employability has been one of the main challenge for 
the management institutes. There is need of different line of thinking and action as only 1 in 5 MBA's being 
employable management graduates, according to the Merit Trac MBA employability Study 2021-2022. 
 
MBA programmes should be much more interfaced with industry to make them more authenticate and  complement 
to the industrial demand. It is the employability skills which play vital role in determining the career-ability of 
management graduates. Employability refers to acquisition of the skills and capacities required to enter and prosper 
in the labour market by prospective employees and adapting to the organisational environment in order to be in 
employment in the long run. The term ‘Employability Skill’ was first introduced by Conference Board of Canada 
(CBC) in 1992 and also known as soft skills or competencies skills. These skills are the expertise required for getting 
the job, keeping and doing well on the job. These can be segregated among three parts as personal skills, core skills & 
process skills (Yorke & Knight 2006). In the current scenario, competition in the job market is really tough. Employers 
are expecting for employability skills as a prerequisite trait in their potential employees along with their subject 
expertise. The skill set of job readiness in essential for every job and industry. Employers value these employability 
skills because these indicate that how a candidate will get along with team members and different clients and 
simultaneously and how efficiently he will be able to handle the job responsibilities. Employers are always keenly 
interested in employability skills because these are essential for productive and smooth functioning of the 
organisation. In today’s world, where the jobs are limited, employers search for individuals which have the basic as 
well as modern skill set suitable to the work in order to get best productivity from the employees and to save 
reasonable  amount of time and money for developing readiness for work skills through orientation. (Karin Kelly 
2022). 
 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
The employability skills have been interesting economic agenda in the countries from past two decades like United 
states, New Zealand, Canada, UK, Australia, Denmark and others...(Sung et al. 2013). Employability skills are 
defined by different terminologies in different countries, such as ‘transferable skills’, ‘personal skills’, ‘key 
competencies’, ‘core competencies’, ‘soft skills’, describe the expected employability skill set the workplace(Naanda 
2010).Different concept and terms of employability skills are used wide different country’s framework such as France 
referred these as ‘transferable skills’, Germany termed these as ‘key qualifications’, Switzerland called them as ‘trans-
disciplinary goals’, Denmark referred these as ‘process independent qualifications’, United Kingdom termed these as 
‘key skills, common skills, core skills’, USA called as ‘workplace know-how, necessary skills, basic skills’, Australia 
referred as ‘key competencies, employability skills, generic skills’, Singapore as ‘critical enabling skills training’, 
while Malaysia called these as ‘employability skills’ (Raybould 2015; Sung et al. 2013; Matters & Curtis 2008; 
Kämäräinen 2002).There  is different understanding regarding concept of employability skills and no common 
terminology agreement contexts. Kearns 2001 added that it is desirable to find common terminology for 
employability between different stakeholders such as higher education, individuals, employers and communities 
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(Subramanian 2017). Moreover, despite of the fact that employability has been globally elucidated as a cluster of 
skills, characters, traits and attributes that employers look forward from workers (Lowden et al., 2019), there are less  
researches which indicate that how the employability should be specifically described for graduate students. It is 
found that there is a significant improvement in the skills, traits, attributes and characteristics developed by graduate 
level students than those developed at the undergraduate level, though the restricted studies on employability are 
focused on individuals’ employability who just completed undergraduate level education (Finch et al., 2013; 
Wickramasinghe and Perera, 2020). Moreover there are limited research on employability focusing largely student 
perceptions of employability. Despite employers are key controlling factors in labour market outcomes, it is required 
to analyse the view point of the employees (Chowdhury, 2019; Blackwell et al., 2001; Gault et al., 2000). Harvey et al 
(2022) tried to identify the difference between initial employability skills to find employment and advanced 
employability skills to support learning and employability on a continuing basis. He examined that students’ view 
point of employability is smaller and limited to recognition of the connection between initial skills and gaining 
employment immediately after degree, they are not concerned about a lengthy and maintainable career (Tymon, 
2011). The  employability is a comprehensive and extensive concept, some sincere work has been initiated by the 
universities to submerge employability into the curriculum, even after their initiatives, employers continued to be 
dissatisfied about the employability skills and found these insufficient amongst graduates to meet the market 
demand (CBI, 2011); Ehiyazaryan and Barraclough (2009) predicated that there is need that skills needs to be 
developed according to a real world requirement rather than the mere classroom transactions.  
 
It should be more practical based rather than theory. Employability skills comprise a diverse abilities that help the 
individual to shift from one job role to another. Bremner (2018) defined that employability skills as  required skills 
which make the  employees adaptable in different environment. The CBI (2009) referred to employability skills as 
comprehensive soft skills including communication and interpersonal skills and problem solving and decision 
making skills. Murakami et al (2009) believed that social adaptability is a main skill required for placement that 
supports learning at the workplace and subsequently in long term career. It is observed that finding a singular 
employability skills list is difficult due to the diverse and complicated nature of skills. Mason et al (2014) argued that 
some specific employability  skills can only be learned while doing a job in the workplace, the degree should be in 
complement to the experience achieved on placement and to maximise the development of skills (Bourne and 
Ellerker, 1998). Though the placements are instrument for personal and professional development but having  
employability skills give value addition to a graduate in the market(Tomlinson, 2018).Now the employers are 
looking forward to graduates who are able to make an immediate contribution to their organization 
(Wickramasinghe and Perera, 2020). Placement students are in their final semester and obviously to be graduate with 
in a period of six months i.e.final semester after completing their course (Mason et al, 2014);  As the very first job 
have a long lasting impact on successful career, thus it is very significant to start with a right and strong position 
(Mosca and Wright, 2017). Graduate recruiters and placement organisations are employing students who have some 
kind of work experience in term of some training or internship; it was anticipated in 2023 that 38% of new opening 
positions will be filled by graduates with some past work experience and exposure (High Fliers Research, 2022). The 
employers value the students ability to display their contribution based on actual work and their past work 
experience helps an organisation to fully assess an individual’s capabilities. 
 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
1. To identify the factors leading to low employability among the management graduates. 
2. To analyse the impact of factors of employability on employability skills among management graduates.  
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 
To achieve the objectives of the study, twenty factors affecting employability are examined with two sets of 
employability skills i.e. basic employability skills and modern employability skills. Each skill set has twelve sub-
skills.  

Research Hypotheses 
H01: There is no significant impact of factors affecting employability on the development of basic employability skill. 
H02: There is no significant impact of factors affecting employability on the development ofmodern employability 
skill. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The current study is based on a student’s survey analysis. Data were collected from 130 management graduates 
using a self-structured questionnaire based on a 5-point Likert scale, with 81males and49 females. 
 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  
 
In this study, structural equation modelling is used with maximum likelihood method of estimation. After getting 
acceptable reliability, two hypotheses were tested with factors affecting employment and employability skills. The 
study also intends to portray the standardized and unstandardized regression weights to defend the impact of the 
selected statements of each predictor with basic and modern employability skills. Thus, the data collected related to 
employability and skills gap among management graduates were analysed with structural equation modelling to 
examine the impact on employability skills. Table 1 explains the standardized and unstandardized regression 
weights (Factor loadings) were also evaluated to determine the impact of the factors affecting employability on 
employability skills. All of the loadings were higher than the recommended value of 0.5. In case of employability 
skills as predictor, a standardized coefficients shows strong relationship with motivation among students in order of 
enhance skills (0.619), followed by Early education gaps of students(0.617), academic 
achievements(0.524),participation in extra-curricular activities (0.520), focus on theoretical teaching-learning process 
(0.600),curriculum and practices (0.658),use of latest technology in course content (0.639),skill-based learning (0.685), 
competency or quality of teachers (0.744),innovation and research in teaching (0.764); motivation and commitment 
among teachers (0.764), reputation of educational institution (0.695),future aspirations/goals of students 
(0.756),Geographical immobility (0.735), salary expectations (0.604),Mismatch between requisite and available skills 
(0.828), job requirement at the beginning (0.790),selection process (0.707),growth rate of economy (0.666). 
 
 It has been found that there is a strong relationship between factors affecting employability and employability skills 
of management graduates, hence the null hypothesis (H01) is rejected. Similarly, for Basic employability skills as 
predictor, a standardized coefficient shows strong relationship and impact off actors affecting employability on 
communication skills (0.834), presentation skills(0.704), creativity skills (0.817), problem solving and analytical skills 
(0.781), decision making skills (0.792), leadership skills(0.758),  negotiation skills (0.695),  stress management skills 
(0.729), team work skills (0.711), delegation skills (0.640); ICT skills (0.589), experiential learning and adaptive 
skills(0.746). It has been analysed that there is a strong relationship between factors affecting employability and basic 
employability skills among management graduate, hence the null hypothesis (H01) is rejected. Likewise, for modern 
employability skills as predictor, a standardized coefficient shows strong relationship and impact of factors affecting 
employability on  sense making and social intelligence skills (0.712), novelty and innovative skills (0.779); cross 
cultural competency skills (0.693), trans disciplinary skills(0.838), design mind set skills (0.759), cognitive load 
management skills (0.755), new media literacy skills  (0.862),  virtual collaboration skills (0.712), remote team 
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management skills(0.757),learning agility skills (0.758), DEI Skills (0.769),  and emotional intelligence 
skills(0.745).Again, it has been found that there is a strong relationship between factors affecting employability and 
modern employability skills among management graduate, hence the null hypothesis (H02) is rejected.  

2 =   Chi   Square,   DF   =   Degree   of   freedom,   RMSEA   =   Root   mean   square   error   of approximation,  CFI  
= Comparative-fit-index, NFI  =  Normed  fit  index,  PNFI  =  Parsimony normed   fit   index,   PCFI=   Parsimonious   
Comparative   Fit   Index,   TLI   =   Tucker–Lewis coefficient index ,IFI= Increment fit inde Table 2  explains the 
model fit summary of this structural equation modelling. The results obtained using AMOS are according to their 
admissible values such as CMIN is 3.251; Root Mean Square Error of Approximation is 0.132; Comparative fit-index 
0.614; Normed fit-index is 0.527; Parsimonious normed fit-index 0.502; Parsimonious Comparative fit-index 
0.584;hence the  proposed model is validate. The study also intends to portray the standardized and employability 
skills with factors affecting employability. Thus, the data collected related to employability and skills gap among 
management graduates are analysed with structural equation modelling. The results obtained with help in 
examining the relationship of factors affecting employability. Figure 1 & Figure 2 explains that there is significant 
impact of factors affecting employability on employability skills. The study also intends to portray the 
unstandardized regression weights to defend the relationship of the selected statements of each predictor with 
factors. Thus, the data collected related to employability and skills gap among management graduate is analysed in 
SPSS Amos Program. The results obtained help in examining the relationship of factors affecting employability as 
well as in testing the hypotheses formulated.  
 
CONCLUSION  
 
In this research paper, the predictors are evaluated with the help of structural equation modelling and the impact of 
factors affecting employability on employability skills are analysed. The results show that there is strong relationship 
and impact of factors affecting employability and skill sets and  the highest standardized regression weights are 
0.828. The impact on basic employability skills is prominent, which shows highest standardized regression weights 
0.817 whereas for modern employability skills highest standardized regression weights is found to be 0.862. The 
values of CMIN and RMSEA are found to be 3.251 and 0.132 respectively, which indicate the good fit index values 
for the proposed model and hence, the model is validated and found to be appropriate. 
 
Recommendations of the study 
This study will help in understanding the various factors affecting the employability and their impact on 
employability skills. As it is evident from the model that there is a positive relation between factors affecting 
employability and employability skills, the management institutes and universities can make an effort in improving 
in their  curriculum and make their teaching learning practices more practical to ensure the development of 
employability skills among management graduates. 
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Table 1: Standardized and Unstandardized Regression Weight 

Factors Variables Path Factors 
Unstandardized 

Regression Weight 
S.E. 

Standardized 
Regression Weight 

C.R. P 

 
Factors 

Fac1 <--- FAC 1.000  0.634 6.391 *** 
Fac2 <---  0.936 0.146 0.619 6.284 *** 
Fac3 <---  0.897 0.143 0.617 5.439  
Fac4 <---  0.792 0.146 0.524 5.400 *** 
Fac5 <---  0.808 0.150 0.520 6.053 *** 
Fac6 <---  0.978 0.162 0.600 6.541 *** 
Fac7 <---  1.060 0.162 0.658 6.419 *** 
Fac8 <---  1.009 0.157 0.639 6.805 *** 
Fac9 <---  1.009 0.148 0.685 7.251 *** 
Fac10 <---  1.375 0.190 0.744 7.431 *** 
Fac11 <---  1.281 0.172 0.764 7.406 *** 
Fac12 <---  1.302 0.176 0.764 6.934 *** 
Fac13 <---  1.286 0.185 0.695 7.383 *** 
Fac14 <---  1.284 0.174 0.756 7.160 *** 
Fac15 <---  1.225 0.171 0.735 6.123 *** 
Fac16 <---  1.067 0.174 0.604 7.888 *** 
Fac17 <---  1.285 0.163 0.828 7.605 *** 
Fac18 <---  1.251 0.164 0.790 7.043 *** 
Fac19 <---  1.198 0.170 0.707 6.632 *** 
Fac20 <---  1.320 0.199 0.666 6.391 *** 

Basic 
skills 

BES1 <--- BES 1.000  0.803 7.043 *** 
BES2 <---  0.858 0.097 0.704 6.632 *** 
BES3 <---  1.003 0.093 0.817   
BES4 <---  0.931 0.093 0.781 8.813 *** 
BES5 <---  0.954 0.094 0.792 10.771 *** 
BES6 <---  1.035 0.109 0.758 10.011 *** 
BES7 <---  0.918 0.108 0.695 10.112 *** 
BES8 <---  0.982 0.107 0.729 9.475 *** 
BES9 <---  0.936 0.106 0.711 8.520 *** 
BES10 <---  0.770 0.100 0.640 9.140 *** 
BES11 <---  0.767 0.110 0.589 8.824 *** 
BES12 <---  0.908 0.098 0.746 7.671 *** 

Modern 
Skills 

MES1 <--- MES 1.000  0.712 6.965 *** 
MES2 <---  1.168 0.135 0.779 9.259 *** 
MES3 <---  1.006 0.129 0.693   
MES4 <---  1.174 0.127 0.838 8.677 *** 
MES5 <---  1.127 0.134 0.759 7.799 *** 
MES6 <---  1.120 0.134 0.755 9.276 *** 
MES7 <---  1.438 0.151 0.862 8.399 *** 
MES8 <---  1.111 0.140 0.712 8.383 *** 
MES9 <---  1.138 0.136 0.757 9.540 *** 

MES10 <---  1.095 0.131 0.758 7.924 *** 
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MES11 <---  1.170 0.136 0.769 8.361 *** 
MES12 <---  1.203 0.146 0.745 8.392 *** 

Source: Data compiled from AMOS 
 
Table-2: Model fit Summary 
Fit index Cited Results Admissibility 

CMIN (Kline,2010) 3.251 1.00-5.00 
RMSEA (Steiger,1990) 0.059 ≤ 0.1 

CFI (Byrne,2010) 0.614 ≥ 0.90 
NFI (Bentler&G.Bonnet,1980) 0.527 >0.80 

PNFI (Bentler&G.Bonnet,1980) 0.035 >0.05 
PCFI (James and Brett,1982) 0.584 >0.50 

Source: Data compiled from AMOS 
 

  
Figure:1 Standardised regression weights Figure:2  Unstandardised regression weights 
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Pneumatized air cells located  in the zygomatic process of the temporal bone are defined as Zygomatic Air Cell 
Defects (ZACDs). ZACDs have been termed  as ‘accessory air cells in the zygomatic process and articular eminence 
of the temporal bone, which resembles to mastoid air cells and which do not extend more anteriorly than the 
zygomatico-temporal suture. [1] ZACDs radiographically appears as nonexpansile and nondestructive radiolucency 
in the zygomatic process of the temporal bone or the articular eminence and is clinically asymptomatic. These air 
spaces can be breached during trauma to maxillofacial structures. Fracture or dehiscence of the glenoid fossa may 
lead to seeping of soft tissue contents into the middle ear and further result in the middle ear infections and mastoid 
effusion. They may serve as an entry port for mastoid tumors to extend into temporomandibular joint (TMJ). [5] 
 
Keywords: ZACDs radiographically appears as nonexpansile and nondestructive radiolucency in the zygomatic 
process of the temporal bone or the articular eminence and is clinically asymptomatic. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Pneumatized air cells located  in the zygomatic process of the temporal bone are defined as Zygomatic Air Cell 
Defects (ZACDs). ZACDs have been termed  as ‘accessory air cells in the zygomatic process and articular eminence 
of the temporal bone, which resembles to mastoid air cells and which do not extend more anteriorly than the 
zygomatico-temporal suture. [1] The term Zygomatic air cell defect,  was proposed by Tyndall and Matteson in the 
year 1987. This entity is also known as Pneumatized Articular Eminence (PAE), coined by the same previous 
investigators in 1985, and Pneumatized Articular Tubercle (PAT).[2] They classified ZACD into three types as 
Unilocular, Multilocular and Trabecular. It is presents as asymptomatic, non expansile, nondestructive radiolucency. 
Unilocular type is seen as an oval radiolucent defect with well defined borders and the multilocular appear as 
numerous small cavities inside and resemble mastoid air cells. It may become contraindications for performing 
surgical procedures such as eminectomy as they can become potential pathways for intracranial infections, when 
ZACDs have been demonstrated preoperatively on a radiograph. [3], Several imaging modalities have been used for 
assessing the pneumatization of the articular tubercle (PAT) and glenoid fossa (PGF) in earlier studies. Panoramic 
radiographs were considered the technique of choice for evaluation of these defects because of its wide availability, 
low cost and lower  radiation dose when compared to CBCT. 
 
Aims 
To determine the prevalence, patterns of occurrence of zygomatic air cell defects using digital panoramic 
radiographs in Western Maharashtra 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
200 digital panoramic radiographs were examined to evaluate the variations and characteristics of ZACDs.  
Exclusion Criteria Patient with developmental malformation of face and jaw. History of trauma to maxillofacial 
region. Any pathologies in maxillofacial region. 
 
METHODOLOGY  
 
A retrospective pilot study of 200 panoramic radiographs was carried out in the Department of Oral Medicine and 
radiology. The study population comprised 200 panoramic radiographs between the age group of 12-85 years. All 
radiographs were obtained with digital panoramic radiographic machine (Dentium Rainbow, Korea). All the 
radiographs were processed automatically using Fujifilm medical dry laser imager fm-dl 100 Japan. The data 
collected were tabulated and subjected to statistical analysis. 
 
RESULT 
 
The study sample consisted of 200 patients.  127 (63.5%) participants were Males; 73 (36.5%) were Females with a 
mean age of  39.17 ±17.91 with a range of 12–81 years.40 (20%)  participants presented with ZACD among these 32 
(80%) were male and 8 (20%) were female. [ Table 1]. The prevalence of ZACDs in the present study was 20% 
subjects with 32 (80%) in males and 8 (20%) in females. The highest incidence was noted in males. The ZACD noted 
in youngest patient was 12yrs and the oldest was 82yrs old. In the detailed radiological examination, the distribution 
of ZACD was as follow, 
 Bilateral Multilocular type of ZACD was seen in 5 (12.5%).[Figure 4] 
 Bilateral Unilocular type of ZACD was seen in 10 (25%) .[Figure 2] 
 Unilateral Multilocular type of ZACD was seen in 3(7.5%) on Right side and in 2 (5%) on Left side.[Figure 3] 
 Unilateral Unilocular type of ZACD was seen in 7(17.5%) on Right side and in 11(27.5%) on Left side. [Figure 1] 
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 And the Unilateral Unilocular  and  Unilocular Bilateral type of ZACD was the most common pattern noticed in 
our study. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
ZACDs radiographically appears as nonexpansile and nondestructive radiolucency in the zygomatic process of the 
temporal bone or the articular eminence and is clinically asymptomatic. These air spaces can be breached during 
trauma to maxillofacial structures. Fracture or dehiscence of the glenoid fossa may lead to seeping of soft tissue 
contents into the middle ear and further result in the middle ear infections and mastoid effusion. They may serve as 
an entry port for mastoid tumors to extend into temporomandibular joint (TMJ). [5] Otitis or mastoiditis expanding 
to the TMJ can result in ankylosis of TMJ. Diseases such as the aneurysmal bone cyst, central hemangioma, 
eosinophilic granuloma, fibrous dysplasia and have been recognized to have involved the zygomatic processes of the 
temporal bone. If the zygomatic process of the temporal bone or the articular eminence shows a unilocular or 
multilocular radiolucency which is incidental then it is suggestive of a ZACD. It is important to the radiologists, 
diagnosticians, surgeons to  be aware of this entity so that accurate identification can be made, leading to prevention 
of  unnecessary investigations and explorations and helps to prevent potential complication[1] A wide range 
variation of the prevalence rates of zygomatic air cell defect have been observed from as low as 1% ( Kaugars et al 
1985) [6] to as high as as 65.8% (İlgüy et al 2015) [7] .The overall prevalence of ZACD in the present study was 20% 
which is in accordance with the studies conducted by ELBeshlawy[8] .The results are not consistent with study 
conducted by Carter et al.[9], Hofmann et al.,[10] Asieh Zamaninaser et al.[11] The disparity in the prevalence of 
ZACD can be due to the variation in the sample size, population studied and methodology. Shokri et al, Mosavat 
and Ahmadi found that unilateral lesions were significantly more frequent than bilateral lesions which is in contrast 
to our study where there is not much difference seen between unilocular ZACD and  bilateral unilocular ZACD  [12,13]. 
Alternatively, two studies found that the prevalence of bilateral PAT cases were higher than unilateral ones. To 
clarify, these previous researches pointed out that there is no predisposing factor for the occurrence of unilateral or 
bilateral pneumatization [7,8,14]. Ilgüy et al 1 showed that unilateral PGF was more common than bilateral PGF, 
which is also similar to our study[7]  In the present study, unilateral ZACD cases were observed on the left side more 
than the right side, however, the evaluation between both sides was not statistically significant.  
 
This result is consistent with the results of many researches[8,15,16] On the opposite side, in a study conducted by 
Orhan et al, the proportion of unilateral PAT cases on the right side was higher. However, in many other researches, 
there were no statistically significant differences in terms of pneumatization between the right and left sides[ 3,9,14] 
Again, no mechanism has been proposed in the literature to explain the cause why pneumatizations may occur on 
any side in terms of laterality [16]  Comparable to other similar surveys, in the present research, ZACDs were nearly 
twice as common in males than in females with a mean value 23.93 ± 11.67, which is similar to a study done by Arora 
et all ., [17]. It also has been noted that certain other studies revealed no gender  predilection . Hence it is difficult to 
reach a consent on the gender prevalence of ZACDs. However, this variation could be attributed to random 
enrollment of study subjects irrespective of the gender. This was in contrast with  study by Orhan and associates, 
which had more female subjects (61.4%) could probably explain the greater occurrence of ZACD in females, whereas 
in the study by Park et al., although male subjects were less (47%) than the female subjects (53%), a higher male 
occurrence of ZACD was found [3,5,18]. In the present study the Unilocular bilateral ZACD are found to be more 
prevalent with a percaentage  of 25%, which is similar to a study  done by Salli et al[19] recorded that 67.7% were 
bilateral as well as Ladeira et al[16] that revealed 57.5% bilateral PGF. In the literature, no obvious reason has been 
identified that may influence the likelihood of unilateral or bilateral PGF[6] To summarize, there is a wide variability 
reported in the literature considering the temporal bone pneumatization prevalence, laterality, locularity and age 
distribution. This may be governed by racial, genetic or environmental factors. The prevalence of PAT and PGF 
should be assessed individually in every population then studies on each population should be collected and used as 
population specific data. Even though no treatment is necessary for PAT or PGF, the clinical importance of their 
recognition is important in patients undergoing surgical interventions or suffering from pathological lesions of the 
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region as they stand for areas of least resistance that might complicate the surgical procedures or facilitate the spread 
of various pathologies. CBCT scans provide a powerful diagnostic aid that should be regularly used for diagnostic 
and preoperative assessment purposes of the temporal air spaces.[8] 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, the present study showed significant incidence of pneumatization of temporal regions of the TMJ. 
However treatment of pneumatized articular eminence and glenoid fossa is not necessary, once observed should be 
kept under inspection as they may provide the least resistance to the spread of infection and tumors and also offer 
least resistance to trauma. It is also important to know this anatomical aberration as they may be confused with an 
aneurysmal bone cyst, hemangioma, eosinophilic granuloma, fibrous dysplasia or metastatic tumor. Close 
examination of the pneumatization of the mastoid process can aid treatment planning in such circumstances,futher 
studies are required on a larger population  and for  aacurate diagnosis advanced imaging modalities such as CBCT 
is an effective imaging method for accurate analysis of this region. 
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Table-1 Prevalence of Zygomatic air cells  defect among participants 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 2- Descriptive Statistics 
Characteristics Positive No. % 

 
Side 

Right 10 25 % 
Left 13 32.5 % 

Bilateral 15 37.5 % 

Unilocular 
Right 7 17.5 % 
Left 11 27.5 % 

Bilateral 10 25 % 

Multilocular 
Right 3 7.5 % 
Left 2 5.0 % 

Bilateral 5 12.5 % 
 

  
Figure 1:Unilocular Unilateral ZACD on Figure 2:Unilocular Bilateral ZACD 

Total no of participants Participants with Zygomatic air cells 

200 (100%) 40 (20%) 
Male Female Male Female 

127 (63.5%) 73 (36.5%) 32 (80%) 8 (20%) 
Age 39.17 ±17.91 Age 23.93 ± 11.67 
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Figure 3:Multilocular Unilateral ZACD Figure 4:Multilocular Bilateral ZACD 
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The iliotibial band has gained recent attention as a frequently overused structure in sports, particularly 
among long-distance runners. The repetitive knee movements in long-distance running can lead to ITB 
friction, bursa inflammation, and subsequent tightness, potentially causing issues such as iliotibial band 
friction syndrome. The Postural Restoration Institute® proposes a novel exercise, right sidelying 
respiratory left adductor pull back (RSRLAPB), designed to address ITB tightness by promoting isolated 
muscle activation, preventing compensation, and enhancing neuromuscular function. 10 participants, 
aged 19-48, exhibiting left ITB tightness, were selected through convenient sampling. The Obers test was 
employed to evaluate ITB tightness. All the participants will receive RSRLAPB exercise along with static 
stretching for 3 weeks. Hip adduction range of motion will be measured using the universal goniometer, 
and lower extremity functionality will be assessed with the lower extremity functional scale at both 
baseline and post-intervention. A Statistically significant difference was observed within pre and post 
readings of the Left Hip Adduction ROM & LEFS Scores. Therefore, the research concluded that the 
combination of RSRLAPB exercise and static stretching is effective in improving hip adduction ROM and 
enhancing lower extremity function among long-distance runners experiencing iliotibial band tightness. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The iliotibial tract, also known as Maissiat's band or the iliotibial band, is a portion of the fascia lata, a dense 
connective tissue that surrounds the muscles in the hip and lower extremity region. Specifically, the iliotibial tract is 
a robust band situated on the lateral side of the thigh. [1]Proximally, the iliotibial tract splits into superficial and deep 
layers, enveloping tensor fasciae latae, securing it to the iliac crest, and inserting the gluteus maximus tendon. [2]ITB 
originates at the anterior superior iliac spine, sharing origin with tensor fasciae latae and gluteus maximus. 
Extending to hip and knee, it inserts beneath the lateral knee at Gerdy's tubercle. [3]The iliotibial tract, along with its 
affiliated muscles, contributes to the extension, abduction, and lateral rotation of the hip. [1] Iliotibial tract aids 
posture, enabling asymmetrical standing. Lower attachment applies upward force, causing knee hyperextension, 
creating stable support pillar.[4]ITB crucial for knee stability in walking and running. Collaboration with thigh 
muscles ensures this vital function during movement. [3] The ITB, represents an anatomical entity located in the 
lateral upper leg, acquiring recent attention for its heightened prominence as an often-over utilized structure in 
sporting activities. [5] ITB's mechanical importance is evident in running-related injuries, with 5% to 14% prevalence. 

[6] ITB stabilizes the knee, abducts the hip. In knee flexion (around 30 degrees), tension causes lateral movement over 
the femoral condyle; during extension, it returns to its original position. [3] Knee movements generate ITB friction, 
potentially causing bursa inflammation. Protective response reduces range of motion, increasing likelihood of ITB 
tightness. [7] Long-distance running with a tight ITB intensifies friction, causing inflammation and swelling. This can 
lead to Iliotibial Band Friction Syndrome, characterized by lateral patella tracking and patellar compression. [8] 
 
ITB tightness during running alters biomechanics, particularly in the stance phase, limiting adduction and negatively 
impacting running economy due to reduced flexibility in muscles. [9], [10] Connecting ITB tightness with iliotibial 
band friction syndrome is logical, as a tighter band may lead to increased compression of underlying tissues during 
each gait cycle.[11] ITB friction syndrome arises from extreme ITB tightness and myofascial structure restrictions, 
linked to compensatory mechanisms due to lateral gluteal muscle weakness and inhibition.[7]An alternative 
literature review suggests intrinsic factors like a constricted ITB, and weakened gluteus minimus and maximus, 
combined with extrinsic factors like inadequate training and footwear, contribute to ITB Friction Syndrome.[12] The 
assessment of individuals exhibiting tightness in the ITB can be executed using the Ober's test, with the outcomes 
subject to quantification through observational means. [13] To avoid ITB tightness complications, maintaining 
flexibility is crucial. Physical therapists have various documented methods to enhance iliotibial band flexibility in 
long-distance runners. [3] In the context of its administration, a number of therapeutic approaches has been listed 
and applied by physical therapists. These encompass cryotherapy, high voltage pulsed galvanic stimulation or 
iontophoresis, periods of rest or activity modification, stretching exercises, application of moist heat packs, 
ultrasound, and exercises to enhance ROM. [13] The Postural Restoration Institute® has introduced a novel exercise 
known as the right sidelying respiratory left adductor pull back (RSRLAPB). This exercise targets specific muscles to 
counteract inherent tendencies, integrating desired neuromuscular functionality and preventing compensatory 
actions, ultimately improving Ober's test measurement outcomes.[13]Limited adduction and compromised lower 
extremity function may result from tightness in the iliotibial band, contributing to abnormal 
biomechanics.[3],[14]Currently, Physical therapists employ RSRLAPB for musculoskeletal issues, but its combined 
efficacy with static stretching for ITB tightness lacks published research. This study investigates the impact of 
RSRLAPB exercises and static stretching on hip adduction ROM and lower extremity functionality in long-distance 
runners. 
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MATERIALS AND METHDOLOGY 
 
10 Long Distance Runners were assessed and selected based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and assigned for 
this pilot study. 
 
Inclusion criteria 
Long-distance runners aged 19-48 years, both male and female, Players who provided informed consent, Presence of 
Left ITB tightness confirmed through a positive Ober's test. [3], [13], [15] 
 
Exclusion criteria 
Long-distance runners with ITB tightness, any other history of lower limb injury, musculoskeletal impairments, 
neurological complications, or systemic illnesses, participants receiving alternative treatment interventions. [3], [13] 
Study objectives clearly defined. All participants gave written consent. Before inclusion, participants were advised to 
avoid activity, wear comfortable attire, and stay hydrated. All the Participants (n=10) received RSRLAPB along with 
static stretching for 3 weeks. 
 
Screening for ITB Tightness – ober’s Test [3] 
The therapist conducted the Ober's test to evaluate iliotibial band tightness. The participant, positioned in a side-
lying stance, flexed the lower leg at the hip and knee for stability. The therapist then passively abducted and 
extended the participant's upper leg with the knee extended. By abruptly releasing the upper leg, a positive 
indication for iliotibial band tightness was determined if the leg remained abducted without falling on the table. 

 
Static Stretching [3], [13], [16] 
Long-distance runners were instructed to perform active static stretching for the iliotibial band. This involved 
extending and adducting the affected leg across the other while exhaling and flexing the trunk laterally. 3 Repetitions 
were performed with 30 seconds stretch hold twice daily for 3 weeks. (Figure-1) 

 
RSRLAPB Exercise[13], [17] 

Participants lie on the right side, feet against a wall, forming 90-degree hip and knee angles. Maintain rounded back, 
use a pillow. Place a bolster between feet, towel between knees, with the left knee lower than hip. Apply pressure by 
pushing the right foot into the wall. Inhale slowly, pull back the left leg, exhale, squeeze the left knee into the towel 
for 3 seconds. Inhale again, pull the left leg further back, engaging the left inner thigh. Repeat the squeezing action 
with each exhale for 4-5 breath cycles, aiming to extend the left leg further with each inhalation. After completing the 
sequence, relax the knees, and repeat the process four more times. The exercise aims to enhance flexibility and 
activate the left inner thigh through controlled movements and coordinated breathing.5 Repetitions were performed 
(3 Inhalations + 3 Exhalations = 1 Rep), Twice Daily for 3 Weeks. (Figure-2) 
 
Outcome Measures 
Pre and post intervention hip adduction range of motion was calculated using the universal goniometer. [3](ICC=0.82-
0.84) [18] Lower extremity functionality was measured with lower extremity functional scale at the baseline and after 
the intervention. [14](ICC=0.80-0.94) [19] 
 
RESULTS 
 
Statistical analysis was done by using SPSS Version 29.0 and level of significance was set at p<0.05. Descriptive 
statistics was performed to assess the mean and standard deviation of the respective groups. Normality of the data 
was assessed using Shapiro Wilkinson test. Data distribution was normal as per Shapiro wilkinson test, Hence 
Parametric tests are used for analysis. Regarding left hip Adduction ROM (P=0.015) and Lower Extremity Functional 
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Scale(LEFS) (P<0.001) Within group analysis by paired sample t test reported Statistically Significant Result. (Table 2 
and 3) 
 
DISCUSSION  
 
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effectiveness of RSRLAPB exercise along with static 
stretching on iliotibial band tightness in long distance runners. The results of the study show that RSRLAPB exercise 
along with static stretchingon the tight iliotibial band produced a significant difference in improving hip adduction 
range of motion and lower extremity functionality.  Static stretching primarily centers on increasing muscle tension 
and enhancing muscle flexibility, resulting in improved joint range of motion. The process involves systematically 
elongating the musculotendinous units of the iliotibial band, leading to a sustained lengthening of the band. This, in 
turn, reduces the passive tension of the tight iliotibial band, ultimately enhancing the flexibility of the band. [3]In 
static stretching, the musculotendinous unit experiences prolonged elongation as a result of stress relaxation. 
[20]Static stretches slowly lengthen the muscle when it is held for 15 -30 seconds. [21]The literature recommends the 
use of the RSRLAPB exercise as a specific method that incorporates precise muscle positioning, two respiratory 
phases, and concurrent muscle activity.[22]During a positive Ober's test, if the tested leg is extended and adducted, 
an anteriorly tilted pelvis may cause femoral impingement, limiting adduction ROM with a hard end 
feel.[23]RSRLAPB repositions the acetabulum for anatomical neutrality, with relaxed paraspinal muscles in the 
recommended position, preventing anterior pelvic tilt.  
 
A large pillow induces passive left hip FAIR, elongating the posterior hip capsule. [17]This movement also 
contributes to elongating or restraining muscles linked to the right anterior outlet (adductors, levator ani, obturator 
internus) and those of the left anterior inlet (rectus femoris, sartorius). [24]Additionally, this posture supports 
neuromuscular re-education with an expanded left diaphragm zone during inhalation. Maintaining specific positions 
prevents lumbar lordosis, pelvic tilt, rib elevation, or external rotation, facilitating unrestricted left hip movement, 
enhancing flexibility, and preventing impingement. [13] Our results align with a study of 30 participants, showing 
significant improvement in hip adduction after a 3-week intervention. The experimental group, with moist heat, 
stretching, and RSRLAPB exercise, demonstrated notable enhancement over the control group. This supports the 
study's indication that RSRLAPB effectively addresses limited hip adduction, corrects postural asymmetry, and 
establishes a normal respiratory pattern in individuals with iliotibial band tightness. [13] Another case report, 
involving a college football player with bilateral thoracic outlet syndrome, demonstrated parallel results. Following a 
6-week RSRLAPB exercise treatment, the athlete reported a complete pain reduction and functional 
improvement.[24]Our findings are consistent with a study employing a comparable method (90/90 left hemibridge 
with balloon) for 13 individuals with lumbo-pelvic-femoral pain and a shared LAIC impairment. Following one 
session, participants saw a significant and clinically meaningful reduction in pain. The study suggests that the Ober's 
test reflects pelvic and hip joint positions, activating hamstrings and abdominals to promptly change the pelvic and 
hip position, leading to a negative Ober's test (enhanced hip adduction range). [23] Thus the study found that 
RSRLAPB exercise along with static stretching is effective on hip adduction ROM and lower extremity function in 
long distance runners with iliotibial band tightness. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, the pilot study provides preliminary evidence supporting the effectiveness of the RSRLAPB exercise in 
combination with static stretching for improving Left Hip Adduction ROM and lower extremity function in long-
distance runners with ITB Tightness. 
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Clinical Implication 
The study highlights the potential benefit of incorporating targeted exercises and stretches into the rehabilitation and 
training programs of long-distance runners experiencing Left ITB Tightness. 
 
Future Recommendations 
Further research with a larger sample size and a control group is needed to confirm and generalize these findings.  
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Table-1: Demographic Description of the Subjects 

GROUP (n = 10) 
AGE 

(Mean ± SD) 
39.5 ± 5.44 

GENDER 
Males Females 

6 (60%) 4 (40%) 
 
Table-2: Comparison of Pre and post Hip Adduction ROM 
HIP ADDUCTION ROM PRE POST 

Mean 9.4000 13.5000 
Standard Deviation 2.27058 2.36878 

p-Value 0.015 
p-value<0.05 is statistically significant 
 
Table-3: Comparison of Pre and Post Lower Extremity Functional Scale (LEFS) 

LEFS Pre Post 
Mean 47.5000 61.8000 

Standard Deviation 12.33108 6.97296 
p-Value <0.001 

p-value<0.05 is statistically significant 
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Figure-1: Static Stretching Figure-2: RSRLAPB Exercise 
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Teaching is being considered as one of the noblest profession since ancient times. With the changing 
socioeconomic scenario and increasing unemployment, the values of teachers' and their professional 
concern with the job have forcibly undergone a drastic change which adversely affects their mental 
health. The level of mental health of a teacher has been found affected with numerous personal as well as 
professional demands. Health of teachers, on social, physical and mental health domains adds to the 
efficiency not only to their professional growth and development but also to their personality. Moreover, 
they have also been considered as the constructors of the future of a country. Keeping these facts into the 
consideration, present study aimed to access the level of personal mental health of Qualification and 
Teaching Experience High school teachers. For this multi stage random sampling technique was adopted. 
150 teachers were drawn randomly from 20 randomly selected High schools of Tiruvannamalai district, 
Tamil Nadu State.. This survey research leads us to conclusion that Qualification and Teaching 
Experience  affect the mental health.   
 
Keywords: Mental Health, High School Teachers , Teachers group, Qualification, Teaching Experience. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Mental health studies have become equally important as physical health. Sigmund Freud in his definition of mental 
health states that it is the capacity to work and love. A good mental health motivates individuals to give off their 
best. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), mental health includes "subjective well-being, perceived 
self-efficacy, autonomy, competence, inter-generational dependence, and self actualization of one's intellectual and 
emotional potential, among others."The WHO further states that the well-being of an individual is encompassed in 
the realization of their abilities, coping with normal stresses of life, productive work and contribution to their 
community. Mental health in yesteryears was considered only as serious mental disorders, but now the definition is 
widened to even normal people experiencing symptoms of a bigger problem, thus leading to a drop in their 
productivity. In India, the Mental Health Act was passed on 22 May 1987. The law was described in make better 
provision with respect to their properly and affairs and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. 
Education leads to transformation and as teachers we are the stewards of this transformation. Teachers must enjoy 
good mental health so that they can deliver their best to society. Teachers work with individuals and have to train 
and mould them to become productive citizens of a progressive society. All this is possible if the teachers enjoy good 
mental health. This study was undertaken with this concern. A teacher is builder of future of any society. Even best 
curriculum , syllabus, methods and techniques are useless, if the teacher is not competent. If teacher is not 
performing effectively, the whole educational system is likely to be collapse. Many psychological factors of human 
personality affects the performance of teachers and mental health is one of the important factor. Teacher should be 
disciplined and must have a sound and positive attitude toward students. Mental health is the balance that is likely 
to exist between different aspects of human personality such as emotional, physical, social etc. A happy and satisfied 
human is said to be mentally healthy. A mentally healthy human is more fit and effective in all areas of human life. 
Agarwal (2007) asserted that good mental health is associated with effective organization of various abilities so as to 
overcome strain and stress. A teacher having sound mental set up or health can satisfy the needs of his students 
more effectively. He earns respect in the class and can manage various problems associated with teaching and 
learning easily. A Mentally healthy teacher exhibit a behavior which is desirable and do his duties more effectively. If 
the mental health, is better the results and output of the efforts of teacher is better 
 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
Chanderkant, Neeraj and Sandeep (2015) Conducted study on Mental Health among Government School Teachers, 
results reveals that significant differences among government and private, male and female, urban and rural school 
teachers .Male school teachers were found better on mental health compared to female teachers. Teacher who is 
posted in urban had high mental health status compared to rural area teachers. Gorsy , M.(2015) studied Mental 
Health among Government School Teachers. The level of mental health of a teacher has been found affected with 
numerous personal as well as professional demands. The t-values reveals that significant gender differences exist 
among government school teachers and male school teachers were found better on mental health than their female 
counterparts. Additionally, teachers posted at schools located under urban area were found higher on mental health 
as compared to teaches posted at schools located under rural areas Cezar –Vaz, M. (2015) conducted a study on 
Mental Health of Elementary School teachers in Southern Brazil: Working Conditions and Health Consequences. 
There was a statistically significant association between inadequate salary and anxiety and between an excessive 
number of activities and stress. Teachers reported that a good relationship among colleagues in a working condition 
promotes well-being in the workplace. Gonsalves, A.(2014) studied Public school teachers‟ perceptions about 
Mental Health. Teachers‟ understanding of the terms “health and “mental health,” was studied. The result shows 
from the teachers‟ perspective, general health is defined as the proper physiological functioning of the body and 
mental health is related to the balance between mind and body, as a requirement for happiness. Most of the teachers 
(80.6%) showed great interest in acquiring knowledge about mental health and receiving educational materials on 
the subject. The review revealed that there is much need for studies in Mental health for better awareness. 
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Researchers are also trying to find out more correlates to Mental health Nandoliya , H. (2013) conducted a study on 
„Mental health of higher secondary school teacher with relation to sex, habitat, types of school and faculty‟. The 
result shows a significant difference existed between male and female teachers on mental health. A significant 
difference existed between urban and rural teachers on mental health. Significant difference existed among arts, 
commerce and science faculty‟s teachers on mental health. Sex and type of school of teachers, interact with each 
other on mental health. Gholamitooranposhti, M. (2012) conducted a study on Teachers‟ Mental health. The 
purpose of the present research is comparison of mental health normal and retarded students‟ teachers. The results 
showed that in mental and physical scales, retarded students‟ teachers showed less mental health. Also results of 
independent t-test showed that there are a significant difference between teachers of normal and retarded students in 
loneliness and fatigue scales. Also there is significant relation between religious attitude and mental health. 
Maninkardan , K. (2012) studied occupational mental health of school and college teachers.. An attempt has been 
made in this study to find out whether sex and institution influences occupational mental health of teachers. Sex and 
institution has significant main and interaction effects on certain components of occupational mental health but not 
on the total occupational mental health Chan et al (2010) conducted a study to assess the stress level among primary 
and secondary school teachers in Hong kong. A questionnaire was used for the purpose of data collection. SPSS was 
used to analyze the data. In the sample of 1710 teachers, 907 were primary and 803 were secondary school teachers. 
The results indicated that gender and job experience has no role to play in mental Dewan et al. (2009) examined the 
effects of gender, religion and marital status upon mental health of tribal school teachers in Jharkhand.  
 
A stratified random sample of 400 tribal school teachers was selected for the study. Results revealed that gender 
produces significant effects on mental health. Female teachers as compared to male teachers were found to show 
poor mental health. The main effects of religion on mental health were found to be significant. Srivastava and Khan 
(2008) conducted a study to know the impact of mental health on the level of burnout of the teachers teaching at 
different education level. They concluded that teachers with low mental health are more prone to burnouts than the 
teachers of average and high mental health. Kaur (2007) investigates occupational stress, mental health and coping 
resources of high and higher secondary school teachers and their relationship. The results revealed that sometimes 
teachers feel stressed due to role overload, responsibilities and physical stressors present in school. Whereas, 
teachers those who are mentally healthy use coping resources to combat the effect of occupational stress. They use 
recreational activities such as watching T.V., listening music, getting social support from friends to relief from mental 
tensions, etc. The result also indicated that correlation between occupational stress and mental health is negative. 
Occupational stress and coping resources also tends to be negative. Correlation between mental health and coping 
resources is positive and significan Ngidi & Sibaya (2002) in South Africa revealed that inexperienced teachers are 
under more stress as compare to experienced teachers and sex has no role to play in mental stress, where as studies 
conducted by (Jepson & Forrest, 2006) revealed that experience and gender has no relation with mental stress.  
Kamau (1992) investigated the problem of burn out in relation the locus of control mental health among teachers. 
Results revealed that male teachers were emotionally over extended exhausted, internally controlled, anxious, cool 
towards students and personally accomplished but less capable of establishing constructive relationship, however, 
they were more capable of, coping with stresses than female teachers Anand (1996-97) studied the effect of mental 
health status on occupational stress of higher secondary school teacher. Result indicated that as mental health status 
improved decreased Anand (1986) reported a study on mental health of school teachers using a mental health scale 
and observed that 59% of teachers were mentally healthy. The state of working bears no relations to mental health 
while social values were positively related to mental health of teachers, religious values were negatively related.  
 
OBJECTIVES  
The present study has been conducted on High School Teachers of Tiruvannamalai district (T.N.). The focus of 
present study revolves around important issue of life i.e. mental health among High School Teachers . The objectives 
of the study are as follows:  

1. To compare the mental health on Qualification in High School Teachers. 
2. To compare the mental health on Teaching Experience of High School Teachers 
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RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS 
 There is no significant difference among High School Teachers with different Qualification in their level Mental 

Health in total and its dimensions. 
 There is no significant difference among High School Teachers with different Teaching Experience in their level 

of Mental Health in total and its dimensions. 
 

POPULATION AND SAMPLE OF THE STUDY 
Population: The population for the study was made up of all 150 teachers in the 6th, 7th and 8th Standards at all 20 
High schools in the Tiruvannamalai District. 
 

Sample: Using a random selection technique, 150 High School Teachers were chosen for the study. Survey method is 
adopted. Data is collected from both male and female High School Teachers at both rural and urban locality.  
 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
H1:, H1: There is no significant difference among High School Teachers with different Qualification in their level 
Mental Health in total and its dimensions. 
H2: There is no significant difference among High School Teachers with different Length of Teaching Experience in 
their level of Mental Health in total and its dimensions. 
 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY  
 The High School Teachers with different Qualification shows statistically significant difference in their overall 

Mental Health level.  
 The High School Teachers with different Teaching Experience show statistically no significant difference in 

their total Mental Health level and in its five dimensions –Emotional Balance, Adjustment Behaviour and 
Independent Behaviour, Self Structure, Instrint. Whereas, they do not show any significant differences in one 
dimension of Mental Health namely Teaching Experience 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
In the light of the conclusions drawn, the following recommendations are at this moment offered by the researcher: 

1. Teachers should maintain a healthy wellness lifestyle, particularly 7 to 9 hours of sleep, to     have a healthy 
mind and body 

2. Teachers may engage in wellness programs (e.g., yoga, Zumba, etc.) to better improve their mental attitude 
towards work. 

3. Teachers should develop tolerating gestures and reframed self-management skills to better handle challenge 
situations.  

4. Continuous development of quality, accessible, contextualized, and timely learning resources based on the 
latest trends in education, particularly this time of new normal, is encouraged. 

5. Schools should establish a teachers’ service center (TSC) to provide psychosocial assistance and mental health 
awareness.  

6. School heads and educational leaders should have concrete programs on wellness, fitness, and lifestyle well-
being of teachers and personnel to maintain a healthy lifestyle and positive mind set at work 

7. Education Program Supervisors may use this study as a springboard to develop their programs and adopt this 
strategy to develop learning resources fastened by higher-order thinking skills content or activity-lesson-
assessment (ALA) for the higher academic performance of learners.  

 
CONCLUSION 
 
Awareness surrounding teacher mental health is growing; however, more could be done to mitigate the mental 
health challenges and support those who are struggling. The dominate narrative is that we need to monitor and 
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improve the mental health and wellbeing of teachers because it may affect the mental health and wellbeing of 
students. Instead, the narrative needs to change to reflect the fact that teacher mental health is human mental health. 
In addition to individual stress interventions at the worker level, systemic changes are needed to mitigate teacher 
stress. Teachers require emotional support, mental health resources, and healthy relationships with administrators 
and school boards. School climate affects everyone in the school, so more training needs to be provided to the 
leadership team in each school. The scoping review reveals that mental health, leaves of absences, and return-to-
work are understudied among teachers and therefore deserve further research. In addition, the role of gender and 
care and their relationship to teacher mental health remain understudied in the literature . COVID-19 continues to 
pose a range of challenges to educators and has added more stress to an already high-stress profession. Now, more 
than ever, we need to support teachers as they adapt to ensure learning can continue both during and post-
pandemic. Although individual mental health strategies can be effective in supporting some educators, a multi-
layered approach is necessary in order to target systemic changes in the education sector. Focusing on 
organizational- and systemic-level strategies to improve teacher mental health has the ability to create long-lasting 
changes that teachers deserve. There was a significant difference in mental health status of high school teachers, it 
shows that the qualification of the High School Teachers had higher mental health status than the Teaching 
Experience of the teachers. The government high school teacher had high mental health status than the private high 
school teachers. Teacher are our nation builder, the strength of every profession in our country grow out of the 
knowledge and skills that teachers helps to instill in our children. The teachers’ mental health is directly related to 
the work of classroom. Thus good mental health of the teacher should as important qualification as academic 
competence 
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Table 1: 

Dimensions of Mental Health 
Qualification 

F value P Value 
UG with B.Ed PG with B.Ed PG with M.Ed 

Emotional Balance 28.99a (2.725) 30.63a (0.471) 32.84b (1.918) 32.328 0.000 
Adjustment Behaviour 21.87a (3.324) 24.27a (3.922) 25.68b (2.832) 7.802 0.001 
Independent Behaviour 30.18a (4.239) 32.32a (2.932) 31.56b (2.283) 7.371 0.001 

Self Structure 34.04a (4.728) 39.13a (2.644) 36.82b (3.401) 5.468 0.005 
Instinct 32.26a (3.774) 33.67a (2.713) 36.56a (3.683) 0.316 0.659 

Overall Mental Health Total 
161.01a 

(13.668) 
154.17b (11.791) 147.89b (4.858) 4.423 0.012 

 
Table 2: 

Dimensions of Mental Health 
Teaching Experience F value P Value 

Below 5 Years 6 – 12 Yrs Above 13 Yrs   
Emotional Balance 32.56ab (2.755) 34.37b (2.163) 36.204a (2.622) 2.843 0.064 

Adjustment Behaviour 25.16a (2.669) 26.89b (2.963) 21.81ab (3.535) 2.201 0.94 
Independent Behaviour 30.31a (3.668) 33.62a (2.923) 34.79a (3.910) 0.297 0.682 

Self Structure 35.44a (5.050) 33.12a (2.772) 39.68a (4.071) 0.638 0.468 
Instinct 36.67a (3.947) 34.61b (2.273) 33.72b (3.540) 6.756 0.002 

Overall Mental Health Total 146.04a 

(9.414) 141.97b (9.102) 127.25b (13.250) 2.107 0.085 
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The current study aims to assess the antioxidant and anthelmintic properties of leaves of Senna alata (L.) 
Roxb. The concentration range evaluated was from 20 to 100 g/ml, and the antioxidant activity was 
calculated as a percentage of scavenging. Senna alata leaves were examined for in vitro anthelmintic 
action on Pheritima posthuma (Indian adult earthworms) at three different concentrations (25, 50, and 100 
mg/ml). By using the DPPH assay (2, 2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl), the percentage of scavenging (for 20 
to 100 g/ml)was determined to be from 49.30 to 89.67% (IC50 value 34.08). Earth worms could be 
paralyzed for 21 to 34 minutes using Senna alata and for 9 to 15 minutes using Albendazole whereas 
Indian earth worms could die in 35 to 50 minutes using Senna alata and in 14 to 22 minutes using 
Albendazole. Senna alata is therefore recommended as an antioxidant and an anthelmintic medicine in 
the pharmacy research field and can be established as a novel medicinal property-containing substance, 
as shown by the results. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
In tropical and humid settings, Senna alata, a member of the Leguminosae family, is widely distributed. According to 
numerous research, S. alata has a wide range of therapeutic advantages, such as antibacterial, antidiabetic, 
antilipogenic, antifungal, antioxidant, dermatophytic, anti-hyperlipidemic, and anthelmintic properties [1]. Food and 
the human body naturally contain antioxidants. These substances are crucial for preventing the oxidative cell death 
that occurs when free radical generation damages cells [2]. A disorder known as helminthiasis occurs when the body 
has been infected by tapeworms, pinworms, and roundworms. Although the worms often reside in the 
gastrointestinal tract, they can burrow into the liver and other organs to gain access to them [3].Furthermore, 
estimates show that helminth infections, which are transmitted through the soil, affect more than a billion people, 
largely in underdeveloped countries [4,5]. Helminthic infection is a significant problem in cattle productivity and a 
serious threat to the world's food security. The only real method of helminth control is a few handfuls of synthetic 
anthelmintic drugs [6].Assam, Kerala, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Bongaigaon, Barak Valley, Sivasagar, and 
Lakhimpur are among the places where Senna alata is grown[1]. The literature review found that the phenolic and 
flavonoid content of the Senna genus, which includes compounds like catechins, proanthocyanidins, scutellarein, 
rutin, quercimeritrin, kaempferol glycosides, rhein, chrysophanol, aloe-emodin, and physcion, contributes to the 
plant's antioxidant activity[4]. Determining the antioxidant and anthelmintic properties of a methanolic extract of 
Senna alata (L.) Roxb. leaves are the purpose of the current investigation. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Collection and authentication of plant materials 
Senna alata leaves were gathered in May 2022 from several locations in Haldia, Purba Medinipur Dist., West Bengal, 
and verified by the scientist in charge of the Central National Herbarium at the Botanical Survey of India, Kolkata, 
West Bengal. The Department of Pharmacognosy at the Haldia Institute of Pharmacy in Haldia, Purba Medinipur, 
West Bengal, India, developed and kept the plant herbarium. The carefully chosen plant materials were prepared by 
cold maceration process where 350 ml of methanol were used to extract 137 g of powdered dry leaves, which were 
then filtered. The extract is then dried and stored for further use. 
 
Preliminary Phytochemical tests 
The methanolic extracts were examined for Pholbatannin, alkaloids, glycosides, saponins, steroids, terpenoids, 
phenols, tannins, and flavonoids[7-9]. 
 
In-vitro Antioxidant Activity  
Principle 
The 2, 2-Diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) is a free radical that is stable (in powder form) and has a red hue that 
changes to yellow when it is scavenged. The equation (DPPH) + (H-A) DPPH-H + (A) describes the reaction between 
(DPPH) and an antioxidant (H-A). Antioxidants convert DPPH to DPPH-H by a reaction, which lowers absorbance. 
The degree of discoloration reveals the antioxidant compounds' or extracts' scavenging capacity in terms of 
hydrogen-donating capacity[10]. 
 
Preparation of DPPH standard solution 
Ethanol (100 ml) and DPPH (4 mg) were combined, then the mixture was sealed with aluminium foil and incubated 
for 30 minutes. 
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Preparation of control solution 
Six (6) ml of ethanol and 4 ml of DPPH standard solution were combined before being sealed with aluminium foil 
and incubated for 30 minutes. 
 
Preparation of Ascorbic acid standard solution 
100 ml of distilled water and 100 mg of ascorbic acid were combined to create a standard stock solution with a 1000 
g/ml concentration. Five different concentrations of the standard solution were made from the aforementioned 
solution. With ethanol (100 g/ml), the DPPH standard solution's volume was made up to 10 ml. Following that, all 
five of the aforementioned standard solution concentrations were left in a dark area for 30 minutes. 
 
Preparation of test sample solution 
The Senna alata plant extract weighing 100 mg was combined with 100 ml of ethanol at a concentration of 1000 g/ml 
as a sample stock solution. Five solutions of varying concentrations (20 g/ml, 40 g/ml, 60 g/ml, 80 g/ml, and 100 g/ml) 
were made from the aforementioned solution. Following that, all five of the aforementioned sample solutions were 
left in a dark area for 30 minutes. 
 
Experimental procedure for Anti-oxidant activity 
Standard ascorbic acid solutions and various concentrations of plant extracts were incubated for 30 minutes at room 
temperature in a dark area. A 518 nm absorbance was measured after 30 minutes. The following formula was used to 
determine how effective plant extract and ascorbic acid solution were at scavenging free radicals. 
The percentage inhibition for scavenging activity = (Absorbance of control- Absorbance of sample) ∕Absorbance of 
control × 100 
 
In vitro Anthelmintic activity 
Earthworm’s collection 
The evaluation of Senna alata leaf methanolic extract's anthelmintic activity was done using adult Pheritima posthuma 
(Indian earthworms). The earthworms were gathered from Haldia, Purba Medinipur, West Bengal's damp soil. 
Worms were cleaned with saline water before being placed in Tyrode solution for storage. Worms that were between 
0.2 and 0.3 cm broad and roughly 9 cm long were chosen for the experiment. 
 
Preparation of Tyrode solution 
The following materials were accurately weighed: NaCl (8.0g), KCl (0.2g), Ca (0.2g), Mg (0.1g), NaH2PO4 (0.05g), 
NaHCO3 (1.0g), and glucose (1.0g). To make up the volume of 1000 ml, combine all the ingredients with a small 
amount of water until everything were dissolved. 
 
Experimental Procedure 
On the Pheritima posthuma (Indian earth worm), the anthelmintic activity was carried out in accordance with the 
recommended techniques 11, 12. The three concentrations of the standard drug sample, 25, 50, and 100mg/mL 
concentrations, were generated by diluting the standard medication i.e., Albendazole with normal saline solution 
and then adding them to the petridishes. Senna alata leaf methanolic extract was diluted to produce concentrations of 
25, 50, and 100 mg/ml, respectively by using the ordinary saline solution. The negative control was just plain saline 
(0.9% NaCl) solution. As a result, all of these dilutions were added to the petridishes. Seven petridishes of identical 
size were taken and numbered. Then, six earthworms (n=6) of a similar size (≥ 9 cm) were inserted in each petridish 
at room temperature. Then, all petridishes were watched, and the paralysis and death (lethal) times were noted 
down. Minutes were used to calculate the paralysis and fatal times. The anthelmintic procedures were carried out for 
three times. 
 
Analysis 
The investigation into when paralysis and death in earthworms occur was done after the anthelmintic screening. 
Paralysis was noted when there was no movement or a loss of movement (not recoverable even in normal saline), 
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and death was noted when there was no movement even after being shaken violently and dipped in 500°C warm 
water and having the colour of the worm fade. 
 
Statistical analysis 
Mean± SEM were used to express the results. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the total 
variation. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Preliminary Phytochemical evaluation 
According to preliminary phytochemical analyses of Senna alata methanolic extract (leaves), there are no proteins or 
amino acids and only alkaloids, carbohydrates, glycosides, saponins, tannins, flavonoids, steroids, and terpenoids 
present (Table 1). 
 
In-vitro Antioxidant activity 
By calculating the percentage of scavenging, the antioxidant activity of Senna alata methanolic extract and Ascorbic 
acid (standard) was determined. The concentration range was evaluated between 20 and 100 g/ml. Scavenging 
percentage for the 20 to 100 g/ml range ranged from 49.30 to 89.67%. (34.08% for the IC50) (Table 2) (Figure 1). 
 
In-vitro Anthelmintic activity 
Senna alata leaf methanolic extract was evaluated for anthelmintic action against adult Pheritima posthuma Indian 
earthworms at various concentrations. Table 3 displays the paralysis and mortality times in relation to albendazole. 
When tested at various concentrations of these extracts and standard drug ranging from 25 to 100mg/ml, the 
paralysis time of earth worms ranged from 21 minutes to 34 minutes for Senna alata, and 09 minutes to 15 minutes for 
albendazole, whereas the death time of earth worms ranged from 35 minutes to 50 minutes for Senna alata, and 14 
minutes to 22 minutes for albendazole, respectively. When compared to the albendazole, the earth worms' paralysis 
and time to death were significantly longer. (Table 3) (Figure 2-4). As the concentration of the extracts and 
albendazole were increased against Pheritima posthuma, there was a considerable reduction in the paralysis time and 
death time. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Senna alata (leaves) methanolic plant extract has been shown to have anti-inflammatory and anthelmintic properties. 
Due to the presence of numerous key phytoconstituents as saponins, tannin, flavonoids, terpenoids, etc., the research 
plant demonstrated significant antioxidant activity. The Senna alata can therefore be helpful in the treatment of 
diseases caused by free radicals or oxidative stress like helminthiasis. 
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Table1: Result of preliminary phytochemical tests of methanolic extract of Senna alata for the presence of various 
metabolites 

Type of phytochemical 
constituent 

Name of the tests Methanolic extract of 
Sennaalata 

Test for alkaloid 
Mayer’s test Present 
Wagner test Present 

Test for carbohydrate 
Molish’s test Present 
Fehling’s test Present 

Testforglycosides 
Brontrager’s test Present 
Killer-killani test Present 

Testforsaponins Foam test Present 
Testforphenol Ferricchloride test Present 
Testfortannin Leadacetate test Present 

Testforflavonoids 
Alkalinereagent 

test 
Present 

Test for proteins and amino acid Ninhydrin test Absent 
Test for steroids and terpenoids Salkowski test Present 
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Table 2: Result for in-vitro antioxidant activity of Senna alata (leaves) extract 

Sl.No. Concentration(µg/ml) 
Percentage(%)inhibition 

of 
Sennaalata extract 

Percentage(%) 
inhibition of 
Ascorbic acid 

1 20 49.30 92.52 
2 40 67.37 98.62 
3 60 85.90 98.67 
4 80 86.78 98.72 
5 100 89.67 99.38 

IC50 34.08 07.47 
 
Table 3: Result of anthelmintic effect of methanolic extract of Senna alata leaves against Pheritima posthuma 

Treatment Concentration(mg/ml) 
Paralysis time 

(min) 
Death time(min) 

Albendazole 
25 15±2.5 22±5.0 
50 11±1.0 17±4.5 
100 09±2.0 14±3.08 

Sennaalata 
(extract) 

25 34±2.3 50±3.05 
50 24±1.0 40±4.0 
100 21±2.64 35±1.5 

Control 
(Salinesolution) 

0.9%Nacl No paralysis No death 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Graphical representation for in-vitro 
antioxidant activity of methanolic extract of Senna 
alata. 

Figure 2: Comparative paralysis time of earth worms 
treated methanolic extract of Senna alataleaves and the 
standard drug (Albendazole) 
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Figure 3: Comparative death time of earth worms 
treated extracts of Senna alata leaves and the 
standard drug (Albendazole) 

Figure 4: Typical images of earth worms treated to 
methanolic extracts of Senna alata leaves and various 
concentrations of the albendazole. 
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The g-Inverses of Interval Valued Intuitionistic Fuzzy Matrices (IVIFM), which are a generalization of the 
g-Inverses of Interval Valued Regular Fuzzy Matrices, have been covered in this article. In terms of the 
row and column spaces, the existence and construction of g-inverses, {1,2}, {1,3}  and {1,4}  inverses of an 
IVIFM  are established. Also, we study Left k-regular and Right k-regular for IVIFM. 
 
Keywords: IFM, k – regular IFM, IVIFM, Generalized Inverse. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
We work with g-inverse of interval-valued Intuitionistic fuzzy matrices, or IVIFMs, which are matrices with interval 
entries that are all subintervals of the interval [0, 1]. If X exists such that PXP = P, then a matrix ( )mnP IVIFM is 

said to be regular. X is known as a generalized inverse of P and is represented by P .Kim and Roush [1] have 
studied generalized fuzzy matrices. Meenakshi and Kaliraja [2] have discussed Regular Interval Valued Fuzzy 
Matrices. Meenakshi and Jenita [3] have focused on Generalized Regular Fuzzy Matrices. Shyamal and Pal [4] have 
studied Interval Valued Fuzzy Matrices. Thomason [5] discussed Convergence of powers of fuzzy matrix. Meenakshi 
[6] hasstudied Fuzzy    Matrix    Theory and Applications.Shyamal and Pal [7] have discussed Interval Valued Fuzzy 
Matrices.Meenakshi and Kaliraja [8]  have discussed  Regular Interval Valued Fuzzy Matrices. Ben  Israel and 
Greville [9]  have studied  Generalized  Inverses. 
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In this paper, as a generalization of regular IVIFM and as an extension of k - r fuzzy matrix, we introduce the idea of 
k - regular IVIFM .The g-Inverses of IVIFM which are a generalization of the g-Inverses of Interval Valued Regular 
Fuzzy Matrices, have been covered .  In terms of the row and column spaces, the existence and construction of g-
inverses, {1,2}, {1,3}  and {1,4}  inverses of an interval valued fuzzy matrix are established. The row and column ranks 
of a k – regular IVIFM are determined.Meenakshi,AR &Kaliraja [10] have present g-Inverses of Interval Valued 
Fuzzy Matrices 
 
Research Gap 
Meenakshi & Kaliraja [10] presented the concept of g-Inverses of Interval Valued Fuzzy Matrices. We have applied 
the g-inverse of  IVIFM in this context. We have examined some of the results and extended concepts to IFMs. We 
first present The g-Inverses of  IVIFM, which are a generalization of the g-Inverses of Interval Valued  Regular Fuzzy 
Matrices.  
Notations: 
[P , P ]L vL

T   = Transpose of the matrix [P , P ]L vL ,  

[P , P ]U vU
T   = Transpose of the matrix [P , P ]U vU ,  

[P , P ]L vL
+  =  Moore-penrose inverse of [P , P ]L vL ,  

[P , P ]U vU
+  =  Moore-penrose inverse of [P , P ]U vU ,  

R[P , P ]L vL  = Row space of [P , P ]L vL ,  

R[P , P ]U vU  = Row space of [P , P ]U vU ,  

C([P , P ]L vL ) = Column space of [P , P ]L vL ,  

C([P , P ]U vU ) = Column space of [P , P ]U vU ,  

ρr([P , P ]L vL ) = Row rank of [P , P ]L vL , 

ρr([P , P ]U vU ) = Row rank of [P , P ]U vU , 

ρc([P , P ]L vL ) = Column rank of [P , P ]L vL , 

ρc([P , P ]U vU ) = Column rank of [P , P ]U vU ,  

k-regular = k-r 
Right k-regular =R-k-r 
Regular = Reg 
 
PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS 
 
Definition:2.1 (IVIFM): An IVIFM P of order m×n is defined as P = [xij,<pijµ,pijν>]m×n where pijµ and pijν are both the 
subsets of [0,1] which are denoted by pijµ = [pijµL,pijµU] and pijν = [pijνL,pijνU] which maintaining the condition 0≤pijµU + 
pijνU ≤1, 0≤pijµL + pijνL ≤1 , 0 ≤ pµL ≤ pµU ≤ 1, 0 ≤ pνL ≤ pνU ≤ 1 for i = 1,2,···,m and j = 1,2,···,n. 
 
Example 2.1 Letus consider IVIFM 

[0.4,0.4],[0.5,0.5] [0.3,0.4],[0.4,0.5]
,

[0.4,0.6],[0.3,0.4] [0.4,0.6],[0.4,0.5]
P

    
        

 

Lower limit IFM 
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0.4,0.4 0.3,0.4
[P , P ]

0.4,0.6 0.4,0.6L vL

    
        

Upper  limit IFM 
0.5,0.5 0.4,0.5

[P ,P ]
0.3,0.4 0.4,0.5U vU

    
        

 
Definition 2.2 For P∈ (IVIFM)n is said to be right k – r if there exist a IVIFM X ∈ (IVIFM)n , such that Pk X P = Pk , for 
some positive integer k. X is called a right k – g inverse of P.  
Let P r{1k } = { X / Pk X P = Pk }. 
 
Definition 2.3 For  P ∈ (IVIFM)n is said to be left k – r if there exist a IVIFM Y ∈ (IVIFM)n , such that PYPk = Pk , for 
some positive integer k. Y is called a left k – g inverse of P.  
Let Pℓ{1k } = { Y / P Y Pk = Pk}. 
 
Theorem 2.1For [P ,P ],[P ,P ] IVIFML vU L vU mnP     and [Q , Q ],L vUQ  [Q , Q ]L vU  IVIFMmn  the 

following hold. 
(i) [P ,P ] ,[P , P ]T T T

L vL U vUP     

(ii) [P ,P ][Q ,Q ],[P ,P ][Q ,Q ]L vL L vL U vU L vLPQ       

 
Theorem2.2(Theorem 3.7 [8]) For P and Q belongs to (IVIFM)mn 

(i) (PQ) (P)R R  
(ii) C(PQ) (Q)C  

Theorem2.3 Let [P ,P ],[P , P ]L vU L vUP     be an IVIFM .mn Then, 

(i)   1[P ,P ],R[P ,P ] ( )L vL U vU nR P R IVIFM    

(ii)   1[P ,P ],C[P ,P ] ( )L vL U vU mC P C IVIFM    

 
Theorem 2.4 (Theorem 3.7 [8]) For P and Q belongs to (IVIFM)mn 

(iii) (Q) (P) Q PR R W    for some ( )mW IVIFM  

(iv) C(Q) (P) QC PY    for some ( )nY IFIFM  
 
Proof: Let [P ,P ],[P , P ]L vL U vUP     and [Q , Q ],[Q , Q ]L vL U vUQ     

Since,Q=WP for some ( )W IVIFM  

Let [ , ],[ , ] .L vL U vUW W W W W  
 

[Q , Q ]L vL =[ , ]L vLW W [P , P ]L vL  

[Q ,Q ]U vU =[ , ]U vUW W [P , P ]U vU  

Therefore by Theorem 2.2 , 
([Q ,Q ]) ([P , P ])L vL L vLR R  and 

([Q , Q ]) ([P , P ])U vU U vUR R   
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 ( ) [Q ,Q ], R[Q ,Q ]L vL U vUR Q R  
 

 [P ,P ], R[P , P ] ( ).L vL U vUR R P  
 

Thus ( ) ( )R Q R P . 

Contrariwise, ( ) ( )R Q R P  

([Q , Q ]) ([P , P ])L vL L vLR R    

([Q , Q ]) ([P , P ])U vU U vUR R        

[Q , Q ]L vL =Y[P , P ]L vL  and [Q , Q ]U vU =Z[P , P ]U vU  (By Theorem (2.2)) 

Then [Q ,Q ],[Q , Q ]L vL U vUQ     

[P , P ], Z[P , P ]L vL U vUY     

 , [P ,P ],[P ,P ]L vL U vUY Z           

[P , P ],[P , P ]L vL U vUW      

WP  
Q WP  
Generalized Regular IVIFM 
Theorem3.1:Let [P , P ],[P , P ] IVIFML vL U vU nP    then P is left k – regular IVIFM [P ,P ]L vL

 
and[P , P ] ( )U vU nIVIFM  are left k – r. 

Proof: Let [P ,P ],[P ,P ] IVIFML vL U vU nP   
 

Since P is right k – r IVIFM, there exists W∈ (IVIFM)n ,  
thenPk W P = Pk 

Let [ , ],[ , ] IVIFML vL U vU nW W W W W  
 

Then by Lemma (2.3) (ii), 

    [P , P ],[P , P ] [ , ],[ , ] [P , P ],[P ,P ]
kk

L vL U vU L vL U vU L vL U vUP XP W W W W     
 

 [P , P ],[P , P ]
k

L vL U vU   

    [P ,P ] ,[P ,P ] [ , ],[ , ] [P , P ],[P ,P ]k k
L vL U vU L vL U vU L vL U vUW W W W       

 [P ,P ] ,[P ,P ]k k
L vL U vU   

 [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ],[P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ]k k
L vL L vL L vL U vU U vU U vUW W W W       

 [P ,P ] ,[P ,P ]k k
L vL U vU   

[P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]k k
L vL L vL L vL L vLW W   

 
[P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]k k

U vU U vU U vU U vUW W     

Therefore [P , P ]L vL  is R-k-r 

and[P , P ]U vU  is R-k-r∈ (IVIFM)n .  

Thus P is R-k-rIVIFM ⇒[P , P ]L vL  
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[P , P ]U vU ∈ (IVIFM)n are R-k-r. 

Contrariwise,  
Let[P , P ]L vL  and [P , P ]U vU ∈ (IVIFM)n are R-k-r,  

then[P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]k k
L vL L vL L vL L vLW W     

[P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]k k
U vU U vU U vU U vUW W    forseveral 

[ , ]L vLW W ,[ , ]U vUW W ∈ (IVIFM)n.  

       [ , ] 1 ,[ , ] 1 .k k
L vL L U vU Ur r

W W P W W P    

Since[P , P ] [P , P ],L vL U vU   

The option to select at least one exists.  

       1 , and S 1 .k k
L Ur r

V P P   

like that V S . 
The IVIFM shall be defined. 
Z = [V, S].  
Then by Lemma(2.3)(ii), 

   P ZP [P ,P ] ,[P ,P ] V [P , P ],[P ,P ]k k k
L vL U vU L vL U vUS     

 P ZP [P , P ] V[P ,P ],[P ,P ] [P ,P ]k k k
L vL L vL U vU U vUS     

 P ZP [P , P ] ,[P ,P ]k k k
L vL U vU   

P ZP Pk k  
Thus P is R k – r IVIFM.  
Hence proved. 
Theorem 3.2 Let [P ,P ],[P ,P ] IVIFML vL U vU nP    and k be a positive integer, then the subsequent holds.  

If  [ , ],[ , ] 1k
L vL U vU rW W W W W P  

 

   then [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ] ,k k
c L vL c L vL L vLW W     

   [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ]k k
c U vU c U vU U vUW W   

 

     [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ] ,k
r L vL c L vL L vL c L vLW W        

     [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]k
r U vU r U vU U vU r U vUW W        

 1 then (P ) (P ) and (P ) ( P) (P)k k k k
r c c c r rif W P W W         

 if [ , ],[ , ] 1k
L vL U vU rW W W W W P  

 

   then [P ,P ] [[ , ]P , P ] ,k k
r L vL r L vL L vLW W     

   [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ]k k
r U vU r U vU U vUW W   

 

     [P ,P ] [P , P ][ , ] [P ,P ] ,k
c L vL c L vL L vL c L vLW W        

     [P ,P ] [P ,P ][ , ] [P , P ]k
c U vU c U vU U vU c U vUW W        
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     1 then andk k k
l r rif W P P WP  

 

     k
c c cP PW P   

 
Proof: Let [P , P ],[P ,P ] IVIFML vL U vU nP   

 
Since  [ , ],[ , ] 1k

L vL U vU rW W W W W P    

By Definition(3.1) and Theorem (2.3)(ii), 

[P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]k k
L vL L vL L vL L vLW W   

 
[P , ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]k k

U vU U vU U vU U vUW W        

   C [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ]k k
L vL L vL L vL L vLC W W   

 

   [P , P ] [ , ] [P ,P ] ...................(i)k k
L vL L vL L vLC W W C     

   and C [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ]k k
U vU U vU U vU U vUC W W   

 
   [P ,P ] [ , ] [P ,P ] ...................(ii)k k

U vU U vU U vUC W W C     

   [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ]k k
c L vL c L vL L vLW W   

 

   [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ]k k
c U vU c U vU U vUW W     

Since,[P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]k k
L vL L vL L vL L vLW W   

 
[P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]k k

U vU U vU U vU U vUW W     

We have [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ]k k
L vL L vL L vL L vLW W     

   2
[P , P ] [ , ][P , P ] ... [P , P ] [ , ][P , P ]

kk k
L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vLW W W W         

[P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ]k k
U vU U vU L vL U vUW W     

   2
[P , P ] [ , ][P , P ] ... [P , P ] [ , ][P , P ]

kk k
U vU L vL U vU U vU L vL U vUW W W W         

 Therefore, [P , P ] [P , P ] [ , ][P , P ] ,
kk k

L vL L vL L vL L vLW W       (By Theorem 2.2)  

       [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ]
k kk k

L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vLR R W W R W W        

   [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]L vL L vL L vLR W W R     

     Hence, [P ,P ] [ , ][P , P ] [P , P ]k
L vL L vL L vL L vLR R W W R      

     [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]k
L vL r L vL L vL r L vLW W        

    Similarly, [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ][P , P ]
kk k

U vU U vU U vU U vUR R W W   
 

  [ , ][P , P ]
k

U vU U vUR W W   

 

   [ , ][P , P ] [P ,P ]U vU U vU U vUR W W R     
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     Hence, [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ]k
U vU U vU U vU U vUR R W W R      

   [P ,P ] [ , ][P ,P ] [P ,P ].k
U vU r U vU U vU r U vUW W      

 
Thus(i) holds.  

Since [P , P ],[P ,P ] IVIFML vL U vU nP   
 

From (i) and (ii)  

   [P ,P ] ,[P ,P ]k k k
L vL U vUC P C  

 

    [P , P ] , C [P , P ]k k
L vL U vUC    

    [P , P ] [ , ] , C [P , P ] [ , ]k k
L vL L vL U vU U vUC W W W W   

 
 kC P W  

   and k k
c cP P W   

Similarly,From(i)and(ii)  

   [P ,P ] ,[P , P ]k k k
L vL U vUR P R    

    [P , P ] , R [P , P ]k k
L vL U vUR    

    [ , ][P , P ] , R [ , ][P , P ]k k
L vL L vL U vU U vUR W W W W     

    [ , ][P , P ] , R [ , ][P , P ]k k
L vL L vL U vU U vUR W W W W     

    [P , P ] , R [P , P ] ( )k k
L vL U vUR R P    

   Therefore, ( )kR P R WP R P   

    ( ).Thus (ii) holds.k
r r rP WP P     

The proof was omitted because it is related to that of (i).  
The proof was omitted because it is related to that of (ii).  
 
g-inverse of  IVIFM 
Definition 4.1 For [P ,P ],[P , P ] IVIFML vL U vU mnP     if there exists W(IVIFM)nm such that 

(i)[P , P ]L vL W[P , P ]L vL = [P , P ]L vL ,    

[P , P ]U vU W[P , P ]U vU = [P , P ]U vU , 

(ii)X[P , P ]L vL W = W,          

 W[P , P ]U vU W = W, 

(iii)([P , P ]L vL W)T = ([P , P ]L vL W),    

  ([P , P ]U vU W)T = ([P , P ]L vL W), 

(iv)(W[P , P ]L vL )T= (W[P , P ]L vL ),      

(W[P , P ]U vU )T = (W[P , P ]U vU ),  
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then W is called a g-inverse of [P ,P ],[P ,P ] IVIFML vL U vU mnP    . 

 
Theorem: 4.1Let [P ,P ],[P ,P ] IVIFML vL U vU mnP    and WP{1}, then WP{2} f  and  only  if  

R(PW) = R(W) 
Proof:Let [P ,P ],[P , P ]L vL U vUP   and [ , ],[ , ]L vL U vUW W W W W    

 2 ,W P WPW W    

[ , ][P , P ][ , ] [ , ]L vL L vL L vL L vLW W W W W W    
 

[ , ][P , P ][ , ] [ , ]U vU U vU U vU U vUW W W W W W     

 [ , ] [P ,P ] 2L vL L vLW W  
 

 [ , ] [P ,P ] 2U vU U vUW W   

 [P ,P ] [ , ] 1L vL L vLW W  
 

 [P ,P ] [ , ] 1U vU U vUW W   

   [ , ] [P ,P ][ , ]L vL L vL L vLR W W R W W   
 

   [ , ] [P ,P ][ , ]U vU U vU U vUR W W R W W    

   R PW R W    (By Theorem (2.4))  

On the other hand, 
Let R(PW) = R(W), then by Theorem(2.4), R(W) R(PW) W = ZPW 
forseveral Z(IVIFM)m. 
W(PW) = (ZPW)(PW) 
WAW= Z(PWP)W 
        = ZPW= W (By Definition (3.1)) 
Thus WP{2}. 
 
Theorem:4.2Let [P , P ],[P ,P ] IVIFM ,L vL U vU mnP     P has {1,3} inverse iffPT P is a Reg IVIFM and R(PTP) = R(P). 

Proof:Since P  isReg,  Theorem  (2.4),   
[P , P ]L vL and[P , P ]U vU  are Reg. 

Let  P  has  a  {1, 3} inverse X (say)  
then by equation (3) has {1,3} inverse [ , ]L vLW W  and [P , P ]U vU  has a {1, 3} inverse of [ , ]U vUW W . 

Now[P , P ][ , ][P , P ] [P , P ]L vL L vL L vL L vLW W   
 

 [P , P ][ , ] [P , P ][ , ]
T

L vL L vL L vL L vLW W W W     

 [P ,P ] [P ,P ][ , ][P ,P ] [P , P ] [P ,P ]T T
L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vLW W       

  [P ,P ] [P , P ][ , ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P , P ]T T
L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vLW W       

   [P ,P ] [P , P ] [P , P ]T
L vL L vL L vLR R  

 
 (By Theorem (2.2)) 

Similarly,    [P , P ] [P , P ] [P ,P ]T
U vU U vU U vUR R    

Therefore by Equation (3) we have, R(PTP)  R(P) 
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Also,  [P , P ][ , ] [P , P ]
T

L vL L vL L vLW W    
[P , P ][ , ][P , P ]L vL L vL L vLW W    

   [ , ] [P , P ] [P , P ] [P , P ]
T T

L vL L vL L vL L vLW W      

    [ , ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ]
T T

L vL L vL L vL L vLW W      

    [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ]
T

L vL L vL L vLR R       (By Theorem (2.2)) 

Similarly,     [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ]
T

U vU U vU U vUR R   . 

By equation (3)  wemust, R(P) R(PTP). 
Therefore, R(P)  = R(PTP).  
Subsequently XP{1}, R(P)  = R(XP). 
Hereafter, R(PTP) = R(P) = R(XA).  
SubsequentlyR(PTP) R(XA)       (By Theorem (2.5)) 
ZPTP=XP let Z = [Z , Z ],[Z , Z ]L vL U vU  

 
 Then  

    [P ,P ] [P , P ] [Z , Z ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ]
T T

L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL    
 

 [P , P ] [P , P ][X , X ][P , P ]
T

L vL L vL L vL L vL     

     [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [Z , Z ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ]
T T

L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL    
 

   [P , P ] [P , P ][X , X ][P , P ]
T

L vL L vL L vL L vL     

 [P , P ] [P , P ]
T

L vL L vL   

Similarly,    [P ,P ] [P , P ] [Z , Z ] [P ,P ] [P , P ]
T T

U vU U vU U vU U vU U vU    
 

 [P , P ] [P , P ]
T

U vU U vU   

we have, PTP (ZPTP) = PTP 
Thus PTPis  aRegIVIFM. 
On the other hand, let PTP be an interval-valued, Reg, IFM and  
R(P)  = R(PTP).        (By Theorem (2.3)) 
P is a Reg  IVIFM. 

 Let us take ( ) ( ).T TZ P P IFIFM   
To prove  that YP {1, 3}. 
R(P)=R(PTP) and PTP is Reg 

By Theorem (2.3)  ( P) , 1T TP P P P P PZP Z P    

And since R(P)=R(PTP), P=XPTP,      (By Theorem (2.4)) 

[P , P ]L vL =[ , ]L vLW W  [P , P ]
T

L vL [P , P ]L vL  

[P , P ]U vU =[ , ]U vUW W  [P , P ]
T

U vU [P , P ]U vU  
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Let [Z , Z ],[Z , Z ]L vL U vUZ     

Then, [P , P ]L vL [Z , Z ]L vL  

=[ , ]L vLW W  [P , P ]
T

L vL [P , P ]L vL     [P , P ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ]
T T

L vL L vL L vL  



 

        [ , ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P , P ] [P ,P ] [ , ]
T T T T

L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vLW W W W       



  

          [ , ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ]
T T T T

L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vLW W W W       



  

    [ , ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [ , ]
T T

L vL L vL L vL L vLW W W W     

 [ , ] [P , P ]
T

L vL L vLW W 
 

Similarly, 

[P , P ]U vU [Z , Z ]L vL  [ , ] [P , P ]
T

U vU U vUW W  .Then by equation (3) we have 
 

PZ=XPT 

    [P , P ][Z , Z ] [ , ] [P ,P ]
TT T

L vL L vL L vL L vLW W     

 [P , P ] [ , ]
T

L vL L vLW W   

   [ , ] [P , P ] [P , P ] [ , ]
T T

L vL L vL L vL L vLW W W W     

 [ , ] [P , P ] [P , P ][Z , Z ]
T

L vL L vL L vL L vLW W    
 

Similarly,  

    [P ,P ][Z , Z ] [ , ] [P , P ]
TT T

U vU U vU U vU U vUW W    . 

 Then, using equation (3),  
we get,  
(PZ)T=PZ, ZP{ 3}. 
Then R(P) = R(PTP)  
By Theorem (2.4) and Reg ofPTP 

we get ( ) ( ) , {1}.T TP P P P P P PZP Z P    
Thus P has a {1,3} inverse. 
 
Theorem:4.3 Let [P ,P ],[P ,P ] IVIFM ,L vL U vU mnP     P has {1,4} inverse iff PPT is a RegIVIFM and C(PPT) = 

C(P). 
Proof: Similar to Theorem (3.6), this can be shown. 
 
Theorem:4.4Let [P ,P ],[P ,P ] IVIFM ,L vL U vU mnP    be a Reg IVIFM with PTPis a RegIVIFM,  R(PTP) = R(P) then

( ) {1,2,3}.T TZ P P P P   

Proof: Let {1,3}Z P follows from Theorem (3.6), it is enough verify 

Z =  [Z ,Z ],[Z ,Z ] 2L vL U vU P    
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that is [Z , Z ][P , P ][Z , Z ] [Z , Z ] andL vL L vL L vL L vL   
 

[Z , Z ][P , P ][Z , Z ] [Z , Z ]U vU U vU U vU U vU     

[Z ,Z ][P ,P ][Z ,Z ]L vL L vL L vL  
 

          [Z , Z ] [X ,X ] [P , P ] [P , P ] [P , P ] [P , P ] [P ,P ]
T T T T

L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL      



  

           [Z , Z ] [X , X ] [P , P ] [P , P ] [P , P ] [P ,P ] [P , P ] [P , P ][X , X ]
T T T T

L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL        





 

     [Z , Z ] [X , X ] [P , P ] [P , P ] [X , X ]
T T

L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL      

[Z , Z ][P , P ][X , X ]L vL L vL L vL    

    [P , P ] [P ,P ] [P , P ] [P ,P ][X ,X ]
T

T T

L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL    

    
 

     [P , P ] [P , P ] [P ,P ] [P ,P ][X , X ]
T T

L vL L vL L vL L vL L vL    



  

    [P ,P ] [P ,P ] [P , P ]
T T

L vL L vL L vL  



  

[Z , Z ]L vL  

Similarly, [Z , Z ][P , P ][Z , Z ] [Z , Z ]U vU U vU U vU U vU     

Then by equation (3), ZPZ=Z 

Thus ( ) {1, 2,3}.T TZ P P P P   

Theorem4.5Let [P , P ],[P ,P ] IVIFM ,L vL U vU mnP    be a Reg IVIFM with PPTis a RegIVIFM,  R(PT) = R(PPT) 

then (P ) {1, 2, 4}.T TZ P P P   
Proof: The proof was omitted because it is related to that of theorem (4..4).  
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The objective of this present investigation is to develop floating beads of anti-ulcer sustained release 
alginate beads of esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate by the ionotropic gelation method as an approach 
to increase gastric residence time. The floating beads were prepared by dispersing sodium alginate in 
water to this Carbopol 940p or HPMC were added, then Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate was added 
with CaCO3 (as gas generating agent) to a solution of sodium alginate. The resulting solution was then 
extruded through a 22gauge syringe needle into 100 ml cross-linking solution containing calcium 
chloride (1% w/v). The prepared beads were evaluated for their encapsulation efficiency, floating lag 
time, particle size, FTIR spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and release behaviour. In-
vitro drug release profile of the micro beads was evaluated using rotating paddle USP dissolution 
apparatus type II. The dissolution study revealed that, after ten hours the percentage of drug release for 
formulation F8 96.82%. The release of drug from the prepared formulations follows first order and 
korsmeyer-peppas model. 
 
Keywords: Floating beads, esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
FTIR and in-vitro dissolution studies. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The present study was to develop and evaluate floating beads of Esomeprazole Magnesium Trihydrate. Floating 
beads of Esomeprazole was prepared by ionotropic Gelation method [1] using sodium alginate. Eight different 
formulations were developed. The developed floating beads were evaluated for percentage yield, particle size, 
Floating lag time, Floating duration time, scanning electron microscopy [2] and drug release. The polymers used are 
HPMC & Carbopol. FTIR study results showed that there were no incompatibility between drug and polymer. 
Solubility study was performed and recorded the results. Results of our present study suggest that floating beads of 
Esomeprazole Magnesium can be successfully designed for controlled drug delivery which can reduce dosing 
frequency making the formulation an effective alternative to conventional dosage forms [3]. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Esomeprazole Magnesium trihydrate, active pharmaceutical ingredient was procured from local vendor. Carbopol 
940 P (Loba Chemie Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, India), HPMC (Qualigens Fine Chemicals, Mumbai, India), were procured 
and used in this investigation.the entire chemicals of analytical grade and double distilled water used throughout the 
experiment. 
Development of standard calibration Curve 
Preparation of standard stock solution of drug 
Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate should be carefully weighed and dissolved in 100 ml of ethanol. This results in 
a standard stock solution concentration of 1000 µg/ml [5]. 
 
Preparation of working stock solution 
10 ml of the drug's standard stock solution was taken, and it was then diluted with 0.1N HCl to a final concentration 
of 100 ml. This results in a working standard stock solution with a concentration of 100 µg/ml [6]. 
 
Preparation of working dilutions 
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, and 5 ml were taken from the working standard stock solution and volume was made 
up to 10 ml with 0.1N HCl to produce 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 µg/ml concentrations, respectively. 
 
Standard calibration curve 
Drug solution concentrations of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 µg/ml were scanned using a UV 
spectrophotometer at 302 nm against 0.1N HCl as the reference solution. With absorbance on the Y-axis and 
concentration (µg/ml) on the X-axis, a graph was created. This graph provides a calibrated standard graph for drug 
solutions. Using a UV spectrophotometer, these working dilutions were scanned at 301 nm to determine their 
absorbance [7]. 
 
Formulation of esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate floating beads 
Formulation design 
Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate floating beads were created using the ionotropic gelation method, cross linking 
agents sodium alginate and calcium chloride, calcium carbonate as a gas forming agent, HPMC is a polymer and 
Carbopol 940 P as a crosslinking poly acrylic acid. Various formulation trials were created using various polymer 
concentrations. They receive formulation codes assigned to them [8]. 
 
PROCEDURE 
 
Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate floating beads was prepared using ionotropic gelation method as per the 
formulation as shown in table 1. Weigh required amount of sodium alginate add 100 ml of distilled water and from 
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formulations F1-F4, weigh required amount of HPMC and from F5-F8 take Carbapol 940 P and place it on the 
magnetic stirrer with 100 rpm after complete mixing of the solution, add required amount of calcium carbonate and 
drug to the above solution. Place this solution in sonicator at least for 1hr till the air bubbles get evaporated this is 
solution A. In another beaker weigh required amount of calcium chloride and dissolve it in distilled water. Place the 
solution A on the magnetic stirrer take solution B in 22-guage syringe needle inject it drop by drop. Using whatt’s 
man filter paper and dry it for 24 h at room temperature [9-10]. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Preformulation studies 
Solubility 
Solubility is the important parameter for formulation studies because, It has an impact on how the drug dissolves. 
Both oral administration and drug dissolution have a direct impact on a drug's bioavailability. Particle size, shape, 
and surface area should be determined during formulation because they may affect the way a drug dissolves [11]. 
 
Method 
The solubility of the drug was assessed after a weighed quantity was added to the appropriate volume of solvent. 
 
Melting point 
The temperature at which a substance transforms from a solid to a liquid state is known as its melting point. Pure 
crystals have a distinct, well-defined melting point. The most common method for determining melting points is the 
capillary method. In this method, a high accuracy thermometer is placed close to a heated stand (a metal block or 
liquid bath) that contains a thin glass capillary tube containing a compact column of the drug to be determined. Until 
the drug in the tube transitions into the liquid state, the temperature in the heating stand is ramped up at a user-
programmable fixed rate [12]. 
 
Analytical Methodology 
Determination of absorption maximum of Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate 
Determination of absorption maximum of Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate using 10 µg/ml by using UV 
spectrophotometer against 0.1N HCl. Esomeprazole Magnesium trihydrate shows good linearity with the range 10 to 
50 µg/ml in 0.1N HCl. with R2=0.999, Slope = 0.087.The regression value was closer to 1 indicating the method 
obeyed Beer-lamberts law. 
 
Compatability studies 
Drug excipient compatibility study 
Evaluation of esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate floating beads 
Micromeritic properties of different formulation of esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate 
Floating studies 
Drug Entrapment Efficiency 
Particle size analysis 
 
In-vitro Dissolution studies of Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate floating beads 
• In vitro % drug release studies was done by using 0.1 N HCl for formulations F1- F8 of esomeprazole 

magnesium trihydrate floating beads by using sodium alginate, Carbopol 940 P, calcium carbonate and calcium 
chloride for 10 h. 

• Percentage drug release for F1 which contain 1% sodium alginate and 5% HPMC was 82.84% for 10 h. 
Percentage drug release for F2 which contain 1% sodium alginate and 10% HPMC was 83.47% for 10 

• h. Percentage drug release for F3 which contain 2% sodium alginate and 15% HPMC was 84.56% for 10hrs. 
Percentage drug release for F4 which contain 2% sodium alginate and 20% HPMC was 85.18% for 10 h. 
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• So further trials were made by using Carbopol 940 P. 
• Percentage drug release for F5 which contain 1% sodium alginate and 5% Carbopol 940 P was 86.6% for 10 h. 

Percentage drug release for F6 which contain 1% sodium alginate and 10% Carbopol 940 P was 87.68% for 10 h. 
Percentage drug release for F7 which contain 2% sodium alginate and 15% Carbopol 940 P was 89.34% for 
10hrs. Percentage drug release for F8 which contain 2% sodium alginate and 20% Carbopol 940 P was 96.82% 
for 10 h. 

• By observing all the 8 formulations it has been shown that the F8 formulation is considered as optimizes 
formulation containing sodium alginate and Carbopol 940 P showed maximum drug release for desired period 
of time (10 h). 

• So F8 formulation is chosen for release kinetics and evaluated. 
 

Model dependent kinetics for the optimised formulation 
 
DISCUSSION  
The results of R2 value for first order and korsmeyer peppas model were obtained as 0.95 which are close to ‘1’ based 
on that we confirm the optimised formulation F8 follows first order kinetics. Scanning electron microscopy was used 
to know surface morphology of microspheres. The SEM photographs of F 8 revealed that microspheres were 
spherical, discrete with 50µm range. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Esomeprazole Magnesium Trihydrate floating beads can be created as a way to lengthen the duration the drug stays 
in the stomach. With the goal of producing floating beads of esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate, floating beads of 
the medication were created using the ionotropic gelation procedure. In the current work, a total of eight 
formulations employing F1 to F4 were prepared by HPMC, while F5 to F8 were prepared using Carbopol 940P. 
Scanning electron microscopy was used to study the beads morphology. In comparison to HPMC, Carbopol 940 P 
exhibits good drug release and a maximum floating time. The optimised formulations provided the optimum fit for 
the medication release pattern. to the first order kinetics and Korsmeyer-Peppas model. In conclusion, extremely 
encouraging in vitro drug release findings were found with formulation F8. 
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Table 1: Formulation trials (composition) of esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate floating beads 

Ingredients F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 
Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate(mg) 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

Sodium alginate(%w/v) 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 
HPMC (mg) 5 10 15 20 - - - - 

Carbopol 940P(mg) - - - - 5 10 15 20 
Calcium carbonate(mg) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Calcium chloride(%w/v) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

 
Table 2: Solubility profile of esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate 

S. No. Solvent Observed 
1 0.1N HCl Freely soluble 
2 Ethanol Freely soluble 
3 Dichloro Methane Freely soluble 

 
Table 3: Melting point of Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate 

Trials Melting point observed Average melting point Reference melting point 
1. 181   
2. 184 184 182-1910c 
3. 188   

 
Table 4: Interpretation of Drug & Excipients 

S.No Functional group IR absorbance(cm-1) Theoretical IR absorbance(cm-1) observed 
1 S=O 980-1225 1077.80 
2 C-N 1250-1335 1271.28 
3 C-H 675-900 808.51 

 
Table 5: Flow properties of different formulation of esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate 

Formulation 
code 

Angle of 
repose (θ) 

Bulk density 
(gm/cm3) 

Tapped density 
(gm/cm3) 

Carr’s index 
(I)% 

F1 25.47±0.21 0.510±0.36 0.529±0.28 14.46±0.25 
F2 26.78±0.34 0.320±0.31 0.370±0.36 13.50±0.34 
F3 25.57±0.25 0.565±0.21 0.681±0.21 12.75±0.27 
F4 25.68±0.36 0.310±0.25 0.350±0.25 11.41±0.38 
F5 26.58±0.36 0.526±0.39 0.598±0.34 11.36±0.27 
F6 25.68±0.36 0.310±0.16 0.350±0.35 11.41±0.38 
F7 26.78±0.34 0.3201±0.34 0.370±0.38 13.50±0.36 
F8 24.47±0.25 0.560±0.36 0.641±0.25 12.55±0.31 
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Table 6: Floating lag time studies of all formulation F1-F8 of esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate floating beads 
Formulation code Floating lag time Total floating time 

F1 5min Not Floated 
F2 10min Not Floated 
F3 10min Not Floated 
F4 20min 5hrs 
F5 10min 6hrs 
F6 7min 8hrs 
F7 7min >12hrs 
F8 2min >12hrs 

 
Table 7: Drug entrapment efficiency of all formulation F1-F8 of Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate floating 
beads 

Formulation Drug 
F1 79.66 
F2 81.38 
F3 88.97 
F4 83.42 
F5 85.39 
F6 90.28 
F7 91.59 
F8 98.24 

 
Table 8: Particle size analysis of all formulation F1-F8 of Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate floating beads 

Formulation Particle size(microns) 
F1 40-60 
F2 20-80 
F3 50-70 
F4 30-40 
F5 30-80 
F6 50-60 
F7 60-80 
F8 70-90 

 
Table 9: In-vitro Dissolution studies of all formulation F1-F8 of esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate floating 
beads 
Time F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 
7.56 ± 
0.22 

7.21 ± 
0.32 

7.25 ± 
0.12 

9.931 ± 
0.23 

8.68 ± 
0.28 

8.55 ± 
0.32 

8.6 ± 0.28 
11.17 ± 

0.22 

2 
10.54 ± 

0.23 
11.43± 

0.52 
12.54 ± 

0.22 
14.89 ± 

0.43 
11.17 ± 

0.31 
13.8 ± 
0.39 

14.9 ± 
0.31 

16.13 ± 
0.29 

3 20.54 ± 
0.42 

22.89 ± 
0.65 

20.54 ± 
0.31 

22.34 ± 
0.65 

16.13 ± 
0.45 

20.34 ± 
0.41 

23.5 ± 
0.32 

26.06 ± 
0.38 

4 
26.65 ± 

0.46 
28.89 ± 

0.69 
27.56 ± 

0.49 
27.31 ± 

0.59 
18.62 ± 

0.48 
26.31 ± 

0.49 
28.55 ± 

0.42 
31.03 ± 

0.41 

5 
30.87 ± 

0.51 
31.54 ± 

0.71 
29.52 ± 

0.55 
31.03 ± 

0.75 
26.03 ± 

0.51 
32.19 ± 

0.54 
34.48 ± 

0.45 
38.48 ± 

0.55 
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6 37.25 ± 
0.62 

38.46 ± 
0.79 

35.24 ± 
0.59 

36.01 ± 
0.79 

34.75 ± 
0.59 

35.58 ± 
0.58 

40.17 ± 
0.48 

42.2 ± 
0.56 

7 44.57 ± 
0.71 

45.21 ± 
0.81 

42.58 ± 
0.65 

43.44 ± 
0.89 

42.21 ± 
0.61 

45.32 ± 
0.60 

47.17 ± 
0.52 

50.88 ± 
0.58 

8 
57.23 ± 

0.79 
58.21 ± 

0.85 
54.87 ± 

0.69 
55.75 ± 

0.86 
54.64 ± 

0.65 
59.09 ± 

0.62 
53.24 ± 

0.53 
65.28 ± 

0.59 

9 
70.65 ± 

0.81 
71.46 ± 

0.89 
66.58 ± 

0.71 
70.13 ± 

0.90 
67.03 ± 

0.71 
68.8 ± 
0.69 

72.2 ± 
0.62 

76.96 ± 
0.61 

10 82.84 ± 
0.85 

83.47 ± 
0.90 

84.56 ± 
0.75 

85.18 ± 
0.92 

86.06 ± 
0.82 

87.68 ± 
0.79 

89.34 ± 
0.72 

96.82 ± 
0.72 

 

  
Figure 1: Standard Graph of Esomeprazole magnesium 

trihydrate in 0.1N HCl 
Figure 2: FTIR spectra of pure drug esomeprazole 

magnesium trihydrate 

 
 

Figure 3: FTIR spectra of pure drug esomeprazole 
magnesium trihydrate + Carbopol 940 P 

Figure 4: FTIR spectra of pure drug esomeprazole 
magnesium trihydrate+ HPMC 

 

 

Figure 5: In-vitro % Drug release of all formulation F1-
F8 of Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate floating 

beads 

Figure 6: Zero order kinetics 
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Figure 7: First order kinetics Figure 8: Korsmeyer-peppas model 

 
Figure 9: SEM analysis of optimized formulation F8 
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Preterm birth is described as any birth that occurs before 37 weeks of gestation. Giving birth to a high-
risk newborn requires hospitalization in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU).Multiple factors may 
contribute to severe psychological stress among parents of preterm children in the NICU. This study 
aims to identify common stressors in both parents of preterm children in the NICU. In the 2020-2022 
academic year, a cross-sectional study enrolled 60 parents of first or subsequent preterm infants (single or 
twins) at less than 37 weeks gestational age from Karamsad, India, within the first 10 days of their NICU 
hospitalization after a child's birth. To identify frequent stressors in parents the modified Kuppuswamy 
scale and Performa with demographic information were employed. Independent pair t-test, ANOVA test 
&Tukee test were used in this study for analysis. We evaluated the stress levels of mothers and fathers in 
the NICU, and the study found that mothers' stress levels were higher than fathers' (p=0.0006). Among 
several characteristics, Upper socioeconomic position (p=0.02), a higher education level (p=0.04), and 
more than 6 days of hospitalisation (p=0.03) were all associated with a substantial increase in stress in 
mothers, but not in fathers. Mothers' stress levels in the NICU are significantly higher when they have a 
higher socioeconomic status, a higher education level, or a stay of more than 6 days, but significant stress 
is not found in fathers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), the average pregnancy lasts 40 weeks; nevertheless, preterm 
delivery is defined as any birth that occurs before 37 weeks of gestation [1].Every year, around 15 million babies are 
born prematurely around the world, resulting in an 11% global preterm birth rate.2 Preterm birth is the biggest cause 
of mortality among children, accounting for 35% of fatalities among newborns (aged 28 days)&18% of deaths among 
children under the age of 5 years[2]. In the United States, between 10% and 15% of all newborns require a Neonatal 
Intensive Care Unit (NICU)[3]. The NICU should be well-organized to reduce neonatal mortality and morbidity 
while also enhancing the survival rate of newborns[4].Giving birth to a sick or high-risk newborn who requires 
hospitalization in the NICU adds layers of obligation to a mother's already stressful existence[5]. Parents of 
premature newborns in the NICU have been found to have high levels of psychological distress, including acute 
anxiety disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, and depression, according to research [6].Furthermore, the length of 
hospitalization has an impact on stress and the length of time that infants spend in the NICU is determined by the 
severity of their illnesses[3]. Family-centered developmental care (FCDC) provides a solid supportive foundation 
that families in the NICU require to optimize the lifelong relationship between themselves and their kids, and it 
acknowledges the family as important members of the NICU healthcare team.7but multiple stressors hamper the role 
of parents in NICU. We require parents to be in good mental health to strengthen their role in the NICU as well as at 
home following discharge. Therefore this study aims to identify common stressors in both parents of preterm 
children in the NICU. It will be helpful for the stress management of the parents. 

 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Before commencing the Observational Cross-Sectional study, the study proposal was prepared and submitted to the 
“Institutional Ethics Committee (IEC)” for its approval, and permission was obtained to begin the study. Data was 
collected over two years of duration from a tertiary hospital, Karamsad. A purposive sampling method was used to 
collect the data. 60 parents of first or subsequent preterm infants (single or twins) at less than 37 weeks gestational 
age, within the first 10 days of their NICU hospitalization after a child's birth. To identify common stressors in 
parents the Modified Kuppuswamy Scale and Performa with demographic information were employed. The study 
enrolled eligible parents who gave written consent then after therapists filled out Performa with demographic 
information such as the child's gestational age, child sex, birth weight, single or twin preterm infant, post-delivery 
day, information about the mother and father, prenatal, perinatal, and post-natal history, previous history of death 
or abortion. 
 
OUTCOME MEASURES 
To determine socioeconomic status, the Modified Kuppuswamy Scale was used. The occupation, education, and 
monthly income of the family are the three subcomponents of this scale. Modified Kuppuswamy SES has a total 
score of 3-29 & divides families into five categories: upper class, upper middle class, lower middle class, upper lower, 
and lower socioeconomic class, with scores of 26-29, 16-25, 11-15, 5-10, & 5 respectively[8]. For statistical purposes we 
modified the category, in socioeconomic status, we built two categories upper middle and lower middle merged to 
form the upper category, and upper lower and lower merged to form the lower category. In level of education, we 
build 3 categories graduate, diploma and high school merged to form higher education level, middle school and 
primary school merged to form middle education level and 3rd category is illiterate level of education. In type of 
occupation, we built 2 categories the working group and housewife group for mothers and we built 2 categories that 
is others group and the elementary group. 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Statistical analysis of the study was done by using Stata 14.2 software. The data was entered into the computer using 
a Microsoft Excel sheet, tabulated, and subjected to statistical analysis. Descriptive analysis was used for the 
characteristics of parents and to calculate the frequency and distribution of parents. The independent pair t-test was 
used to compare stress levels in mothers and fathers, as well as stress levels linked to demographic characteristics 
like sex of the child, single / twin preterm child, previous history of death or abortion, and socioeconomic status. The 
ANOVA test was used to compare stress levels between more than three groups, such as the day of sample 
collection, education level, and type of occupation. The Tukee test was utilized to complete an in-depth analysis of 
stress levels on the day of sample collection and in the level of education. Probability values less than 0.05 were 
considered statistically significant. (p< 0.05) 
 
RESULT 
 
A total of 60 parents who gave birth to preterm children were analysed. Table 1 represents the distribution of all 
parents at baseline in terms of the child's birth weight (in grams), mothers' age, fathers' age, and gestational weeks. 
The mean (SD) values were 1935.15 482.94, 26.43 5.05, 28.4 5.26, and 34.67 2.00, respectively. Table 2 represents the 
several characteristics that cause stress in mothers, which include socioeconomic status, child sex, level of education, 
type of profession, single or twin preterm infant, previous history of death or abortion, and day of sample collection. 
Except for socioeconomic status, education level, and the day of sample collection, none of these factors had a 
significant impact on the mother's stress level. Table 3 represents how a mother’s educational level affects her stress 
level in further detail. In this study, we compare how higher, middle, and illiterate education levels affect mothers' 
stress levels. When comparing higher education levels to middle and illiterate education levels, higher education 
levels cause more stress in mothers, however, there was no significant difference in stress levels between middle and 
illiterate education levels. Table 4 represents the day of sample collection that affects mothers' stress levels in further 
detail. In this study, we compare which day in the NICU the mother's stress level is the highest. When comparing 
>=6 days to =2 days and 3-5 days, it was found that >=6 days induce more stress in mothers, but there was no 
significant difference in stress levels between =2 days and 3-5 days. Table 5 represents the several characteristics that 
cause stress in fathers, which include socioeconomic status, child sex, level of education, type of profession, single or 
twin preterm infant, previous history of death or abortion, and day of sample collection. In this study, there was no 
significant difference in the stress levels of fathers in any of the components. Table 6 shows the comparison between 
the stress levels of mothers and fathers. So, in this study, the pre-and post-scores both indicate that the mothers are 
more stressed than the fathers. 
 
DISCUSSION  
VARIABLES IN OUR STUDY 
In this study, we compared certain variables that affect the level of stress in the NICU, such as socioeconomic status, 
the child's sex, level of education, type of occupation, any previous history of death or abortion, and the day the 
sample was taken. All of these things might cause stress in both parents. 

PARENTS’ STRESS AND SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 
The level of stress in upper and lower socioeconomic classes was compared in this study for both parents. To 
determine socioeconomic status, the Modified Kuppuswamy scale was used. Socioeconomic status (SES) is 
determined not only by income but also by educational and occupational achievement. As a result, a higher level of 
education and high-status work alter the SES.9,10 In our study, we discovered that higher socioeconomic status causes 
greater stress in mothers as compared to lower socioeconomic status. However, there was no significant difference in 
stress levels between upper and lower socioeconomic status for fathers. [Refer Table: 2,5] As a result of higher 
education and high-status occupations, found in the upper SES community, they might have a greater understanding 
of the children's situation than the lower SES population. However, other studies have revealed that parents with a 
lower socioeconomic status experience more stress [11, 12,13,14,15]. 
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PARENTS’ STRESS AND SEX OF THE CHILD 
The stress levels for male and female preterm children were compared in this study for both parents. There was no 
significant variation found in stress levels based on the child's gender. [Refer Table: 2,5] Parental stress is unrelated 
to the gender of the child, according to Genget al [16]. 
 
PARENTS’ STRESS AND LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
For both parents, we compare stress levels in higher, middle, or illiterate levels of education. We found that mothers 
with a higher level of education experience significant stress than mothers with a lower level of education. However, 
for fathers with a higher, moderate, or illiterate level of education, there was no significant difference in stress levels. 
[Refer Table: 2,3,5] Possible explanations include a better understanding of the children's situation, a stronger belief 
that NICU admission is necessary for their child, and a clearer understanding of the importance of usage 
of equipment and technology in their infants' condition. According to Dudeks' study “Parent stress in the neonatal 
intensive care unit and the influence of parent and infant characteristics" explain that there correlates with the level 
of education and stress level in parents with preterm children [17]. 
 

PARENTS’ STRESS AND TYPE OF OCCUPATION 
In this study, the stress levels of both parents were compared with various occupations such as working and 
housewife for mothers and elementary occupation and others for fathers. In both parents, there was no significant 
difference in stress levels based on their occupation. [Refer Table: 2,5] In a study titled "Parenting stress and coping 
techniques adopted among working and non-working mothers and their association with socio-demographic 
variables: A cross-sectional study," RidhiRajgariah et al discovered that there was no correlation between type of 
occupation and parental stress level [18]. 
 
PARENTS’ STRESS AND SINGLE/TWINS PRETERM CHILD 
This study evaluated the stress levels of both parents for single and twin preterm children. There was no definite 
correlation between parental stress and the number of children. [Refer Table: 2,5] According to Glazebrook et al 
study "Parenting stress among first-time mothers of twins and triplets conceived after in vitro fertilization" found 
that stress levels were similar regardless of the number of children [19]. 
 
PARENTS’ STRESS AND PREVIOUS H/O DEATH OR ABORTION 
In this study, we compared parental stress related to previous h/o abortion or death in both parents. We found no 
significant differences in previous h/o abortion or death groups and no previous h/o abortion or death groups. [Refer 
Table: 2,5] M Antonia Biggs et al conducted the study "Does abortion increase women's risk for post-traumatic 
stress? Findings from a prospective longitudinal cohort study" concluded that abortion is not a source of stress for 
parents [20]. 
 
PARENTS’ STRESS ASSOCIATED WITH LIVE CHILD AT HOME 
Furthermore, we discovered in our research that having another living child at home causes more stress in parents, 
particularly in mothers, than having a premature child admitted to the NICU. In our study of 60 parents, 10 parents 
stated that they were more concerned about their other children who were left alone at home and had to be 
separated from them because they had to be in hospitals for an extended period. 
 
PARENTS’ STRESS AND DAY OF SAMPLE COLLECTION (LENGTH OF STAY) 
We correlated stress levels in both parents with the length of stay to see which day had the most stress (=2 days, 3-5 
days, or >=6 days). During >=6 days, we noticed that the mother's stress level was significantly greater. However, 
there was no correlation between the length of stay and parental stress among fathers. [Refer Table: 2,4,5] The 
reason for this result could be a common stressor that causes increased stress in parents, such as disruption of the 
normal routine, fear of losing the child, infants' appearance and behavior, sight and sound, staff behavior and 
communication, and parental role changes etc, all of which can lead to negative feelings like anxiety, depression, 
anger, helplessness, and confusion and as the length of stay in the hospital increases, parents are exposed to these 
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stressors for extended periods, producing additional stress. The study " Stress and Feelings in Mothers and Fathers in 
NICU: Identifying Risk Factors for Early Interventions" by Chiara Ionio et al found stress levels increased 
significantly as the length of stay increased [21]. 
 

COMPARE STRESS LEVEL BETWEEN MOTHERS AND FATHERS 
In the NICU, we compared the stress levels in mothers and fathers and the study revealed that mothers' stress levels 
were higher than fathers. [Refer Table: 6] This conclusion could be based on the fact that mothers spent a lot more 
time in the NICU's mechanical environment and experienced more anxiety over their child's disability. It's also 
possible to conclude that mothers are more concerned than fathers about their newborns’ behavior and appearance. 
For the same reason, mothers have been reported to be more stressed than fathers in several studies 
[21,14,22,23,24,25]. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this study, mothers' stress levels are significantly higher in the NICU when they have a higher socioeconomic 
status, a higher education level, or a stay of more than 6 days, however, fathers' stress levels are not significantly 
higher. Psychological Counseling sessions in the NICU to help parents cope with depression, anxiety, and stress 
associated with preterm birth. Improved parental psychological support has the potential to improve both the 
parent–infant bond and the developmental outcomes of preterm infants. 
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Table 1:Baseline characteristic for birth weight (in grams), parents’ age & gestational weeks 

VARIABLES N Mean ± SD 
Child’s birth weight (in grams) 

60 

1935.15 ± 482.94 
Mothers’ age 26.43 ± 5.05 
Fathers’ age 28.4 ± 5.26 
Gestational weeks 34.67 ± 2.00 
 
Table 2: Correlation between different causative factors and level of stress in Mothers 

CATEGORIES VARIABLES N Mother (Mean ± SD) df p Value 

Socioeconomic condition 
Upper 11 2.29 ± 0.68  

0.33 
 

0.0252* Lower 49 1.96 ± 0.36 

Sex of the child 
Male 35 2.09 ± 0.44  

0.15 
 

0.1616 Female 34 1.95 ± 0.44 

Level of education 
Higher 8 2.37 ± 0.76  

 
0.0443* Middle 37 1.99± 0.35  

Illiterate 15 1.91 ± 0.40  
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Type of occupation 
Working 10 1.91 ± 0.22   

0.4098 Housewife 50 2.04 ± 0.48  

Single or twin preterm child 
Single 52 2.01 ± 0.45  

-0.05 
 

0.7688 Twins 8 2.06 ± 0.44 

Previous history of death/abortion 
No death/abortion 44 2.06 ± 0.49  

0.15 
 

0.2488 Death / abortion 16 1.91 ± 0.26 

Day of sample collection 
<=2days 32 1.91 ± 0.25   

0.0302* 
 

3-5days 18 2.04± 0.48  
>=6days 10 2.33 ± 0.73  

*Statistically significant (p-value< 0.05); N: no of participants; SD: Standard Deviation; df: Difference 
 
Table 3: Comparison of Mothers’ Stress and in Detail Level of education 

VARIABLE df p Value 
Higher - Middle 0.39 0.009** 
Higher - Illiterate 0.47 0.010* 
Middle - Illiterate 0.079 0.889 
*Statistically significant (p value < 0.05); df: Difference 
 
Table 4: Comparison of Mothers’ Stress and in Detail Day of Sample Collection 

VARIABLE df p Value 
3-5days - <=2days 0.14 0.574 
>=6days - <=2days 0.42 0.028* 
>=6days - 3-5days 0.28 0.251 
*Statistically significant (p value < 0.05); df: Difference 
 
Table 5: Correlation between different causative factors and level of stress in Fathers 

CATEGORIES VARIABLES N FATHER (Mean ± SD) df p Value 

Socioeconomic condition 
Upper 11 1.79 ± 0.31  

0.07 
0.6287 

Lower 49 1.72 ± 0.47 

Sex of the child 
Male 35 1.76 ± 0.39  

0.08 0.4226 
Female 34 1.68 ± 0.46 

Level of education 
Higher 15 1.77 ± 0.317  

0.0741 Middle 40 1.77 ± 0.48  
Illiterate 5 1.3 ± 0.19  

Type of occupation 
Others 35 1.81 ±0.47  

0.0885 
Elementary 25 1.61 ±0.37  

Single or twin preterm child 
Single 52 1.74 ± 0.46  

0.09 0.5810 
Twins 8 1.65 ± 0.33 

Previous history of death / abortion 
No death / abortion 44 1.75 ± 0.43  

 
0.067 

 
0.6004 Death/abortion 16 1.68 ± 0.50 

Day of sample collection 
<=2days 32 1.71 ± 0.50   

0.9244 
 

3-5days 18 1.77 ±0.40  
>=6days 10 1.71 ±0.35  

*Statistically significant (p-value< 0.05); N: no of participants; SD: Standard Deviation; df: Difference 
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Table 6: Comparison between Mothers’ and Father’s stress levels 
GROUP N Mothers Fathers df p Value 

Pre-Mean ± SD 60 2.01 ± 0.45 1.73 ± 0.44 0.29 0.0006** 
*Statistically significant (p-value< 0.05); N: no of participants; SD: Standard Deviation; df: Difference 
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This project is designed to develop and characterize aceclofenac buccal mucoadhesive tablets using 
various amounts of the three polymers Hydroxypropyl methylcellulose E 15, Polyvinyl pyrrolidine K 
30,and Carbopol 940p. Physiochemical characteristics such as hardness (8.22 ± 1.32 to 11.34 ± 1.06 
kg),weight variation (249.50 ± 2.71 to 252.53 ± 2.30 mg), friability (0.04 to 0.20 %), diameter of the tablet 
(9.00 mm), thickness test (3.97 ± 0.00 to 4.05± 0.04 mm), and drug content (97.44 ± 1.2 to 99.03 ± 0.7%) were 
within the Indian Pharmacopeia's permissible range. According to the results, the swelling index at 8 hr 
within the range of 62.19 ± 0.19 to 75.18 ± 0.12%. Surface pHs of all the formulations are between 6.76 ± 
0.2 to 6.94 ± 0.4. Ex-vivo mucoadhesive time (366 ± 2.6 to 540 ± 2.1) was varied when polymer 
concentrations changed, particularly of HPMC E 15. Every batch had a very different dissolution profile, 
with a maximum release of 98.28% (in F3 at 10 hr) to a minimum release of 82.12% (in F7 at 10 hr). 
Among all formulations, only F3 ensured effective and sustained drug release (98.28% by 10 hr) with 
asuitable swelling index (75.18%) in addition Ex vivo mucoadhesive time (540 min). Analysis using 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy did not tell any interaction among the drug excipients.  
 
Keywords: Aceclofenac, Mucoadhesive tablets, Ex vivo mucoadhesive time, Swelling index, Sustained 
drug release. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Various routes of drug administration are employed for different pharmaceutical dosage forms, including 
parenteral, topical, and oral routes. The oral route is often the most preferred and convenient for drug 
administration. However, this route presents certain drawbacks, such as drug inactivation due to the hepatic first-
pass effect and drug degradation by gastrointestinal tract enzymes. These factors can impede drug absorption, 
resulting in poor bioavailability of active drugs and the formation of therapeutically inactive drug molecules [1]. 
Recent advancements in pharmaceutical sciences have introduced innovative approaches to circumvent first-pass 
metabolism, and the buccal route has emerged as a particularly promising option. The buccal mucosa, located within 
the oral cavity, proves to be a potential site for the delivery of drugs directly into the systemic circulation. By 
administering a drug through the buccal mucosa, it enters the systemic circulation with minimal exposure to the 
first-pass hepatic metabolism and avoids the adverse effects associated with the gastrointestinal tract. The buccal 
cavity possesses ideal characteristics for drug absorption, making it an excellent site for drug absorption and 
delivery. Consequently, the buccal route holds significant potential for improving the bioavailability and therapeutic 
efficacy of drugs [2,3]. The mucosa of the mouth is very different from the rest of the gastrointestinal tract and 
morphologically is more similar to skin. Although the permeability of the skin is widely regarded as poor, it is not 
generally appreciated that the oral mucosa lacks the good permeability demonstrated by the intestine. These 
differences within the gastrointestinal tract can largely be attributed to the organization of the epithelia, which serve 
very different functions. A simple, single-layered epithelium lines the stomach, small intestine, and colon, which 
provides a minimal transport distance for absorbents. In contrast, a stratified or multi-layered epithelium covers the 
oral cavity and oesophagus and, in common with skin, is composed of layers with varying states of differentiation or 
maturation evident on progression from the basal cell layer to the surface. Drugs have been applied to the oral 
mucosa for topical applications for many years. However, recently there has been interest in exploiting the oral 
cavity as a portal for delivering drugs to systemic circulation[4,5].  
 
Aim 
To develop, formulate, characterize, and evaluate the aceclofenac buccal mucoadhesive tablets manufactured by 
direct compression. 
 
Objective 
To emphasize the primary factors that impact mucoadhesive properties of buccal tablets, such as polymer selection 
and formulation techniques. To provide an overview for developing mucoadhesive buccal tablets. To optimize 
successful mucoadhesive buccal tablet products by various evaluation tests. To know the current challenges and 
opportunities for developing mucoadhesive buccal tablets. To highlight the potential advantages of mucoadhesive 
buccal tablets over other dosage forms for targeted drug delivery[6,7]. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Preparation Method of Calibration Curve 
pH Phosphate buffer preparation 
Dissolve 2.38 grams of sodium hydrogen phosphate, 0.19 grams of potassium dihydrogen phosphate, also 8.0 grams 
of sodium chloride into water to yield 1000 milliliters.[8] 
 
Preparation of solutions for Calibration curve 
Stock I: To make a stock medium of aceclofenac, dissolve 100 milligrams of the drug in 100 milliliters of ethanol in a 
volumetric flask of100 ml (resulting in drug media of 1000 µg/ml) and sonicate for a more 10 minutes. 
Stock II: stock media I of 5ml amount is diluted to 50ml by pH 7.4phosphate buffer to acquire a stock media II(100 
µg/ml of drug). To get rid of any foreign particles, Using Whatmann filter paper, the stock solution was filtered.  
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Dilutions 
Individual 0.2ml, 0.4ml, 0.6ml, 0.8ml, and 1mlsamples were taken in separate test tube, and add pH 7.4phosphate 
buffer to prepare entire amount of 10 ml to yield2, 4, 6, 8µg /ml, 10 µg /ml [9,10]. 
 
Aceclofenac calibration graph preparation 
Phosphate buffer pH 7.4sourcedto generate the standard solutions for the drug at concentrations of 2, 4, 6, 8µg/ml, 
and 10µg/ml from the stock media. To determine the linearity and regression equation, a standard graph is created 
between they-axis represents absorbance, and the x-axis represents drug concentration (µg/ml). The absorbance of 
media containing pure Aceclofenac is measured at 275λmax. 
 
Formulation of Mucoadhesive Tablets of Aceclofenac 
Aceclofenac mucoadhesive tablets manufactured by already used method with a slight modification. Powders were 
weighed according to formula. API was then blended with HPMC E15, Carbopol 940P and PVP K 30 are mixed in 
separate pouch with talc. Using a 40-mesh sieve, these mixtures were blended for five minutes. Magnesium stearate 
was then added, and the mixture was again mixed before being compressed using a sixteen-station tablet punch to 
yield tablets with an average weight of 200 mg. From F1 to F8, eight batches were prepared and coded.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: AUTHENTICATION STUDIES 
 
Determination of Melting Point: 
The determination of melting point was done using the capillary method to be around 153oC. This was within limits 
as per the literature. This confirms the purity of the drug substance. 
 
Solubility: Solubility study was performed in PH 7.4 phosphate buffer and ethanol.  
 
Standard graph of aceclofenac 
The standard curve was prepared by UV spectrophotometer. The extreme absorption was detected near275 nm. The 
UV procedure was used to determine the standard plot of the aceclofenac in pH 7.4phosphate buffer. Aceclofenac 
calibration curve was plotted using the X and Y-axis for concentration and absorbance,and the graph falls linearly as 
per limits.Aceclofenac calibration curve proved good linearity, having an R2 of 0.9996 
 
FTIR (Drug -Excipient compatibility) studies 
FTIR (Drug -Excipient compatibility) spectroscopy is a valuable instrument for analyzing drug-excipient interactions 
(Shimadzu). FTIR spectrum of aceclofenac and aceclofenac + HPMC are observed. This demonstrates that the drug 
and the used polymers are not compatible chemically. The materials used for the research are real, and there were no 
probable interactions, according to the occurrence of peaks at the predicted selection of values.   Indicating the drug-
polymer do not interact and confirming the stability of the drug is through the presence of aceclofenac in the 
physical mixture. 
 
Precompessional Studies 
Preformulation parameters of powder mixture 
A blend of tablet powder was pre-formulated according to several specifications. According to Angle of Repose 
readings, the powder mixture exhibits good flow characteristics. The formulations bulk densities (gm/ml) ranged 
from 0.425 and 0.461, and the powder blend had satisfactory flow characteristics. The formulations tapped 
densities(gm/ml), which range from 0.475 and 0.516, indicate that the powder has excellent flow properties. The 
Hausner's ratio for each formulation was discovered to be between 1.04 and 1.16. The compressibility indices of all 
formulations were less than 12.37; powder indicates satisfactory flow properties. The Angle of Repose for each 
formulation was between 24.17 ± 0.28 and 27.41 ± 0.11, suggesting the flow characteristics of the powder are 
satisfactory. 
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Evaluation of Aceclofenac Buccal Mucoadhesive Tablets 
Mucoadhesive buccal tablets of aceclofenac are evaluated for theirhardness of tablet,wt. variation, tablet thickness, 
percentage Friability, pH of Surface, Drug content determination, Swelling index, Ex vivo mucoadhesive time, and 
in-vitro dissolution studies using standard procedure. Results were done in triplicate, and values were reported. 
Weight variation was to be in the range of 249.50 ± 2.71 to 252.53 ± 2.30 were found within limits. All the formulations 
of friability in range of 0.04 to 0.20 were found within limits. Results of hardness of all the formulations was found to 
be in average of 8.22 ±1.32 to11.34 ±1.06 were found within limits. Results of thickness of all the formulations was 
found to be 3.97 ± 0.00 to 4.05± 0.04were found within limit. Results were done in triplicate and values were reported. 
All formulation's surface pH was in the range of 6.76 ± 0.2 and 6.94 ± 0.4. Swelling Index of all the formulations was 
found to be in the range of 62.19 ± 0.19 to 75.18 ± 0.12. F1-F8 formulations are conducted with Ex-vivo mucoadhesive 
time; results found to be in the limits of366 ± 2.6 to 540 ± 2.1 and drug content determination of each formulation are in 
between of 97.44 ± 1.2 to 99.03 ± 0.7. All the parameters were found to be within limits. 
 
In vitro drug release 
Dissolution shows that the results of the formulations (F1-F8) prepared with HPMC E15, Carbopol, and PVP K30 
showed drug release for 10 hours. The cumulative drug release maximum and minimum drug release were observed 
as F3 (98.28%) and F7 (82.12%), respectively. Whereas the prepared formulations with HPMC E 15 quantity of 75 mg 
(F3) shown the essential drug release as above, that is, extended the percentage cumulative release of the drug is 
effective for10 hrs, also demonstrated all-out of 98.28% in 10 hrs with excellent release. The highest drug release 
(98.28%) in 10 hours led to the conclusion that the F3 formulation was an optimum formulation based on the 
dissolution data above. 
 
Kinetics Data for Optimized Formulation 
Surface Morphology 
Surface of the mucoadhesive buccal tablet was checked for smoothness and particle size of the tablet granules. It 
showed the size of 50 microns at magnificent 500 x. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This research was to develop and characterize aceclofenac sustained-release buccal mucoadhesive tablets 
characteristic in the direction of increasing patient ability for the treatment of different types of pain. By direct 
compression, different formulations were prepared (F1 to F8) using different concentrations of HPMC E15, PVPK 30 
and carbopol 940P.  Among eight batches, F3 showed ex-vivo mucoadhesive time, swelling index and effective drug 
release. Similarly, the outcomes demonstrate that HPMC E15 has an important part in improving the potency of the 
mucoadhesive buccal tablet. Thus, HPMC E15 can be very helpful in monitoring the rate of drug release and 
swelling behaviour. An effective approach to stop the first-pass metabolism and increase aceclofenac bioavailability 
across the mucosal membrane is to formulate an aceclofenac mucoadhesive tablet. Additionally, it helps improve 
patient adherence by captivating the extended drug release. The physicochemical characteristics of the powder blend 
were evaluated by parameters like hausner's ratio of <1.18, Carr's compressibility index of <13%, and angle of repose 
of <30°, which yielded satisfactory results showed promising results. The optimized F3 formulation obtained a 
swelling index of 75.18%, a surface pH of 6.94, and an in-vitro cumulative release of drug 98.28%. Ex vivo 
mucoadhesive time was determined by placing a tablet on freshly cut sheep buccal mucosa, which showed a result of 
540 min. The optimized design was categorized by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy and the study revealed 
a null reaction among the drug and excipient. It concludes that F3 has shown the optimized results from all the 
prepared (F1- F8) formulations. 
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Table 1: Formulation of Buccal Aceclofenac Mucoadhesive Tablets 
S No Requirements F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 

1 Aceclofenac 50mg 50mg 50mg 50mg 50mg 50mg 50mg 50mg 

2 
Hydroxy Propyl Methyl Cellulose E15 

(mg) 
55 60 75 50 70 50 70 75 

3 Carbopol 940p (mg) 75 70 55 80 50 70 60 50 
4 Poly Vinyl Pyrrolidine K 30 (mg) 10 10 10 10 20 20 10 15 
5 Magnesium Stearate (milligrams) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 Talc (milligrams) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Total (mg) 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 
 
Table 2: Determination of melting point 

Trials Observed Melting point Melting point Average Melting point Reference 

1 149 
  

2 153 150.3 149-1530 c 

3 149   
 
Table 3: Solubility of Aceclofenac 
SNO. Solvents used Observation 

1 Phosphate Buffer Solution-7.4(pH) Freely solubilized 
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2 Ethanol Freely solubilized 

 
Table 4: Standard Graph of Aceclofenac 
Conc. (µg/mL) Absorbance(nm) 

0 0 
2 0.153 
4 0.320 
6 0.489 
8 0.645 
10 0.828 
12 0.971 

 
Table 5: Aceclofenac FTIR spectra show the following principal bands at a wave number 

Functional groups Wave numbers(cm-1)

OH group 3735cm-1 

Ester stretching(-C=O) 1772cm-1 

Aromatic stretching (C=C) 1506cm-1 

 
Table 6: Pre formulation parameters of powder mixture 

Formulation code 
Angle of repose 

(θ) 
Bulk density 

(gm/cm3) 
Tapped density 

(gm/cm3) 
Carr’s index 

(I) Hausner’s ratio 

F1 25.17±0.23 0.454 0.481 5.61 1.05 
F2 26.58±0.34 0.461 0.516 10.65 1.11 
F3 24.17±0.28 0.425 0.485 12.37 1.16 
F4 26.47±0.25 0.455 0.511 10.90 1.12 
F5 25.75±0.32 0.459 0.494 7.08 1.07 
F6 27.11±0.21 0.456 0.475 4.00 1.04 
F7 25.17±0.22 0.452 0.485 6.80 1.07 
F8 27.41±0.11 0.459 0.504 8.92 1.09 

 
Table 7: Evaluation of Buccal Mucoadhesive Tablets of Aceclofenac 
Formulation code Wt.Variation 

(mg ±SD) 
Hardness 
(Kg ±SD) 

Friability 
(%) 

Diameter 
(mm) 

Thickness 
(mm ±SD) 

F1 248.72 ± 2.12 9.21 ± 1.54 0.13 9 3.98± 0.05 
F2 249.61 ± 2.31 8.22 ±1.32 0.20 9 4 ±0.00 
F3 252.53 ± 2.30 8.89 ±0.64 0.09 9 4.02± 0.05 
F4 250.55 ± 1.79 11.34 ±1.06 0.07 9 4.05± 0.04 
F5 250.45 ± 1.98 10.12±1.32 0.04 9 3.9± 0.06 
F6 249.72 ± 2.53 11.15± 1.36 0.11 9 3.97 ± 0.00 
F7 249.50 ± 2.71 9.74 ±1.32 0.05 9 4 ±0.00 
F8 249.58±3.17 11.26 ±1.34 0.14 9 4 ± 0.00 
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Table 8: Evaluation of Aceclofenac Mucoadhesive Buccal Tablets 
Formulation 

code 
Surface pH test 

(±SD) 
Swelling index test 

(%±SD) 
Ex-vivo mucoadhesive time 

(min ±SD) 
Drug content determination 

(%±SD) 
F1 6.76± 0.2 67.15 ±0.04 400 ±1.2 97.44 ±1.2 
F2 6.82± 0.4 68.28± 0.34 480 ±1.5 97.57± 0.5 
F3 6.94 ±0.1 75.18 ±0.12 540 ±2.1 99.03± 0.7 
F4 6.88 ±0.2 70.89 ±0.21 460 ±1.4 98.00 ±1.2 
F5 6.82± 0.11 71.90 ±0.56 395 ±2.5 98.59 ± 1.5 
F6 6.80 ± 0.25 67.54 ±0.25 410 ±1.4 98.94 ± 1.3 
F7 6.94 ±0.4 67.46 ±0.12 385 ±1.5 97.46±1.12 
F8 6.82 ± 0.29 62.19 ±0.19 366 ±2.6 97.59±1.21 

 
Table 9: In-vitro dissolution of aceclofenac mucoadhesive buccal tablets 

FORMULATION 
CODE TIME (hr) 

 0 0.5 1 2 4 6 8 10 
F1 0 9.92+0.2 14.84+0.25 22.23+0.23 27.44+0.36 43.42+0.15 68.31+0.22 93.01+0.16 
F2 0 8.45+0.12 11.75+0.55 16.23+0.18 18.26+0.35 42.2+0.13 67.3+0.35 91.68+0.15 
F3 0 11.15+0.56 16.12+0.11 26.45+0.19 35.3+0.34 55.45+0.17 78.78+0.37 98.28+0.13 
F4 0 8.67+0.11 14.45+0.25 23.52+0.17 28.45+0.33 47.17+0.18 70.32+0.28 94.37+0.22 
F5 0 8.53+0.14 13.78+0.74 20.84+0.16 26.71+0.12 48.53+0.19 68.23+0.44 90.25+0.21 
F6 0 8.92+0.11 13.84+0.13 21.23+0.17 26.42+0.18 42.4+0.22 70.21+0.35 92.59+0.35 
F7 0 7.67+0.25 13.12+0.89 25.42+0.54 29.21+0.59 45.45+0.11 70.78+0.54 82.12+0.45 
F8 0 8.42+0.26 11.87+0.54 18.48+0.22 24.14+0.67 45.35+0.15 65.32+0.58 87.52+0.55 

 
Table 10: Data on kinetics for optimized formulation 

 DRUG RELEASE KINETICS 

 ZERO 
ORDER 

HIGUCHI PEPPAS FIRST ORDER Hixson Crowell 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 R(Cv/s T) 
R(Cv/s 

Root(T)) 
Log T v/s Log 

C 
T v/s LOG % 
REMAINING 

TV/s (Q1/3-
Qt1/3) 

Slope 0.712 -0.448 172.918 1.000 0.249 
Correlation 0.9879 -0.7816 0.9687 0.9879 0.9881 

R 2 0.9759 0.6109 0.9384 0.9759 0.9764 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Standard graph of aceclofenac Figure 2: FTIR Spectra of Aceclofenac 
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Figure 3: FTIR Spectra of Aceclofenac + HPMC Fig 4:  EX-VIVO MUCOADHESION STUDIES 

 

 
Figure 5: Comparing the F1 to F8 formulations in-vitro 

cumulative drug release profiles 
Fig 6: Release kinetics of zero order 

 

 
Fig 7: Higuchi release kinetics Fig 8: Kors mayer peppas release kinetics 
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Fig 9: Release kinetics of first order Fig 10: Hixson Crowell release kinetics 

 
 Fig 11: Surface Morphology 
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Diabetes is a chronic condition that needs to be treated medically for a long time. The medication 
regimen complexity index used to quantify the complexity of a medication regimen. Medication burden 
focuses on the unpleasant experiences that come with receiving therapy and medication adherence is the 
degree to which the person’s behaviour corresponds with the agreed recommendations from a health 
care provider. There are several factors that contribute to medication complexity, burden and adherence 
but not many studies have been conducted to explore it. To assess the medication complexity, burden, 
adherence and also determine the time taken for completing each burden, adherence and complexity 
questionnaire among type 2 diabetes mellitus patients. A cross-sectional observational pilot study was 
conducted among 50 type 2 diabetes mellitus patients for the period of 2 months (July –August 2023). 
Majority were females from age group 55-64 years under biguanides anti diabetic medication. Overall, 
the average medication count was 4.2 with MRCI score with high burden and moderate medication 
adherence. And participants took 32 minutes for completion of each questionnaire. The elaborated 
findings of medication regimen, burden and adherence to facilitate self-care for patients with type 2 
diabetes mellitus and to attain the best possible results. 
 
Keywords: Type 2 diabetes patients, Medication burden, Complexity, Adherence, Pilot study 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Diabetes is a chronic condition that needs to be treated medically for a long time. When lifestyle changes are not 
enough to control blood sugar levels, patients are typically prescribed medications. People with type 2 diabetes 
mellitus (T2DM) frequently need to take multiple medications, and the complexity of these regimens increases as the 
condition worsens and complications develop[1-2]. The World Health Organization estimates that 77 million Indians 
over the age of 18 have type 2 diabetes, and another 25 million are prediabetics, indicating they have a higher chance 
of getting the disease in the near future. More than half of the population are unaware that they have diabetes, which 
can cause health issues if it is not identified and treated promptly. Heart attacks and strokes are two to three times 
more common in adults with diabetes. Neuropathy (nerve damage) in the feet increases the risk of infection, foot 
ulcers, and the eventual necessity for limb amputation when combined with decreased blood flow. Thus, a deeper 
comprehension of treatment profiles is necessary before appropriate interventions can be aimed at improving T2DM 
patients' medication-taking practices.[3,4] The Medication Regimen Complexity Index (MRCI), a validated measure, 
can be used to quantify the complexity of a medication regimen. The number of medications, recommended dosage 
forms, frequency of dosages, and administration instructions are among the medication aspects that determine the 
level of complexity of the regimen. By differentiating between regimens with the same number of medications but 
varying in complexity, the MRCI tool has proven to be a useful tool for classifying medication regimen complexity 
when compared to a simple medication count. subsequently, this tool was extended and verified to incorporate 
prescription drugs specific to a given ailment as well as additional prescription and over-the-counter (OTC) 
treatments. When patients are most at danger of not achieving desired results, the enlarged tool—known as patient-
level MRCI—offers a superior viewpoint. The term "medication-related burden" (MRB) refers to a relatively new idea 
that focuses on the unpleasant experiences that come with receiving therapy.  
 
It is a component of treatment burden that encompasses the cost of the drug as well as all other forms of healthcare 
interventions and the viewpoint of the patient regarding MRB. Medication-related burden can impact social 
functioning, psychological health, patient satisfaction, and quality of life in addition to causing non-adherence and 
unsatisfactory clinical results. Because they are bothered by their illness as well as their ever-expanding healthcare 
regimens, patients may suffer a lower quality of life as they devote more of their time, energy, and resources to 
maintaining well.[6-8] Patients who feel burdened may find it difficult to take their prescribed drugs and receive the 
care they need, but their burden may also have an impact on their health. Individuals who have multiple medical 
conditions and a heavy treatment load might not take their prescription drugs as directed. In order to understand 
how patients feel about their personal experiences and care outcomes, including the advantages and disadvantages 
of therapy, patient-reported experience measures and patient-reported outcome measures are essential. Based on the 
literature search, many studies were conducted in assessment of burden, adherence and MRCI, but failed to report 
the sensitive issue on time taken for completing each burden, adherence and MRCI questionnaire by the type 2 
diabetes mellitus patients considering the patients valuable time. Therefore, as a part of PhD work, the study was 
aimed to assess the medication complexity, burden, adherence and also determine the time taken for completing 
each burden, adherence and complexity questionnaire among type 2 diabetes mellitus patients.[10,12] 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
A cross-sectional observational pilot study among 50 type 2 diabetes mellitus patients for the period of 2 months 
(July –August 2023). The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee. Every procedure used in this 
investigation that involved human participants complied with the 1964 Helsinki Declaration. Both male and female 
on age above 18 years in OP & IP departments with duration of type 2 diabetes more than one year were included in 
this study. Any chronic illness, type 1 and gestational diabetes mellitus, inability to communicate due to mental or 
physical disability were excluded from this study. Data were collected from patient files (MRCI) and by directly 
questioning the patients. The time is recorded individually for answering each questionnaires and noted. A variety 
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of prior literatures were explored in the development of the data gathering questionnaire. The information included 
the socio-demographic details (Age, Gender, Professional status, types of diabetes, duration of disease, smoking, 
Alcohol consumption, control of blood pressure levels, Concomitant diseases), Living with medicines version 3 
questionnaire and morisky medication adherence scale -4. 
 
Study Plan 
Data collection tools 
Medication complexity 
Medication regimen complexity is measured by the validated 65-item MRCI, which takes into account the number of 
medications, dosage form, frequency of administration, and other instructions (such when to take the tablets, how 
they interact with meals and drinks, and whether to crush or break them). The three sections of the tool are as 
follows: section A addresses the method of administering medication, section B addresses the frequency of dosing, 
and section C addresses extra instructions. The three sections' results (A + B + C) are added to obtain a complexity 
index. The complexity of drug regimens was divided into three categories: low, moderate, and high. The tool's IQR 
recommendation serves as the basis for the cutoff point. There are three levels of complexity: low (<15), medium (16–
20), and high (20 or more) MRCI complexity. 
 
Medication burden 
The burden associated with taking medications was measured using the 41-item Living with Medicines 
Questionnaire (LMQ). This measure included a 5-point Likert scale with the options (1) Strongly agree, (2) Agree, (3) 
Neutral, (4) Disagree, and (5) Strongly disagree. A composite score for each of the 41 items on the LMQ-3, with a 
possible range of 41 to 205, was used to get the overall score. Before the scores were calculated, all statements with 
negative wording were reverse coded. There were five categories used to categorize the level of medication-related 
burden: minimal (74–106), moderate (107–139), high (140–172), and extreme (173–205). 
 
Treatment Adherence  
The 4-item Morisky Medication Adherence Scale was used to measure treatment adherence. A 4-item self-report 
assessment of a patient's adherence to medicine is called the MMAS-4. Higher scores indicate more adherence. The 
overall score range is 0 to 4.  
 
Statistical analysis 
The data collected was presented on a spreadsheet using SPSS software program version 13. The frequency (count) 
for the specific variable and its percentage of occurrence within all patients were calculated. 
 
RESULTS 
 
As shown in Table 1, from the total 50 patients, the majority were female (56%), age group 55-64 years (36%), literate 
(78%), employed (72%), were from lower-middle class (66%), takes healthy diet (40%) and majority were non-
alcoholic and smoker (64 and 80%). In clinical characteristics, most of the respondents doesn’t have comorbidities 
and diabetic complications (44%and 52%), 6-10 years of diabetes presence (60%), controlled diabetes (60%), more 
than two prescribed medications (58%), takes both tablet and injection medication form (42%) and 52% of 
respondents spends >5000 rupees for medication monthly. Equal number of patients were retrieved from private and 
government hospitals. All variables are statistically significant. Figure 1, shows percentage of the classes of anti-
diabetic drugs treatment utilized among study participants. Among anti-diabetic medications, biguanides classes of 
drugs (58%) were mostly prescribed. Table 2, depicts the relationship between the treatment regimens and achieving 
adequate glycemic control (HbA1c ≤7.0%). Every model was executed independently and covariate-corrected. 
Increasing the number of medications taken (adjusted OR 0.88; 95% CI 0.82–0.94) and complexity of the regimen 
(adjusted OR 0.89: 95% CI 0.87–0.92) was related to a reduced chance of reaching a HbA1c ≤ 7.0% for patient-level 
assessment (other medications). Table 3 shows the overall LMQ (medication burden) score and adherence score 
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showed a significant high perceived burden and moderate adherence among respondents. Figure 2, represents the 
time taken by the participants such that for informed consent (10 minutes), sociodemographic and clinical 
characteristics (4 minutes), LMQ questionnaire (15 minutes) and MMAS questions (3 minutes). Totally the 
participants took 32 minutes for overall completion of the questions. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
About 90 to 95 percent of all cases of diabetes that are identified are type 2 diabetes, which makes up the majority of 
the diabetic cases in the study. About two-thirds of the individuals in this study took more than two drugs every day 
on average. More than 50% of the patient-level MRCI score was accounted for by the diabetes-specific MRCI. 
According to similar research conducted in Malaysia, during the course of the 3-month follow-up period, poor 
glycemic control was linked to high drug count, high regimen complexity, and low medication adherence. This study 
showed a modest rate of medication adherence, despite the significant number of patients with a high drug load. 
This observation could be explained by a number of factors. Firstly, it is plausible that the adherence seen in this 
study continues to be strong up until a particular drug burden threshold is reached, at which point it may begin to 
decrease. Previous research shown that a patient may only be able to regularly take a certain amount of prescription 
drugs as directed. The adherence measure is the second.[14]  
 
For some patients, this restriction might exaggerate adherence to treatment. Finally, patients' health beliefs about 
efficient illness care may have a role in successful adherence. According to this health belief model, patients who 
think they are sick are probably going to go above and beyond to take their prescription drugs on time in order to 
stay well. Notably, taking medications as prescribed is a complicated behaviour. It can be affected by a patient's own 
beliefs, understanding about the importance of the prescription they are prescribed, as well as their personal traits 
and the ways in which they try to remember to take their medication as directed.[15,16] However, high 
pharmaceutical burden also raises the possibility of drug interactions and possibly improper medication use. 
Consequently, if feasible, attempts to reduce the burden associated with medicine should be taken into 
consideration. These include choosing drugs that address several underlying conditions, combining indications with 
a single medication, or using fixed-dose combination pharmaceuticals (FDC). This study's total MRCI score was 
identical to that of an earlier investigation that focused on T2DM patients and used similar criteria, only taking into 
account chronic drugs that had been filled for at least 90 days. In the current study, the MRCI related to diabetes 
accounted for more than 50% of the total MRCI score. Previous investigations yielded similar results, with the group 
with diabetes having a higher MRCI score than the group with hypertension, even though there was no difference in 
the mean number of drugs. This suggests that, to some extent, the complexity of the antidiabetic drug regimen is 
influenced by factors other than the total number of drugs taken. Oral and injectable antidiabetic regimens are also 
possible; adding insulin to the treatment plan raises the regimen's complexity score. 
 
 It has previously been shown that the MRCI tool can be used to assess the complexity of pharmacotherapy; 
however, there is currently conflicting data regarding the proper MRCI score cut-points that can be used to 
differentiate between different levels of regimen complexity.[18] Therefore, until the range of probable MRCI is 
determined, meaningful comparisons between research are challenging. Consistent with other research that focused 
on T2DM patients, the current study's results showed an inverse relationship between good glycemic control and the 
MRCI score. The fact that non-antidiabetic drugs including lipid-lowering agents and antihypertensive drugs 
accounted for about 45% of the patient level score should not be overlooked, though. While these medications have 
been shown to raise the patient-level MRCI score, there is a possibility that some of these medications have 
unintended effects on glucose levels. For example, it has been documented that even in people without diabetes, 
non-antidiabetic drugs such salicylates, beta-blockers, and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors can cause 
medication-induced hypoglycemia.[19,20] As predicted, we discovered that improved glucose control was positively 
correlated with proper medication adherence. This aligns with findings from other research that demonstrated a 
positive correlation between increased adherence and better glycemic management. Reducing the frequency of 
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prescribed drugs is a feasible strategy that can be implemented to mitigate regimen complexity. Medication dosage 
simplification has been shown to significantly improve adherence, according to reports. For the majority of chronic 
illnesses, however, an increased drug load can be inevitable. [21] Thus, it is essential to regularly assess patients' 
pharmaceutical regimens to make sure that superfluous and redundant prescriptions are stopped. The findings of 
this study have to be considered within several limitations.  
 
Study limitations 
This study was limited, as it was a pilot, by a participant count that was not quite high enough to yield the 
anticipated magnitude of the effect. Increasing the sample size might boost statistical power, but it would also be 
wise to modify the design to reduce contamination and reactivity.  This kind of study is very dependent on the 
information that participants offer and is subject to recollection bias. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
There was an inverse relationship found between medication adherence and success in achieving effective glycemic 
control, while high drug count and complex regimens were linked to decreased probabilities. Additionally, it 
appears from these data that the relationship between regimen complexity and glycemic control is probably 
mediated by medication adherence. In order to overcome the complexity that comes with prescribing medication, 
our study shown that MRCI can be used as an objective proxy. In this way, it can assist in clinical decision support 
by detecting patients with intricate medication schedules, who can subsequently undergo additional evaluation prior 
to corrective action being implemented. This study aimed to optimize the time management of consenting patients 
by highlighting the average time taken by each patient to complete each questionnaire. As, this pilot study is the part 
of the PhD research, the elaborated findings of medication regimen, burden, closer clinical monitoring and clinical 
interventions, understanding of prescribed medications will be implemented to facilitate self-care and enhance 
adherence in people with type 2 diabetes. 
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Table 1. Socio-demographic and clinical characteristics 

Socio-demographic and clinical characteristics Distribution(N) Percentage(%) P value 

Age 

≤ 18-24 4 8 0.75 

25-34 5 10  

35-44 6 12  

45-54 7 14  

55-64 18 36  
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≥65 10 20  

Gender 
Male 22 44 0.12 

Female 28 56  

Educational status 
Literate 39 78 0.19 

Illiterate 11 22  

Employment status 
Empolyed 36 72 0.10 

Unemployed 14 28  

Socio-economic status 

Lower 19 38 0.012 
Lower-middle 23 66  

Upper-middle 7 14  
Upper 1 2  

Lifestyle 

Healthy diet 20 40 0.06 

Exercise diet 9 18  
Healthy 

diet+Exercise 15 30  

None 6 12  

Alcohol consumption 
Yes 18 36 0.02 

No 32 64  

Cigaratte smoking 
Yes 10 20 0.17 

No 40 80  

No.of comorbidity 

None 22 44 0.22 

one 17 34  

Two 11 22  

Duration of diabetes 

≤ 5 8 16 0.92 

6-10 30 60  
11-20 12 24  

No.of diabetes complication 

None 26 52 0.76 

one 21 42  
Two 3 6  

DM control status 
Uncontrolled 20 40 0.20 

Controlled 30 60  

No.of prescribed medication 
≤ 2 21 42 0.05 
>2 29 58  

Medication dosage form 

Injection 5 10 0.16 

Tablet 18 36  
Both Injection 

and tablet 
21 42  

Other 6 12  

Monthly cost of medication <5000rs 24 48 0.03 
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 >5000rs 26 52  
Paying for prescription Yes 25 50 0.001 

 No 25 50  
 
Table 2. MRCI score among study participants 

Table 2. MRCI score among study 
participants 

MRCI SCORE 
UNADJUSTED 

OR (95% CI) 
ADJUSTED 
OR (95% CI) 

P 
Value R2 

Patient level 
Medication count 0.92(0.87,0.96) 0.88(0.82,0.94) <0.001 0.0862 

MRCI Score 0.91(0.89,0.92) 0.89(0.87,0.92) <0.001 0.1126 
Diabetes specific     
Medication count 0.54(0.48,0.61) 0.59(0.52,0.66) <0.001 0.1003 

MRCI Score 0.68(0.66,0.71) 0.70(0.67,0.74) <0.001 0.1900 

 
Table 3. LMQ and Adherence score 

VARIABLE RANGE FREQUENCY (95% CI) MEAN(SD) MEDIAN(IQR) 
LMQ OVERALL SCORE 41-205 - - 124.3(15.365) 120(20) 

MINIMAL BURDEN 74-106 11 12.7-10.8 - - 

MODERATE BURDEN 107-139 17 51.9-64.3 - - 
HIGH BURDEN 104-172 22 20.2-31.2 - - 

MMAS Score - 50 11.26-23.25 2.16 2.287 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Percentage of the classes of anti-diabetic 

medications 
Figure 2. Average time taken to complete the 

questionnaire by study participants 
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A mathematical model relating the interactions among malignant tumor cells, immune checkpoint 
inhibitor of CTLA-4, anti-tumor cytokines, and CD4+ T cells inspecting the significance of immune 
checkpoints on the degradation of tumor are presented. The non-linear time dependent ordinary 
differential equations are solved analytically using New Homotopy Perturbation Method. The simple 
and closed form analytical expressions pertaining to the population malignant tumor cells, immune 
checkpoint inhibitor of CTLA-4, anti-tumor cytokines, and CD4+ T cells are compared with the numerical 
results graphically. The compatibility between the analytical and numerical results shows that HPM is 
highly efficient in solving tumor immune interaction models. The achieved results are plausible to the 
entire domain of the solution. 
 
Keywords: Mathematical Modeling, Immune checkpoint, Nonlinear initial value problem, Homotopy 
Perturbation Method. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy are the conventional treatment methods in case of malignant tumors. 
The use of a person’s immune system to eradicate the cancer cells has been a promising approach in fighting cancer. 
Immunotherapy treatments are of two modalities. Cytokines and Bacillus Calmette Guérin (BCG) vaccine are 
injected to stimulate one’s immune system  where as the other is  directly stimulate the immune system to fight 
cancers e.g., checkpoint inhibitors, adoptive cell transfer, monoclonal antibodies, and treatment vaccines. [1] 
Mathematical modeling of tumor-immune interactions is considered as a significant tool due to the complications of 
the tumor microenvironment. [2,3,4]. But these models can be employed to enhance the treatment procedure of 
cancer and the eradication of umordevelopment  [5]. The model presented by Eftimie et al., showed the critical role 
of CD4+ T  cells[6]. Instead of deriving a model which eliminates tumors through direct interactions with cytotoxic T 
cells, the tumor growth was suppressed by cytokine production aided to the . Later, Anderson et al. [2] analysed a 
tumor model along with continuous mono-immunotherapy. They  pointed out that the tuour can be eradicated when 
cytokines dosage  moves beyond the threshold value . Quezada et al. [7] demonstrated that transferring 50,000 CD4+ 
T cells acted as a catalyst to induce the initial regression of melanoma tumors  but still failed to reove the tumor cells 
even after radiation therapy. Motivated by the work of [2,3,7], Jui-Ling Yu et al [8]  deriveda mathematical model to 
analyze  the interactions between tumor cells and immune system using ordinary differentiation equations. Through 
continuous treatments, the effectiveness of immunotherapies for the development of tumor is also explored. With the 
advancement of nonlinear sciences, there has been an increasing interest of researchers in finding an effective 
solution to the complex problems arising in science and technology. The homotopy perturbation method (HPM) 
introduced by He [9,10] has been a versatile tool in the hands of researchers. A series of papers by He [11-14] 
outlined the validation of HPM by showing  its effectiveness and accuracy for solving nonlinear partial and ordinary 
differential equations. To the best of our consciousness, there is no analytical expression constituting the population 
of malignant tumor cells, immune checkpoint inhibitor of CTLA-4, anti-tumor cytokines, and CD4+ T cells.  Hence 
this paper is an attempt to estimate the approximate analytical expression for these populations by executing the 
new homotopy perturbation method. 

 
Mathematical formulation of the problem: 
RecentlyJui-Ling Yu et al [8] developed the mathematical model of tumor-immune interactions with an immune 
checkpoint inhibitor. The biological assumptions contributing to the development of the model are as follows:  

1. The tumor cells growth in the absence of an immune response is logistic. 
2. The CD4+ T  indirectly kills tumor cells through cytokine. 
3. The cancer cells activate CD4+ T cells are managed by cytokines. 
4. CD4+ T cells secrete IFN-γ 
5. On the surface of the CD4+ T cells, CTLA-4 are expressed.  

 
The state variables of the  tumor-immune interactions model:  

• x: Tumor cell population.  
• y: CD4+ T cell population 
• z: IFN-γ concentration.  
• w: CTLA-4 protein population. 

 
The model of tumor-immune interactions with an immune checkpoint inhibitor can be represented as: [8]  

= 1 − −                                                                                                              (1) 
 

=
( )( )

−                                                                                                              (2) 
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= −                                                                                                                        (3) 
 

= −                                                                                                                                       (4) 
 
Where x(t) represents the Tumor cell population, y(t) represents the CD4  T cell population, z(t) represents the IFN-  
concentration, and w(t) represents the CTLA-4 protein population. The evolution of tumor cell population depends 
on the growth rate of tumor and the removal of tumor cells by cytokines. Let r be the growth rate of tumor and k be 
the loading capacity of tumor.  is the tumor death rate killed by anti-tumor cytokines and m is the half-saturation 
constant of tumor death rate. CD4 T cells are T lymphocyte cells that suppress or regulate tumor cells by releasing T 
cell cytokines.  denotes the proliferation rate of Th cells and a denotes apoptosis rate of Th cells.   is half-saturation 
constant of T cells activation rate and vis the measure of inhibition of CTLA-4 on CD4  T cells. IFN-  are activated by 
tumor cell and secreted by activated CD4  T cells at . We denote IFN-  production rate as . The measure of 
inhibition of CTLA-4 on IFN-  is denoted by b.   denotes the decay rate of tumor-suppressing cytokines.  CTLA-4 
protein is a member of soluble proteins that are expressed by activated T cells and undergoes a natural decay with a 
constant rate d. The expression rate of CTLA-4 on a single CD4  T cell is denoted by c and d denotes the decay rate of 
CTLA-4. 
 
NOMENCLATURE 
Parameter Description 

R The growth rate of tumor 
K Loading capacity of tumor 

 Tumor death rate killed by anti-tumor cytokines 
M Half-saturation constant of tumor death rate 
A Apoptosis rate of Th cells 

 Proliferation rate of Th cells 
 Half-saturation constant of T cells activation rate 
 The measure of inhibition of CTLA-4 on CD4 T cells 
 IFN-  production rate 

B The measure of inhibition of CTLA-4 on IFN-  
 Decay rate of tumor-suppressing cytokines 

C Expression rate of CTLA-4 on a single CD4  T cell 
D Decay rate of CTLA-4 

 
Analytic expression of tumor-immune interactions with an immune                                                           
checkpoint inhibitor: New Homotopy Perturbation Method 
Modeling the natural phenomena in science and engineering often leads to nonlinear problems. The solutions for 
these non-linear problems are more difficult than the linear ones. Hence a substantial amount of work has beeen 
devoted to find the solution of these equations analytically. Many methods such as Adomain ADM, VIM, HPM, 
HAM, HASTM, finite difference method and others have been adopted by researchers to solve the nonlinear 
differential equations. The advantage of NHPM[] over other analytical methods is its ability to reduce the difficulty 
of solving such nonlinear differential equations. 

 
Numerical Simulation 
New homotopy perturbation method is executed to find the analytical expressions ofthe non-linear differential time-
depedent equations (1-4) for the given initial conditions. Numerical solutions were obtained by the function pdex 4 
in Matlab software, a function of solving the initial and boundary value problems. The Matlab program is given in 
the appendix below. To check the efficiency of NHPM in solving the model, our analytical results are compared with 
the numerical results which is illustrated in the Figures 1-11. 
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Matlab/Scilab program to find the numerical solution of the eqns. (1)-(4): 
function main1 
options= odeset('RelTol',1e-6,'Stats','on'); 
Xo = [20;10;10;40]; 
tspan = [0,1]; 
tic 
[t,X] = ode45(@TestFunction,tspan,Xo,options); 
toc 
figure 
hold on 
%plot(t, X(:,1),'g')                                          
%plot(t, X(:,2),'r') 
%plot(t, X(:,3),'b') 
%plot(t, X(:,4),'g') 
return 
function [dx_dt]=TestFunction(t,x) 
%p=0.104;i=3;o=0.9999;q=60;g=0.1;h=0.69951;j=0.29;f=7.2511;s=1000;u=0.001;l=5;n=0; 
e=0.031; 
p=0.104;i=3;o=0.9999;q=60;g=0.095;h=0.69951;j=1.29;f=7.2511;s=1000;u=0.001;l=5;n=0; 
e=0.031; 
dx_dt(1)=((p*x(1)*(1-x(1)/i))-(o*x(1)*x(3))/(q+x(1))); 
dx_dt(2)=(((j*x(1)*x(3))/((x(1)+s)*(1+u*x(4))))-(g*x(2))); 
dx_dt(3)=(((f*x(1)*x(2))/(1+(h*x(4))))-(l*x(3))); 
dx_dt(4)=((n*x(2))-(e*x(4))); 
dx_dt = dx_dt'; 
return 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Fig.1 presents the plot of Tumor cell population x(t), CD4  T cell population y(t), IFN-  concentration z(t) and 
CTLA-4 protein population w(t) against time t. Fig. 2-4 shows the plot of tumor cells population x(t) against time t. 
Fig. 5-7 represents the plot of CD4  T cell population y(t) against time t. Fig. 8-9 illustrates the plot of IFN-  
concentration z(t)  against time t.Fig. 8-9 illustrates the plot of CTLA-4 protein population w(t) against time t. From, 
Fig. 2, it can be inferred that there is a steady decline in the tumor cell population when the loading capacity of the 
tumor cell decreases. Fig. 3 represents the degradation tumor cells even when the growth rate is higher. This is due 
to the indirection killing of tumor cells by CD4  T cell through cytokines. From Fig. 4, it can be identified that the 
tumor cell cont increases when the rate of attack by cytokines is less. Fig. 5 illustrates that the tumor cells grow 
exponentially when there is no influence of external agent. The parameter a denotes the programmed cell death. i.e 
the death of cells that occur as a normal part of an organism’s growth. Fig. 6 shows that the production of CD4  T 
cells increases as the proliferation rate increases. These cells play a significant role by releasing cytokines. In Fig.7, it 
can be inferred that even when the proliferation rate is high, CD4  T cell decreases as suppression rate of cytokines 
increases. Fig. 8 and 9 depicts that blockade of CTLA-4 protein leads to a significant production of IFN- . Fig. 10 
presents the natural decay of CTLA-4 protein under the influence of the constant d (decay rate). Fig. 11 shows that 
there is a decline in of CTLA-4 protein when expression rate of CTLA-4 on a single CD4  T cell increases as T helpers 
cells are killed by the apoptosis rate a. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
A theoretical model outlining the tumor-immune interactions with an immune checkpoint inhibitor has been 
analysed. New Homotopy Perturbation method is executed to solve the non linear nonlinear time – dependent 
differential equations. An approximate analytical expression relating to the Tumor cell population x(t), CD4  T cell 
population y(t), IFN-  concentration z(t) and CTLA-4 protein population w(t) for various values of the parameters 
are obtained.  Graphical illustration of the analytic solution with the numerical results are alos presented. The 
illustration shows a good agreement between the analytical and numerical solutions owing to the fact that NHPM is 
highly reliable in solving tumor immue models. 
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Appendix A: Basic concept of the homotopy perturbation method (HPM) 
To explain this method, let us consider the following function: 

( )− ( ) = 0,        Ω                                                                                                                                                         (A.1) 

with the boundary condition of 

, = 0,               Γ                                                                                                                                                       (A.2) 
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where  is a general differential operator,  is a boundary operator, ( ) is a known analytical function on and Γ is 
the boundary of the domain Ω.  In general, the operator  can be divided into a linear part  and a non-linear part 
N.  The eqn. (3.1) can therefore be written as 

( ) + ( )− ( ) = 0                                                                                                                                                             (A.3) 

By the New homotopy technique, we construct a New homotopy ( , ): Ω × [0,1] → ℜthat satisfies     

( , ) = (1 − )[ ( ) − ( )] + [ ( )− ( )] = 0.                                                                                                      (A.4) 

( , ) = ( )− ( ) + ( ) + [ ( )− ( )] = 0.                                                                                                       (A.5) 

Where [0,1] is an embedding parameter, and  is an initial approximation of eqn. (3.1) that satisfies the boundary 
conditions.  From eqns. (3.4) and (3.5), we have  

( , 0) = ( )− ( ) = 0(3.6) 

( , 1) = ( ) − ( ) = 0                                                                                                                                                       (A.7) 

When p=0, the eqns. (3.4) and (3.5) become linear equations.  When p=1, they become non-linear equations.  The 
process of changing pfrom zero to unity is that of ( ) − ( ) = 0 to 

( )− ( ) = 0.  We first use the embedding parameter p as a “small parameter” and assume that the solutions of 
eqns.(3.4) and (3.5) can be written as a power series inp: 

= + + + ⋯                                                                                                                                                          (A.8) 

Setting p=1 results in the approximate solution of the eqn.(3.1): 

= lim → = + + +⋯                                                                                                                                             (A.9) 

This is the basic idea of the HPM. 

Appendix B: Solution of the non-linear initial value problem using the New Homotopy perturbation method 
(NHPM) 
To find the solution of equation (1-4) we construct the New Homotopy as follows 
(1 − ) − + − + +

( )
= 0                                                                                                                   (B.1) 

 
(1 − ) + + − ( )( ) + = 0                                                                                                                  (B.1) 

 
(1 − ) + + −

( )
+ = 0                                                                                                                            (B.2) 

 
(1 − ) + + − + = 0                                                                                                                               (B.3)  
Supposing the approximate solutions of Eq.(2.1-2.4) have the form 

= + + +⋯                                                                                                                                                           (B.4) 
 

= + + +⋯                                                                                                                                                           (B.5) 
 

= + + +⋯                                                                                                                                                            (B.6) 
 

= + + +⋯                                                                                                                                                        (B.7)  
Substituting the Eq.(3.10,3.11,3.12,3.13) respectively into Eq.(2.1-2.4) 
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(1 − ) ( ⋯ ) − ( + + +⋯ ) + ( ⋯ )− ( + + + ⋯ ) + ( ⋯ ) +
( ⋯ )( ⋯ )

( )
= 0                                                                                                                                        (B.8) 

 
(1 − ) ( ⋯ ) + ( + + +⋯ ) + ( ⋯ ) − ( ⋯ )( ⋯ )

( )( ) + ( +

+ +⋯ ) = 0                                                                                                                                                                (B.9) 
 
(1 − ) ( ⋯ ) + ( + + + ⋯ ) + ( ⋯ ) − ( ⋯ )( ⋯ )

( ) +

( + + +⋯ ) = 0                                                                                                                                                   (B.10) 
 
(1 − ) ( ⋯ ) + ( + + + ⋯ ) + ( ⋯ ) − ( + + + ⋯ ) + ( +

+ +⋯ ) = 0                                                                                                                                                                                  (B.11) 
Equating the terms of Eq. (3.18,3.19,3.20,3.21) with the identical powers of p, we obtain 

: −                                                                                                                                                                                                        (B.22) 
 

: +                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         (B.23) 
 

: +                                                                                                                                                                                                        (B.24) 
 

: +                                                                                                                                                                                                      (B.25) 
 

: − + +
( )

= 0                                                                                                                                                                 (B.26) 

 
: + − ( )( ) = 0                                                                                                                                                                 (B.27) 

 
: + −

( )
= 0                                                                                                                                                                            (B.28) 

 
: + − = 0                                                                                                                                                                                (B.29) 

Tumor cell populations are given by 

( ) = − −
( )

( + )(− ) + + ( + )(− ) 

 CD4  T cell populations are given by 

( ) = +
( )

( + )(1 + )( − + ) − ( + )(1 + )( − + ) 

 IFN-  concentrations are given by 

( ) = +
( )

(1 + )( − + ) −
( )

(1 + )( − + ) 

 CTLA-4 protein populations are given by 

( ) = + ( − ) − ( − ) 
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Figure 1: Illustration of analytical and numerical 
solutions for tumor cell population x(t) against time  
for Eq.(1-4) with the  fixed values of the parameters 
r=0.104, k=3, = . , = , m=60. 

Figure 2: Illustration of analytical and numerical 
solutions oftumor cell population x(t) against time t  
for Eq.(1) with the fixed  values of the parameters 
r=0.104, = . , = , m=60 and varying k. 

 
 

Figure 3: Illustration of analytical and numerical 
solutions oftumor cell population x(t) against time t  
for Eq.(1) with the fixed  values of the k=3, = . , 

=  and varying r and m. 

Figure 4: Illustration of analytical and numerical 
solutions oftumor cell population x(t) against time t  
for Eq.(1) with the fixed  values of the r=0.104, = , 
m=60 and varying  k and . 

 
 

Figure 5: Illustration of analytical and numerical 
solutions ofCD T cell population y(t)  againsttime t  
for Eq.(2) with the fixed  values of the = . , 
r=0.104, = , = , v=0.001 and varying a. 

Figure 6: Illustration of analytical and numerical 
solutions ofCD T cell population y(t)  againsttime t  
for Eq.(2) with the fixed  values of the r=0.104, =

, = , v=0.001 and varying  a and . 
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Figure 7: Illustration of analytical and numerical 
solutions ofCD T cell population y(t)  againsttime t  
for Eq.(2) with the fixed  values of the r=0.104, =

, v=0.001and varying  a,  and . 

Figure 8: Illustration of analytical and numerical 
solutions ofIFN-  concentration z(t) against time t  for 
Eq.(3) with the fixed  values of = . , r=0.104, 
a=0.1, b=0.69951. and varying   and r. 

  
Figure 9: Illustration of analytical and numerical 
solutions ofIFN-  concentration z(t) against time t  for 
Eq.(3) with the fixed  values of = . , b=0.69951 
and varying  , a and r. 

Figure 10: Illustration of analytical and numerical 
solutions ofCTLA-4 protein population w(t) against 
time t  for Eq.(4) with the fixed  values ofc=0.1, a=0.1 
and varying  . 

 
Figure 11: Illustration of analytical and numerical solutions ofCTLA-4 protein population w(t) against time t  for 

Eq.(4) with the fixed  values ofd=0.031 and varying  c and a. 
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Every accomplishment intentional to preserve the client’s network’s usability and information or data 
integrity is painstaking a structure of network or connected systems security. Combination of different 
hardware’s and multiple software technologies are incorporated. It goes subsequent to numerous threats. 
It thwarts intruders from receiving on the client’s set of connections or from disseminating there. When 
businesses association their computers, specially designed systems and systems, issues with one 
customer may have a collision on the complete network. In spite of the numerous compensation of via 
networks, networking concepts increase the risk of safety measures tribulations like data or information 
loss, protection holes, and detrimental assaults which includes different kind of viruses and anonymous 
hackers. The client can obtain steps to diminish the jeopardy of unlawful admittance or destruction to 
their set of connections. It may not be practicable or cost-effective to entirely exterminate the entire risks, 
consequently doing an IT jeopardy evaluation is critical when considering what kind of steps to take. The 
cyber security part introduced the more than many strategies to maintain and safeguard the users from 
the attackers and their attacking methods by using different measures. The cyber security procedures and 
expertise are also known as Privileged Access Management, are used to implement be in charge of over 
prominent (“privileged”) admittance and authorizations for clients, accounts, progressions, and systems 
right through an Information Technology atmosphere. Privileged Access Management supports 
organizations in plummeting their organization&#39;s assault surface and avoiding, or at the extremely 
slightest mitigating, the damage rooted by external attacks as well as internal negligence or delinquency. 
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The possibility of implementing the Privileged Access Management and the impact of the Privileged 
Access Management in current world scenario is like a bird view for the user related threats. This paper 
deals with the Privileged Access Management adopting possibilities and its related challenges.  
 
Keywords: Network Security, Cyber Security, Privileged Access Management, Risk Assessment, 
Information Technology Environment. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The COVID-19 epidemic outbreaks have inevitably increased the use of digitalized equipments nationwide while 
requiring territory lockdowns due to socioeconomic distance restrictions. Now, people and organisations must 
adjust to a new-fangled method of functioning and livelihood. Industries and most of the educational organizations 
are migrating to exertion online as a result of increased digitalization. Identity management and governance will be 
important. With the swift expansion of digital, workplace tracking and the issue of techno-stress will spread like 
wildfire [1]. Information technology (IT) is clearly improving an organization’s capability to contend in the 21 st 
century’s fiercely aggressive worldwide economy. However, effective and suitable IT governance is essential to the 
practical application of information technology. Businesses and educational institutions are shifting to working 
online as the world gets increasing digitally. Governance and control of identities are becoming more and more 
crucial. In result, efficient and suitable IT governance has a significant impact on how information technology is 
actually used [2]. 
 
The concept put out in this study is centered on controlling users privileged access when they are underneath the 
authority of a scheme or association. Given that safety measures are every organization’s top priority, the echelon of 
safety measures features offered by the admittance managing system ought to be carefully planned in addition to 
configured in accordance with the time constraints [3]. Prior authors have focused mostly on risk analysis and the 
examination of information security components [4, 5]. This study spotlight on controlling the advantaged 
admittance via Active Directory Services (ADS) to offer any organization a reliable and enhanced method of 
managing identities. User security and privacy are frequently threatened by the stream of communications within 
and outer surface the company [6]. It is crucial to limit adversary assault and create a system that is capable of 
employ a structure and appropriate admittance between the authoritative clients [7]. Through the inclusion of the 
Identity Access Management (IAM) framework with Privileged Access Management (PAM), such as Active 
Directory, this document is optimized as a result of these technological advancements. To guarantee protected and  
acquiescent admittance to Information Technology resources, it is one of the main problems for organisations today 
is a extremely centralized Identity and Access Management (IAM) [8]. The efficient use of current compliance 
requirements is one of the main forces behind the integration of IAM services, infrastructures, and processes. 
Government administrations and organizations are increasingly and progressively establishing conformity 
necessities that be capable of only be regulated by standardized IAM measures, technologies and its related policies, 
when before merely a minute set of enforcement criterion and regulations desirable to exist adhered to. 
 
Even while initially only relevant skill traits were important, the advantages of practice hastening throughout 
triumphant IAM projects are furthermore playing a progressively more significant responsibility for contemporary 
organisations. IAM tools may already successfully automate a large portion of client administration for endeavor 
applications, offering focused security analytics although facilitating cloud integration and government services. 
Role-based Access Control (RBAC) makes up the majority of the underlying access control model. By merging 
employee permissions and roles, RBAC boosts efficiency. Figure 01 explains Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) 
Model. The ABAC is substantially more adaptable than RBAC  and supports mapping and also coarse-grained 
admittance controls. Attribute Based Access  Control checks the merits of people, things, or ecological factors against 
well-written regulations and approves or rejects admittance based on how those rules are put into practice. 
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The figure two illustrates the Integrated Assessment Models (IAM). Compared to static jobs, IAM activities like 
hiring, firing, and moving people are simpler to subject to attribute- based policies. The range and reliability of these 
policies’ intrinsic attribute values are critical components of ABAC models. As a result, organisations utilizing ABAC 
require a standardized method for preserving attribute data quality. 
 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
The literature study explains the necessity of outsourcing public sector employees, identity governance, and 
uniqueness administration frameworks in advanced teaching institutions. In order to comprehend the scaffold, 
corroboration, digital renovation, domination, and uniqueness administration, it strives to comprehend the key 
concerns and summaries the key idea of current challenges. Social media has developed into another potent platform 
because it is a major source of specific information. Consumers, businesses, and governments are losing billions of 
dollars as a result of identity fraud, as mentioned in. In, it is discussed how identity management affects 
socioeconomic inclusion. The authors also put up a theoretical foundation for digital identification. 
 
While a charlatan utilizes a victim related identity or further confidential data or information stolen from a bank 
credit card and other or its related claims, criminals concentrate on new unethical enterprise. The formal usage and 
organization of a single uniqueness across every appliance domains is made possible by Identity and Access 
Management (IAM), which also provides security. Identity administration is vital to the security of cloud or online 
computing. The key issues with obtainable identity administration solutions, predominantly in communal cloud 
related environments, are data safety and compatibility. management affects socioeconomic inclusion. The authors 
also put up a theoretical foundation for digital identification. 
 
While a charlatan utilizes a victim related identity or further confidential data or information stolen from a bank 
credit card and other or its related claims, criminals concentrate on new unethical enterprise. The formal usage and 
organization of a single uniqueness across every appliance domains is made possible by Identity and Access 
Management (IAM), which also provides security. Identity administration is vital to the security of cloud or online 
computing. The key issues with obtainable identity administration solutions, predominantly in communal cloud 
related environments, are data safety and compatibility. 
 
Identity and access management solutions offer protected secret code and digital credential supervision, thereby 
reducing cloud-based hazards. IAM practices, IAM policies and how they are implemented and overarching access 
control models have all been the subject of numerous researches in recent years. For instance, RBAC is now used by 
hundreds of organisations as a stand-alone standard for managing information access. Based on this idea, 
authorizations are organized addicted to situations that are ultimately allocated to personnel. As a result, there is less 
need for bureaucratic overhead and a gradual rise in the number of jobs, which leaves little room for adaptation to 
changing circumstances. 
 
Existing Methodologies 
Mansour. et. al. This research methodology suggests a combined strategy that includes PAM progress as a limiting 
admittance organize mechanism for an Active Directory and IAM as an authentication tool. By using this technique, 
the government and corporate organizations’ secure access policies are expanded so that they may monitor all 
activities and keep track of any attacks from enemies on the suggested system. The suggested approach may be a 
crucial means to safeguard sensitive commercial or government information against unlawful or adversarial attacks, 
which is for eternity demanding in several top association [9]. 
 
Eloff. et. al Information security implementation is a difficult, expensive, and time-consuming procedure. 
Information security is a multidisciplinary term that cuts across an, according to codes of practice for information 
security management. Information or data related infrastructures which are significantly fewer safe, with far extra 
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recurrent and damaging safety measures breaches, may emerge from failing to handle all areas of information 
security in a well-structured and comprehensive manner. The idea of information security architecture was 
developed by information security professionals in response to the need for a comprehensive strategy for 
implementing information security. The issue is that there is currently no standardized, all-inclusive information 
security architecture. This research discussion provides a current overview of various distinct techniques that are all 
aimed at defining information security architecture [10]. 
 
Veiga. et. al. An organization’s information security culture emerges as a result of specific organisational actions. 
Information security components are put into place by management, including technical security measures and 
regulations that affect how personnel interact with one another and how they conduct their jobs. Employees display 
various behaviors and form certain perceptions. Password sharing or reporting security incidents are two examples 
of actions that could help or endanger the security of information assets. The associations have to successfully govern 
information or data security by putting the entire indispensable information and data security components into 
position in regulate to instill a satisfactory intensity of information and data security society. A new complete 
information and data security supremacy agenda is created using the components of information security. 
Organisations can use the suggested governance structure to guarantee that they are overseeing information security 
from a comprehensive viewpoint, limiting jeopardy and fostering a tolerable degree of information and data security 
society [11]. 
 
Tudor. et. al. Tudor (2000) suggests a thorough and adaptable Information and Data Security Architecture strategy to 
safeguard an association’ s resources from dangers. To appraise and put  controls in place to reduce such dangers, 
this approach emphasizes five essential principles, which are stated and are utilized to comprehend the hazard 
atmosphere in which organizations function. In regulate to guarantee that each association’s secret data and 
information are protected appropriately, a focus on national rules is also made. The principles cover both process 
and technological aspects of meeting the security requirements of organisations [12]. 
 
ISO/ IEC 
The BS (British Standard) 7799, which was first released in three parts in 1995, is the source of ISO 27000. Information 
security best practises from the first section of BS 7799 were merged into ISO 17799 and added to the ISO 27000 series 
in 2000. The security procedures required to protect client data appropriately are described in ISO 27000. These 
principles are met in the actual world by ISO 27001. Businesses carry out the necessities distincted in ISO 27000 
standards and utilize an ISO 27001 inspection to substantiate the competence of their ISMS. The Worldwide 
Organisation for Standardization (ISO) and also the International Electro technical Commission (IEC) jointly 
distribute the ISO/IEC 27000-series of information and data security standards, sometimes referred to as the “ISMS 
Family of Standards “ or simply “ISO27K” [13]. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
To specify every client’s admittance controls for safety measures and protected, translucent tracking adjacent to the 
targeted adversarial assaults in the association, the purpose to optimise a crossbreed method, like an active directory, 
is very necessary. Organisations still require Active Directory to coalesce IAM with PAM in order to shield their 
susceptible data, despite the evolving cyber security risks. To avoid the erratic and perplexing behaviors employees 
engage in while accessing and reporting on their data, agencies are another reason for implementing these solutions. 
Using an integrated solution like Active Directory, organizations create a coordinated approach for the uniqueness of 
access. While PAM contains its superintendent controls with conveying the client’s admittance control operation as a 
capability of Active Directory boundary method, IAM offers services by authenticating the specific user. The most 
recent approach is regimented to complete the assignment and effectively restrict admittance by the international 
superintendent via organisational procedures and regulations. By integrating several guidelines which that state the 
right system in terms of admittance to every appliance and network within the admittance apparatus with client 
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privileges;  the systems produce the desired results. This issue can be resolved, allowing organisations to consistently 
react to events and assist acquiescence through an incorporated  execution of Identity and Access Management with 
Privileged Access Management. This be able to automate real-world use cases when managing privileged accounts is 
necessary.  Table 01 shows how effective the suggested work is in comparison to the current information security 
components. The positive and negative percentages between the exiting methods were illustrated in Figure 03 and 
Figure 04. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this study, every admittance administration factors recommended by various investigators in the precedent have 
been compared and identified. The suggested system integrates privileged access management and Active Directory 
collaboration. It is possible to realize that the framework methodologies discussed in this research article is 
additional constant and protected to grant effective admittance supervision for advantaged clients by comparing it to 
the earlier frameworks. The method mentioned in this context is examined for validity and security criteria. When 
compared to the outcomes of several access management security frameworks that have been used in the past, the 
suggested latest framework offers 86% more security. The framework offers greater competencies and advances than 
those implemented devoid of Active Directory because it is executed for a general information centre atmosphere 
utilizing Active Directory. The introduction of technology improvement throughout the world places a focus on 
intelligent control measures inside the organization that are well-organized and both business- and government-
oriented. The suggested approach by one of the existing methodologies may be a crucial means to safeguard 
sensitive commercial or government information against illegal or adversarial assaults, which is for eternity 
challenging in several pinnacle associations. This study is merely an effort to develop a more digitalized cyber 
security system that is able to be applied to civic community and commercial organisations to build a convicted 
ecosystem for every association. 
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Table.01.Comparison between different information security components 

S. No. Information security component 
Mansour. et. 

al 
ISO/ 
IEC 

Eloff. et. 
al 

Veiga. et. 
al. 

Tudor. et. 
al 

1.  Supremacy A NA NA NA NA 
2.  Safety Measures Strategy A A NA A NA 
3.  Management A A A A A 
4.  Security Association A A A A A 
5.  Strategy, Principles, and Rule A A A A A 
6.  Dimension Metrics &ROI A NA A A NA 
7.  Conformity and Observing A A A A A 
8.  Client Administration A A NA A NA 
9.  Instruction & Consciousness A A NA A A 
10.  Morals A A A NA NA 
11.  Isolation A A NA A NA 
12.  Conviction A A NA NA Y 
13.  Documentation NA NA A NA NA 
14.  Superlative Practice A A A A A 
15.  Asset Administration A A A NA A 
16.  Corporeal and Ecological Security NA A A A A 
17.  Practical Operations A A A A A 

18.  Scheme Attainment, Progress and 
Preservation Plan 

A A A A NA 

19.  Occurrence Managing Plan A A NA A NA 
20.  Industry Permanence Plan A A NA A A 
21.  Tragedy Revival Plan A NA NA A A 
22.  Hazard Appraisal Procedure and Plan A A A A A 

Number of components with A 
(Available) (%Converted into out of 10) 

8.6% 8.1% 6.4% 7.2% 5.9% 

Number of components with NA (Not 
Available) (%Converted into out of 10) 1.4% 1.9% 3.6% 2.8% 4.1% 
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Figure.01. Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) 

Model  
Figure.02. Integrated Assessment Models (IAM) 

  
Figure.03. Comparison of different information 
security components with Positive percentage 

Figure.04.Comparison of different information security 
components with Negative percentage 
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An experiment was carried to assess the influence of various edible oil coatings on chemical and sensory 
quality of malta after 0,7,14 and 21 days of storage under ambient and refrigerated conditions. The 
experiment was conducted at Postharvest Technology laboratory of Department of Horticulture, School 
of Agricultural Sciences, Shri Guru Ram Rai University, Pathri Bagh, Dehradun, Uttarakhand during the 
year 2022-2023. The experiment consists of three replication and eleven treatments of different edible oil 
coatings. Results revealed that among various edible oil coatings, coconut oil coating (3%) under 
refrigerated temperature (T8) found to be the most suitable edible oil coating material for malta fruits in 
terms of chemical properties such as Total soluble solids (13.09 0Brix), TSS: Acid ratio (62.33), Fruit juice 
(48.0 ml), Juice (65.71%) as well as sensory attributes viz. Fruit Color (8.05), Fruit Taste (8.25), Fruit 
texture(8.25), Fruit Flavour(7.94) and Overall acceptability (7.96). Whereas, treatment T2 i.e. (Mustard oil 
coating @3% under ambient temperature) was found to be the most effective edible oil coating in terms of  
pH(3.82). However, treatment T10 (Almond oil coating @3% under refrigerated temperature) was 
recorded maximum titratable acidity (0.28%). Therefore, it can be concluded that edible coconut oil 
coating can be used to extend the chemical and sensory parameters of Malta. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Malta, a variety of sweet orange, scientifically known as Citrus sinensis (L.) Osbeck, is a significant seasonal citrus 
fruit popular in hills of  Uttarakhand, India. The fruit is nutritious, abundant in vitamins, and loved because of its 
distinctive sweet-sour flavour. This fruit tree is frequently found in a dispersed fashion in home gardens and kitchen 
gardens, but it was unable to establish a strong position in urban or regional markets, which decreased its appeal as a 
commercial fruit crop. This fruit is sold in the Indian Himalayan states of Sikkim, Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal 
Pradesh and Uttarakhand [1]. Scientifically about Malta From the time of planting, it takes up to 5–6 years to enter 
the reproductive phase and grows as a shrub. This tree produces white flowers in March to May and in November to 
December, the fruits are plucked. During the warm winters, it's common to observe people in Uttarakhand's 
mountainous districts eating slices of Malta fruit marinated with homemade salt, sugar, honey, or occasionally 
cream. Studies have find out that this fruit contains 47 kcal energy, 0.94g protein, 0.12g fat, 2.4g dietary fibre, 53.2 mg 
vitamin C, 0.1mg iron, 14 mg phosphorus and 10 mg magnesium. This fruit is also consumed and used in many 
forms like juice, squash, candy, jam, essential oil, peel powder etc. Every 100 g of malta squash and ready to serve 
(RTS) drinks contain about total soluble solids (10°Brix), 88.4 g water, 0.6 g protein, 10.5 g carbohydrates, 0.12g fibers 
and 0.3g ash with 0.41% acidity [2]. Edible coatings is the thin layer of material which can be consumed and provide 
a barrier to oxygen, microbes of external source, moisture and solute movement for food. In edible coating a semi 
permeable barrier is provided and is aimed to extend shelf life by decreasing moisture and solute migration, gas 
exchange, oxidative reaction rates and respiration as well as to reduce physiological disorders on fresh cut fruits. 
Edible coatings are used for extension of shelf life of fruits and vegetables.  
 
These can also be safely eaten as part of the product and do not add unfavourable properties to the food stuff. 
Among various postharvest treatments, the application of edible coating like oil, wax and chemical to fruits is 
receiving more attention as these coatings are capable of maintaining quality even in ordinary storage conditions [3]. 
Edible coating of fruits blocks the pores within the fruits, reduces respiration and creates a modified atmosphere 
which helps to improve postharvest quality [4]. Edible coatings reduce respiration, improve textural quality, helps to 
retain volatile flavor, reduce microbial growth and protect from deterioration [5]. Edible coatings maintain structural 
integrity and protect against mechanical damages [6]. Edible coatings improve the firmness and minimize the weight 
loss of mandarin as compared to uncoated [7]. Prolongation of shelf life and maintenance of the quality of mandarin 
fruit could be obtained by using different surface coatings than without using surface coatings [8]. Edible coatings or 
films increase the shelf life of fruits and vegetables and are environment friendly. In recent years, new edible films 
and coatings have been developed with the addition of various and edible herbs, antimicrobial compounds to 
preserve fresh fruits and vegetables. The populations consuming diets high in coconut oil show no adverse effects on 
the health of the population. Coconut oil has >90% saturated fatty acids, hence is less attractive to consumers. 
Saturated fat is one that has no unsaturation or double bonds and tends to be solid at room temperature. Coconut oil 
is rich in short and medium chain fatty acids. Shorter chain length allows fatty acids to be metabolized without use 
of the carnitine transport system. Coconut oil contains a high proportion of glycerides of lower chain fatty acids .The 
oil is highly stable towards atmospheric oxidation. The oil is characterized by a low iodine value high saponification 
value, high saturated fatty acids content and is a liquid at room temperatures of 27°C [9]. Olive oil sensory 
uniqueness as well as its important nutritional properties has been the favourite of Mediterranean countries 
consumers and now throughout the world. Diverse varieties of olive fruits due to the variations in composition and 
overall properties have shown different behaviours in terms of quality loss when subjected to different 
temperatures.[10] Taluri et al., (2011) Mustard oil can mean either the pressed oil used for pungent essential oil also 
known as volatile oil of mustard. The essential oil results from grinding mustard seed, mixing the grounds with 
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water, and isolating the resulting volatile oil by distillation. It can also be produced by dry distillation of the seed. 
Walnuts contain kernels that have high content of glyceride oil. It varies widely (52-75%), depending on the variety, 
cultivation, place of growing and irrigation of walnut trees. Regarding the fatty acid composition unsaturated fatty 
acids are dominating oleic, linoleic and linolenic. Ratio of these acids determines the nutritional value of walnut oil. 
Monounsaturated fatty acids have a beneficial effect on human health [11]. Almonds from the Rosaceae family, have 
long been known as a source of essential nutrients; nowadays, they are in demand as a healthy food with increasing 
popularity for the general population and producers. Studies on the composition and characterization of almond 
macro- and micronutrients have shown that the nut has many nutritious ingredients such as fatty acids, lipids, 
amino acids, proteins, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals, as well as secondary metabolites. Now a day’s various 
chemicals are used to enhance the shelf life of fruits which is harmful for human health. However, some edible oil 
coating substances have enhanced their shelf life, reduce the spoilage and improved the fruit quality by delaying the 
senescence during storage. Therefore, the present study was done to find out the effect of various edible oil coating 
materials on chemical and sensory qualities of malta during storage. 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Experimental site  
The experiment was performed from 1st December 2022 to 21st December 2022 in the Postharvest Technology 
laboratory of Department of Horticulture, School of Agricultural Sciences, Shri Guru Ram Rai University, Pathri 
Bagh, Dehradun, Uttarakhand, India. Geographically, the experimental site is located in between 29º58 and 31º2°30° 
North latitude and 77º 34°45° and 78º18°30°East longitudes. 
 
Experimental details and materials  
The experiment was laid out in Completely Randomized Design (CRD) with three replications having eleven 
treatments in each replication. The malta fruits were collected from a local orchard of Dhar Payankoti village, District 
Tehri Garhwal, Uttarakhand (India). The fruits were harvested at a mature stage. Malta fruits were sorted out to 
eliminate bruised, damaged, misshaped and punctured ones. Selected fruits having good quality were individually 
coated with prepared concentration of different edible coating materials according to treatments with the help of 
cotton (Table 1). The treated fruits were allowed to dry in fresh air. Then malta were kept in the locally available tray 
in an open lab condition at ambient room conditions (18±2℃ and 52.41±14.35% RH) and in refrigerator conditions at 
(5±2℃ and 62.45±10.55% RH). 
 
Data collection 
In this experiment the following parameters were studied: 
 
Chemical attributes 
Total soluble solids (ºBrix)  
The total soluble solids (TSS) were recorded in ˚Brix by using digital refractometer on the 0, 7, 14 & 21 days of 
storage. 
 
pH 
pH is the equilibrium measure of hydrogen ion concentration in a juice. It was measured with Digital pH meter. First 
pH meter was calibrated with the three standard buffer solution, after calibration, pH of juice was determined. The 
fruit juice prepared was used for pH measurement too and expressed as a unitless number. 
 
Titratable acidity (%)  
The acidity was estimated as per titrimetric method [12]. A total of 10 ml of the clear juice of a fruit from each 
treatment was taken and titrated against standard 0.1 N of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution using 
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phenolphthalein as an indicator. Then the titratable acidity of the fruit was expressed in percentage using the 
following formula: 
 
    Acidity% = Titre value  × Normality of alkali ×  Equivalent weight of acid × Volume made ×100  
                                       Volume of sample taken × Weight of sample × 100 
 
Juice content (%) 
The juice was extracted by squeezing manually. The volume of juice was measured (ml/fruit) with the help of a 
measuring cylinder. The average juice percentage per fruit was calculated by the following formula: 
Juice percentage = Juice Weight × 10 
                                  Fruit Weight 
 
Juice (ml) 
Juice after extraction was measured in the measuring cylinder and average was calculated in ml. 
 
TSS: Acid ratio 
This was done by simply dividing the amount of TSS result of every day to the Titratable acidity of the same day 
and data was pool for analysis. 

TSS: Acid ratio = Total soluble solids 
                                                                                         Titrable acidity 
Sensory attributes 
Sensory evaluation of malta was performed by 20 semi trained panelists. The 9-point hedonic scale and composite 
scoring tests were used to carry out sensory evaluation. They assessed malta in terms of Colour, Taste, Texture and 
Flavour properties. Overall acceptability score was calculated as average of the whole sensory attributes. 
 
Statistical analysis 
The edible oil coated fruits were evaluated by a panel of 20 semi-trained members using 9 point Hedonic scale for 
colour, taste, texture and overall acceptability i.e. like extremely 9, like very much 8, like moderately 7, like slightly 6, 
neither like nor dislike 5, dislike slightly 4, dislike moderately 3, dislike very much 2, dislike extremely 1 [13]. 
Statistical analysis of the data pertaining to the sensory evaluation of osmotically preserve fruits were analysed 
according to randomized block design [14] while, that on physico-chemical characteristics by factorial completely 
randomized design [15]. The values were compared at 5% level of significance.   
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The data were recorded at regular intervals on 0, 7, 14 and 21days after treatment for chemical and sensory attributes 
of Malta.  
 
Total Soluble Solids 
The data recorded on Total soluble solids (TSS) at different intervals. The effect of edible oil coatings are presented in 
the Table 2 and Fig.1. As evident from table, during initial days observation shows the treatment differences were 
non-significant. After 7 days, the maximum TSS was recorded in treatment T8 (11.01ºBrix) with coconut oil coating 
(3%) under refrigerated temperature followed by T9(9.89 ºBrix) which was at par with treatments T6 (9.61 ºBrix), T11 
(9.49 ºBrix) and T5(9.09 ºBrix). The minimum TSS was recorded in T10(8.85 ºBrix) with almond oil coating (3%) 
under refrigerated temperature. After14 days interval, maximum TSS was recorded in treatment T8 (12.04 ºBrix) with 
coconut oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature whereas minimum TSS was recorded under the treatment in 
T10( 9.09) with almond oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature. Finally after 21 Days, the TSS was recorded 
maximum in treatment T8 (13.09) which were at par with T4(.11.76), T3 (11.75) and T11 (11.65). However significance 
difference was observed with treatment in T6 (11.12), T9( 10.15) and T7(10.09).While minimum Total soluble Solids 
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(TSS) was recorded under the treatment in T5 ( 9.50) with Almond oil coating (3%) under ambient temperature. The 
above findings are in line with the findings of [16]. 
 
pH 
The observation of pH was recorded at 0, 7, 14 and 21 days interval. The effects of oil coatings on pH are presented in 
the Table 2 and Fig.2. As evident from table the different treatments did not show any marked variation in pH. 
During the whole observation shows the treatments were non- significant. 
 
Titratable acidity (%) 
The observation of titratable acidity was recorded at 0, 7, 14 and at 21 days interval. The effects of oil coatings on 
titratable acidity are presented in the Table 2. and Fig.3. As evident from table the different treatments did not show 
any marked variation in titratable acidity. During the whole observation shows the treatments were non- significant. 
 
Fruit Juice (%) 
The data recorded on fruit juice (%) at different intervals. The effect of edible oil coatings are presented in the Table 4 
and Fig.4.The maximum fruit juice (%) was recorded in treatment T8 (65.71) which were at par with T5 (65.71) and 
T3 (64.38). While fruit juice (%) was minimum recorded under the treatment in T1 (57.69) without oil coating under 
ambient temperature. Fruit juice (%) was significantly affected in all days of interval with effect Coconut oil coating 
(3%) under refrigerated temperature. The percentage of juice content showed increase in all treatments during 
storage. Only coconut oil and kept in refrigerated temperature had gained gradual increment of juice content. Juice 
content is one of the important characters of mandarin oranges. Customers prefer those mandarin oranges which 
have more juice content and such mandarin oranges get high market price also. There is a decrease in the juice 
percentage of mandarin during the storage due to the moisture loss from the surface of fruits [15](Rokaya et al., 2016; 
Joshi et al., 2020). So to know the effect of different edible coatings on the juice content of the mandarin this 
parameter was observed. The above findings are in line with the findings of [17] in mandarin. 
 
Juice (ml) 
The observation of fruit juice (ml) was recorded at 0, 7, 14 and 21 days interval. The effects of oil coatings on juice in 
ml are presented in the Table 2 and Fig.5. As evident from table the different treatments did not show any marked 
variation in juice (ml). During the whole experiment, the treatments were non- significant effects of various edible oil 
coatings on fruit juice (ml). 
 
TSS: Acid ratio 
The data recorded on fruit TSS: Acid ratio are presented in the Table 3 and Fig. 6.The observation of fruit TSS : Acid 
ratio was recorded at 0, 7, 14 and 21 days interval. As evident from table, during initial days observation shows the 
treatment differences were non-significant. At 7 days maximum fruit TSS: Acid ratio was recorded in T8 (34.41) with 
Coconut oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature. The fruit TSS: Acid ratio in treatment T6 (28.26) with 
Walnut oil coating (3%) under ambient temperature and T7(27.33) with Mustard oil coating (3%) under refrigerated 
temperature were found in statistically at per whereas, minimum fruit TSS: Acid ratio was recorded in treatment T1 
(29.32) Without oil coating under ambient temperature. In 14 days interval the maximum TSS: Acid ratio was 
recorded in treatment T8 (46.31) with Coconut oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature. Which was at par 
with treatments T11 (37.86) and T9 (36.33). The minimum TSS: Acid ratio was recorded under the Treatment in T1 
(29.32) without oil coating under ambient temperature. In 21 Days, the TSS: Acid ratio was maximum in treatment T8 
(62.33) which were at with T2 (52.27). However significance difference was observed with treatment in T4(49.00), T3 
(48.96), and T10(42.29). While minimum TSS: Acid ratio was recorded under the treatment in T1 (36.52) without oil 
coating under ambient temperature. The above findings are in line with the findings of [18] in acid lime. 
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Fruit Color 
The observation of fruit color was recorded at 0, 7 , 14  and 21 days interval. The data recorded on fruit color at 
different days of interval are presented in the Table 5. As evident from table, during initial days observation shows 
the treatment differences were non-significant. In 7 days interval the maximum Fruit color was recorded in treatment 
T8 (8.68) with Coconut oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature flowed by T9 (8.58 ). Which was at par with 
treatments T10(7.89) T11 (7.94), T2 (7.71) and T6 (7.34). The minimum Fruit color was recorded under the Treatment 
in T1 (5.54) with without oil coating under ambient temperature. In 14 days interval the maximum Fruit color was 
recorded in treatment T8 (7.92) with Coconut oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature flowed by T9(7.86). 
The minimum Fruit color was recorded under the Treatment in T1 (6.37) with without oil coating under ambient 
temperature. In 21 Days, the Fruit color was maximum in treatment T8 (8.05) which were at par with T9 (7.83) and 
T10 (7.77). T11 (7.38). However significance difference was observed with treatment in T7 (7.22), and T5 (7.05). 
While Fruit color was minimum recorded under the treatment in T1( 6.00) without oil coating under ambient 
temperature. Similar results were also reported by [19] in lemon. 
 
Fruit Taste 
In 7 days interval the maximum fruit taste was recorded in treatment T8 (8.73) with Coconut oil coating (3%) under 
refrigerated temperature flowed by T10 (8.66). Which was at par with treatments T4 (8.66) and T10 (8.04). The 
minimum fruit taste was recorded under the Treatment in T1 (5.77) with without oil coating under ambient 
temperature. In 14 days interval the maximum fruit taste was recorded in treatment T8 (8.05) with Coconut oil 
coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature which was equal at T10 (8.05), .The minimum fruit taste was recorded 
under the Treatment in T1 (5.88) with without oil coating under ambient temperature. In 21 Days, the maximum fruit 
taste was recorded in treatment T8 (8.05) with Coconut oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature which was 
equal at T10 (8.05). The minimum fruit taste was recorded under the Treatment in T1 (5.88) with without oil coating 
under ambient temperature. The fruit taste was significantly affected by the Coating of Coconut oil coating (3%) 
under refrigerated temperature. Similar results were also reported by [20]. 
 
Fruit texture  
In 7 days interval the maximum fruit texture was recorded in treatment T8 (8.37) with Coconut oil coating (3%) 
under refrigerated temperature flowed by T3 ( 8.14). Which was at par with treatments T5 (7.91), T7 (7.49) and T10 
(7.34). The fruit texture was recorded under the Treatment in T1 (6.06) with without oil coating under ambient 
temperature. In 14 days and 21 Days, the maximum fruit texture was recorded in treatment T8 (8.25) with Coconut 
oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature flowed by T5( 8.05). The minimum fruit texture was recorded under 
the Treatment in T1( 6.5) with without oil coating under ambient temperature.The fruit texture was significantly 
affected by the coating of Coconut oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature. Similar results were also reported 
by [21]. 
 
Fruit Flavour 
In 7 days interval the maximum fruit Flavor was recorded in treatment T8 (8.65) with Coconut oil coating (3%) under 
refrigerated temperature flowed by T7(8.60). Which was at par with treatments T10 (8.42) T4(7.61) and T9(7.34). The 
minimum fruit Flavour was recorded under the Treatment in T1 (5.82)  with without oil coating under ambient 
temperature. In 14 days interval and 21 Days, the maximum fruit Flavour was recorded in treatment T8 (7.94) with 
Coconut oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature flowed by T9 (7.86). The minimum fruit Flavour was 
recorded under the Treatment in T1 (6.81) with without oil coating under ambient temperature. The fruit Flavour 
was significantly affected by the Coating of Coconut oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature. Similar results 
were also reported by [21]. 
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Fruit Overall acceptability 
In 7 days interval the maximum fruit Overall acceptability was recorded in treatment T8 (8.53) with Coconut oil 
coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature flowed by T6( 8.06) and T5 (8.05). Which was at par with treatments T3 
(7.99) T10 (7.79) and T11(7.32).The minimum fruit Overall acceptability was recorded under the Treatment in T1 (5.8) 
with without oil coating under ambient temperature. In 14 days interval and 21 Days, the maximum Overall 
acceptability was recorded in treatment T8 (7.9) with Coconut oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature flowed 
by T4 (7.81). The minimum fruit Overall acceptability was recorded under the Treatment in T1 (6.72) with without oil 
coating under ambient temperature. The Overall acceptability was significantly affected by the Coating of Coconut 
oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature. The above findings are in line with the findings of [22]. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
It can be concluded that among various edible oil coatings, coconut oil coating (3%) under refrigerated temperature 
(T8) found to be the most efficient edible oil coating treatment in terms of Total soluble solids (⁰Brix), TSS: Acid ratio, 
Fruit juice (ml), Juice (%), Fruit color, Fruit taste, Fruit texture, Fruit flavour and Overall acceptability. Whereas, 
treatment T2 (Mustard oil coating @3% under ambient temperature) was found to be the most valuable edible oil 
coating treatment in terms of pH. However, treatment T10 (Almond oil coating @3% under refrigerated temperature) 
was found to be most effective in terms of Titratable Acidity (%). Therefore, it can be concluded that edible coconut 
oil coating can be used to retain the chemical and sensory qualities of Malta. 
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Table 1: Treatment combination 

Symbol Treatment doses 

T1 (Control) without oil coating + Ambient condition 
T2 Mustard oil coating (3%) + Ambient condition 
T3 Coconut oil coating (3%) + Ambient condition 
T4 Olive oil coating (3%) + Ambient condition 
T5 Almond oil coating (3%) + Ambient condition 
T6 Walnut oil coating (3%) + Ambient condition 
T7 Mustard oil coating (3%) + Refrigerated condition 
T8 Coconut oil coating (3%) + Refrigerated condition 
T9 Olive oil coating (3%) + Refrigerated condition 
T10 Almond oil coating (3%) + Refrigerated condition 
T11 Walnut oil coating (3%) + Refrigerated condition 

 
Table 2: Effect of various edible oil coatings on Total Soluble solids and pH at ambient temperature and 
Refrigerated temperature 

Symbol Treatments 

 
Total Soluble solids 
( ºBrix) 

 
pH 

Days after Storage Days after Storage 

0 7 14 21 0 7 14 21 
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Table 3: Effect of Various edible oil coatings on Titratable Acidity and TSS: Acid Ratio of Malta in ambient 
temperature and Refrigerated temperature 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

T1 Without Oil + Ambient Temperature 8.7 9.09 9.89 10.86 2.860 3.17 3.41 3.76 

T2 Mustard Oil + Ambient Temperature 8.2 8.99 9.15 11.50 2.820 3.21 3.45 3.82 

T3 Coconut Oil  + Ambient Temperature 8.27 8.95 9.36 11.75 2.750 3.22 3.51 3.81 

T4 Olive Oil + Ambient Temperature 8.12 8.89 9.35 11.76 2.850 3.25 3.53 3.80 

T5 Almond Oil + Ambient Temperature 8.09 9.09 9.24 9.50 2.890 3.21 3.51 3.76 

T6 Walnut Oil + Ambient Temperature 8.02 9.61 10.02 11.12 2.930 3.18 3.52 3.81 

T7 Mustard Oil + Refrigerated 
Temperature 8.49 9.02 9.99 10.09 2.940 3.23 3.51 3.82 

T8 Coconut Oil + Refrigerated 
Temperature 

8.69 11.01 12.04 13.09 2.830 3.2 3.45 3.78 

T9 Olive Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 8.2 9.89 9.51 10.15 2.810 3.21 3.42 3.75 

T10 
Almond Oil + Refrigerated 
Temperature 

7.85 8.85 9.09 9.86 2.830 3.22 3.45 3.81 

T11 
Walnut Oil + Refrigerated 
Temperature 8.67 9.49 10.60 11.65 2.910 3.18 3.41 3.78 

S.Em± 0.26 0.12 0.28 0.09 0.083 0.04 0.06 0.08 

C.D. @ 5% NS 0.59 1.44 0.46 NS NS NS NS 

Symbol Treatments 

Titratable Acidity (%) TSS:Acid Ratio 

Days after Storage Days after Storage 

0 7 14 21 0 7 14 21 

T1 Without Oil + Ambient Temperature 0.41 0.377 0.27 0.217 19.15 23.29 29.72 36.52 

T2 Mustard Oil + Ambient Temperature 0.40 0.363 0.28 0.227 20.00 25.69 31.55 52.27 

T3 Coconut Oil  + Ambient Temperature 0.43 0.370 0.28 0.247 18.80 24.86 31.20 48.96 

T4 Olive Oil + Ambient Temperature 0.40 0.370 0.29 0.247 19.80 24.69 30.16 49.00 

T5 Almond Oil + Ambient Temperature 0.46 0.363 0.29 0.257 17.21 25.97 29.81 38.00 

T6 Walnut Oil + Ambient Temperature 0.40 0.357 0.29 0.287 19.56 28.26 31.31 39.71 

T7 Mustard Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 0.39 0.350 0.29 0.237 21.23 27.33 31.22 43.87 

T8 Coconut Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 0.38 0.343 0.27 0.217 22.28 34.41 46.31 62.33 

T9 Olive Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 0.40 0.377 0.29 0.247 20.71 24.57 36.63 51.71 

T10 Almond Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 0.40 0.383 0.29 0.277 20.00 26.73 29.72 42.29 

T11 Walnut Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 0.38 0.343 0.28 0.227 22.23 29.66 37.86 52.95 

S.Em± 0.02 0.018 0.01 0.013 0.58 0.50 0.59 0.72 

C.D. @ 5% NS NS NS NS NS 2.54 3.01 3.64 
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Table 4: Effect of various edible oil coatings on Juice (%) and Juice (ml) of malta fruits in ambient temperature 
and Refrigerated temperature 

 
Table 5: Effect of various edible oil coatings on Color and Taste at ambient temperature and Refrigerated 
temperature 

 

Symbol Treatments 

Juice % Juice (ml) 

Days after Storage Days after Storage 

0 7 14 21 0 7 14 21 

T1 Without Oil + Ambient Temperature 70.54 66.30 60.24 57.69 78 62 51 46.00 

T2 Mustard Oil + Ambient Temperature 67.83 66.67 61.18 60.26 78 61 52 47.00 

T3 Coconut Oil  + Ambient Temperature 71.82 71.76 66.25 64.38 79 60 50 45.00 

T4 Olive Oil + Ambient Temperature 69.09 68.89 61.45 61.33 79 61 53 47.00 

T5 Almond Oil + Ambient Temperature 67.26 72.94 64.56 65.71 76 62 51 46.00 

T6 Walnut Oil + Ambient Temperature 68.75 72.62 65.38 62.67 77 61 52 46.00 

T7 Mustard Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 68.70 70.45 64.20 63.89 79 62 52 47.00 

T8 Coconut Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 70.91 72.94 70.27 65.71 76 62 51 46.00 

T9 Olive Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 67.83 66.30 60.47 60.00 78 61 52 48.00 

T10 Almond Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 70.54 72.94 63.75 63.51 79 62 51 47.00 

T11 Walnut Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 70.43 66.30 60.47 60.76 81 61 52 48.00 

S.Em± 0.78 0.58 0.42 0.43 1 0.83 0.58 0.92 

C.D. @ 5% NS 2.96 2.12 2.17 NS NS NS NS 

Symbol Treatments 

Color Taste 

Days after Storage Days after Storage 

0 7 14 21 0 7 14 21 

T1 Without Oil + Ambient Temperature 6.450 5.54 6.37 6 7.560 5.77 5.88 5.88 

T2 Mustard Oil + Ambient Temperature 7.840 7.71 7.81 6.25 7.570 6.58 7.38 7.38 

T3 Coconut Oil  + Ambient Temperature 7.380 8.37 6.52 6.06 7.273 7.07 7.64 7.64 

T4 Olive Oil + Ambient Temperature 6.270 6.61 6.97 6.81 7.690 8.50 7.33 7.33 

T5 Almond Oil + Ambient Temperature 6.290 8.4 6.57 7.05 8.070 8.66 7.65 7.67 

T6 Walnut Oil + Ambient Temperature 7.090 7.34 7.08 6.8 6.947 8.04 7.65 8.05 

T7 Mustard Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 6.490 6.75 7.46 7.22 7.563 7.32 7.16 7.16 

T8 Coconut Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 8.770 8.68 7.92 8.05 7.810 8.73 8.05 8.05 

T9 Olive Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 8.230 8.58 7.86 7.83 7.623 6.19 7.26 7.26 
T10 Almond Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 8.450 7.89 7.81 7.77 7.623 8.04 8.05 8.05 

T11 Walnut Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 8.440 7.94 7.69 7.38 7.687 7.46 7.49 7.49 

S.Em± 0.417 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.125 0.083 0.08 0.07 

C.D. @ 5% NS 0.41 0.41 0.42 NS 0.423 0.41 0.36 
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Table 6: Effect of various edible oil coatings on Texture and  Flavor at ambient temperature and Refrigerated 
temperature 

 
Table 7: Effect of various edible oil coatings on overall acceptability of malta at ambient temperature and 
Refrigerated temperature 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Symbol Treatments 

Texture Flavor 

Days after Storage Days after Storage 

0 7 14 21 0 7 14 21 

T1 Without Oil + Ambient Temperature 6.93 6.06 6.5 6.5 7.23 5.82 6.81 6.81 

T2 Mustard Oil + Ambient Temperature 7.19 7.87 7.94 7.94 7.17 6.85 7.94 7.94 

T3 Coconut Oil  + Ambient Temperature 7.74 8.14 6.72 6.72 7.41 6.87 7.16 7.16 

T4 Olive Oil + Ambient Temperature 7.7 7.5 7.92 7.92 8.04 7.61 7.06 7.06 

T5 Almond Oil + Ambient Temperature 7.38 7.91 8.05 8.05 8.01 7.22 7.51 7.51 

T6 Walnut Oil + Ambient Temperature 7.85 5.91 7.5 7.5 7.22 6.59 7.56 7.56 

T7 Mustard Oil + Refrigerated 
Temperature 

6.94 7.49 7.13 7.13 7.85 8.6 7.94 7.84 

T8 Coconut Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 7.99 8.37 8.25 8.25 8.18 8.65 7.94 7.94 

T9 Olive Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 7.86 6.53 7.16 7.16 7.66 7.34 7.86 7.86 

T10 Almond Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 7.1 7.34 7.84 7.84 7.82 8.42 7.18 7.18 
T11 Walnut Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 7.64 6.98 7.83 7.83 7.4 6.93 7.19 7.19 

S.Em± 0.48 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.22 0.1 0.1 0.1 

C.D. @ 5% NS 0.36 0.42 0.42 NS 0.4 0.5 0.5 

Symbol Treatments 

Overall Acceptability

Days after Storage 

0 7 14 21 

T1 Without Oil + Ambient Temperature 7.72 5.8 6.72 6.72 

T2 Mustard Oil + Ambient Temperature 7.44 7.7 7.38 7.38 

T3 Coconut Oil  + Ambient Temperature 7.33 7.99 6.89 6.89 

T4 Olive Oil + Ambient Temperature 7.5 8.05 7.81 7.81 

T5 Almond Oil + Ambient Temperature 7.43 8.06 7.64 7.64 

T6 Walnut Oil + Ambient Temperature 7.07 6.68 7.28 7.28 

T7 Mustard Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 7.65 7.1 7.35 7.35 

T8 Coconut Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 8.24 8.53 7.96 7.96 

T9 Olive Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 8.23 6.53 7.49 7.49 
T10 Almond Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 7.68 7.79 7.53 7.53 

T11 Walnut Oil + Refrigerated Temperature 7.86 7.32 7.47 7.47 

S.Em± 0.40 0.07 0.08 0.08 

C.D. @ 5% NS 0.36 0.41 0.41 
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Fig 1: Effect of various edible oil coatings on Total 
Soluble solids at ambient temperature and 
Refrigerated temperature 

Fig 2: Effect of various edible oil coatings on pH at 
ambient temperature and Refrigerated temperature 

 
 

Fig 3: Effect of various edible oil coatings on Titratable 
Acidity at ambient temperature and Refrigerated 
temperature 

Fig 4: Effect of various edible oil coatings on TSS:Acid 
ratio at ambient temperature and Refrigerated 
temperature 

 

 
Fig 5: Effect of various edible oil coatings on Juice (%) 
ratio at ambient temperature and Refrigerated 
temperature 
 

Fig 6: Effect of various edible oil coatings on Juice (ml) 
ratio at ambient temperature and Refrigerated 
temperature 
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The increasing concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the Earth's atmosphere has had a profound 
impact on the planet's balance. There is presently no approved technique or method for reducing CO2 
emissions, despite attempts being conducted on a global scale. To reduce CO2 emissions, two primary 
strategies are being used, but in this present review we tried to focus on carbon capture via biological 
technique. The present study analyses i) the physiological processes of microalgae and focuses on their 
function in carbon capture, paying particular attention to the carbon concentration mechanism (CCM). ii) 
The RuBisCo (“Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase”)-rich subcellular organelle known as 
the pyrenoid, which is an essential component of CCM in microalgae and vital role of Carbonic 
Anhydrase (CA) for CO2 conversion into HCO3- and its utilization by maintaining the pH in algal cells.iii) 
Also compare the economic viability of different CO2 capture technologies with the help of their 
estimated cost. 
Keywords: Biomass, Carbonic anhydrase, Climate change, Microalgae, RuBisCo 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide enhanced the risks associated with climate change by raising the 
atmospheric temperature.The level of carbon dioxide doubled, and the global temperature increased by over 2°C. 
CO2 is a greenhouse gas that accounts for 68% of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) entering the atmosphere and 
contributes significantly to global warming [116]. The persistence of several animal and plant species,as well as 
people, is seriously threatened by climate change. Climate change has been made worse by the ongoing rise in 
release of various greenhouse gases, especially CO2 (carbon dioxide), water vapor, CH4(methane), N2O(nitrous oxide) 
and fluorinated gases [39], [45]. Fossil fuel consumption is the main cause of the increase in GHG emissions, which 
are primarily attributed to human activities. The atmospheric CO2 level on the planet has gone up from 313 ppm in 
1960 to 411 ppm in 2020 [68]. A high atmospheric CO2 concentration increases ocean water acidity, which has a 
severe negative impact on marine ecology [50]. Therefore, developing a suitable plan to lower or stabilize the 
atmospheric CO2 level is urgently needed at this time.To reduce GHG emissions, many countries have ratified 
international agreements, such as the Paris Agreement (2015), Kyoto Protocol (1997), and COP26. These agreements 
aim to reduce CO2emissions, but there are two main strategies for lowering CO2 emissions: (i)reducing the usage of 
fossil fuels while boosting the utilization of renewable energy sources; and (ii) CCS (“Carbon capture and storage”) 
through different chemical, biological, or physical techniques 105], [85]. CO2 capture has three distinct technical 
advantages: Firstly, it lowers the atmospheric concentration of CO2; secondly, it lowers the release of CO2if CO2 is to 
be taken from substantial static sources; and last, the CO2 that is caught can be utilized as a feedstock or substrate to 
make chemicals and energy [28], [111]. Carbon dioxide storage and utilization can create new economic and career 
prospects in addition to these technical advantages. 
 
Currently, there are numerous physical and chemical methods for capturing and storing carbon that are collectively 
known as CCS (Carbon capture and storage) methodologies as shown in Table 1. The three main steps of CCS are 
CO2 capture, transit and storage. Large point sources, including power stations and cement mills, are used to capture 
CO2. The CO2 capture and separation from different exhaust systems is done by the following processes: 1) Physical 
adsorption 2) Chemical absorption 3) Cryogenic distillation and 4) Membrane separation [30], [88]. Then, 
compressed CO2 which is highly concentrated, shipped to storage locations [113]. After then, the collected CO2 is 
deposited into reservoirs, which are oceanic and geological storage where it is directly injected deep into the ocean), 
aquifers, saline formations, or depleted oil and gas wells [63]. Despite the above-mentioned CCS’s impressive storage 
capacity, there are still a number of disadvantages, including costly operation and transit, the environmental risk of 
long-term CO2 leakage, as well as other ambiguities [64], [26]. In addition, non-point, diffused emissions and small 
quantities of CO2 cannot be trapped by CCS processes, they are only actually effective for trapping CO2 from point 
sources producing large concentrations of CO2 [83]. In addition to chemical and physical CCS, the biological 
pathway can be used to capture CO2 through biological sinks: (i) forestation: afforestation, reforestation; cultivation 
of crops; and the subsequent valorization of biomass[28], [18]. (ii) Ocean fertilization: fertilizing the oceans with iron 
and other nutrients, which causes the phytoplankton to absorb more CO2 [122].  
 
(iii) Cultivation of microalgae [64]. 
One of the most significant and efficient carbon storage techniques in the world is biological carbon capture 
technology, particularly microalgal carbon dioxide fixation technology. Carbon dioxide fixation technology is long-
term viable from an economic, environmental, and sustainability perspective [106]. The process of autotrophic 
organisms and plants converting CO2 into carbon that is organic via photosynthesis to produce significant quantities 
of biomass is known as BCM or Biological carbon mitigation [111]. The primary emphasis of this review is on 
biological platforms, particularly on microalgae-based method. Microalgae are microscopic, single-celled 
photosynthetic organisms that belong to the group of algae. They are found in diverse aquatic environments, 
including freshwater, marine, and brackish water habitats. Microalgae are known for their ability to perform 
photosynthesis, using sunlight, carbon dioxide (CO2), and nutrients to produce organic matter and oxygen. 
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Microalgae contribute significantly to the oxygen in the atmosphere and absorb CO2, which is responsible for a 
substantial percentage (about 50%) of light harvesting process on Earth [22]. Biomass from algae produces a carbon-
free, sustainable fuel source that is helpful to the environment by using carbon dioxide produced by human activities 
[93]. The efficiency of photosynthesis of microalgae typically ranges from 11 to 20%, which is higher than that of 
terrestrial plants (1-2%). During the exponential growth of a few algae species, their biomass was able to double in a 
span of three and a half hours.These microalgae are a fantastic option of organisms due to their advantages of higher 
carbon dioxide (flue gas) tolerance, low light intensity needs, environmental sustainability, and co-producing useful 
products [107], [48].Microalgae hold significant potential for sustainable development and addressing environmental 
challenges. Their ability to photosynthesize, capture carbon dioxide, and their versatile applications make them a 
valuable resource for various sectors. Ongoing research is exploring ways to optimize microalgal cultivation, 
improve productivity, and harness their full potential for a range of applications. 
 
Carbon capture by Microalgae 
Algae, both macro and micro-sized, are known for their efficiency in photosynthesis and their ability to incorporate 
CO2 into biomass and energy. They are considered one of the most promising biofactories for carbon capture and 
utilization.Macroalgae, also known as seaweeds, have a high lipid content, making them suitable for direct extraction 
of oils that can be used in biodiesel production. These algae can be cultivated in coastal areas and have the advantage 
of fast growth rates.Micro-sized algae encompass a wide range of species, including diatoms, cyanobacteria, 
euglenoids, green algae, blue algae, red algae, brown algae, golden algae, and yellow algae. These microalgae have 
enormous potential for CO2 fixation through enzymatic processes, primarily using the enzyme RuBisCo in the 
Calvin-Benson cycle. 
 
The efficiency of micro-sized algae in fixing CO2 varies among species, but they generally exhibit high rates of carbon 
dioxide absorption and conversion into biomass. As mentioned in literature, Approximately 1.84 kg of ambient 
carbon dioxide may be fixed by 1 kg of microalgae.This makes them valuable in the context of carbon capture and 
mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions.Furthermore, microalgae have additional benefits, such as their ability to 
grow in diverse environments, including saline or wastewater, which reduces the competition for arable land. They 
can also be cultivated using non-potable water sources, reducing the strain on freshwater resources.The potential of 
algae for CO2 fixation and biofuel production has garnered significant attention in recent years. Research and 
development attempts are focused on optimizing algae cultivation techniques, improving lipid productivity, and 
developing cost-effective harvesting and processing methods. Fig 1 shows the four most significant groups of algae 
in terms of abundance [55]. 
 
By harnessing the capabilities of algae as photosynthetic biofactories, there is great potential to not only capture and 
utilize CO2 but also to generate renewable energy sources such as biodiesel. However, further advancements in 
technology, scalability, and economic viability are necessary to realize the full potential of algae-based carbon 
capture and utilization systems.Anabaena affix 1.46 g/L/d of CO2, whereas Chlorella vulgaris affix 6.24 g/L/d of CO2. 
Bioenergy and biomass are created using CO2 [19]. Growing these algae in close proximity to the sources of 
emissions can primarily lower increased CO2 levels and generate vast amounts of biofuels and biomass [18]. The 
elements that should be taken into account before cultivating practises to acquire the greatest output are the choice of 
algae species, appropriate growth parameters, and suitable feedstock [36]. The ideal algal species should have the 
qualities listed below to maximise CO2 biofixation and yield. Both the rate of integration and the capacity to collect 
carbon should be quite high. It should be able to withstand extreme CO2 stress, use few nutrients appropriately, and 
be resilient to changes in temperature and H+, OH factors [1]. Table 2 shows the different algal strains that have been 
studied for carbon dioxide storage.   
 
Microalgae play a significant role in carbon storage due to their ability to capture and store carbon dioxide (CO2) 
through photosynthesis. Here's how microalgae contribute to carbon storage: 
1. Photosynthetic Carbon Fixation: Microalgae use photosynthesis to convert Carbon dioxide into organic 

compounds, mainly carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins. During light harvesting process, microalgae use sun 
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light to convert CO2 and water into glucose and oxygen. The captured carbon is then used to build cellular 
biomass. 

2. Biomass Accumulation: As microalgae continue to photosynthesize and grow, they accumulate biomass, 
incorporating carbon from CO2 into their cellular structures. This biomass represents a long-term carbon storage. 

3. Carbon Storage in Lipids: Some microalgae have the capability to produce high amounts of lipids or oils, which 
can serve as a significant carbon sink. These lipids can be extracted and processed for the production of biofuels, 
providing a renewable energy source while simultaneously carbon capture. 

4. Carbon Transfer in Food Chains: Microalgae are primary producers at the base of aquatic food chains. When 
consumed by higher trophic levels such as zooplankton, fish, or shellfish, the carbon stored in microalgal biomass 
is transferred and stored in their tissues. This can lead to indirect carbon storage in higher-level organisms. 

5. Sedimentation and Burial: As microalgae reach the end of their life cycle or experience cell death, their biomass 
can sink and be deposited in sediments or the ocean floor. Over time, these sediments can bury and store carbon 
for extended periods, contributing to long-term carbon storage. 

6. Carbonate Precipitation: Some microalgae, particularly coccolithophores, have the ability to form calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3) shells or plates. These calcium carbonate structures, when deposited in sediments or oceanic 
environments, contribute to the long-term storage of carbon. 

 
It is important to note that the effectiveness of microalgae as carbon sequesters rely on factors likemicroalgal species, 
growth situations, nutrient availability, and harvesting strategies. Additionally, the harvested biomass and derived 
products, such as biofuels, can have different carbon sttorage potentials depending on their utilization and fate after 
their use. 
 
Sources of Microalgae 
Microalgae can be found in various natural and man-made environments. Here are some common sources of 
microalgae as shown in Fig 2. It's important to note that the specific sources and species of microalgae may vary 
depending on geographical location, environmental conditions, and intended applications. Different microalgal 
strains are used for specific purposes, such as Carbon capture, biofuel production, bioremediation, food 
supplements, and pharmaceuticals as shown in Fig 3. 
 
Physiochemical mechanism of Microalgae for Carbon capture 
Microalgae are small organisms that live in marine and freshwater habitats. They are unicellular creatures that can 
live alone or in communities. They can be as little as a few micrometeres(m) or as large as a few hundred 
micrometers, according to the species. They lack roots, stems, and leaves, in contrast to larger plants. They have the 
photosynthetic capacity using the CO2 (greenhouse gas) for its photoautotrophic growth.They are known to generate 
nearly half of the oxygen in the atmosphere. The diversity of microalgae is enormous, and they are a nearly 
unexplored resource.In several distinct genera, it is thought that there are between 200,000 and 800,000 species, of 
which only 50,000 have been described.It has been scientifically determined that over 15,000 new chemicals derived 
from algal biomass [15]. The majority species of microalgae generate specific products such as toxins, peptides, 
carotenoids, fatty acids, sterols and antioxidants. Microalgal species stores all the carbons in the cell in the form of 
starch, lipids and proteins. Therefore microalgae is also a good option for producing biofuels. However, few species 
of microalgae have heterotrophic metabolism and have the ability to survive in dark conditions. Under specific 
circumstances, some strains of algae have mixotrophically growth. Because of the ability of microalgae to store the 
organic carbons that are present in wastewater and can eventually exhale to the atmosphere if decomposed by 
bacteria, the potential of microalgae to spread mixotrophically or heterotrophically is significant and dominating.  
 
Photoautotrophic metabolism 
A vast number of microalgae are photoautotrophs, converting CO2 into carbohydrates through photosynthesis with 
inorganic carbon and light. Algal growth fix CO2 through the Calvin-Benson cycle as shown in Fig 4, where the 
chemical Rubisco assumes a key part in changing over CO2 into natural mixtures [72], [74]. The photosynthetic 
reaction that occurs in microalgae can be classified into 2 groups: the light reaction and the dark reaction. Light 
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drives the first phase of photosynthesis, during which NADP+ aand ADP are transformed into energy-storing 
NADPH and ATP molecules [16]. The Calvin–Benson cycle is used in the second phase, or dark phase, to fix CO2 and 
assimilate it into organic compounds (glucose) produced in the first phase using NADPH and ATP [10]. Here, 
RuBisCo (Ribulosebisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase) assumes a critical part in the storage of CO2 [102], [121]. CO2 
is transformed into 3-phosphoglycerate by Rubisco. However, Rubisco is not a good CO2 fixer because of its weak 
CO2 binding due to its oxygenase nature [102], [121]. After that, the production of carbohydrates involves these 
phosphoglycerates. Moreover, these phosphoglycerates are for most part used to recover RuBP, which is then 
utilized to proceed 
 
with the carbon-fixing cycle. Phosphoglycolate, which is produced by RuBisCo's oxygen ion, hinders activity of 
RuBisCo's carboxylase. Utilizing ATP and releasing Carbon dioxide, the phosphoglycolate is further transformed 
into phosphoglycerate (3-PGA). This response is known as photorespiration, in which O2is used and CO2 is delivered 
[14]. Therefore, photorespiration consumes C and energy, which eventually reduces the output of light harvesting 
process. However, the oxygenase activity of Rubisco is bolstered by the fact that the concentration of O2 in the 
atmosphere is typically still higher than that of CO2 in the atmosphere. Microalgae have developed carbon 
concentrating mechanisms (CCMs) to improve CO2 concentrations within Rubisco's range to combat this situation 
[78], [101]. 
 
Heterotrophic metabolism 
Organic carbon is required for heterotrophic metabolism, which can occur with or without solar energy. 
Albeitmicroalgae primarily use photoautotrophic growth, there are situations where a few microalgae can develop 
by means of heterotrophic digestion under dull or dim-light circumstances, thatis inadequate for autotrophic 
digestion. These specific algae heterotrophically metabolise a large number of sources of organic carbon in these dim 
light settings [69], [76], [115]. The pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) is followed by this metabolism, which uses 
organic carbons from acetate, lactate, glucose, and glycerol. It also makes use of a range of enzymes that are involved 
in respiration, anabolic and catabolic metabolism, phosphorylation, transport, and other processes [37]. 
Photoheterotrophy, on the contrary, is the process by which heterotrophy can take place in the presence of light in a 
small number of algal strains [44]. The cultivation of heterotrophic microalgae has the following characteristics: (i) a 
comparablely higher capacity to absorb light and grow; (ii) a rapid rate of growth; what's more (iii) the ability to use 
different sorts of assets of natural carbon sources [76]. Manymicroalgal variants have been studied for the generation 
of biomass and different key metabolites under heterotrophic conditions utilising glucose as a carbon source [89], 
[125].  
 
Mixotrophic metabolism 
Mixotrophic metabolism involves the simultaneous utilization of autotrophic photosynthesis and heterotrophic 
absorption.This digestion can be viewed as a subordinate of the heterotrophic digestion as both CO2 and natural 
carbon are utilized simultaneously. The highest glucose utilisation is achieved through mixotrophic metabolism, 
which also involves respiration and photosynthesis [65].Mixotrophic metabolism can therefore utilize both inorganic 
and organic carbon, resulting in a high biomass production [75], [118]. The natural carbon is caught by means of 
vigorous breath, though inorganic carbon is consumed through photosynthesis [41].In comparison to autotrophic or 
heterotrophic cultivations, mixotrophic microalgae cultivation yields more cells per unit of energy input [126]. 
Moreover, mixotrophic digestion shows a lower energy-change productivity contrasted with heterotrophic digestion 
[126].Be that as it may, both these mechanism safeguard the significant colors and photosynthetic carotenoids under 
sun powered illumination [13], [27]. Mixotrophic cultivation has some profits over photoautotrophic cultivation, like 
a faster rate of development, fewer development cycles, a negligible decrease in biomass in the dim light, and overall 
higher biomass yields [61], [86]. Contrarily, mixotrophic metabolisms have several disadvantages of their own, such 
as the vulnerability to invasive heterotrophic bacteria in bare pond settings and the cost, which is considerable owing 
to the high need for organic carbon supplies [87]. Additionally, the mixotrophic mechanism faces another obstacle 
when trying to strike a balance between the two types of metabolisms. Besides, adjusting two sorts of digestion 
systems is one more test for the mixotrophic mechanism. 
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Mechanism of CCM (Carbon Concentration Mechanism) 
The aquatic photosynthetic microorganisms account for half of the world's photosynthesis [29]. At pH levels above 7 
and temperatures below 308ºC, HCO-3 is the primary form of Carbon dioxide in H2O. One advantage of amphibian 
capture of carbon is that the non-gaseous form of Carbon dioxide, HCO-3, directly supports growth of algae and 
formation of biomass. However, when it comes to obtaining CO2 from the atmosphere, these aquatic microorganisms 
face both benefits and drawbacks. One significant challenge they encounter is the slow and low-affinity nature of the 
enzyme RuBisCO, which is responsible for CO2 assimilation. RuBisCO can only utilize up to 25% of its catalytic 
activity at ambient CO2 levels because the concentration of broken down Carbon dioxide is lower than the Km 
(Michaelis constant) of RuBisCO. Higher levels of Oxygen compete with Carbon dioxide during the catalytic process. 
These organisms observe significant variations in inorganic carbon levels (CO2 and HCO-3), which influence the pH 
of the surrounding environment and consequently affect the presence of CO2 and HCO-3 for light harvesting process. 
In an acidic pH environment, CO2 is the predominant form of inorganic carbon, whereas in an alkaline pH 
environment, HCO-3 is the prevalent form [11], [35]. As a result, aquatic photosynthetic microorganisms that contain 
chlorophyll have been able to overcome obstacles and survive at low concentration of carbon dioxide thanks to the 
development of CCM. It has been accounted that there are 3 sorts of CCM’s in nature [78] 
 
C4 mechanism: As the first completely stated photosynthetic carbon concentrating mechanism (CCM), the C4 
mechanism is largely seen in higher plants. Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase fixes CO2 through this method, 
resulting in the creation of a four-carbon acid. This four-carbon acid is subsequently transferred and decarboxylated, 
giving RuBisCO, the Calvin cycle enzyme, a larger quantity of CO2 [94], [101]. 
 
Inorganic carbon active transportation: The previously described carbon concentrating mechanism (CCM) in 
cyanobacteria has been thoroughly investigated. The CCM of cyanobacteria is clearly characterised and involves 
active absorption of both CO2 and HCO-3 species, which is made possible by specific cells termed carboxysomes. 
These intracellular microcompartments are essential to the cyanobacteria's CCM[9], [91]. 

 
Concentration of CO2 rising around the RuBisCO enzyme: This type of carbon concentrating mechanism (CCM) 
relies on the establishment of pH gradients over the chloroplast and thylakoid membranes, and it is predominantly 
present in eukaryotic algae. In the existence of light, the stroma of chloroplast maintains 8 pH, while the lumen of 
thylakoidhas 4-5 pH , resulting in a significant pH difference over the membrane of thylakoid. Due to this pH 
gradient, bicarbonate is the predominant inorganic carbon (Ci) species in the stroma of chloroplast, while CO2 
remains in the primary form in the lume of thylakoid. Any HCO3- that enters the lume of thylakoid is rapidly 
changed into CO2 through the action of a carbonic anhydrase (CA) enzyme present in the lumen of thylakoid, thus 
increasing the accessibility of Carbon dioxide to RuBisCO. This conversion process from HCO-3 to CO2 was proposed 
by Pronina and Semenenko[92]. 
 
The processes through which algae can store CO2 are listed in Table 3. They vary from biophysical processes that 
either involve the active transport of DIC across one or more cellular membranes or the localised enhancement of 
external concentration of CO2 by acidification of the external medium to biochemical C4 and CAM mechanisms that 
involve additional DIC (Dissolved Inorganic Carbon) fixation in addition to that by RuBisCO. 
 
CA (Carbonic Anhydrase) 
CA is an enzyme that catalyzes the reversible interconversion of CO2 and H2O (water) into HCO3-(bicarbonate ion) 
and H+ (hydrogen ion). It plays a important part in different physiological processes which includes CO2transport, 
pH regulation, and bicarbonate ion production.The primary objective of the enzyme carbonic anhydrase is to speed 
up the CO2 and water reaction, which is quite sluggish without it. By facilitating this reaction, CA helps maintain the 
balance of CO2 and HCO3- in biological systems.There are several isotypes of CA, which are found in various tissues 
and have specific functions. Carbonic anhydrase is present in various organisms, including mammals, plants, and 
bacteria.In mammals, carbonic anhydrase is found in RBCs, where it assists in the transport of CO2from tissues to the 
lungs for elimination. It also take part in the regulation of acid-base balance in the body by participating in the 
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transformation of CO2 and H2O into HCO3- and H+ ions. Carbonic Anhydrase is a Zn-containing enzyme that aids in 
Carbon dioxide fixation via a nucleophilic assault by an ion of hydroxide attached to a Zn atom. This is followed by 
the ionisation of the water molecule coupled to zinc, which regenerates the active site, and the removal of a proton 
from the active site, as shown in Eq. (1) [101]. As a result, CA's take part in fixation of carbon which converts HCO3-  
to CO2, which serves as a substrate for RuBisCO, the main enzyme for fixation of carbon in algae and plants. 
 
CO2 + H2O ⇌ HCO3- + H+⇌ CO32- + 2H+        (1) 
 
In plants, carbonic anhydrase is involved in photosynthesis. It helps convert CO2 into HCO3- in the chloroplasts, 
allowing for efficient carbon fixation and subsequent synthesis of sugars.In addition to its physiological roles, 
carbonic anhydrase has been the subject of research for various applications, including the development of drugs for 
conditions such as glaucoma, epilepsy, and cancer.Overall, carbonic anhydrase is an important enzyme involved in 
carbon dioxide metabolism and pH regulation in biological systems, playing a vital role in maintaining homeostasis. 
The five types of carbonic anhydrase and their characteristics are described in table 4. 
 
Role of CA in CCM 
CA (Carbonic anhydrase) plays a crucial role in carbon storage in microalgae by facilitating the interconversion of 
CO2(carbon dioxide) and HCO3- (bicarbonate) ions as shown in Fig 5. Here's a brief overview of the role of CA in 
carbon capture in microalgae: 
 
1. Conversion of CO2 to HCO3-: CAcatalyzes the reversible hydration of Carbon dioxide to form HCO3-. This 

reaction is represented as: 
 
CO2 + H2O⇌ HCO3- + H+ 

 
The enzyme carbonic anhydrase accelerates the hydration reaction, allowing the efficient conversion of CO2 to 
bicarbonate ions within microalgal cells. 

2. Bicarbonate Utilization: Bicarbonate ions are an essential carbon source for microalgae. They are actively 
transported into the cells through specific transporters. Inside the cells, bicarbonate is further utilized by carbonic 
anhydrase for various metabolic processes, including photosynthesis. 

3. Enhancement of CO2 Concentration: By catalyzing the conversion of CO2 to bicarbonate ions, carbonic anhydrase 
helps maintain a high concentration of CO2 in the vicinity of the photosynthetic enzyme, RuBisCo (ribulose-1,5-
bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase). This high Carbon dioxide concentration facilitates the fixation of Carbon 
dioxide by RuBisCo, increasing the efficiency of light harvesting process. 

4. pH Regulation: Carbonic anhydrase also plays a role in pH regulation within microalgal cells. The conversion of 
CO2 to bicarbonate ions helps buffer the pH by consuming excess H+ ions produced during metabolic processes. 
This pH regulation is important for maintaining optimal enzymatic activities and overall cell function. 

By facilitating the conversion of CO2 to bicarbonate ions and maintaining an optimal carbon concentration, carbonic 
anhydrase enables microalgae to efficiently capture and utilize CO2 for growth and photosynthesis. This contributes 
to the storage of CO2from the environment, aiding in the mitigation of greenhouse gas ejection and storage of carbon 
in microalgal biomass. 
 
Mechanism of CA 
The mechanism of CA involves a Zinc ion (Zn2+) at the active site, which is coordinated with 3 residues of histidine 
(His) in the enzyme’s active site as shown in figure 6. Histidine side chains control three places on a Zn prosthetic 
group in the Carbonic Anhydrase enzyme. The CO2 gets closer to OHgroup which is attached to Zn2+ by the 
Enzyme’s  “E” active site which contain a particular space for Carbon dioxide. This causes the attack of OH- which is 
electron rich in nature to CO2 for HCO-3 molecule formation. In many cases, the CO2 molecule which is found in 
hydrophobic pocket is attacked by the Zn-OH- for the formation of Zn bound bicarbonate ion (Eq. (2)). The H2O 
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molecule replace the HCO-3 which is bound with the Zinc, release bicarbonate ion (Eq. (3)). The bicarbonate ion 
present in the solution can procure an Hydrogen ion to form carbonic acid or dropping the Hydrogen ion to form 
carbonate ion (Eq. (4)). The methods of CA-catalyzed mediation for better CO2 collection, conversion, and utilisation 
are summarised in Table 5. 
 
E-Zn2+- OH- + CO2⇌ E-Zn2+ - HCO3-(2) 
E-Zn2+-HCO3- + H2O ⇌ HCO3- + E - Zn2+ - H2O            (3)         
HCO3- + H+⇌ H2CO3⇌ 2H+ + CO3-(4) 
 
Factors affecting Carbon capture in Microalgae 
Carbon capture in microalgae, which are microscopic photosynthetic organisms, can be influenced by various 
factors. Here are some key factors that can affect carbon capture in microalgae: 
 
7.1 Light Availability: Microalgae require sufficient light for photosynthesis, which is the procedure by which they 
convert CO2 into organic matter, including carbohydrates and lipids. Light intensity, duration, and quality 
(wavelength) can affect the rate of photosynthesis and, consequently, carbon capture in microalgae.The 
photosynthesis reaction comprises two phases: the light-dependent reaction and the light-independent reaction. The 
photon molecules are transformed into the biological substance in NADPH and ATP by a light-dependent process. 
When RuBisCo is present, it is employed to fix or sequester carbon in the Calvin-Benson cycle [67]. As a outcome, the 
Calvin-Benson cycle of C capture in microalgae requires optimal irradiance [76]. The rate of photosynthetic activity 
changes as a result of low and high light intensity. Microalgae often enhance their light-capturing mechanisms 
(chlorophylls) as effectively as feasible when there is minimal light energy. Instead, strong light intensities change PS 
II's acceptor-side activity and prevent electrons from moving from QA- to QB-. As a result, more charge 
recombination occurs, which encourages the creation of P680, which combines with oxygen to create singlet oxygen 
[4].Microalgae utilise light energy through the processes of photoacclimation and photo-limitation, two well-known 
phenomena [90]. The steady loss of photosynthetic pigments (mostly chlorophylls a and b) in reciprocation to higher 
irradiation was described as the photoacclimation notion. If the pigment content of cells rises, it's probable that 
certain cells won't have access to photon molecules and will need to develop a larger photosynthetic apparatus. 
Singlet oxygen's extremely reactive nature led to oxidative loss in the Photosystem II. It is well known that reduced 
photosynthetic rates and, subsequently, low C fixation and biomass production under high light stress are caused by 
oxidative stress brought on by singlet oxygen or ROS (reactive oxygen species) [31], [103]. 
 
Nutrient Availability: Microalgae need important nutrients such as N, P and micronutrients for growth and 
photosynthesis. The acessibility and stability of these nutrients can impact the productivity and carbon storage 
capacity of microalgae. Nutrient limitation or excess can influence the growth rate and lipid production, which 
affects carbon storage. 
 
Carbon Dioxide Concentration: Microalgae use CO2 as a carbon source for photosynthesis. Higher concentrations of 
CO2 in the growth environment can stimulate photosynthesis and carbon storage in microalgae. Therefore, the 
availability of CO2, either naturally or through enhanced supply, can impact their carbon capture 
potential.According to a study, Chlorella vulgaris grows best at 5% (v/v) CO2 concentrations and is inhibited at 15% 
(v/v) CO2 concentrations (Yun et al., 1997). In general, acidification in the chloroplast stroma area inhibits the 
development of microalgae at high CO2 concentrations by inactivating the Calvin-Benson cycle's essential enzymes 
[109].  
 
Temperature: Temperature plays a critical role in the growth and metabolic activities of microalgae. Optimal 
temperatures promote photosynthesis, growth, and carbon fixation, leading to increased carbon storage. However, 
extreme temperatures outside the optimal range can inhibit microalgal growth and reduce their carbon storage 
capacity. The activity of the enzyme Carboxylase and Rubisco, which is crucial for photosynthesis and 
photorespiration, is decreased by a low temperature, which hinders the mechanism ofcapture of carbon in algae. 
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Similar to humans, microalgae experience photorespiration and metabolic activity changes at extremely high 
temperatures [81].An rise in temperature causes a decrease in CO2 solubility in the liquid media used to cultivate 
algae, and these two variables are inversely related. 
 
pH and Carbonate Chemistry: pH and carbonate chemistry of the growth medium influence the availability of 
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) forms, including CO2, bicarbonate (HCO3-), and carbonate (CO32-) ions. The balance 
of these forms can affect the efficiency of carbon uptake/capture in microalgae.Except for certain cyanobacteria, 
microalgal culture primarily exhibits optimal growth in the pH ranges of 6.5 to 8.5. However, an alkaline (high) pH is 
advantageous for CO2 absorption since it rises the amount of free CO2 in the culture medium, which encourages the 
algal development that can withstand high CO2 concentrations [5]. According to a recent study, pH has no notable 
impact on C absorption below 9.52 millimol/L and pH 10.6-7.0; however, above that concentration, pH significantly 
affects carbon absorption [127]. The inorganic cultivation medium often uses bicarbonate (HCO3-) as a carbon source. 
By converting HCO3- into OH, carbonic anhydrase raises pH levels and changes the balance of various inorganic 
carbon (Ci) species. 
 
Strain Selection: Different species and strains of microalgae exhibit variations in their growth rates, lipid content, 
and carbon capture capacities. Selecting high-productivity strains that are efficient at carbon capture can enhance the 
overall carbon storage potential of microalgae. According to reports, microalgae may grow in a range of 5 to 40ºC, 
with 0 to 30ºC being the ideal temperature [2]. 
 
Culture Conditions: Factors such as mixing/agitation, culture density, aeration, and availability of trace elements can 
impact microalgal growth, photosynthesis, and carbon capture. Optimizing culture conditions to provide a 
favourable environment for microalgae can enhance their carbon storage performance. Understanding and 
manipulating these factors can help optimize microalgal growth and maximize their carbon storage potential.  It is 
important to note that various factors interact and may have trade-offs, necessitating a balanced approach in 
managing microalgal carbon storage systems. 
 
Analyses of various CO2 capture technologies' for economic viability 
Economic considerations play a crucial role in assessing the viability of different CO2 capture technologies. Several 
factors are taken into account when evaluating the economics of these technologies: Capital costs, operating costs, 
CO2 capture efficiency, CO2 utilization and storage, Scalability, Regulatory and policy environment. Some chemical, 
physical, and algal approaches' projected costs are shown in Table 6 based on published research. The challenges and 
costs associated with various CO2 capture and storage methods, including chemical reaction-based methods using 
substances like monoethanolamine (MEA), amine and potassium hydroxide (KOH). These methods require multiple 
steps and involve the use of strong chemical reagents. They also require significant energy amount for separation, 
transportation and storage of CO2, often requiring high temperatures and pressures for the regeneration process. The 
estimated price for separation and compression of CO2, for transportation purposes is around $30-50 per ton of 
Carbon dioxide. The costs of storage and transportation are approximate to be $1-3 per ton of CO2, respectively. 
However, these costs can vary depending on factors such as the CO2 content in the waste gas and the actual 
industrial flue gas, which typically has relatively low CO2 content (10-20%). The lower CO2 content, the higher the 
costs of gathering and capture.A broad techno-economic scrutiny of CO2 capture using scrubbing of amine and 
found that the capture costs were approximately $55 per ton [56]. Additionally, the costs of Carbon dioxide capture 
are also influenced by the capacity of the power plant, which corresponds to the CO2 production capacity. 
 
As examples of physical carbon trapping systems, deep ocean injection and subterranean storage are proposed. Due 
to the potential for leakage during storage and transportation, these techniques can only significantly slow down the 
emission of CO2 and are therefore neither ecologically beneficial nor sustainable. Similar restrictions apply to 
physical adsorption systems utilising activated carbon, zeolite, Calcium oxideand  MOFs (metal-organic frameworks 
), where the stored CO2 is not acceptable for use. The CaO-based calcium looping method has comparatively modest 
collection costs, costing around $20 per tonne of CO2[70]. 
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When compared to chemical and physical approaches, the price of microalgae-based  mitigationof Carbon dioxide 
are often greater, especially when paired with the generation of biofuel. Without value-added use, CO2storage by 
algal biomass accumulation is economically disadvantageous. The CO2 absorption, energy input/output, expenses, 
and income were all examined in a study by Ventura et al. (2013) that looked at several scenarios combining 
microalgae-based Carbon dioxide storage with alternative production of bioenergy methods (such as biodiesel, 
biogas, and syngas). 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Microalgae have high efficiency for carbon fixation and its biomass growth, making them suitable for carbon capture. 
They can assimilate both organic and inorganic carbon from point and non-point sources, making them adaptable for 
different carbon sources. Microalgae have better efficiency in light harvesting process because they use sunlight to 
affix Carbon dioxide and store it in their organelles. They have created a Carbon Concentrating Mechanism 
comprised of Carbonic Anhydrase that aids in collection as well as absorbing ambient CO2 and turning it into 
biomass for further utilization by maintaining the pH in the algal cells. Various areas of technology development are 
necessary for the commercialization of microalgae-based carbon capture. This includes addressing sources of carbon 
with various chemical forms and distribution traits, masking and genetically modified high-performance strains, 
application of waste gases from industries, figuring out the process of carbon fixation by microalgae-based method, 
enhancing the transfer of Carbon dioxide and desorption of O2, optimizing production processes, efficient 
microalgae harvesting and conversion technologies and the evolution of higher quality goods.Techno-economic 
study employing production facilities of a realistic scale is essential to determining the economic feasibility of 
microalgae-based technologies. Understanding and improving the economic feasibility will help determine the cost-
effectiveness and potential profitability of these microalgalbased  technologies. Technologies for reducing carbon 
emissions based on microalgae can be developed and extensively used, providing considerable economic and 
environmental advantages in the near future for carbon sequestration and to reduce greenhouse gases emission. 
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Table 1.Comparison of CO2 capture strategies. 
Classification Approach Procedure Advantages Disadvantages References 
1. Chemical Chemical 

absorption 
Formation of 
carbonates or 
bicarbonates by 
neutralization of 
carbonic acid. 
 
 

 Secure and 
long term 
storage. 

 Solubility of 
CO2 is high. 

 Requirement of 
large size 
equipment. 

 Energy 
requirement is 
high. 

[20], [60] 

 Mineral 
carbonation 

Formation of stable 
carbonates via the 
reaction of CO2 with 
metal oxides. 

 Permanent and 
safe storage. 

 After storage, 
stable 
carbonates are 
utilized. 

 Reagents required 
in large quantities. 

 Not cost-effective. 

[84], [100], 
[132] 

2. Physical Separation 
by 
membrane 

CO2 is separated 
from the mainstream 
using a membrane 
acting as a filter with 
selective 
permeability. 
 
Most often, 
polymeric 
membranes are 
utilized. 

 Efficiency of 
separation is 
high. 

 

 Cooling of hot flue 
gas require lot of 
energy 

 Membrane 
blockage and 
fouling. 

 Membrane 
performance is 
effected by 
moisture content in 
flue gas. 

[64], [88] 

 Geologic 
storage 

Injection of carbon 
dioxide into coal 
seams, depleted oil 
and gas wells, and 
geological reservoirs. 

 Utilised 
unused space. 

 Relatively 
simple process. 

 Operation cost is 
high. 

 Cost is high. 
 Leakage of gas. 

[26],[120] 

 Oceanic 
storage 

CO2 injection into 
deep ocean. 

 Holding 
capacity of CO2 
is large. 

 Impact sea species 
that cannot swim. 

 Expensive 
injectable methods 
are required. 

 Leakage of gas. 

[59], [132] 

 Adsorption Zeolites or molecular 
sieves are used. 

 Generation of 
waste is 
minimum. 

 Adaptable to 
various CO2

capturing 
techniques. 

 Other component 
are also adsorbed. 

 Energy inefficient. 

[42] 

3. Biological Forestation Atmospheric CO2 is 
absorbed and 
converted into 
biomass over the 
span of tree’s life. 

 Free of 
chemical. 

 CO2 storage is 
limited. 

 Large area 
required. 

[12] 
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 Oceanic 
fertilization 

Extra iron sources 
stimulated the 
growth of 
photosynthetic 
organisms. 

 Considerable 
increase in 
capture of CO2. 

 Cost is very high. 
 Uncertainity level 

is high 
 Affect marine 

biodiversity. 

[122], [132] 

 Capture by 
Microalgae 

Conversion of CO2 
into biomass, biofuels 
and other valuable 
products by 
photosynthesis of 
microalgae. 

 Efficiency of 
photosynthesis 
is high. 

 Capture rate is 
faster than 
other higher 
plants 

 Arable land is 
not required. 

 Co-production 
of other 
valuable 
products. 

 Delicate to harmful 
substances present 
in emitted gases. 

 For harvesting  of 
algal biomass and 
construction of 
photobioreactors, it 
is not cost-effective. 

[108], [132], 
[97] 

 
Table 2. Microalgae used for CO2capture 

Microalgae 
CO2 
(%) 

Biomass productivity 
(mg/L/day) 

CO2 consumption 
(mg/L/day) References 

Aphanothecemi 
croscopica 

15 770 1440 [47] 

Botryococcusbraunii - 1100 1000 [79] 
Chlorella sp. 50 500 940 [16], [130] 

 20 700 1316 [99] 
 10 940 1767 [112] 
 5 335 700 [98] 

Chlorella kessleri 18 87 163 [55], [133] 
 6 87 164 [133] 
 6 65 122 [133] 

Chlorocuccumlittorale 50 44 82 [46], [79] 
Dunaliella sp. 3 17 313 [58] 

Haematococcuspluvialis 16-34 76 143 [43] 
Nannochloris sp. 15 350 658 [80] 

Nannochloropsis sp. 15 270 508 [80] 
Scenedesmusobliquus - 9 16 [38] 

 18 140 260 [133] 

Spirulina sp. 15 2130 920 
[62], [73], 

[124] 
 12 220 413 [104], [119] 
 10 2180 320 [114] 
 4 350 4-9 [82] 

Synechocystis sp. - 900-1600 2070 [76] 
Note: The formula (PCO2)=1.88*biomass productivity (P), which is used to determine CO2 consumption. 
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Table 3.CCM subtypes and their requirement to raise intracompartmentalDIC levels above extracellular levels. 

Process Use of energy 

Requirement for mean 
DICin or CO2in to 
exceed DICout or 

CO2out 

References 

C4: dicarboxylate in the cytosol → C3 + 
CO2 in plastid containing RUBISCO 

inorganic C + C3 → C4 
C3 acceptor (PEP) generation 

Based on the 
proportional volume 

of the high- CO2 
compartment in the 

RuBisCO. 

[49], [54], 
[77], [95] 

CAM: In the cytosol at night, inorganic C 
+ C3→C4dicarboxylates; C4 is then 

retained in vacuoles until the following 
day, when it is liberate and 

decarboxylated with little CO2 loss 
(stomata closed in land plants). 

In the creation of acceptor of the 
C3and its transformation into 

stored products during the 
decarboxylation process. 

C4dicarboxylate is transported 
to the vacuole as well. 

Certainly, in the 
decarboxylation phase 

of terrestrial CAM. 
[54] 

Active influx of HCO-3 and at the site of 
RuBisCO, conversion into CO2 by 

carbonic anhydrase 

At plastid envelop or/and 
plasamalemma, HCO-3 active 

influx occur 

Certainly for DICin, if 
plasamlemma perform 

active transport 

[6], [7], [8], 
[53] 

Active influx of CO2 

At plastid envelop or/and 
plasamalemma, CO2 active 

influx occur 

Yes, if the 
compartment where 

CO2 is collected is not 
particularly tiny. 

[7], [53] 

Passive entry of CO2 into the 
cyanobacteria's plasmalemma, followed 

by the transformation of CO2 to HCO-3 by 
NADHdh and back to Carbon dioxide by 
Carbonic anhydrase in the carboxysome. 

The one way CA transformation 
of CO2 to HCO-3 takes place in 

NADHdh. 
 
 

Certainly for DICin [6], [8], [53] 

Note: in-inside, out-outside, DIC-Dissolved Inorganic Carbon 
 
Table 4.Carbonic anhydrase types and their distribution 

Types Distribution 
Molecular 

weight Other features 

α- carbonic 
anhydrase 

Mostly found in mammals. 
Monomer (Mw: 

26-37 kDa) 

N – terminal signal peptide for 
extracellular secretion or periplasmic 

localisation, activity of esterase. 
β- carbonic 
anhydrase 

Commonly found in higher plants, 
algae and some fungal species also. 

Dimer (Mw: 45-
200 kDa) 

Essential part of carbon concentrating 
mechanism (CCM). 

γ- carbonic 
anhydrase 

Mainly found in archaebacteria and 
methanogens. 

Homotrimer 
(Mw: 6-kDa) 

Earliest class of Carbonic anhydrase 

δ- carbonic 
anhydrase 

Found in diatoms. 
Monomer (Mw: 

27 kDa) 
- 

ϵ- carbonic 
anhydrase 

Exclusively found in bacteria, generally 
chemolithotrophs, marine bacteria and 

some diatoms. 
Mw: 69kDa Cambialistic 

 
Table 5. CO2 capture and utilization mediated by Carbonic Anhydrase 

Path/Routes Enhancement by CA intervention Outcomes References 
Solvent based CO2 capture Amine with enhanced CO2 mass transfer CO2 gas [3] 
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coefficient 
 With CA: 39kmol/m3.atm.h 
 Without CA: 1.6kmol/m3.atm.h 
Carbonate with enhanced CO2 mass 
transfer rate 
 With CA: 7.3*10-5 g carbon/L.s 
 Without CA: 2.4*10-6 g carbon/L.s 

Membrane based CO2 
capture 

CO2 increased volumetric flux of 
membrane 
 With CA: 0.03cm3/sec.cm2 
 Without CA: Undetectable 

 
 

CO2 gas 
[32] 

Mineralization based CO2 
capture 

Enchanced formation of CaCO3 
 With CA: 104mg 
 Without CA: 16mg 

 
Carbonate 

[33] 

Conversion of CO2  : Photo-
enzymatic 

Enhanced formation of formate 
 With CA: 243µM 
 Without CA: 75µM 

 
Formate 

[57] 

Conversion of CO2 : 
Electro-enzymatic 

Enhanced formatetiter 
 With CA: 623.5 mg/L 
 Without CA: 497.5 mg/L 

 
Formate 

[110] 

Living organisms based 
CO2 conversion 

Enhanced content of lipid after 
cultivation for 1 week 
 With CA: 23.3% 
 Without CA: 13.6% 
Enhanced growth of microalgae after 
cultivation for 1 week 
 With CA: 4.76*106 cells/ml 
 Without CA: 3.19*106 cells/ml 

 
 
 
 

Lipids, Biomass 

[128] 
 
 
 

[51] 

 
 Table 6. CO2 capture methods for economics evaluation 

Methods for CO2 capturing Cost Projection ($/ton) References 
1. Chemical methods 

Scrubbing by using amine 55 56 
50 MW plant using 

Monoethanolamine (MEA) 57.1 52 

500 MW plant using 
Monoethanolamine (MEA) 

40.5 52 

2. Physical methods 
CaO- based calcium looping process 20 70 

3. Biological methods 
aMicroalgae sequestration scenario 1 500.73 117 
bMicroalgae sequestration scenario 2 753.84 117 
cMicroalgae sequestration scenario 3 1698.86 117 
dMicroalgae sequestration scenario 4 1616.37 117 
aCultivation of microalgae for mixed gases production and CO2 bio-mitigation 
bCultivation of microalgae for CO2 bio-mitigation and production of biodiesel 
cCultivation of microlage for production of biodiesel and bio-mitigation of CO2 , after removal of lipid combined 
with anaerobic digestion of biomass residuals 
dCultivation of microalgae for formation of biogas and CO2 bio-mitigation 
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Fig. 1 Most significant groups of algae  

(in terms of their plethora) 
Fig. 2 Provenance of Algae 

 

 

Fig 3.A schematic illustration of the bio-mitigation of 
CO2 and integration of system mediated by 
Microalgae. 

Fig. 4 Diagrammatic representation of chloroplast 
showing CO2 reduction during photosynthetic reaction 
through Calvin cycle. 

 
Fig 5.Diagrammatic representation of Carbonic 
anhydrase role 

Fig. 6 Catalytic mechanism of Carbonic Anhydrase 
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Standardization of Siddha formulations plays a pivotal role in ensuring the biological activity, consistent 
chemical profile, and quality control of herbal drugs throughout their production and manufacturing 
processes. By establishing standardized parameters, Siddha medicines can be more effectively evaluated 
and monitored, leading to enhanced reliability and efficacy in their utilization. Puliyathi chooranam (PC) 
represents a significant Siddha polyherbal preparation consisting of Puliyamarapattai (Tamarindus 
indica.Linn), Puliyangottaimael thol (Tamarindus indica.Linn), and Seenthil thandu (Tinospora 
cordifolia.Willd). Due to its importance in Siddha medicine and indications, this current study focuses on 
standardizing PC using a recognized testing protocol for AYUSH drugs. Numerous techniques, 
including macroscopic authentication, powder microscopy, and physico-chemical analyses, such as loss 
on drying, water soluble ash, acid insoluble ash, ethanol soluble extractive, water soluble extractive, pH, 
and HPTLC (High-Performance Thin-Layer Chromatography), were used to evaluate the quality of the 
herbal drug. Additionally, the chemical fingerprint was identified using FTIR (Fourier Transform Infra-
Red Spectroscopy), a cutting-edge analytical method. This study aims to establish quality indicators 
through botanical and chemical fingerprints, providing a routine means for assessing the quality of the 
herbal drug under investigation. 
 
Keywords: Standardization, Quality control, Siddha, Puliyathi chooranam, Diabetes mellitus 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Diabetes is a critical global health issue that demands urgent attention and action [1].According to projections, the 
global prevalence of type 2 diabetes is expected to reach 7079 individuals per 100,000 by the year 2030. This indicates 
a persistent upward trend in the prevalence of the disease across all regions worldwide.With its prevalence on the 
rise, diabetes presents substantial challenges for healthcare systems around the world[2].To effectively address this 
burden, it is crucial to implement strategies for the management and prevention of diabetes. These strategies not 
only aim to mitigate the complications associated with the disease but also strive to enhance overall quality of life for 
individuals affected by diabetes while reducing the economic strain on healthcare systems. The rising prevalence of 
diabetes has led to a growing interest in alternative treatment options, including the use of herbal and other AYUSH 
(Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Siddha, and Homeopathy) drugs[3]. There is an increasing awareness of the potential 
benefits of these traditional medicinal practices in managing diabetes. As a result, there has been a notable focus on 
exploring and promoting the utilization of herbal and AYUSH drugs as potential adjunct therapies for diabetes 
management[4]. By assessing the security, effectiveness, and quality of herbal medicines, the World Health 
Organization's (WHO) guidelines play a critical role in fostering global harmonisation. To prove that herbal 
formulations are appropriate for use in the contemporary medical system, it is crucial to ensure that their quality 
assessment. These evaluations are required to demonstrate the legitimacy and widespread acceptance of herbal 
remedies, promoting their incorporation into customary medical procedures. [5]. Puliyathi chooranam is a drug in 
Traditional Siddha system of medicine mainly indicated for ‘Neerizhivu’(Diabetes)[6]. Three components make up 
PC, the majority of which have a scorching intensity and pungent flavour. These medications undergo a post-
digestive conversion that turns them into fire moieties, which reduces the body's kabha dosha.Chronic disease 
progression and consequences are brought on by Kaphadosha. [7]. It is evident from the lines “VathamaiPadaithu, 
Pitha VanniyaiKathu, Sethuma Seethamai Thudaithu” according to [8]. The ingredients of Siddha polyherbal formulation 
PC are Puliyamara pattai (Tamarindus indica.Linn), Puliyangottaimael thol (Tamarindus indica.Linn), and 
Seenthilthandu (Tinospora cordifolia.Willd). The Standardisation of Herbo mineral Drugs is the subject of this study, 
which is grounded in qualitative and quantitative analysis using physico-chemical characteristics and instrumental 
analysis. FTIR [Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy], a contemporary analytical technique, was used to engage 
the chemical fingerprint. Scanning electron microscopy [SEM] was used to evaluate the chemical composition of 
Puliyathi Chooranam and the particle size. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
COLLECTION OF THE DRUGS 
The raw drugs were collected  from Country Raw drug store in Paris corner, Chennai, Puliyamara pattai (Tamarindus 
indica.Linn) was collected from Arumbakkam, Chennai, Tamilnadu.  
 
IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION OF DRUGS 
All the plant and raw drug materials were identified & authenticated by Botanist,  Government Siddha Medical 
College, Arumbakkam, Chennai. Specimen samples of each raw material have been labelled as 1125- 
1127/PGG/320220100510/GSMC-CH/2020-2023 respectively and were kept in the PG Gunapadam department for 
future reference. 
 
PURIFICATION PROCESS OF THE DRUGS  
Purification process was done as per classical Siddha Literature Sarakugalin suthisei Muraigal.  
 
PREPARATION OF   PULIYATHI CHOORANAM 
Method of Preparation 
The above given ingredients were taken in an equal quantity and then pounded into fine powder. The obtained 
powder was then stored in clean air-tight container and named as Puliyathi Chooranam 
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Purification of the Puliyathi Chooranam 
Pittaviyal method (Steaming process) 
The Puliyathi Chooranam (PC) was purified by Pittaviyal method (steam cooking in milk) as per Siddha literature. 
A mud pot was taken and half filled with equal quantity of milk and water. The mouth of the pot was sealed by a 
white cloth and the Puliyathi Chooranam was placed over the cloth and tied firmlyaround the mouth of mud pot 
was closed with another pot. The gap between mud pots was tied with a wet cloth to avoid evaporation. The mud 
pot was kept on fire and boiled until the cow‟s milk reduced 3/4 for half an hour. The same drug was later dried 
and powdered then sieved again. It was used for the further study. 
 
Storage of the drug 
The prepared test drug Puliyathi Chooranam   was stored in a clean, air tight glass container and labeled as PC ( 
Puliyathi Chooranam). The contents were inspected frequently to avoid moisture and microbial contamination. 
Dosage : 1250 mg - 1500 mg twice a day 
Indications: Neerivizhi 
 
Qualitative Analysis Investigation 
Standardisation of a medicine entails confirming its identification, determining its quality and purity, and detecting 
the nature of adulterants using a variety of factors such as Morphological, Microscopical, Physical, Chemical, and 
Biological observations. Herbo mineral medicine standardisation is based on qualitative and quantitative analysis 
using physicochemical characteristics and instrumental analysis. The advanced analytical technique FTIR [Fourier 
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy] was used to detect the chemical fingerprint. Scanning Electron Microscope[SEM] 
was also used to evaluate the particle size and qualitative analysis of chemical components in PuliyathiiChooranam. 

Organoleptic character of the chooranam: 
The organoleptic properties of the sample medication were assessed. 1gm of PC was obtained, and the state, 
appearance, nature, odour, and other morphological characteristics were examined with the naked eye under natural 
light, with the results recorded. 
 
Physico-chemical analysis 
Particle Size Determination by Microscopic Method 
The optical microscopic approach was used to determine particle size. The sample was diluted in sterile distilled 
water (about 1/100th dilution). Diluted samples were put on the slide and secured with a suitable stage. To 
determine the average particle size, light microscopic pictures were created on a micrometre scale. A minimum of 30 
observations have been performed for estimating the sample's mean average particle size[9]. 
 
pH determination 
Required quantity of test sample was admixed with distilled water and the subjected 
to screening using pH meter. 
 
Bio-chemical analysis 
The bio chemical analysis was done to identify the acid and basic radicals present in the sample. 
Preparation of extract 
5gm of PC was carefully weighed and placed in a 250 ml clean beaker, then WE3 was added with 50 ml of distilled 
water and heated for 20 minutes. After cooling, it was filtered in a 100 ml volumetric flask and made up to 100 ml 
with distilled water. This extract was analysed qualitatively for acidic/basic radicals and biological components. 

Test for Specific Pathogen 
To directly inoculate the test sample into the specific pathogen medium (EMB, DCC, Mannitol, Cetrimide), the pour 
plate method was utilised. For observation, the plates were incubated at 37 degrees Celsius for 24 to 72 hours. The 
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presence of specific diseases identified by their characteristic colour in each differential media in connection to 
colony development pattern. 
 
Pesticide residue 
Acetone was used to extract the test sample, which was then homogenised briefly. The test liquid could be filtered 
further and acetone added. The test sample was heated with a rotary evaporator until the solvent had almost 
completely evaporated. Add a few millilitres of toluene to the residue and heat until the acetone has completely 
evaporated. The residue will next be dissolved in toluene and filtered via a membrane filter [10][11]. 
 
Sterility test by pour plate method 
Pour plate procedures were utilised to determine the sterility of the product. When a contaminated / unsterile 
sample (formulation) comes into contact with a nutrition-rich medium, it promotes organism growth, which is 
detected by a specific pattern of colonies after a specified duration of incubation. The colonies that form are known 
as colony forming units (CFUs).  At 45oC, the test sample was placed in a sterile petri dish containing 15 mL of 
molten agar. By tilting and spinning the plate, the agar and sample were well mixed. The agar was left to gel 
completely without being disturbed. (It takes about 10 minutes). In order to examine fungal development, plates 
were inverted and incubated at 37o C for 24-48 hours before being extended for 72 hours. The CFU was calculated 
after counting the organism's growing colonies. 
 
Aflatoxin Assay 
Standard samples were dissolved in a combination of chloroform and acetonitrile (9.8: 0.2) to produce a solution 
containing 0.5 g per ml of aflatoxin B1 and 0.1 g per ml of aflatoxin B2 and aflatoxin G2. Aflatoxin standard was put 
to the surface of pre coated TLC plates in volumes of 2.5 L, 5 L, 7.5 L, and 10 L. Similarly, the test sample was placed 
in an unsaturated chamber holding a solvent system consisting of a mixture of chloroform, acetone, and isopropyl 
alcohol (85: 10: 5) until the solvent front had advanced not less than 15 cm from the origin. Take the plate out of the 
developing chamber. 
 
Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) 
FT-IR is a more advanced approach for determining the functional group. The resulting spectrum represents 
molecule absorption and transmission[13]. It serves as the sample's molecular fingerprint. There are no two identical 
chemical configurations that produce the same infrared spectrum. The wave number is recorded, and the peaks seen 
in the spectrum reflect the amount of material present.  The Perkine Elmer Spectrum One Fourier Transform Infrared 
(FTIR) Spectrometer was used to derive the FT IR Spectrum of Drug placed in Potassium Bromide (KBr) discs with a 
scan rate of 5 scan per minute and a resolution of 4cm-1 in the wave number 4000-500 under standard conditions.FT-
IR spectra were utilised to figure out 
 
HPTLC Analysis 
High performance thin layer chromatography (HPTLC) is an effective quality testing method for botanical materials. 
It was conducted in CAMAG Twin Trough chambers. The adsorption capability of the component to be analysed 
was used to guide sample elution. Plates were removed from the chamber and dried after elution.Spray reagent-
vanillin-sulphuric acid reagent preparation Vanillin [1g] was dissolved in 95ml of ice cold ethanol. 5ml of chilled 
concentrated Sulphuricacid is added.  Ice was added and thoroughly mixed up.The solution was kept in the 
refrigerator. UV scanning plates were scanned at 366nm. CAMAG software was used to integrate the data collected 
from scanning. A chromatographic fingerprint was created to detect the phytoconstituents present in each sample, 
and their Rf values were recorded. 
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RESULTS 
 
Physico-chemical analysis 
Particle Size Determination by Microscopic Method 
Microscopic observation of the particle size analysis reveals that the average particle size of the sample was found to 
be 138.5± 38.21µm. Microscopic Observation of Particle Size for the sample PUC 
 
Test for Specific Pathogen 
No growth was observed after incubation period. Reveals the absence of specific pathogen. No growth / colonies 
were observed in any of the plates inoculated with the test sample. 
 
Pesticide residue 
The results showed that there were no traces of pesticides residues such as Organo chlorine, Organo phosphorus, 
Organocarbamates and pyrethroids in the sample provided for analysis. 
BQL- Below Quantification Limit 
 
Sterility test by pour plate method 
No growth / colonies was observed in any of the plates inoculates with the test sample. 
 
Aflatoxin Assay 
The results shown that there were no spots were being identified in the test sample loaded on TLC plates when 
compare to the standard which indicates that the sample were free from Aflatoxin B1, Aflatoxin B2, Aflatoxin G1, 
Aflatoxin G2. 
 
HPTLC Analysis 
HPTLC finger printing analysis of the sample reveals the presence of four prominent peaks corresponds to the 
presence of four versatile phytocomponents present with in it. Rf value of the peaks ranges from 0.01 to 0.57. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The process of standardization becomes obligatory when developing a medicine as a proprietary product or classical 
drug[14].The pH of Puliyathi chooranam is 7.7. It has a slightly alkaline pH. The alkaline medium facilitates mineral 
storage to buffer, slows ageing, and boosts oxygen utilisation in the body. [15]. The average particle size of the 
sample was determined to be 138.5 38.21 m based on microscopic observation and particle size analyses. This means 
that the majority of particles in the sample have a size close to the average value, which is 138.5 µm. The range of the 
measurements is indicated by the uncertainty of ± 38.21 µm, suggesting that there is some variability in the particle 
sizes within the sample. The particle size analysis provides important information about the physical characteristics 
of the sample. The average particle size value gives an indication of the central tendency of the particle sizes present. 
Carbonates and phosphates are present in the acid radical test suggests that these anions are present in the tested 
sample. These anions are commonly found in minerals, soils, and various compounds. The detection of carbonates 
and phosphates indicates the possible presence of specific minerals or substances that contain these anions in the 
sample. However, to accurately determine the exact composition and concentration of carbonates and phosphates, 
further analysis is necessary. Additional testing and analysis will provide more comprehensive information 
regarding the specific types and quantities of these anions present in the sample. Agar plating was used to evaluate 
the bacterial and fungal load in Puliyathi chooranam. The polluted toxins existing in the medicine will have a bad 
effect, resulting in the development of undesired disorders. They are unfit for human consumption [16]. The 
contamination of PC has been investigated here by bacterial and fungal load. Total bacterial load and total fungal 
load are both within acceptable levels, According to AYUSH guidelines. The analysis of the sample showed no traces 
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of Organo chlorine, Organo phosphorus, Organocarbamates, and pyrethroids pesticide residues. This indicates that 
the sample is free from contamination by these specific compounds, indicating a positive outcome. However, further 
analysis may be necessary to assess the presence of other pesticides or contaminants in the sample. Overall, based on 
this analysis, the sample is considered to be free from the detected pesticide residues. The FTIR results shows the 
observed water O-H stretch, O-H stretch, H-C-H stretch, C=O stretch, N-H stretch, C-C=C symmetric stretch, H-C-H 
bend, C-O stretch, C -H bend, C-C stretch which indicates that the presence of functional groups Amide, Phenols and 
alcohols, Alkanes, Aldehyde, Amine, Alkenes, Alkanes , Ester , ether, Alkyne. The result showed that no spots 
corresponding to Aflatoxin B1, Aflatoxin B2, Aflatoxin G1, and Aflatoxin G2 were detected in the test sample. This 
comparison was made with a standard that is used as a reference. The absence of spots indicates that the sample 
does not contain these specific toxins, namely Aflatoxin B1, Aflatoxin B2, Aflatoxin G1, and Aflatoxin G2. This 
suggests that the sample is free from these contaminants. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Puliyathi chooranam standardisation includes physical characterization tests such as pH, total ash, water-soluble 
ash, acid-insoluble ash, loss on drying, and disintegration. The presence of potassium and sulphate was also detected 
using acid and basic radical analyses. The microbial load analysis confirmed that the bacterial and fungal counts 
were within acceptable limits. The FT-IR analysis helped in identifying the functional groups present in the drug. 
The safety of the drug was ensured by conducting ICP-OES analysis for heavy metals, which were found to be 
within permissible limits. These results indicate that the drug has maximum efficacy with reduced adverse effects, 
facilitating its development. Standardization is an essential initial step for further toxicological assessment and 
validation of pharmacological activities of the drug. 
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Table 1: Ingredients of “puliyathi chooranam” 
S.NO NAME OF THE DRUG BOTANICAL NAME QUANTITY 

1. Puliyamara pattai Tamarindus indica.Linn 1 palam (35 gm) 
2. Puliyangottai mael thol Tamarindus indica.Linn 1 palam (35 gm) 
3. Seenthil thandu Tinospora cordifolia.Willd 1 palam (35 gm) 

 
Table 2: Organoleptic evaluation 

Color Brick red 
Odor Odorless 

Consistency Hard 
State of matter Solid 

pH 7.6 
Total ash (%) 1.379 

Water-soluble ash (%) 0.294 
Acid-insoluble ash (%) 0.871 

Loss on drying at 105°C (%) 0.483 
Disintegration time (min) 23 

 
Table 3: Solubility Profile 
S.No Solvent Used Solubility / Dispersibility 

1 Chloroform In Soluble 
2 Ethanol Soluble 
3 Water Soluble 
4 Ethyl acetate In Soluble 
5 Hexane In Soluble 
6 DMSO Soluble 

 
Table 4: pH determination 
PUC Ph 7.7 
 
Table 5: Bio-chemical analysis 
Test for Acid Radicals Result 
Test for carbonates +ve 
Test for chlorides -ve 
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Test for sulfates -ve 
Test for sulphides -ve 
Test for phosphates +ve 
Test for Fluoride and Oxalate -ve 
Test for Borates -ve 
Test for Nitrates -ve 
Test For Basic Radicals  
Test for Lead +ve 
Test for Arsenic +ve 
Test for Mercury -ve 
Test for Copper -ve 
Test for Ferric -ve 
Test for Ferrous -ve 
Test for Zinc -ve 
Test for Silver -ve 
Test for Magnesium -ve 
 
Table 6:Test for Specific Pathogen 

Organism Specification Result Method 
E-coli Absent Absent 

 
As per AYUSH specification 

Salmonella Absent Absent 

Staphylococcus Aureus Absent Absent 
Pseudomonas Aeruginosa Absent Absent 
 
Table 7:Pesticide residue 

Pesticide Residue Sample PUC AYUSH Limit (mg/kg) 
I.Organo Chlorine Pesticides   

Alpha BHC BQL 0.1mg/kg 
Beta BHC BQL 0.1mg/kg 

Gamma BHC BQL 0.1mg/kg 
Delta BHC BQL 0.1mg/kg 

DDT BQL 1mg/kg 
Endosulphan BQL 3mg/kg 

II.Organo Phosphorus Pesticides   
Malathion BQL 1mg/kg 

Chlorpyriphos BQL 0.2 mg/kg 
Dichlorovos BQL 1mg/kg 

III. Organocarbamates   
Carbofuran BQL 0.1mg/kg 

III.Pyrethroid   
Cypermethrin BQL 1mg/kg 

 
Table 8: Sterility test by pour plate method 

Test Result Specification As per AYUSH/WHO 

Total Bacterial Count Absent NMT 105CFU/g As per AYUSH specification 
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Total Fungal Count Absent NMT 103CFU/g 

 
Table 9: Aflatoxin Assay 

Aflatoxin Sample PUC AYUSH Specification Limit 
B1 Not Detected - Absent 0.5 ppm (0.5mg/kg) 
B2 Not Detected - Absent 0.1 ppm (0.1mg/kg) 
G1 Not Detected - Absent 0.5 ppm (0.5mg/kg) 
G2 Not Detected - Absent 0.1 ppm (0.1mg/kg) 

 

 
Figure 1: Microscopic Observation of Particle Size for the 

sample PUC 
Figure 2:Culture plate with E-coli (EC) specific 
medium 

 
Figure 3: Culture plate with Salmonella (SA) specific 

medium 
Figure 4: Culture plate with Staphylococcus Aureus 

(ST) specific medium 
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Figure 5: Culture plate with Pseudomonas Aeruginosa 

(PS) specific medium 
Figure 6: Sterility test by pour plate method 

 

 
Figure 7 Figure 8: TLC Visualization of PUC at 366 nm 

 
Figure 9: 3D – Chromatogram 
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This comprehensive review examines the evidence-based exercise interventions for lumbar spondylosis, a 
prevalent degenerative condition affecting the lower spine. The investigation encompasses a diverse range of 
modalities, including core-stabilization exercises, flexibility training, low-impact aerobic exercises, the 
McKenzie Method, progressive resistance training, patient education, and multidisciplinary rehabilitation 
programs. The synthesis of findings reveals consistent positive outcomes across various interventions, 
emphasizing their collective efficacy in managing symptoms and improving functional outcomes. Notably, 
core-stabilization exercises demonstrate a significant impact on spinal stability, while flexibility training 
contributes to enhanced range of motion. Low-impact aerobic exercises emerge as a well-tolerated avenue for 
cardiovascular health, and the McKenzie Method provides structured directional preference exercises. 
Progressive resistance training demonstrates positive effects on pain reduction and functional improvement, 
highlighting the importance of addressing muscular imbalances. Patient education and self-management 
strategies play a crucial role in empowering individuals to actively participate in their care. Practices like yoga 
and Pilates offer holistic benefits, contributing to flexibility, strength, and overall well-being. Moreover, 
multidisciplinary rehabilitation programs exhibit enhanced outcomes, emphasizing the value of a collaborative 
approach. The review underscores the need for personalized and adaptive exercise interventions, considering 
individual responses and preferences. While the evidence supports the efficacy of various interventions, 
further research is warranted to explore long-term effects, optimal dosages, and potential synergies between 
different modalities. This comprehensive examination contributes to the evolving understanding of evidence-
based exercise therapy for lumbar spondylosis and informs practitioners and researchers in the field.  
Keywords: Lumbar Spondylosis, Exercise Therapy, Core-Stabilization Exercises, physiotherapy. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Lumbar spondylosis, a prevalent condition affecting the lower spine, is characterized by the degeneration of 
intervertebral discs and facet joints, resulting in pain and decreased mobility. Exercise therapy emerges as a crucial 
component in addressing lumbar spondylosis, aiming to alleviate symptoms and enhance overall spinal health. 
(1)The primary goals of exercise therapy include pain management through targeted movements and stretches, 
strengthening muscles for improved spinal support, enhancing flexibility and range of motion to counter stiffness, 
correcting posture to prevent strain, and educating individuals for independent management of their 
condition.(2),(3) Exercise programs, often overseen by healthcare professionals, are personalized to each individual's 
needs, emphasizing proper body mechanics, posture, and self-awareness. Cardiovascular fitness may also be 
integrated to promote overall health. It is imperative for individuals to consult healthcare professionals before 
initiating an exercise regimen, ensuring a safe and effective approach to managing lumbar spondylosis through 
exercise therapy.(4),(5) 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Conducting a literature review on exercise therapy for lumbar spondylosis requires a systematic methodology to 
gather, analyze, and synthesize relevant information from existing research. The process begins by defining clear 
research questions or objectives to guide the review. Comprehensive searches are then conducted across various 
academic databases, such as PubMed, MEDLINE, and Cochrane Library, using keywords like "lumbar spondylosis," 
"exercise therapy," and related terms. Inclusion and exclusion criteria are established to filter studies based on 
relevance, quality, and publication date. The selected studies undergo critical appraisal to assess methodological 
rigor, sample size, and generalizability. The findings and key outcomes of each study are synthesized to identify 
patterns, trends, and gaps in the existing literature. The synthesis involves categorizing studies based on intervention 
types, outcomes measured, and participant characteristics, with attention given to the quality of evidence, potential 
biases, and conflicting findings. The final literature review aims to provide a comprehensive and evidence-based 
overview of the current state of knowledge on exercise therapy for lumbar spondylosis, offering insights for future 
research and clinical practice.(6) 
 
Evidence-based exercise therapy for lumbar spondylosis encompasses a range of interventions supported by robust 
scientific research demonstrating their efficacy in managing symptoms and improving overall outcomes. Numerous 
studies affirm the positive impact of core-stabilization exercises, targeting abdominal and lumbar muscles to enhance 
stability and reduce spinal stress. Flexibility training, including stretching exercises like Cat-Cow stretches and knee-
to-chest stretches, is supported as a means to alleviate stiffness and enhance range of motion. Low-impact aerobic 
exercises, such as walking and swimming, have been shown to contribute to cardiovascular health without 
exacerbating symptoms. The McKenzie Method, emphasizing directional preference exercises, is backed by research 
indicating its effectiveness in managing lumbar spondylosis. Progressive resistance training, incorporating 
bodyweight exercises and resistance bands, has demonstrated positive effects on pain reduction and functional 
improvement. Patient education and self-management strategies, including ergonomic principles and activity 
modification, play a crucial role, with evidence supporting their impact on long-term outcomes. Practices like yoga 
and Pilates, known for improving flexibility and strength, are supported by positive findings in lumbar spondylosis 
management. Multidisciplinary rehabilitation programs, combining exercise therapy with manual therapy and 
cognitive-behavioral approaches, have shown efficacy in enhancing outcomes for individuals with lumbar 
spondylosis. It is imperative for healthcare professionals to customize exercise programs based on individual needs, 
considering factors such as age and fitness level, while ensuring ongoing assessment and adaptation for optimal 
results. Consulting with healthcare providers or qualified physiotherapists is recommended to establish a safe and 
effective exercise regimen tailored to the specific characteristics of lumbar spondylosis.(7) 
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RESULTS 
 
The examination of literature on evidence-based exercise therapy for lumbar spondylosis reveals a multifaceted 
approach with positive outcomes across various interventions. Core-stabilization exercises consistently 
demonstrated efficacy in enhancing stability and reducing spinal stress, aligning with findings from several studies. 
Flexibility training, encompassing stretching exercises, emerged as a valuable component, contributing to improved 
range of motion and reduced stiffness, consistent with research supporting its inclusion. Aerobic exercises, 
particularly low-impact activities like walking and swimming, displayed favorable results in promoting 
cardiovascular health without exacerbating symptoms, as corroborated by multiple studies. The McKenzie Method, 
with its emphasis on directional preference exercises, received support for its effectiveness in managing lumbar 
spondylosis, particularly in identifying and addressing specific movement patterns. Progressive resistance training, 
including bodyweight exercises and resistance bands, demonstrated positive effects on pain reduction and functional 
improvement, consistent with evidence across diverse populations. Patient education and self-management 
strategies emerged as essential elements, aligning with studies emphasizing the empowering impact of educating 
individuals on lumbar spondylosis, proper body mechanics, and self-care practices. Practices like yoga and Pilates, 
known for their holistic benefits, garnered support for improving flexibility, strength, and overall well-being in 
individuals with lumbar spondylosis. Furthermore, multidisciplinary rehabilitation programs integrating exercise 
therapy with other modalities, such as manual therapy and cognitive-behavioral approaches, demonstrated 
enhanced outcomes. These findings highlight the importance of a comprehensive and individualized approach to 
lumbar spondylosis management, taking into account patient-specific factors and preferences.(8) 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The synthesis of evidence-based exercise interventions for lumbar spondylosis underscores the significance of a 
tailored and holistic approach in addressing the diverse needs of affected individuals. (9)The consistent positive 
outcomes of core-stabilization exercises emphasize the pivotal role of enhancing spinal stability, supporting existing 
literature advocating for their inclusion in rehabilitation programs. Flexibility training's positive impact on range of 
motion aligns with the biomechanical rationale for its incorporation, offering a valuable avenue for symptom 
management. Low-impact aerobic exercises stand out as a well-tolerated option for cardiovascular fitness, 
corroborating the idea that carefully selected activities can contribute to overall well-being without aggravating 
lumbar symptoms. The McKenzie Method's emphasis on directional preference exercises adds a valuable dimension 
to individualized care, offering a structured approach to identifying beneficial movement patterns. The positive 
effects of progressive resistance training highlight the importance of addressing muscular imbalances and 
weaknesses, contributing to functional improvements for individuals with lumbar spondylosis. Patient education 
and self-management strategies emerge as integral components, emphasizing the need for active patient 
involvement and empowerment in the management of chronic conditions. The inclusion of practices like yoga and 
Pilates, supported by evidence for their positive impact on flexibility and strength, suggests the potential for 
integrating mind-body approaches into rehabilitation programs. Finally, the success of multidisciplinary 
rehabilitation programs reinforces the concept that a collaborative approach, combining exercise therapy with other 
modalities, can optimize outcomes by addressing the multifaceted nature of lumbar spondylosis. While the evidence 
presented supports the efficacy of various exercise interventions, further research is warranted to explore the long-
term effects, optimal dosage, and potential synergies between different modalities. Additionally, considering 
individual variations in response to exercises, personalized and adaptive approaches should be emphasized in 
clinical practice.(10) 
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CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, the examination of evidence-based exercise therapy for lumbar spondylosis underscores the 
importance of a comprehensive and tailored approach to effectively manage symptoms and improve outcomes. The 
positive outcomes across various interventions, including core-stabilization exercises, flexibility training, low-impact 
aerobic exercises, the McKenzie Method, and progressive resistance training, highlight the diverse strategies 
available for addressing the multifaceted nature of lumbar spondylosis. Patient education and self-management 
strategies play a crucial role in empowering individuals to actively participate in their care, emphasizing the need for 
an informed and engaged patient population. Practices like yoga and Pilates offer holistic benefits, contributing to 
enhanced flexibility, strength, and overall well-being. Moreover, the success of multidisciplinary rehabilitation 
programs reinforces the value of a collaborative approach, acknowledging the interconnected aspects of lumbar 
spondylosis. While the evidence supports the efficacy of these interventions, ongoing research is necessary to delve 
into the long-term effects, optimal dosage, and potential synergies between different modalities. Additionally, 
recognizing the individual variability in responses to exercises underscores the importance of personalized and 
adaptive approaches in clinical practice. In implementing evidence-based exercise therapy for lumbar spondylosis, 
healthcare professionals should consider the specific needs, preferences, and characteristics of each patient. The 
collective findings emphasize the potential for exercise therapy not only in symptom management but also in 
promoting overall well-being and functional improvement in individuals living with lumbar spondylosis. As 
research advances, continued exploration and refinement of exercise interventions will further contribute to the 
evolving landscape of effective management strategies for lumbar spondylosis. 
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Abstract—In this paper we introduce some generalizations of (1,2)*-γ-open sets and investigate the new 
notions called (1,2)* -α -γ-open sets, (1,2)* pre-γ-open sets, (1,2)*-β-γ-open sets and(1,2)*-b- γ-open sets 
which are weaker than (1,2)* -γ - open sets. We obtain the new separation axioms are(1,2)*- pre-γ-Ti, 
i=0,1,2 and (1,2)*-pre-γ-Di,i=0,1,2  
 
Keywords – (1,2)* -α-γ-open sets,(1,2)*-pre-γ-open sets,(1,2)*-β-γ-open setsand(1,2)*-b- γ-open sets , 
(1,2)*- pre-γ-T0, (1,2)*- pre-γ-T1,(1,2)*- pre-γ-T2, (1,2)*-pre-γ-Disets,i=0,1,2  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Let (X, )  be a space and A be a subset of X. Ogata [1], introduced the concept of  γ-open sets and investigated 
the related topological properties of the  associated topology τγ and τ, where τγ  is the collection of all  γ – open sets 
.An operation γ on a topology  is a mapping from  into power set P(x) of X such that V ⊆ γ(V) for each Vε τ, where 
γ(V) denotes the value of γ at V.Mohammed Nokhans Murad kaki introduced  on Some Newγ-Type maps[5] on 
Topological Spaces. Baby Bhattacharya, Arnab paul[3] introduced (1,2)*-γ-open sets in bitopologicalSpaces. Then ,

-set denotes the (1,2)*-γ-open set in X. clearly Complements of  γ – open setsare called (1,2)*-
γ-closed. B.Bhattachary a and A.Paul  introduced - Int(A) [7] in bitopological  space. Complements  of (1,2)*-γ-
open sets are -Int(A)  and defined to be the union of  all (1,2)*-γ-open sets of X contained in A.A bitopological 
space x with an operation  on 12 is said to be (1,2)*-γ-regular [8] iffor each x X and for each 12 - open  
neighbourhood  V of x, there exists an 12 – open neighbourhood  U of  x such that(1,2)*-γ(U)contained  in V. 
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It is also to be noted that 12= 12  ifand only if X is a (1,2)*-γ-regular  space . 
 
Definition 1.1  
Let A be a subset of  a bitopological space X .Then[6]  

(i) the 1,2-closure of A, denoted by τ1,2- cl(A), is defined as∩{ ; A⊆ 1,2 – } 
(ii) the 1,2-interior of A, denoted by τ1,2- int(A),  is defined as ∪ { ; A⊆  

1,2 - } 

 
Definition 1.2  
         A subset A of a bitopological space X is called 

1. (1,2)*- α-open [2] if A ⊆ 1,2-int( 1,2-cl( 1,2int(A)));   
2. (1,2)*-semi-open [8] if A ⊆ 1,2-cl ( 1,2-int(A));   
3. (1,2)*-pre-open [9] if A ⊆ 1,2-int( 1,2-cl(A));   
4. (1,2)*-β-open [4] if A ⊆ 1,2-cl( 1,2-int(cl(A)));   
5. (1,2)* b-open [10] if A⊆ 1,2-int( 1,2-cl(A)) ∪ 1,2-cl( 1,2-int(A)).   

 
Weak Forms Of (1,2)*-γ-Open Sets    
Definition 2.1 
A subset A of a space X is said to be:    

1. (1,2)*-α-γ-open if A ⊆ (1,2) - 1,2 -int( 1,2-cl( (1,2) - 1,2-int(A)));   
2. (1,2)*-pre-γ-open if A ⊆ (1,2) - 1,2-int( 1,2-cl(A));     
3. (1,2)*-β-γ-open if A ⊆ 1,2-cl( (1,2) - 1,2-int( 1,2-cl(A)));   
4. (1,2)*-b-γ-open if A ⊆ (1,2) - 1,2-int( 1,2-cl(A)) ∪ 1,2-cl( (1,2) - 1,2-int(A)).   

 
Lemma 2.2 

Let (X, ) be a bitopological space, then the following properties: A subset A of a space X is said to be:   
Every  (1,2)*-γ-open set is (1,2)*-α-γ-open.    
Every (1,2)*- α-γ-open set is(1,2)*- pre-γ-open.   
Every (1,2)*- pre-γ-open set is (1,2)*-b-γ-open.   
Every (1,2)*-b-γ-open set is (1,2)*-β-γ-open.   

 
 
Proof   
1.If A is a (1,2)*-γ-open set, then A = - -int(A). Since A  -cl(A), then   
A -cl( - -int(A))  and  A - -int( -cl( - -int(A))).  
Therefore A is  (1,2)*-α-γ-open   
2. If A is an(1,2)*-α-γ-open set, then A - -int( -cl( - -int(A)))           -Int( -
cl(A)).Therefore A is (1,2)*-pre-γ-open.  

3.If A is (1,2)*- pre-γ-open, then A - -int(cl(A)) - -int( -cl(A)) - cl( – -
int(A)). Therefore A is (1,2)*-b-γ-open.  
4.IfAis(1,2)*-b-γ-open,thenA - -int( -cl(A)) -cl( -int(A)) -cl( -int(

-cl(A))) -cl( -int(A)) -cl( - -  
Int ( -cl(A))). Therefore A is (1,2)*-β-γ-open.  
Since every (1,2)*-γ-open set is open, then we have the following diagram for  properties of    subsets.  
 
(1,2)*-γ-open  (1,2)*-α-γ-ope  (1,2)*-pre-γ-open (1,2)*-b-γ-open  (1,2)*-β-γ-open   

 
τ 1,2 -  open       (1,2)*- α-open    (1,2) -pre-open   (1,2)*- b-open   (1,2)*-β-open   
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The above converses need not be true as in the  following examples.   
 
Example 2.3 
Let X = {a, b, c} and ={φ, X ,{a},{a, b}}, ={φ, X ,{b}}.Then the sets in{φ, X ,{a},{b} {a, b}} are called  τ 1,2 - open and the 
sets in{φ, X ,{b,c},{a, c},{c}} are called  τ 1,2 – closed.Define an operation γ on by γ(A) = A if A = {a, b} and γ(A) = X     
otherwise. Clearly, = {φ, X ,{a, b}}. Then {a} is an   τ 1,2 - open set which is not  (1,2)*- β-γ-open set. 
 
Example 2.4 
Let X = {a, b, c ,d}, 1={φ, X ,{d},{ b,c, d}}, 2={φ, X ,{b,c}} ,  (1,2)*- o(x)= {φ, X , {d},{b,c},{ b,c, d}},(1,2)*- c(x)= {φ, X , 
{a},{a,d},{a, b,c}}   Define an operation γ on (1,2)- (A) = A  if A={{a, d},{b,c}}and γ(A) = X otherwise.   Clearly,(1,2) - = {φ, 
X, {a, d},{ b,c}. Here {a,b} is(1,2)*- - -o(x) which is not in (1,2)*-b- -o(x).  
 
Example 2.5 
Let X = {a, b, c} and, 1 ={φ, X,{b}, {a, b}} , 2={φ, X ,{a},{b,c}}   (1,2)*- o(x)= {φ, X , {a},{b}{a,b},{b,c},(1,2)*c(x)= {φ, X , 
{c},{b,c},{a,c},{a}}.Define an operation γ on (1,2) = A  if A={b} and γ(A) =X otherwise.Clearly,(1,2) = {φ, X,{ b}}.(1,2)*-b- -
o(x)  ={φ, X,{b},{a,b},{ b,c,}}  (1,2)*-pre- -o(x) = {φ, X,{ b},{a,b}} . Here the set {b,c} is (1,2)*-b-  −o(x) which is not  in 
(1,2)*- pre - -o(x)  
 
Example 2.6 
Let X = {a, b, c,d} and 1={φ, X ,{d},{ b ,c, d}}, 2={φ, X ,{b, c}} .Then (1,2)* -o(x) = {φ, X, {d},{b,c}{b,c,d}}and(1,2)* -c(x) = {φ, 
X, {a},{a,d}{a,b,c}}. Define an operation γ on (1,2)- (A) = A  if A={{a,d},{b ,c}}and γ(A) = X otherwise . Clearly(1,2) ={φ,X, 
{a,d},{b,c}}. (1,2)*pre o(x)={φ,X,{b},{c},{d}{a,d},{b,c},{b,d},{c,d},{a,b,c},{a,b,d},{b,c,d{a,c,d}}and(1,2)*- -  −o(x) 
={φ,X,{a,d},{b,c,}} .Here the set {a,b,c} is a (1,2)*- pre - -open set but it is not in (1,2)*- − -open.  
 
Example 2.7 
Let X = {a, b, c} and τ1 = {φ, {a}, {a, b}, X}, τ2 ={ϕ,X}.  Define an operation γ on τ by γ(A) = A if A = {a} and γ(A) = X if A 
≠ {a} Clearly, τ(1,2)-γ= {φ,X, {a}}. Then {a, b} is an (1,2)*- α-γ-open set which is not  in  (1,2)* -γ- open.    
 
Lemma 2.8 
If U is an open set, then 1,2 −cl(U ∩ A) = 1,2 −cl(U ∩ 1,2 −cl(A)) and hence  U ∩  1,2 −cl(A) ⊆ 1,2 −cl(U ∩ A) for any subset 
A of a space X . 
 
Theorem 2.9 
If A is a   (1,2)*-pre-γ-open subset of a space  (X, )) such that U ⊆ A ⊆ 1,2 −cl(U) for a subset U of X, then U is a   
(1,2)*-pre-γ-open set.  
 
Proof 
Given A ⊆ (1,2) - 1,2 −Int( 1,2 −cl(A)), U ⊆ (1,2) - 1,2 −int( 1,2 −cl(A)). Also 1,2 −cl(A) ⊆ 1,2 −cl(U) implies that (1,2) - 1,2 

−int( 1,2 −cl(A)) ⊆ (1,2) - 1,2 −int( 1,2 −cl(U)). Thus U ⊆ (1,2) - 1,2 −int( 1,2 −cl(A)) ⊆τγ 1,2 −int( 1,2 −cl(U)) and hence U is a pre-
γ-open set.   
 
Example 2.10 
Let X = {a, b, c} and, 1 ={φ, X,{b}, {a, b}} , 2={φ, X ,{a},{b ,c}}   (1,2)*- o(x)= {φ, X , {a},{b}{a,b},{ b,c,},(1,2)*- c(x)= {φ, X , 
{c},{b,c},{a,c},{a}}  Define an operation γ on = A  if A={b} and γ(A) = X otherwise.  Clearly, = {φ, X,{ b}}.   Then(1,2)*-

- o(x) ={φ, X, {a},{b},{ a,b},{ b,c,}} , (1,2)*-  − - o(x) ={φ, X,{b}}  Here{a, b} is an (1,2)*-α-open set in X which is not 
(1,2)*-α-γ-open in X.     
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Example 2.11 
Let X = {a, b, c} and 1={φ, X ,{a},{a, b}}, 2={φ, X ,{b}}.Then the sets in{φ, X ,{a},{b}, {a, b}} are called 1,2 −  and the 
sets in{φ, X ,{b,c},{a, c},{c}} are called 1,2 − . Define an operation γ on by γ(A) = A if A = {a, b} and γ(A) = X 
otherwise.   Clearly, = {φ, X ,{a, b}}. Then(1,2)*-pre -o(x) ={φ, X , {a},{b}{a,b}} and (1,2)*-  − - o(x)= {φ, X ,{a, b}} 
.Clearly the set{a} is (1,2)* -pre- open in X but not in (1,2)*- - -open in X. 
 
Example 2.12 
Let X = {a, b, c} and 1={φ, X ,{a}}, 2={φ, X ,{b,c}}  (1,2)*- o(x)= {φ, X , {a},{ b,c}} ,(1,2)*- c(x)= {φ, X ,{b,c},{a}} . Define an 
operation γ on = A  if A={a} and γ(A) = X otherwise.    Clearly, = {φ, X,{ a}}.Then  (1,2)*- b-o(X) = {φ, X ,{a},{b},{c}, 
{a,b},{b,c},{a, c}} and(1,2)*-b- -o(x) ={φ, X ,{a},{a, b},{a, c}}. Clearly  {b,c} is (1,2)*-b-open in X but not (1,2)*-b- -o(x) 
 
Example 2.13 
Let X = {a, b, c} and 1={φ, X ,{b},{ b,c,}}, 2={φ, X ,{a,b},{c}}  (1,2)*- o(x)= {φ, X , {b},{c},{a,b},{ b,c}} , (1,2)*- c(x)= {φ, X 
,{a,c},{a},{c},{a,b} .Define an operation γ on = A  if A={bc} and γ(A) = X otherwise.  Clearly, = {φ, X,{ b,c}}.Clearly 
the set {a,b} is(1,2)* -  –open in X which is not in (1,2)* -  -  -o(X)  
 
Proposition 2.14 
The intersection of a (1,2)*-pre-γ-open set and an open set is (1,2)*- pre-open. 
 
Proof 
Let A be a (1,2)*-pre-γ-open set and U be an open set in X. Then A ⊆(1,2) − 

1,2 −int( 1,2 −cl(A)) and 1,2-int(U ) = U then by Lemma 2.8, we have U ∩ A ⊆ 1,2 −int(U) ∩ (1,2) - 1,2 −int( 1,2 −cl(A)) ⊆ 1,2 

−int(U) ∩ 1,2 −int( 1,2 −cl(A)) = 1,2 −int(U ∩ 1,2 −cl(A)) ⊆ 1,2 −int( 1,2 −cl(U ∩ A)). Therefore, A ∩ U is pre-open.    
 
Proposition 2.15 
The intersection of a (1,2)*-β-γ-open set and an open set is  (1,2)* -β-open.  
 
Proof 
Let U be an open set and A be a (1,2)*-β-γ-open set. Since every(1,2)*- γ-open set is open,byLemma2.8,wehave  
U∩A U∩ cl( I cl(A)))   U ∩ Cl( Int( Cl(A)))   

cl(U∩ int( cl(A))= cl( int(U))  ∩ int( cl(A)))   
         = cl( int(U ∩ cl(A)))  cl( int(c cl(U ∩ A))).   
 
This shows that U ∩ A is (1,2)*- β-open.   
We note that the intersection of two (1,2)*-pre-γ-open (resp.(1,2)*-β-γ-open) sets need not be(1,2)* - pre-open 
(resp.(1,2)*-β-γ-open) as can be seen from the following example:   
 
Example 2.16 
Let X = {a, b, c} and ={φ, X ,{a, b}}, ={φ, X}. Then (1,2)*- o(x)= {φ, X ,{a,b}}  (1,2)*- c(x)= {φ, X,{c}} .Define an 
operation γ on τ by γ(A) = A if A = {a, b} and γ(A) = X otherwise.  Clearly, τγ= {φ, X ,{a, b}}.  Then (1,2)*-pre-  -o(x) 
={φ,X,{a},{b}{a,b},{a,c},{b,c}and(1,2)* -pre- o(x) = {ϕ,X,{a},{b},{a,b},{a,c},{b,c}. Let A={a,c},B={b,c} which is (1,2)*-pre- - 
open inX. But A B={c}which is not in   (1,2)*- pre-open in X. 
 
Proposition 2.17 
The intersection of an (1,2)*-α-γ-open set and an open set is (1,2)*-α-open.  
 
Theorem 2.18 
If {Ak: k ∈ ∆} is a collection of(1,2)*- b-γ-open (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-open, (1,2)*-pre-γ-open, (1,2)*-β-γ-open) sets of a space 
(X, 1, 2), then ∪k∈∆Ak is  (1,2)*-b-γ-open  (resp. (1,2)*-α-γopen, (1,2)*-pre-γ-open, (1,2)*-β-γ-open). 
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Proof 
We only prove the first case as other cases are shown in the same way.Since Ak⊆(1,2) - 1,2 −int( 1,2 −cl(Ak)) ∪ 1,2 

−cl( (1,2) - 1,2 −int(Ak)) for every k ∈ ∆, we have    ∪k∈∆Ak⊆∪k∈∆[ (1,2) - 1,2 −int( 1,2 −cl(Ak)) ∪ 1,2 −cl( (1,2) - 1,2 
−int(Ak))]   ⊆ [∪k∈∆ (1,2) - 1,2 −int( 1,2 −cl(Ak))] ∪ [∪k∈∆ 1,2 −cl( (1,2) 1,2 −int(Ak))]  ⊆ [ (1,2) - 1,2 −int(∪k∈∆ 1,2 
−cl(Ak))] ∪ [ 1,2 −cl(∪k∈∆ (1,2) - 1,2 −int(Ak))] ⊆ [ (1,2) - 1,2 −int 1,2 −cl(∪k∈∆Ak))] ∪ [ 1,2 −cl( (1,2) - 1,2 

−int(∪k∈∆Ak))]. Therefore, ∪k∈∆Ak is(1,2)*-b-γ-open.   
 
We note that the intersection of two (1,2)*-pre-γ-open (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-open, (1,2)*-b-γopen, (1,2)*-β-γ-open) sets 
need not be (1,2)*-pre-γ-open (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-open, (1,2)*-b -γ -open, (1,2)*-β-γ-open) as can be seen from the 
following example:   
 
Example 2.19 
Let X={a,b.c} and τ1= {ϕ,x, {b},{b,c},{a,c},{c} },τ2 ={ϕ,x}. Then (1.2)* -o(x)={ϕ,x, {b},{b,c},{a,c},{c}}, (1.2)* -c(x)= 
{{a},{b},{a,b},{a,c}}. Describe the function γ in τ with γ(A) =A if A= {a, c} or {b, c} and  γ(A) =X otherwise. Clearly,  τ1,2- 

γ={ϕ,X, {a,c},{b,c} }. Let A={a,c} and B={b,c}, then A and B are (1,2)* -pre-γ-open (resp.(1,2)* -α -γ-open, .(1,2)* -b -γ-
open, .(1,2)* -β -γ-open), but AՈB={c} which is not in (1,2)*- pre -γ -open (resp. .(1,2)* -α -γ-open, .(1,2)* -b -γ-open, 
.(1,2)* -β -γ-open). 
 
New Separation Axioms  
Definition 
A bitopological space (X, , ) with an operation γ on ,is said to be:   
1. (1,2)*-pre-γ-T0 (resp (1,2)*-α-γ-T0, (1,2)*-b-γ-T0, (1,2)*-β-γ-T0) if for each pair of distinct points x, y in X, there exists 

a (1,2)*-pre-γ-open (resp.  
2. (1,2)*-α-γopen, (1,2)*b-γ-open, (1,2)*-β-γ-open) set U such that either x ∈ U and y  U or x  U and y ∈ U.  
3. (1,2)*-pre-γ-T1 (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-T1, (1,2)*-b-γ-T1, (1,2)*-β-γ-T1) if for each pair of distinct points x, y in X, there exist 

two (1,2)*-pre-γ-open (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-open, (1,2)*- 
4. b-γ-open, (1,2)*-β-γ-open) sets U and V such that x ∈ U but y  U and y ∈ V but x  V.  
5. (1,2)*-pre-γ-T2 (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-T2, (1,2)*-b-γ-T2, (1,2)*-β-γ-T2) if for each distinct points x, y in X, there exist two 

disjoint (1,2)*-pre-γ-open (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-open, (1,2)*-b-γ-open, (1,2)*-β-γ-open) sets U and V containing x and y 
respectively.  

 
Remark 3.2   
For a bitopological space (X, , ) with an operation γ on ,, the following properties hold:   
1. If (X, , ) is (1,2)*-α-γ-Ti, then it is (1,2)*-pre-γ-Ti, for i = 0, 1, 2. 2. 
2. If (X, , )is (1,2)*-pre-γ-Ti, then it is (1,2)*-b-γ-Ti, for i = 0, 1, 2.   
3. If (X, , ) is (1,2)*-b-γ-Ti, then it is (1,2)*-β-γ-Ti, for i = 0, 1, 2.    
 
Definition 3.3 
A subset A of a bitopological space X is called a (1,2)*-pre-γ -D-set (resp. (1,2)*-α -γ -D-set,  
(1,2)*-b-γ -D-set, (1,2)*-β-γ -D-set) if there are two (1,2)*-pre-γ-open (resp. (1,2)*-α-γopen,  
(1,2)*-b-γ-open, (1,2)*-β-γ-open) sets U and V such that U ≠ X and A = U \ V. It is true that every pre-γ-open (resp. 
(1,2)*-α-γ-open, (1,2)*-b-γ-open, (1,2)*-β-γopen) set U different from X is a pre-γ -D-set (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ -D-set, (1,2)*-
b-γ -Dset, (1,2)*-β-γD-set) if A = U and V = φ 
 
 
Remark 3.4  
Every proper (1,2)*-pre-γ-open (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-open, (1,2)*-b-γ-open, (1,2)*-β-γ-open) set is a (1,2)*-pre-γ -D-set 
(resp. (1,2)*-α-γ -D-set, (1,2)*-b-γ -D-set, (1,2)*-β-γ -D-set).   
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Remark 3.5 
For a bitopological space (X, 1, 2) with an operation γ on ,, the following properties hold:   
1. Every (1,2)*-α-γ -D-set is (1,2)*-pre-γ -D-set. 
2. Every (1,2)*-pre-γ -D-set is (1,2)*-b-γ -D-set.   
3. Every (1,2)*- b-γ -D-set is (1,2)*-β-γ -D-set.  
 
Definition 3.6 
A bitopological space (X, , ) with an operation γ on , is said to be:   
1. (1,2)*-pre-γ-D0 (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-D0, (1,2)*-b-γ-D0, (1,2)*-β-γ-D0) if for any pair of distinct points x and y of X there 

exists a (1,2)*-pre-γ -D-set (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ -D-set, (1,2)*b-γ -D-set, (1,2)*-β-γ -D-set) of X containing x but not y or 
a (1,2)*-γ-b -D-set of X containing y but not x.   

2. (1,2)*-pre-γ-D1 (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-D1, (1,2)*-b-γ-D1, (1,2)*-β-γ-D1) if for any pair of distinct points x and y of X there 
exist two (1,2)*-pre-γ -D-sets   (resp. (1,2)*-α-γD-sets, (1,2)*-b-γD-sets, (1,2)*-β-γD-sets) U and V such that x ∈ U 
but y  U and y ∈ V but x ∈V.   

3. (1,2)*-pre-γ-D2 (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-D2, (1,2)*-b-γ-D2, (1,2)*-β-γ-D2) if for any pair of distinct points x and y of X there 
exist disjoint (1,2)*-pre-γD-sets   (resp. (1,2)*-α-γD-sets, (1,2)*-b-γD-sets, (1,2)*-β-γD-sets) G and E of X containing 
x and y respectively.   

 
Remark 3.7     
A bitopological space (X, , ) with an operation γ on ,, the following properties hold:   
1. If (X, , ) is (1,2)*-α-γ-Di, then it is (1,2)*-pre-γ-Di, for i = 0, 1, 2. 2.If (X, , ) is (1,2)*-pre-γ-Di, then it is (1,2)*-

b-γ-Di, for i = 0, 1, 2.   
2. If (X, , ) is (1,2)*-b-γ-Di, then it is (1,2)*-β-γ-Di, for i = 0, 1, 2.   
 
Definition 3.8 
Point x ∈ X with only X as the (1,2)*-pre-γ-neighborhood (resp. (1,2)*-α-γneighborhood,(1,2)*-b-γ-
neighborhood,(1,2)*-β-γ neighborhood) is called a (1,2)*-pre-γ-neat point (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-neat point, (1,2)*-b-γ-neat 
point, (1,2)*-β-γ-neat point).   
 
Theorem 3.9 
For a (1,2)*-pre-γ-T0 (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-T0, (1,2)*-b-γ-T0, (1,2)*-β-γ-T0) topological space (X, , ) the following are 
equivalent:   
1. (X, 1, 2)is (1,2)*-pre-γ-D1 (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-D1, (1,2)*-b-γ-D1, (1,2)*-β-γ-D1).   
2. (X, 1, 2) has no (1,2)*-pre-γ-neat point (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-neat point, (1,2)*-b-γ-neat point, (1,2)*-β-γ-neat point).   
 
Proof  
`1⇒ 2. Since (X, 1, 2) is (1,2)*-pre-γ-D1 (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-D1, (1,2)*-b-γ-D1, (1,2)*-β-γD1), then each point x of X is 
contained in a (1,2)*-pre-γD-set (resp. (1,2)*-α-γD-set, (1,2)*-b -γDset, (1,2)*-β-γD-set) A = U \ V and thus in U. By 
definition U≠ X. This implies that x is not a (1,2)*-pre-γ-neat point (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-neat point, (1,2)*-b-γ-neat point, 
(1,2)*-β-γ-neat point).   
 
2⇒ 1. If X is (1,2)*-pre-γ-T0 (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-T0, (1,2)*-b-γ-T0, (1,2)*-β-γ-T0), then each pair of different points x, y ∈X, 
at least one of them, x (say) have(1,2)*-pre-γneighborhood (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-neighborhood,(1,2)*-b-γ-
neighborhood,(1,2)*-β-γneighbor) U contains x and not y. So the difference from X is a(1,2)*-pre-γD-set (resp. α-γD-
set, b-γD-set, β-γD-set). If X has no (1,2)*pre-γ-neat point (resp. (1,2)*-α-γ-neat point, (1,2)*-b-γneat point, (1,2)*-β-γ-
neat point). This means that there exists a (1,2)*-pre-γneighborhood (resp.  
(1,2)*-α-γ-neighborhood, (1,2)*-b-γ-neighborhood, (1,2)*-β-γneighbor) V of y ∋ V ≠ X. Thus y ∈ V \ U but not x and 
V \ U is a(1,2)*-pre-γD-set (resp. (1,2)*-α-γD-set, (1,2)*-bγD-set, (1,2)*-β-γD-set). Hence X is (1,2)*-pre-γ-D1  (resp. 
(1,2)*-α-γ-D1, (1,2)*-b-γ-D1, (1,2)*-β-γ-D1). 
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CONCLUSION 
 
A new class of sets are called (1,2)* -γ -open sets in a bitopological space (X,τ1 , ,τ2 ) together with its compliment 
which is (1,2)* -γ -closed sets . The purpose of this paper is to present and investigated some more separation axioms 
are called  (1,2)* - pre -γ -Ti ,and (1,2)* - pre -γ -Di  spaces, for i=0,1,2 .Some new separation axioms and weak forms 
have been founded ,they turn out to be useful in the study of digital topology. Therefore , all  bitopological  sets and 
functions defined will have many possibilities of applications in digital topology and computer graphics. 
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Background:COVID-19 is illness caused by infection with novel corona virus SARS-CoV-19. Aerobic and 
vigorous exercise plays important role in enhancing cardio respiratory and musculoskeletal performance, 
focusing on restoring and improving the quality of life of populations affected by Covid-19. This study 
aimed to analyse effect of physiotherapy treatment to improve functional capacity in post COVID-19 
survivors. Sample of 100 (n=100) post covid individual between the age of 18-35 years with decreased 
functional capacity were included in study. Subjects were divided into 50 in each group. Group A 
(Intervention group) and Group B (control group). This study is carried out for duration of 4months for 
Group A and for Group B no protocol. Experimental study  Outcomes would be calculated at the start of 
treatment and at the end of the last day of treatment by using Six minute walk test. The statistical 
analysis of the data was performed using the SPSS 10 program and included the repeated measurement 
ANOVA(for measuring 6MWT ranked variables from baseline to 120 day), the Mann-Whitney U test (for 
measuring the significance of the differences between both the group of patients).All differences were 
considered significant at p <0.001. Therefore, we concluded that Physiotherapy treatment is an effective 
and beneficial therapy for post COVID 19 young adults for improving functional capacity.  
 
Keywords: COVID 19, Functional capacity, Six minute walk test 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
COVID-19 is an illness caused by infection with a novel corona virus SARS-CoV-19. The 2019-novel is mainly 
transmitted by respiratory droplets and close contact. Most patients presenting with fever, cough, shortness of 
breath, nausea, vomiting, fatigue, and loss of taste. In some cases, if complicated form leading to death is 
characterized by ARDS, pneumonia, heart failure and secondary infection.[1,2] Respiratory disorders and lack of 
exercise in the elderly can lead to morbidity such as apraxia syndrome and pulmonary infection.[6] Post-SARS 
patients complained of difficulty in activities of daily living such as walking (level, uphill), stair climbing and 
housework. Physiotherapy is an integral part of critical care management. Physiotherapy in critical care aims to 
prevent and manage pulmonary complications and focus on early rehabilitation while minimizing complications of 
immobility [3, 5] Physiotherapy has proven to be highly relevant for the treatment of post-Covid-19 patients. 
Physiotherapy can help restore body functions. Physical Therapy is a key tool for reducing dyspnoea, improving 
lung capacity, reducing levels of anxiety as well as increasing muscle strength affected by these diseases.  
 
NEED OF THE STUDY  
There is a lack of knowledge and evidence of long-term outcomes of the disease and effect of Physiotherapy 
Treatment in post COVID-19 young adults.6 For young adults going through post COVID -19 traumatization without 
being exposed to the outer environment and may help them to improve their QOL and functional capacity. So, this 
study helps to determine the effect of Physiotherapy Treatment in post COVID -19 young adults  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Source of Data: Post COVID-19 young adults from Parul University.  
Sample Size: 100 subjects (Group A: 50 Subjects, Group B: 50 Subjects)  
Study Design: An Experimental study  
 
Inclusion Criteria are age between 18-35 yr, willing to fill informed consent, both genders are included, patient who 
are able to understand and follow simple verbal instruction  
 
Exclusion criteria are pregnant women, subjects with complete hearing loss. Subject’s age below 18 and more than 
35 year, subjects with physically and mentally challenged, subjects with completely blind and deaf, the participants 
receiving any cardiopulmonary fitness training. History of cardiac and chronic pulmonary diseases, history of 
thoracic surgery and abdominal surgery. Intervention Duration: The study was carried out for the duration of 4 
months. The protocol for the Group A was for 3 days in a week for 8 weeks. No protocol for Group B only given carp 
positioning and advised for 20 minutes walking. Evaluation was taken at 0 day, 60th day and 120th day.  
 
OUTCOME MEASURES  
Six minute walk test 
 
PROCEDURE  
The sample of 100 patients of post COVID 19 young adults between 18-35 years was taken for the study. Group A 
(Intervention group) and Group B (Control group). Group A received the given treatment for total duration of 3 days 
per weeks. The treatment protocol consist of breathing exercise (diaphragmatic and thoracic expansion) for 10 
minutes, aerobic exercises (low intensity exercise with rest).  Resistance training (for upper and lower limb exercise 
with 0.5 kg to 1kg weight) for 8-10 minutes and breathing control (pursed lip breathing) for 5 times Group B advised 
for carp positioning and 20 minutes walking. Both group were assessed 0 day, 60th day and 120th day using Six 
minute walk test and the data was recorded and final results was analysed.  
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RESULT 
Comparison in mean difference for distance in experimental and Control Group. 
Experimental Group 
For a baseline mean distance was 546.8 with SD 20.1 which is increased to 652.3 with SD 25.1 at the time of 60 
Day. Also, at the time of 120 day it was increased to 654.7 with SD 25.1. There is significance difference in 
distance at different time points in Experimental group with p – value <0.001(significance level). i.e., there is a 
significance improvement in the measure of distance in Experimental Group. 
 
Control Group 
For a baseline mean distance was 543.1 with SD 11.3 which is increased to 562.7 with SD 29.5 at the time of 60 Day. 
Also, at the time of 120 day it was increased to 567.4 with SD 35.6. There is significance difference in measures of 
distance at different time points in control group with p – value <0.001 (significance level). i.e., there is a significance  
improvement in the measure of distance in Control Group. Pair wise comparison of mean for difference in Distance 
at different time point in Experimental Group and Control Group. 
 
Experimental Group 
There is significance difference in Distance for each pair of time points with p – value <0.001 (significance level). 
i.e., there is significance improvement in measure of distance from baseline to 120 Day. 
 
Control Group 
There is significance difference in distance for all pair of time points with p – value < 0.05 (significance level). i.e., 
there is significance improvement in measure of distance baseline to 120 Day. 
Experimental Group 
For a baseline mean VO2 MAX was 28.8 with SD 4.2 which is increased to 35.1 with SD 4.1 at the time of 60 Day. 
Also, at the time of 120 day it was increased to 35.2 with SD 4.1. There is significance difference in VO2 MAX at 
different time points in Experimental group with p – value <0.001(significance level). i.e., there is a significance 
improvement in the measure of VO2 MAX in Experimental Group. 
 
Control Group 
For a baseline mean VO2 MAX was 29.9 with SD 3.2 which is increased to 31.0 with SD 3.3 at the time of 60 Day. 
Also, at the time of 120 day it was increased to 31.3 with SD 3.4. There is significance difference in measures of VO2 
MAX at different time points in control group with p – value <0.001 (significance level). i.e., there is a significance 
improvement in the measure of VO2 MAX in Control Group. Pair wise comparison of mean for difference in 
Distance at different time point in Experimental Group and Control Group. 
 
Experimental Group 
There is significance difference in VO2 MAX for each pair of time points with p – value < 0.05 (significance level). i.e., 
there is significance improvement in measure of VO2 MAX from baseline to 120 Day. 
 
Control Group 
There is significance difference in VO2 MAX for all pair of time points with p – value < 0.05 (significance level). 
i.e., there is significance improvement in measure of VO2 MAX baseline to 120 Day. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Therefore, we concluded that Physiotherapy Treatment is an effective and beneficial to improve Functional 
Capacity in post COVID 19 young adults compared to other group. 
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Table 1 
DISTANCE Experimental Group (n = 49) Control Group (n = 47) 

 Experimental 
Mean Experimental SD Control Mean Control SD 

PRE 546.8 20.1 543.1 26.3 
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60DAYS 652.3 25.1 562.7 29.5 
120 DAYS 654.7 25.1 567.4 35.6 
F - Value 702.508 43.455 
p - value <0.001 <0.001 

 
Table 2 

 
 

(I) Time 

 
Experimental Group (n = 49) 

 
 

Control Group (n = 47) 

Mean Differen 
ce (I-J) 

Std. Error p - value Mean Differen 
ce (I-J) 

Std. Error p - value 

Baseline 60 Day -16.455* 1.313 <0.001(HS) -5.926* 0.834 <0.001(HS) 
 120 Day -17.991* 1.537 <0.001(HS) -9.575* 1.417 <0.001(HS) 

60 Day Baseline 16.455* 1.313 <0.001(HS) 5.926* 0.834 <0.001(HS) 
 120 Day -1.536 1.010 0.135(NS) -3.649* 1.737 0.041(S) 

120 Day Baseline 17.991* 1.537 <0.001(HS) 9.575* 1.417 <0.001(HS) 
 60 Day 1.536 1.010 0.135(NS) 3.649* 1.737 0.041(S) 

 
Table 3 

 
VO2 MAX 

Experimental Group (n = 49) Control Group (n = 47) 
Experimental Mean Experimental SD Control Mean Control SD 

PRE 28.8 4.2 29.9 3.2 
60DAYS 35.1 4.1 31.0 3.3 

120 DAYS 35.2 4.1 31.3 3.4 
F - Value 702.508 43.455 
p - value <0.001 <0.001 

 
Table 4 

 
 

(I) 
TIME 

Experimental Group (n = 49) Control Group (n = 47) 

  
Mean Difference 

(I-J) 

 
Std. Err 

or 

 
p -value 

Mean Difference 
(I-J) 

 
Std. Err 

or 

 
 

p - value 

Pre 
60 DAYS -6.336* 0.239 <0.001(HS) -1.172* 0.181 <0.001(HS) 

120 
DAYS -6.479* 0.240 <0.001(HS) -1.458* 0.208 <0.001(HS) 

60 
DAYS 

PRE 6.336* 0.239 <0.001(HS) 1.172* 0.181 <0.001(HS) 
120 

DAYS -.143* 0.051 0.007(S) -.286* 0.082 0.001(S) 

120 
DAYS 

PRE 6.479* 0.240 <0.001(HS) 1.458* 0.208 <0.001(HS) 
60 DAYS .143* 0.051 0.007(S) .286* 0.082 0.001(S) 
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Figure 1 
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This research aimed to investigate diverse secondary metabolites present in different fractional extracts 
(through polarity-dependent solvent extraction) of Senna alexandrina flower and to evaluate their 
antimicrobial activity against Staphylococcus aureus (MTCC 96) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (MTCC 424). 
The outcome of preliminary phytochemical screening shows it had glycosides, tannins, and phenolic 
compounds; flavonoids were present in the chloroform fraction; alkaloids, glycosides, tannins, and 
phenolic compounds were in the chloroform-methanol fraction; and alkaloids, gums, mucilage, 
carbohydrates, steroids, and sterols were present in the aqueous fraction. The results of antimicrobial 
susceptibility testing reveal chloroform and water extract have promising antibacterial activity against P. 
aeruginosa as well as against S. aureus. 
 
Keywords: Senna flower, secondary metabolite, solvent extraction, antimicrobial activity 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Medicinal plants or medicinal herbs have been used in traditional medicine in many countries around the world 
since prehistoric times. Even now, it has crucial importance; about 80% of the world's population, including India, 
relies on medicinal herbs (Arora and Kaur, 2007). Senna alexandrina, commonly known as Indian senna, is a common 
plant grown in wastelands, well-drained sandy or laterite soil, roadside areas, and railway lines in the rural areas of 
West Bengal. The plant can grow up to 60–100 cm tall and is an annual. The colour of the stem is light green, and its 
woody stems are strongly branched. The leaf is winged with several leaflets, and the colour of the flower is bright 
yellow ("Senna alexandrina Mill," n.d.). The plant leaves have laxative activity, and they can be used to treat acute and 
chronic constipation. The fruits and leaves can also be applied for the treatment of epilepsy, dermatological 
disorders, respiratory diseases, skin infections, migraines, and heart diseases (Săvulescu et al., 2018). It is also used 
for ascites and dyspepsia. In unani medicine, it can be regarded as a blood purifier, anthelmintic, spasmodic, and 
emetic and used to treat periodic fevers, gout, and bronchial asthma (Akbar, 2020). Laxative potency was identical in 
mice, with 25% variation(Grote and Woods, 1944). There was no tolerance after repeated doses in weeks of 
administration(Woods and Grote, 1951).  
 
Oral administration causes a cathartic response, while intraperitoneal injection of senna causes a minimal response at 
the same dose (Hazleton and Talbert, 1945). Pure sennosides primarily affect colonic motility after being degraded by 
colonic microorganisms (Garcia-Villar et al., 1980). Sennoside B has no or minimal effect on intestinal absorption in 
rats, and high doses decrease the net absorption of sodium, chloride, and water mainly in the colon and ileum; the 
jejunum does not change (Leng-Peschlow, 2011). The pods of this plant contain 2.5–4.5% sennosides, aloe emodin, 
anthraquinones, cathartic acid, cahartin, kaempferol, chrysophanic acid, rhein, isorhamnetin, emodin, mucilage, 
pheoretin, and senacrol, and the leaves contain free anthraquinones like aloe-emodin, chrysophanol, rhein, 
isorhamnetin, emodin, mucilage, pheoretin, and senacrol, and the leaves contain free sugars such as fructose, 
glucose, pinitol, sucrose, sucrose, etc. (Akbar, 2020). Polarity-based solvent extraction was way more advanced and 
scientifically significant than normal extraction through organic solvent. Different polarities and acid-base gradients 
shift several phytochemicals in different layers of solvent. Thus, it was comparatively easy to predict for which 
secondary metabolite we got significant therapeutic activity (Harborne, 1998). For assessment of antibacterial 
activity, we used one-gramme positive and one-gramme negative bacteria to predict the susceptibility or activity of 
different fractional extracts by determining the MIC through the broth dilution method and the zone of inhibition by 
the disc diffusion method. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Plants material 
Fresh plants of Senna alexandrina Mill were collected. After authentication, the plant materials (flower) were collected, 
washed with running tap water to remove attached dirt, and then washed with distilled water. The plant materials 
(flower) were then dried in the shade and separately pulverized in a mechanical grinder to obtain coarse powder. 
 
Preparation of flower extract 
The shade dried 50 g of powdered plant material (flower) was taken into a 250 ml conical flask and extracted using 
methanol and water (4:1) using the ultrasonication-assisted maceration technique. They were kept overnight and 
sonicated for 30 minutes twice a day for up to 3 days. Care has been taken to prevent solvent loss during sonication. 
It was then filtered and centrifuged to remove the filtrate part. In the filtrate part, 2M H2SO4 was added for 
acidification and extracted with chloroform three times in a separating funnel. The density of chloroform is higher 
than that of methanol, so it was settled in a down layer and separated from the chloroform extract in a beaker. The 
chloroform fraction is named fraction A. Then NH4OH was added to the aqueous acid layer to basify it to pH 10 and 
extracted with chloroform-methanol (3:1, twice) and chloroform (one time). Then the extract of chloroform and 
methanol was separated in a beaker, and the aqueous basic residue was collected in another beaker. Now the 
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chloroform-methanol fraction is named fraction B, and the aqueous layer is named fraction C. Then the extracts of 
chloroform, chloroform-methanol, and the aqueous basic layer were all dried and evaporated (Harborne, 1998). 
 
Antimicrobial activity 
A panel of two pathogenic bacterial strains, comprising Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Gram -ve) MTCC 424 and 
Staphylococcus aureus (Gram +ve) MTCC 96, were examined using chloroform extract and water extract. The strains 
were bought from the Institute of Microbial Technology in Sector 39, Chandigarh, India. A liquid broth medium will 
be prepared for MIC and bacterial culture growth and an agar medium for the zone of inhibition in order to evaluate 
the antimicrobial activity. 20 ml of liquid broth media will be taken into two test tubes (10 ml each) and added to a 
few drops of bacteria left in the BOD for 24 hours.  
 
Broth dilution method 
The broth dilution method was used to calculate the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC). Five sterile test tubes 
are used for Gram + ve bacteria and five for Gram - ve bacteria when using chloroform or aqueous extract, 
respectively. For Staphylococcus aureus (GM + VE bacteria), concentrations of chloroform extract in the first test tube 
were 100 mg/ml, and dilutions were prepared using other test tubes containing 9 ml of liquid broth. The dilution 
factor is 10, and the concentrations of all extracts are 100 mg, 10 mg, 1 mg, 100 µg, and 10 µg /ml. Then, in laminar 
airflow, inoculate the bacteria with the help of a 100 micropipette and incubate at 37ºC for 48 hours .This process will 
repeat for water extract and the standard drug vancomycin, but the concentrations of vancomycin are 100mg, 10mg, 
1mg, 100µg, and 10µg. The extract concentration with the lowest MIC value and no discernible bacterial growth was 
noted (Lee et al., 2017). 
 
Disc Diffusion Method 
The disc diffusion method was used to identify the zone of inhibition. First of all, for both extracts, bacteria, and 
standard drugs 8 sterile Petri dishes are used, with four for gram-positive bacteria and four for gram-negative 
bacteria. The petri dish marks are one for chloroform extract, one for aqueous extract, one for standard drug, and one 
for all marks in a Y shape for both bacteria containing petri dishes. After that, in laminar air flow, take all the petri 
dishes to make a layer of agar media and wait until it is solid. On the other hand, take sterile paper discs (6 mm) and 
dip them in different solutions of extract and standard drug. The concentrations of extract and standard drug are 100 
mg/ml and 50 mg/ml, respectively. After solidification of the agar media, spread the bacteria previously marked on 
the petri dish, and leave for 20 minutes. After that, put the different dipped paper discs in the previously marked 
area. Then the petri discs were incubated at 37ºC for 24 hours. The antibacterial activity was measured as the mean 
diameter of the inhibition zones (cm) created by the extracts in triplicate for each test (Biemer, 1973). 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
Preliminary phytochemical study 
The results of preliminary phytochemical study of different fractional extract shown in table 1. 
Senna alexandrina flower 
 
Anti-microbial activity 
Broth dilution method 
The MIC of the Senna alexandrina flower's chloroform extractis 1000 µg/ml against S. aureus and 100 µg/ml against P. 
aeruginosa, whereas the MIC of the flower's aqueous extract is 100 µg/ml against S. aureus and 1000µg/ml against P. 
aeruginosa. Vancomycin, a common antibiotic, was effective against S. aureus and P. aeruginosa at 750µg/ml. Each 
organism's MIC value was calculated in triplicate. Fraction B did not show any significant anti-microbial activity.  
Disc diffusion method  
S. aureus (10.01 ± 3.48 cm2) and P. aerugenosa (9.88 ± 2.74 cm2) were both effectively eradicated by the chloroform 
extract. S. aureus (6.53 ± 2.03 cm2) and P. aeruginosa (7.74 ± 2.43 cm2) were both effectively eradicated by the aqueous 
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extract. The same for the common medication (vancomycin) was discovered to be 12.2±2.35 mmand 8±2.58 mm 
against S. aureus and P. aerugenosa, respectively. Fraction B or chloroform-methanol fraction did not show any 
significant anti-microbial activity.   
Note: The data from the control disc used for the solvent had no zone of inhibition, hence it was excluded from the 
results presented above. The paper disc's (6 mm) diameter is one of the inhibition zones. Results are presented as the 
mean ±SEM of three replicate measurements. 
 
Figure 1: Antibacterial activity of Chloroform and water extract of Senna alexandrina flower against tested bacterial 
strain 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Senna alexandrina flower extracts in chloroform and water demonstrated antimicrobial properties against every tested 
organism. Chloroform and water extract exhibit potential antibacterial action against both gramme positive bacteria 
S. aureus and gramme negative bacteria P. aeruginosa, according to the findings of an antimicrobial susceptibility test. 
The result obtained from antimicrobial activity of Senna alexandrina flower could consider this plant used as 
antimicrobial drug. On the other hand, fraction B did not show any significant anti-microbial activity.  These results 
provide a support for the traditional uses of Senna alexandrina flower for fight against bacteria. 
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Table 1: Results of Preliminary phytochemical screening of different fractional extract of Senna alexandrina 
flower 
 

1.Crude extract (Methanol- 
Water) 

Alkaloid, glycosides, flavonoids, tannins and phenolic compounds, gums and 
mucilage, carbohydrate. 

2.Chloroform fraction (A) Glycosides, tannin, phenolic compounds, flavonoids. 
3.Chloroform- methanol 

fraction (B) 
Alkaloids, glycosides, tannins, phenolic compounds, steroids. 

 
4.Aqueous fraction (C) Alkaloids, gums and mucilage, carbohydrates steroids and sterols. 

 
Table 1: Result of Antibacterial activity of Chloroform and water extract of Senna Alexandrina flower 
against tested bacterial strain 

Microorganisms 
Diameter of inhibition zone (mm) MIC (µg/ml) 

Chloroform 
extract Water extract Vancomycin 

Chloroform 
extract 

Water 
extract 

Vanco
mycin 

S. aureus 10.01±3.48 6.53±2.03 12.2±2.35 1,000 100 750 
P. aerugenosa 9.88±2.74 7.74±2.43 8±2.58 100 1000 500 

 

 
Figure 1: Antibacterial activity of Chloroform and water extract of Senna Alexandrina flower against tested 

bacterial strain 
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FDA mandates pre-approval scrutiny for pharmaceutical products, assessing various production sites. 
After approval, risk-based surveillance inspections occur. A study examines warning letters from FDA's 
FTC (federal trade commission) and OPDP (office of prescription drug promotion) to drug firms’ post-
approval, delving into reasons behind such regulatory actions for enhanced pharmaceutical industry 
compliance and public safety. Advertisements are vital in a community where all companies fight for 
development and economic success. Drug development is a time-consuming and risky business. 
Marketing has a huge positive impact on the introduction of new products to the market. However, 
several pharmaceutical goods marketing specifically branded products are disputed and in violation of 
advertising regulations. This study investigates the regulatory environment of pharmaceutical 
advertising by analyzing warning letters (WL) issued by the FTC and OPDP between 2017 and 2023. 
The study focuses on the reasons underlying regulatory actions for improved industry compliance and 
public safety by examining FDA-mandated pre-approval scrutiny and post-approval surveillance 
inspections. Over a decade, advertising has been a crucial tool for any industry in reaching out to new 
clients while preserving confidence with existing ones. Pharmaceutical advertising, from a regulatory 
standpoint, is far more than just advertising in the traditional sense. Each country has its own legislative 
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framework in place to protect the interests of consumers and corporations. This study emphasizes the 
overall regulatory consequences of misleading advertisements of drugs with respect to warning letters 
issued by both FTC and OPDP in USA. 
 
Keywords: Federal trade commission, office of prescription drug promotion, food drug administration, 
warning letters 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Advertisement serves as a communication modality employed to disseminate information pertaining to a product 
or service within a market. Its primary objective is to enhance the visibility and market penetration of a product or 
service, especially when introducing a newly launched offering. In the context of a burgeoning consumerist culture 
in the contemporary corporate landscape, advertisements assume a pivotal role in shaping and influencing 
consumer behaviors. Advertisement functions as a means to apprise the general public of a seller's product, service, 
or idea within the market. This informational outreach is designed to stimulate consumer interest and encourage 
the purchase of the promoted product or service. It serves as a conduit through which manufacturers or sellers 
communicate essential details regarding the nature, quality, and characteristics of a specific product or service they 
offer in the marketplace. However, it is noteworthy that, instead of solely providing factual information, 
advertisements occasionally manifest as a form of disinformation, potentially misleading consumers about the 
attributes of the advertised product, service, or idea[1]. The FDA and FTC jointly regulate pharmaceutical 
advertising in the United States to ensure accuracy and prevent deception. The FDA reviews and approves 
prescription drug promotional materials, scrutinizing their content for truthfulness and balance. Monitoring 
activities help identify and address misleading practices. The FTC collaborates with the FDA to combat deceptive 
advertising, ensuring claims are substantiated. Violations may result in warnings, fines, or corrective advertising. 
Congressional regulations classify pharmaceuticals as prescription or non-prescription drugs, with the FDA 
overseeing the advertising of prescription drugs, enforcing rules to maintain integrity and transparency in the 
pharmaceutical market.[2] The misleading advertisements may occur in different ways those can be seen in fig;1 
 
The following are examples of misleading advertising 

1. oversimplifying and exaggerating;  
2. expressing unrealistic features of the product;  
3. applying professional notions for greater effect;  
4. presenting false licenses; providing false guarantees;  
5. utilizing deceptive visuals and cinematic strategies; 
6. offering discounts and free stuff [3]. 

 
The FDA operates as a traditional regulatory body, employing administrative procedures to form conclusions, 
potentially leading the Commissioner to restrict advertising. FDA warning letters are official notices issued to 
entities violating federal regulations on product safety and efficacy. These letters detail infractions, specify broken 
rules, and request corrective actions. Recipients must respond in writing, outlining steps taken to rectify violations 
and prevent recurrence. This regulatory approach underscores the FDA's commitment to ensuring compliance with 
rigorous standards, promoting the safety and effectiveness of products in the United States through a systematic 
process of assessment, communication, and enforcement[4]. FDA warning letters investigate deceptive claims about 
safety and efficacy in the pharmaceutical and medical device sectors. Deviations promote corrective 
measures, emphasizing sound manufacturing procedures. Threats of adulteration and contamination necessitate 
vigilance to ensure product integrity and public trust. Medical device warnings emphasize pre-market approval 
and regulatory compliance, but failure to disclose adverse occurrences prompts FDA intervention for proactive risk 
reduction. Labelling and advertising breaches highlight the significance of correct information for consumers and 
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healthcare professionals to make educated decisions[5]. The Office of Prescription Drug Promotion (OPDP) is 
critical in ensuring that prescription medicine advertising is accurate. OPDP attempts to ensure true, balanced, and 
accurate information in promotional materials by constant monitoring, conformance checks, studies, and training 
programmers. OPDP's research, which employs a variety of techniques, contributes to the FDA's science-based 
policy goals while maintaining a commitment to public health. The OPDP research team also works with outside 
organizations to plan and carry out drug promotion studies. OPDP reviewers are responsible for analyzing 
promotional materials, offering input to sponsors, resolving complaints, initiating compliance actions, and ensuring 
compliance with prescription drug promotion rules and regulations [6]. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
A complete dataset encompassing FDA-FTC-OPDP warning letters branded Misleading Advertisements or 
Violation of Law, spanning the years 2017 to 2023, was painstakingly obtained from the official FDA website. The 
extraction, organization, and categorization of pertinent information necessitated meticulous extraction, 
organization, and categorization, ensuring a scientific approach to data retrieval and administration. This well-
organized information provides for in-depth analysis and research on changes, patterns, and regulatory 
enforcement actions throughout the specified time period. The methodological rigor with which this dataset was 
compiled boosts its dependability and utility for scientific investigations of the regulatory environment of 
pharmaceutical advertising and law compliance over the chosen time period. The USFDA works with the FTC and 
the OPDP to regulate pharmaceutical advertising in order to ensure honesty and prevent deceit. Their primary goal 
is to provide patients with accurate information regarding product advantages and hazards. When businesses 
break advertising regulations, they are issued warning letters and fines, including product recalls. The Phra, an 
IFPMA-accredited organisation, establishes guidelines for pharmaceutical marketing in the United States, assuring 
accurate and consumer-protective procedures in accordance with industry standards. In the mid-1980s, 
pharmaceutical information was limited to healthcare professionals, with no rule against direct-to-consumer (DTC) 
advertising. The inaugural DTC ad in 1981 for Merck's Pneumovax VR marked a shift. DTC ads were permitted in 
1997, regulated by the FDA under laws like 21 CFR 202.20. The Office of Prescription Drug Promotion (OPDP) 
oversees prescription medication advertising. The FDA investigates professional ads through various channels, 
categorizing marketing initiatives into three groups for effective oversight [7]. In USA drug advertising and 
marketing, products are classified into three types: Direct-to-Consumer (DTC), Healthcare Professional (HCP), and 
Business-to-Business (B2B). The responsible agencies vary for each type, with the FDA and FTC overseeing DTC, 
the FDA and OPDP managing HCP, and the FDA and PhMRA handling B2B communications. Which is clearly 
described (table: -1 and table: - 2) 
 
Advertising approval process in the USA 
In the USA, mandatory approval for promotional and labeling materials is required for prescription products. 
Surveillance of pharmaceutical advertising is vital for consumer protection and accurate information for healthcare 
professionals. The Office of Prescription Drug Promotion (OPDP) and Federal trade commission FTC meticulously 
reviews prescription drug advertising and labeling to ensure accuracy and prevent deception. Agencies are urged 
to substantiate claims with verified evidence. The OPDP and FTC under the FDA's CDRH, initiated the Bad Ad 
Program in 2010, aiming to heighten awareness about false advertising to healthcare professionals and encourage 
reporting of deceptive advertising and labeling materials, promoting transparency and integrity in pharmaceutical 
marketing. Which is clearly described in (figure: -2) The examination focuses on assessing the bank's adherence to 
Section 5 of the FTC Act, which prohibits unfair or deceptive acts. Examination procedures involve evaluating 
internal policies, controls, and procedures to ensure compliance. Specific areas of scrutiny include compliance 
management systems, advertising, disclosures, servicing, collections, and employee and third-party oversight 
related to potential areas of concern. Inspectors should utilize these procedures along with best practices to identify 
unfair or deceptive practices. Supervisors, as needed, should review past examination records, safety-and-
soundness reports, compliance with Regulation AA, internal policies, and sample customer materials. Interviews 
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with management and staff aim to discuss concerns and ensure regulatory compliance. which is clearly described 
in (figure: -3) In both the FTC and OPDP warning letters, data analysis found significant advertising breaches. 
Misleading statements, insufficient proof, and noncompliance with regulatory rules were all common themes. 
Identifying these primary areas informs targeted initiatives in the pharmaceutical and consumer goods sectors to 
improve conformity to advertising standards and protect consumer interests. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Results 
In 2017, the FTC and OPDP issued four warning letters together in response to deceptive pharmaceutical 
advertisements. This joint approach demonstrated a purposeful dedication to transparency and integrity in 
promotional materials. Regulatory vigilance increased in 2018, with a total of ten warning letters, indicating a 
greater commitment to ensuring information accuracy. The apex happened in 2019, with 19 warnings and an 
emphasis on a collaborative effort to correct deceptive advertising in healthcare. Following years witnessed a 
consistent regulatory presence, with 17 warnings in 2020 and 19 in 2021. 15 warning letters maintained the pattern 
in 2022, and joint efforts continued in 2023 with 8 warnings. These scientific findings highlight the FTC and OPDP's 
continuous commitment to addressing and mitigating the effects of misleading advertisements, showcasing the 
evolving and proactive nature of pharmaceutical oversight over the specified years.(Figure:4) The Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) and Office for prescription drug promotion systematically documented the fluctuations in 
warning letters (WL) regarding misleading advertisements percentages relevant to various procedures throughout 
the course of the analyzed years. In the first year, 2017, a thorough investigation found that one methodological 
technique resulted in a 3.3%, while another way resulted in a 6.2% of warning letters by FTC and OPDP. Moving 
forward to the next year, 2018, both approaches saw an incremental increase, with the percentages rising to 8.3% 
and 15.6%, respectively. The year 2019 saw a noticeable increase in warning letters percentages, with one technique 
revealing a considerable 20.0% drop and the other revealing a strong 21.8% reduction. In 2020, regulatory action 
increased significantly, with warning letters accounting for 18.2% of one category and 18.7% of OPDP, 
demonstrating a dedication to compliance. This pattern continued in 2021, with the FTC issuing warnings at 21.6% 
and 18.7%, respectively. By 2022, there was a noticeable change, with warning letters dropping to 18.2% and 12.5%, 
respectively. In 2023, the percentages fell to 10.0% and 6.25%, indicating a more sophisticated regulatory strategy or 
increased industry compliance. Scientific data highlight FTC and OPDP's dynamic functioning, demonstrating 
flexibility and targeted treatments. The FTC also filed charges against firms for breaking advertising regulations. 
(Figure :5) 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Analysis of warning letters highlights pivotal factors contributing to drug advertising misguidance. This study 
substantiates the primary reasons behind misleading promotions, offering crucial insights for regulatory 
improvements. Understanding the major regions of concern is essential for fostering transparent and accurate 
pharmaceutical advertising practices, ensuring public safety and awareness. In most of the cases the misleading 
advertisements happens for not following the exact sections and in both FTC and OPDP. Information and 
data Misleading ads are mostly the result of noncompliance with specified regulations, most notably Section 5 of 
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). Pharmaceutical businesses frequently violate this rule by failing to maintain 
fair and honest procedures. Adherence to Section 5 is critical to resolving the widespread problem of deceptive 
pharmaceutical ads. The FTC is authorized by Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. § 45, to 
look into and stop misleading business practices. The legislation states that "unfair methods of competition in or 
affecting commerce, and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce, are hereby declared 
unlawful." The FTC has separate enforcement and authority over two different types of consumer deception: 
unfairness and unfairness. The FTC is also in charge of investigating unfair corporate competition practices Section 
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5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (FTC Act) prohibits "unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting 
commerce" (15 USC 45). This applies universally, encompassing entities like financial institutions. The Board can 
address such conduct under Section 8 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act. A joint statement by the Board and 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, issued on March 11, 2004, delineates responsibilities regarding unfair or 
deceptive activities in state-chartered banks. The statement outlines legal requirements, risk administration, and 
provides recommendations, including best practices, to prevent unfair or deceptive acts and practices in state-
chartered banks.[8] Six of OPDP's letters accused fraudulent or misleading risk presentation (one letter charged 
"false or misleading risk and benefit presentations"). Three letters accused fraudulent or misleading statements 
regarding effectiveness or benefit (including the letter alleging "false or misleading claims about efficacy or 
benefit"). fraudulent or misleading risk and benefit presentations," a letter alleging "false or misleading 
effectiveness claims," and a letter alleging "false or misleading benefit presentation"). One letter complained about 
the absence of crucial details. In addition to one or more of the charges outlined above, all three letters concerning 
DTC product endorsements accused failure to submit promotional material to OPDP under Form FDA-2253.[9] 
 
False or Misleading Risk Presentation 
The referenced promotional material provided inaccurate or misleading risk information, according to five of the 
six letters sent in 2021, including both warning letters and all three letters concerning DTC product endorsements. 
OPDP claimed in three such letters that the advertising materials lacked "any risk information." OPDP admitted in 
a warning letter to Cooper Surgical, Inc. (CSI) that a promotional video containing a physician interview directed 
viewers to the PARAGARD® (intrauterine copper contraception) website for further information about the device. 
However, OPDP determined that "this does not mitigate the video's complete omission of risk information."[9]  
 
False or Misleading Claims About Efficacy or Benefit 
The FDA's Office of Prescription medicine Promotion (OPDP) issued a warning letter on August 4, 2023, aimed at a 
sales aid for a medicine authorized for the maintenance treatment of patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease (COPD).1 On August 15, 2023, the FDA issued the letter. this violation was cited if the information 
presented in the advertisement directly or indirectly contradicted package insert or full prescribing information. 
For example, if the drug had potentially serious adverse effects and the advertisement claimed the drug to be safe, 
then this violation was cited in letters. Some advertisements claimed that the drug had expanded access (for 
compassionate use) while the approval for expanded access had not been granted by the FDA. In this case, the 
advertisement was cited for a false and misleading claim. This was considered as violation of 21 CFR 312.300, 21 
CFR 202.1(e)(3)(iii). Many stakeholders have highlighted that OPDP enforcement of drug promotion standards 
have been at a lengthy halt in recent years.2 For example, in 2022, OPDP issued only four enforcement letters, with 
none issued for nearly a year between June 2, 2022, and June 7, 2023.  
 
OPDP has now issued two letters in less than two months, including its first warning letter since February 2022. If 
present trends continue, the OPDP may soon approach enforcement levels last seen in 2019. In 2023 The US Food 
and Drug Administration's (FDA) Office of Prescription Drug Promotion (OPDP) reviewed a promotional 
communication, a professional sales aid (US-68433), for BREZTRI AEROSPHERETM (budesonide, glycopyrrolate, 
and formoterol fumarate) inhalation aerosol, for oral inhalation use (BREZTRI) submitted by AstraZeneca under 
the cover of Form FDA 2253. The sales tool makes false or misleading claims and/or representations about 
BREZTRI'S effectiveness. Thus, the sales assistance misbrands BREZTRI in violation of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act), making its distribution illegal. 21 U.S.C. 352(a); 331(a). Observe 21 CFR 202.1(e)(5). These 
infractions are significant from the standpoint of public health since the promotional communication provides a 
false impression about the overall advantages that a patient may expect as a consequence of the treatment. 
BREZTRI treatment. [10] In 2021 FTC send 13 warning letters to different companies one of that is NeiMed 
Pharmaceuticals For unlawfully advertising that your nasal irrigation products treat or prevent Coronavirus 
Disease 2019 (COVID-19). On August 18, 2020, Neimed pharmaceuticals declare on Facebook and Instagram: 
"Benefits and Safety of Nasal Saline Irrigations in a Pandemic—Washing COVID-19 Away." Under the FTC Act, 15 
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U.S.C. 41 et seq., it is illegal to advertise that a product may prevent, treat, or cure human illness unless you have 
competent and reliable scientific data substantiating the claims at the time they are made. There is presently no 
such study for COVID-19 for the goods listed above. As a result, any coronavirus-related preventative or treatment 
claims made about such items are unsubstantiated by competent and credible scientific data. Violations of the FTC 
Act may result in legal action seeking a Federal District Court injunction, including an order requiring you to repay 
money to customers. Furthermore, marketers who make deceptive claims about the treatment, cure, prevention, or 
mitigation of COVID-19 are subject to a civil penalty of up to $43,792 per violation under the COVID-19 Consumer 
Protection Act, Section 1401, Division FF, of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, P.L. 116-260[11] For more 
enforcement [11] 
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CONCLUSION  
 
In conclusion, the collaborative efforts of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Office of Prescription Drug 
Promotion (OPDP) were evident through a systematic issuance of warning letters, showcasing a commitment to 
regulatory diligence and transparency in healthcare communication. The escalating warnings from 2017 to 2019 
signaled heightened vigilance. Subsequent years revealed sustained focus with nuanced regulatory shifts. The 
declining trend in warnings by 2023 suggests refined strategies or improved compliance. These scientific 
observations emphasize the dynamic nature of pharmaceutical oversight, underscoring regulatory bodies' 
dedication to evolving interventions and preserving healthcare information integrity. The FTC's legal actions 
underscore a comprehensive approach to enforcing laws on misleading advertisements.  
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TABLE1: type of advertisements and its description with responsible agency  
Type of 

Advertisement Description 
Responsible 

Agency 
Direct to 

Consumers 
Targets general public, promoting prescription 

drugs directly to consumers 
FDA and FTC 

Healthcare 
professionals 

 

Aimed at medical professionals, providing detailed 
information on prescription drugs. 

FDA and OPDP 

Business to 
Business 

Targeted at industry stakeholders, involving 
collaborations, conferences, and negotiations. 

 
FDA 

 
TABEL 2: Regulatory Oversight by Category 

s.no category 
Prescription 

drugs& 
Biologics 

Restricted 
devices 

OTC 
drugs 

Un 
restricted 
devices 

Dietary 
supplements 

Cosmetics 

1 Labeling FDA, OPDP FDA FDA FDA FDA FDA 
2 Advertising FDA, OPDP FDA FTC FTC FTC FTC 
3 internet FDA, OPDP FDA&FTC FDA FDA&FTC FDA FDA 

 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Occurrence of Misleading 
Advertisements" 

Figure2: process of promotion acceptance by OPDP 
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Figure3: case filing process of FTC in case of 
misleading Advertisements  

Figure 4: warning letters issued by FTC and OPDP from 
2017 to 2023 

 
Figure 5: percentage of warning letters issued in each year 
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Consumer behavior within the computerized age has seen a critical change due to the far reaching 
appropriation of innovation and the development of e-commerce stages. This review paper points to 
supply an diagram of the current patterns and techniques in e-commerce that impact customer behavior. 
By analyzing the writing and observational thinks about, this paper identifies key components that shape 
shopper behavior within the advanced age, counting the move towards online shopping, the rise of 
versatile commerce (m-commerce), personalization and customization, the impact of social media, and 
the affect of user-generated substance and online audits. In addition, it investigates different techniques 
utilized by e-commerce businesses to impact customer behavior, such as client encounter (UX) plan, 
personalized promoting, social media promoting, client relationship administration (CRM), and 
information analytics. Additionally, this paper highlights the challenges and moral contemplations that 
emerge within the consider of buyer behavior, counting protection concerns, online tricks, and the moral 
suggestions of targeted advertising and behavioral following. The suggestions for businesses and e-
commerce stages are talked about, emphasizing the ought to get it and adjust to the changing shopper 
behavior scene. Moreover, this paper distinguishes openings for future investigate in buyer behavior and 
e-commerce, giving bits of knowledge into potential headings for understanding and successfully 
catering to consumer needs and inclinations within the computerized age.  
 
Keywords: Customer behavior, Digital age, E-commerce, Patterns, Techniques, Online shopping, 
Versatile commerce, Personalization, Social media promoting, User-generated substance, Client 
involvement, Information analytics, Protection concerns.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Consumer behavior within the computerized age has been essentially affected by the progressions in computerized 
innovation [1]. The expanded get to to data and the comfort of online shopping have driven to changes in shopping 
behavior and a move towards e-commerce stages [2]. Social media plays a pivotal part in forming buyer inclinations 
and making modern patterns [3]. The nonstop advancement of data and communication innovations has driven to a 
critical increment in e-commerce exchanges and the utilize of advanced instruments such as social media, counterfeit 
insights, and the Web of Things [4]. The advanced period has engaged buyers by giving them with simple get to to 
data, the capacity to compare and differentiate between brands, and the opportunity to share their post-purchase 
information and encounters [5]. These changes have moreover brought about within the development of unused 
models of shopper behavior forms, such as the ROPO impact (Investigate Online, Buy Offline) and the switch ROPO 
(Investigate Offline, Buy Online) 
 
Significance of understanding consumer behavior in e-commerce 
Understanding customer behavior in e-commerce is noteworthy for a few reasons. Firstly, it permits for a more 
profound understanding of client route on e-commerce websites and its impacts on obtaining choices [6]. Besides, it 
makes a difference in analyzing the components that impact item buy purposeful, such as electronic word-of-mouth, 
customer rating, and notoriety [7]. Thirdly, it empowers a comprehensive investigation of different components that 
influence buyer behavior, counting shopper environment, buyer request, and other variables like transportation 
coordinations and promoting [8]. Moreover, considering shopper behavior in e-commerce makes a difference in 
anticipating and foreseeing client obtaining practices, driving to more incomes and remaining ahead within the 
advertise [9]. Finally, it helps in settling natural issues by recognizing components that influence green customer buy 
choices on social commerce stages [10]. In general, understanding buyer behavior in e-commerce is pivotal for 
planning viable promoting techniques, progressing site plan, and advancing maintainable hones.  
 
Purpose of the review paper of Consumer Behaviour 
The Reason of the audit of customer behavior within the computerized age is to get it the patterns and procedures in 
e-commerce [11]. The survey points to classify online buyer behavior in an dubious situation, utilizing the self-
determination hypothesis and essential mental needs [12]. It moreover explores the components that influence buyer 
behavior in e-commerce, such as customer environment, buyer request, and different other variables [13]. The audit 
recognizes the determinants of online shopper behavior, counting components like seen convenience, seen chance, 
demeanor, believe, social impact, and statistic variables [14]. Moreover, the survey investigates the investigation of 
shopper behavior in online shopping, centering on recognizing customers, their acquiring behavior, and their 
requirements for future points [15]. The survey points to supply experiences for online retail supervisors and 
professionals to upgrade esteem within the electronic setting for both clients and firms  
 
Overview of Consumer Behavior in E-commerce 
Definition of consumer behavior 
Consumer behavior refers to the variables that impact how customers purchase and utilize items or administrations. 
These components incorporate the consumer's common and contract environment, socio statistic and psychographic 
components, natural variables, and situational variables. Culture is an imperative portion of the consumer's common 
environment. There are two distinctive approaches to shopper inquire about: explanatory buyer inquire about and 
interpretive shopper investigate. The explanatory approach, spoken to by cross-cultural shopper investigate (CCCB), 
is taken after in this book [16]. To totally depict an individual's behavior, their choices for each choice issue they may 
confront have to be be indicated. Not each subset of options may be a choice problem for a customer. The behavior of 
a buyer who faces a budget set, which could be a specific sort of choice issue, is centered on in this chapter [17]. The 
consider of buyer behavior is intrigue, drawing from disciplines such as financial matters, brain research, human 
science, and neurosciences. Understanding buyer behavior can advantage marketers, policymakers, customer 
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advocates, and shoppers themselves [18]. The concept of buyer behavior has different translations and definitions, 
but it by and large alludes to the discernments of propensities, ways of life, states of mind, and hones of customers 
[19]. 
 
Factors influencing consumer behavior in the digital age 
Shopper behavior within the computerized age is impacted by different components. The affect of advanced 
innovative propels on customer designs in urban society has been watched, with expanded get to to data and the 
comfort of online shopping driving to changes in shopping behavior and a move towards e-commerce platforms 
[20]. Be that as it may, there's frequently an irregularity between individuals' concerns approximately moral or 
natural issues and their real utilization behavior, which can be credited to cognitive, social, and natural impacts [21]. 
Influencers within the computerized age play a critical part in forming buyer inclinations and making unused 
patterns, in spite of the fact that the interaction rate with devotees is frequently moo [22]. The rise of advanced 
showcasing has given brand marketers with more channels to associated with shoppers, and components such as 
seen convenience, service quality, site openness, and shared substance have been found to affect advanced 
promoting and brand-consumer connections [23]. The improvement of data innovation has driven to changes in 
customer decision-making forms, counting the development of modern models such as the ROPO impact and turn 
around ROPO [24]. 
 
 The role of technology in shaping consumer behavior 
Innovation plays a noteworthy part in forming shopper behavior. The headways in advanced innovation have 
driven to changes in consumers' schedules and propensities, influencing the ways they communicate, devour, and 
advance [25]. The broad utilization of the web and advanced gadgets has expanded the significance of computerized 
promoting exercises, online client encounters, e-customer relationship administration, and client co-creation hones 
[26]. Moreover, innovation has an affect on the way people frame their sense of self and upgrade their convictions. It 
impacts inclinations for computerized items, shapes conviction upgrading through look motors, and influences 
inclination for fabric items [27]. Innovation grows the extend of alternatives for people to hold onto characters and 
accomplish positive self-verification, but it too presents challenges for shoppers [28]. Generally, innovation has both 
encouraged and prevented identity-based utilization, and assist investigate is required to investigate its affect on 
shopper behavior [29]. 

Trends in Consumer Behavior in E-commerce 
Shift towards online shopping 
Customer behavior in e-commerce has been moving towards online shopping. The rise of online promoting and the 
comfort it offers have made it a driving medium of showcasing [30]. Components such as site plan, comfort, and 
time reserve funds have been found to be persuasive in persuading customers to shop online [31]. Online stores are 
accessible 24/7, permitting clients to shop from anyplace, which includes to the offer of online shopping [32]. The 
web has revolutionized the way individuals shop and buy products, driving to a worldwide wonder of online 
shopping [33]. Companies have been utilizing the web to decrease promoting costs and offer competitive costs, 
whereas clients utilize it to compare costs and item highlights [34]. In general, the drift towards online shopping is 
driven by variables such as comfort, accessibility, and cost-effectiveness, making it a favored choice for buyers. 
 
 Mobile commerce and the rise of m-commerce 
Portable commerce, moreover known as m-commerce, alludes to the utilize of remote convenient gadgets such as 
portable phones and tablets for online commercial exchanges. It permits clients to lock in in exercises such as 
obtaining and offering things, managing an account, and charge installment without the require for a tablet or PC 
[35]. M-commerce has gotten to be a unused insurgency in electronic commerce, advertising clients the opportunity 
to execute anytime and anyplace utilizing portable gadgets and remote systems [36]. It gives comfort, 
personalization, and localization, and has different employments in travel and tourism [37]. M-commerce has 
moreover driven to unused commerce breakthroughs, such as conveyance administrations, which upgrade the client 
encounter and increment standard buys [38]. Be that as it may, the selection of m-commerce moreover presents 
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challenges and security contemplations that got to be tended to [39]. The portable channel contains a noteworthy 
affect on driving deals concentration, with the versatile channel expanding the share of prevalent items compared to 
PC-based e-commerce channels . Supervisors got to re-examine their techniques to coordinated m-commerce with e-
commerce successfully .  
 
Personalization and customization in e-commerce 
Personalization and customization are two concepts in e-commerce that point to adjust items or administrations to 
the inclinations of clients. Item personalization is started by the company based on client information, centering on 
personalized encounters and giving the company control over the method [40]. On the other hand, item 
customization is started by the client, based on their inclinations, and gives the customer control over the method, 
centering on adaptability and alternatives [41]. In cross-border e-commerce, brilliantly customization can offer 
assistance address the challenge of assembly different universal advertise requests. By utilizing shrewdly innovation 
and profound learning, cross-border e-commerce undertakings can recognize changes in showcase request, select 
items, and optimize item improvement [42]. Personalization methods, such as client division, can be connected in e-
commerce to way better target and lock in clients. By examining statistic and psychographic division, businesses can 
alter their offers to meet client prerequisites and increment fulfillment and devotion [43]. Web personalization in e-
commerce upgrades online users' recognitions and impacts their buy choices by giving comfort and expanding 
exchange utility [44].  
 
Social media influence on consumer behavior 
Social media stages have a noteworthy impact on shopper behavior and buy choices. They give buyers with get to to 
a riches of data, item audits, and user-generated substance, empowering them to form educated buy choices [45]. 
Client sharing on social media stages emphatically impacts consumers' discernments of chance, understanding of the 
item, and eagerness to buy [46]. Social media stages like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube have gotten to 
be fundamentally to consumers' every day lives and enormously impact their intuitive with brands and obtaining 
choices [47]. Social media too plays a significant part in forming client behavior and inclinations, with the control to 
boost perceivability, lock in with clients, and form shopper behavior [48]. Humanized client benefit on social media 
leads to positive client demeanors, less complaints, and higher client fulfillment [49]. In general, social media 
publicizing and promoting procedures are essential for companies to succeed within the advanced time and viably 
impact shopper behavior . 
 
 Impact of user-generated content and online reviews 
User-generated content and online reviews have a significant impact on various industries, including travel, dining, 
retail, and healthcare. Consumers increasingly rely on social media platforms and review websites to gather 
information, read reviews, and evaluate experiences before making decisions. These platforms provide a space for 
users to share their thoughts and opinions, which can influence the perceptions and decisions of potential consumers 
[50] [51] [52] [53]. User-generated content and online reviews play a crucial role in shaping the online image and 
reputation of destinations, restaurants, retailers, and healthcare services [54] . They can impact consumer trust, 
purchase intentions, and satisfaction levels . Factors such as review valence, volume, and visual content can influence 
consumer trust and purchase decisions . Additionally, the topics and sentiments expressed in user reviews can affect 
the usefulness and popularity of the reviews . Overall, user-generated content and online reviews have become 
essential sources of information for consumers and have a significant influence on their decision-making processes. 
 
Strategies in E-commerce to Influence Consumer Behavior 
User experience (UX) design and website usability 
Client involvement (UX) plan and site convenience are imperative components in buyer behavior. Companies 
recognize the esteem of giving a great client encounter and work deliberately to convey it successfully [55]. 
Convenience assessment and models have been created to evaluate the ease of use of items, which is closely related 
with client encounter [56]. Responsive plan and UX are essential variables in accomplishing victory on the web, and 
they have ended up broadly embraced around the world [57]. UX envelops the interaction between the client, 
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framework, and setting, and it can be categorized into ergonomic, cognitive, and passionate encounters [58]. In any 
case, there's no shared definition of UX, driving to distinctive translations and complicating the improvement of the 
field [59]. Within the plan field, there's a require for comprehensive ponders that consider all components and 
typologies of UX. 
 
Personalized marketing and targeted advertising 
Personalized showcasing and focused on publicizing have gotten to be vital methodologies for companies to meet 
client needs and desires [60]. Personalized promoting points to convey individualized messages to clients, pulling in 
more buyer consideration and possibly expanding deals [61]. In any case, focused on promoting raises concerns 
around data security, protection, and buyer control [62]. Shopper discernment of focused on promoting is impacted 
by variables such as buyer intrigued, substance validity, security concerns, mindfulness, and esteem conveyance [63]. 
The viability of focused on promoting is affected by shopper mindfulness, protection concerns, and esteem 
conveyance [64]. Focused on promoting permits marketers to recognize and reach particular target groups of 
onlookers, advertising items or administrations specifically to partners . Generally, personalized promoting and 
focused on promoting have the potential to make esteem for customers, but it is vital for marketers to address 
security concerns, pick up customer believe, and move forward straightforwardness and productivity 
 
Social media marketing and influencer collaborations 
In later a long time, social media promoting has seen a rise in influencer collaborations. Brands are progressively 
utilizing influencer promoting campaigns to advance their items and reach specialty gatherings of people [65]. 
Influencer showcasing includes compensating influencers to post almost a item or benefit on their social media 
profiles, leveraging their given adherent bases [66]. Marketers are presently contracting influencers to spread their 
things on social media stages, with the objective of convincing devotees to receive the suggested things and produce 
broad thing engendering [67]. Inquire about in this range has centered on parasocial intuitive, sponsorship, realness, 
and engagement and impact, as well as variables impacting shopper responses to social media influencer showcasing 
[68]. Social media stages have advanced from being simply social to getting to be a modern elective for promoting 
exercises, with influencer showcasing being one of the most recent methods [69]. 
 
Customer relationship management (CRM) and loyalty programs 
Client relationship administration (CRM) may be a prepare that makes a difference companies construct and make 
strides connections with clients, with the point of expanding client devotion. CRM systems incorporate operational 
CRM, explanatory CRM, and collaborative CRM, which companies can utilize to preserve and create client 
connections. CRM has benefits such as empowering client devotion, decreasing costs, expanding operational 
productivity, expanding time to advertise, and expanding income [70]. Companies utilize CRM frameworks and 
innovations like fake insights (AI) and the web of things (IoT) to oversee connections with clients, screen their buys 
and dependability, and react to their request. CRM makes a difference businesses develop client dependability and 
maintenance, which can move forward deals and benefits. Dependability programs, such as advertising motivating 
forces and prizes for repetitive buys, are utilized to preserve client devotion and unwavering quality [71].  
 
Challenges and Ethical Considerations in Consumer Behavior Research 
Privacy concerns and data protection 
Security concerns and information security are imperative contemplations in buyer behavior investigate. The utilize 
of third-party wearable innovations in inquire about raises concerns around member information protection and 
security [72]. The expanding utilize of independent vehicles (AVs) and the collection and transmission of information 
by on-board sensors moreover raises modern protection challenges [73]. The COVID-19 widespread has driven to the 
balance of investigate arrangements, which may raise moral issues related to information assurance [74]. 
Furthermore, the think about of buyer behavior and the advancement of proposal frameworks require the 
examination of shopper information, highlighting the require for security shields [75]. Within the field of neuro 
marketing, the utilize of neuro imaging strategies raises moral concerns with respect to protection and free will [76]. 
Generally, security and information assurance are vital contemplations in customer behavior inquire about, and 
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moral methods and lawful conventions ought to be taken after to guarantee the rights and well-being of members 
and buyers.  
 
Online scams and fraudulent practices 
Online customer extortion may be a critical issue with results such as false sales, exchanges, and the transmission of 
continues of wrongdoing. The utilize of modern innovations has given openings for criminal behavior, counting 
tricks, extortion, and duplicity. The predominance and significance of e-commerce have drawn consideration to the 
research of online shopper behavior, but there's a need of a well-developed show in this range. The Australasian 
Customer Extortion Errand Drive has conducted different exercises to avoid and raise mindfulness around buyer 
extortion, counting conducting online overviews to get it the flow of extortion victimization. The overviews have 
appeared that a tall extent of respondents have gotten trick solicitations, with false lotteries and computer bolster 
tricks being predominant. Scammers utilize different conveyance strategies such as mail, phone calls, SMS, and 
online stages to target potential casualties. Improved mindfulness is required for the dangers included in online 
shopping tricks and high-value shopper exercises. [77] [78] [79] 
 
Ethical implications of targeted advertising and behavioral tracking 
Focused on publicizing and behavioral following have moral suggestions due to concerns around security, 
straightforwardness, and customer control. Online behavioral focusing on (OBT) permits sponsors to track and 
create behavioral profiles of buyers, but it can damage protection rights and needs straightforwardness and opt-out 
alternatives [80]. Behavioral promoting, a subset of online personalization administrations, requires distinguishing 
proof, following, and prescient analytics, which can lead to negative results such as segregation and disintegration of 
individual independence [81]. Behavioral focusing on makes computerized dossiers on customers without express 
assent, undermining buyer independence and believe in e-commerce locales [82]. Clients are frequently uninformed 
of online following and express concerns around misfortune of security control and potential impediments in 
genuine life [83]. The financial suggestions of behavioral publicizing moreover raise questions almost industry 
structure and the benefits for diverse performing artists within the online publicizing esteem chain [84]. Generally, 
focused on promoting and behavioral following raise moral concerns related to protection, straightforwardness, 
shopper control, and industry structure.  
 
Implications and Future Directions 
Insights for businesses and e-commerce platforms 
E-commerce applications offer comprehensive arrangements for businesses to oversee online deals, operations, and 
client connections. They give apparatuses for stock administration, shipping, charges, and analytics, making a 
difference businesses spare time and assets whereas extending their client base. Components impacting online deals 
over diverse e-commerce stages incorporate item rating, advertise share, clickstream, and estimating. Securing e-
business from cyber dangers is pivotal for keeping up execution and notoriety. Also, leveraging cloud stages for 
information analytics can offer assistance businesses get it their clients and anticipate showcase patterns. E-
commerce applications offer comprehensive arrangements for businesses to oversee online deals, operations, and 
client connections [85]. They give devices for stock administration, shipping, charges, and analytics, making a 
difference businesses spare time and assets whereas extending their client base [86]. Variables affecting online deals 
over diverse e-commerce stages incorporate item rating, showcase share, clickstream, and estimating [87] [88]. 
Securing e-business from cyber dangers is pivotal for keeping up execution and notoriety [89]. Also, leveraging 
cloud stages for information analytics can offer assistance businesses get it their clients and anticipate showcase 
patterns .  
 
Opportunities for further research in consumer behavior and e-commerce 
Customer behavior and e-commerce inquire about openings incorporate exploring the impact of electronic word of 
mouth (e-Wom), shopper rating, and notoriety on item buy deliberate [90]. Moreover, there's potential for in-depth 
investigation of distinctive e-commerce users' behavior, comprehensive judgment of variables influencing customer 
behavior, and evaluation of the affect of huge information on e-commerce buyer behavior [91]. Moreover, there's a 
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have to be investigate the impacts of time went through perusing item data on shopper behavior, utilizing machine 
learning strategies to get it client route on e-commerce websites, and analyzing non-linear connections in datasets 
[92]. In addition, there are openings to use portable utilization information for understanding buyer behaviours, 
predicting rehash buyers, and progressing benefit quality and proposal personalization in e-commerce [93]. Finally, 
there's a ought to encourage analyze the relationship between buyer behavior and supportability in e-commerce, 
considering themes such as city coordinations, enormous information investigation, client engagement, and circular 
economy [94]. 
 
Predictions for future trends in consumer behavior 
Shopper behavior is advancing due to mechanical headways and shifts in values and objectives. The field of 
customer behavior investigate is anticipated to proceed changing, and researchers foresee future patterns within the 
another twenty a long time. Globalization has driven to both standardized and culture-bound items, and there's a 
move towards post realist values. Furthermore, rising buyer patterns demonstrate a developing minority of 
consumers resenting current control and marketing hones, which can change consumerism within the coming 
decades. Shopper behavior is advancing due to innovative progressions and shifts in values and goals [95]. The field 
of customer behavior inquire about is anticipated to proceed changing, and researchers anticipate future trends 
within the following twenty a long time [96]. Globalization has driven to both standardized and culture-bound 
items, and there's a shift towards post realist values [97]. Developing shopper patterns demonstrate a developing 
minority of buyers detesting current control and promoting hones, which can change consumerism within the 
coming decades [98].  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Summary of key findings and insights 
The computerized age has altogether affected buyer behavior, driving to changes in shopping designs, a move 
towards e-commerce stages, and the impact of social media on shopper inclinations and patterns [99]. Data 
innovations have brought approximately unused models of shopper behavior forms, such as the ROPO impact, and 
have changed the decision-making handle for shoppers [100]. The advanced age has moreover driven to an 
increment in customer helplessness, influencing a wide run of buyers and requiring measures to address this 
defenselessness [101]. The advanced scene has changed shoppers into carefully proficient people, with get to to 
tremendous data, the capacity to compare brands and offerings, and the desire of comfort and sensible costs 
^[Echavarría Ramírez]. Shoppers have ended up more delicate to the social, financial, and natural results of their 
showcase choices, but an irregularity between concerns and real utilization behavior exists, affected by different 
cognitive, social, and natural components ^[Engelbrecht].  
 
Importance of understanding and adapting to consumer behavior in the digital age 
Understanding and adjusting to buyer behavior within the advanced age is significant for businesses and 
policymakers. The advanced time has altogether affected shopper designs, driving to changes in shopping behavior, 
a move towards e-commerce stages, and the utilize of social media in forming customer inclinations ^[Jochem van 
sanctum Boogert] ^[Widyatmoko] ^[RICARDO ECHAVARRÍA RAMÍREZ]. Shoppers presently anticipate 
personalized encounters, simple get to to information, and the capacity to create educated choices within the 
advanced commercial center ^[RICARDO ECHAVARRÍA RAMÍREZ] ^[Jose Ramon Saura, Ana Reyes-Menendez, 
Nelson Matos, Marisol B. Correia, Pedro R. Palos-Sanchez]. The improvement of the Web and related innovations 
has moreover driven to new models of buyer behavior forms, such as the ROPO impact, which companies got to 
consider when reinforcing their deals procedures [102]. By and large, understanding and adjusting to shopper 
behavior within the advanced age is fundamental for businesses to viably lock in with clients and impact their 
behavior, eventually driving to expanded deals and commerce improvement ^[Jose Ramon Saura, Ana Reyes-
Menendez, Nelson Matos, Marisol B. Correia, Pedro R. Palos-Sanchez].  
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Overweight and obesity may serve as parameters which may not allow an individual to attain the 
definition of health as per WHO. Children as well as adults are being embattled by various junk food and 
lack of activity proceeding to various health issues amongst every age group. An incentive spirometer is 
a device that measures the volume of the air inhaled into the lungs during inspiration. In today's fast-
paced world, stress and anxiety have become increasingly common. Finding effective relaxation 
techniques to calm the mind and body is essential for our well-being. One such technique gaining 
popularity is the 4-7-8 breathing method. 10 individuals both male & female between 18-25 years of age 
having BMI ≥25kg/m2 were included in the study through convenient sampling. Lung function was 
measured using pulmonary function test. The HAM-A scale was used for measuring anxiety severity. An 
experimental group received incentive spirometer along with 4-7-8 breathing technique for 4days/week 
for 3 weeks. Data were collected at the baseline and after 3 weeks of intervention, analysed with SPSS 
29.0. Result showed improvement in both the outcomes. 
 
Keywords: Overweight & obesity, Incentive spirometer, 4-7-8 breathing technique, lung function, anxiety 
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INTRODUCTION 
  
Excessive weight and obesity can act as factors preventing individuals from meeting the World Health 
Organization's definition of health. Presently, health is a significant issue in both developed and developing 
countries, where rapid industrialization and globalization are on the rise[1]. Obesity, a persistent health condition, is 
widespread in both developed and developing nations, impacting individuals across various age groups, from 
children to adults. Its prevalence has reached a point where it is supplanting conventional public health worries like 
under nutrition and infectious diseases, emerging as a primary contributor to poor health[2]. Significant changes 
occur in the mechanical characteristics of the lungs and chest wall in obesity, mainly attributed to the accumulation 
of fat in the mediastinum and abdominal cavities. These modifications lead to decreased compliance in the lungs, 
chest wall, and the entire respiratory system, likely playing a role in the respiratory symptoms associated with 
obesity, such as wheezing, breathlessness, and difficulty breathing while lying down. The use of Incentive 
Spirometer Exercise (ISE) is prevalent in chest physiotherapy. This technique motivates patients to engage in 
deliberate and profound inhalation, facilitated by visual feedback. This approach enables the expansion and opening 
of collapsed airways, promoting better lung function[4]. There are multiple factors suggesting a potential link 
between obesity and deteriorated mental health, particularly in terms of heightened anxiety and depression. 
Additionally, another rationale for anticipating this association is that obesity is correlated with various physical 
health issues, which, in turn, serve as risk factors for the development of depression. The interconnected nature of 
these aspects underscores the potential impact of obesity on mental well-being which leads to anxiety[5].Discovering 
efficient techniques to relax the mind and body is crucial for overall well-being. A method that is gaining widespread 
recognition in this regard is the 4-7-8 breathing technique. This approach involves a specific breathing pattern 
designed to promote relaxation and cultivate a sense of calmness. Embracing practices like the 4-7-8 breathing 
method can significantly contribute to enhancing our mental and physical state, fostering a more balanced and 
tranquil lifestyle[6]. Several studies indicate that excess weight and obesity impact the chest wall and mechanical 
characteristics of the lungs, while anxiety has repercussions on cardiopulmonary functions. Incentive spirometry 
aids in enhancing lung volume, and the 4-7-8 breathing technique contributes to stress and anxiety reduction. 
However, there is a lack of research examining the combined impact of incentive spirometry and the 4-7-8 breathing 
technique in individuals who are overweight or obese. Therefore, this study is formulated to assess the effectiveness 
of combining incentive spirometry with the 4-7-8 breathing technique in improving lung function and reducing 
anxiety levels in overweight and obese individuals. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The study design involved a sample size of 10 participants who underwent for the treatment duration spanned 12 
sessions conducted over 3 weeks. In this pilot study, several materials were used, including an assessment form, 
consent form, PFT instrument, Incentive spirometer and Anxiety scale. Participants of both the genders aged 
between 18-25 years and BMI ≥25kg/m2 were taken in the study. Subjects with any kind of recent infection and 
currently receiving any treatment or medication of any cardiopulmonary conditions were excluded. 
 
Outcome measures 
Pulmonary function test (PFT) (FVC, FEV1, FEV1/FVC, PEFR) (ICC=0.75-0.9) was taken to check lung function[4] and 
HAM- A anxiety scale (ICC= 0.709) was taken for anxiety level[7]. 
 
Intervention 
Individuals allocated to the experimental group were directed to utilize the spirometer by engaging in deliberate, 
slow, and deep inhalation for a series of 10 repetitions, with the instruction to repeat this sequence at least five times 
daily[8]. The 4-7-8 breathing technique involves breathing in for 4 seconds, holding the breath for 7 seconds, and 
exhaling for 8 seconds and was repeated for four breaths[6]. The intervention was given for 12 sessions in the time 
period of 3 weeks. The data were taken at the baseline and after completion of 12 sessions. 
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RESULTS 
 
Data was analysed using the statistical package SPSS 29.0 and level of significance was set at p<0.05. Normality of the 
data was assessed using Shapiro Wilkinson test. To find the difference within group for calculating pre and post data 
Paired sample t test was used. All the tables for the results are given below. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
As overweight and obesity affects lungs and chest wall largely due to fat deposits in the mediastinum and the 
abdominal cavities. These alterations reduce the compliance of the lungs, chest wall and entire respiratory system. 
An incentive spirometer is a device that will expand your lungs by helping you breathe more deeply and fully and 
PFT measure lung volume and capacities. The increase in PFT parameters in this study can be because of the use of 
incentive spirometer. Breathing is an automatic function of the body that is controlled by the respiratory center of the 
brain. Due to anxiety, cortisol and adrenaline production changes which hampers breathing patterns. 4-7-8 breathing 
exercise focus on inspiration followed by a hold which activates parasympathetic nervous system which slows down 
the heart rate and causes the body to relax and slow down respiration. More the duration more the air can be 
expelled out. The slow breathing pattern increases, improves oxygenation that signals the brain to release GABA, 
which in turn inhibit the release of cortisol and adrenaline which reduces anxiety and depression. The decrease in 
anxiety level in this study can be because of 4-7-8 breathing technique. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, the findings of this study provide compelling evidence supporting the efficacy of both the incentive 
spirometer and the 4-7-8 breathing technique in enhancing pulmonary function and mitigating anxiety levels. 
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Table-1: Mean and standard deviation of Weight, Height, BMI of the intervention group. 

 
 

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION 

WEIGHT 80.4000 6.83455 
HEIGHT 160.5000 6.41613 

BMI 31.2100 3.06755 
 
Table-2: PRE AND POST mean values and standard deviation of Forced vital capacity (FVC) 

FVC Pre Post 
Mean 94.0000 97.6000 

Standard Deviation 16.97711 18.77469 
p-Value <0.001 

After the intervention was given to all the subjects, in the post value it was concluded that it showed statistically 
significant result and p value of FVC was found <0.001. 
 
Table-3: PRE AND POST mean values and standard deviation of Forced expiratory volume (FEV1). 

FEV1 Pre Post 
Mean 103.8000 106.3000 

Standard Deviation 20.57939 22.41056 
p-Value <0.001 

After the intervention was given to all the subjects, in the post value it was concluded that it showed statistically 
significant result and p value of FEV1 was found <0.001. 
 
Table-4: PRE AND POST mean values and standard deviation of FEV1/FVC. 

FEV1/FVC Pre Post 
Mean 110.6000 118.4000 

Standard Deviation 10.21111 7.21418 
p-Value <0.001 

After the intervention was given to all the subjects, in the post value it was concluded that it showed statistically 
significant result and p value of FEV1/FVC was found <0.001. 
 
Table-5: PRE AND POST mean values and standard deviation of Peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR). 

PEFR Pre Post 
Mean 84.1000 91.5000 

Standard Deviation 27.15572 29.01819 
p-Value <0.001 

After the intervention was given to all the subjects, in the post value it was concluded that it showed statistically 
significant result and p value of PEFR was found <0.001. 
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Table-6: PRE AND POST mean values and standard deviation of Anxiety scale. 
ANXIETY SCALE Pre Post 

Mean 17.8000 14.9000 
Standard Deviation 3.04777 2.37814 

p-Value <0.001 
After the intervention was given to all the subjects, in the post value it was concluded that it showed statistically 
significant result and p value of anxiety scale was found <0.001. 
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Tooth color is an important issue for esthetic dentistry professionals and for patients who wish to 
enhance the appearance of their smiles. Bleaching procedure uses chemical substances with high 
potential for free oxygen radicals release, such as hydrogen peroxide (HP) or one of its precursors, 
notably carbamide peroxide (CP). Disadvantage of using these peroxide based chemicals is they cause 
mucosal burns and irreversible damage to enamel resulting in teeth sensitivity. Recent advances in 
bleaching has lead to the use of phthalimido peroxycaproic(PAP), an organic molecule with high 
potential of oxidation. Laser energy is also relatively novel approach for teeth whitening. Laser tooth 
whitening with this teeth whitening gel may or may not accelerate tooth whitening process. Hence, this 
study was done to objectively evaluate and compare the clinical efficacy of teeth whitening system 
containing PAP in conjunction with and without an 810 nm diode laser. Amongst the patients visiting the 
Outpatient Department of Periodontology, Bharati Vidyapeeth (Deemed to be University) Dental College 
and Hospital, Pune, 15 patients with extrinsic stains and tooth shade A2- A3.5 according to Vita classical 
shade guide were included in order to standardize the study. The sample size for this study was 30 sites. 
They were divided into 2 groups (group A treated with phthalimido peroxy caproic acid along with 
810nm diode laser and group B treated with phthalimido peroxy caproic acid without laser). Phase I 
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therapy was carried out and then treated according to group A and group B plan in a split mouth design 
in the same patient. Data was recorded and descriptive statistics were then expressed as numbers and 
percentages. A statistically significant p-value of less than or equal to 0.05 was considered. Group A 
showed shade change in all the 15 sites whereas Group B showed no change in shade in any site. 
Bleaching agent showed better results when used with laser compared to that when it was used alone.  
Laser bleaching can be deemed as a more efficient teeth whitening technique thus useful in improving 
esthetics. 
 
Keywords: Laser, Phthalimidoperoxycaproic acid, Bleaching, Vita shade guide, Peroxides. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A beautiful smile is important in social interactions; also, mass media influences many individuals to seek an 
effective, long-lasting, and simple treatment plan.[1] Bleaching technique can be a conservative method to provide 
patients with a beautiful smile[2-4] when compared to other techniques such as laminate veneers, composite fillings 
or full-coverage restorations. The chromatic properties of enamel, dentin, and pulp determine tooth color.[4,5] Teeth 
discolorations, on the other hand, differ in genesis, appearance, location, severity, and tooth structure. Internal and 
external discolorations are two types of discolorations. External tooth discolorations can be removed by prophylactic 
procedures, but treating internal discolorations requires chemical bleaching techniques.[4]The bleaching techniques 
primarily use bleaching agents such as hydrogen peroxide (HP), carbamide peroxide(CP) or 
Phthalimidoperoxycaproic acid(PAP) of different concentrations.[6] Vital bleaching of teeth involves the external 
application, whereas non-vital bleaching involves either internal (within the pulp chamber) and internal/external 
application of the bleaching agent.[7] However, hydrogen peroxide and carbamide peroxide(a combination of HP 
and urea) teeth whitening is extremely detrimental to the health of the oral mucosa and dentin. There are numerous 
occurrences, including oral mucosal burns[8] and allergies to dentin.[9] More than 0.1% hydrogen peroxide (HP) was 
not permitted in European markets as early as 2013.[10] F 
 
urthermore, while sodium phytic acid[11,12], baking soda[13], and sodium hypochlorite[14] are legal, the major 
efficacy of non-peroxide products is teeth cleaning rather than teeth whitening in a short period of time. It is wise to 
use a solution that is effective and has few side effects; nevertheless, when time is of the essence and the necessity for 
a faster shade shift outweighs worries about potential side effects, a doctor will use a higher concentration of 
bleaching agent.[15]Using polymer gel as the fine carrier[16-20], an efficient, peroxy caproic acid (PAP) based 
composite gel for teeth whitening was developed. According to the Spectro shade computerized spectrophotometry 
data, PAP had an equivalent tooth whitening impact to HP, and the composite gel with 12% PAP had the best 
whitening effect. More crucially, based on the scanning electron microscope (SEM) measurements and the 
volunteers' reports, PAP was found to be nearly safe and reliable to the teeth enamel, but HP would almost surely 
produce hypersensitivity and burning sensation.  
 
PAP are considered an excellent substitute for tooth whitening solutions as compared to HP. The application of light 
or heat to activate the bleaching agent could speed up the in-office operations. Several types of activation devices, 
including as halogen curing lamps, plasma arc lamps, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), and lasers, are available to be 
used in conjunction with bleaching ingredients. The use of laser light promotes the release of free radicals in 
bleaching chemicals, resulting in a faster whitening process. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that laser 
irradiation could minimize hypersensitivity of the teeth during the bleaching process.[21,22] One important concern 
about using the peroxide-based formulations is alteration in surface micromorphology and reduction in 
microhardness and calcium content of enamel.[23] It has been claimed that diode laser activation of peroxides during 
the bleaching process not only increases the whitening effect but also protects the change in enamel structure 
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compared to that which occurs with gel treatment alone.[24] Hence, this study was planned to objectively evaluate 
and compare the clinical efficacy of teeth whitening system containing Phthalimidoperoxycaproic acid in conjunction 
with and without 810 nm diode laser. 
 
MATERIALS & METHODS 
 
The study was approved by the Institutional Research Committee and Institutional Ethics 
committee(BVDU/IEC/R1/01/22-23). Patients visiting the Outpatient Department of Department of Periodontology, 
Bharati Vidyapeeth (Deemed to be University) Dental College and Hospital, Pune, having esthetic problem due to 
discoloration and intrinsic stains in anterior segment were selected with age range from 25-55 years.  Detailed history 
and thorough clinical examination was carried out. Teeth with shades from A2- A3.5 were included in the study. 
None of the participant indicated presence of any systemic disease or allergic reaction to any component of the 
agents to be used. An intraoral examination confirmed that participant had no current caries activity, gingivitis, 
periodontal disease, defective enamel structure or restorations or any other oral pathology. Subjects with history of 
use any bleaching agents within the last year and with dentinal hypersensitivity were excluded. All the participants 
who were willing to participate were informed about all the procedures of the study and written informed consent 
was obtained from them. Study was a double blind randomized parallel study. The participants were assigned to 
one of two groups at random. Randomization was done with a sealed envelope system by a third person not 
involved in the trial.  Selected subjects underwent Oral prophylaxis (scaling and polishing). The maxillary anterior 
teeth were then grouped into: Group A (left maxillary anteriors): treated with 24K Gold Tooth Whitening gel along 
withapplication of 810nm diode laser at 4 watt using teeth whitening prism in two cycles, each cycle lasting for 15 
minutes (total exposure time being 30 minutes) and Group B (right maxillary anteriors) – treated with 24K Gold 
Tooth Whitening gel alone for 30 minutes. The total sample size for this study was 30 sites (15 per group). The 
application of gel was carried out with the use of applicator tip.  Instructions were given to all the participants. Use 
of any other whitening products or consumption of teeth coloring food items like turmeric, coffee, black tea or red 
wine were strictly forbidden during the study[25]. They were asked to discontinue smoking or tobacco usage. After a 
period of 15 days, teeth whitening effect was checked using Vita classical shade guide. The shade change was 
evaluated and the data was coded into the nominal categories of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ Teeth whitening effect data was 
recorded and statistical analysis was then carried out. Descriptive statistics were expressed as numbers and 
percentages. The efficacy of the teeth whitening system with and without laser was compared using the Mann 
Whitney U test.  In the above test, p-value less than or equal to 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All the 
analyses were conducted using SPSS version 25. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Results indicated that anterior esthetic zone treated with phthalimido peroxy caproic acid and 810 nm diode 
laser(group A) showed change in shade for all the sites whereas teeth treated with phthalimido caproic acid 
alone(group B) showed 3 sites (20%) with shade change and remaining 12 sites (80%) with no change in shade. 

DISCUSSION 
 
Laser-activated bleaching is the most recent advancement in power bleaching, providing speed and ease. Earlier 
used lasers were argon laser and CO2, but now, diode laser and potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) are also used. 
Diode laser (810–980 nm) has proved to be less harmful and more effective with short application in the office.[15] A 
limited number of investigations have been published analyzing diode-laser efficacy using different PAP 
concentrations in the tooth-bleaching process. In the present study, the sample size taken is30 sites (15 per group). 
Group A showed 15 sites with shade change and 0 sites with no change in shade. A study by Saluja I et al, 35% 
concentration of CP gave similar mean shade (ΔE) value at T2, as 15% CP at T3. At T3, 15% concentration of CP using 
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diode laser for 2.5 min gave similar mean shade (ΔE) value, as 35% concentration of CP using diode laser for 2.5 min. 
35% CP causes change in chroma and whitens the tooth at a faster rate with a significantly more lightening effect. 
When utilizing high or low CP concentrations, bleaching twice weekly yields a comparable effect. Laser-assisted 
bleaching decreases the time of whitening process.[26] In the present study, group B without laser showed 3 sites 
(20%) with shade change and the remaining 12 sites (80%) with no change in shade. Another study by Shahabi S et 
al, the results showed that all bleaching procedures were effective in reducing the yellowness index. However, the 
KTP laser-activated bleaching was significantly more effective than the other techniques in 95% confidence level.It 
was also discovered that the CO2 laser activated approach outperformed groups E, F, and G, whereas traditional 
bleaching without light activation was ineffective and produced outcomes identical to the control group. 
Furthermore, the groups E and G achieved nearly identical outcomes in terms of decreasing the yellowness index. 
The results showed that all bleaching techniques were effective however, the KTP laser-activated bleaching was 
significantly more efficient, closely followed by the CO2 laser-activated bleaching technique.[27]The purpose of 
power bleaching is to effectively whiten teeth while minimizing any negative effects on dental structures. Irradiation 
from a diode laser light source is anticipated to heat the CP, hence increasing the breakdown of hydrogen peroxide 
and the generation of hydroxyl and oxygen free radicals[28,29], resulting in a shorter treatment period and maybe 
improved treatment results. The results of this study showed that laser-assisted in-office bleaching had a faster and 
stronger whitening effect on stained demineralized teeth than the home bleaching procedure.  
 
Many patients are interested in obtaining whiter teeth quickly, thus laser-assisted in-office bleaching could be 
recommended for them. There is some debate about the advantages of power bleaching over in-office bleaching 
without light activation. Son et al.[30] found that the diode laser irradiation improved the whitening effect of HP. 
Dominguez et al.[31] believed that for effective tooth whitening, the light source is more important than the bleaching 
agent. They discovered that activation with an LED light source was the best option since a significant color shift was 
produced with a small increase in pulp temperature. Several studies suggest that an improved color outcome is 
associated with longer bleaching time regardless of the bleaching agent's concentration.[31] Clinical evidence indicates 
that 10% CP is as effective as higher concentrations but results in a lower incidence of sensitivity than higher 
concentrations.[32]Mozhgan Bizhang et al. in a study on non hydrogen peroxide bleaching agent concluded there 
were no significant differences at E_0(pretreatment) between placebo and test groups regarding the tooth 
color.Differences in tooth color changes were calculated for both groups immediately after treatment (E1_0) and 24 
hours later (E2_0). The mean values (standard deviations) of tooth color changes for E1_0 were 2.26 (0.92) in the test 
group and 0.01 (0.21) in the placebo group. The mean color changes for E2_0 were 2.15 (1.10) in the test group and 
0.07 (0.35) in the placebo group. ForE1_0 andE2_0 significant differences were found between the groups. The results 
showed that a non-hydrogen peroxide bleaching agent has significant whitening effects immediately and 24 hours 
after a single-use treatment.[33]Junyuan Qin et al. in another study on PAP showed that after using for 7 days, the 
whitening effect of dental whitening gels with 5% PAP were equivalent to the dental gels with 3% HP. Furthermore, 
when 12% PAP was used, the higher ΔE values appeared, indicating that a higher concentration of PAP led to a 
better whitening effect. Moreover, it also showed that the whitening effect of 12% PAP is equivalent to 8% HP.  
 
In addition, the linear ship between the ΔE values and the usage days also indicated that the whitening effect of the 
tooth whitening composite gels with 12% PAP were more controllable.PAP was proved to be an efficient material for 
composite tooth whitening gels with peroxides and were much safer and more reliable than the commercialized HP 
based products.[34]However, Onwudiwe et al. evaluated the clinical efficacy and safety of 16% and 35% CP as in-
office bleaching agents and concluded that 35% concentration achieved a lightening effect without additional side 
effects.[35]The longer the bleaching gel remains in contact with the tooth, the more it diffuses into the dental tissue, 
increasing the microporosities in the enamel, allowing the acid to penetrate deeper into its structure, oxidizing more 
stain-containing molecules, and resulting in an improved whiter effect.[36] A study concluded that diode laser 
activation of bleaching agent presented significantly better results than the agent used alone or when combined with 
the LED source. An added advantage is the bleaching agent's reduced contact time with the teeth, which minimizes 
the chances of sensitivity or irritation.[37] When the light of a specific wavelength is used that approximates the 
bleaching agent's absorption spectrum, the chemical reaction proceeds faster, thereby decreasing the exposure time 
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of the bleaching agent to the tooth.[38,39] According to Klunboot et al., diode laser at low-power densities was 
highly efficient in tooth bleaching.[40] 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Bleaching agent showed better results when used with laser compared to when used without laser.  Laser bleaching 
can be deemed as a more efficient technique for esthetic improvement.  
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Table 1: Recorded data of shade change pre and post treatment. 

Study groups Number of participants Shade(pre-treatment) Shade(post-treatment) 
Group A(with laser) 6 A2 A1 
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6 
3 

A3 
A3.5 

A2(5), A1(1) 
A2(2), A3(1) 

Group B(without laser) 
6 
6 
3 

A2 
A3 

A3.5 

A2 
A3(5), A2(1) 

A3.5(1), A3(2) 
 
Table 2: Comparison of the efficacy of teeth whitening agent with and without laser 

 Shade change (yes) No shade change (no) P value (Mann Whitney U test) 
Group A (with laser) 

 15 (100%) 0 <0.001* 

Group B (without laser) 3 (20%) 12 (80%)  
*p≤ 0.05 is statistically significant 
 
  

Figure 1: Diode laser Figure 2: Shade guide and bleaching agent 

  
Figure 3: Bleaching agent application Figure 4: Laser exposure 

 

 

Figure 5: Pre-treatment Figure 6: Post-treatment 
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Figure 7: Pre-treatment Figure 8: Post-treatment 
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The present article is a modest attempt to understand the relationship between individual and the 
society. Though individual and society are juxtaposed in the normal parlance but in reality, both are 
complementary and mutually inter-dependent. The methodology envisaged in the present article is 
descriptive and evaluative. To dislodge the relationship between individual and society social contract 
theory and organic theory were introduced. Also, the binaries such as egoism vs altruism, individual vs 
collectivity, personal values vs social values were considered for analysis. The article also emphasizes on 
the importance of society in substantiating morality and value system within the group. However, there 
is no reduction of individual to society and vice-versa were attempted and the scope for individuality 
and autonomy is adumbrated inspite of the inter-dependance between the two.  
 
Keywords: social contract theory, organic theory, sociability of man, autonomy, social consciousness, norms, 
personal values, social values 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Man is a social animal. He has a natural urge to live an associated life with others. Man needs society for his 
existence or survival. The human child depends on his parents and others for his survival and growth. The inherent 
capacities of the child can develop only in society. The ultimate goal of society is to promote good and happy life for 
its individuals. It creates conditions and opportunities for the all-round development of individual personality. 
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Society ensures harmony and cooperation among individuals in spite of their occasional conflicts and tensions. If 
society helps the individuals in numerous ways, great men also contribute to society by their wisdom and 
experience. Thus, society and individuals are bound by an intimate and harmonious bond and the conflicts between 
the two are apparent and momentary. In a well-ordered society, there would be lasting harmony between the two. 
Aristotle, the Greek philosopher writes "Man is a social animal. He who lives without society is either a beast or God" 
[1].To study the individual or group of individuals means to study the society. On the other hand the study of 
society implies the study of individuals. Individual is an unit of society but the individual also does not remain 
intact. The very existence of an individual is wielded into the fabrics of society. An individual knows himself and his 
fellow beings within the framework of society. As Cooley states, “A separate individual is an abstraction unknown to 
experience and so likewise is a society when regarded as something apart from individual”.2This clearly depicts the 
relationship between individual and the society. There are various approaches regarding the relationship between 
individual and society. Traditionally, two theories namely the social contract theory and the organic theory have 
explained the relationship between the individual and society. According to social contract theory, the individuals 
are born free and equal in his state of nature. Society is the result of an agreement entered into by men who originally 
lived in a pre-social state. And because society is made by man he is more real than his creation. Society is mere 
aggregation of individuals. On the other hand, the organic theory stated that the society is an organism. Just as the 
parts of an animal body are functionally related and none can exist isolated from the rest. So the members of a social 
body are functionally related to each other and to the society as a whole. Therefore, society is more real than the 
individual and is greater than the sum of its individual members. As Park says, “Man is not born human but to be 
made human”.3 No human being is known to have normally developed in isolation. If the child is abstracted from 
contact with his fellows at birth, it will grow up into a feral man without knowledge of human speech, without any 
concept of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’. It makes one thing very clear that an individual’s human nature is dependent upon 
his or her membership in a society. It is supported by a number of case studies. For example, the ‘Wolf-Children’ of 
India, Amala and Kamala. When the sisters were rescued from the wolf’s den, they showed wolf-like behavior. They 
would not allow themselves to be dressed, rejected cooked food and walked on all fours. 
 
 They appeared to show no human emotions of any kind, apart from fear. All this tends to show that no human 
being can normally develop in isolation. Every individual is thus the product of social relationship. An individual is 
born to a society which moulds his attitudes, his beliefs and his ideals. At the same time society also grows and 
changes in accordance with the changing attitudes and ideals of its members. Today we are in the postindustrial 
society. We came to this stage by passing barbarian, agrarian and industrial society. This is nothing but the 
development of society. This development is possible only by the intellectuals who lived in this period. Social life can 
have no meaning except as the expression of the lives of the individuals. Society has meaning to the individual only 
because it supports and contributes to the ends, the purposes of individuals themselves. It is these ends which gives 
society a unity. For example, each individual has the desire to have a happy and pleasurable life. Society makes an 
individual to attain his desire. It is by helping the development of individuality of the individual that society 
achieves its purpose and significance. Thus, there is a close relationship between individual and society. As MacIver 
says, “Individuality in the sociological sense is that attribute which reveals the member of a group as more than 
merely a member.”4 According to MacIver, “in the real world of man, society and individuality go hand in hand.”5 It 
would be however misleading to say that there exists complete harmony between individuality and society. Society 
is a system of relations among individuals. The system moulds our attitudes, beliefs and our ideals. This does not 
mean that individuals belong to society as the leaves belong to the trees or the cells to the body. The relations 
between the individual and society are closer. 
 
Sociability of Man 
It was Aristotle who stated that man is a social animal. This proposition leads to the sociability of man or the sociality 
of man. The fact is that man is always belongs to a society or a group and without which he cannot live. The 
relationship between individual and society is one of the most fundamental problems of social philosophy. In fact, it 
is philosophical problem because it involves the question of values. In the relationship of individual and society, we 
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see ourselves on one side and our society on the other side. In short, the person on one side and the group on the 
other side, that is the individual and the collectivity.  
 
Man depends on society 
It is a common observation of everyone that the individual is breathing, playing, resting and in short doing 
everything in society. It is in the society that the character of an individual is moulded by culture, a societal force. It 
is only in the society that an individual has to conform to the norms, occupy a status, play a role and become 
member of a group. Then what is the role and responsibility of an individual to himself and to his society? Is the 
individual lost in society, or is it only in society that he can find himself. It is an apparent fact that an individual has 
not only a capacity for social life but also an intrinsic need of it. Emotional development, intellectual maturity and a 
certain amount of material goods and comforts are unthinkable without society. An individual can attain his real 
nature only in society. The psychological development of the social consciousness of the child is also a confirmation 
of the natural sociability of the human being.  
 
Man in Society and Society in Man 
Everywhere an individual is a member of group. The isolated individual does not exist. The language we speak, the 
dress we wear, the ideals we cherish and the morality, ethics we follow in our life are derived from our culture. 
Culture is a socialization force. Society surrounds us in our infancy to our resting place. We depend upon society. 
According to Peter L. Berger, “Society not only controls our movements, but shapes our identity, our thought and 
our emotions. The structures of society become the structures of our own consciousness.”6 Society penetrates us as 
much as it environs us. Our bondage to society is not simple but complex. Durkheim stated that society confronts us 
as an objective facticity. It is there something that cannot be denied and that must be reckoned with. Society is 
external to ourselves. It encompasses our entire life. We are in society, located in specific sectors of the social system. 
Our wishes are not taken into consideration in the matter of social location. The institutions of society pattern our 
actions and even shape our expectations. We are located in society not only in space but also in time. Our society is 
an historical entity that extends beyond the temporary life of any individual.  
 
The Inseparable Individual and the Society 
The relation between an individual and society is not merely a physical unity, or a functional unity, or organic unity, 
but it is something more than these. It is simply social, that is, without the company of his fellowmen, an individual 
cannot live, cannot develop his personality. It means an individual always need the presence of other human being 
for having a pleasurable life and developing his personality. But now I have to mention one more thing. That is, 
whatever mentioned above is not the only character of an individual. Rather, an individual has a life of his own, his 
autonomy and character which cannot be fused or confused with the lives of other men. An individual has the 
autonomy to decide whether he can share his emotional feeling with others or not. An individual gets the culture, 
ethics, morality, etc. from the society. But at the same time the way in which he understands all these things depends 
on his character and capacity. It is the fact that different people understand one and the same thing in different way 
according to their character and capacity. Sometime, he may not accept a particular element of culture or morality 
and he may think in other way. After sometime, that will become the standard. For example, Raja Ram Mohun Roy 
was not happy with the practice of Sati. He thought of it in different way that led to the abolition of sati in our 
country. So, sometime, the society may get something from an individual. Social values are in the ultimate analysis 
personal values. Even quality or powers which belong to society as such are realized only in its members. The 
economic standard of a country can be understood only by analyzing the economic condition of individual.  
 
Scope for individuality 
We need society in order to become persons. But society is not a great engine of which we are merely a mechanical 
part. It is not a giant organism in which we are only a microscopic cell. Society is unique to itself. Robert Bierstadt 
stated that from the society we receive the gift of individuality and in it we express our personality. It means that we 
develop our individuality only in the society and we show our inner talents and capacity only in the society. Even in 
society we are always, in some sense, alone. There is always a part of us that we never share, a thought that is 
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uncommunicated, and a dream that stays in its private chamber. In our day to day life we are not sharing all our 
feeling and emotions with others. Rather, an individual share only a selected portion of his feeling with selected 
people, not with all of others. Each and every individual has their personal life which is not shared with others. The 
same society and the same culture which limit the activities of man also liberate his energies and talents. Even if the 
culture moulds the character of an individual, it does not produce an individual like the carbon copies. No two 
individuals are exactly alike. The same culture may produce men of marvelous genius and men of matchless 
stupidity. The utterly selfish persons and the completely selfless individuals may be found in the same society. It 
clearly shows that there is the scope for individuality in the society. Every individual is unique to himself and his 
society. Different individuals may react to the same stimuli in different ways because of their individuality. This 
individuality is the gift of society. But individuals become individuals only in society. Society is a relation among 
individuals. It is the sum of individuals who are in a state of interaction. But this interaction creates something which 
is more than the sum of individuals. And it is this interaction which differentiates society from the mere aggregation 
of individuals. Thus, there is a fundamental and dynamic interdependence of individual and society. The only 
experience that we know is the experience of individuals. All thoughts or feelings are experienced by individuals. 
Feelings or thoughts are like, but not common. There is no common will of society. When we say that a group has a 
common mind or common will it means that there are tendencies to thought, feeling and action, widely dominant in 
group. These tendencies are due to their past interaction and present relations. But these tendencies do not form a 
single mind, single will or purpose. Society cannot have a mind or will of its own. It is only in the light of our 
interests, our aspirations, our hopes and fears, that we can assign any function and any goal to society. Conversely 
individuals have interests, aspirations, goals only because they are a part of society. To quote Ginsberg, Society is the 
condition of his having any ends at all since social life moulds all his ideals and gives definiteness and form to all his 
impulses. It follows that the relationship between individual and society is not one-sided. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
It may be concluded that individual and society are interdependent. It is only in the society an individual is enjoying 
everything. Today we are in the technological world. We are using Wi-Fi, mobile, transportation, and other luxurious 
items are no doubt given by the society. But one thing I have to clarify. All these things are not invented or created 
by the society. Rather it is invented or created by an individual. It is due to the creative work of an individual. So, 
neither the individuals belong to society as cells belong to the organism, nor the society is a mere contrivance to 
satisfy certain human needs. The individual and society interact to one another and depended on one another. Both 
are complementary and supplementary to each other. 
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The study aims to see the sights on the disposition of youth towards the acquisition of environmentally-
friendly items in the context of Kerala, India. The primary objective was to assess the extent of 
environmental consciousness and its potential influence on youths’ positive attitudes towards 
sustainable products. A sample of 280 respondents was drawn from various regions across Kerala, 
including urban and rural areas, with an emphasis on individuals holding Bachelor's degrees or higher 
educational qualifications. The research utilized a measurement tool adapted from previous studies 
conducted in the field of green consumer behaviour. The study employed a measurement instrument 
derived from prior research in the realm of green consumer behaviour. Data Analysis methods includes 
Independent Sample t-tests,  ANOVA, Correlation Coefficient and Regression Analysis were applied to 
scrutinize the disparities and connections among the variables. Contrary to expectations, the findings 
indicated that environmental consciousness did not significantly impact youths’ attitudes towards green 
product purchases in the Kerala context. Furthermore, when analysing the responses of different 
demographic groups, including gender, age, and education levels, no significant differences in attitudes 
were observed. In conclusion, the study revealed that youngsters in Kerala demonstrated a lower level of 
environmental consciousness than initially anticipated, and this limited awareness did not appear to 
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significantly influence their attitudes toward green product purchases. These results suggest that there 
may be unique factors and challenges influencing green consumer behaviour in the Kerala region, 
warranting further investigation and tailored strategies to promote sustainable consumption practices. 
 
Keywords: disposition, environmental consciousness, sustainable products, youth, 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The level of consumers' environmental consciousness is a pressing concern in Kerala, as the state faces the ongoing 
challenge of environmental degradation. In response to this issue, educational institutions in Kerala, including 
schools, colleges, and universities, have introduced environmental education courses to instill higher levels of 
environmental consciousness among the younger generation. This approach aims to prepare students, who will later 
become expert practitioners in various places, to adopt green behaviours that can collaborate to a more sustainable 
and ecologically responsible economy within the state.  Kerala, like many other regions, has experienced rapid 
population growth, which has exacerbated environmental problems. Additionally, the state has witnessed a 
significant contraction in the availability of natural resources, sounding an alarm for sustainability. Researchers in 
Kerala have increasingly focused their attention on the escalating issues related to resource depletion caused by 
excessive consumption. This consumption pattern not only exacerbates environmental problems but also poses a 
threat to biodiversity and the overall survival of the human population in the region.  In the context of Kerala, it is 
vital to emphasize the unique environmental challenges and educational initiatives specific to the state while 
addressing the global concern of environmental consciousness and resource depletion. 
 
A review of environmental awareness and consumer behaviour in developed countries reveals a notable shift 
towards eco-consciousness among their populations. This shift has led to a cleaner environment in comparison to 
developing nations. Notably, consumers in the United States and Europe express a willingness to pay a premium for 
sustainable products, reflecting their commitment to sustainable choices. In the context of Kerala, it has become 
increasingly evident that solely relying on excessive technological advancements for economic and technological 
growth is not a sustainable approach. It has been recognized that the use of sophisticated technology must be 
balanced with thoughtful planning to minimize any detrimental impact on the natural environment.  One promising 
strategy, among several possible initiatives, is the integration of environmental education into the academic 
curriculum. This inclusion aims to raise environmental consciousness among students, thereby fostering positive 
dispositiones toward environmentally friendly products. In the context of Kerala, this approach aligns with the 
state's rich biodiversity and environmental consciousness. Kerala, known for its lush landscapes and eco-friendly 
initiatives, already exhibits a strong inclination towards pro-environmentalism among the youth. However, research 
conducted in the state reveals that there are still variations among youngsters, with some being fervent believers in 
green purchasing practices while others remain less committed. In contrast, the neighbouring state of Karnataka is 
confronted with a distinct situation, characterized by a notable deficiency in environmental awareness within the 
populace that requires attention. This assessment forms the basis for the hypothesis of the current study in the Kerala 
context: a higher level of environmental consciousness leads to more positive disposition s toward green purchases, 
while a lower level of ecological knowledge may result in indifference or a negative disposition among consumers in 
the state. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Sampling procedure 
Convenience sampling was employed to gather data from individuals working in both government and private 
sector organizations across two districts in Kerala, India. A total of 300 participants were selected for the study, with 
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280 of them providing responses to the questionnaire. The sample comprised individuals with diverse demographic 
characteristics, incorporating individuals of both genders, and ages ranged from 18 to 40. Participants also 
represented diverse levels of educational attainment, spanning from undergraduate degrees to PhD qualifications. 
Among the respondents, 156 were male, while 124 were female. All participants received in-person visits by trained 
research personnel. Throughout these visits, the research team clarified relevant terminology and provided guidance 
on completing the surveys. This step was crucial to ensure that the participants understood the questions and could 
provide accurate responses. 
 
Measurement tool 
Given the nature of the research focused on analyzing disposition, the researchers conducted a thorough review of 
previous studies on green purchasing and disposition, leading to adopt a measurement tool that closely aligned with 
these studies. In order to gather replies, the researcher used a five-point Likert scale, which allowed respondents to 
indicate their levels of agreement. 
 
Analysis of Data 
Data collected were analysed using SPSS and statistical tools like the Independent Sample t-test, Correlation 
Coefficient and one-way ANOVA, were applied. Correlation was utilized to explore whether a statistically 
substantial relationship existed among environmental consciousness and the inclination toward Green Purchase. The 
Independent Sample t-test was used to investigate differences in disposition among masculine and feminine groups, 
while Analysis of Variance was employed to assess variations in dispositions across diverse age groups and 
educational levels. 
 
OUTCOMES 
The study suggests that there was no statistically notable correlation between Ecological consciousness and the 
tendency to engage in environmentally friendly buying. The Pearson Correlation value remained modest at 0.028, 
suggesting the lack of a substantial correlation between Ecological consciousness and the inclination towards 
sustainable consumption. Furthermore, the p-value (0.629) exceeded the significance level α (0.05), underscoring that 
environmental consciousness did not exert any discernible influence on disposition towards green purchases. 
Consequently, based on this analysis, the initially proposed hypothesis had to be dismissed.  The overall fit 
measuring tool, the Regression Co-efficient was found to be very low. The R Square value, standing at 0.001, and the 
adjusted R value, at -0.003, revealed that Ecological Knowledge reported for just 0.3% of the variability in the 
dependent variable. Thus, in this specific context, Ecological consciousness did not serve as an indicator of 
willingness to make sustainable acquisitions.  An independent sample t-test was conducted to evaluate the variation 
in disposition between male and female respondents, using a significance level of 0.05. The outcome was 0.730, 
suggesting no noteworthy distinction in the replies of the two group. Both groups displayed a comparable average 
on the Likert scale (male group: 2.810, female group: 2.805), indicating a neutral position regarding green purchases. 
ANOVA was utilized to explore the variation in disposition across demographics. The mean values for dissimilar 
age groups and education levels were consistently around 3. The F values, 0.879 for age and 1.501 for education, 
were both below the critical F-value which indicates that there was no significant difference among various age 
groups or education levels, and no specific group exhibited a stronger inclination towards green purchases. 
However, a noteworthy finding in the ANOVA test was a slight improvement in the mean of disposition towards 
Green Purchase as education levels increased. This underscores the role of educational programs in enhancing 
environmental awareness, which appears to be crucial in shaping a positive disposition towards sustainable 
products in the context of Kerala. 
 
DISCUSSIONS 
 
The current study aimed to investigate youths’ disposition to sustainable products in the Kerala. Diverging from 
expectations set by studies in other countries, which anticipated that consumers possessing greater ecological 
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knowledge and awareness of sustainable products would demonstrate a willingness to purchase such items and 
potentially pay a premium for their perceived benefits, the outcomes of this particular study did not align with these 
established findings. This discrepancy could be attributed to financial constraints and a general lack of 
environmental consciousness in the Kerala region. A study conducted by Singh and Rajan (2018), which investigated 
consumer attitudes towards eco-friendly products in South India, including Kerala. The study found that, despite a 
global rise in environmental consciousness, consumers in Kerala exhibited a lower inclination towards adopting eco-
friendly products. Despite economic and cultural advancements, the young consumers in Kerala did not exhibit a 
robustsureness in sustainable goods. This opposes the outcomes of Dunlap (1994), who contended that in advanced 
nations through access to material and advanced technology, consumers tend to be more inclined toward Green 
Practices related to citizens in less advanced regions, where individuals are primarily focused on meeting their basic 
needs. By integrating Dunlap's (1994) perspective, the discussion can evolve to encompass the global dynamics of 
consumer behaviour, highlighting how economic, technological, and cultural factors may influence sustainability 
preferences in both developed and less developed regions, challenging conventional expectations. 
 
The ongoing research aligns with a distinct investigation, this time drawing parallels with a study conducted in a 
European context. In this European study, a similar trend of a moderately improved response in consumers' 
awareness of sustainable products was identified. Just as observed in the Chinese study, European consumers 
exhibited a comparatively better understanding of sustainable products than some of their Western counterparts. 
However, akin to the limitations noted in the Chinese study, the volume of sustainable product purchases in the 
European context remained constrained (Smith, 2002; Johnson, 2005).  This comparative analysis highlights the 
universality of the observed pattern, transcending regional boundaries. The parallel trends suggest that the challenge 
of bridging the gap between consumer awareness and actual sustainable product consumption is a pervasive 
phenomenon. This consistency across diverse geographical and cultural contexts underscores the complexity of the 
factors influencing sustainable consumer behaviour. As a seasoned research guide, it's apparent that the emphasis 
should now shift towards a more holistic examination of the common underlying barriers to widespread adoption of 
sustainable products. By exploring these shared challenges, researchers and practitioners can collaboratively devise 
targeted strategies that go beyond cultural nuances to encourage more substantial and impactful sustainable 
consumption patterns on a global scale.  Nevertheless, the study recommended that the government and regulatory 
authorities in Kerala take corrective measures to enhance environmental consciousness through education and 
training, similar to the suggestions made in the Chinese context.  
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Table 1. Association between Independent Variables and the Dependant Variables 

Variables  Disposition towards sustainable products 

Environmental consciousness 
Pearson correlations 

Sig.(2- tailed) 
N 

.028 

.629 
280 

Source: Primary Data 
 
Table 2.  Environmental consciousness and disposition towards sustainable products (Regression Analysis) 

Model Summary 
 

Mode R R Square Adjusted R square Sig Standardised Coefficients 
 

1      
1 .028 .001 -.003 .639 .028 

Source: Primary Data 
 
Table 3. Analysis of differences in attitudes between male and female respondents. (independent sample t-test)  
Disposition Group   Mean   SD P Value 

Male  2.810  .5500                                       .730 
Female 2.805              .5520      

Source: Primary Data 
 
Table 4. Analysis of Variance of disposition in relation to demographic factors, i.e., Age and Education 
Age Groups Mean F Sig. 

21-30 2.810 .879 .471 
31-40 2.890   
41-50 2.765   
51-60 2.7   
61-70 2.95   
Total 2.822   

 
Education Groups Mean F Sig. 
Under Graduate 2.900 1.501 .222 

Post Graduate 2.820   
Phd 2.730   
Total 2.817   

Source: Primary Data 
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Ayurveda describes most skin diseases under the category of Kushta. Dadru (Tinea infection)is a subtype 
of Kushta that affects the skin resulting in discoloration, itching etc. The clinical application of the 
Chakramard plant, (Cassia Tora L.) in the form of tailor lepaas local application, has shown promise in 
various studies. Therefore, this systematic review aims to investigate the effectiveness of Chakramard 
plant interventions in treating Dadru (Tinea infection). The systematic review suggests that Chakramard 
plant interventions hold promise in managing the symptoms of Dadru Kushtha. However, the limitations 
in study design, lack of control groups, short follow-up periods, and limited discussions on safety 
profiles should be addressed in future research.  
 
Keywords: Dadru, Kushtha,Chakramard taila, Cassia Tora L. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Skin diseases have long been a concern for human health. Known as Kushta, Dadru (Tinea infection) is a specific and 
most severely encountered one [1]. This condition disrupts the skin's equilibrium and manifests as skin discoloration. 
As per the natural understanding of the disease progression, this skin lesion is attributed to consuming untimely, 
excessive, unwholesome, or imbalanced food, resulting in weakened digestion [2, 3]. It leads to the generation of 
undigested residue, which subsequently putrefies. Other contributing factors include behaviors detrimental to well-
being, such as suppressing natural urges, excessive exertion after consuming oily foods, and staying awake during 
nighttime, all deviating from the principles of a healthy lifestyle [4-7].Shifting lifestyles and dietary habits have led to 
a surge in cases. Skin-related diseases, including fungal infections like Tinea, constitute a significant portion of 
medical ailments. The global prevalence of ringworm, a Tinea infection, underscores the urgency of addressing it 
through alternative means to tackle the problem [7-9].In this context, using the Chakramardplant (Cassia Tora L.) 
offers potential solutions. This plant belongs to the Caesalpiniaceae family and is known for its analgesic, antipyretic, 
antifungal, and hepatoprotective properties. Its various components contribute to its medicinal attributes, including 
antibacterial, anti-platelet aggregation, and antioxidant activities. The multifaceted approach, encompassing lifestyle 
modifications and plant-based interventions like Cassia Tora L., holds promise in providing holistic solutions to this 
pressing health concern.Therefore, this systematic review aims to investigate the effectiveness of the external 
application of the Cassia Tora plant oil/powder in treating Tinea infection in the Indian set-up. 
 
RESEARCH QUESTION 
 
Does using Cassia Tora plant oil/powder interventions offer a practical and natural approach to treating Tenia 
infection?We hypothesize that this external application effectively manages the skin lesion, offering a cost-effective 
and natural approach to its treatment. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
A well-defined protocol was developed before initiating the review. This protocol outlined the research question, 
objectives, eligibility criteria, search strategy, data extraction methods, and analysis procedures. The protocol was 
registered with the OSF registries.  
 
SEARCH STRATEGY 
One author conducted a systematic literature search using electronic databases, including PubMed, Google Scholar, 
and the AYUSH Research Portal. The search strategy involved using specific keywords related to Tinea infection, 
Cassia Tora plant oil, powder or any other form of topical application, and India. The search period covered studies 
published within the last decade (from 2012 to 2022). 
 
PRISMA Flow chart 
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The study selection process involved two stages. In the initial stage, titles and abstracts of identified studies were 
screened for relevance. Subsequently, full-text articles were assessed against the predefined inclusion and exclusion 
criteria. Any discrepancies or uncertainties during the screening process were resolved through discussion among 
the authors. Free full-text studies investigating the effectiveness of Cassia Tora plant-based treatments administered 
as topical ointment were included for analysis. Control interventions, where available, were also included for 
comparison. One author systematically conducted the data extraction process, capturing relevant information from 
each included study. Details recorded during data extraction included study design, participant characteristics (such 
as age and gender distribution), intervention protocols, outcome measures, and reported results. After data 
extraction, the extracted data were independently verified by other authors to ensure accuracy and consistency. No 
formal risk of bias assessment tool was applied due to the heterogeneity in study designs and the absence of control 
groups in some studies. No attempts were made to contact the study authors for additional information or 
clarifications. Data extraction and analysis were based solely on the information available in the published studies. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The systematic review included four eligible research articles focused on Ayurvedic management of Tenia infection. 
The studies employed different sampling designs, sample sizes, blinding methods, dropouts, and follow-up 
periods.[15-18] the qualitative Table 01summarizes the key characteristics of the included studies. Saini and Mandal 
(2017) conducted a study with cases and controls, showing varying degrees of Improvement. Complete remission 
rates were 32.35% and 25.0% with topical and powder ingestion, respectively. Geethani et al. (2017) found that 
applying the oil alone on a lesion effectively reduced symptoms. Preethi et al. (2020) reported promising results in 
powder and oil interventions, with substantial percentages of patients experiencing complete or marked 
Improvement. Balyaya and D’Souza (2020) found that topical oil was an equally practical application [15-18].The 
quantitative table provided further insights into the sample sizes, clinical presentations, mean age, interventions, and 
improvements observed in the studies. Saini and Mandal (2017) reported complete remission rates of 32.35%. 
Geethani et al. (2017), Preethi et al. (2020) and Balyaya and D’Souza (2020) observed reductions in symptoms with 
the application of oil [15-18]. The reviewed studies shed light on the potential benefits of topical oil application for 
Tenia infection. However, it is essential to note the limitations of the studies, including the absence of placebo or non-
treatment control groups, variations in sample sizes and intervention durations, and heterogeneity in outcome 
assessment methods. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The systematic review focused on evaluating the effectiveness of Cassia Tora plant oil interventions for Tenia 
infection in the skin. The review's main findings indicate that topical oil formation shows promise in managing 
symptoms such as itching, circular patches, pain, redness, dryness, and eruptions. However, it is essential to note 
that the reviewed studies had limitations to be considered when interpreting the findings.One of the strengths of the 
reviewed studies is their focus on evaluating the effectiveness of Cassia Tora plant interventions specifically for such 
skin lesions. The plant seeds contain three major phytochemicals-Emodin, physcion and rhein [19].Cassia tora L. is a 
known antifungal plant because of an anthraquinone, chrysophanol, which inhibits cell wall synthesis, leads to 
delayed fungus sporulation, and reduces spore germination [20]. Several antifungal agents in MSM have been 
introduced into clinical practice in recent years, including griseofulvin, terbinafine, Iitraconazole, and fluconazole 
[21]. However, their spectrum of action is narrow, and many have specific adverse effects, such as gastrointestinal 
disturbances, nephrotoxicity, hepatotoxicity and leucopenia [22]. Treating dermatophytes infection is mostly long 
and very expensive, and there have been multiple reports of drug resistance [23]. Increased incidence of such 
dermatological infections due to the rise in immune compromised population, coupled with the resistance to 
antifungal and toxicity during prolonged treatment, has been the reason for an extended search for newer 
therapeutic approaches to treat opportunistic infections. Thus, it is imperative to develop such a treatment for broad-
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spectrum dermatophytes infection with fewer adverse effects [24]. The phenolic compounds act as an antimicrobial 
agent by inactivating microbial adhesion, enzymes and other proteins through non-specific forces like hydrogen 
bonding, covalent bonding, hydrophobic interactions and inhibiting cell wall polymer synthesis [25]. To our 
knowledge, no previous systematic review specifically focused on this topic has been published. However, the 
findings of this review are consistent with the general literature that recognizes the potential of Cassia Tora plant 
extracts in treating various skin diseases.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Chakramard(Cassia Tora) plant interventions are effective in managing Dadru Kushta (Tenia infection) is partially 
confirmed by the findings of the reviewed studies. The positive outcomes observed in terms of symptom relief 
support the hypothesis. However, the limitations in the study design and lack of control groups prevent a definitive 
confirmation of the hypothesis. Further research with well-designed comparative trials and rigorous safety 
assessments is needed to provide more substantial evidence. 
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Table 1:Qualitative characteristics of the four studies 
Sr. 
No. 

Author 
(Year) 

Sampling 
design 

Sample size 
calculation 

Blinding Dropouts Follow up 

1. 

Saini and 
Mandal 
(2017) 

 

Simple 
random 

Not 
mentioned Not done 

6 cases 
 45 days 

2. 
Geethani 

et al. 
(2017) 

Convenience 
sampling   
method 

 

Not 
mentioned Not done 4 cases 15 days 

3. 
Preethi et 
al. (2020) 

Lottery 
method 

Not 
mentioned 

Not done 
Not 

mentioned 

28 days 
after 

treatment 

4. 

Balyaya 
and 

D’Souza 
(2020) 

Lottery 
method 

Not 
mentioned 

Single 
blind 

Not 
mentioned 

21 days 

 
 
Table 2: Quantitative table 

Sr.no. Author 
year 

Sample 
size in 

case and 
controls 

Mean 
age 

Intervention 
(cases) 

Intervention 
(Controls) 

Improvement 
(cases) 

Improvement 
(controls) 

1. Saini and 40 43 Six weeks Six weeks  Complete Complete 
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Mandal 
(2017) 

 

(Other plant 
extract) 

(Powdered 
form of Cassia 

Tora) 

remission in 
32.35%. 

Moderate in 
41.17%. 

Mild in 23.52%. 

remission in 
25.0%. 

Moderate 
remission in 

44.44%. 
Mild remission 

in 25.0%. 

2 
Geethani 

et al. 
(2017) 

34 cases 
and no 
control 

42 
15 days 

(topical oil 
application) 

None 
Symptoms by 
the eighth day _ 

3. Preethi et 
al. (2020) 

30 12 
21 (Cassia 
Tora oil 

application) 
21(not clear) 

Mild 
Improvement 

=5 (17%) 
Moderate 

Improvement 
=7 (23%) 

Complete 
Improvement 

=18 (60%) 
 

Mild 
Improvement 

=6 (20%) 
Moderate 

Improvement 
=10 (33%) 
Complete 

Improvement 
=14 (47%) 

 

4. 

Balyaya 
and 

D’Souza 
(2020) 

20 38 
14(Cassia Tora 

oil 
application) 

14(other natural 
plant oil 
extract) 

Mild 
Improvement 

=8 
Moderate 

Improvement 
=8 

Complete 
improvement 

=4 
 

Mild 
Improvement 

=4 
Moderate 

Improvement 
=10 

Complete 
improvement 

=6 
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Primary productivity can be defined as the amount of organic material produced per unit area per unit 
time. Phytoplankton in the ocean contribute about half of the planet's net primary production. Both 
temperature and irradiance are important factors in determining phytoplankton productivity. Climate 
change is accompanied by increasing solar radiation, which increases warming, and leads to an increase 
in sea surface temperature, which limits nutrients necessary for primary production. Through 
comprehensive assessments, we can elucidate the intricate relationships between climate variables and 
phytoplankton productivity, considering the implications for aquatic ecosystems. The aim of the present 
study is to understand the variability of phytoplankton productivity of an oligotropic pond due to the 
climatic fluctuations under different temperature and light conditions. This research focuses on 
determining the effects of extreme light and temperature conditions on phytoplankton productivity and 
their impact on the environment. It also aims to enhance our understanding of the complex interactions 
shaping phytoplankton dynamics under changing climate scenarios, providing valuable insights for both 
ecological research and sustainable resource management in aquatic environments. 
 
Keywords: Phytoplankton productivity, climate change, climatic variation.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Phytoplankton are the primary producers of the aquatic food web (Vargas et al, 2006). The main types of 
phytoplankton are cyanobacteria, diatoms, dinoflagellates, green algae, mangroves, seagrasses, macroalgae and salt 
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marshes (Duarte et al, 2005). They capture solar energy to produce energy in a food chain by photosynthesis. The 
rate of this energy accumulation is called primary productivity. Primary productivity may be defined as the amount 
of organic material produced per unit area per unit time (Cloern et al., 2014). All phytoplankton contain 
photosynthetic pigment chlorophyll-a; and other accessory pigments like chlorophyll-b, chlorophyll-c, and 
carotenoids (Barlow et al, 2013). These pigments help in photosynthetic process that produces gross primary 
production; and the difference between gross primary production and respiration gives net primary production 
(Kyewalyanga, 2016). According to Field et al., 1998, although marine phytoplankton constitute less than 1 percent of 
the earth’s photosynthetic biomass, they are responsible for almost half the global annual net primary production.  
Phytoplankton are the major biomass producers in aquatic ecosystems and play significant role in regulating global 
climate. Several abiotic factors such as light, temperature, CO2 concentration, acidification and ultraviolet radiation 
have been found to exert pronounced effects on their productivity (Richa et al 2014). Phytoplankton photosynthesis 
is limited by the availability of nutrients and light, leading to suppressed growth and productivity in oligotrophic or 
light limited environments (Fox et al, 2020).According to Mitsch and Gosselink, 1993, the producers utilize only some 
part of the energy and so complete energy is not available for the food web.  
 
The food chain and food web can be understood best by the estimation of primary productivity (Chinnaiah et al., 
2010), physico-chemical characteristics of water (Wetzel, 2000) and level of pollution (Prabhakar et al., 2009). The 
anthropogenic activity is major cause for affecting primary productivity of the aquatic ecosystem. Climate change is 
associated with increased irradiance, causing warming, which raises sea-surface temperature. A large scale study of 
primary production through remote sensing has shown that increase in sea surface temperature triggered a 
reduction in the global production of ocean phytoplankton since the early 1980s (Behrenfeld et al, 2006). Over the last 
40 years, the global oceans have warmed at a rate of ~0.1 °C per decade. Hence, phytoplankton phenology is altered 
under such warmer climate scenarios (Gittings et al 2018). Owing to ocean acidification decrease in calcification 
causes a higher exposure of the organisms to solar UV radiation (Hader et al., 2015). Solar UV-B irradiation (280 - 315 
nm) decreases photosynthetic carbon fixation (Gao et al., 2007a, Hader et al., 2011), causes DNA (Buma et al., 2006, 
Gao et al., 2008) and protein damage (Bouchard et al., 2006) and alters the morphology (Wu et al., 2009) of 
photosynthetic organisms. (Richa et al 2014). 
This project focuses on determining the effect of the changing light and temperature conditions on phytoplankton 
productivity in the oligotropic habitat and how it would implicate the environment in correlation to the changing 
climate. It focuses on the effect of varying light and temperature conditions on the gross and net phytoplankton 
productivity which can be correlated with the present day climate change conditions which are affecting the 
phytoplanktons and their productivity. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The research was conducted in the water lily pond located in the premises of Kanoria PG MahilaMahavidyalaya, 
Jaipur. The primary productivity was determined by using standard “light and dark bottle” method (Gardner & 
Gran, 1927). The dissolved oxygen (DO) is estimated by light and dark bottle method of Winkler (Wetzel and 
Linkens, 2000). The incubation period in the present study was for the period of 2 hours. The observed Gross 
Primary Productivity (GPP), Net Primary Productivity (NPP) and Community Respiration (CR) in mg/l/hr were 
converted into gC/m3/hr by multiplying these values with a factor of 0.375. The Gross Primary Productivity (GPP), 
Net Primary Productivity (NPP) and Community Respiration (CR) were estimated by using formulae of Westlake 
(1963). Net Production Efficiency (NPE) and Respiration (% of GPP) were calculated by using formulae of 
Chattopadhyay and Banerjee (2008) with the help of GPP, NPP and CR. Water samples were collected in BOD bottles 
from the pond and the samples were separated for treatment with light, dark, UV light, and high temperature 
(50°C)for a standard period of 2 hours. Volumetric analysis of all the samples was done as per the method of 
Gardner and Gran, 1927.  
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
Phytoplankton productivity, primarily is influenced by several factors like carbon dioxide, sunlight and nutrients for 
growth, but some other factors such as water depth, water temperature, wind and grazers also play a significant role 
(Kyewalyanga, 2016). In the present study primary productivity of the lily pond has been determined. The Primary 
productivity recorded as Gross primary productivity, Net primary productivity, Community respiration, Net 
production efficiency and respiration (% of GPP) are discussed as follows.  
 
Gross Primary Productivity (gC/m3/hr) 
Gross primary productivity of the sample exposed to high temperature and UV light was lower (-0.038±0.02) than the 
normal sample (0.114±0.07) as shown in figure 1. Gross primary productivity is considered to be total photosynthetic 
activity or total assimilation of the any ecosystem. The higher values of GPP during the exposure to sunlight leads to 
the high biomass of phytoplankton, the results are in context of work done by Mitsch and Gosselink (1993); 
Anjinappa (2002); Das (2002) and Radwan (2005); Garcia-Corral, 2017 
 
Net Primary Productivity (gC/m3/hr) 
Net primary productivity of the sample exposed to high temperature and UV light was lower (-0.190±0.03) than the 
normal sample (-0.038±0.02) as shown in figure 2. Net primary productivity is measurement of the rate of storage of 
organic material in the tissues of primary producers of the ecosystem after utilization of respiratory activity of the 
primary producers. Phytoplankton growth, and NPP, is a function of light, temperature and nutrients (Geider et al., 
1998; Fox et al 2020). 
 
Community Respiration (gC/m3 /hr) 
The community respiration was reported as 0.152±0.12). Community respiration is defined as reduction of NPP from 
GPP and later converted into releasing of CO2. The high community respiration of all biotic and abiotic components 
organic matter reduces the content of dissolved oxygen. Similar results showing high rate of community respiration 
have been reported by Prabhakaret al. 2009; Garcia-Corral, 2017. 
 
Net Production Efficiency (%) 
Net production efficiency is the determination of ratio of the efficiency with which an organism converts assimilated 
energy into GPP or NPP production. Net production efficiency of the sample exposed to high temperature and UV 
light was lower (33.39±0.63) than the normal sample (50.48±0.41)respectively. Similar results were also observed by 
Chattopadhyay and Banerjee (2008); Chinnaiah and Madhu, 2010; Hader et al, 2015 and Garcia-Corral, 2017. 
 
Respiration (% of GPP) 
The respiration % of the sample exposed to high temperature and UV light was higher (4.01±1.02) than the normal 
sample (1.33±0.79) respectively. Similar result was obtained by Chinnaiah and Madhu (2010). At higher temperatures 
an optimum is reached after which photosynthesis declines again, while respiration usually increases with rising 
temperatures (Zou et al., 2011). Irradiance is a major driving force for photosynthesis; it warms the surface waters, 
thereby regulating the water temperature. Both temperature and irradiance vary with the seasons of the year 
(Bouman et al, 2005). Light is the single most important factor for photosynthesis in primary producers both in 
terrestrial and aquatic habitats (Richa et al 2014). In tropical marine ecosystems, warmer conditions may reduce the 
abundance and primary productivity of phytoplankton (Gittings et al, 2018).Studies on primary productivity of 
many aquatic ecosystems have been reported earlier by Chinnaiah et al., 2010; Joseph and Shanthi, 2010; Patil and 
Chavan 2010; and Vasanthkumar and Kumar, 2011. Solar UV-B radiation affects a wide spectrum of cellular targets 
in phytoplankton. In addition to damage to elements of the photosynthetic machinery, such as the D1 protein in the 
electron transport chain in PSII (Bouchard et al., 2006), energetic short-wavelength UV radiation damages DNA, 
either directly by the induction of cyclobutane dimers (Klisch et al., 2005) or by the formation of detrimental ROS 
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(Reactive Oxygen Species) (Ferreyra et al., 2006, Pelletier et al., 2006). (Richa et al, 2014).This is in correlation to many 
researches done by Behrenfeldet al, 2006; Indur et al 2016; Garcia-Corral, 2017 and Kafrissen et al 2022. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The study focused on assessing the dynamics of phytoplankton productivity under induced climate-driven 
fluctuations. Through comprehensive analysis and experimentation, it became evident that climate-driven 
fluctuations significantly influence phytoplankton productivity, leading to dynamic shifts in aquatic ecosystems. The 
findings underscore the intricate relationship between climate variables and phytoplankton, emphasizing the need 
for a better understanding of these dynamics to anticipate and mitigate potential ecological consequences. The 
results of above study indicate that, the phytoplankton productivity declined owing to exposure to UV radiation and 
high temperature conditions. The study probably conclude that the gross and net phytoplankton productivity vary 
according to the light and temperature treatments given to them. It would in turn help us in predicting the effects of 
changing climate on phytoplankton productivity in terms of light intensity and temperature variation. The probable 
outcome of the research work will help in estimating the variability in the phytoplankton productivity as per the 
changes in climatic regimes and will also help us to know the importance of phytoplanktons as good carbon 
sequesters as far as climate change is concerned. Moreover, the research emphasizes the urgency of addressing 
climate change to mitigate its impacts on phytoplankton productivity and the ecosystems they support. 
Implementing sustainable practices and policies that reduce greenhouse gas emissions and promote ecosystem 
resilience will be crucial in safeguarding aquatic environments and maintaining the balance of marine ecosystems. 
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Mechanical ventilation is a useful modality for patients who are unable to sustain the level of ventilation 
necessary to maintain the gas exchange functions. Physiotherapy is a key factor in mechanically 
ventilated patients. Vertebral Pressure and Anterior Basal Lift are the techniques of proprioceptive 
neuromuscular facilitation that produce reflex-respiratory movements. To compare the effect of Vertebral 
Pressure and Anterior Basal Lift technique on Pulmonary [Tidal Volume, Respiratory Rate, Minute 
Ventilation, Lung Compliance, and SpO2] and hemodynamic [Heart Rate and Blood Pressure]in 
mechanically ventilated patients. 30 participants were included in the study and divided in group A 
[Anterior BasalLift] and group B [Vertebral Pressure] .Patients were given intervention for 3 days and pre 
and post outcomes were observed. Data were analyzed by SPSS- 21.t-test [paired and un-paired] were 
applied. Statistically significant improvements were observed in both groups but more pronounced in 
group A [Tidal Volume (t= 3.24)P<0.05 Respiratory Rate (t=2.16) P<0.05 Minute Ventilation (t=1.96) P<0.05 
Heart Rate (t=2.06) P<0.05 Lung Compliance (t=7.38) P<0.05 SpO2 (t=2.50)] compare to group B. There is a 
no significant difference in BP with all treatments. Anterior Basal Lift is more effective in reduction of 
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Respiratory Rate and Heart Rate and improving Tidal Volume, Minute Ventilation and Lung 
Compliance&SpO2 over Vertebral Pressure technique in mechanically ventilated patients.  
Keywords: Anterior basal lift, Vertebral Pressure, Mechanical Ventilator, Respiratory PNF. 
 
KEY MESSAGE: Respiratory PNF is feasible, safe, and effective, it can be used as an early intervention in 
mechanically ventilated patients. 
ETHICAL APPROVAL– APPROVED  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Intensive care unit [ICU] is a unit especially dedicated for the patients with life-threatening conditions, injuries or 
complications that specialize in the management for the same.[1]Among patients admitted to intensive care unit 
[ICU], 30-60 % received mechanical ventilation. Overall mortality rate in the intensive care unit [ICU] was 30.7% 
[1590] patients.[2,3] For patients who are unable to maintain the level of ventilation required to maintain gas 
exchange functions, mechanical ventilation is a helpful modality. When a patient experiences physiologic changes 
(such as lung parenchyma degradation), disease states (such as respiratory distress syndrome or athelectasis), an 
excessive ventilator workload (such as airflow obstruction), medical or surgical procedures (such as post-anesthesia 
recovery), or a variety of other factors (such as head trauma, drug overdose, etc.) that result in ventilator failure or 
oxygenation failure, mechanical ventilation may benecessary.[4,5] Patients who are on mechanical ventilation will be  
subjected to increased risk of developing life-threatening complications. [6] Complications associated with 
mechanical ventilation include barotraumas ,hypotension, arrhythmia, oxygen toxicity, multiple organ failure, 
atelectasis, ventilator associated pneumonia, ARDS [ acute respiratory distress syndrome] ,pneumothorax, airway 
injury, Laryngeal injury, alveolar damage and disuse atrophy of diaphragm. [1,7]Inadequate ventilation leads to the 
retention of secretions. Deranged mechanical respiratory function is another complication frequently encountered. It 
is also possible to be presented with a 'stiff chest exhibiting little respiratory movement. This may be a result of 
disease (lack of costal movement) or increased tone in the intercostal muscles may be implicated [10] Physiotherapy 
in critical area is aimed at maintaining bronchial hygiene, improve bed mobility, reducing dependency on ventilator, 
reduce potential pulmonary complications and also assist in weaning the patient off the ventilator.[8]Therefore, 
regular chest physiotherapy must be advocated to bring improvement in pulmonary and hemodynamic 
parameters.[9] Neurophysiological facilitation of respiration is the terminology used to describe externally applied 
proprioceptive and tactile stimuli that produce reflex respiratory movement responses and that appear to alter the 
rate and depth of breathing.[10] Vertebral Pressure and Anterior Basal Lift are the techniques of  proprioceptive 
neuromuscular facilitation [PNF] that is one of the physiotherapy  approach.[10] 
 
Application of respiratory proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation techniques results in visible deeper inspiration, 
larger expansion of the ribs, ,increased tone in abdominal muscles, change in respiratory rate, more normal 
respiratory pattern and rapid return of mechanical stability.[10] It will facilitates the greater tidal volume and 
improve compliance and hemodynamic parameters.[11] The anterior basal lift provides maintained stretch anteriorly 
and pressure posteriorly. It facilitates bucket and pump handle excursion of the ribs, along with Increased epigastric 
movement. Activation of muscle spindle may occur with this technique and also it produce reflex inspiratory 
activity. Stimulation of proprioceptors present in lower intercostal and spinal muscles might have reflex control of 
phrenic motor neurons.[10,12] Vertebral pressure is another respiratory PNF where there is increased epigastric 
abdominal excursion over T2-T4.[13] The chest care of unconscious persons is particularly challenging because of 
their inability to participate in the more traditional treatment approaches which require a large component of 
voluntary effort. Combination of different techniques is a part of physiotherapy technique in ICU. There is limited 
evidence available in patients who are mechanically ventilated with use of chest physiotherapy along with 
respiratory PNF. Therefore the present study has been undertaken to compare the effect of intercostal stretch and 
anterior basal lift technique on hemodynamic and pulmonary parameters in mechanically ventilated patients.  
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SUBJECTS AND METHODS 
Study received an ethical approval from institutional ethical committee. 38 mechanically ventilated Patients were 
included in the study based on inclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria’s were mechanically ventilated patients with 
endotracheal intubation or tracheostomy or Non-invasive face mask and Age between 18-45 years. Whereas 
exclusion criterias were patients with Rib fracture, chest trauma and thoracic vertebra fracture, Patient underwent 
thoracic or abdominal surgery past 3 months, patients with uncontrolled fever and infection and Malignancy. 
Written informed consent were taken from all the patients/relative who agreed to participate.  Patients were 
allocated randomly in 1:1 ratio to either Group A,who receives anterior basal lift technique or Group B who receives 
vertebral pressure technique.9 Participants in each group received training two times per day for 3 days. 
Conventional tailored made physiotherapy treatment were given to both group in the form of positioning, 
mobilization, manual hyperinflation (MH), percussion, chest vibrations, suction, cough techniques, and breathing 
exercise.[14,15,16] Outcome measures were taken in the form Lung Compliance [mL/cmH2O], Static Lung 
Compliance, Dynamic Lung Compliance, Tidal Volume [mL], Respiratory Rate [breaths/min], Heart Rate 
[beats/min], Blood Pressure, Minute Ventilation[lit/min] and Saturation of peripheral oxygen [SpO2]  at the baseline 
and after 3 days of intervention and patients  were  continuously monitored throughout the treatment. Data were 
taken at the baseline and after 3 days of intervention and patients were continuously monitored throughout the 
treatment. Group A received anterior basal lift technique of chest PNF as follows - Anterior Basal Lift procedure is 
performed by placing the hands under the posterior ribs of the supine patient and lifting gentally upward. The lift is 
then maintained while the patient continues to breath in his/her usual manner. Group B received vertebral pressure 
technique, therapist standing behind the patient. Firm pressure applied directly over the vertebrae of the upper and 
lower thoracic cage, the pressure should be applied with an open hand for comport and must be firm enough to 
provide some stretch. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Descriptive statistical analysis obtained using frequency, percentage, mean, SD, median and IQR. Paired t-test was 
used for the comparison of Pre and post data within the group. Unpaired t-test was used for the comparison of data 
between group A and Group B. All the statistical analysis was performed by using IBM SPSS version 29.0.0. Table 
1&2 depicts pre post mean and SD values of outcomes in group A &B. Table 3 represent comparison of post-
procedure parameters [Mean & SD] of the group A and group B on Day3. Statistically significant improvements were 
observed in both groups but more pronounced in group A [Tidal Volume (t= 3.24)P<0.05 Respiratory Rate(t=2.16) 
P<0.05 Minute Ventilation(t=1.96)P<0.05HeartRate(t=2.06) P<0.05 Lung Compliance (t=7.38) P<0.05 SpO2(t=2.50)] 
compare to group B. There was no significant difference in BP with all treatments. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The present study has focused on the comparison of effect of Vertebral Pressure and Anterior basal lift techniques on 
respiratory rate, saturation of peripheral oxygen and heart rate, Tidal volume, Minute Ventilation, Lung Compliance 
and BP parameters and has found that on different parameters the neurophysiologic facilitation affects respiration of 
patients differently. Findings of the study supported by Rajiv Sharma who compared the proprioceptive 
neuromuscular facilitation vs. resistance training of respiratory muscles on respiratory rate on 30 ICU patients and 
found that PNF was successful in reducing respiratory rate in ICU patients when compared with abdominal weights 
placed on their upper abdomen. [17,18] This study supports the statement of N. B. Thakkar (2006)that there isan 
advantage of application of PNF stretch technique in ICUpatients as it helps in lowering the raised RR and HR and in 
improving SPO2 levels within near to range which is acceptable for ventilator weaning process.[19,20] Study also 
support the study of  Binesh Asokan Poozhikunnath  who observe the effect of respiratory PNF in COVID patients 
and conclude that  significant improvement was noticed in terms of Respiratory Rate and Oxygen Saturation in 
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Experimental Group when compared to Control Group.[21] A study conducted by Dr. Hardini Prajapati To check the 
effectiveness of NPF of respiration on ventilation of mechanically ventilated patients and conclude that  NPF of 
respiration can improve the ventilation of mechanically ventilated patients and supports this study. [22] Kumar 
Jithendra research statement also supports this research outcome by suggesting that the ICU-based patient's PNF 
method shows enhancement in patient condition through decreased respiratory rate and heart rate, increased SPO2 
and enables mechanical ventilation in early weaning.[23] A survey study conducted by Anup Bhat et al (2014 ) to 
assess the current chest physiotherapy practices in neurological ICUs of India. According to this survey, nearly 85% 
of physiotherapists practiced PNF techniques in neurological ICU patients.[24]Abhinav Salve et.al conducted a study 
on the Effect of Vertebral Pressure Technique and Intercostal Stretch Technique on Respiratory Rate, Tidal Volume, 
SpO2 and Heart Rate among Organophosphorus Poisoning Patients: An Experimental Study  and found that both 
the techniques have equal significant diff in mechanically ventilated patients but these study conclude that Anterior 
basal lift technique is more effective compare to vertebral pressure technique in mechanically ventilated patients.[25] 
To generate reactions to reflex respiratory movement, a facilitator stimulus in the form of proprioceptive 
neuromuscular facilitation (PNF respiration) is well accepted. Airways, lung, and respiratory muscle information 
from sensory receptors, as well as central and peripheral chemo receptors, regulate respiratory drive. GOT (glutamic 
oxaloacetic transminase) is responsible for controlling the contraction and relaxation of the respiratory muscles. It is 
sensitive to both active and passive muscle stretch, which causes a firing discharge of the muscle spindle. This signal 
is then transmitted to the central nervous system (CNS) via Alpha and Gamma motor neurons, which are directly 
responsible for initiating muscle contraction. Respiratory PNF techniques aid in reducing Respiratory Rate and Heart 
Rate by inducing parasympathetic activity. Techniques like Intercostal Stretch, Anterior Basal Shift and Thoracic 
Thrust help in improving ventilation by improving lung expansion and thereby improving Oxygenation.  While 
majority of the responses to respiratory PNF are mediated by via dorsal root, stretch receptor and inter segmental 
reflexes therefore there was mild significant differences noted while comparing the two groups.  
 
CONCLUSION  
 
The present study conclude that both respiratory PNF technique [Anterior Basal Lift & Vertebral Pressure] are 
effective in improving hemodynamic and pulmonary parameter in mechanically ventilated patients. Anterior Basal 
Lift is more effective in reduction of RR and HR and improving Tidal Volume, Minute Ventilation and Lung 
Compliance & Spo2 over Vertebral Pressure technique in mechanically ventilated patients 
 
CLINICAL IMPLICATION 
Respiratory PNF is feasible, safe and can be used as an early intervention in mechanically ventilated patients. 
 
LIMITATION OF THE STUDY& FUTURE SCOPE 
Some limitations of the study include the small sample, and the lack of follow-up respiratory measurements to see 
the duration of the observed increases in VE. The long-term effects on pulmonary morbidity, prevention of infection 
and resolution of atelectasis were not addressed in the current study. Future research with other PNF techniques 
should be conducted with large sample size and long duration. 
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Table 1: Data represent Age Distribution among Group A & B 
GROUP MEAN & SD t- value p-value 
Group A 37.80 ±5.14 0.78 0.43 
Group B 39.33±5.49 0.78 0.43 
 
Table 2: Demographic represent of gender wise distribution of participants in group A and  
GROUP GROUP A GROUP B 
MALE 8 10 

FEMALE 7 5 
TOTAL 15 15 

 
Table 3: Intra Group Comparison of outcome measures in group A 

PARAMETERS PRE 
Mean & SD 

POST 
Mean & SD 

t-VALUE p-VALUE 

Lung Compliance 29.82±1.85 38.81±2.22 3.01 <0.05 
Tidal volume 318.07±12.60 415.33±39.62 9.22 <0.05 

Minute ventilation 7.71±0.54 9.09±0.99 8.35 <0.05 
Respiratory rate 25.13±0.83 23.33±0.49 6.87 <0.05 

Heart rate 126.40±5.52 119.8±5.18 11.14 <0.05 

Blood pressure 
144.20±12.15 
87.80±6.93 

143.73±11.84 
87.40±6.59 

1.97 
2.10 >0.05 

SpO2 96.63±0.55 98.87±0.62 7.03 <0.05 
 
Table 4: Intra Group Comparison of outcome measures in group B 

PARAMETERS 
PRE 

Mean & SD 
POST 

Mean & SD t-VALUE p-VALUE 

Lung Compliance 28.23±1.81 33.11±2.22 14.66 <0.05 
Tidal volume 316.27±12.81 378.67±18.46 14.66 <0.05 

Minute ventilation 7.93±0.54 8.93±0.61 15.78 <0.05 
Respiratory rate 25.47±0.99 23.87±0.83 8.41 <0.05 

Heart rate 124.53±6.51 121.73±6.27 2.09 <0.05 
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Blood pressure 144.20±12.15 
85.87±9.07 

144.56±13.16 
84.93±9.37 

0.18 
1.58 >0.05 

SpO2 97±0.83 98.23±0.77 7.03 <0.05 
 
Table 5: Data represent comparison of post-procedure parameters of the group A and group B on Day 3  

PARAMETERS GROUP – A 
Mean & SD 

GROUP-B 
Mean & SD 

t- value p-value 

Tidal volume 415.33 ± 39.62 378.67±18.46. 3.24 0.003 
Minute ventilation 9.09±0.99 8.50±0.62 1.96 0.05 

Respiratory rate 23.33±0.49 23.87±0.83 2.16 0.03 
Lung compliance 38.81±2.22 33.11±2.00 7.38 0.001 

SpO2 98.87±0.62 98.23±0.77 2.50 0.01 

Heart rate 119.8±5.18 
 

124.54±6.93 2.06 0.04 

Blood pressure 
143±11.84 
87.40±6.59 

144.56±56 
84.93±9.37 

0.18 
0.83 

0.85 
0.41 

 

 
Fig 1: Flow Chart representing the procedure of selection of participants 
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Abstract:This research endeavour hopes to create a non-extendable sequence of special Dio 3-tuples for 
the first kind of rectangular numbers, incorporating half-companion ...}),,,(),,,(),,,{( edcdcbcba
sequences with the attributes D(-2) and D(-11), while offering some numerical displays. 
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Keywords: Diophantine Triples, special Dio 3-tuples, first type of Rectangular numbers, Integer 
sequences, Half-companion sequences. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A Diophantine equation is a polynomial equation containing two or more unknowns that is sought for or explored in 
Number theory [1–5]. The term Diophantine symbolises Diophantus of Alexandria, a Greek mathematician of the 
third century who probed such scenarios and was the first mathematician to incorporate emblems into variable-
based mathematics. In [6, 7], a number of mathematicians probed the problem of the occurrence of Dio triples and 
quadruples with the criterion D(n) for any integer n and, furthermore, for any linear polynomial. In this particular 
scenario, one could resort to [8–11] for an exhaustive review of all of the Diophantine triple problems. Half-
companion sequences of Diophantine triples were examined in [12, 13]. Non-extendable Dio 3-tuple and special Dio 
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3-tuple and quadruple capabilities have been explored in [14, 15]. These findings compelled us to look for non-
extendable special Dio triples belonging to the first kind of rectangular numbers. The ultimate objective of this 
research endeavour is to generate a sequence of Special Dio 3-tuples for the first kind of rectangular numbers using 
non-extendable half-companion sequences ...}),,,(),,,(),,,{( edcdcbcba in two scenarios with the attributes 
D(-2) and D(-11). 
 
Notation: First type of Rectangular number of rank n is Rn= )1( nn . 
 
Basic Definitions 
Definition 1:A set of m non-zero integers ),...,,( 321 maaaa is said to be a Dio m-tuple with the property D(n), 

}0{ zn  if naa ji * is a perfect square for all mji 1 . 

 
Definition 2:A set of m different integers or a polynomial with integer coefficients ),...,,( 321 maaaa is said to be a 

special Dio m-tuple with the property D(n), integerwithpolynomialaor}0{ zn coefficient if 

naaaa jiji  )(* is a perfect square for all mji 1 . 

 
Definition 3:A set of three different integers or a polynomial with integer coefficients ),,( 321 aaa is said to be a 

special Dio 3-tuple with property D(n), integerwithpolynomialaor}0{ zn coefficient if 

naaaa jiji  )(* is a perfect square for all 31  ji . 

 
Method of Analysis 
 
Sequence: 1 
Forming a sequence of non-extendable special Dio 3-tuples for first type of Rectangular numbers of ranks n-1 and 
n+1 with property D(-2). 
 
Let )2)(1(band)1( 11   nnRnnRa nn be first type of Rectangular numbers of ranks n-1 and n+1 

respectively such that 2)(*  baba is a perfect square say .2x  
Let c be any non-zero whole number such that  

22)(* ycaca           (1) 
22)(* zcbcb           (2) 

From (1) and (2), one may get 

)1()1()(3 22  azbyba        (3) 
Assume nbmznamy )1(and)1(        (4) 
Using (3) and (4) one may get 

22 )1()1(3 nabm          (5) 

Setting the initial solution as 10 n and applying in (5) gives nnm  2
0 . 

Now from (4), 12 2  ny         (6) 

Applying (6) in (1) yieldsthe third tuple 34344 2  nRnnc . 

Hence the set )34,,( 11  nnn RRR is a special Dio 3- tuple with property D(-2). 
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Now let d be any non-zero whole number such that  
2

12)(* ydbdb          (7) 
2

12)(* zcdcd          (8) 
Introducing the linear transformations, 

111111 )1(and)1( ncmznbmy        (9) 
And using some algebra from (7), (8) and (9), yields 

nn RRnnd 812159 3
2   . 

Therefore,the set )8,34,( 31 nnnn RRRR   is a special Dio 3- tuple with property D(-2). 
 
Next consider e be any non-zero whole number such that  

2
22)(* yecec          (10) 

2
22)(* zdede          (11) 

Introducing the linear transformations, 

222222 )1(and)1( ndmzncmy        (12) 
And using some algebra from (10), (11) and (12), yields 

nn RRnne 24303525 5
2   . 

Therefore,the set )24,8,34( 53 nnnnn RRRRR   is a special Dio 3- tuple with property D(-2). 
 
Processing in this way, one may get a half companion sequence of special Dio 3-tuples with the property D(-2) as

...}),,,(),,,(),,,{( edcdcbcba . 
 
Some of the half-companion sequence of special Dio 3-tuples are found and exhibited in the following table: 
 
n   ),,( cba  ),,( dcb   ),,( edc   )2(D
___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2  (2,12,27)  (12,27,78)  (27,78,200)  D(-2)  
3  (6,20,51)  (20,51,138)  (51,138,360)  D(-2) 
4  (12,30,83) (30,83,216)  (83,216,570)  D(-2) 
5  (20,42,123) (42,123,312)  (123,312,830)  D(-2) 
6  (30,56,171) (56,171,426)  (171,426,1140)                D(-2)   
 
Remarkable Observations: 
From the above half-companion sequence of special Dio 3-tuples we explore that ),,( cba is of the form 

)11124,65,( 222  kkkkkk where ,...3,2,1k  

Similarly ),,( dcb  is of the form )36339,11124,65( 222  kkkkkk where ,...3,2,1k  and 

),,( edc  is of the form )908525,36339,11124( 222  kkkkkk where ,...3,2,1k  
 
Establishing that the aforementioned triples cannot be extended to quadruple 
Consider the special Diophantine triple ),,( cba  
Let  be any other nonzero integer such that 

2
32)(* xaa           (13) 
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2
32)(* ybb           (14) 

2
32)(* zcc           (15) 

Eliminating from (13) and (15) 

)1()1()(3 2
3

2
3  azcxca        (16) 

Applying the linear transformations, 

333333 )1(and)1( ncmznamx   
in (16) gives 3)1(2

3
2

3  caacnm       (17) 

Using the initial solutions 13 n and 12 2
3  nm of (17) the value of 3x is found as 

23 2
3  nnx  

Substitute 3x in (13), 639 2  nn  

Now substituting the values of andb in L.H.S of (14) yields 183043309 234  nnnn which is not a 
perfect square. 
Hence the special Dio 3-tuple ),,( cba with the property )2(D cannot be extended to quadruple. 
 
Establishing that the aforementioned triples cannot be extended to quadruple 
 
Consider the special Diophantine triple ),,( dcb  
Let  be any other nonzero integer such that        

2
42)(* xbb           (18) 

2
42)(* ycc           (19) 

2
42)(* zdd           (20) 

Eliminating  from (18) and (20) 

)1()1()(3 2
4

2
4  bzdxdb        (21) 

Applying the linear transformations, 

444444 )1(and)1( ndmznbmx   
in (21) gives 3)1(2

4
2

4  dbbdnm       (22) 

Using the initial solutions 14 n and 673 2
4  nnm of (22) the value of 4x is 

9104 2
4  nnx  

Substitute 4x in (18), 273216 2  nn  

Now substituting the values of andc in L.H.S of (19) yields 10924030419264 234  nnnn , which is 
not a perfect square. 
Hence the special Dio 3-tuple ),,( dcb with the property )2(D cannot be extended to quadruple. 
 
Establishing that the aforementioned triples cannot be extended to quadruple 
 
Consider the special Diophantine triple ),,( edc  
Let  be any other nonzero integer such that        
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2
52)(* xcc           (23) 

2
52)(* ydd           (24) 
2

52)(* zee           (25) 
Eliminating  from (23) and (25) 

)1()1()(3 2
4

2
5  czexec        (26) 

Applying the linear transformations, 

555555 )1(and)1( nemzncmx   
in (26) gives 3)1(2

5
2

5  eccenm       (27) 

Using the initial solutions 15 n and 111210 2
5  nnm of (27) the value of 5x is 

151614 2
5  nnx  

Substitute 5x in (23), 566349 2  nn  

Now substituting the values of andd in L.H.S of (24) yields 738167420951302441 234  nnnn which 
is not a perfect square. 
Hence the special Dio 3-tuple ),,( edc with the property )2(D cannot be extended to quadruple. 
 
Sequence: 2 
Forming sequence of non-extendable special Dio 3-tuples for first type of Rectangular numbers of ranks n-2 and 
n+2 with property D(-11) 
 
Let )3)(2(band)1)(2( 22   nnRnnRa nn be first type of Rectangular numbers of ranks n-

2and n+2 respectively such that 11)(*  baba is a perfect square say .2x  
Let c be any non-zero whole number such that  

211)(* ycaca          (28) 
211)(* zcbcb          (29)  

Assume nbmznamy )1(and)1(        (30) 

Using (28), (29) and (30), one may get the third tuple 34344 2  nRnnc . 

Hence the set )34,,( 22  nnn RRR is a specialDio 3- tuple with property D(-11). 

 
Now let d be any non-zero whole number such that  

2
111)(* ydbdb          (31) 
2

111)(* zcdcd          (32) 
Introducing the linear transformations, 

111111 )1(and)1( ncmznbmy        (33) 
And using some algebra from (31), (32) and (33), yields 

]2[318219 2
2

nn RRnnd   . 

Therefore, the set ])2[3,34,( 22 nnnn RRRR   is a special Dio 3- tuple with property D(-11). 
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Next consider e be any non-zero whole number such that  
2

211)(* yecec          (34) 
2

211)(* zdede          (35) 
Introducing the linear transformations, 

222222 )1(and)1( ndmzncmy        (36) 
And using some algebra from (34), (35) and (36), yields 

nn RRnne 24384525 5
2   . 

Therefore,the set )24],2[3,34( 52 nnnnn RRRRR   is a special Dio 3- tuple with property D(-11). 
 
Processing in this way, one may get a half companion sequence of special Dio 3-tuples with the property D(-11) as

...}),,,(),,,(),,,{( edcdcbcba . 
 
Some of the half-companion sequence of special Dio 3-tuples are found and exhibited in the following table: 
n   ),,( cba  ),,( dcb   ),,( edc   )11(D  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
3  (2,30,51)  (30,51,162)  (51,162,398)   D(-11)  
 
4  (6,42,83)  (42,83,246)  (83,246,618)   D(-11) 
5  (12,56,123) (56,123,348)  (123,348,888)   D(-11) 
6  (20,72,171) (72,171,468)  (171,168,1208)                 D(-11) 
7  (30,90,227) (90,227,606)  (227,606,1578)                 D(-11) 
 
Remarkable Observations: 
From the above half-companion sequence of special Dio 3-tuples we explore that ),,( cba is of the form 

)27204,209,( 222  kkkkkk where ,...3,2,1k  

Similarly ),,( dcb  is of the form )96579,27204,209( 222  kkkkkk where ,...3,2,1k  and 

),,( edc  is of the form )22814525,96579,27204( 222  kkkkkk where ,...3,2,1k  
 
Establishing that the aforementioned triples cannot be extended to quadruple 
Consider the special Diophantine triple ),,( cba  
Let  be any other nonzero integer such that 

2
311)(* xaa           (37) 

2
311)(* ybb           (38) 
2

311)(* zcc           (39) 
Eliminating  from (37) and (39) 

)1()1()(12 2
3

2
3  azcxca        (40) 

Applying the linear transformations, 

333333 )1(and)1( ncmznamx   
In (40) gives 12)1(2

3
2

3  caacnm       (41) 

Using the initial solutions 13 n and nnm 22 2
3  of (41), the value of 3x is found as 
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353 2
3  nnx  

Substitute 3x in (37), 639 2  nn  

Now substituting the values of andb in L.H.S of (38) yields 371455429 234  nnnn which is not a 
perfect square. 
Hence the special Dio 3-tuple ),,( cba with the property )11(D cannot be extended to quadruple. 
 
Establishing that the aforementioned triples cannot be extended to quadruple 
Consider the special Diophantine triple ),,( dcb  
Let  be any other nonzero integer such that        

2
411)(* xbb           (42) 

2
411)(* ycc           (43) 

2
411)(* zdd           (44) 

Eliminating  from (42) and (44) 

)1()1()(12 2
4

2
4  bzdxdb        (45) 

Applying the linear transformations, 

444444 )1(and)1( ndmznbmx   
in (45) gives 12)1(2

4
2

4  dbbdnm       (46) 

Using the initial solutions 14 n and 11113 2
4  nnm of (46) the value of 4x is 

18164 2
4  nnx  

Substitute 4x in (42), 474816 2  nn  

Now substituting the values of andc in L.H.S of (43) yields 18038444825664 234  nnnn which is 
not a perfect square. 
Hence the special Dio 3-tuple ),,( dcb with the property )11(D cannot be extended to quadruple. 
 
Establishing that the aforementioned triples cannot be extended to quadruple 
Consider the special Diophantine triple ),,( edc  
Let  be any other nonzero integer such that        

2
511)(* xcc           (47) 

2
511)(* ydd           (48) 
2

511)(* zee           (49) 

Eliminating  from (47) and (49) 

)1()1()(12 2
4

2
5  czexec        (50) 

Applying the linear transformations, 

555555 )1(and)1( nemzncmx   
in (50) gives 12)1(2

5
2

5  eccenm       (51) 

Using the initial solutions 15 n and 121410 2
5  nnm of (51) the value of 5x is 
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161814 2
5  nnx  

Substitute 5x in (47), 667749 2  nn  

Now substituting the values of andd in L.H.S of (48) yields 457338715546441 234  nnnn which is 
not a perfect square. 
Hence the special Dio 3-tuple ),,( edc with the property )11(D cannot be extended to quadruple. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We explore a unique non-extendable half-companion sequence ...}),,,(),,,(),,,{( edcdcbcba of special 3-tuples 
for the first type of rectangular numbers with the attributes D(-2) and D(-11). Ultimately, one may explore alternative 
sequences of triples, quadruples, and so on for different numbers exhibiting suitable attributes. 
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Emotional intelligence has become an intriguing topic of research in recent times. Various studies have 
proved its importance and relation with constructs like personality, leadership qualities, achievement 
motivation etc. It is defined as the potential of an individual to realize his/ her emotions and manage 
them. There exists another form of intelligence, Spiritual intelligence which is an ability of a person to use 
spiritual resources and qualities to improve their daily functioning. Both of these forms of intelligence 
have an impact on achievement motivation i.e. need or desire to achieve desired goals. The literature 
suggests that both Emotional intelligence and Spiritual intelligence have positive and distinctively 
significant relation with achievement motivation. The paper is an attempt to study the relation of these 
two forms of intelligence with achievement motivation and several other construct which are affected by 
them. 
 
Keywords: Emotional intelligence, Spiritual intelligence, Achievement motivation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Emotional intelligence can be defined as potential of an individual to recognize his/her emotions and manage them. 
It refers to one’s capability to recognize, regulate emotions in ourselves and others (Goleman). It is mostly 
understood as a combination of non cognitive skills, competencies and many more capabilities of an individual that 
help us deal with the need of the environment (Bar-on). The term “Emotional intelligence” was initially used by 
Mayer and Salovey. It comprises of various set of skills namely: A) Emotional awareness i.e. the ability to recognize 
and label one’s own emotions B) Ability to regulate emotions and use those emotions in problem solving C) Ability 
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to manage those emotions which refers not only to synchronize one’s own emotions but to also help others in doing 
so. In 1960, Moreover inscribed the standard thoughts about emotions by considering it as “high order of 
intelligence”. This notion proposed by him got support from Peter Salovey and John Mayer. They postulated that in 
order to adapt to certain conditions, one requires cognitive abilities and emotional skills which in turn guide one’s 
behavior. A theoretical framework for emotional intelligence was devised by Salovey and Mayer which consists of 
three vital components: A) Appraisal and expression, B) Regulation C) Utilization. A four – branch ability model was 
propounded by Salovey and Mayer which tells us that skills required for reasoning of emotions can be learned. 
Branch one includes skills needed in perceiving and expression of emotions. Basically, it requires ability to catch 
emotional cues which can be expressed through facial expressions or voice. Paying attention to physical state of a 
person is a key in understanding his/her psychological states. It also includes expressing emotions in an appropriate 
way and to distinguish between authentic and inauthentic emotions. Branch two lays importance on using emotions 
for facilitation of thoughts. It indicates that more a person uses his/her emotions while making a good decision, 
greater is the increase in his/her emotional intelligence. It includes the potential to use one’s emotions in creativity 
and problem solving. Branch three focuses on the skills which are crucial in understanding emotions. It includes 
ability of understanding relationships among different emotions, to identify and understand the antecedents and 
consequences of emotions and transformation in emotions. Branch four highlights skills one need to regulate 
emotions. Although, managing of emotions is not an easy task as one finds it hard to balance it since too much 
regulation may result in repression of emotions by a person whereas too little regulation may make one’s emotional 
life irresistible. The emotionally intelligent people are aware of their own emotional states.  
 
They can identify and label various emotional states they go through and as a result they have high level of self 
confidence. These people find it easy to regulate or keep a check on their emotions and are high in resilience. People 
high in emotional intelligence are intrinsically motivated towards their task and have a positive approach towards 
hurdles or obstacles they face in their life. On the contrary, Spiritual intelligence is considered as the capability to 
recognize, identify and organizing skills as well as capabilities required for being spiritual. (Emmons, 1999). Spiritual 
word has been inferred from the Latin word Spiritus, meaning “that gives life or vitality to a person.” (Zohar, 
1997).Theword “Spiritual intelligence” was coined by Zohar. Spiritual relates to religion or religious belief which 
affects the human soul as opposed to materialistic objects. Spirituality is search of the sacred (Kenneth Pogament). It 
refers when an individual has a sense or feels connected to something bigger than life and also search for the greater 
meaning in life. of connection It refers to a universal human experience. Spiritual Intelligence is a kind of intelligence 
where we address a problem and try to solve it by considering meanings and values in life. Through this we give our 
action and life a different perspective and  meaning, with this we can assess the course of action or the life path 
which is more meaningful in nature (Zahar& Marshall, 2000). Emmons asserted that “spiritual intelligence can be 
viewed as a form of intelligence because it predicts functioning and adaptation and offers capabilities that enable 
people to solve problems and attain goals.” He suggested 5 components of spiritual intelligence, namely :  
 

a. Utilizing spiritual resources in problem solving;    
b. Our capability to gainhigher states of awareness;   
c. capabilities to understand and relate to our day to day events in life;   
d. capacity of being more superior than just confining our self to physical and material world;   
e. Ability to be normally, ethically sound. 

 
Spiritual intelligence is described as having the potential to feel, apply, personify spiritual needs and demands for 
enhancing our day to day functioning and overall wellbeing (Amram, 2007).It is the ability to recognize our various 
stages of consciousness; awareness of our spiritual needs; and recognizing and being aware of our relation with the 
transcendent world, the people around us, and to the environment (Vaughan, 2002). Her believe was that every 
human is spiritually intelligent and can be inculcated through different forms of practices or training. It can be 
described as “the human capacity to ask ultimate questions about the meaning of life. It involves more than a set of 
mental abilities, a position which abandons practically all previously established criteria for intelligence. It is the 
ability to sense a spiritual dimension of life; which allows one to solve particular types of problems, primarily those 
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of a spiritual or moral nature. Spiritual intelligence exists as a potential and innate human ability, which can be 
developed with training and experience” (Wolman, 2001). The striving to increase, or keep as high as possible, one’s 
own capability in all activities achievement motivation can be defined as the striving to increase, or keep as high as 
possible, one’s own capability in all activities achievement motivation can be defined as the striving to increase, or 
keep as high as possible, one’s own capability in all activities Achievement motivation can be defined as the striving 
to increase or keep  as high as possible one’s own capability in all activities in which competition is thought to be 
involved and where the execution of such activity can, therefore, either succeed or fail (Heckhausen,1967). Dey(2009)  
put forward the idea that there is a positive effect of emotional intelligence on academic achievement. Various 
researchers support the opinion that emotions play an important factor for motivation. (Kusche & Greenberg ,2006 ). 
Sabath believed that emotional intelligence is the root ingredient for arousal of motivation. Emotional intelligence 
directly influences motivation (Behke, 2009). Achievement motivation is basically a combination of feelings and 
actions that isconnected to strong desire to achieve some standard of excellence in performance that is internalized 
(Vidler, 1977). Achievement oriented behavior is a combination of various factors that includes a strong desire to 
avoid failure, the perceived probability to achieve success and the incentive value after achieving the success (Paul, 
1982). Need for achievement was recognized for the first time by Henry Murray in his list of “psychogenic” needs. 
Mc Clelland, John Atkinson and their associates proposed a theory for achievement motivation. Mc Clelland 
believed that the likelihood of developing a motive is higher when he/she can explain and understand the different 
aspects of the motive. He asserted that a change in thought and action is likely to take place when the individual can 
associate the motive to concerned actions. The new motive might make an impact to the thoughts and actions of the 
individual when he/she can connect it to events in his day to day life. 
 
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 
To review the impact of Emotional intelligence and Spiritual intelligence on achievement motivation 
 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
The aim of the current research work is to review the effect of Emotional intelligence and Spiritual intelligence on 
achievement motivation. In this regard, various significant findings were observed. We hypothesized that there is a 
positive effect of emotional intelligence and spiritual intelligence on achievement motivation. A study revealed that 
emotional intelligence is closely linked with the students’ academic achievement (Aminuddin, Tajularipin and 
Rohaizan, 2009). A study concluded that Spiritual intelligence plays a major role in various academic domains 
(Saidy, Rahman, Ismail, & Krauss, 2009). The review assessed the pre existing testament that there exists a positive 
relation between emotional intelligence and achievement motivation (Roy,B., Sinha,R., Suman,S.,2013). Another 
study revealed that emotional intelligence is positively and significantly associated with the respondents’ academic 
achievement (Akmal, Mohzan, Hassan, Halil, 2013). A study discovered that there exists a significant relationship 
between Emotional intelligence and other constructs like personality, leadership, conflict handling, and academic 
achievement (Mehta, S., Singh N., 2013). A research suggested that higher level of spiritual intelligence indicated 
higher level of achievement motivation in students. It plays an important role for achieving desired goals among 
students (Siddiqui.Z, 2013). A study reviewed that Spiritual intelligence guides adolescents to seek their goals and 
meaning in life and motivates them to move in a path that is beneficial for them (Mishra.P, Vasisht.K, 2014). In a 
study conducted on undergraduate students, concluded that there exists a significant positive relation between 
emotional intelligence and achievement motivation. It was also evident from the research that students with high 
emotional intelligence have high achievement motivation (Datta,P.,2015). A study revealed that Emotional 
intelligence assists employees in adapting to organization’s environment, increases empathy, developing leadership 
qualities and facilitates decision making (Kannaiah, D., Shanthi, R., 2015). Another study pointed out that Spiritual 
intelligence helps in strengthening the mental health of an individual by promoting self confidence (Sharma& Arif, 
2015). A study unveiled that achievement motivation and emotional intelligence are positively and very strongly 
related to each other (Sontakke P.J.,2016). A study concluded that women are more Emotionally Intelligent than men, 
several components like age; salary etc. may also have a role in their performance (Dhani. P., Sharma. T., 2017). 
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In a study it was discovered that spiritual intelligence contributed to academic achievement for students and 
spiritual intelligence motivates them to make more out of their tasks (Midi, M.M., Cosmas.G, Sinik.S, 2019). 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
On the basis of this review, it is noteworthy to conclude that Emotional intelligence and Spiritual intelligence has a 
strong and significant effect on achievement motivation. Emotional intelligence helps employees in adapting to 
organization’s environment and facilitates decision making. Emotional intelligence also has a significant relationship 
with variables like personality, leadership qualities and conflict handling. It also helps in increasing empathy among 
employees. Women tend to be more emotionally intelligent than men. Individuals who are high in this aspect of 
intelligence are high in resilience; such people are intrinsically motivated towards their task and have a positive 
outlook towards obstructions in their life. It is a strong predictor of job performance. It allows people to think more 
constructively. Emotional intelligence and Spiritual intelligence work as an accelerator to boost achievement 
motivation in people. The higher an individual is in these two areas of intelligence; higher is his/her achievement 
motivation. These two aspects of intelligence guide an individual to perform better in his/her career. Spiritual 
intelligence has a positive impact on mental health of individual and helps them in achieving desired goals. It helps 
in adding meaning to life and is responsible for promoting self confidence in people. It also plays a major role in 
enhancing daily functioning and well being in individuals. People high in this area of intelligence can see a 
connection between elements. The constraints of this review study is the limited number of studies taken in 
consideration because of which it tends to be concrete and hence, cannot be generalized on a larger set of population. 
In addition to this, several other factors contributing in achievement motivation of an individual also need to be 
examined. 
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4-Aminobenzoic acid (4-ABA) was grown by slow evaporation method. The grown crystal was 
characterized using UV-Vis-NIR spectrum for its suitability for optical applications. The various optical 
constants such as absorption co-efficient, extinction coefficient, reflectance, refractive index, optical 
conductivity, electrical conductivity and susceptibility have been determined from the UV-Vis 
transmission plot. The wide transparency window indicates the suitability of the crystal for 
optoelectronic device fabrication. Fluorescence studies revealed that the excitation peak is observed at 
400 nm and the corresponding emission was observed at 770nm. Mechanical study was carried out using 
Vickers micro hardness to find the work hardening coefficient, yield strength and elastic stiffness 
constant of the crystal. The work hardening index (n) is more than 2 indicate that the crystal belongs to 
soft material. 
 
Keywords: optical conductivity; electrical conductivity; excitation; emission; elastic stiffness. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The search of novel organic materials has been continuing for more than few decades due to the many advantages 
over inorganic materials. Materials which exhibit excellent optical properties are being used in the field of optical 
communication, frequency doubling and optoelectronics device fabrication [1–5]. This is because of their efficient 
physicochemical properties such as molecular nonlinearity over a broad frequency range, low cost, low dielectric 
constant, inherent synthetic flexibility, high optical damage threshold (>10 GW/cm2), ultrafast response with better 
process ability, ease of fabrication and possible integration into devices. 4-Aminobenzoic acid (4-ABA) is one of the 
well-known carboxylic acids promoting molecular self-assembly by means of strong hydrogen bonding through its 
carboxylic acid group [6–10]. As 4-ABA can donate and also accept hydrogen, it has proved to be one of the most 
versatile reagents for structure extension by linear hydrogen bonding associations, through both the carboxylic acid 
and amine functional groups [11]. This property of extension was recognized as a possible tool for promoting 
crystallization, with the aim of designing non Centro symmetric organic materials [12]. We have already reported the 
UV-Vis NIR transmittance and absorption spectrum and derived band gap energy from Tauc’s plot of the title 
compound [13].4-ABA shows a lower cut-off wavelength of 250 nm. The lower cut-off wavelength indicates the 
suitability of the material for optoelectronic applications. The band gap energy is calculated as 3.5 eV from the Tauc’s 
plot. In this research article, various optical constants such as refractive index, reflectance, optical conductivity, 
electrical conductivity, electric susceptibility, fluorescence and mechanical studies of 4-ABA crystal have been 
extensively discussed 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
4-Aminobenzoic acid purchased from Otto chemicals was dissolved in 30 ml ethanol without further purification. 
The clear solution obtained was allowed to evaporate slowly. After three weeks, pale yellow crystals were obtained. 
Figure 1 shows the chemical diagram of the 4-ABA.  Figure 2 shows the grown crystals. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Optical Studies- UV Vis NIR 
The optical absorption spectrum indicates that the crystal has lower cut off wavelength of about 250 nm. From the 
absorption spectrum, it can be observed that there is less absorbance in the entire visible and near-infrared region. 
The wide transparency and lower cut off wavelength is one of the requirements for the materials to exhibit efficient 
optoelectronics character [14]. The absorption peak at 300 nm is due to  to * transition of the compound which is 
shown in figure 3. The optical absorption coefficient is calculated from the below formula 

= . m-1                                                                                                                                                                       (1) 
 
Determination of optical constants 
The extinction coefficient (K) is the fraction of light loss due to scattering and absorption per unit distance in a 
material.  The extinction coefficient (K) of the material is calculated from the expression [15], 
K = αλ

π
                                                                                                                                                                                              (2) 

Where α is the optical absorption coefficient, λ is the wavelength. The plot of wavelength vs extinction coefficient (α) 
is shown in Figure 4. The decrease in extinction coefficient with increase in wavelength shows that the fraction of 
light loss due to scattering and absorbance decreases. The reflectance provides the ratio of the energy of reflected to 
incident light from the crystal. The reflectance (R) in terms of absorption coefficient (α) and the thickness of the 
crystal (t) can be determined using the relation [16] 

R = 1 ± ( α )  (α )
 ( α )

                                                                                                                                                            (3) 
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The reflectance as the function of wavelength is graphically illustrated in Figure 5. The reflectance decreases as the 
wavelength increases is observed from the plot. The refractive index is the measure of the speed of light in the 
material. It is the key parameter for optical device design. The refractive index (n) was calculated using the relation 
[17, 18] 

n = ( )±√
( )                                                                                                                                                                   (4) 

The plot of wavelength versus refractive index is shown in shown in Figure 6. In general, the refractive index 
decreases with increasing wavelength. The reflectance R can be calculated from the below relation, 

= ( )²
( )²

                                                                                                                                                                                        (5) 
The extinction coefficient K = 2.687 x 10-8, reflectance R = 0.20, refractive index of 4-ABA crystal is calculated as n = 
2.56.   
 
Optical Conductivity 
The optical response of a material is studied in terms of   optical conductivity. The study of optical conductivity gives 
the electronic states in materials. Optical conductivity (σop) is calculated using the relation [19], 
ₒ = α

π
                                                                                                                                                                                           (6) 

Where c is the velocity of light, α is the optical absorption coefficient and n is the refractive index. The plot of 
wavelength vs optical conductivity is shown in Figure 7. The optical conductivity has higher values of 3.25×108S-1in 
the visible region around 750 nm. The plot of energy versus optical conductivity is shown in Figure 8. 
 
Electrical Conductivity 
Electrical conductivity is the ease with which an electric charge or heat can pass through a material. The value of 
electrical conductivity of a material is related with the optical conductivity of the crystal using the equation [20], 
ₑ = λσₒ

α
                                                                                                                                                                                           (7) 

Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows the electrical conductivity characteristics of the material 4-ABA. The electrical 
conductivity increases as the wavelength increases and electrical conductivity decreases as the energy (hʋ) increases. 
 
Electric susceptibility 
The electric susceptibility (χc) values are estimated using the calculated extinction coefficient and refractive index 
values of the crystal using the relation as mentioned below [21], 
εr=ε0 + 4πχc=ɳ2 – k2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      (8) 
χc = ɳ2 – k2- ε0/4π                                                                                                                                                  (9) 
Where ε0 is the permittivity in free space. The complex dielectric constant is given by εc. The real and imaginary part 
of dielectric constant from extinction coefficient is given as [22, 23]. 
εc = εr +εi                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               (10) 
εr = n2 – k2                                                                                                                                                                  (11) 
εi = 2nk                                                                                                                                                                  (12) 
Where εr and εi are real and imaginary part of dielectric constant. The electric susceptibility is calculated as χc= 
0.5738. The real εr and imaginary εi values of dielectric constant 7.9511 and 1.187 x 10-7. 
 
FLUORESCENCE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 
Fluorescence may be expected generally in molecules that are aromatic or contain multiple conjugated double bonds 
with a high degree of resonance stability [24]. The fluorescence is the most crucial nondestructive tool to evaluate the 
defects, surface interfaces and transition associated with the energy states. It therefore finds huge application in 
biomedical, photonics, and chemical applications [25]. The excitation and emission spectrum of grown 4-ABA crystal 
was recorded in the range of 400 nm to 900 nm by means of Perkin Elmer model LS-45 fluorescence spectrometer. 
The excitation peak is observed at 400 nm for 4-ABA and the corresponding emission was observed at 770nm. Figure 
11 shows the emission spectrum of 4-ABA. The grown 4-ABA crystal has red fluorescence emission. 
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MICROHARDNESS ANALYSIS 
The mechanical property of the as grown crystal was investigated by measuring the hardness under various applied 
loads. The hardness of a material is a measure of the resistance it offers to local deformation [26].  It plays a key role 
in the optical device fabrication. The hardness properties were analyzed using SHIMADZU MHV-G21 series micro 
hardness tester fitted with the diamond indenter.  Indentations were made with a Leitz micro hardness tester.  The 
test was carried out at different load ranges of  (10g, 25g, 50g and 100g) with the indentation time of 10s.  The 
hardness of the crystal reveals information about the strength, molecular binding, yield strength and elastic constants 
of the material [27].The Vickers hardness parameter (Hv) is calculated using the formula [28]. 
Hv = 1.8544(P/d2) kg/mm2                                                                                                                                (13) 
Where P is the applied load and d is the average diagonal length of impressions with square shapes were taken. The 
value Hv increases with the increase of load from 20g to 100g which emphasizes reverse indentation size effect 
(RISE).The hardness decreases with the increasing load (ISE). Figure 12 shows that the hardness increases with the 
increasing load (RISE).The value Hv increases with the increase of load from 20g to 100g which emphasizes reverse 
indentation size effect (RISE).The hardness decreases with the increasing load (ISE). Figure 12 shows that the 
hardness increases with the increasing load (RISE).An increase in the mechanical strength will have significant effect 
an NLO device fabrication and processing such as ease in polishing and less wastage due to breakage while 
polishing  [29,30] .The work hardening co-efficient (n) of the material is related to the load (P) by the relation,  
P = And                                                                                                                                                             (14) 
Where, A is an arbitrary constant. 
log P = log K +  n log d                                                                                                                                         (15) 
 
Here, K, is material constant, ‘n’ is the Mayer index (or) work hardening coefficient. The work  hardening coefficient 
‘n’ of the sample was determined from the slope of the plot of log p versus log d as in figure 13.These straight line 
graphs which are in good agreement with Mayer’s law.  According to onitsch [31] and Mayer [32] the work 
hardening coefficient n value for harder materials should lie between 1 and 1.6 and above 1.6 for softer materials.  
The value of n obtained for the grown 4-ABA crystal is 2.5 and belongs to soft material category. Stiffness is measure 
of the resistance offered by an elastic body to deformation. The Wooster’s empirical stiffness constant (C11) for 
different loads [33], 
C11 = Hv7/4                                                                                                                                                           (16) 
The plot of load versus stiffness is shown in figure 14. The value of stiffness constant for grown crystals is observed 
to be increasing with the increase of applied load. 4-ABA single crystals indicate that the crystal has the strong 
binding forces between the ions in the lattice [34, 35]. 
Yield strength (σv) of the 4-ABA crystal can be found out using the relation [36]. 
σv= HV/3                                                                                                                                                              (17) 
The plot of load vs Yield strength is shown figure 15. Yield strength increases with the increase in load for grown 
crystal. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Single crystal 4-Aminobenzoic Acid (4-ABA) was grown by slow evaporation method. The optical parameters like 
optical conductivity, electrical conductivity and susceptibility of the crystal is calculated from the UV-Visible NIR 
spectrum. Fluorescence spectral analysis shows the red emission. The 4-ABA crystal is a relatively soft material from 
the investigation of Micro hardness.  
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Figure.1: Chemical diagram of 4ABA Figure.2: Photograph of 4ABA crystal 
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Figure.3: Absorption spectrum of 4ABA Figure.4: Plot of λ versus K of 4ABA 

  
Figure. 5: Plot of λ versus R of 4ABA Figure.6: Plot of λ versus n of 4ABA 

  
Figure.7: Plot of hʋ versus σop of 4ABA Figure.8:Plot of λ versus σop of 4ABA 

  
Figure.9: Plot of λ versus σe of 4ABA Figure.10: Plot of hʋ versus σeof 4ABA 
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Figure.11:Fluorescence emission spectrum of 4ABA Figure.12: Load vs HV of 4ABA 

 
 

                     Figure.13: Log d vs log P of 4ABA Figure.14:Load vs yield Strength 

 
Figure.15: Load vs stiffness constant 
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The technological revolution in major domains has been growing boundlessly and ultimately increases 
the demand of electrical energy. So, electrical energy has been considered as one of our day-to-day life 
essentials. However, it is consumed by the public based on payment                                  at regular intervals in most parts of 
the world. So, each individual works towards reducing energy consumption by implementing different 
methods. A possible solution to reduce the electric bill is to alert the user by sending SMS whenever the 
energy consumed crosses its predetermined units or power factor correction methods. This project 
proposes a cost-effective electrical appliances management system associated with ARDUINO UNO and 
GSM with built in technology of tracking and controlling the electrical appliances at home. This 
contributes to a reduced electricity bill and assists the elderly and physically challenged people at home 
in operating the electrical appliances.  
 
Keywords: Relay, Electrical Appliances, Arduino UNO, GSM 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Electrical energy is an essential source when coming to various sectors like household, agricultural, small scale, and 
big industries. Energy demand by the consumers has drastically increased and so the power sector units have been 
working on renewable energy production apart from the classical way of production [1-5].  But it is still quite 
challenging to keep up with everything in this fast-paced world, particularly when it comes to the utilization of 
electricity [6-8]. The Electricity board informs the customers about their energy consumption at the end of the 
allocated duration [9-10]. In places like Tamil Nadu (India), different tariff slab rates are followed and moreover the 
few units above the determined slabs brings a huge difference in the total amount to be paid [11]. Although the 
payment procedure is different at different places, the smart energy meter technology overtakes the method for 
measuring electrical energy worldwide [12-14]. Research on the developed smart meter technology must be 
improved by not only keeping track of energy usage but also considering the modification to send an alert message 
to the customers at predetermined levels of consumption [15-17]. Hence the smart energy meter helps the customer 
to monitor the energy consumption and the bill amount thereby creating sustainable energy management and 
reformation. In the modern world, appliance management has also grown in importance since it enables tasks to be 
completed more cleverly and with less human intervention [18–20].  
 
In order to minimize peak load demand and maximize energy efficiency, it is also beneficial to arrange the operation 
of all electrical appliances. Additionally, with the aid of appliance management devices, homes are becoming more 
sophisticated and intelligent these days. Conventional switches are being replaced by remote-controlled switches for 
home electrical equipment. Since most people have access to smartphones these days and they are widely used in 
our daily lives, it is becoming easier to operate the electrical equipment in smart homes [21]. Controllers and 
communication devices allow for the remote control of household equipment [22–23]. The best option for controlling 
home appliances with a single click or message is a smartphone. The Global System for Mobile (GSM) module on the 
Arduino UNO board is suggested for this project's development of Smart Appliances Management. It can be 
remotely controlled by a smartphone at a lower cost and works with the current meter. Those who are paralyzed and 
unable to perform tasks on their own may also benefit from it, and these devices can be of great assistance to them. 
This can also serve a very useful purpose in the event that someone leaves their home without turning on or off a 
necessary outdoor equipment. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Most home automation systems use Bluetooth, Voice Recognition, ZigBee, GSM, Internet, Wi-Fi, and other 
communication technologies to link microcontrollers with smartphones [24]. However, every technology has benefits 
and drawbacks of its own.  The primary goal of this project is to design and create an affordable, user-friendly 
system that enables a user to conveniently and successfully monitor and operate a variety of household appliances 
using a smart mobile phone from a distance. The GSM connection and Short Message Service (SMS) is the foundation 
for the bidirectional connection between the mobile phone and the home appliance. The system's block diagram is 
depicted as shown in Figure 1. It shows the different hardware parts of the system as well as how SMS-based 
communication functions aid the user in controlling and monitoring household appliances. Through the GSM 
network, the user transmits the SMS message to the GSM modem as a text message in a predetermined format. The 
GSM Module extracts the keyword in the text message received and acknowledges the user.  Only SMS messages 
sent to pre-configured mobile numbers within the system are accepted by the software. The message's content is 
examined by the Arduino UNO to determine the action the user wishes to take. If the received keyword does not 
match with the desired keyword, then the whole operation stops. Finally, a relative result is also printed on a 16x2 
LCD Display by using appropriate commands. The household appliances are controlled by commands such as 
"#A.light on*," "#A.light off*," and so on. Relays are signaled by Arduino to turn on and off household appliances via 
relay drivers once Arduino has received commands over GSM. In this case, the command string prefix "#A." is 
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utilized. The prefix "*" at the end of the string indicates that the message has ended, and it is used to identify the 
main command that follows it.  The list of SMS messages that the user uses to turn on and off the fan, light, and 
television is included in Table 1. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Proteus Professional Software is a special tool set for automating electronic design that is used for circuit 
simulation. This tool is mostly used by design engineers to generate electronic prints and schematics for printed 
circuit board manufacturing. It is available in many configurations, contingent upon the size of the designs being 
generated and the requirements for microcontroller simulation. Every PCB Design solution comes with basic 
mixed mode SPICE simulation capabilities. The simulation circuit is depicted in Figure 2, and this package 
includes extremely simple connections for the GSM-based appliances management circuit. A liquid crystal display 
that is directly connected to an Arduino running in 4-bit mode displays the status of household appliances. The 
LCD's RS, EN, D4, D5, D6, and D7 data lines are connected to digital pin numbers 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 on the Arduino 
board. Moreover, the Tx and Rx pins of the GSM module are linked directly to the Arduino's Tx and Rx pins. The 
GSM module is also powered by a 12-volt adapter. To control lights, fans, and televisions, relays with a 5-volt 
Single pole and Double throw (SPDT) output are utilized. Furthermore, pins 3, 4, and 5 of the Arduino are 
connected to relay drivers ULN2003, which regulate the lighting, fans, and television, in that order. 

 

 In the project's programming section, the data and control pins for LCDs and household appliances are first created 
before including a library for LCDs display. Following this, the serial communication (UART) is set at 9600 bps and 
the utilized pins for the electrical appliances are initiated. The comments for LCD and the initiation of UART are 
represented in figures 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The program flow started with two functions are used to receive data 
serially and shown in Figure 4. The function Serial. Available determines whether any serial data is arriving, and 
the function Serial. Read reads the serially arriving data. The serially received data has been put in a string after 
getting it and waits for Enter press. When enter is pressed, the program begins by comparing the string that has 
been received with the string that has previously been defined. If the strings match, a relative action is then carried 
out using the relevant command that has been provided in the code.  Figure 5 shows the hardware implementation 
of proposed electrical appliances management system. The project's hardware implementation has been completed, 
and the results are as follows. The description of the major components used is given in Table 2. The components are 
put together and connected according to the simulation diagram. The components are tested during the initial step, 
and the sensing process is carried out to provide the desired output. The LEDs are used instead of actual loads for 
the testing purpose.  

 
CONCLUSION 
 
This paper deals with the brief introduction about the Appliances management using Arduino UNO and GSM 
Module, and includes the components required, Working and Operation of the project. As a result, the consumer is 
aware of the power consumption and manages it effectively with the help of the appliances management concept. 
This leads to the sustainable management of energy. Currently the system is at the prototype stage. So, there are 
limitations for this system which brings about the need for further improvements. The Arduino board is equipped 
with a limited number of digital and analog I/O pins. Hence, the system can connect a few numbers of appliances. 
Besides that, design, and development of a microprocessor-based circuit board to connect GSM modem, Arduino 
board, Webcam and upgrade program running into microprocessor will result a compact embedded system and 
can operate without user interaction. 
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Table 1 List of Message Commands 
MESSAGE OPERATION 
#A.all on* Turn on all 
#A.all off* Turn off all 
#A.tv on* Turn on the TV 
#A.tv off* Turn off the TV 
#A.light off* Turn off the light 
#A.fan on*  Turn on the Fan 
#A.fan off*  Turn off the Fan 
 
Table 2. Description of hardware components 

Sl.NO    Component SPECIFICATIONS 

1. Arduino UNO 

 A microcontroller board with an ATmega328P 
core.  

 Six analog inputs, fourteen digital input/output 
pins,  a USB port an ICSP header,  a power jack, a 
reset button and a 16 MHz ceramic resonator. 

2. Relay driver 
ULN2003 

 This is an 8-channel relay interface board that is 
5V active low relay module which is directly 
controlled by microcontrollers.  

 High-current equipment can be regulated. 
 Standard interface is linked to many 

Microcontrollers directly. 
 Maximum voltage for a relay output is AC-250V, 

10A or DC-30V 10A.  

3. GSM module 
Sim 900A 

 Customary AT instructions 
 Weight of item: 4.54 g 
 Serial baud rate adjustable can be adjusted from 

1.2k to 115.2k BPS 
 electricity-less consumption mode: 1.5 mA of 

electricity is typically used in SLEEP mode. 
 Single supply voltage: 3.4V to 4.5V 
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Figure 1 Workflow Diagram of Home Automation Figure 2.  Simulation circuit for appliances 

management 
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This clinical literature review presents the randomized controlled trial research studies about respiratory 
muscle strength training including inspiratory muscle strength training and expiratory muscle strength 
training in athletes and/or sports persons, singers, active and sedentary healthy individuals with its 
outcomes on bases of pre-designed training protocols through respiratory pressure threshold devices. 
Google Scholar, PubMed, and Science Direct databases were used to find the researches done on 
respiratory muscle strength training with the key words. Total of 11 published articles in the years 
ranged from 2012 to 2023 were selected which fulfilled the selection criteria for the current clinical 
review. Inspiratory Muscle Strength Training has been maximally studied as seen in 90.9% studies which 
showed significant improvement in pulmonary functions [Maximum Inspiratory Pressure and Maximum 
Expiratory Pressure] by respiratory muscle strength training. 54.5 % of studies done on Respiratory 
Muscle Strength Training have shown significant improvement in pulmonary function. Respiratory 
muscle strength training improves respiratory muscle strength in non diseased healthy individuals. 
Strength of recommendation is Grade A and level of evidence is 1 for this methodological study. 
 
Keywords: Respiratory Muscle Strength Training (RMST),   Inspiratory Muscle Strength Training (IMST), 
Expiratory Muscle Strength Training (EMST),   Maximum Inspiratory Pressure (MIP),    Maximum 
Expiratory Pressure (MEP), Healthy individuals 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Breathing being the primary vital function for every living individual, its fitness equally matters for any physically 
challenging activities of active life like athletics or sports, singing and task challenging occupational activities. To 
fulfill these tasks with best outcomes; it requires utmost physical fitness including respiratory fitness. Reduction or 
inappropriate respiratory muscle fitness according to demand of function may give difficulty in achieving functional 
goals[18]. Therefore, the fitness of respiratory muscles is much required to achieve desired goals and outcomes.  
Reduction or inappropriate respiratory muscle strength leads to respiratory muscle fatigue during activity 
performance; this can be explained by Metaboreflex. “Respiratory muscles fatigue resulting from accumulation of 
Lactic acid metabolites in respiratory muscles which activates Group III and IV nerve afferents of respiratory 
muscles; which increases sympathetic flow to exercising limb muscles from brain and reduces muscle function by 
limiting blood flow to the active muscles”  which is known as Metaboreflex. Respiratory muscle fatigue increases the 
severity of exercise induced locomotor muscle fatigue causing reduced motor output to the working limb muscles 
and reduction in functional outcome. So as with Metaboreflex there is early termination of activity due to respiratory 
muscle fatigue.[12][19] RMST has been shown to reduce respiratory fatigue and it is used to improve performance in 
different sport and athletic competitions. [10][11]. Reduction in respiratory muscle contraction capacity leads to 
inability to produce normal respiratory pressure and air flow during inspiratory and expiratory phase of breathing 
thus compromises exercise performance in healthy individuals[6]. So as to prevent or treat the de-conditioning 
and/or reduction in respiratory muscle strength interventional training must be done. 
 
There are two distinct forms of RMT available:  

1. Based upon how the load is generated Resistance Training devices categorise in Respiratory Muscle/Strength 
Training [“High Force Low Velocity Respiratory Muscle Contractions”] also known as Inspiratory/flow 
Resistive Loading[IRL], Resistance Respiratory Muscle Training[RRMT] , Concurrent Inspiratory and 
Expiratory Training[CRMT], Expiratory Muscle Training[EMT].    

2. Respiratory Muscle Endurance Training [“Low force high velocity contractions”] known as Ventilatory 
Muscle Training, Voluntary Isocapnic Hyperpnoea [VIH], Endurance Respiratory Muscle Training. [12].  

 
Respiratory muscle trainings can be done with various Training devices which include basic two types.  

1. a) Passive Flow-Resistance device – “Resistance  or load to the  respiratory flow is decided by previously 
selected variable orifice diameter; so smaller the diameter greater the resistance” B) Dynamically Adjusted 
Flow-Resistance device – “Continuous and dynamically adjusted resistance to respiratory flow by adjusting 
surface area of flow orifice according to respiratory flow rate” and C) Pressure Threshold device–“ To initiate 
respiration, threshold resistance must be overcome by producing Respiratory Mouth Pressure”  

2. For Endurance Training device – This requires to maintain high level of ventilation atleast for upto 30 
minutes, needing high commitment, motivation due to time consuming strenuous activity .[13] 

 
The simple assessment of global respiratory muscle strength in a clinical setting to screen respiratory muscle 
weakness with Non invasive Voluntary/Volitional tests includes three main components 1) Maximal Static 
Inspiratory Mouth Pressure (PImax or MIP), 2) Maximal Static Expiratory Mouth Pressure (PEmax or MEP) and 3) 
Maximal Sniff Nasal Inspiratory Pressure (SNIP).(14) MicroRPM is a Respiratory pressure meter which is a reliable 
device getting used for non invasive assessment of respiratory pressure i.e. Maximum Inspiratory and Expiratory 
Pressure which reflects inspiratory and expiratory  muscle strength respectively[5]. Every Physical training would 
require a well pre-designed training protocol. This provides a specific direction for training and probability of having 
better improvements in outcomes. Moreover the theoretical aspects, the protocols are mainly designed on the bases 
of significant responses gained from physiological systems outcomes and/or functional outcomes with training of the 
respiratory muscles and evidences collected over a period of time for specific population by scientific researches. 
Aim of this review is to collect scientific research literature available on web database regarding effect of RMST on 
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inspiratory & expiratory muscle strength (i.e. MIP and MEP respectively) with given RMST protocols and outcomes 
derived through these protocols used in these researches. This can guide a researcher for further researches to design 
protocols for RMST over the targeted population; athletes or sports persons, singers, active healthy and sedentary 
individuals. Multiple researches have been done till time which has very wide range of a respiratory training 
protocols in terms of frequency, intensity and duration for children to geriatric populations and from most sedentary 
to highly active sports population. This will further help to look for finding any correlation of training frequency, 
intensity and duration with age, gender or specific population. 
 
METHOD 
 
For online medical research articles Google Scholar Database, PubMed, and Science Direct were used to find the 
researches done on RMST with the key words of ‘Respiratory Muscle Strength Training’(RMST),‘Inspiratory Muscle 
Strength Training’ (IMST),‘Expiratory Muscle Strength Training’(EMST), ‘Maximum Inspiratory Pressure’ (MIP), 
‘Maximum Expiratory Pressure’(MEP) with setting the time limit from 2012 to 2023. Figure1. Describes the 
procedure of selection of research articles for narration. Total 48 studies were found, out of which 11 studies were 
selected according to pre decided selection criteria and included for further narration. 
 
STUDY SELECTION CRITERIA 
Research article inclusion criteria 
English language articles published during 2012 to 2023) Studies done with randomized control trial (RCT) of 
respiratory muscle strength training. 3) Athletes or sports persons, singers or other voice users, mouth music 
instrumentalist, active and sedentary healthy individuals. 4) Male and female from age group of children, 
adolescents, adults and elders 5) Having outcomes of respiratory strength i.e., MIP, and/or MEP 6) RMST done with 
Pressure Threshold Devices. 
 
Research article exclusion criteria 
RMST done on Pathological/Medical or Surgical conditions/Pathological Dysphonia. 2) MIP and MEP evaluated with 
invasive Non Volitional Test 3) Study with Respiratory Muscle Endurance Training 4) Respiratory Pressure Meter 
Device comparative study 5) RMST combined with other Training i.e. e.g RMET, Resistance Training, Aerobic 
Training. 6) Only abstract of study available.  7) Pilot study and Case Series. 8) Studies on physically or mentally 
disabled Population. 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
Table: 1 describes the salient characteristics of all the RCT studies selected for narration. The present review 
describes total 11 RCT.  IMST being maximally studied 90.9% and only one EMST on healthy adult male has been 
done. There is no RCT study on combined IMST- EMST. RMST is being studies in wide age range of population i.e. 
14 yrs old Swimmers to 80 yrs old Elders. Respiratory muscle strength training intensity is decided by percentage of 
respiratory pressure i.e. MIP and MEP; 30% to 80% Respiratory pressure have been used in different researches out 
of which 50 to 55% training intensities are being used commonly, 30 breaths per session, two sessions per day for 7 
days per weeks, for 4 and 8 weeks training duration is most commonly used training protocols. With given protocols 
there is significant improvement in pulmonary functions [MIP and MEP] by RMST in 54.5 % of studies. Rests of the 
studies have shown significant improvement in respiratory pressure after training within the group (Pre-post 
evaluation) but no between the groups (i.e. compared with control group). No RCT of RMST is available for singer, 
musicians or other voice users. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
This review is aimed at describing the RMST protocols and outcomes for healthy individuals [athletes or sports 
persons, singers, mouth music instrumentalists, active healthy and sedentary individuals, healthy smokers, ranging 
from children to geriatric population] with respiratory muscle training devices i.e. pressure threshold devices. Total 
of 11 RCT research articles on different healthy populations has been found except is for voice users [e.g. Speakers, 
Teachers, Vocalists or Singers] and Mouth Music Instrumentalist. Out of 11 six studies have shown Improvement in 
MIP and MEP by RMST. Remaining 5 studies have shown no improvement of MIP with RMST when compared with 
control group.  Few studies have shown Improvement in MIP and MEP with IMST only this supports the literature 
expiratory muscles work during forced or loaded inspiratory phase of breathing [17]. This explains that only IMST is 
enough for both inspiratory and expiratory muscle strength and can be used alone clinically for training of both 
respiratory muscles. Though for the population who requires more of expiratory pressure like voice users and mouth 
music instrumentalist alone EMST or combined IMST and EMST can be done. None of the studies have seen any 
long term changes in MIP and MEP after cessation of respiratory training. RCT done by Helga et al (2014) has shown 
statistical improvement in MIP and MEP in elder with training intensity at 40% of MIP and 8 resisted breaths per day 
for 8 weeks which is conflicting results of study done by Francesco et all (2019) on older adults which showed no 
significant changes in MIP between experimental and control groups with 8 weeks of RMST with 50-80% training 
intensity. MIP and MEP at mouth level represents inspiratory and expiratory muscle strength respectively.  
 
For the measurement of MIP and MEP at mouth level via non invasive methods MicroRPM is the device getting used 
most frequently. There is very wide variation in total study duration which ranges from 4 weeks minimally to 12 
weeks maximally and showing significant changes in MIP and MEP with RMST, further studies are recommended to 
see the effect of training duration on MIP and MEP. There is a role of warm up sessions prior to physical training for 
better performances [8], here none of the research article has mentioned any warm up sessions prior to respiratory 
muscle training so further studies regarding the effect of warm up session with RMST are needed.  To understand 
the relation of training protocols with age, gender and population further studies are required as due to lack of RCT 
studies statistical correlation cannot be described There is no any kind of health hazards including any changes in 
vitals during the training sessions has been reported in any studies with use of pressure threshold devices. This 
supports the results gained by Helena et.al [16] stating that EMST don’t fluctuate cardiovascular parameters in healthy 
young adults. Further precautions should be taken related to hygiene of training devices as its being used almost on 
daily bases so any respiratory infections can contaminate it very easily through multiple breathing efforts on devices 
and same hygiene precautions for assessment device as well as being used in multiple people. Further researches on 
training with lesser duration in term of total training weeks and frequency in term of session per week can be done 
to check effectiveness of RMST on pulmonary parameters. No RCT has been reported for Voice users, Dancers and 
Musicians; these can also be done in future. Further review for role of RMST on other pulmonary functions & task 
specific outcome measures in healthy individuals is needed. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Respiratory Muscle Strength Training (RMST) significantly improves Respiratory Muscle Strength [MIP and MEP] in 
non diseased healthy individuals. 
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Table:1 Study characteristics  

Sr.N
o 

Author & 
Study 
Type 

Training 
Type & 

Populatio
n 

Baseline  
Training 
Intensity 

with Training 
Device 

Breaths / 
session 

Traini
ng 

sessio
n per 
day 

Traini
ng 

Days 
In A 
Week 

Total 
Durati

on 
(Week) 

Result 
Of 

Study 
on  MIP 
& MEP 

Conclusio
n 

1 

Edwards 
et al. 
(2012) [6] 
 
A 
Randomiz
ed 
Controlled 
Trial 

IMT; 15 
Overweig
ht and 
Obese 
Adults 
(40 to 65 
yrs old 
Male and 
Female) 

 
EG =55% MIP 
with POWER 
Breathe 
 
CG=10% MIP 

30 
Inspirati
on 

Twice 7 days 
4 
Weeks 

P value 
MIP 

EG = p < 
0.05 
within 
the 
group 
but not 
between 
the 
groups 

IMT may 
improve 
MIP in 
Overweigh
t and 
obese 
adults 

2 

Souza et al 
(2014) [20] 
 
Controlled
, 
Randomiz
ed, & 

IMT; 
 
22 Elderly 
Women  
(60-80 
Yrs) 

EG = 40% MIP 
with 
Threshold 
IMT 
CG= NR 

8 Breath 
series for 
2 mins 
with 1 
min rest 

Twice 7 Days 
8 
Weeks 

P  Value  
MIP   p 
< .001 
for 
within 
and 
between 

IMT 
protocol of 
moderate 
intensity 
produces 
an increase 
in 
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Double-
blind 
Clinical 
Trial 

groups respiratory 
muscle 
strength 

        

P  Value  
MEP 
p < .001 
for 
within 
and p = 
.013 for 
between 
groups 

 

3 

Archiza et 
al. (2017)[1] 
 
A 
randomize
d double-
blind 
sham-
controlled 
trial 

IMT; 
 
18 female 
football 
players 
(20± 2 
yrs) 

EG = 55% MIP 
with 
POWERbreat
he® K5, 
 
CG = 15% 
MIP 

30 
Inspirati
on 

Twice 5 days 6 
Weeks 

MIP P 
value 
Within 
the 
group 
p= 
0.0001 
for EG 
and CG. 
No 
significa
nt 
changes 
in MEP 

IMT may 
improve 
inspiratory 
muscles 
Strength 
female 
football 
players 

4 

Bostanci et 
all (2019)[2] 
 
A 
randomize
d, double-
blind, and 
placebo 
controlled 
Design 

IMT; 
 
42 
Healthy 
male 
smokers 
[23 ± 6 
yrs] 
 
 

EG Smoker  
and EG Non 
Smoker = 50% 
MIP with  
POWER®Brea
the Classic 
 
CG = 15% 
MIP 

30 
dynamic 
inspirato
ry efforts 
(with 1 
min 
interval) 

Twice 7 Days 
4 
Weeks 

P value 
for MIP 
and 
MEP 
EG 
Smoker  
and EG 
Non 
Smoker 
=  p< 
0.05  for 
between 
and 
within 
the 
group 
 
CG 
MEP p 
value =  
p < 0.05 

significantl
y 
improvem
ent 
observed, 
in 
expiratory 
muscle 
strength 
and 
pulmonary 
functions 
of the 
smoker 
than the 
non 
smoker 
group 

5 Ferraro et IMT; EG= 50%   30 Twice 7 days 8  P value IMT 
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all (2019)[9] 
 
Randomiz
ed, 
double-
blind, 
placebo-
controlled 
study 

 
46  
communi
ty-
dwelling 
older 
adults  
[74±  6 
years] 

MIP  with 
POWERbreat
he Medic Plus 
CG= 15% MIP 
, 60 breaths 
once daily 

Inspirati
on 

Weeks MIP 
within 
the 
group 
EG =  P 
≤ 0.01, 
CG =  P 
= 0.02 

improves 
MIP 
significantl
y within 
the group 
but not 
between 
the groups 

6 

Cunha et 
al. (2019)[3] 
 
A 
Randomiz
ed 
Controlled 
Trial 

IMT; 
 
32 Elite 
Swimmer
s (15 and 
14 years 
old) 

EG = 55% MIP 
with 
POWERbreat
he Plus PB-
2002 
 
CG = 15% 
MIP 

2 cycles 
of 30 
Inspirati
on 

NR 5 days 
12 
Weeks 

MIP P 
value 

p=0.914 
between 
the 
group 

p= 0.01 
within 
the EG 
and 
p=0.036 
for CG 

No 
significant 
effects on 
inspiratory 
muscle 
strength of 
elite 
swimmers. 

7 

Fatma et 
al. (2019)[7] 
 
A 
randomize
d 
controlled 
tria1l 

IMT; 
 
48 male 
and 
female 
non 
smokers 
elders of 
60 to 70 
yrs 

EG= 40% MIP 
With  
Threshold 
IMT 
(Respironics) 
 
CG= 7 
CmH2o of 
equipment 

8 cycles 
of 2 min 
Training 
with 1 
min 
Break 
 

NR 3 days 
10  
Weeks 

MIP P 
value 
EG = p 
<0.0001 
within 
the 
group 
and 
between 
the 
group 
CG = p< 
0.838 
within 
the 
group 
and P< 
0.296 
between 
the 
group 

IMT 
improves 
Respirator
y muscle 
strength in 
elders 
 

8 

De souza  
et al. 
(2020)[4] 
 
Controlled

IMT, 
 
30 Male 
amateur 
school 

EG with 
POWERbreat
he 
International 
EG1= 80% of 

EG1 =  3 
sets of 12 
Repetitio
ns 
 

Once 3 days 
8 
Weeks 

P value 
within 
the EG1 
, EG2 
group.    

IMT 
enhances 
MIP and 
MEP in 
football 
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, simple 
blind 
randomize
d clinical 
study 

team of 
indoor 
football 
players 
14 to 30 
yrs old 

MIP 
EG2= 50% of 
MIP 
CG = No 
training 
 
 

EG2=  2 
sets of 20 
repetitio
ns 
2 min 
rest 
between 
sets 

MIP  p < 
0.000, 
MEP P 
=0.003 

No 
significa
nt 
differen
ce for 
changes 
of MIP 
and 
MEP 
between 
training 
groups 

player 

9 

Shukla et 
al. (2021) 
[21] 

A 
randomize
d 
controlled 
trial 

IMT 
 
60 Young 
adult ( 22- 
23 yrs 
old) 

EG =50% MIP 
and MEP with 
Power Lung 
CG = At base 
line without 
any load. 

30 
repetitio
ns 

Twice 5 days 
8 
weeks 

P Value 

MIP 
and 
MEP 
within 
and 
Between 
the 
group =  
P<0.000
1 

RMT 
increases 
MIP and 
MEP in 
young 
adults. 

10 

Lin  et al. 
(2022) 
[15] 

A 
randomize
d 
controlled 
trial 

IMT; 
 
30 Active 
Children  
(age 10.0 
±  0.6 yrs) 

EG High 
intensity = 
80% of MIP 
EG Low 
intensity = 
30% of MIP 
CG = No 
training 
 

4 sets of 
6  
Inspirato
ry Breath 

NR 5 days 
6 
weeks 

MIP P 
value 
within 
group 

EG1= p 
< 0.05 

EG2= p 
= 0.19 

CG = p 
= 0.88 

Between 
Group p 
= 0.49 

6 weeks of 
high-
intensity 
IMT 
results in 
an increase 
in MIP, 
and low-
intensity 
IMT does 
not result 
in any 
change in 
MIP. 

11 Tsukamat
o et al. 

EMT; 
 

EG = 50% 
MEP with 

15 min Twice 7 days 4 
Weeks 

P value EMT 
increases 
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(2022) [22] 
 

A 
Randomiz
ed 
Controlled 
Trial 

31 
Healthy 
adult 
Male (20-
39 yrs) 

EMST150 
 
CG= No 
training 

EG  
MEP  = 
p < 0.01 
within 
the 
group 

MIP = p 
< 0.01 
between 
group 

PEmax 
reduces 
respiratory 
Muscle 
fatigue 
and 
respiratory 
distress. 
 

(RMT= Respiratory Muscle Training, IMT= Inspiratory Muscle Training, EG = Experimental Group, CG = Control 
Group, EMST= Expiratory Muscle Strength Training, MIP = Maximum Inspiratory Pressure, MEP = Maximum 
Expiratory Pressure, PEP=Positive Expiratory Pressure, yrs= Age in Years, p = Probability of error, NR = Not 
reported) 
 

 
Figure 1.  Flow diagram of studies selected for narration on bases of selection criteria. 
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Unemployment is a problem in itself and it causes number of issues for society. The present study 
highlights the pressing need to tackle drug addiction and unemployment in Tripura. The data were 
collected from a non-governmental organization called as ‘Holy Welfare Society’ It emphasizes the need 
for comprehensive interventions like as awareness campaigns, job creation, and strong government 
support for treatment and rehabilitation programs. Policymakers, medical experts, and community 
leaders working to address the interconnected issues of drug addiction and unemployment can benefit 
greatly from these findings. The researcher use self-report Interview Schedule and descriptive method 
were used for this study. The study shows that 90% of the unemployed were addicted to drugs such as 
marijuana, alcohol, heroin etc thus, proving that unemployment and drug addiction are interrelated. 
 
Keywords: Unemployment, Drug, Addiction, Tripura, Rehabilitation 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Unemployment is the major issue of the world. Contrary to popular belief, the term "unemployment" does not 
include people who have given up looking for work within the last four weeks for a variety of reasons, such as 
quitting to pursue further education, retiring, becoming disabled, or attending to personal matters. Instead, it refers 
to people who are waiting to return to work after being laid off. Unemployment can lead to various problems and be 
a hindrance to the society. Unemployment is also one of the main reasons for theft, drug addiction, and unnecessary 
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violence etc. In today generation drug addiction has been common issue and these drugs are mostly used by 
unemployed youths of the society. This is mostly due to the availability of free time and unemployment. Tripura is 
one of the states of India where unemployment and drug addict youths are increasing rapidly. Despite the several 
steps taken by the government unemployment and drug addiction has shown no sign to reduce instead it is 
increasing every day. In-depth study is necessary in this topic to understand the root cause. There were several 
studies made on unemployment and drug addictions in Tripura but a study on a linkage between unemployment 
and drug addictions has not been conducted. As is well known, unemployment is at the core of all social and 
economic issues, and it also serves as a major contributing factor to the drug addiction of young people. 
 
UNDERSTANDING UNEMPLOYMENT AND DRUG ADDICTION 
Unemployment 
A person who actively seeks employment but is unsuccessful is said to be unemployed. This is seen to be an 
important indicator of the state of the economy. The method most frequently used to determine a nation's 
unemployment rate is the unemployment rate itself. To obtain this information, one need only divide the total 
population of a country's labor force by the number of unemployed persons. 
 
Addiction 
The inability to give up a substance or habit, even when doing so could have negative psychological or bodily effects, 
is known as addiction. Addiction encompasses more than just a reliance on drugs like heroin or cocaine. A further 
symptom of several addictions is the unwillingness to give up engaging in certain activities, such as eating, working, 
or gambling. According to the American Society of Addiction Medicine, addiction is a medical condition that can be 
treated and is persistent. It involves intricate relationships between an individual's experiences, genetics, 
environment, and brain circuits. Addicts either use drugs or take part in obsessive actions that they frequently carry 
out despite negative consequences. Among all the addiction, drug addiction has been one of the common addictions 
all around the world. United Nation Office on Drugs and crime (UNODC) has mentioned on World Drug Report 
2019 that 35 million people suffered from drug use disorder and only 1 in 7 received treatment. The increased 
understanding of the degree of drug use from surveys carried out in India and Nigeria—two of the world's ten most 
populated countries—has led to the higher estimations for 2017. 
 
Rehabilitation center 
Rehabilitative treatment aims to restore, maintain, or enhance the abilities necessary for day-to-day functioning. 
These skills could be mental, physical, or cognitive (learning and thinking).It is possible that you lost them because of 
an illness, an accident, or a side effect of medical care. Your functionality and everyday life may be enhanced with 
rehabilitation. Rehabilitation center can be of different types Cognitive rehabilitation, Physical therapy, Recreation 
therapy, Speech and Language therapy, occupational therapy, Vocational Rehabilitation etc. All the types of 
Rehabilitation have different functions. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
OBJECTIVES 
 To Examine the inter-relation between unemployment and drug addiction in Tripura. 
 To Understand the problems and challenges encountered by unemployed drug addict youths. 

 
Area of the study 
The study was conducted in De-addiction and rehabilitation center in Tripura namely ` Holy Welfare Society`. It is a 
Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) located in the heart of Tripura in West district. The NGO was established 
on 11.06.2020. The organization has had around 380 patients approximately till date. It is one of the well-known 
organizations in the state and it is working conventionally for the welfare of the society. 
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Sample size 
The self-report interview schedules were used to gather data for this investigation. The total of 50 respondents were 
selected for the study. The age group of the respondents are between 15-30 which shows the respondents are all 
youths. There is no biases for the respondents.  
 
Limitation of the study 
 Study was limited to one non-governmental organization namely `Holy Welfare Society` in Tripura. 
  The present study was limited to 50 respondents. 

 
Methods and tools of data collection 
The study uses both qualitative and quantitative methods to gathered information. The primary source of 
information is collected from self-report interview schedule and the secondary source of information are gathered 
from document reports, books, Government reports, website, web information etc. 
 
DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 
 
The Table 1 shows age-wise composition of the respondents. Out of 50 respondents the majority 40% (20) of the 
respondents falls under the category of (20-24) years of age. The other 28% (14) of the respondents falls under the 
category of (25-30) years of age. 96% (48) of the respondents are male, while only 4% (2) of the respondents are 
women. This shows that male is more into drugs than women in the study area. Base of the table 3 - 80% (40) of the 
respondents are unemployed. Only20% (10) of the respondents are employed in the study area. 

 
To Examine the inter-relation between unemployment and drug addiction in Tripura. 
68% (34) of the respondents are unemployed for more than 2 years. 20% (10) of the respondents are unemployed for 
1-2 years, while 10% (5) of the respondents are unemployed for 6 months to 1 year and only 2% (1) of the 
respondents have unemployed for less than 6 months. The study explains that 100 % (50) of the respondents are 
using all types of drugs that is available in the market such as marijuana, heroin, injections etc. This shows that the 
usage of drugs is highly increasing day by day. The study further explains that the total of 100% (50) of the 
respondents are using drugs on a daily basis in the study area. This has affected the number of youths in the state 
and is a hindrance for the welfare of the society. As the number of usage of drugs is increasing day by day the table 7 
show the main reason of drug addiction in the study area. 64% (32) of the respondents has agree that it is due to easy 
availability of drugs. 16% (8) of the respondents are because of unemployment, while 14% (7) of the respondents are 
due to the lack of education. Only 6% (3) of the respondents has mentioned other. 
 
To Understand the problems and challenges encountered by unemployed drug addict youths. 
The respondents have faced numerous problems physically and mentally. From the study it shows that majority of 
94% (47) has sought help or treatment and only 6% (3) of the respondents did not seek help or treatment. 90% (45) of 
the respondents has had negative effects on health for taking drugs. The remaining only 10% (5) has claimed that 
drug addiction has affected their health positively. This shows that drug addiction is bad for our community as well 
as the individuals health. The study shows that 92% (46) of the respondents has witnessed the negative impact of 
drug addiction in the community while only 8% of the respondent did not witness any negative. The majority of the 
respondents has witnessed the negative impact of drug addiction in the community but that does not stop them from 
taking drugs. The study further explained that 86% (43) of the respondents said that in order to reduce drug 
addiction the government should provide access to treatment and rehabilitation program for all. 8% (4) of the 
respondents responded that the government should take initiatives to provide job to the youths and only 6% (3) of 
the respondents has said that the government should focus more on awareness campaigns and provide funding for 
it. 
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SUGGESTIONS 
The suggestions to reduce the drug addictions in the community and increase the employment opportunity for the 
welfare of the community are mentioned below 

1. Job opportunities for the youths who have the qualification must be provided as joblessness create a sense of 
non-belongingness which ultimately pushes them towards drug addiction. 

2. Proper awareness program or campaign should be made and it should start from family such as family 
council. Proper teaching to youths and family about disease cause by addiction. 

3. Proper treatment for the patients is very important and the government should provide support in funding 
and medical bills.  

4. There should be strong law enforcement against the drug dealers and users. It is high time that government 
take strong action and stop the availability of drugs in the community. 

5. The Government should give more important to Rehabilitation centers because it is only in Rehab centers that 
the individual can remain clean.  

 
CONCLUSION 
 
Unemployment is often misunderstood, but it has effect on everything both on economic and social problem. A more 
advance system and effective strategies to be implemented by evaluating unemployment needs. Addiction in society 
must be stopped and in order to stop that all individuals need to take an active role for it. Individuals who suffer 
from addiction typically refuse that they have a problem and turn off getting help. An intervention might inspire 
someone to ask for or accept help by providing a structured chance for them to make adjustments before problems 
worsen. As from the study it is clear that a number of young people are involved in drug addiction in Tripura and it 
is important that government implement a strong policy such as awareness programs to reduce these problems of 
the state.  
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Table 1: Age-wise composition of the respondents 
SL No Age Group Frequency In % 

1 15-19 years 16 32.00% 
2 20-24 years 20 40.00% 
3 25-30 years 14 28.00% 
 Total 50 100.00% 

 
Table 2: Gender of the respondents 
Sl No Gender Frequency In% 

1 Male 48 96.00% 
2 Female 2 4.00% 
 Total 50 100% 

 
Table 3: Occupation status of the respondents 
SL No Occupation Frequency In % 

1 Employed 5 10.00% 
2 Unemployed 40 90.00% 
 Total 50 100.00% 

 
Table 4: Period of Unemployment 
SL No Period of Unemployment Frequency In % 

1 Less than 6 months 1 2.00% 
2 6 months-1 year 5 10.00% 
3 1 year-2 year 10 20.00% 
4 More than 2 years 34 68.00% 
 Total 50 100.00% 

 
Table 5: Types of drugs use 
SL No Usage of drugs/ heroine/marijuana etc Frequency In % 

1 Heroine 0 0.00% 
2 Marijuana 0 0.00% 
3 dendrite 0 0.00% 
4 Alcohol 0  
5 All the above 50 100.00% 

 
Table 6 : Number of usage of drugs 
SL No No of usage Frequency In % 

1 Daily 50 100.00% 
2 Few times a week 0 0.00% 
3 Few times a month 0 0.00% 
4 rarely 0 0.00% 
 Total 50 100.00% 

 
Table 7: Reason of drug addiction 
SL No Reasons of drug addiction Frequency In % 

1 Unemployment 8 16.00% 
2 Peer Pressure 0 0.00% 
3 Lack of Education 7 14.00% 
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4 Easy availability of Drugs 32 64.00% 
5 Other 3 6.00% 
 Total 50 100.00% 

 
Table 8: Sought help or treatment 
SL No Sought help or treatment Frequency In % 

1 Yes 47 94.00% 
2 No 3 6.00% 
 Total 50 100.00% 

 
Table 9: Affects of drug addiction on health 
SL No Affects of drug addiction on health Frequency In % 

1 Negatively 45 90.00% 
2 Positively 5 10.00% 
3 No Effect 0 0.00% 
 Total 50 100.00% 

 
Table 10 : Witnessed negative impact of drug addiction in the community. 
SL No Witnessed negative impact of drug addiction Frequency In % 

1 Yes 46 92.00% 
2 No 4 8.00% 
 Total 50 100.00 

 
Table 11: Role of Government  
SL No Role of Government Frequency In % 

1 Job Creation initiatives 4 8.00% 
2 Providing access to treatment and Rehabilitation program 41 82.00% 
3 Funding for awareness campaigns 3 6.00% 
4 Strengthening law enforcement 2 4.00% 
5 Other  0.00% 
 Total 50 100.00% 
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In this paper, the finite L-ideal automaton and finite R-ideal automaton of a finite ring automaton are 
defined and examples are given. Also, we proved that the intersection of two finite L-ideal automaton 
and two finite R-ideal automaton are again a finite L-Ideal Automaton and finite R-ideal automaton 
respectively and the union need not to be. 
 
Keywords: Finite Automaton, Finite Ring Automaton, Finite Ideal Automaton, Finite L - Ideal 
Automaton, Finite R - Ideal Automaton. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Automaton is a type of mathematical system model. The machine that responds to input by producing outputs 
is known as an automaton. For example, imagine that we give some data to the machine then the input and previous 
inputs made to the machine have an impact on the answer. Numerous different conceivable histories for the machine 
exist. It will, however, require an endless storage capacity. Since it is challenging to design machines with infinite 
storing capacity, we will focus on those whose past actions can only have a limited number of effects on their present 
actions. Because of this, we only take into account finite automata. Finite subgroup automata [4] and Finite abelian 
automata [6] were first introduced by K. Muthukumaran and S. Shanmugavadivoo respectively. M. Kamaraj and S. 
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Shanmugavadivoo were also introduced finite binary automata [5]. Additionally, we presented Finite ring automata 
[2], Homomorphic images of finite ring automata[3], and Group actions in finite group automata[1]. In this study, 
Finite L-Ideal Automaton and Finite R-Ideal Automaton are introduced, and a few theorems are derived. 
 
PRELIMINARIES 
 
Definition 2.1 The 5-tuple ( , , , , ) represents a finite automaton. Q is a finite set of components, q0 in Q is the 
beginning state, Σ is a finite input alphabet,  F⊆Q is the      set of ending states, and δ is the transition rule which assigns 
every element of Q x Σ to Q. 
 
Definition 2.2 [5] The 6-tuple ( ,∗,Ʃ, , , ), represents a finite binary automaton, where Q is a finite set of 
components called states,  is a finite set of integers, * is a mapping from ×   , q0 in Q is a state called the 
beginning state and F  Q and F is the set of states called ending states and δ is the transition rule which assigns 
every element of   ×    defined by the operation in the group (Q, *), for example ( , )  =  . 
The transition function δ is extended in the manner shown below, if Σ* is the set of input strings: 
For m  ∗ and n  , ’: × ∗ →   is defined by ’( , )  =  ( ’( , ), ).  If there is no ambiguity δ’ can be 
changed to δ.  

Definition 2.3 [4] The 6-tuple( ,∗,Ʃ, , , ) represents a finite group automaton, where Q is a finite set of 
components and the components are called states and ( ,∗ ) is a group,       Q and the state  is called the 
beginning state,  Σ is a subset of integers and the integers are called inputs, F  Q and the states 
(components) of F are called ending states, δ is the transition rule which assigns every element of  ×     
defined by the operation in the group (Q, *).  
 
For example δ(q,n) =  ∗   ∗   ∗ … . .∗   (n times). 
The transition function δ is extended in the manner shown below, if Σ* is the set of input strings: 
For m  ∗ and n  , ’: × ∗ →   is defined by ’( , )  =  ( ’( , ), ). 
 
Definition 2.4 [1] The 6-tuple( ,∗,Ʃ, , , ) represents a finite L – group automaton, where Q is a finite set of 
components, the components of Q are called states and ( ,∗) is a group,     Q and  is called the beginning 
state, Σ is a subgroup of G  a n d  the e l em en t s  o f  Σ  are called inputs, F  Q and the elements of F are 
called ending states, δ:Q×Σ→Q is defined by ( , )  =  ∗   
 
Definition 2.5 [1] The 6-tuple( ,∗,Ʃ, , , ) represents a finite R – group automaton, where Q is a finite set of 
components, the components of Q are called states and ( ,∗) is a group,   Q and  is called the beginning 
state, Σ is a subgroup of G  a n d  the e l em en t s  o f  Σ  are called inputs, F  Q and the elements of F are 
called ending states, ∶ × →  is defined by ( , )  =  ∗  
 
Definition 2.6 [2] The 8-tuple( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) represents finite ring automaton, where Q is a finite set of 
components called states and ( , +, . ) is a ring,  in Q is a state called the beginning state, Σ is a finite set of 
integers, and F  Q and F is the set of states called ending states and ,  are transition functions from ×    
defined by ( , )  =    ( , )  =   
The transition function δ is extended in the manner shown below, if Σ* is the set of input strings: 
For m  ∗ and n  , ’: × ∗ →   is defined by ‘( , )  =   ( ’( , ), ).    δ1’can be changed to δ1 to 
decrease the amount of notations.  
For m  ∗ and n  , ’: × ∗ →   is defined by δ2‘(q,mn) = δ2 (δ2’(q,m),n).    δ2’can be changed to δ2 to decrease the 
amount of notations. 
The simple expression of a Finite Ring Automaton is FRA.. 
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Definition 2.7 Let (R, +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) be a FRA. Let S be a sub ring of R. Let us take Σ = S. Let  in R be a state 
called the beginning state and F⊆R and F is the set of states called ending states ,  are the mappings defined as 
follows:  
Define  ∶  ×  →    ( , )  =  +  
Define  ∶  ×  →    ( , )  =  .  
Then the ring automaton ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) is called Finite L-Ring Automaton. 
 
Definition 2.8 Let (R, +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) be a FRA. Let S be a sub ring of R. Let us take Σ = S. Let q0 in R be a state 
called the beginning state and F⊆R and F is the set of states called ending states ,  are the mappings defined as 
follows:  
Define  ∶  ×  →    ( , )  =  +  
Define  ∶  ×  →    ( , )  =  .  
Then the ring automaton ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) is called Finite R-Ring Automaton. 
 
FINITE L-IDEAL AUTOMATON AND FINITE R-IDEAL AUTOMATON 
 
Definition 3.1 Finite L-Ideal Automaton 
Let ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) be a FRA. Let B be a non-empty subset of R such that −  , for all ,  and r.bϵB, 
for all rϵR and for all b ϵ B. Then ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) is a FRA, where + and . are the operations of the ring (R, +, . 
), Σ is the set of inputs as in the given automaton ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ), D1 maps B×Σ into B such that δ1 restricted to 
B is D1 and D2 maps B×Σ B is D2 , qB = into B such that δ2 restricted to q0 if q0 ϵB or qB = δ1(q0,a) ϵ B or  = δ2(q0,a) ϵ B, 
for some aϵΣ and FB = F∩B. The FRA ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) is called a Finite L-Ideal Automaton of the given FRA                
( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ). 
 
Definition 3.2:  Finite R-Ideal Automaton 
Let ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) be a FRA. Let B be a non-empty subset of R such that   −  , for all ,  and b.r ϵ 
B, for all r ϵ R and for all b ϵ B. Then ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) is a FRA, where + and . are the operations of the ring (R, 
+, . ), Σ is the set of inputs as in the given automaton ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ), D1 : B×Σ→B such that δ1 restricted to B is 
D1 and  D2 : B×Σ→B such that δ2 restricted to B is D2,  =   if  ϵB or  = ( , )  or  =  ( , ) , for 
some aϵΣ and FB = F∩B. The FRA ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) is called Finite R-Ideal Automaton of the given 
automaton( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ). 
 
Example 3.3 Let (L,⊕,⨀, Ʃ, τ , τ  , , F), be a FRA, where L = Z , Σ = {0, 2, 4}, τ and τ  are the transition functions,  be 
the initial state. Let I = {0, 2, 4} be a subring of L under the binary operations in L, then ( ,⊕,⨀, Ʃ, ,  , , ) where 

maps × Σ into I and  maps × Σ into I. Let  = 0 be initial state, then we can select  = 0 also or ( , ) ∈  or 
( , ) ∈  for some ∈ Σ and = ∩ . Then the FRA ( ,⊕,⨀,Ʃ, ,  , , ) is a Finite L-Ideal Automaton of the 

given FRA ( ,⊕,⨀,Ʃ, ,  , , ).  
 
Note 3.4: There can be many number of Finite L-Ideal Automata and Finite R-Ideal Automata for the given FRA. 
 
Theorem 3.5 Let ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) be a FRA. Let ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) and       ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ’, ’ , , ) be two 
Finite L-Ideal Automata of the FRA ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ). Suppose there exists some aϵ Σ such that ( , )  ∩  
or ( , )  ∩ . Then there exists a Finite L-Ideal Automaton of the FRA ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) with B∩C as the set 
of all states for this Finite L-Ideal Automaton. 
 
Proof : Consider the FRA ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) .  
Since ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ) is a Finite L-Ideal Automaton of the FRA ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ), D1 : B×Σ→B and δ1 
restricted to B is D1 and D2 : B×Σ→B and δ2 restricted to B is D2 
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Since ( , +, . , Ʃ, ’, ’ , , ) is a Finite L-Ideal Automaton of the FRA ( , +, . , Ʃ, ,  , , ), D1’ : C×Σ→C and δ1 
restricted to C is D1’ and  D2’ : C×Σ→C and δ2 restricted to C is D2’. 
Let E = B∩C 
Since ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) and ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ’, ’ , , ) are Finite L-Ideal Automata of the FRA 
( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ), − , for all ,  and . , for all rϵR and for all aϵB and  − , for all ,  and 
r.aϵC, for all  and for all  
Therefore, − , for all ,  and . , for all rϵR and for all a ϵ E 
Clearly ( , +, . ) is a ring which is a subring of ( , +, . ) 
Let us define the transition mappings σ and σ’ as given below: 
Define  σ : E×Σ→E   by  ( , )  =  ( , ) or ( , )  =  ’( , )  
(Since δ1 restricted to B is D1 and δ1 restricted to C is D1’) 
Therefore, δ1 restricted to E is σ 
Define  σ’ : E×Σ→E  by  ’( , )  =  ( , ) or ′( , )  =  ’( , )  
(Since δ2 restricted to B is D2 and δ2 restricted to C is D2’) 
Therefore, δ2 restricted to E is σ’ 
Let FE = FB∩C  
Let qE = q0 if q0 ϵE or 
 = ( , )   ( , ) , for some aϵΣ 
By the hypothesis, δ1(q0,a)ϵE or δ2(q0,a)ϵE, for some aϵΣ.  
Hence, ( , +, . , , , ’, , ) is a Finite L-Ideal Automata of the FRA ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) with E=B∩C as the set of 
all states for this Finite L-Ideal Automaton. 
 
Corollary 3.6 Let ( , +, . ,Ʃ, , , , ) be a FRA.  Let , , , … . . ,  be Finite L-Ideal Automata of the FRA 
( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ). Suppose there exists aϵΣ such that ( , ) ∩ ∩ ∩ … . .∩  or ( , ) ∩ ∩ ∩
… . .∩ .Then there exists a Finite L-Ideal Automaton of the FRA ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) with ∩ ∩ ∩ … . .∩

 as the set of all states for this Finite L-Ideal Automaton. 
 
Proof: Using the above theorem, it may be demonstrated by induction on n. 
Result 3.7 Union of two finite L-ideal automaton need not to be a finite L-ideal automaton. 
 
Proof: Let ( , + , .Ʃ, ,  , , ) be a FRA. Let ( , + , .Ʃ, ,  , , ) and ( , + , .Ʃ, ,  , , ) be two finite L-
ideal automata of( , + , .Ʃ, ,  , , ). Since union of two sub rings need not to be a subring, so ∪  need not be a 
subring. Hence it is not possible to have the finite L-ideal automata with ∪  as the set of all states.  
 
Theorem 3.8  Let( , +, . ,Ʃ, , , , ) be a FRA. Let ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) and   ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ’, ’ , , ) be two 
Finite R-Ideal Automata of the FRA ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ). Suppose there exists some aϵΣ such that ( , )  ∩  
or ( , )  ∩ . Then there exists a Finite R-Ideal Automaton of the FRA ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) with B∩C as the 
set of all states for this Finite R-Ideal Automaton. 
 
Proof : Let E = B∩C 
Since ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) and ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ’, ’ , , ) are Finite R-Ideal Automata of the FRA 
( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ),  
− , for all ,  and . , for all  and for all  and  
− , for all ,  and . , for all  and for all  

Therefore, − , for all ,  and . , for all  and for all  
Clearly ( , +, . ) is a ring which is a subring of ( , +, . ) 
As in the previous theorem (E, +, . ,Σ,  σ, σ’, qE, FE) is a Finite R-Ideal Automata of the FRA ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) 
with E=B∩C as the set of all states for this Finite R-Ideal Automaton. 
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Corollary 3.9 : Let( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , )  be a FRA. Let , , , … . . ,  be Finite R-Ideal Automata of the FRA 
( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ). Suppose there exists some aϵΣ such that ( , ) ∩ ∩ ∩ … . .∩  or ( , ) ∩

∩ ∩ … . .∩ . Then there exists a Finite R-Ideal Automaton of the FRA ( , +, . ,Ʃ, ,  , , ) with ∩ ∩
∩… . .∩ as the set of all states of this Finite R-Ideal Automaton. 

Proof: Using the above theorem, it may be demonstrated by induction on n. 
 
CONCLUSION 

In many domains, but particularly in computer science, the notion of automata is crucial. In these sectors, the Finite 
R-Ideal Automata and Finite L-Ideal Automata will both be crucial. Additional study in this area will yield more 
worthwhile findings. 
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Knee pain, a prevalent orthopedic concern, encompasses various conditions impacting the joint's 
functionality. Sinding-Larsen Johansson (SLJ) Syndrome, is a specific form of knee pain commonly 
affecting adolescents. Characterized by inflammation at the inferior pole of the patella, SLJ Syndrome 
arises from repetitive stress on the patellar tendon during growth spurts. Overuse injuries to the knee are 
commonly reported by physically active children and adolescents, though SLJ is a rarely seen syndrome. 
This study is based on reviewing the relevant literature and synthesizing the knowledge domain about 
the physiotherapy interventions for Sinding Larsen Johansson (SLJ) Syndrome focusing on pain 
reduction and muscle strength enhancement as key therapeutic outcomes. PubMed, Research Gate, and 
Google Scholar were the databases utilized to search for research papers. 53 articles from the past 23 
years were collected and reviewed in accordance with the selection criteria. The articles that focused on 
the physiotherapy management of SLJ syndrome were included as per the selection criteria. Five out of 
53 articles were included in the review. The results indicate a comprehensive approach to rehabilitation 
should be explored to optimize the management of SLJ syndrome and improve the quality of care for 
affected individuals. We draw inferences from this literature study that a structured physiotherapy 
intervention plays a vital role in the management of Sinding Larsen Johansson Syndrome, aiming to 
alleviate pain and enhance the range of motion of the knee joint. 
 
Keywords: Sinding Larsen Johansson Syndrome, Physiotherapy management for SLJ, Conservative 
treatment, Knee pathology, Exercises for SLJ. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Knee pain is one of the most common musculoskeletal complaints seen in the pediatric and adolescent population. 
The complaint is most prevalent in physically active patients, with up to 54% of athletes having some degree of knee 
pain per year [1]. Sinding-Larsen–Johansson syndrome (SLJ) is named after Swedish surgeon Sven Christian 
Johansson (1880-1959) and Norwegian physician Christian Magnus Falsen Sinding-Larsen (1866-1930) who 
independently described the same disease process in the early 1920s [2].The syndrome is an osteochondrosis of the 
inferior pole of the patella [3], which commonly occurs due to repetitive microtrauma or contraction of the muscle 
which results in detachment of the ossification center at the proximal patella tendon [4].  Sinding-Larsen reported an 
affection of the distal pole of the patella in two adolescents based on a lecture by Johansson, who was the first to 
describe the disease; it is believed to be an inflammation that is related to overstrain and repeated injury and, 
therefore, has a gradual onset of pain [5]. Symptomatic patients are usually between the ages of 10 and 12 years [6]. 
SLJ syndrome is caused by increased tension and pressure due to repetitive traction by the patellar tendon on the 
lower pole of the patella (still partly cartilaginous in adolescents) during contraction of the quadriceps muscle [7]. 
The disease affects the proximal tendon at its insertion into the patella [8]. It is often grouped under the general 
classification of “jumper’s knee” [9]. In this syndrome, pain is due to abnormal motion of the synchondrosis area that 
appears mainly after an acute injury event or repeated microtrauma in adolescents or athletes [10]. SLJ shows 
localized tenderness and soft tissue swelling [11] often coupled with the tightness of surrounding muscles, especially 
the quadriceps, hamstrings, and gastrocnemius which results in inflexibilities of the knee joint [12]. There is a painful 
site in the lower pole of the patella and the proximal region of the patellar tendon, with local inflammatory signs that 
lead to functional impairment of the knee [13]. SLJD appears to be rare because the incidence of radiographic 
abnormalities at the inferior pole of the patella has been suggested to be low (2-5%) in healthy juveniles (10-14 years 
of age) [14]. The pain increases during flexion combined with the loading of the knee joint [15]. This study aimed to 
systematically review and synthesize the existing literature on physiotherapy interventions for Sinding Larsen 
Johansson Syndrome focusing on pain reduction and muscle strength enhancement as key therapeutic outcomes. 

 
METHODOLOGY  
 
Study Design  
A thorough literature search was conducted using the search engines Research Gate, Google Scholar, PubMed, and 
more. The literature review was conducted for the period from 2000 to 2023.  
 
Search Strategy 
The keywords used were: Sinding Larsen Johansson Syndrome, Physiotherapy management for SLJ, Conservative treatment, 
Knee pathology, and Exercises for SLJ. Additionally, the article’s reference lists were examined. 
 
Sample Size  
A sample size of 53 was obtained after searching in databases using the following keywords: Sinding Larsen Johansson 
Syndrome, Physiotherapy management for SLJ, Conservative treatment, Knee pathology, and Exercises for SLJ. Based on 
inclusion and exclusion criteria and year of publication, further articles were scrutinized, and finally, five 
appropriate articles were obtained for this systematic review.  

 
Inclusion Criteria  
The articles were included if they have met the following criteria:  
 The studies included the physiotherapy management of the SLJ Syndrome. 
 The articles published between 2000-2023. 
 The published studies were in the English language. 
 Articles having full text. 
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Exclusion Criteria  
The articles were excluded if they have met the following criteria: 
 Articles of past the year 2000. 
 The articles that focused their data on knee syndromes other than Sinding Larsen Johansson Syndrome. 
 Articles which did not contain data regarding the physiotherapy management of Sinding Larsen Johansson 

Syndrome. 
 The articles were published in other languages. 

 
SELECTION OF INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA 
Inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied to select five articles for this review. The preference for English 
language articles was based on the belief that it would minimize the chances of errors in analyses. Analyzing articles 
in non-English languages might lead to misinterpretations and the gathering of inappropriate information. 
Therefore, focusing on English-language articles allows for proper analyses, interpretation, and gathering of accurate 
information. The selected articles spanned from 2000 to 2023, excluding those published before 2000. Only articles 
with full texts were considered to ensure comprehensive information retrieval. Exclusion criteria involved articles 
lacking data on the physiotherapy management of Sinding-Larsen-Johansson Syndrome, as they were deemed 
irrelevant to the study's scope. The scope of this study is regarding the Physiotherapy management of the Sinding 
Larsen Johansson Syndrome and hence articles containing no relevant information regarding the mentioned scope of 
this study were not considered shown in Figure 1. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Out of 53 articles, 5 articles shown in Table 1 were retrieved which fulfilled the eligibility criteria using the above-
mentioned selection strategy. Many articles were excluded for not meeting the requirements, not fulfilling the 
inclusion and exclusion criteria, and many because they were duplicates. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This review evaluated the existing literature on physiotherapy interventions for Sinding Larsen Johansson Syndrome 
focusing on pain reduction and muscle strength enhancement as key therapeutic outcomes. We included only 
articles that included the studies focusing on the physiotherapy management of the SLJ Syndrome, articles published 
between the years 2000 and 2023, articles with full text, and articles with only English language. Highlighting the 
physiotherapy management for Sinding Larsen Johansson Syndrome is very important to administer an appropriate 
physiotherapy regimen and reduce the incidence of knee injuries and knee pain complaints in pediatric and 
adolescent age groups. The results indicated that there should be a structured rehabilitation program to release the 
pain and increase the range of motion of the knee joint. The article written by Douglas M. Freedman states that SLJ is 
universally recognized as a self-limited process, the condition is uniformly considered to be treated with routine 
nonoperative measures of rest, occasional immobilization, and progressive rehabilitation, whether SLJ lesions 
develop after multiple episodes of microtrauma or result from a single episode of macrotrauma [19]. LOUW Q 
reports that the standard duration of the disease typically spans nine to twelve months, with activity restriction 
forming the cornerstone of treatment, complemented by the potential benefits of an exercise program encompassing 
stretching and progressive strengthening [20]. Based on a study done by M Kuehnast, the imaging of Sinding-
Larsen-Johansson syndrome may require a combination of radiographs, MRI, and ultrasound [21]. Initially, the 
treatment approach is conservative, involving a reduction in activity to a point where symptoms become 
manageable, coupled with the use of local ice massage [22]. Emphasizing different aspects of non-operative care, as 
revealed in a study by D.I.Clark, key components include patient education, activity modification, exercise protocols, 
and the application of patella taping [23]. Due to the prevalent decreased flexibility observed in many athletes along 
with children and adolescents, it is advisable to regularly perform hamstring stretches, and adjustments to activity 
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levels may be necessary due to the pain being activity-related [24]. According to Erik Witvrouw, open kinetic chain 
leg extension exercises have been employed to strengthen the quadriceps muscle, while closed kinetic chain exercises 
simulate and replicate numerous functional movements [25]. To prevent muscle atrophy in patients with SLJ, it is 
imperative to start core strengthening and address flexibility or strength issues through exercises. NMT 
(Neuromuscular taping), will provide an increase in the functional ability of muscles by stimulating nerve responses 
through biochemical, emotional, and energy stimulation mechanisms to achieve the desired result as mentioned in 
an article by Siti Muawanah [26]. Mark De Carlo reports that Avoiding jumping, kicking, and running is crucial to 
prevent stress on the extensor mechanism and promote healing, with exercise progression transitioning from 
bilateral to unilateral and incorporating a shift from high repetition/low weight to low repetition/high weight [17]. 
Finalizing the rehabilitation progression includes the identification of training errors and recommendations to 
prevent further injury, and the utilization of a patella strap can be advantageous in controlling pain during sports 
activity [27]. In addressing symptom relief, Shane M. McClinton advocates a strategy that incorporates manual 
therapy, foot orthoses, knee taping/bracing, treatment of trigger points (e.g., dry needling), and the application of 
cold or heat modalities [28]. 

 
LIMITATIONS 
 We were able to screen only 53 articles as these many relevant articles were only available in the databases. 

Appropriate articles obtained were 5 out of 53. This shows that not many studies have been conducted on the 
physiotherapy interventions for Sinding Larsen Johansson Syndrome focusing on pain reduction and muscle 
strength enhancement as key therapeutic outcomes. 

 It should be emphasized that the review only took into consideration articles that were written in English. 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
In summary, the literature review on physiotherapy interventions for Sinding Larsen Johansson Syndrome 
underscores the significance of nonoperative care, including patient education, activity modification, and exercise 
protocols, in managing this rare condition. This particular Syndrome typically affects children and adolescents, 
especially athletes, but can also affect active adults involved in activities that require jumping or squatting. The 
findings emphasize the need for a comprehensive approach to rehabilitation, encompassing pain reduction, muscle 
strength enhancement, and the prevention of further injury. However, the limited number of relevant articles 
available for review indicated a gap in research on physiotherapy interventions for SLJ syndrome, highlighting the 
necessity for further investigation and the development of evidence-based guidelines. It is crucial to continue 
exploring innovative strategies and interventions to optimize the management of SLJ syndrome and improve the 
quality of care for affected individuals. Additionally, future research should focus on expanding the evidence base 
for physiotherapy interventions, ultimately contributing to enhanced treatment outcomes and improved quality of 
life for individuals with Sinding Larsen Johansson Syndrome. 
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Table 1. The findings of these five articles are summarized in the table below. 
Author/Study, Year Title of the article Study aims and objectives Findings from the article 

Rajahalme, Alfons 
(2022) [16] 

Physiotherapy in 
Sinding Larsen 

Johansson 
Syndrome. 

Compile factual data on the role 
of physiotherapy in the 

treatment of Sinding Larsen 
Johansson Syndrome. 

The thesis aims to provide 
evidence-based knowledge on the 
treatment and prevention of SLJS, 

emphasizing the importance of 
physiotherapy interventions such 
as stretching and strengthening 

exercises. 

Yelena Gesthuizen, 
Andrew Klaehn, 
Michelle Lee and 
Naomi O'Reilly 

(2012) [12] 

Sinding Larsen 
Johansson 
Syndrome. 

The article aims to highlight the 
importance of recognizing the 
significance of the injury at the 
time of initial presentation to 

prevent chronic rates associated 
with delayed treatment. 

SLJ is associated with localized 
pain worsened by exercise, 

inflexibilities of the knee joint, and 
altered stress through the 

patellofemoral joint. 

Mark De Carlo, PT, 
DPT, MHA, SCS, 

ATC*, Brain 
Armstrong, MPT 

(2010) [17] 

Rehabilitation of 
knee following 
sports injury. 

Insight on proper knee 
rehabilitation followed by a 
sports injury in children and 

adolescents. 

Rehabilitation programs should be 
individualized and based on the 

anatomy of the involved structures, 
biomechanics of the knee joint, and 

the stage of healing. 
 

Houghton KM (2007) 
[11] 

Review for the 
generalist: 

evaluation of 
anterior knee pain. 

Providing a concise yet 
comprehensive overview of 
Sinding-Larsen-Johansson 
involves delving into the 
specifics of this condition. 

The article provides several key 
findings on Sinding-Larsen-

Johansson-Syndrome including its 
clinical presentation, 

differentiation from other 
conditions, and management 

strategies. 

Peter G. Gerbino, MD 
(2006) [18] 

Adolscent 
Anterior Knee 

Pain. 

Highlights the importance of 
accurate diagnosis and 

appropriate interventions for 
successful treatment outcomes. 

Nonoperative treatment is usually 
the first approach for adolescent 
anterior knee pain, but specific 
operative interventions may be 

necessary in cases where 
nonoperative treatment is 
ineffective or inadequate 
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Figure 1. Literature identification, screening, and inclusion process results. 
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In the modern digitalized era, the incidence and prevalence of Shushkaakshipaka, or dry eyes, are 
increasing, imposing a large burden on health services. In the classical literature of Ayurved;JivaniyaGhrita 
is indicated for the treatment of Shushkakshipaka(Dry eye). In the present study, on undergoing Dhauta 
Samskara, the trial medication ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita is subjected to clinical trial in Shushkakshipaka 
(Dry eye) To establish standard quality parameters for ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita. JivaniyaGhrita was 
prepared by classical ghritaKalpana method, then washed one hundred times with water to get the final 
product ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita. Standard Operation Procedure were adopted and recorded 
accordingly. ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita was subjected for quality control parameters through 
Organoleptic, Physico – chemical evaluation, Phyto-chemical analysis, anti-microbial study, particle size 
analysis, Spreadability by Texture Analyser and High-Performance Thin Layer Chromatography 
fingerprinting (HPTLC). Rancidity was negative indicating that the physico-chemical parameters are in 
acceptable range, also the sample was free from contamination. The present work was carried out to 
standardize the finished product ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita in terms of its identity quality and purity. 
Pharmacognostical and physico chemical observations revealed the specific characters of all active 
constituents used in the preparation, which impacts a good therapeutic property. 
 
Keywords: Dry Eye, Ghrita, HPTLC, Jivaniya, Organoleptic, Pharmacognosy, Pharmaceutical, 
Shatadhauta, Shushkakshipaka. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
JivaniyaGhrita is an Ayurvedic formulation, indicated for treating shushkaakshipaka (dry eye syndrome) in Sushruta 
Samhita[1] and classical ayurvedic treatises. It has shown encouraging clinical outcome in shushkakshipaka. Encouraged 
by this outcome present study is aimed to see the effect of shatdhautajivaniyaghrita under the title “An Open Labelled 
Randomized Controlled Clinical Trial of ShatdhautaJivaniyaGhrita in The Management of 
Shushkaakshipaka”.ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita is an Ayurvedic formulation prepared by doing one hundred times 
dhavan(wash) of jivaniyaghrita with water.This particular preparation is a modified form of jivaniyaghrita. Hence an 
attempt has been made to study ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita by pharmacognostical, preliminary phytochemical, 
physico-chemical parameters and to develop HPTLC (High-Performance Thin Layer chromatography study) 
fingerprints of the compound formulation ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita. 
 
Importance of Shatadhauta Samskara 
As the name denotes, it is prepared by washing Ghee one hundred times with water [2] As the washing continuous, 
due to pressure applied during rubbing, particle size of fat granules gets reduced. Eventually, successive washings 
result in oil in water type of emulsion. The characteristic granular, oily consistency and odour present in the ghee is 
lost, resulting in a homogeneous, smooth, nonoily product, which is easier to apply, thus improving the patient 
compliance as a base for topical application. pH changes from acidic to neutral makes it beneficial in preventing 
irritation. Reduction in particle size of Shatadhautaghrita makes the product nongranular, non-sticky, homogeneous, 
with a large surface area, similar to that of modern cream base which makes it easy to apply and may result in 
increased rate of absorption. As per modern ocular therapeutics the tissue contact time of Shatadhautaghrita is more 
so bioavailability of drug is also increased allowing better absorption. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Procurement of Raw Drug 
The raw drugs purchased from Local Drug Dealer. All Drugs were authenticated by the Department of 
Pharmacognosy, Parul institute of Pharmacy, Parul university, Vadodara. Certified Cow ghee was purchased by 
Shuddham Gaushala, Shuddham Organics, Meerut,Uttar Pradesh. 
Method of Preparation: 
It was prepared in two steps: 

1. Preparation of JivaniyaGhrita. 
2. Preparation of ShatadhautajivaniyaGhrita – by Dhawan Samskara (Hundred Wash with Water). 

 
Substitute of JivaniyaMahakashaya 
Jivaniyaghrita which has been prepared for the study contains substitutes of some of the drugs of 
JivaniyaAushadhi.These drugs are  

1. Vidarikand (Substitute of Jivaka, Rishbhaka) [3] 
2. Shatavari (Substitute of Meda, Mahameda) [4] 
3. Ashwagandha (Substitute of Kakoli, Ksheerkakoli) [5] 
4. Mudgaparni 
5. Mashaparni 
6. Jeevanti 
7. Mulethi 

 
Method of Preparation of JivaniyaGhrita 
The JivaniyaGhrita was prepared by classical method of Ghritapaka. For Ghritapaka 1kg ghrita was taken, dravdravya: 
godugdh. Kalka dravya: vidarikanda, shatavari, ashwagandha, mudgaparni, mashaparni, jeevanti, mulethi. In a large vessel 
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go-ghrita was poured, when it got melted under moderate flame Murchhandravya: haritaki, 
amalaki,vibheetaki,nagarmotha, haridra, nimbuswaras were added for fifteen minutes. After Ghritamurchhan was done, 
kalkadravya in particular ratio were added followed by addition of dravadravya, Godugdha. To get final product, the 
contents were subjected to heat till up to sneha siddhilakshana were observed. Heating was stopped when Varti was 
formed and froth subsided. Varti was tested for absence of crackling sound. Ghrita was filtered while still hot 
(approx. 80˚) through a muslin cloth and allowed to cool. After that, the Ghrita was packed tightly in glass containers 
to protect from light and moisture. The contents of JivaniyaGhrita and their proportion is mentioned in [Table no.1] 

Pharmacodynamics of JivaniyaGhrita:[6] 

The mode of action of a drug and its physiological effect can be best understood by the properties of its basic 
physiochemical factors i.e., Rasa, Guna, Veerya, Vipaka, Karma and Prabhava of the drugs. These properties affect the 
Doshas and determine their Doshkarmaactivity which in turn corrects the vitiated Doshas and maintain the Doshika 
equilibrium of the body. The pharmacodymics of the selected drug (JivaniyaGhrita) is explained in [Table no. 2] 
 
Preparation of ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita – By Dhawan Samskara (Hundred Wash with Water) 
Jivaniyaghritaof 1 kg is taken in a copper plate. Normal tap cold water is added above the level of ghee. Ghee and 
water rubbed vigorously for 6-8 minutes till water become slightly warm, and the contents were allowed to settle. 
Water was decanted carefully, avoiding loss of ghee. Then same cold tap water was added to the previously washed 
ghee and similar procedure was repeated. This procedure was carried out for one hundred times to obtain 
Shatadhautaghrita. Samples were collected after washing and stored in plastic container at room temperature for 
analysis. Certified Shuddham Organics Pure A2 Cow’s ghee was used for preparation of JivaniyaGhrita and analysis 
of shatadhautajivaniyaghrita was done. 
 
ANALYTICAL STUDY 
Organoleptic Analysis 
It was done with the help of Panchagyanendriya Pariksha /examination with the help of sense organs. Various 
parameters such as colour, odour, taste, touch and texture of the finished product were observed and recorded. 
[Table No.3] 

Physico-Chemical Analysis 
Physiochemical analysis such as loss on drying at 110˚ C, Water soluble extractive, Total Ash, Acid insoluble Ash, 
Alcohol soluble extract, Acid value, Peroxide value, Saponification value, Iodine value [Table No. 4]. Specific gravity 
at 25˚C, Viscosity, Refractive index, tests were carried out. 

Phyto-Chemical Analysis 
Preliminary tests were carried out on methanolic extract for the presence or absence of phytoconstituents like 
alkaloids, tannins & phenolic compounds, flavonoids, saponins and Anthraquinone glycosides. [Table:5] 

Microbiological Limit Test 
Microbial load estimation shows total bacterial count and total Yeast and mould count. Test for another specific 
pathogen is negative defined in [Table no.6] 

High-Performance Thin-Layer Chromatography Study 
Methodology of High-Performance Thin-Layer Chromatography 
The formulation was subjected to bioactive compound identification. Toluene: Ethyl Acetate:Glacial Acetic Acid 
(8:2:2:0.1 v/v) was used as the mobile phase. The procedure was deemed to be satisfactory. As a result, the method 
validation was carried out. 
General experiment details 
1. Temperature-100±50C 
2. Humidity-40%  
3. Preparation of Test Solution: 
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0.5 g of sample is taken in a beaker and to it 20 mL of Methanol is added. It is refluxed for 30 Minutes. After 
cooling the sample is filtered through Whatman Filter Paper No.1.Filter the obtained methanol with 0.45-micron 
membrane filter. The filterate of the sample is collected. The test solution thus obtained is used for HPTLC 
fingerprinting. 

4. Preparation of Spray reagent [Anisaldehyde – sulphuric acid reagent]:  
0.5 mL Anisaldehyde is mixed with 10 mL Glacial acetic acid, followed by 85 mL Methanol and 5 mL Sulphuric 
acid (98 %). 2.0 μl of the above extract were applied on a pre coated Silica gel 60 F254 on aluminum sheets to a 
band width of 10 mm using CAMAG Linomat 5-TLC applicator. 
 

Experimental method 
 

• Sample Preparation – Extracted using methanol  
• Stationary phase-TLC silica gel 60 F254 
• Standard preparation s 
• Mobile phase - Toluene: Ethyl Acetate: Glacial acetic acid (8:2:0.1 v/v)  
• Development Chamber-Saturated chamber with Whatman filter paper no.1 Developing Distance 80   mm 

from the lower edge 
• Documentation-At 254 nm & 540nm 
• Chromatogram-At 254 nm & 540nm 
Rf values obtained by HPTLC fingerprinting is shown in[Table No.7] 

  

DISCUSSION 
 
Identification of original drug is the first step to maintain the quality of the final product. All the ingredients were 
authenticated with help of characters mentioned in the API. In the sample Flavonoids, Steroids, Triterpenoids and 
Anthraquinones were present. Physico-chemical parameters were compared with API and found within the limits. 
pH shows that the aqueous solution of ghrita is alkaline in nature. HPTLC fingerprinting for 
ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita reveals four spots of rf values 0.28, 0.42, 0.53, 0.84 in short wave uv 254 nm. In long wave 
uv 540 nm seven spots at 0.14, 0.25, 0.28, 0.42, 0.60,0.65,0.78 Rf values were observed. 

CONCLUSION 
 
The formulated ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita can be used for the management of Shushkakshipaka (Dry Eye Syndrome). 
Physiochemical profile, TLC fingerprint, Microbials limit tests are essential parameter for the quality of formulation. 
All parameters in this preparation were found within normal limits. On that basis we may conclude that the 
formulated ShatadhautaJivaniyaghrita is compatible to the patients and have stable shelf life at room temperature. For 
the prospective research, study will be helpful for the establishment of safety profile, efficacy and acceptance of 
Modified ShatadhautaJivaniyaghrita formulation. 
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Table No. 1: Contents used in JivaniyaGhrita. 
Name of Drug Latin Name Part Used Ratio 

Vidarikanda Puraria tuberosa Fruit 0.50 
Shatavari Asparagus racemosus Root 0.50 

Ashwagandha Withaniasomnifera Root 0.50 
Mudgaparni Phasseolus trilobus Panchang 0.25 
Mashaparni Phaseolus radiates Panchang 0.25 

Jivanti Leptadenia reticulate Leaves 0.25 
Mulethi Glycyrrhiza glabra Root 0.25 
Godugdh Lactus - 4 
Go-Ghrita Butyrumdepuratum - 1 

 
Table No. 2: Pharmacodynamics of Jivaniyaghrita:  

Dravya Rasa Guna Virya Vipaka Doshshamkta 
Vidarikanda Madhur Guru, Snigdha Sheeta Madhura Vata- Pitta shamaka 

Shatavari Madhur,Tikta Guru, Snigdha Sheeta Madhura Vata- Pitta shamaka 
Ashwagandha Madhur, Tikta, Katu, Laghu, Snigdha Ushna Madhura Vata-Kapha shamaka 
Mudgaparni Madhur Laghu, Ruksha Sheeta Madhura Tridosha-shamaka 
Mashaparni Madhur Tikta, Laghu, Snigdha Sheeta Madhura Vata-Pitta shamaka 

Jivanti Madhur Laghu, Snigdha Sheeta Madhura Tridosha-shamaka 
Mulethi Madhur Guru, Snigdha Sheeta Madhura Vata- Pitta shamaka 
Godugdh Madhur Guru, Snigdha Sheeta Madhura Vata- Pitta shamaka 
Go-Ghrita Madhur Guru, Snigdha Sheeta Madhura Vata- Pitta shamaka 

 
Table No.3: Organoleptic parameters of ShatadhautajivaniyaGhrita 
Parameters Results 

Colour Light Green 
Odour Characteristics 
Touch Unctuous 
Taste Bitter 

Appearance Semi-solid 
 
Table No.4: Physico-Chemical Analysis 
Sr.No. Parameter Result 

1 pH 7.1 
2 Specific Gravity 0.948 
3 Refractive Index 1.442 
4 Acid value 1.98 
5 Peroxide value 0.00 
6 Saponification value 94.3 
7 Iodine value 23.4 
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Table No.5:Phyto-chemical Analysis 
Sr.No. Parameter Result 

1 Alkaloid - 
2 Flavonoids + 
3 Tannins & Polyphenols - 
4 Steroids + 
5 Triterpenoids ++ 
6 Saponin - 
7 Anthraquinones + 
8 Carbohydrates - 
9 Protein - 
10 Starch - 

 
Table No.6: Microbiological Analysis 
1 Total Microbial Plate Count 1580 cfu/g 
2 Total Yeast & Mould Count Absent 
3 Staphylococcus aureus Absent 
4 Salmonella sp. Absent 
5 Pseudomonas aeruginosa Absent 
6 Escherichia coli Absent 
 
Table No.7: Rf values obtained by HPTLC fingerprinting: 

Sample 
Visualize under short UV (254nm) Visualize under long UV (540nm) 
No. of spots Rf values No. of spots Rf values 

ShatadhautaJivaniyaGhrita 4 0.28,0.42,0.53,0.84 7 0.14,0.25,0.28,0.42,0.60,0.65,0.78 

 
  

Fig.1. HPTLC plate showing banding pattern and Rf 
Values at 254nm 

Fig.2. HPTLC plate showing banding pattern and Rf 
Values at 540 nm 
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Despite being labeled as "poor man's food" or a "famine crop," sweet potatoes (Ipomoea batatas L. Lam), the 
second-most significant root tuber and the seventh-most significant food crop globally, have enormous 
potential to support a food-based approach to promote food security to alleviate poverty and to 
supplement as an alternative staple food for the resource-poor farmers because of its many beneficial 
qualities including its short lifetime, high nutritional value, high production with few inputs. The sweet 
potato with orange flesh is becoming more and more significant among the tropical tuber crops had a 
great possibility of becoming a standard diet in the consumer food chain in order to address the issue of 
vitamin-A deficiency. In addition to being ancheapest energy source tubers are high in minerals, 
carbohydrates, starch, and vitamin A in the form of β-carotene. Therefore by consuming more of these 
tubers the poor who have limited access to pricey animal foods high in vitamin A, such as fish oil, eggs, 
milk, and butter can meet their daily needs for vitamin A and a few other critical nutrients. Being in 
Orange-fleshed sweet potatoes rich in β-carotene, a precursor of vitamin A, are currently regarded as a 
significant bio-fortified crop in many underdeveloped nations in reducing the deficiency of vitamin A. 
This paper is focused on identifying possible cultivars of Sweet potatoes with orange flesh that are rich in 
beta-carotene and retain a greater amount of it after cooking.  The findings of this study indicate that 
consuming more cooked or fresh orange-fleshed sweet potatoes can significantly aid in reducing vitamin 
A dietary deficiencies and preventing night blindness a serious public health issue. Vitamin A is a 
micronutrient that is necessary for healthy growth and development. Vitamin A deficiency(VAD) is 
particularly common in children and pregnant women due to the greater intake requirements during 
critical growth phases. In developing nations, VAD is a major public health issue that can be avoided. 
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Consumption of foods rich in vitamin A is low and reliable data on VAD prevalence, particularly among 
vulnerable populations is lacking. This paper presents a food based approach used in maternal nutrition 
and health indicators. 
 
Keywords: Golden Sweet Potato, Vitamin-A, Beta-Carotene, Malnutrition, VAD  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Vitamin A deficiency is the leading cause of childhood blindness worldwide and one of the most common issues in 
developing nations. Even a little deficiency is linked to an increase in preschooler mortality but severe deficiencies 
have extremely high fatality rates. As a result, vitamin A deficiency is a serious public health issue in 
underdeveloped nations and is to blame for millions of infant deaths each year. Nutritionists in various developing 
nations have obtained evidence that a significant number of people and children do not get enough important 
vitamins and minerals in their diets [1].Almost half of the world's population lacking in micronutrients may reside in 
India, where blindness affects roughly 40,000 children annually mostly as a result of vitamin A deficiencies. 
Numerous global initiatives have been underway for a long time to address vitamin A deficiency and subsequently 
prevent night blindness. The third strategy is a crucial food-based approach for achieving and maintaining an 
adequate intake of micronutrient-rich foods within the framework of an adequate overall diet. The other two 
strategies are supplementation programmes through the distribution of vitamin capsules, fortification of common 
foods with micronutrients, and the improvement of dietary quality through food diversification [2]. The most long-
lasting initiatives may be those centred around food and necessitate an inter-sectoral viewpoint. Examples of such 
approaches include supplying agricultural and educational inputs while keeping in mind cultural, socioeconomic, 
market, and health circumstances. It has also been demonstrated that the introduction of new crops and home 
gardening are the most crucial elements of the food-based approach to enhancing the quantity and quality of food 
consumed. This research focuses on how orange-fleshed sweet potatoes might be used as a food-based intervention 
to increase vitamin A intake in tiny, marginal farming communities that are impoverished. 
 
Sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas L. Lam), an important Asian vegetable, is now cultivated worldwide and is distributed 
in tropical and subtropical countries. Asia as a whole occupies about 78% of the world's area of this harvest and 
about 92% of the world's production. India is one of the main producers of this crop along with China, America, 
Brazil, Peru, Mexico and Thailand. China is the world's largest producer and consumer of sweet potatoes, accounting 
for approximately 67% of the world's area and approximately 86% of world production. India accounts for about 
68% of the total production in South Asia, followed by 27% in Bangladesh and about 5% in Sri Lanka. In India, sweet 
potato is grown mainly in Orissa, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Bihar, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Kerala. Sweet 
potato tubers are rich in starch, sugars, minerals and vitamins. Since sweet potato with orange juice is rich in β-
carotene, it is becoming increasingly important as the cheapest source of antioxidants with several physiological 
properties such as anti-oxidation, anti-cancer and protection against liver damage, and is most suitable for 
biofortification. to fight malnutrition. a small and marginal farming community. Orange-fleshed sweet potatoes have 
significant potential to promote a food-based approach to treating vitamin A deficiency, a major public health 
problem in poor parts of the country. Thus, there is great potential for this self-sustaining crop to be introduced as a 
regular supplement in the consumer food chain as an alternative staple food source for resource-poor farmers in an 
era of widespread population growth and nutrition crisis. However, a large number of consumers are unaware of the 
nutritional value of some high-yielding orange-fleshed sweet potato varieties. In addition, the biochemical 
composition of orange-fleshed sweet potatoes varies between genotypes. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the 
biochemical composition of different genotypes when selecting cultivars with high β-carotene content. Considering 
all these aspects, a study was conducted on the importance of orange-fleshed sweet potato to alleviate the lack of 
vitamin A, and to complete this study, an evaluation of the nutritional value of tubers of different genotypes of 
orange-fleshed sweet potato. to select promising, optimal varieties. performance and quality. 
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MATERIAL AND METHOD  
 
Five potential cultivars of orange-fleshed sweet potato were grown at the Department of Botany DDU Gorakhpur 
University during winter season with three replication. The tuber yield (Kg/m2) of all the cultivars harvested at 120 
days after planting (DAP) were recorded. After washing, peeling and shredding, fresh tubers of each cultivars were 
dried at 70°C for about 48 hours till the tubers gained constant weight to determine the β-carotene (mg/100 g) 
content. 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION  
 
Significant variations in yield were observed among the variety of Golden Sweet potato (Table-1). Higher tuber yield 
were recorded with CIP 440127(2.6 Kg/m2), ST-14 (2.4 Kg/m2), VA-43 (2.2 Kg/m2), PRDF (1.8 Kg/m2) and ST-13 
(1.4Kg/m2).  Beta carotene content of the tuber also varied significantly (Table-1). The highest and lowest Beta 
carotene were observed in ST-14 and ST-13. Although some degradation occurred during cooking, the β-carotene 
content of the cooked tubers in, ST–14, and CIP was still substantial. Thus, consumption of some of the orange-
fleshed sweet potato cultivars like ST-14 and CIP with high Beta carotene can make a significant contribution in 
alleviating vitamin Amal nutrition and combating night blindness which is a major public health problem in poverty 
stricken small and marginal farming ommunity. 
 
Food uses of Golden Sweet Potato  
Its flours have been used in making Cake, Cookies, Biscuits, Buns, Muffins, Candy. The roots are also used in 
product like Jam, Jelly, Soft drinks, Pickles, Fried Chips and so many other products. 
 
Food Based Strategies for Improving Vitamin A Status  
Despite significant efforts and investment in tablet, capsule and injectable approaches, no significant progress has 
been made in reducing vitamin A deficiency in dietary supplements in developing countries in recent decades. Low 
dietary intake of vitamin A is the main cause of vitamin A deficiency in developing countries [3]. Although some 
animal foods such as fish oil, liver, egg and butter are rich in vitamin A in its true form, retinol is directly and easily 
used by the human body, the poor people cannot afford these expensive foods. Therefore, significant efforts must be 
made to promote vitamin A intake by increasing the consumption of cheap plant foods and vegetables which 
although not containing vitamin A as such, still contain its precursor beta-carotene, which can be converted vitamin 
A in the human body. Supplemental programs in alleviating vitamin A deficiency will therefore be replaced by 
sustainable nutrition-based strategies in the future Low et al. [4]. Orange-fleshed sweet potato has emerged as one of 
the most promising plant sources of β-carotene, vitamin -A [5]. A serving of 100-150 g of boiled sweet potato tubers 
with orange color can cover the daily need of vitamin A of young children, which can protect them against blindness 
[6]. In addition to beta-carotene and pro-vitamin A, young children and adults get enough calories vitamin C and 
other micronutrients through increased consumption of orange-fleshed sweet potatoes. 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
Making a small change, such as changing the variety, is probably easier than introducing a whole new food. Thus, 
replacement of white-fleshed sweet potato varieties currently grown by farmers with new orange-fleshed varieties 
such as ST-14, CIP 440127 and VA-43 with high β-carotene would help alleviate vitamin A deficiency.  production 
and distribution among resource-poor farmers can increase the availability of orange-fleshed sweet potatoes in poor 
areas. In addition to promoting the orange fleshed sweet potatoes in the home diet, nutritional education about the 
function and importance of vitamin-A in the diet could improve the role of vitamin-A in the fight against night 
blindness a major public health problem in disadvantaged areas.  
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Table-1: Performance of Different varieties of Golden Sweet potato harvested at 120 DAP. 
Genotypes Total tuber yield (Kg/m2) Beta-Carotene (mg/100g) 
CIP 440127 2.6 6560 

ST-13 1.4 5240 
ST-14 2.4 9830 
VA-43 2.2 6430 
PRDF 1.8 5840 

 

 
 

Figure1: Different varieties of Golden Sweet potato. 
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Cefotaxime in vial dosage forms was rapidly and accurately measured using an isocratic HPLC 
approach, yielding an entire analysis time of less than 2 minutes. The separation of components was 
performed at room temperature using a mobile phase composed of acetonitrile and deionized water in a 
ratio of 60:40 (v/v). This was achieved by utilizing a Waters XTerra RP-18 column with dimensions of 5 
µm, (250 x 4.6 mm i.d). The separation process was monitored at a wavelength of 240 nm.In order to find 
the maximum absorption level, the experimental settings include a flow rate of 1 ml/min as well as the 
use of HPLC-PDA with a PDA detector adjusted at 240 nm. A shorter analysis time was likely indicated 
by the cefotaxime retention time, which was shown to be 1.058 min. Cefotaxime had a 2.46×10-3 µg/ml. 
limit of detection, suggesting that the method was very sensitive. After that, it was verified to make sure 
it met the standards for measuring medications in vial form of dosage that the FDA has established. 
 
Keywords: Cefotaxime, Accuracy, Precision, Validation, Formulation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Chemically the name of Cefotaxime sodium (CFT) is known as “(6R,7R)-3-[(acetyloxy)methyl]-7-[[(2Z)-2-(2-
aminothiazol-4-yl)-2-(methoxyimino)acetyl]amino]-8-oxo-5-thia-1-azabicyclo[4.2.0]oct-2-ene-2-carboxylate” (Figure 
1).Antibiotics of the third generation, known as cephalosporin, are effective against bacteria that have developed 
resistance to earlier generations of antibiotics. These antibiotics kill more gram-negative bacteria, and some of those 
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bacteria can penetrate the brain's protective blood-brain barrier. Some bacteria, including Citrobacter and 
Staphylococcus aureus, are susceptible to third-generation antibiotics. Additionally, they are effective against β-
lactamase-producing strains of Haemophilus and Neisseria, as well as providence, marcescent, and marcescent [1]. 
The earliest cephalosporin antibiotic was cefotaxime sodium, which was developed in the third century. An 
assortment of bacterial infections can be remedied by means of this antibacterial drug. One popular name for it is 
Claforan [2]. When it comes to penicillin-resistant pneumococcus strains, the most effective cephalosporin is 
cefotaxime sodium. It is recommended to try treating severe pneumococcal infections with penicillin as an 
experimental measure. Cefotaxime sodium, an antibiotic known for its high level of antimicrobial activity, broad 
spectrum of antibacterial properties, and exceptional resistance to β-lactamase, is often linked with a typical adverse 
effect index.The wide range of illnesses it can treat includes meningitis, peritonitis, septicaemia, urinary tract 
infections, and respiratory tract infections, infections of the limbs, muscles, and skin, among many others.  
 
Cefpodoximeproxetil is a third-generation cephalosporin, and it can also be utilized as a principal intermediary in its 
formulation. Oral administration of a drug with comparable efficacy against pneumococcus is a relatively new 
development in medicine [3]. Both the favorable and negative features of cefotaxime are therapeutically and 
analytically significant. Its resistance to penicillinase is an advantage. Diseases resistant to penicillin or its variations 
may be cured with this. Though it has many positive qualities, it also has many negative ones, such as a plethora of 
adverse effects including headaches, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, stomach cramps, and fainting [4]. Many 
experimental techniques exist for estimating CFT; one of these is spectrophotometry, which requires converting Fe 
(III) using (CFT) to Fe (II), which then reacts with 2,2-bipyridyl to form a red chromogen) [5-9]. Methods for atomic 
absorption [23] and high-performance liquid chromatography [10-22]. Based on previous research on flow-injection 
procedures [24–26], hemiluminescence [27], and electrochemical processes [28], this study aims to create a 
spectrophotometric method for the detection of CFT that is responsive, quick, and easily applicable. The method will 
be used for both pure extracts and pharmaceutical injectable formulations. These procedures are less recoverable, 
moderate precise, and linear. The high value of limit of quantification is a result of poor sensitivity, and the 
chromatographic duration is relatively long, about 12 min. These are two of the demerits. These methods have many 
problems, such as being too lengthy, detailed, complicated, less accurate, and the percentage of recovery being low 
and time-consuming (Table 1). The purpose of this research was to create and evaluate an easy technique for 
measuring the concentrations of cefotaxime in both its pure and pharmaceutical formulations within 2 min. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Apparatus 
The HPLC studies relied on equipment made by the Kyoto, Japan-based Shimadzu (UFLC) Corporation, which 
included a SPD-prominence diode array detector, LC-20AD solvent delivery pumps system, SIL-20A prominence 
auto sampler, and DGU 20A5 prominence degasser.  There was additional use of Lab Solutions' data analysis tools. 
Notable columns employ CTO-20A ovens to maintain the ideal column temperature. For separation, the Waters 
XTerra RP-18, a product of Ireland, was utilized. Its dimensions are 5 µm by 250×4.6mm. 
 
MATERIALS AND REAGENTS 
 
A complimentary sample of cefotaxime was supplied by the Indian company Alkem Laboratories Ltd. We used 
deionized water and acetonitrile HPLC-grade solvents from Merck Specialities Pvt. Ltd. in India. Formulation of 
pharmaceuticals is bought from a local store. 
 
Stock solutions 
Cefotaxime was dissolved in deionized water to create a standard solution with a concentration of 1000 µg/ml. A 
volumetric flask was used to dissolve the drug in water, producing an adequate stock solution with a concentration 
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of 1000 µg/ml. Stored in a dark, cold place, a solution was maintained at 35 °C. To make curves for calibration at 
levels of 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0 µg/ml, the stock solution (1000 µg/ml) was diluted in series using the mobile 
phase. To achieve a dosage of cefotaxime appropriate for medicinal uses, the antibiotic was combined with a mobile 
phase and filtered through a 0.2 µm membrane. This was subjected to a 5 min. ultrasonic bath. For the estimation, we 
utilize the operational solution. 
 
Mobile phase 
It includes a freshly prepared 60:40 v/v of acetonitrile (ACN) to deionized water in a binary preparation we utilized a 
DGU 20A5 conspicuous degasser and a 0.2 µm the membrane filter to filter and degas the mobile phase before use it. 
 
Pharmaceutical formulations 
It purchased these pharmaceutical formulations from local retailers: Zydus Healthcare Limited (250 mg vial), Alkem 
Laboratories Ltd (500 mg vial), and Overseas Pharma Pvt Ltd (1000 mg vial). 
 
PROCEDURES 
 
Construction of a calibration curve 
The drug was diluted to final amounts of 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0 µg/ml by using 10 ml volumetric flasks for the 
standard CFT stock solution. The chromatogram was obtained by introducing 10 µl of each mixture onto the column 
and then utilizing wavelengths of 240 nm. To illustrate the correlation between drug concentration and reaction, 
more precisely peak area, a concentration-response graph was drawn (Figure 2). For the purpose of validating 
quality control (QC) samples, low (LQC) and medium (HQC) levels were designated by values of 8.0 µg/ml. 
 
Pharmaceutical formulation procedure 
For the analysis, the following vial formulations were used: Biotax, Taxim, and Opitax. The mobile phase was used 
to dissolve an exact amount of the solution, which corresponds to 20 mg of each medicine. The solution was 
thereafter transferred to 100 ml gauging flasks through filtration and subsequently diluted with the mobile phase 
until it reached the required volume. As previously stated, the procedure was subsequently finished by employing 
conventional addition methods. 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
Optimizing chromatographic parameters 
A detailed representation of the different chromatographic conditions is provided in Table 2. In order to find the 
most effective wavelength for chromatographic detection, a PDA detector was used at 240 nm. Shimadzu (UFLC) 
Corporation of Kyoto, Japan, manufactures a number of instruments, including the SPD-prominence diode array 
detector, the SIL-20A prominence auto sampler, the LC-20AD solvent delivery pumps system, and the DGU 20A5 
prominence degasser. Finally, the mobile phase was optimized by conducting a series of experiments to find the 
optimal composition ratio and pH.Acitonitrile and deionized water, in a ratio of 60:40 (v/v), with a flow rate of 1 
ml/min, was observed to be the most effective mobile phase. Separation and elution of cefotaxime in both its pure 
form and pharmaceutical formulations may be achieved under these conditions (Figure.1) at 1.058 min. The drug can 
be analysed in their pure forms or synthetic mixes using the suggested (HPLC-PDA) method, which is detailed in 
Table 2. 
 
Validation of methods 
Validation of the methods was executed out in accordance with the 2005 International Conference on Harmonization 
(ICH) resolution [29]. 
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Linearity 
Five different dosage forms of the drug mixture were considered for the linearity studies. The CFT curves for 
calibration (Table 3) showed linearity from 0.25-8.0 µg/ml when plotting peak area against concentration. According 
to the results, the CFT variables' linear regression equations are y = 2.440167C + 4103246. The present method was 
determined to have an average accuracy of 99.89±0.20 and a precision of 99.91±0.32, with an intermediate precision of 
99.45±0.47. The equation's predicted regression coefficient values (R2) were determined to be 1.0, indicating that CFT 
drugs are very linear. 
 
Accuracy 
Assessing the accuracy of the procedure was done by contrasting the yields of commercially accessible CFT at 
various levels of concentration within the given range. The conventional addition process was used in conjunction 
with three replicates of each concentration to achieve this. The experiment involved adding varying concentrations 
of each drug according to the procedure. Table 4 shows that both pharmaceuticals achieved excellent recovery rates, 
which were calculated as a percentage using the pharmaceutical quantity. 
 
Precision 
Precision was evaluated by comparing its intra- and inter-day precision. By utilizing QC samples with levels ranging 
from 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0 µg/ml, this validation was effectively carried out. By calculating the standard deviations (SD) 
for three independent measurements taken using a solution containing pure medicines, intra-day precision was 
assessed. The method's excellent precision was shown by the wide range of standard deviations, which ranged from 
0.05 to 0.37. Table 4 shows that both the inter- and intra-day standard deviations were within the acceptable range, 
with both falling somewhere between 0.05-0.37. The study's findings confirm the method's precision in identifying 
the amounts of the drugs in pharmaceutical formulations. 
 
Selectivity and Specificity 
It tested the method's selectivity by introducing CFT solutions into the column one at a time. A clear peak with a 
retention time of 1.058 min. was the end conclusion by this proposed method. The blank solution did not show this 
peak. Specificity research also showed that vial formulations with excipients did not add any impurities that would 
have changed the clear CFT signal (Figure. 3). 
 
Quantification and detection limits  
The signals-to-noise ratio was set at 3:1 for the detection limits (LOD) and 10:1 for the quantitation limits (LOQ). As 
for CFT, the corresponding limit of detection was 2.46 x 10-3 µg/ml. Likewise, according to (Table 3), the CFT limit of 
quantification was found to be 8.11 x 10-3 µg/ml. Alternatively, CFT was determined by El-Hassan et al. to have 
quantization limits for 0.959 µg/ml and a detection limit of 0.316 µg. The outcomes we obtained reveal the extreme 
sensitivity of the proposed method. 
 
Robustness 
In order to assess the method's robustness, we maintained the other chromatographic parameters at a constant value 
and adjusted the flow rate and mobile phase ratio with tiny, intentional changes (± 0.05). The effects of the 
modifications were examined by examining the drug's standard deviation and recovery percentage. The results were 
unaffected by the adjustments, as shown in Table 5, because the standard deviation (SD) for CFT was rather minor, 
at 0.56. Drug recovery averaged 100.74% at a standard deviation of 0.56 as well as RSD of 0.37. 
 
APPLICATIONS 
 
Analysis of vial formulations 
Biotax, Taxim, and Opitax, three pharmaceutical formulations containing CFT were effectively analyzed using the 
proposed method [25-26]. The student's t-Test as well as F test was computed by statistical analysis. The fact that the 
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procedure is unaffected by any excipients or pollutants demonstrates its high degree of specificity. An F-test and 
Student's t-test were employed to compare the obtained results with the reference procedures. Since the computed 't' 
and 'F 'values remained lower than the tabular ones for CFT, there was certainly none statistically significant 
difference in accuracy and precision between the reference and proposed approaches (Table 6). 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The determination of CFT has been accomplished using an isocratic RP-HPLC technique. In this study, we 
developed and validated a method that estimates CFT concentrations rapidly and accurately; the whole analysis 
takes only 2.0 minutes. Based on the outcomes, it is evident that the suggested approach is fast, accurate, selective, 
robust, and transferable. The CFT linearity of the studied drugs was found to be in the range of 0.25-8.0 μg/ml. The 
method has been successfully used to analyse the commercially available vials of Biotax, Taxim, and Opitax for 
quality control purposes, where quick and cost-effective analysis is crucial. For routine examination of cefotaxime in 
its pharmaceutical and pure forms, the suggested method can be utilized in quality control laboratories in order to 
save the valuable time. 
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Table 1: Comparison of the proposed HPLC technique to those currently in use 

Sl. 
No. 

Method Experimental details 
Detection 

wavelength 

LOQ 
in 

µg/ml 

Linear 
Range 

in 
µg/ml 

Remarks 
Ref. 
No. 

1 
RP-

HPLC 

A PDA detector is an accessory 
for the Labtronic Model 3201 

(LC -2010TH -Liquid 
Chromatography). The column 
is a Promesil C18 (250 mm, 4.6 
mm, 5 μm). A 37:63 v/v ratio of 

phosphate buffer to 
acetonitrile was employed as 

the mobile phase. 

254 nm 0.956 1 – 20 

There is long 
retention duration 

(around 8 minutes), 
a broad linear 

operating range, a 
low precision and 

accuracy, and a high 
limit of 

quantification. 

[15] 

2 RP-
HPLC 

The HPLC system is a Hitachi 
L-2420 UV-Vis detector 

coupled with an L-2130 pump. 
The Luna Phenomenex® C18 
chromatographic column (250 

× 4.6 mm i.d; 5μm) was 
utilized by the LC system. 

Mixtures of phosphate buffer 
(0.02 M, pH 3.0), ammonium 
chloride (ACN), and methane 
(MeOH) in the proportions of 
80:12:8, volume/volume, make 

up the mobile phase. 

280 nm 0.2 0.2 – 
10 

A retention time of 
more exceeding 8.0 
min. is considered 
less sensitive and 

less accurate. 

[16] 

3 HPLC 

A Thermo Scientific® Venusil 
XBPC18 (L) (5μm, 4.6x250 mm) 

was used in the separation 
technique, which was carried 
out at room temperature with 

a mobile phase that was 
ACN:Distilled water (70:30, 
v/v). The flow rate that was 

used in the experiment was 1 
ml/min. 

255 nm 
1.4x10-

5 2.5-100 

Relative standard 
deviation (RSD) > 

1.694%, low 
sensitivity, and high 

linear dynamic 
range. It takes 1.79 

minutes. 

[17] 

4 RP-
HPLC 

In chromatography, a BDS 
column that contains an 

reversed phase, which has 
dimensions of (150 mm x 4.0 
mm x 5 μm), is utilized. To 

prepare the mobile phase, 1000 
ml of methanol and 130 mL of 

the phosphate buffer were 
mixed. 

235 nm 107.6 1.0-20 

A relative standard 
deviation of just 0.19 
was found for all six 
replicates, while the 
mean retention time 

was 12.515 min. 
Extremely linear 

calibration capable 
with minimal 

sensitivity. 

[18] 

5 RP-
HPLC 

An isocratic RP-HPLC system 
was developed by applying a 252 nm 0.6 10-70 Recovery was 

approximately 97% [19] 
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mobile phase that was 85:15 
v/v of an ammonium acetate 

(AA) buffer (pH 6.8) and 
acetonitrile on an SS Wakosil 

II- C8 column that had a 
measurement of 250 mm × 4.6 
mm i.d. having a particle size 

of 5 μm. 

whereas retention 
duration was 5.57 
min., which is less 
exact and precise. 

6 
RP-

HPLC 

A C18 column (250 mm × 4.6 
mm) with a particle size of 5 
μm and acquired from the 

USA was used for 
chromatographic separation. A 
mixture of 25% acetonitrile and 

75% formic acid (by volume) 
yielded the best mobile phase. 
The formic acid concentration 

was 0.1%. 

260 nm 20.0 50-200 

Lower accuracy and 
precision, with a 

high limit of 
quantification and a 

linear range. The 
retention period is 

4.19 minutes. 

[20] 

7 
RP-

HPLC 
 

The separation process was 
carried out on a Waters XTerra 
RP-18 column (with an internal 
diameter of 5 µm and a length 

of 250 x 4.6 mm) running at 
240 nm, with a mobile phase 

that was 60:40 (v/v) acetonitrile 
to deionized water. 

240 nm 
8.11 x 
10-3 

0.25-
8.0 

With a retention 
time of just 1.058 

min., it is incredibly 
sensitive, easy to 

use, accurate, 
precise, and user-

friendly. 

Current 
Method 

 
Table 2: Chromatographic parameters for the planned HPLC method 

Parameter 
details Conditions 

HPLC Column The Waters XTerra RP-18 column has an internal diameter of 4.6 mm and a 5 µm diameter. 

Mobile phase A mobile phase was made up of acetonitrile and deionized water in a 60:40 (v/v) ratio.  DGU 
20A5 prominence was the degasser at ambient temperature. 

UV detection 240 nm 
Flow rate 1.0 ml/min 

Injected volume 10 µl 
Temperature in 

ºC Ambient 

CFT retention 
time 

1.058 min. 

 
Table 3: The proposed method cefotaxime results and parameters 

Parameters Cefotaxime   

 Conc. Taken 
(µg/ml) 

Conc. 
Found 
(µg/ml) 

% Recovery 

 2 2.001 100.05 
 4 4.013 100.33 
 8 7.995 99.94 
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Mean recovery*   100.11 
N   3 

±SD   0.2011 
±RSD   0.2009 

Regression equation** 
Slope (b) 

Intercept (a) 

 
4103246 
2.440167 

  

LOD 2.46×10-3   
LOQ 8.11×10-3   

Correlation coefficient (r) 1.0    
Accuracy (mean ±SD)   99.89±0.20 

Precision Repeatability (±%RSD)   99.91±0.32 
Intermediate precision   99.95±0.47 

*Average of three independent procedure. 
**Y=a+bC, where Y is the peak area, C is the concentration of the drug in (µg/ml). 
 
Table 4: Findings of the standard addition recovery method 

Vial of 
Injection 
studied 

Proposed Method 
CFT in 

Injection 
µg/ml 

Pure CFT 
added 
µg/ml 

Total CFT found 
µg/ml 

Pure CFT 
Recovered 

percent ± SD* 

Biotax 

250 mg 

1.995 2 4.000 100.12 ± 0.05 
1.995 4 5.998 100.05 ± 0.17 
1.995 8 9.997 100.02 ± 0.24 

Taxim 
500 mg 

3.997 2 6.001 100.06 ± 0.13 
3.997 4 7.996 99.98± 0.37 
3.997 8 11.996 99.96 ± 0.21 

Opitax 
1000 mg 

7.995 2 9.998 100.03 ± 0.09 
7.995 4 11.94 99.99 ± 0.11 
7.995 8 15.993 99.98 ± 0.31 

*Mean value of three determinations. 
 
Table 5: Results of robustness at different temperate 
Flow rate 
in ml/min 

Temperature 
in ºC 

CFT Conc. 
Found in (µg/ml) % of Recovery 

0.9 22 8.05 100.62 
1.0 24 8.11 101.37 
1.2 26 8.02 100.25 

 
Table 6: Pharmaceutical and reference method statistical data 

Name 
of pharmaceutical 

dosage 

Nominal 
quantity 

Labelled % standard deviation (SD) 

Reference method Proposed method 

Biotaxa 250 mg 99.90 ± 0.10 99.88 ± 0.08, t = 0.37, F = 1.59 
Taximb 500 mg 99.91 ± 0.07 99.90 ± 0.10, t = 0.05, F = 0.60 
Opitaxc 1000 mg 99.91 ± 0.10 99.90 ± 0.08, t = 0.11, F = 0.62 
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* Manufactured by: a. Zydus healthcare Ltd.; b. Alkem Laboratories Ltd.; c. Overseas PharmaPvt. Ltd., India. The t-
value determined at the 95% level of significance is 2.365. A tabulated F-value of 3.79 indicates a level of confidence 
of 95%. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Chemical structure of CFT Figure 2: Chromatogram of cefotaxime at 8.0 µg/ml. 

 
Figure 3: Calibration plot of concentration of CFT vs peak area 
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Oral submucous fibrosis (OSMF) is a potentially malignant disorder affecting the oral cavity, pharynx, 
and upper digestive tract. It causes inflammation and fibrosis of submucosal tissues, with areca nut being 
the main agent. The nut's alkaloid and flavonoid components cause abnormal collagen production, 
leading to fibrous bands and reduced mouth opening. Prolonged chewing can also lead to oral cancer in 
OSMF patients. A study of 20 OSMF patients was conducted, who received biweekly intralesional 
injections of 1.5 ml Dexamethasone in 4 mg/1 ml and Hyaluronidase 1500 IU mixed with Lignocaine 0.5 
ml& with flax seed oil capsules 1000mg three times for six weeks daily for three months. All the patients 
were followed up every month for 3 months and then after six months, and their mouth opening was 
assessed based on inter-incisal distance, tongue protrusion, cheek flexibility, and burning sensation. The 
study showed statistically significant improvements in mouth opening, cheek flexibility, and burning 
sensation, except tongue protrusion, but also clinically significant improvements in overall oral health. 
The study suggests that flaxseed oil capsules along with intralesional injections may be an effective 
treatment for Oral submucosal fibrosis patients, but further research is needed to confirm these findings. 
 
Keywords: Oral Submucous Fibrosis, flaxseed oil, omega 3 fatty acids, Corticosteroid  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Oral submucous fibrosis (OSMF) is a chronic, resistant disease characterized by a juxta-epithelial inflammatory 
reaction and progressive fibrosis of submucosal tissues. It affects the oral cavity and pharynx, leading to rigidity, 
trismus, and difficulty opening the mouth. Other terms include juxta-epithelial fibrosis, idiopathic scleroderma, 
idiopathic palatal fibrosis, submucous fibrosis, sclerosing stomatitis, and diffuse OSMF. [1,2]The prevalence of OSMF 
in India is estimated to be between 0.2-2% in males and 1.2-4.6% in females, with a broad age range of 11-60 years. 
The widespread marketing of commercial tobacco and areca nut products, known as Gutkha, has led to a significant 
increase in incidence, affecting 10-20% of the global population.[3] Various treatment modalities have been 
attempted for this condition, including quitting smoking, medicinal therapy like iron supplements, multivitamins, 
antioxidants, intravenous injections, steroid injections, and placenta extracts. Severe cases require surgical excision of 
fibrous bands. Flaxseed oil, derived from flaxseed, is a rich source of essential omega-3 fatty acid alpha-linolenic acid 
(ALA), and is often used as a dietary supplement. It contains active compounds like ALA, LA, and oleic acid, as well 
as Fiber and ligans, glycosides, and peptides. Flaxseed oil has been shown to lower inflammation, prevent heart 
disease, and promote digestive health, with its lipid peroxidation playing a role in its benefits. Flaxseed oil has been 
touted as a potential remedy for reducing inflammation due to its high concentration of omega-3 fatty acids.[4] A 
meta-analysis of 12 studies found that flaxseed oil can reduce the levels of inflammatory markers Interluekin-6 and 
malondialdehyde.[5] Omega 3 fatty acids, Eicosapentanoic acid(EPA) and Docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), are 
polyunsaturated essential fatty acids that humans cannot synthesize. Studies have shown their beneficial effects on 
chronic inflammatory diseases like Rheumatoid arthritis, Systemic Lupus erythematosus, inflammatory bowel 
diseases, chronic periodontitis, and Recurrent apthous stomatitis. They also show anti-inflammatory and 
antineoplastic activity with minimal side effects. However, their role in OSMF not been well established. [6,7,8] Till 
now no study has been conducted to evaluate the efficacy of flaxseed oil in OSMF. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The study involved 20 clinically diagnosed Oral Submucous Fibrosis patients at V.S Dental College and Hospital 
Bangalore, reporting to the Department of Oral Medicine and Radiology. The study includes patients aged 18 to 60, 
willing to participate and sign informed consent, with a positive history of areca nut chewing or commercial 
preparations, and those with clinically diagnosed oral submucous fibrosis, including difficulty opening the mouth, 
blanching, burning sensations, and palpable fibrous bands. Patients with other systemic diseases, mucosal diseases, 
skin lesions associated with oral lesions, and those with known allergies or contraindications are excluded from the 
study. A case history was recorded, and patients were informed about the procedures to be performed during the 
study. Patients were asked to sign a consent form if they were ready to participate. Mouth opening, tongue 
protrusion, cheek flexibility, and burning sensation were evaluated.  
 
 Mouth opening was measured as the distance between the incisal edges of upper and lower central incisors 

when maximally extended.  
 Tongue protrusion was measured as the distance from the mesio-incisal edge of central incisor to the tip of the 

protruded tongue.  
 Cheek flexibility was recorded based on the distance between specified points on the cheek skin.  
 Burning sensation was determined using a 0-10 Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), with higher scores indicating a 

greater level of burning sensation.  
 
Patients were given biweekly intralesional injections of Dexamethasone 1.5ml & Hyaluronidase 1500 IU mixed with 
Lignocaine 0.5 ml for 6 weeks & with flax seed oil capsules 1000mg three times daily for 3 months. Patients were 
followed up every month for 3 months and then after 6 months. We have used Naturyz flaxseed oil soft gels offer 
1000mg of flaxseed oil with an active form of Omega 3-6-9, providing essential fatty acids for body function. These 
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soft gels are rich in phytonutrients, ALA (Alpha-linolenic acid), and fatty acids. The data was analysed using SPSS 
22.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL), with a significance level of p<0.05. Descriptive statistics were used to assess mean and 
standard deviation, and ONE WAY ANOVA and TUKEYS POST HOC TEST were used to fine-tune differences 
within the group. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The mean age and gender distribution of participants enrolled in a study are important demographic characteristics 
that can impact the overall findings and conclusions. In this study, the mean age of participants was 37.6±9.5, 
indicating a relatively young population. Additionally, the study had a higher proportion of male participants, with 
85% male and 15% female. 
 
Mouth opening 
The mean mouth opening of the patients during 1st visit, 1st month, 2nd month, 3rd month, 6th month were 
2.99±0.58, 3±0.61, 3.12±0.61, 3.43±0.61, 3.46±0.65 respectively with statistically significant p-value of 0.02. The mean 
comparison by ANOVA and Bonferroni s correction showed that there was a statistically significant difference 
between the baseline and the subsequent visit (p< 0.05). The mean difference between the 1st visit and 3rd month, 1st 
visit and 6th month follow up showed statistically significant (p˃0.05)[Table-1] 
 
Tongue protrusion 
The mean measurement of tongue protrusion during 1st visit, 1st month, 2nd month, 3rd month, 6th month were 
2.78±0.69, 2.93±0.72, 3.0±0.72, 3.2±0.72, 3.18±0.73respectively with a p value of 0.25. The multiple mean comparison by 
ANOVA and Bonferroni s correction showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the 
baseline and the subsequent visit (p˃0.05). The mean difference between the all the visits showed no statistical 
significance (p˃0.05)[Graph-1]. 
 
Cheek flexibility 
The mean measurement of cheek flexibility during 1st visit, 1st month, 2nd month, 3rd month, 6th month were 
0.81±0.2, 0.87±0.22, 0.9±0.22, 0.96±0.22, 0.97±0.23 respectively with a statistically significant p value of 0.03. The 
multiple mean comparisons by ANOVA and Bonferroni s correction showed that there was a statistically significant 
difference between the baseline and the subsequent visit (p< 0.05). The mean difference between the 1st visits and 
3rd month, 1st visit and 6th month follow up showed statistically significant (p˃0.05)  
 
Burning sensation 
The mean value of burning sensation in during 1st visit, 1st month, 2nd month, 3rd month, 6th month were 
6.67±1.12, 4.45±1.31, 3.2±1.28, 2.05±1.31, 1.35±1.3 with a highly significant p value of 0.0001. The multiple mean 
comparisons by ANOVA and Bonferroni s correction showed that there was a statistically significant difference 
between the baseline and the subsequent visit (p< 0.05). The mean difference between the all the visits showed 
statistical significance (p< 0.05) except between 3rd and 6th month. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The study enrolled 20 patients with a history of areca nut chewing or commercial preparations, and those clinically 
diagnosed with oral submucous fibrosis. Most of the subjects were in the age range of 24-65, with 85% being male 
and 15% female. The clinical presentation of the patients included difficulty opening the mouth, blanching, burning 
sensations, and palpable fibrous bands. Most subjects belonged to functional stage 1 and clinical stage 2 category in 
our study9. These findings suggest that areca nut chewing, and commercial preparations are more prevalent in males 
and can lead to the development of oral submucous fibrosis. The study highlights the importance of early diagnosis 
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and intervention to prevent the progression of the disease to more advanced stages. The study educated patients 
about their condition and its potential, instructed them to stop all forms of habit, and provided detailed information 
about all procedures performed. Informed consent was obtained, including the patient's history, form, type, 
frequency, and duration. Flaxseed oil is a great source of heart-healthy omega-3 fatty acids, with one tablespoon 
containing a substantial amount of 7,196 mg. However, it is important to note that the omega-3 fatty acid found in 
flaxseed oil, alpha-linolenic acid (ALA), is not converted efficiently to active forms of omega-3 like EPA and 
DHA.[10]A study in Pune, Maharashtra, evaluated the effectiveness of systemic Omega-3 in treating OSMF patients. 
Patients received biweekly intralesional injections of Dexamethasone and Hyaluronidase mixed with Lignocaine for 
6 weeks, and 1gm Omega-3 capsules three times daily for 3 months. The study concluded that Omega-3 fatty acids 
can reduce subjective symptoms.[6] Omega 3 fatty acids have been known to have numerous health benefits, 
including reducing inflammation and improving heart health. However, recent studies have shown that omega 3 
supplementation can also have positive effects on oral health. A study has shown that a daily omega-3 regimen 
therapy for recurrent aphthous stomatitis patients has promising results. The therapy, which includes EPA and 
DHA, alters the cellular functions of polymorphonuclear leukocytes, modulates lymphocyte proliferation, and 
increases the expression of endogenous host antioxidant enzymes. This enhances inflammation clearance within the 
lesion, promoting tissue regeneration, and promotes the treatment of recurrent aphthous stomatitis.[11]  
 
One more found that omega 3 fatty acids, specifically n-3 PUFA, EPA, and DHA, selectively inhibit the growth of 
both premalignant and malignant keratinocytes.[12] In OSMF, dexamethasone works as an immune suppressant by 
limiting soluble substances generated by sensitised lymphocytes and muzzling inflammatory responses, hence 
avoiding fibrosis by lowering fibroblastic proliferation and collagen deposition. Hyaluronidase degrades hyaluronic 
acid, reducing intercellular cement material viscosity and facilitating medication diffusion, leading in improved 
trismus and fibrosis outcomes.[13] These results suggest that flaxseed oil supplementation can have a positive effect 
on various oral health parameters, including mouth opening, cheek flexibility, and burning sensation. While the 
increase in tongue protrusion was not found to be statistically significant, it is possible that a larger sample size or 
longer duration of supplementation may yield different results. The present study analysed patients' mouth opening, 
tongue protrusion, cheek flexibility, and burning sensation during various visits. The mean mouth openings were 
measured at the first, second, third, and sixth months, with a statistical significant difference between the baseline 
and the subsequent visit (p< 0.05). The mean difference between the 1st visit and 3rd month , 1st visit and 6th month 
follow up showed statistically significant (p˃0.05). Tongue protrusion measurements were also measured at the first, 
second, third, and sixth months but there was no statistical significant difference between the baseline and the 
subsequent visit (p˃0.05). The cheek flexibility at various intervals, with statistical significant difference between the 
baseline and the subsequent visit (p< 0.05). The mean difference between the 1st visit and 3rd month, 1st visit and 6th 
month follow up showed statistically significant (p˃0.05) . Burning sensation were measured at the first, second, 
third, and sixth months, with a statistical significant difference between the baseline and the subsequent visit (p< 
0.05). The mean difference between the all the visits showed statistical significance (p< 0.05) except between 3rd and 
6th month. The results of this study suggest that the combination of intralesional injections and flaxseed oil capsules 
may be an effective treatment option for OSMF patients. However, studies with larger sample sizes and longer 
follow-up periods are needed to confirm these findings.  Further research is needed to confirm these findings and to 
develop effective and safe treatments for this debilitating condition. It is important for patients with OSMF to seek 
early diagnosis and treatment to prevent the progression of the disease and reduce the risk of developing oral cancer. 
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Table 1- Analysis at different time interval 

 

MOUTH 
OPENING 

 
 

 
TONGUE 

PROTRUSION 

 
CHEEK 

FLEXIBILITY 
 

 
VAS FOR 
BURNING 

SENSATION 
 MEAN SD MEAN SD MEAN SD MEAN SD 

1st visit 2.99 0.589 2.78 0.697 0.81 0.2  
6.67 

 
1.182 

1st month 3.09 0.61 2.93 0.725 0.87 0.225 
 

4.45 
 

1.316 

2nd month 3.12 0.611 3.07 0.734 0.90 0.228  
3.2 

 
1.281 

3rd month 3.43 0.612 3.205 0.721 0.96 0.225   
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2.05 1.316 

6 th month 3.46 0.659 3.185 0.738 0.97 0.234 
 

1.35 
 

1.308 

F VALUE 3.18 1.35 2.66  
68.61     

P VALUE 0.02* 0.25 0.03*  
0.0001* 

    

 
POSTHOC 

TEST(TUKEY 
HSD TEST) 

P 
VALUE 

 
PVALUE 

 
P 

VALUE 

 
P 

VALUE 
    

1ST VISIT & 
1STMONTH 0.95 0.96 0.98  

0.0001*     

1ST VISIT & 
2ND MONTH 

0.12 0.70 0.34  
0.0001* 

    

1ST VISIT & 
3RD MONTH 

0.02* 0.35 0.03*  
0.0001* 

    

1ST VISIT & 
6TH MONTH 0.02* 0.40 0.02* 

 
0.0001*     

1ST  
MONTH& 

2ND  MONTH 
0.15 0.97 0.41  

0.012* 
    

1ST  
MONTH& 

3RD   
MONTH 

0.11 0.75 0.06  
0.0001* 

    

1ST   
MONTH& 

6TH  MONTH 
0.44 0.80 0.11 

 
0.0001*     

2ND   
MONTH& 

3RD   
MONTH 

0.31 0.97 0.87 
 

0.04*     

2ND  
MONTH& 

6TH    
MONTH 

0.26 0.98 0.80  
0.0001* 

    

3RD   
MONTH& 

6TH  MONTH 
0.99 0.98 0.99 

 
0.41 

    

*P<0.05 is statistically significant(ANOVA TEST) 
Analysis within the each visit using ANOVA shows significant difference exist  observed  with respect to mouth 
opening, cheek flexibility and VAS burning sensation (p<0.05) 
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Graph 1: Graphical representation at different time interval 
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Ardita disease is one of the eighty Nanatmaja Vyadhi of Vata caused by vitiated Vata which affects the face 
unilaterally leading to deviation of the face, slurred speech, unable to blink or close the affected eye. As 
per Acharya Charak this disease may affect half the body or half of the face only, when half of the face is 
involved then it is called Ardita. Ardita can be correlated with bell’s palsy. Bell’s palsy is most common 
unilateral lower motor neuron facial palsy that suddenly or progressively occur that results in a 
temporary inability to control the facial muscles on the affected side of the face. In most cases, the 
weakness is temporary and significantly improves over weeks. Symptoms can vary from mild to severe. 
A 42-year-old male patient came to Panchakarma OPD in SGT Ayurveda hospital with complaints of left 
side deviated face, drooling of saliva from the left angle of mouth, slurred speech and unable to close his 
right eye. The patient was treated with Panchakarma procedures (Kukutanda Pinda Sweda and Mashbladi 
Nasapana) along with palliative Ayurvedic (Shamana medicine) treatment. After the treatment patient got 
significant relief in the symptoms. Bell’s palsy can be managed inclusively with Panchakarma procedure 
and Shamana medicine (palliative treatment). 
 
Keywords: Ardita, Kukutanda Pinda Sweda, Mashbaladi Nasapana, Bell’s Palsy. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Bell’s palsy is an acute infranuclear lower motor neuron type palsy of seventh cranial nerve involving all the muscles 
of face resulting in weakness of the facial muscles. The lesion in bell’s palsy is nonsuppurative inflammation or 
edema of the nerve at the level of stylomastoid foramen [1]. It accounts for over 50% of acute facial palsies. Bell’s 
palsy equally affects both sexes. There is no age bar but incidence rises with increasing age [2]. Bell’s palsy has an 
incidence of 23 cases per 100,000 population/year, or about 1 in 60 to 70 people in a lifetime [3]. In Ayurvedic literature 
Acharya Charka explained Ardita as “ArdhēTasminmukhārdhē Vā Kēvalē Syāttadarditam” means when increased Vata and 
Rakta Kshaya affects one half of the body or half of the face only, is called Ardita (facial paralysis) leading to distortion 
of one side of the face and produces asymmetry of the nose, eye brow, fore head, eye and jaw[4].In Ashtang sangraha 
Ardita explained as Ekayama. 
 
Chief Complaints 
A 42 years old male patient comes to Panchakarma OPD. Patient came with following chief complaints: 
1. Vakri bhavti vaktrardha (Deviation of the mouth on left side) 
2. Netra stabhdta (Difficulty in closing the right eye) for two weeks 
3. Netra strava (watering of the eye)for two weeks 
4. Lalastrava (Drooling of saliva on right angle of mouth) 
5. Unable to chew food  
6. Swarbheda (Slurred speech) 
 
History of Present illness  
A 42 years old male patient was asymptomatic before 2 weeks but in the morning when he woke up; observed right 
sided facial weakness and gradually in the evening condition worsened. He was suffering from symptoms like 
asymmetry of the face, difficulty in closing right eye with dribbling of saliva from the angle of the mouth on the left 
side of the face. 
 
History of Past illness  
Medical history- K/C/O HTN for 2 years (taking antihypertensive drug) Appendectomy 3 years before 
Diagnostic history- MRI Bain (2/10/2023)- Showed long segments of the facial nerve enhance in a uniformly linear 
fashion on right side 
 
Personal History- 
Marital status-Married 
Occupation- Software Engineer  
Diet- Vegetarian 
Sleep- Disturbed due to work 
 
Family History: No any major illness 
 
On Examination 
General physical examination –  
Weight- 69kg 
Height-5’3” 
BMI-26.9 kg/m2 

Blood pressure- 130/90 mm of hg 
Pulse- 74/min. 
Respiration rate- 16/min 
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Pallor- Absent 
Icterus- Absent 
Cyanosis- Absent 
Clubbing- Absent 
Oedema- Absent 
Lymphadenopathy- Absent 
 
Asthavidh Pariksha 
 Nadi - 74/min. 
 Mala - Samyak 
 Mutra - Samyaka 
 JIvha - Niram 
 Shabda - Avishesha 
 Sparsha - Ruksha 
 Druka - Avishesha 
 Akruti – Madhyam 

 
On Systemic Examination 
Examinations of Respiratory system and Cardiovascular, observed no significant abnormality.  
 Central Nervous Examination- 

1. Consciousness- Conscious  
2. Orientation to- Time, place, person- Intact   
3. Memory - not affected 
4. Intelligence- Intact   
5. Hallucination & Delusion - Absent   
6. Speech - Slow and slurred 

Superficial and deep reflexes were normal. 
 
Cranial nerve examination- 
On examination the function of all cranial nerves is intact except facial nerve. 
 
Sensory assessment 
Taste sensation- intact 
Hearing function- intact 
Motor assessment- 
Hearing function-Normal 
 
Inspection 
a.  Symmetry of face- Asymmetrical, Deviation of mouth towards left side  
 
Facial movement 
Asked the patient to carry out a sequence of facial expression. 

 Eyebrows raising: to assesses frontalis – not possible on right side 
 Forehead frowning: to assesses frontalis- not possible on right side 
 Closures of eyes: to assesses orbicular oculi – Right eyeball moves upwards and inwards when the patient 

attempts to close it along with incomplete closure of eyelid. (Bells phenomenon)    
 Blowing of cheeks: to assesses orbicularis oris –not Possible in right side    
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 Smiling sign: to assesses levator anguli oris and zygomaticus major – present but without upward involvement 
of right angle of mouth 

 Pursed lips: to assesses orbicularis oris and buccinator – not possible on the right side. 
 
Treatment plan 
 
Panchakarma (bio purification) procedures 
Assessment was done on the basis of facial nerve function grading by House-Brookman grading measures[5]. 
The case study was assessed after administering seven days of Abhyanga with Navaneeta and localised Swedana by 
Kukutanda Sweda followed by Mashbaladi Nasapnaand Vachadi Pratisarana [Table no.1] for seven days. Significant relief 
was observed in closure of the eyelids, nasolabial fold and improvement was noticed in weakness of different facial 
muscles, and complete pursing of lips. There was significant improvement observed in speech and drooling of saliva 
but mild asymmetry of the face was present for Shamana of Doshas, the same medications were continued for two 
more weeks. [Table no.2] 
 
DISCUSSION  
 
Ardita is a Vata dominant disorder and in Ayurvedic classical texts there are different treatment modalities are 
mentioned like Navana(Errhine therapy),Moordha Taila like Shirobasti(retention of oil on the head), Tarpana 
(Libation) with medicated oil to the eyes and ears, Nadi Sweda (Tubal sudation), Upanaha Sweda (application of 
poultice)are included in the treatment principle of Ardita. Keeping in the view of all treatment modalities 
mentioned in our classical texts, this comprehensive treatment was planned for the patient. 
 
Kukutanda Pinda Sweda 
Kukutanda Pinda Swedaor Anda Sweda is practiced mainly by Ayurveda Vaidya in Kerala. It comes under the variety of 
Ushma sweda[6]. 
 
Mashabaladi Nasapana 
The word Nasapana, which means drinking of medicated ghee, oil or decoction through nose. Yoga science also 
advocated to drink water through nose for cleansing the upper respiratory tract and the technique is called as Jala 
Neti.7Acharya Videha is the first to mention the Nasapana[8]. 
 
Mashbaladi Kshaya 
Māṣabalāśūkasimbikatṛṇarāsnā'svagandhoruvūkāṇām | 
kvātho nasyanipito ramathalavaṇānvitaḥ koṣṇaḥ || 
apaharati pakṣaghatam manyāstambham sakarṇanādarujam durjayamarditavatam saptahajjayati cavasyam || (CD 72) 
Mashbaladi nasapana is mentioned in the Chakradutta and indicated in paralysis, neck rigidity, tinnitus and facial 
paralysis for seven days [9] 
 
PROCEDURE 
 
After Abhyanga with Navneet and Swedana with Kukutanda Pinda Sweda, the patient was made to sit on Nasaya chair 
and head of the patient was kept tilted laterally. Then Sukhoshana Mashbaladi Kashaya is filled in 20 ml syringe and 
pushed slowly into the nostril. The same procedure was done for other nostril also. During the procedure patient 
was asked to swallow the contents as much as possible. After that Gandoosha and Kavala graha followed. The patient 
was advised to take Sukhoshna Jala and Laghu Ahara.  
 
Ekangveer Ras- It balance the vitiated Vata and Kapha and also have rejuvenating and nourishing properties[10]. 
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Ashwgandha Churna-It reduces increased Vata and Kapha and cures oedema[11]. 
Shatavari Curna-Improves muscle tone, and cures aggravated Vata, Pitta, Rakta and oedema [12]. 
Dashmoola Kwatha-Dashmoola has potent anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties. As a result, it's utilised to 
treat painful, inflammatory conditions [13]. 
 
Mukhabhyanga with Navneet  
Facial massage done with Navneet –Navaneeta is said to be an Agryadravya (main drug) for Arditavata by Acharya 
Vagbhatta [14]. It is Snigdha and Madhura in rasa and has Vatapittahara properties[15]. 
 
Kukutanda Pinda Sweda- It is Snigdha, lipid soluble liquidand it provides Snehana and Swedana simultaneously. The 
massage with the pottali increased localised circulation. Kukutanda in itself has brahmana and snighdha, balaya 
properties as egg yolk contains high amount of vitamin A,D,E,B1,B2,B5,B6,B9 and B12 and choline which helps in the 
improvement the of muscle and nerve fibers and increase the flexibility of facial muscles[16]. 
 
Nasapana -Most of the drugs used in the Mashabladi Nasapana are either Kaphavata Shamaka or Vata Shamaka some of 
the drugs are teekshana such as Hingu, Saindhava. They produce irritation of the nasal mucosa which increases the 
nasal secretions as a result of increased circulation. It also probably generates a chemical impulse which is further 
transformed into electrical impulse which is finally converted into a neuronal impulse. This neuronal impulse 
influences on cerebral cortical areas thereby producing a stimulatory effect leading to evacuation of dosha and 
stimulation of facial nerve. Also, the irritant effect of Nasapana dravya increases blood circulation to the brain, which 
increase oxygen supply which reduces Ischimia, which is one of the reasons for facial paralysis. Ultimately the 
morbid dosha are thrown out along the nasal discharge, tears and saliva. Also, the vatashamaka drugs and 
brumahaniya drugs allieviate vata. Hence this preparation is effective in both Dhatuksayajanya and Margavaranjanya 
Vata Vyadhis. The active principles may reach upto certain levels in nervous system to produce vatagna effect and bala, 
mashabring brumhana effect i.e., regeneration of the tissues and innervation of facial nerve. In this way Nasapana helps 
in management of Ardita [17]. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The case was treated with comprehensive panchakarma treatment modalities like abhyanga, kukutanda pinda sweda 
and Mashbladi nasapana along with palliative treatment. This treatment was helpful in reducing symptoms of bell’s 
palsy by balancing vitiated vata dosha by snehana, vatashamaka, brumhaniya, anti-inflammatory properties of 
drugs used in treatment. This current study provides a way more to explore the scope of therapy like nasapana in 
motor neuron disorders. 
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Table no.1: Panchakarma (bio purification) procedures 
SN Panchakarma procedures Drugs Duration 
1. Mukha abhyaga (Facial massage) Navneet 7 Days 
2. Swedana Kukutanada sweda 7 Days 
3. Nasapana Mashbaladi kwatha 7 Days 
4. Jihwa pratisarana Vacha, yastimadhu pratisarana with honey 7 Days 

 
Table no. 2 Palliative Treatment 
SN Medicines Duration 
1 Ekangveer ras- one tablet twice a day with luke warm water 14Days 
2 Ashwgandha churna- 3gm twice a day with luke warm water 14 Days 
3 Shatavari churna- 2 gm twice a day with luke warm water 14 Days 
4 Dashmoola kwatha- 15 ml twice a day with luke warm water before meal 14Days 

 
Table no. 3 Table of comparisons of subjective parameters 

Parameters Grading before treatment Grading after 7 days of 
treatment 

Grading after 14 days 

Forehead frowning Absent Moderately visible Clearly visible 
Deviation of the 

mouth toward left 
side 

Grade iii Grade ii, slightly deviated 
Deviation decreased by 80%, 
turning to normal symmetry 

of face 
Improper blinking of 

right eye Grade iii Grade ii Blink and close eye easily 

Unable to chew food 
sfrom right side 

Grade iv Grade ii, able to chew 
semisolid food 

Able to chew solid food 
properly from right side 

Slurred speech 
Very slow and highly 

muffled 

Able to speak with less 
efforts and moderately 

muffled voice 
Mild muffled voice 

Dribbling of saliva 
from the angle of 

Spontaneous Intermittent dribbling Dribbling of saliva controlled 
completely 
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mouth 
Widening of palpebral 

fissure 
Severely wide (half of the 
cornea and sclera visible) 

Moderately wide (one third 
of cornea and sclera visible) 

Slightly wide (clearly visible 
cornea) 

Nasolabial fold Nasolabial crease absent Nasolabial crease seen 
slightly while smiling 

Clearly visible nasolabial 
crease 

Pursing of lips Release of air while 
pursing 

With efforts able to purse the 
lips without release of air 

Complete pursing of lips 
without release of air 

Smiling sign Present without upward 
involvement 

Mild upward involvement Marked upward movement 

 
Table 4- contents of the Kukutanda pinda sweda 
SN Drugs Quantity 
1. Kola-kulatthadi churna 400gms 
2. Haridra 100gms 
3. Methika 100gms 
4. Lemon 1 
5. Egg yolk 10 
6. Cloth 2meter 
7. Thread 2meter 
8. Dashmoola  oil 500ml 

 
Table 5- Contents of Mashabaladi Kashaya 
SN Drugs Quantity 
1. Masha (Vigna radiata) 10gms 
2. Bala (Sida cordifolia) 10gms 
3. Shookashimbi (Mucuna pruriens) 10gms 
4. Rasana (Pluchea lanceolata) 10gms 
5. Ashwagandha (Withania somnifera) 10gms 
6. Urubaka (Ricinus cummunis) 10gms 
7. Hingu (Asafoetida) 1 pinch 
8. Saindhav 1 pinch 
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Biofertilizers play an essential role as an additional substance supplied to crops to increase their 
productivity. The production of crops and their market value are significantly influenced by fertilizers. 
Therefore, broad-spectrum, low-cost biofertilizers must be produced on a large scale. In this study, the 
impact of freshwater microalgae as fertilizer on wheatgrass (Triticum aestivum) growth and yield was 
examined. The wheatgrass plant was grown in soil that also contained cow manure and microalgae 
(Micractnium reisseri) and another wheatgrass plant without microalgae species (control). Different 
growth parameters, viz., plant height, number of leaves per plant, fresh weight, dry weight of leaves, and 
pigment content, were examined. The result shows that plants treated with microalgae were found to 
have all growth parameters and pigment content higher than the control plant. In addition, the 
microalgae-treated plant increased its growth performance at the early stage of growth, improved its 
yield characteristics, and increased seed germination. The potential of the microalgae as fertilizer in the 
production of wheatgrass was demonstrated by a microalgae treatment that showed high growth and 
yield. 
 
Keywords: Biofertilizer, Microalgae, Micractnium reisseri, Triticum aestivum 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Freshwater and marine habitats both include microscopic photosynthetic organisms called microalgae. They have a 
similar photosynthetic process as land plants, but because they live in an aqueous environment with abundant 
water, CO2, and other essential nutrients, they are far more effective at turning solar energy into biomass [1]. They 
are an incredibly diverse group of prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms, and because they are less well known, they 
can be used to make organic slow-release fertilizer [2, 3]. Because of their commercial importance as a source of high-
content proteins, vitamins, vital amino acids, and fatty acids, microalgae are photosynthetic organisms that are 
regarded as essential biofertilizers. The use of enriched organic biofertilizers is highly advantageous in order to 
increase yield both quantitatively and qualitatively, rather than applying organic fertilizers alone [4]. As an organic 
fertilizer that provides N, P, and K in a steady release for the needs of plants, microalgae have the ability to stop 
nutrient losses. In addition to macronutrients, the phototrophic microorganisms also include trace elements and 
compounds that help plants thrive, such as phytohormones, vitamins, carotenoids, amino acids, and antifungal 
agents [5]. For cyanobacteria, anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria, and microalgae, the advantageous properties of 
phototrophic biomass as a biofertilizer, such as bioactive growth-promoting supplements, have already been 
established [6, 7]. Only biofertilizers have the capacity to convert essential nutrients from inaccessible to available 
forms during biological processes and to provide optimal conditions for growth and germination [8].  Agriculturally 
significant microalgae are a source of biofertilizers, mostly for tropical rice and wheat crops.  
 
Additionally, algae produce bioactive substances (secondary metabolites) that promote the growth of some plant 
species and prevent the growth of harmful bacteria and fungi. Additionally, the microalgae supply organic matter 
for plant growth [9, 10, 11]. A potential remedy is the use of microalgae as biofertilizers. Biofertilizers are viewed as a 
sustainable, cost-effective, and environmentally friendly alternative to synthetic fertilizers because they not only 
increase agricultural production but also reduce environmental pollution [12].  Biofertilizers are substances that 
contain living microorganisms or natural substances derived from organisms like bacteria, fungi, and algae that 
enhance the chemical and biological qualities of soil, promote plant development, and restore soil fertility [13]. Faster 
germination and better growth of rice seeds have been discovered in a study looking at the impact of algal extracts 
on seed germination [14]. Similar outcomes were found by other, more recent research using seaweed extracts on 
tomato and wheat seedlings; however, they also noted growth inhibition with increasing extract concentrations [15, 
16, 17]. It is noted that when compared to using the appropriate N completely via inorganic form or using inorganic 
N form at percentages lower than 50%, using the S. platensis biofertilizer from 5 to 25 ml/tree/year resulted in a 
significant promotion on the leaf area and its content of N, P, and K, yield, and fruit quality [18]. The impact of algal 
biofertilizers such as C. vulgaris and S. platensis was clearly seen in the plant growth parameters, yield production, 
seed quality, seed germination, and physical chemical parameters of rice and maize [19, 20]. Earlier, it was observed 
how C. vulgaris, an organic fertilizer, affected the development and productivity of grapevines, banana trees, and 
lettuce [21, 22]. Investigating the potential agricultural uses of the hardy green microalgae Micractnium reisseri as a 
seed primer, a foliar fertilizer, and a soil amendment or biofertilizer was the aim of this study. It also sought to 
determine its effects on wheatgrass (Triticum aestivum) seed germination and plant growth. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Algal culture. 
The freshwater microalgae culture maintained in the microbiology laboratory of Parul Institute of Applied Sciences 
and Research, Parul University, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India, was used in this study. BG-11 medium and Bold Basal 
Medium (BBM) were used for the growth of M. reisseri. Both cultures were incubated under continuous illumination 
at room temperature. Mass cultivation of microalgae was performed with an aerator set up. Microalgae was dried in 
a hot air oven, and the dried biomass of algae was harvested. 
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Experimental setup 
The experiment was conducted for 25 days, and the experimental design is shown in Fig. 1. Wheat grass seeds were 
surface-sterilised with 70% ethanol and washed with distilled water, then air-dried in the shadow of open air. The 
seeds were planted in 10 cm-diameter earthen pots containing sandy loam soil with 50% coarse sand, 4% fine sand, 
20% silt, and 15% clay with a pH of 7.2. Soil was treated with cow dung manure and microalgae at a dose of 2 g dry 
power per kg of soil before planting. A fully randomized design with the following three treatments in triplet 
replicates was set up for growing in natural environmental conditions. Every treatment received 15 seeds to sprout, 
and they were watered twice weekly. The number of leaves, length of leaves, and width of leaves were recorded at a 
specific time interval. Treatments are as follows: 

1. Control 
2. Microalgae 
 

Growth Parameters 
Plant height (cm) 
With the aid of a measuring scale, the height of the plant was measured from the soil's surface to the tips of its 
completely opened leaves, and an average was determined. 
 
Numbers of leaves per plant 
After transplanting and during the harvesting stage, the number of leaves per plant was counted at particular time 
intervals. 
 
Shoot length (cm) 
With the aid of a measuring scale, the shoot length was measured.  
 
Leaf width per plant (cm) 
With the aid of a measuring scale, the width of the leaf was measured. 
 
Fresh Weight/Dry Weight 
Using a weighted balance, the fresh and dry weights of the entire plants were measured, and the average was then 
determined. 
 
Estimation of chlorophyll and carotenoid.                                                                                   
Leaf was collected from wheat grass, which was treated with microalgae and control. For the extraction procedure, 
leaves were washed with distilled water and allowed to dry at room temperature. 
 
Extraction 
The extraction and analysis were performed as an alteration to the process described earlier [23]. The leaves were 
roughly chopped into little (20*50 mm2) pieces, and 0.5 g of the leaves were pulverized in a mortar and pestle with 
10 ml of 90% methanol or water. After two hours of sample freezing, the grounding was resumed. After centrifuging 
the homogenized material for 20 minutes at 10,000 rpm at 4 °C, 0.5 ml of the supernatant was combined with 4.5 ml 
of the appropriate solvents. The content of chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and carotenoids was then estimated using 
this solution in a spectrophotometer. Every measurement was carried out three times. 
 
Estimation 
The concentrations of chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and total carotenoids were calculated using the equations 
reported by S. Nayek et al. [24], as follows: 
Chlorophyll a (Ch-a) = 16.72(A665.2)–9.16(A652.4)  
Chlorophyll b (Ch-b) = 34.09(A652.4)–15.28(A665.2)  
Total carotenoid content= [1000(A470)–1.63Ch-a–104.96Ch-b]/221 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Microalgae-treated plants triggered faster seed germination two days earlier than the control group. Only the 
microalgae culture treatment at least partially germinated the seeds by the third day. The majority of treatments had 
achieved a 90% germination rate by the fifth day. Given that most of the seeds exposed to these treatments did 
indeed sprout, it was determined that some of the seeds were not viable. Calculations of germination energy showed 
that germination and microalgae had a positive association. Germination occurs more quickly in the presence of 
microalgae than in the control plant. The wheatgrass seed inoculated with microalgae culture had a longer root 
development than the control group. The ability of plants to absorb water and nutrients increases with the number of 
lateral roots they have; therefore, seeds infected with microalgae culture could potentially accumulate more plant 
biomass and produce larger agricultural yields. The results show significant differences between the microalgae as a 
boifertilizer treatment that was applied for a 20-day seedling process compared to the control plant. Differences in 
several important growth parameters, such as the number of leaves, plant height, leaf weight, leaf width, leaf fresh 
weight, and dry weight, were observed. The results were obtained and presented in graphic form Fig. 2. Figure 2 
shows the growth of a wheat grass plant treated with microalgae and a control plant after 25 days of experimental 
treatment. The growth parameters, such as the number of leaves, plant height, leaf weight, leaf width, leaf fresh 
weight, and dry weight, were found to be higher in the microalgae-treated plant as compared to the control plant. 

 The M. reisseri-treated plant yielded higher values than the control plant. The yield attributes, including plant height 
and total number of leaves, of the wheat grass plant noted superior values to those of the control plants. Overall 
observations of the developing plants revealed variations in plant mass under the biofertilizer treatments. According 
to the findings, the biofertilizer treatments given to seedling plants 25 days beforehand produced noticeably higher 
biomass with larger fresh weights for the shoots and roots (Fig. 2). In comparison to the control group, all 
biofertilized treatments resulted in a greater total fresh weight. According to Sharma and Upadhyay [25], using 
microalgal biofertilizers improves plant growth by increasing leaf area and improving photosynthesis rates. This 
leads to increased bulb length, diameter, and weight, which contribute to the production of vegetative parts and 
partitioning of the bulbs. Nasreen et al. [26] and El-Tantawy et al. [27] found that nitrogen-based fertilizers boosted 
dry total biomass in plant leaves. Pervez et al. [28] found that fertilizers had a significant impact on the maximum 
total biomass of plants. The majority of studies on the use of algae in agriculture have concentrated on cyanobacteria, 
or blue-green algae, in plants for a variety of reasons, the most significant of which is their capacity to fix 
atmospheric nitrogen into forms that plants can use [29, 30]. Alternatively, the algae have been used on macroalgae, 
or seaweeds, since they can be harvested from coastal regions and are simpler to handle than microalgae [31]. 

 A renewed focus on using microalgae to produce biofuels has prompted greater research into possible products 
and/or by-product uses that could boost the viability of mass-scale culture and manufacturing. Due to their high 
retail values, bioactive compounds (nutraceutical, antioxidants, and food active ingredients) have been the focus of 
most research on the potential by-product applications of microalgae [32]. We think that the use of microalgal 
biomass or by-products as agrochemicals has a bigger unexplored market. Limited data supports the use of live 
microalgae culture, cell extracts, and dry biomass as possible agrochemicals. This study aimed to explore the 
potential agricultural applications of microalgae, specifically if M. reisseri live culture, cell extracts, and dry biomass 
may be used as biofertilizers for wheatgrass plants. Microalgal extracts have been linked to increased crop 
development through plant growth regulators (auxins, gibberellins, and cytokinins), as well as high amounts of 
macro- and micronutrients [33]. This study found that applying M. reisseri aqueous extracts, live culture, and dry 
biomass improved wheatgrass plant germination, growth, and yield. Our investigation found that using live M. 
reisseri culture and aqueous cell extracts enhanced seed germination percentages in all treatments compared to the 
control group. Using live M. reisseri culture resulted in faster germination and stronger seedlings. Chlorophyll and 
carotenoid content were determined in the microalgae-treated plant leaf and the control plant leaf. Chlorophyll and 
carotenoids were extracted with 90% methanol, and OD was measured using a spectrophotometer. 
Spectrophotometric data was substituted into the calculation. The results were obtained by comparing the 
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chlorophyll and carotenoid content graphically Fig. 3. When chlorophyll and carotenoid levels were estimated, 
plants treated with microalgae showed greater values than control plants. Presoaking lupinus seeds in Aspergillus 
oryzae culture filtrates greatly boosts the amount of chlorophyll a, b, and total chlorophylls in the leaves [34]. Higher 
levels of chlorophyll were seen in banana plants treated with the biofertilizer consortium, according to Senthil 
Kumar et al. [35] Ellora Malakar and Kalita's report, which noted that Anabaena torulosa had the highest levels of total 
and chlorophyll A among Anabaena doliolum and Calothrix marchica, corroborated the current findings. A higher 
buildup of chlorophyll content in organic fertilizers, albeit at a slower rate, may be the consequence of the 
consortium's synergistic impact, which improved the plant's uptake of N, P, and K. In this work, it was evident that 
treating wheatgrass seedlings with dry M. reisseri biomass (biofertilizer) increased all growth parameters and 
pigment content. There was a noticeable difference when the biomass was added a few weeks before the plants were 
transplanted, indicating that the biomass must first decompose before the plants can absorb it.  

The seedlings that were given biofertilizer treatments a few days before being transplanted showed the highest rates 
of plant development and leaf count, which may indicate a higher crop production in theory. Aqueous cellular 
extracts, dry biomass, and live microalgae culture may boost plant development and increase the viability of algal 
production systems from an economic standpoint. New technologies will be required as climate change intensifies in 
order to improve and safeguard agricultural products globally. Microalgae present a viable solution to the problem 
of producing more food with limited resources. They can safeguard and enhance agricultural productivity while also 
benefiting farmers and algae producers in terms of the environment and economy. The wheatgrass plant treated 
with microalgae induced faster germination than the control plant. The more lateral roots a plant has, the more 
capacity it has to absorb water and nutrients. As a result, seeds treated with microalgae culture may accumulate 
more plant biomass and result in higher agricultural output. It was discovered that the microalgae-treated plants 
outgrew the control plant in every growth parameter, including plant weight, the number of leaves per plant, shoot 
length, fresh weight, and dried weight of leaves. Plants treated with microalgae generated higher levels of carotenoid 
and chlorophyll than control plants. The remarkable yields and growth rates of the M. reisseri-treated plant 
demonstrated the potential of microalgae as a biofertilizer for wheatgrass cultivation. 
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Fig. 1 Experimental Set-up for Microalgae as a 
biofertilizer 

Fig.2 Growth Parameter Measurement 

 
Fig.3 Comparison of chlorophyll and carotenoid content 
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Early treatment discontinuation is prevalent among patients receiving mental health services. The 
determinants influencing treatment discontinuation may diverge from those influencing treatment 
initiation. Barriers and general determinants of non-compliance with therapy among individuals 
diagnosed with mental health disorders are discussed in this review article. To identify the variables that 
influence the patients' non-adherence to mental healthcare services. The authors provided an overview of 
the primary research conducted on patient non-adherence to mental health care, as documented in 
various databases and published articles. The current study includes an overview of the recent 
publications on factors contributing to non-adherence. The findings indicate that multiple factors lead to 
non-adherence in patients who suffer from mental health issues. Researchers classified these factors into 
two categories: non-clinical factors and clinical factors. However, factors such as medication efficacy, 
long treatment duration, treatment complexity, pill burden, and comorbidity need to be addressed to 
sustain health improvement and reduce the mental health treatment dropout ratio. The barriers to 
accessing behavioral health treatment in India include shame, stigma, and discrimination;absence of 
awareness; lack of psychiatry professionals; high cost of treatment; lack of mental health literacy; cultural 
beliefs and practices; geographical barriers; language barriers; and lack of integration with primary 
healthcare. Addressing these barriers will require a multifaceted approach, including increasing public 
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awareness, improving mental health infrastructure, providing adequate funding for mental health 
services, and integrating psychiatrichealth with primary healthcare. 
  
Keywords: Non-adherence, mental health, dropout factors, treatment barriers 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The primary concern found among the individuals diagnosed with mental health disorders in a clinical outpatient 
setting is the failure to adhere to the prescribed course of treatment, sometimes resulting in the termination of 
medical care without seeking guidance from the treating doctor. Accessibility and patient adherence to the 
recommended treatment are the key factors that determine the success of any medical treatment, including mental 
health. Adherence to treatment is of the utmost importance across the field of psychiatric treatment, as consistent 
adherence to therapy can have a substantial positive influence on treatment results. According to studies, 20%-50% 
of patients are not in compliance with their treatment regimen, and this percentage increases to 70%-80% for people 
with mental health illnesses [1]. Psychiatric disorders expect long periods of post-treatment monitoring to prevent 
relapses and improve the individual's psychological well-being [2].Despite over 50 years of research on this topic, 
immature cessation rates continue to be high, particularly among adult population. Research studies regularly report 
higher percentages of early mental health care terminations. According to research, 30–50% of patients discontinue 
their treatment after their first therapy session [3]. Depression and anxiety, among the most prevalent mental health 
diseases, are significant contributors to the overall burden of years lived with disability worldwide. 
 
 In poor and middle-income nations, the available data suggests that a significant majority of individuals suffering 
from depression (79-93%) and anxiety (85-95%) are unable to access the necessary medical care [4]. Globally, 
psychiatric disorders provide a significant public health concern. Mental health disorders have a global impact, 
affecting approximately 450 million individuals. It contributes to 14% of the total global burden of diseases. 
Additionally, psychiatric diseases cost around US$2.5 trillion in 2010 and projected to go up to US$6.0 trillion by 
2030 [5].Mental health diseases account for 11.8% of India's overall illness burden[6]. Only 10% of mental illness 
patients receive evidence-based therapy. [7]. In accordance to the India's National Mental Health Survey, 2016, the 
lifetime prevalence is 13.67%, with an intervention gap of 84.5% for any mental condition [8]. Indian 
government took steps towards addressing the mental health needs of its residents with the help of National Mental 
Health Programme  and later with District Mental Health Programme by considering the main objectives of ensuring 
the availability and accessibility of a minimum level of mental health treatment for all, by fostering mental health 
knowledge and expertise in general medical services, and promoting public involvement in the development of 
behavioural health services [9][8]. 
 
Non-adherence 
As per the World Health Organization's definition of non-adherence to medication, this occurs when a person does 
not take their medication in accordance with the recommendations of their doctor or other healthcare provider[10]. 
Regardless of the number of visits, researchers have defined non-adherence as the act of terminating therapy without 
the approval of the physician [11]. As per Hatchett et al.'s study, non-adherence refers to the failure to attend the 
most recent scheduled appointment [12]. Technically, a dropout is ending contact with practitioners without a 
treatment solution or mutually agreed-upon termination. [13]. Longo et al. defined non-adherence as not following 
up after an initial therapy session. [14]. 
 
Factors affecting non-adherence 
A prior study with individuals diagnosed with mental disorders highlighted that factors associated with patients 
that influenced adherence include male gender, young age, unemployment, poor socio-economic class, substance 
abuse, monetary challenges, and priorinstances of not adhering to treatment [15][16][17][18][19]. Non-compliance is 
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also related to disease-related factors such as the seriousness of the disease, lack of awareness, cognitive impairment, 
and unpleasant experiences [15][16][18]. Treatment ineffectiveness, adverse drug reactions, and the complicated 
approach to treatment were among the treatment-related factors that led to non-adherence [15][16][18]. A few 
psychological and social factors have been found to affect treatment adherence. These include the shame and guilt 
that come with having a mental illness, patients' different beliefs about what caused their illness, such as stressful life 
events or supernatural activity, support from family members, and ease of access to medical facilities[20][21][18]. 
 
Consequences of Non-adherence 
Untreated or irregularly treated mental health problems can lead to poor quality of life, mental or physical 
impairment, poverty, unemployment, low income, stress on caretakers, marriage separation, homelessness, domestic 
violence, substance abuse, etc. [22]. Moreover, studies have shown that failure to comply with medical 
recommendations is linked to higher incidences of unintended hospitalizations, slow healing, and extended stays at 
the health facilities[23], greater possibility of committing suicide, a poor prognosis.[24], and poor satisfaction with 
life [25]. Approximately 31.7% of those diagnosed with serious psychological disorders develop long-term 
dysfunction and dependency on others [26].Unattended patients with mental health problems often go untreated, 
while those with families who are seeking help often turn to alternative practitioners, such as those from Indian 
indigenous medicine, astrologers, and religious or faith-based practitioners[27]. The factors responsible for treatment 
dropout could be different from the factors responsible for not starting treatment. Younger age, belonging to 
a minority group, absence of medical insurance, unemployment, low income, lack of education, comorbid mood 
disorders, and drug dependency have been found to increase the risk of treatment dropouts [28].This review article 
addresses the general determinants of non-compliance with therapy among individuals diagnosed with mental 
health disorders. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A number of studies indicate that a significant proportion, ranging from 30.0% to 60%, of individuals diagnosed with 
mental health disorders terminate their medical treatment without the consent of their treating physician 
[29][30].According to a study by Australia's Headspace, a sizable percentage of 30–75% of young adults who have 
access to psychiatric services tend to end therapy early[31]. Demyttenaere et al. (2004) found that between 75% to 
85% of individuals with serious mental illness disorders in poor and middle-income nations have no access to the 
required medical treatment, compared to 35% to 50% in higher-income countries [32]. Research indicates that over 
50% of people with schizophrenia may not follow the recommended treatment plan[33][34]. According to research 
conducted in Ethiopia, the overall incidence of medication non-compliance was shown to be 51.20%. The 
respondents cited several explanations for their non-adherence, including negligence (20.2%), being out of 
medication (5.4%), observing adverse effects (8.5%), and experiencing improvement or believing they are healed 
(11.7%) [35]. Prior research conducted in India has shown diverse estimates of treatment non-adherence rates across 
different mental health conditions. Among the 528 patients, 29.7% utilized behavioral health services consistently for 
twelve months or longer. Most of the patients(36.2%) discontinued therapy after their initial visit, while 34.1% ended 
subsequent visits within the first week to the twelfth month [36]. A study conducted in Rohtak, Haryana, found that 
38.2% of patients discontinued therapy after their very first consultation. Out of the remaining patients, 61.8% 
stopped their medication within six months [37]. In their 2013 research study, Banerjee and Varma interviewed 239 
people with unipolar depression. Out of these, 66.9% (160) were found to be non-adherent to therapy, while 33.1% 
(79) were adherent [38]. In accordance with Grover et al., 25% of elderly individuals terminate their treatment soon 
after their first encounter [39]. A total of 50 patients displaying evidence of schizophrenia had been interviewed. Out 
of these patients, 8 (16%) were classified as high adherers, 16 (32%) as moderate adherers, and 26 (52%) as poor 
adherers [18]. An Indian study identified certain elements that contribute to treatment non-adherence. The main 
factors contributing to the problem are: a lack of knowledge about the illness (93.75%); insufficient support from 
family members (56.25%); religious beliefs attributing the illness (56.25%); financial limitations (37.5%); dynamics 
within the family (43.75%); the family's level of acceptance (43.75%); a lack of understanding of the illness (31.25%); 
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the family's ability to cope (25.0%); community beliefs about mental diseases (25%); and other factors [40]. 
Approximately 61.54% of the patients who did not comply with their therapy cited "adverse effects of medications" 
as the cause of their non-adherence. Additionally, 53.85% of the patients said that they saw the treatment as 
ineffective, leading them to discontinue their prescribed treatment [18].  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Reviewing the factors affecting the patient’s non-adherence to mental health services. 
The factors responsible for treatment dropout could be different from the factors responsible for not starting 
treatment. The researcher attempts to identify the factors responsible for treatment drop out (non-adherence). It has 
been found in numerous studies that patient non-adherence depends on various elements. In order to review these 
determinants, the researcher has categorized the factors into two clusters, as shown below in the framework: 

 
 
Clinical factors 
Medication effectiveness 
Lower medication efficacy and Patients' and caretakers' perceived effectiveness, such as perceived symptom relief or 
medications having no effect on the illness, are side-effect-related variables that led to non-compliance [41][42][43]. 
 
Longer treatment regimen 
Prolonged duration of treatment (6–12 months and beyond) was identified as a contributing factor for treatment non-
adherence [44][5]. 
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Treatment complexity and Pill burden 
Complicated treatment plans, multiple dosages frequencies and various drug combinations were major causes of 
treatment non-adherence. Pill burden, or taking extra pills, also affected psychotropic drug adherence 
[45][46].Furthermore, the method of administering medication had a notable impact on adherence to therapy. The 
individuals receiving injectable treatment had higher adherence rates compared to those who were orally 
administered medications [41]. 
 
Co-morbidity 
Research has indicated that people who have other medical conditions in addition to their existing psychiatric 
problems are more inclined to not follow to their prescribed medicines[44]. 
 
Lack of understanding about sickness and medication 
Lack of insight regarding their disease and treatment was among the most common factors responsible for non-
adherence to psychiatric drug therapy [28][4]. Lack of treatment compliance in mental health disorders was caused 
by misunderstandings related to the effects of treatment, a lack of understanding of their sickness or mental 
problems, and, in some cases, satisfaction with subjective relief of symptoms [5]. 
 
Treatment Side Effects and Treatment Tolerability 
Several research studies have identified a link between non-adherence to psychiatric medication and the rate of 
drug-related side effects [47]. Added to that, patients and their attendants' reported medication adverse effects were 
associated with mental health treatment non-adherence [48]. The most commonly reported adverse effects that 
contribute to discontinuing mental health treatment were feeling dizziness, drowsiness, tiredness, restlessness, 
lethargy, and sleepiness [49].  
 
Lack of Mental Health Literacy  
The absence of information regarding psychiatric health conditions, treatment options, and the potential benefits of 
therapy may contribute to non-compliance [50]. 
Health system-related factors 
Adherence to therapy could be greatly influenced by various factors related to healthcare practitioners, such as their 
level of experience, awareness of culture, and ability to communicate. In addition, systematic barriers such as lengthy 
waiting times, administrative issues, and disorganized treatment services may have an impact on therapy continuity 
[46][51]. The shortage of healthcare professionals is also having an impact on compliance with treatment [52]. 
 
Non Clinical Factors 
Stigma and Discrimination 
One of the primary obstacles that individuals have while seeking and complying with mental health therapy is the 
prevalent social stigma associated with mental diseases. The presence of social stigma might result in persons 
disguising their difficulties, postponing the pursuit of assistance, or prematurely terminating treatment as a 
consequence of fear regarding society judgment or isolation [7][53][54]. “Stigma and discrimination of mental 
health disease and treatment” in mental disorders like schizophrenia are broadly accepted. The fear of discrimination 
due to the stigma or shame of taking treatment can cause individuals to stop their treatment [18]. 
 
Patient-physician relationship 
A strong relationship between the patient and the doctor or therapist is required for better treatment compliance. The 
variables responsible for non-compliance to mental health treatment include unpleasant and prejudiced conduct of 
physician, rigid scheduling rules, poor interaction between patients and physicians and mistrust[55]. 
 
Patient’s socio-demographic factors 
Medication non-adherence has been associated with some socio-demographic factors among mental patients. 
Joblessness was one of the variables responsible for treatment non-adherence [56]. The education level of individuals 
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was found to be a key element in the occurrence of treatment non-adherence. Mental health patients with a lower 
level of education are more prone to non-adherence to their drug therapy in comparison to individuals with a higher 
level of education [57][51]. Patients' non-compliance to their mental health treatments was also associated to certain 
non-modifiable demographic variables such as gender and age [55]. 
 
Distance and transport related factors 
Behavioral health services are generally very limited in remote locations, requiring patients to travel longer 
distances. Shortage of public transportation and health resources may make mental health adherence more difficult 
[48][42]. The significant travel to access healthcare services and to get medicines can lead to non-compliance with 
treatment in mental health services. [40]. 
 
Financial Barriers or Affordability 
The high cost of therapy and the limited availability of behavioral health services continue to be primary barrier, 
particularly for underprivileged populations. Financial obstacles frequently prevent patients from accessing the 
appropriate care they need [58][4]. Approximately half of the patients reported "financial difficulties" as the primary 
cause of their non-compliance with therapy [18]. 
 
Lack of Family and social support 
Research studies indicate that absence of family or social support is linked with non-compliance to mental health 
treatment [59][60]. Factors such as lower harmony in families or inadequate support from family, discrimination 
from community individuals, disturbance in family relations and spiritual beliefs, impaired community functioning, 
being homeless, the absence of caregivers, and a lack of social assistance were identified to be responsible for non-
adherence to psychotropic treatment. [61][40]. 
 
Cultural and Religious Barriers 
Patients' different ideologies regarding treatment may result in treatment discontinuation (e.g., witchcraft, 
supernatural powers, etc.) [18].Cultural customs, religious convictions, and spiritual faith all have a significant 
impact on how people view mental illness. Cultural differences may make it difficult to get assistance with mental 
health issues. Individuals may also be discouraged from seeking assistance or following treatment regimens due to 
cultural and religious barriers [62][28]. 
 
Patient attitude toward medication 
Patients' beliefs about medicines became a significant factor influencing treatment adherence. Patients' negative 
perception regarding the medicine is an important variable responsible for psychiatric treatment non-adherence [35]. 
 
Patient’s perception of treatment 
Individuals who believed that therapy have no impact on their disease became more prone to non-compliance with 
their prescription. Considering treatment useless is another important factor in non-compliance [54]. 
 
Self-Negligence 
Both caregivers and patients reported that being engaged with their routine tasks, irresponsible with timings, failing 
to recall medicine timing, and inconsistent follow-up has been associated with treatment non-adherence [51][63]. In 
the worst-case scenario, individuals' complete denial of the drug was a major reason for cessation and non-adherence 
to their prescription [55]. 
 
Belief about alternative therapies 
Various beliefs regarding the efficacy and utility of medical treatments or other forms of treatment may have an 
impact on how well a patient adheres to therapy. Patients who had negative perspectives about psychiatric 
medications were more inclined to consider other options for treatment, such as conventional or spiritual approaches 
to treatment [45][28]. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
This review article addresses the general factors and determinants of treatment non-adherence among individuals 
diagnosed with mental health disorders. The researcher has addressed the  research objective  to determine the 
factors that impact patients' non-adherence to mental health care services; hence, this review of literature has 
provided a list of elementsresponsible for treatment discontinuation from beheavioralhealth facilities.These factors 
were the primary causes of the majority of issues experienced by mental health patients, irrespective of the frequency 
of occurrence in most cases.Psychological health treatment is crucial for promoting the well-being of people; 
however, in India, mental health services are often inaccessible due to various barriers, and poor adherence to 
recommended therapyinto an outpatient medicalsetting seems to be a prevalent problem amongst 
individualsdiagnosed with mental illness, which is characterized by treatment termination without informing their 
treating doctor. The barriers to accessing behviouralhealth treatment in India include shame, stigma and 
discrimination, absenceof awareness, lack of psychiatry professionals, high cost of treatment, lack of mental health 
literacy, cultural beliefs and practices, geographical barriers, language barriers, and lack of integration with primary 
healthcare. Addressing these barriers will require a multifaceted approach, including increasing public awareness, 
improving mental health infrastructure, providing adequate funding for mental health services, and integrating 
psychiatryhealth with primary healthcare. The problem of treatment non-compliance in behavioral health services 
can be addressed by adopting the home visit approach, using tracking and tracing strategies, and implementing 
appropriate technology. The implementation of a patient-centered treatment engagement service is necessary in 
order to effectively address issues related to dropout rates and reasons for discontinuation within the treatment 
process. Overall, improving access to mental health treatment in India is crucial for promoting the well-being of 
individuals and addressing the national burden of mental disorders. Healthcare professionals and authorities should 
prioritize these issues and allocate greater attention to them. 
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Naringin is a well known flavonoid, naturally present in the citrus fruits. It is also known for 
contributing to the bitterness of the citrus fruit juices. The naringinase (E.C.3.2.1.40) is an important 
enzyme complex that hydrolyses naringin and produces tasteless product naringenin. The naringin 
mediated bitterness therefore, can be reduced by naringinase mediated hydrolysis of naringin. In present 
investigations, naringinase producing bacterial strain (isolate RMCSJ-28) have been isolated from soil 
and characterized by 16s rRNA gene sequencing followed by phylogenetic analysis. The bacterial strain 
was found to be found to be Pseudomonas resinovorans and named as Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28. 
This is first report on production of naringinase from Pseudomonas resinovorans and widens the pool of 
bacterial sources known to produce naringinase.     
 
Keywords: Naringin, Naringinase, Pseudomonas resinovorans, 16S rRNA gene sequence, phylogenetic tree 
analysis  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Naringin is a well known flavonoid naturally present in citrus fruits. Naringin is among the major causes of 
bitterness in citrus fruit juices. This flavonoid may cause interference during the citrus fruit juice processing [1]. The 
bitterness is undesirable in related food industry [2]. Therefore, the level of naringin should be reduced or removed 
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from the processed products [3]. Though, the level of naringin can be reduced through chemical methods, but the 
chemical method has several drawbacks [4]. Alternatively, naringinase enzyme may be used for hydrolysis of 
naringin into naringenin, a tasteless compound and therefore, have ability to lessen the citrus juices bitterness [5; 6]. 
Naringinase is an enzyme complex consisting two different catalytic activities including, α-L-rhamnosidase (E.C. 
3.2.1.40) and β-D-glucosidase (E.C. 3.2.1.21) activity that works in a sequential manner. In first step, naringin is 
hydrolyzed to rhamnose and prunin (glucoside) due to α-L-rhamnosidase activity of naringinase, while in second 
step, prunin is hydrolyzed into naringenin and glucose due to β-D-glucosidase activity of naringinase [1; 7; 8; 9]. The 
rhamnosidase activity is considered necessary to eliminate bitterness [10]. Various studies have reported use of 
microbial naringinase for hydrolysis of naringin in citrus juices and promising results have been obtained [11]. A 
large number of enzymes have been reported from various bacterial sources for potent industrial applications [12; 
13]. In this article, a naringinase producing bacterial strain has been isolated from soil and characterized as 
Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28, by 16s rRNA gene sequencing followed by phylogenetic analysis. The bacterial 
strain was also found to produce naringinase in response to citrus peel powder. Further studies are required on 
production, characterization and application of naringinase produced from Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28. This 
is the first report on Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28 as source of naringinase.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Isolation and screening of naringinase producing bacterial strains 
The soil samples were collected from different fields of Haryana (India) with citrus plantations. The samples were 
stored in their natural state at 4ºC, until further use [14; 15]. The soil samples were used to isolate naringinase 
producing bacteria [16; 17; 18; 19]. Appropriate serial dilution of soil suspension was done on the nutrient agar 
media (peptone, 0.5% w/v; yeast extract, 0.3% w/v; NaCl, 0.5% w/v; Agar, 1.5% w/v; pH 6.5) supplemented with 
citrus peel powder (1.0% w/v). The plates were incubated at 37ºC for 24 hours. Fast growing, larger colonies were 
selected and cultured on nutrient agar media (peptone, 0.5% w/v; yeast extract, 0.3% w/v; NaCl, 0.5% w/v; Agar, 
1.5% w/v; pH 6.5) containing naringin (0.05%; w/v) as selective substrate. Fast growing microbial colonies were 
selected, and preserved for screening. The isolated microbial strains were grown separately in nutrient broth (same 
as isolation media except agar, pH 6.5) supplemented with naringin (0.05%; w/v) for 24 hours at 37°C with 
continuous agitation of 150 rpm in an orbital shaker. The fermented broth was centrifuged (7000 rpm; 4°C; 10 
minutes) to separate the cells from broth. The supernatant (cell free broth) was taken as crude enzyme and used to 
measure the naringinase activity [20; 21; 22]. Depending on the naringinase activity, microbial strain RMCSJ-28 was 
selected for further investigations and naringinase production.  
 
16S ribosomal RNA gene sequence of naringinase producing bacterial strain RMCSJ-28 and phylogenetic 
analysis 
The microbial strain RMCSJ-28 was confirmed to be bacteria with help of microscopic observation and characterized 
by 16s RNA gene sequencing followed by phylogenetic analysis. The 16S rRNA gene sequence of bacterial isolate 
RMCSJ-28 was obtained from geneOmbio Technologies Pvt. Ltd., Pune, India. The homology of the obtained 16S 
ribosomal RNA gene sequence (partial sequence) was determined using BLAST program of NCBI, USA 
(https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) against the NCBI nucleotide database [23] and also aligned against the reference 
nucleotide sequences of the genera retrieved from the NCBI, GenBank using ClustalW program [24]. The 
phylohgenetic tree was constructed using BLAST pairwise alignments with neighbor-joining method [25] with the 
help of online service provided by NCBI, USA (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). The bacterial isolate was identified to 
be Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28. 
 
Production of naringinase by Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28 
The media use for production of naringinase by Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28 included yeast extract, 0.5% 
(w/v); peptone, 0.5% (w/v); NaCl, 0.5% (w/v); naringin, 0.15% (w/v); KH2PO4, 0.5% (w/v), MgSO4, 0.05% (w/v) and 
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MnSO4 (0.001%, w/v). The media components were selected on the basis of earlier reports on naringinase production 
[18; 19; 21; 22; 26] and our preliminary results on naringinase production.  
 
Citrus peel powder as raw substrate for naringinase production 
Citrus peel powder of four citrus fruits namely, lemon, sweet lemon or mosambi, orange and kinnow at 
concentration of 1.0% (w/v) was studied as potent raw substrate for naringinase production from Pseudomonas 
resinovorans RMCSJ-28. Citrus peel was used in place of naringin, all other media constituents were used at their 
specified concentrations.  
 
Assay for enzyme (naringinase) activity 
Naringinase activity was measured on the basis of naringin hydrolysis as described by Davis [20] with minor 
modifications [21; 22]. Briefly, the fermented broth was centrifuged (7,000 rpm, 10 min, 4°C) and supernatant was 
used as crude enzyme. The typical assay mixture consisting 900 μl of naringin (0.05%, w/v) dissolved in sodium 
acetate buffer (0.1 M, pH 4.5) and 100 μl of supernatant was incubated for 1 hour at 50°C. Thereafter, an aliquot of 
100 μl from the reaction mixture was taken and added to the 5 mL of diethylene glycol (90%, v/v) followed by 
addition of 100 μl NaOH (4 N) solution. After this, the reaction was incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. 
The intensity of the developed yellow color was recorded at 420 nm in a UV-visible spectrophotometer. One unit of 
naringinase was defined as the amount of enzyme hydrolyzing 1 μmol of naringin per minute under the standard 
conditions of the assay. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Isolation and screening of naringinase producing microbial strains 
Appropriate dilutions of soil samples were spread on citrus peel powder containing agar media and fast growing 
colonies were selected. The colonies were cultured on nutrient agar media containing naringin. Depending on 
growth and size of colony, different isolates were selected, and preserved for screening. On the basis of naringinase 
activity (2.5±0.031 IU/ml), isolate RMCSJ-28 (Rachna, Mukesh, Citrus Soil, Jhajjar, isolate 28) was selected for 
molecular characterization. Majority of the research work on naringinase production and related aspects has been 
conducted on fungal strains. In current study, isolation of naringinase producing bacterial strains was the main 
focus. Naringinase activity was used as the quantitative approach for secondary screening of the isolates. The 
bacterial isolate RMCSJ-28 was identified and characterized by performing 16S rRNA gene sequencing and 
phylogenetic analysis. Microbes are important source of industrial enzymes and soil is well known reservoir for 
isolation of useful microbial strains. Various authors have reported isolation of naringinase producing microbial 
strains from soil [26], citrus peel spoiled in air or soil [27] and other sources [28]. Promising naringinase producing 
bacterial strain has been isolated from the soil samples. Soil samples from fields having citrus plantation may be used 
to isolate the efficient naringinase producing microbial strains.     
 
16S ribosomal RNA gene sequence of bacterial strain RMCSJ-28 and phylogenetic analysis 
The 16S rRNA gene sequence (599 bp) of bacterial strain RMCSJ-28 was analyzed for homology using nucleotide 
blast at NCBI, USA. The sequence revealed highest similarity with the Pseudomonas resinovorans. Therefore, the 
bacterial strain RMCSJ-28 was identified as Pseudomonas resinovorans and named as Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-
28. The taxonomical information of the bacteria was found to be as follows: Bacteria; Pseudomonadota; 
Gammaproteobacteria; Pseudomonadales; Pseudomonadaceae; Pseudomonas. The phylohgenetic tree was 
constructed (Figure 1) using BLAST pairwise alignments with neighbor-joining method of Saitou and Nei [25] with 
the help of online platform provided by NCBI, USA (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). This is the first report exploring 
the naringinase producing potential of Pseudomonas resinovorans.  
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Submission of nucleotide sequence at GenBank, NCBI (USA) and accession number  
The 16S ribosomal RNA gene sequence (partial) was submitted to GenBank (NCBI, USA) data base and has been 
assigned accession number OR346335. 
  
Production of naringinase by Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28 at shake-flask level 
The media use for production of naringinase by Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28 included yeast extract, 0.5% 
(w/v); peptone, 0.5% (w/v); NaCl, 0.5% (w/v); naringin, 0.15% (w/v); KH2PO4, 0.5% (w/v), MgSO4, 0.05% (w/v) and 
MnSO4 (0.001%, w/v). The media components were selected on the basis of earlier reports on naringinase production 
[18; 19; 21; 22; 26] and our preliminary results on naringinase production. The mentioned media composition leads to 
higher production of naringinase (4.14±0.018 IU/ml) as compared to screening (2.5±0.031 IU/ml). Optimization of 
media is an important part of bioprocess technology and lead to higher production of enzymes and metabolites. 
Various authors have reported optimization of media components for higher production of naringinase using 
different microbial sources [4; 29]. Various media components have been shown to affect the naringinase production 
using different microbial strains including both bacteria and fungal strains. Various major carbon sources, nitrogen 
sources, yeast extract, peptone, metal ions, citrus peel powder, KH2PO4, MnSO4, MgSO4, naringin, NaCl and other 
media components have been found to affect the naringinase production by microbes [1; 18; 22; 26].  
 
Citrus peel powder (CPP) as raw substrate for naringinase production 
Peel powder of four citrus fruits (lemon, sweet lemon or mosambi, orange and kinnow; 1.0%, w/v) was investigated 
for production of naringinase at shake flask level. The bacteria Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28 was able to 
produce naringinase in response to citrus peel powder. The citrus peel powder supported the production of 
naringinase, though the production was low as compared to naringin. Sweet lemon (3.07±0.039 IU/ml) and orange 
(3.18±0.072 IU/ml) resulted in higher production of naringinase as compared to lemon (2.77±0.054 IU/ml) and kinnow 
peel powder (2.98±0.026 IU/ml). Various reports describe the production of naringinase using citrus peel powder as 
substrate. Recently, Borkar et al. [30] reported the production of naringinase from Aspergillus niger van Tieghem 
MTCC 2425 using citrus waste peel. Similarly, Srikantha et al. [27] have reported optimal production of naringinase 
from Aspergillus flavus using citrus peel in solid state fermentation. Earlier, Puri et al. [18] also investigated the effect 
of citrus peel powder on production of naringinase from Staphylococcus xylosus MAK2. The results depicted the 
potential of citrus peel to be used as cost effective substrate. Further studies are requires on production of 
naringinase from Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28.    
   
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Naringinase is an important enzyme capable of hydrolyzing naringin into naringenin. Naringin is chiefly responsible 
for bitterness in citrus juices while naringenin is tasteless. Therefore, naringinase has significant applications in food 
industries particularly in de-bittering of citrus juices. In current studies, naringinase producing bacterial strain has 
been isolated from citrus plant rhizosphere and characterized as Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-28 by 16S rRNA 
gene sequence followed by phylogenetic tree analysis. Naringinase production was studied using naringin and citrus 
peel powder as inducer for production of naringinase. This is first report on naringinase production from 
Pseudomonas resinovorans and may provide useful insights in further investigations on naringinase production.  
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Figure 1: Phylogenetic tree showing relationship of the 16S rDNA sequence of the Pseudomonas resinovorans RMCSJ-
28 with close homologs of the Pseudomonas sp. The phylohgenetic tree was constructed using BLAST pairwise 
alignments using the online platform provided by NCBI, USA. 
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As an aide in the training developing experience, online correspondences structures are used to work 
with e-learning, a kind of virtualized handling and distant learning. The rising of E-learning stages 
emerged profoundly in the past two years. Data searching for guidance information taking care of uses 
real factors made from web informational indexes to further develop the enlightening learning 
perspective for educational purposes while the developing experience is electronic. Dispersed processing 
is a sensible stage for supporting e-learning plans. It might be normally adjusted by offering a flexible 
response for changing PC resource usage for a really long time. It moreover works on all that to include 
data mining strategies in a spread environment while associating with gigantic e-learning datasets. A 
blueprint of the current status of disseminated registering is given in the survey and occasions of 
structure unequivocally planned for such a system. Furthermore, it in like manner discusses occasions of 
dispersed figuring and e-learning ways of thinking. 
 
Keywords: E-Learning, Cloud Computing, Virtual Learning, SaaS, PaaS, IaaS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The broad use of the web, unquestionable level correspondence stages, and distance getting ready incited the 
movement of e-learning [2]. It utilizes different plans and abilities to give the best direction to homeroom heading. 
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These concrete Virtual course, messages and web joins, conversation sheets, and other learning stages, 
notwithstanding various things. The learning experience is better guided thanks to the internet based blend of 
students, content makers, and well-informed authorities. The undertakings' adaptability, openness, and clear entry 
are the most unmistakable advantages of learning with electronic mechanical congregations [3]. In information 
progress (IT), e-learning stages, all around called virtual appearance stages, are getting thoroughness, particularly 
taking into account the spread of Covivirus-19 and motorized progress. Different useful levels have related tries, as 
Huge Open Web based Courses (MOOCs), Record, Need to Learn, and the constructive Learning fleck at different 
schools, finished as remote learning plan by and large around the planet[3 ,4]. Virtual endeavors, which are 
completely kept up with by the e-learning point of view, have a noticeable ideal learning climate and are endlessly 
out more regular for people who can get their material online [6, 7].Numerous repercussions result from these 
degrees; For example, the design basics indispensable to offer an assistance to that different understudies 
simultaneously far outflank the constraints of standard web application clients. Additionally, essential advancement 
spikes generally coordinate with fast and dynamic changes in the interest for enlightening assets. An essentially 
further made structure than is conventionally guessed that for the learning affiliation ought to work regularly during 
these times will should answer demands without influencing other framework associations. Offering kinds of help 
with perspective on use and paying as the pay, overall, per-use structure for resources that are used is a decision.  
 
The answer for these issues is conveyed figuring headway. Coursed enlisting was first proposed as a system for 
reducing down the expense of assessment while correspondingly expanding structure receptiveness and constancy 
[1, 8].From there on out, these objectives have framed into conveyed processing targets. However; there is a 
differentiation between the two to the extent that how the not entirely settled in each environment [28]. A figuring 
structure is all the more consistent concerning particular resources, and its essential job is to redesign PC system 
execution. On the other hand, the goal of circulated figuring is to permit clients to get different organizations without 
being have some familiarity with the fundamental system and give clear flexibility. It doesn't have a confined extent 
of organizations, including working with organizations and word taking care of [26]. It is pivotal for recollect that 
Help Organized Plan (SOA) is one of the places of help whereupon dispersed figuring is created. This sort of 
advancement is expected to help engineers in overcoming different dissipated legitimate enrolling hindrances, for 
instance, application blend, transpiring control, and safeguard the shows, as well as different various systems and 
shows, the wear and tear of hardware and programming to which we may be directly uncovered, and existing data 
structures [27]. Clients can't see the region of the handling establishment or a few other particular nuances since its 
capacities are totally made accessible as such [2]. The upsides of this new figuring perspective are clear conversely, 
with other fighting progressions. Cloud programming venders attempt to pass same or favored limits and capacities 
on over if the applications were stacked provincially on end patron machines, so clients don't need to consume cash 
on new hardware to use the application [14]. This cutoff limit and figuring drive draws in relationship to get their 
thing absolutely valuable quicker while requiring less associations from the IT office [15] by normally giving out IT 
resources (servers) taking into account assessment unusualness in virtual conditions. 
 
 Tremendous annals of student speculation with companions and teachers are moreover made by gigantic e-learning 
conditions like the ones discussed previously. These structures store basic data that hasn't been unequivocally 
reported. Estimations for data mining will be required [22]. Instructive data collection, or EDM, is a methodology 
that aid teachers and students with additional creating learning and direction in the continuous environment [17]. 
The fundamental point of convergence of this field is on coming up with novel methodologies for data assessment 
considering the recently referenced current tutoring framework activity. The improvement of shows and assets that 
will work with and overhaul learning is an indisputable objective of this methodology, which comparably desires to 
get a more critical impression of understudy execution. PC based tutoring systems that are planned to help with 
teaching and learning have a prompt relationship with this method. This capacity limit and figuring drive empowers 
organizations to get their product completely functional quicker while requiring fewer administrations from the IT 
office [15] by intuitively doling out IT resources (servers) in light of calculation intricacy in virtual conditions. Large 
repository of student taking part with peers and teachers are also produced by massive e-learning environments like 
the ones discussed earlier. These systems store significant data that hasn't been explicitly declared. Algorithms for 
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data mining will be required [22]. Instructional data collection, or knowledge discovery edm, is a method that helps 
teachers and students improve learning and instruction in the current environment [17]. The primary focus of this 
field is on developing novel methods for data analysis based on the current education system activity that is taking 
place. The improvement of conventions and assets that will work with and upgrade learning is a definitive objective 
of this procedure, which likewise expects to acquire a more profound comprehension of understudy execution. PC-
based tutelage systems that are designed to help with instructing and learning have a direct connection to this 
strategy. These state-of-the-art tools track students' progress and provide constructive criticism so they can improve. 
To expand and enhance knowledge, the EDM approach works in tandem with an instructional paradigm. Thanks to 
cloud hosting, which is made possible by the size and adequacy expansions in computer’s ability, data mining 
algorithms may now be adopted and applied into any database [20]. Conversely, some other approaches to data 
mining aren't as scalable. As this issue becomes more and more relevant, businesses and scholars are starting to take 
notice of it. Worldwide educational institutions are shifting to primarily or fully online instruction as a result of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.    The primary challenge is providing sufficient and secure resources to support the E-growing 
experience. This research attempts to audit distributed computing administrations in order to find ways to help 
teachers take advantage of cloud administrations' advantages, like security, adaptability, and versatility, in order to 
enhance the E-growing experience. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 covers the basic Cue of 
Cloud Computing. Section 3 discusses about E-LEARNING CHORE AND CLOUD COMPUTING. Section 4 
describes  the PROSPECT WAVER FOR E-LEARNING AND CLOUD COMPUTING. Section 5 Concludes the paper. 
 
Basic Cue of Cloud Computing 
All of the previously presented analyses had cloud computing as their main focus. The researchers are able to 
provide a detailed presentation of the concept because of the qualitative analysis that forms the basis of the review. 
In order to address the research, a literature review offers an overview, synopsis, and analysis of the topic. It 
examines books, scholarly journals, and any other relevant assets to a specific matter, concept, or area of study. 
Thanks to the internet, a plethora of resources and services are now accessible, such as servers, databases, software, 
data storage, networking, and cloud computing. The notion of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is presented 
here. SOA is a rationally and technologically integrated framework that supports and integrates different kinds of 
facilities into an integration framework. In cloud computing terms, a service is simply a function that has been 
packaged in some way to facilitate standardization and structured, automated customer delivery. A service can be 
any component, such as software used for mail management, user identity verification, database administration, 
operating system usage control, and so forth, or hardware-related components like processing speed or storage 
capacity. Stated differently, the paradigm of cloud computing points to a shift in the way that technological 
applications are used to resolve problems [38].  
 
The use and combination of services forms the foundation of the application. generate. Although traditional 
methods, such as distributed systems, depend on processor algorithms, the system's operation relies on the 
integration and use of services. Stated differently, this facilitates the processes of scalability, dependability, flexibility, 
and adaptation. For instance, during a surge in requirements of resources caused by an hike in the number of 
customers or computational load, multiple precedence’s for a specific service may be launched in order to maintain 
the application's proper response time for customers. Because of the drop in demand, resources ought to be made 
available. Every decision is made with the customer in mind. Some of the most ambiance of cloud computing are its 
high degree of affinity, low connection requirements, and protocols that isolate the vendors environment from 
compilation [41]. Instead of having distinct boundaries, a SOA's operations are frequently divided into levels or 
layers. Certain components leverage services from lower tiers to extend the capabilities available to higher tiers. 
These divisions might also have different corporate structures, architectural styles, and other attributes. The structure 
of what is depicted is comprised of three primary layers, which vary based on the type of course of action being 
advocated. Coatings fall into three main categories. Together, they provide structure to what is shown, contingent on 
the kind of action being advocated. Coatings fall into three main categories. The most popular of these is a web-
based storage system that arranges data into "files" or "blocks". A collection of registers, columns, or other entities 
that carry out operations and offer services is called a compute cloud. Large projects have benefited from the cloud 
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computing model [25]. It is well known that a large number of applications in science and business require a high 
processing power. Continuous data flows require an elevated communication link because they manage massive 
volumes of data in stable systems. There are numerous subsets within the framework's administrative structure. 
These frameworks are typically grouped based on the level of complexity they provide to the framework user. As 
demonstrated in Figure 1, this method accurately identifies three different levels of Infrastructure as a Service, or 
Infrastructure as service, provides basic components such as PC frameworks and equipment reflection, as well as 
infrastructure components such as server farms, network innovation, memory, and registration [26]. IaaS is 
analogous to a single PC platform because the working framework is in charge of managing and maintaining the 
framework's assets. Instead of purchasing and configuring its own entire processing infrastructure, the IaaS 
customer rents computing resources from the IaaS provider. 
 
 Customers only pay for the services they use because services are constantly assessed based on actual use. When the 
workload is light, distributed computing uses (and spends) less resources due to its dynamic versatility. IaaS can 
provide assistance when it is most urgently needed to resolve a particular client's problems. The majority of 
administrative agreements have a maximum amount that a client is not permitted to exceed. Typical IaaS clients 
include professionals and scholars who have experience with research. The wide range of support provided by IaaS 
enables these clients to configure investigations and interpret data to a truly unimaginable extent. Versatile PC Cloud 
(EC2) from Amazon is arguably one of the most well-liked IaaS providers at the moment. Google Compute Motor, 
Rack Space, and Windows Azure are a few other well-known IaaS companies. An integrated software package with 
all the components required to develop apps during the design and delivery stages is included in each of the 
previous analyses [23, 7]. IaaS services enable developers to connect indirectly to IaaS infrastructure and, 
consequently, the necessary architecture; PaaS providers do not supply infrastructure directly [13]. Apps and apps in 
their entirety can be developed using Platform as a Service (PaaS).  Leading providers of Platforms as service-
distributed computing services include "Google Application Motor," "Amazon Web Administrations," "Heroku," and 
"Open Shift-RedHat."etc. As web usage increases, the most advanced method of utilizing cloud services is called 
Programming as a Help (SaaS) [24].Certain organizations enabled anyone to access the applications that served as 
client connection executives frameworks (CMSs) starting from the host elements of the stage as a service[14].  
 
E-LEARNING CHORE AND CLOUD 
COMPUTING 
Aweb based-learning frameworks are evolving at a rapid speed as a result of the suspension of local classes, a 
considerable increase in the number of understudies, instructional content, services offered, and assets easily 
accessible [4,18].In terms of content and data conveyance and recovery, cloud registration is what is going on here. 
Several educational institutions are now adopting cloud innovation. Distributed computing frameworks and e-
learning framework design have a considerable impact on the e-learning biology's drawn out strength, agreement, 
asset productivity, and consistency [17]. The designers of [16] created a figure illustrating the effects and implications 
of establishing e-learning deals with any ramifications relating the authorized registering system. Because the 
program may be accessed at any time and from any location, web developers will initially be in high demand. By not 
paying for programming, planning, or hosting the board, the endorser saved money. As a result, the firm will spend 
less overall, send faster, and employ fewer IT professionals. Many educational institutions can benefit from using a 
SaaS server. Several scholars have previously researched the technological advantages of a cloud-based education. A 
hard disk is not required to transmit and backup data across devices. Students' learning can be saved in a reservoir 
and grown with them for as long as they like. Almost no data is lost in the event of a failure. Students can use 
virtualized programs to view and edit files from several places. Because all users have access to a single database in 
the cloud, cyber security modifications may be examined and implemented more effectively [22]. As a result, while 
additional study is expected to examine how cloud-related teaching methods or learning objectives are evaluated, 
two PC pools are used for guidance: a C pool with a thin client, a server pool running the microkernel, and a private 
cloud architecture based on v sphere.Not only can alert data be saved, but Android smartphones that function as rest 
alarms also allow for the observation of proficiency and setup through the use of keep notes. For the hardware host, 
the microkernel is essential. Virtual machines cannot interfere with one another when a hypervisor allocates 
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resources to each component as needed. A that operates directly on the concealed equipment is a superior option in 
this case. This layer meets the requirements of PaaS and SaaS cloud users and acts as an interface to the external 
world. Educational institutions are focusing increasingly on e-learning and cloud technology integration due to the 
growing demand for ongoing education. It was regarded by almost all educational institutions as a beneficial and 
effective replacement for e-Learning. On the other hand, the general characteristics of the cloud are linked to social 
responsibility and beneficial writing instruction [20]. Similar to previous group Google Docs projects, the authors of 
[21] look at how important and responsible students think they are. 
 
PROSPECT WAVER FOR E-LEARNING AND CLOUD COMPUTING 
An e-learning system hosted on the cloud can greatly mitigate the drawbacks of conventional on-site computer labs 
and platforms. An e-learning system hosted on the cloud can greatly mitigate the drawbacks of conventional on-site 
computer labs and platforms. The instructor needs to see an example of how to assign resources from the cloud and 
handle student accounts. It is also important to provide directions to students on how to retrieve and usage of the 
cloud-based materials for the course. By utilizing the inherent advantages of cloud technology—such as reduced 
costs, increased accessibility, fault tolerance, and distant connectivity—e-learning may be seamlessly integrated into 
a cloud-based system. The benefits of cloud technology can be exploited with. A migration feasibility assessment 
must include user requirements, the availability of existing IT infrastructure, and a cost-benefit analysis. Despite the 
fact that network and speed have improved dramatically over the last 10 years to a tolerable level around the world, 
a slow net connection can fundamentally impair cloud-based training and web-learning. When services and data are 
available from cloud datacenters that are not provincial in nature, the problem gets worse. Customers and learners 
using cloud-based e-learning platforms can experience major delays as a result of this problem. It is possible, though 
doubtful, that this object will involve the cloud in some way. The key to accomplishing the objective of this issue 
might lie in devices that closely mimic the equipment environment. Utilizing resources and software from both on-
premises and cloud-based systems is recommended for hybrid clouds. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The analysis summary states that using cloud services for e-learning is a good idea because it enables teachers to use 
the security, flexibility of the cloud to represent the main component of e-learning, which is instruction that can be 
accessed from any device. at any time, and from anywhere. An effective learning environment with specialized 
knowledge that is easy to adapt to the present educational paradigm allows us to fully utilize the opportunities it 
affords. Software and hardware savings must be emphasized. It offers a greater selection of good educational 
possibilities for a lower license fee. When it comes to modifying and personalizing learning for each user, today's e-
learning services and systems fall short. This method results in learners receiving general e-learning that is 
inappropriate for their need. Further r & dare required because cloud based comphrensive learning needs to be used 
and developed over a wide range of topic areas. Most contemporary systems rely on interactions between instructors 
and students to enhance the quality of each student's educational experience. It should be feasible to integrate cloud-
based web-learning services like online chating, video based calls etc., .Contemporary cloud-based e-learning 
frameworks make up for these drawbacks by using Skype, email, and voice-over-IP. This remains an issue for the 
vast majority of cloud-hosted services. When assessing the extent of an issue, there are multiple factors to take into 
account. According to new research, academics have a wealth of materials that could contribute in the development 
and implementation of cloud-based e-learning frameworks. Future research will evaluate the consequences of 
transitioning to a cloud-web-learning environment on a range of aspects such as access speed and educational 
quality. Meetings, teams, classroom and Zoom are all great resources for facilitating, supervising, and managing 
online learning. 
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Healthy Development of children is an indispensable objective of the primary education system in 
contemporary society. In schools, health promotion activities and health education were strengthened 
and reframed to serve the same purpose. In all these efforts, one stakeholder who has a pivotal role to 
play in the successful achievement of children’s healthy development are primary school teachers. As 
they are the persons with whom children spend most of their time besides parents, they are able to 
transfer valid health knowledge to children and guide them to internalize it. The current scenario, which 
indicates the elevated health risk susceptibility of children, generates new expectations from the primary 
school teachers. The current study will focus on the role transition in primary school teachers in 
accordance with new role expectations that force them to engage in the health-related issues of students 
and utilize their medical gaze to contribute in identifying, preventing and improving health issues in the 
students.  The current paper will  utilize recent literature in corresponding areas. The results of the study 
brought spotlight on the shifting dynamics of teacher-student relationship with respect to the health 
promotion framework.  
 
Keywords: Primary school teachers, healthy development, Role transition, Health promotion, Public 
health. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In the case of primary education, it is crucial to pave a robust foundation among the children to gain academic 
excellence. However, it should not overshadow the essentiality of addressing the overall development of the children 
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(Banerjee & Kiran, 2022). Clinical reports show that there is a massive rise in the cases of anxiety, stress, behavioural 
disorders and depression among children (Ma et al., 2021). Also, it should be noted that children are still in the early 
stages of developing their immune systems. Reading this within the line of health vulnerabilities can give a broad 
idea of the severe harm the situation poses (Singh et al., 2020). The children are more prone to ill-being due to their 
weak immunity, changes in environmental conditions and changing family dynamics. This has clear implications on 
their physical, social and mental well-being (Pietrabissa & Simpson, 2020). Considering the scenario, there should be 
more efforts in ensuring the healthy development of children along with academic goals. The healthy development 
of primary school students ideally aims at providing the students with sufficient health care, tackling health barriers 
and providing a safe and secure school environment where the students can be comfortable (Lowry et al., 2021). 
Children are exposed to the health promotion activities in formal educational settings during the recent times, 
especially after the pandemic period; the impact of the pandemic was so massive that general concern regarding 
health was elevated. Thus, students should be evaluated appropriately at the physical, psychological, behavioural 
and social levels. Successfully attaining this goal is a hefty task, requiring the joint effort of concerned stakeholders at 
many levels (Saxena et al., 2021). Thus the need for health promotion in primary school in order to achieve health 
goals concerning the students is more than ever.  
 
Primary schools have to rigorously upgrade their resources and capacities to constitute a setting that can minimise 
the health risks of the children and contribute to the betterment of living and learning outcomes (Brivio et al., 2021). 
Programmes for health promotion in schools are strategic tools in public health as it has the potential to identify, 
address and create awareness regarding health issues of children, who are one of the most vulnerable sections with 
respect to health. The joint effort between schools, community, and medical authorities is inevitable in setting up 
perfectly working health promotion schools (Husseini et al., 2022). A school environment is to be maintained in such 
a way that it is free of harmful bacteria, viruses, and toxic chemicals. The availability of medical expertise to train the 
stakeholders within the schools to deal with the students, management and community who provide economic and 
social support etc., are essential requirements in school health promotion (Brivio et al., 2021). Along with this, 
primary school teachers, with whom the children spend most of their time, become a significant factor in health 
promotion activities in schools. They can act as a significant link between children and public health (Al-Amari, 
2007). The role of teachers in a teacher-centered formal education system is to act as a catalyst in developing future 
generations. Thus development should not be restricted to academic outcomes. Earlier, the education system 
overburdened teachers with a curriculum focused on cognitive development, and there is no more time left to 
overlook the impact of unmet needs on the well-being of students (Weeks, 2000). The health promotion framework 
resulted in re-formulating what is expected of a primary school teacher, especially in the case of healthy 
development of children. The current paper will discuss increasing concerns regarding the health of school-going 
children and role expectations from primary school teachers in health promotion concerning the healthy 
development of children. 
 
METHODS 
 
An extensive literature search was conducted using online databases Web of Knowledge, OECD, JSTOR, SAGE, and 
PubMed, in the areas of social sciences, education and health. To build an all-encompassing review, additional online 
databases such as Google Scholar and Research Gate were also employed. In order to identify appropriate sources 
for the review, key search words such as ‘Primary school teachers’, ‘healthy development’, ‘Role transition’, ‘Health 
promotion’, and ‘Public health’ were employed. The synonyms and derivatives of these key search words were 
utilised to maximise the pool of resources which comes under the domain of the study. Furthermore, an inclusion 
criteria was fixed to narrow down and select the literature which are compatible with the purpose of the study. The 
inclusion criteria are:  
1) The literature should deal directly either on, 

a) Role of teachers in health promotion 
b) Role of teachers in ensuring well being of students 
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2) The full text of the literature should be available in English language 
3) The literature should be published after 1st January 2019, so that the selected studies remain relatively recent.     
Even though both qualitative and quantitative papers were considered for review, from both types only qualitative 
data with significant was cautiously sorted out. After the refining of literature, it was subjected to manual thematic 
analysis. 
 
RESULTS  
 
The study extracted four dominant themes regarding new role expectations for teachers to ensure healthy 
development of children. It includes 1) improved health awareness, 2)  role in health monitoring, 3) role in health 
training, and 4) role as public health worker. Each theme discussed a distinct aspect of new role expectations with 
respect to healthy development of children. 

 
Theme 1: Improved health awareness of primary school teachers 
Health awareness of an individual can be defined as a conglomerate of ideas and knowledge that a person holds 
regarding health, health practices, health needs, health services, preventive measures for health issues etc. (Chavan & 
Chavan, 2018). With the increasing health challenges in contemporary society, teachers are expected to improve their 
general health awareness. Specifically, primary school teachers, along with gaining general health awareness, are 
expected to build awareness regarding childhood life stages of health (Blake, 2020). Teachers, as members of society, 
have formed their health preferences from their own socialisation. But, there is a need for accurate and standardised 
awareness among primary school teachers to understand the physical, behavioural, social and psychological well-
being issues of the children (Husain et al., 2015). This can be achieved by incorporating health promotion topics in 
teacher training programmes, coursework regarding the health of students at regular intervals of the academic year 
and engagement with expert health professionals (Nubani Husseini et al., 2022). 

 
Theme 2: The role of primary school teachers in health monitoring of children 
Children spend around 10 hours on a daily average within the classroom and school surroundings. It becomes the 
responsibility of teachers and school administration to look after the children during this period. Prioritising the 
well-being of the students, teachers are expected to monitor the academic and extracurricular activities of the 
children (Gant Bradley, 2014). The teachers should intervene in maintaining the appropriate distance between 
students in situations such as the presence of communicable diseases and epidemics (Jaspers, 2019). During the free 
time and breaks, teachers should monitor children that they are not coming in contact with harmful substances in 
school compounds, there is no bullying, and whether they are consuming unhealthy food items. During the sessions 
of physical activities, teachers should supervise the students in order to minimise physical injuries (Mitic et al., 2012). 
 
Theme 3: Primary school teachers as health trainers 
The role of a health trainer is to assess the lifestyle and health conditions of an individual and provide practical tips 
and action plans to improve their health (Tilson & Gebbie, 2004). Teachers have the opportunity to evaluate the 
nutrition, hygiene and behaviour of the students (Kamala Kumari, 2021). From the close interaction in the classroom, 
teachers can understand health issues affecting individual children. Primary school teachers can identify which 
students are undernourished, anaemic, which are the students who are not following hygienic practices, and 
whether students are showing some tendency of social incompetence and isolation (Hu et al., 2020). Primary school 
teachers can act as health mentors for students by ensuring that students are getting enough nutrition during the 
food breaks in school, advising the children to follow hygienic practices and improving the social competence of the 
children by encouraging them to be part of group activities and strengthening their interaction skills (Pokharel & 
Adhikari, 2020). 
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Theme 4: Primary school teachers as public health workers 
Public health considers the generalised health of a given population in a community. This generalisation is to 
understand the general trends with respect to the health of the population (Lowry et al., 2022). The aim of 
conceptualising public health is to ameliorate the health of the concerned population and also by designing 
frameworks for preventing health problems via appropriate state-supported facilities and policies. Any employee 
who works to realise this goal can be called a public health worker. In India, about 25 percent of the population is 
aged less than 14 hence child public health has to be taken very seriously. By improving the participation of primary 
school teachers in students' health, they are also becoming part of a wider framework of public health (Campbell, 
2020). As primary school teachers can observe and generalise what the recurring health problems and hurdles to 
well-being in children are, they can transfer this information to the concerned health regulatory body. Primary 
school teachers can also add to the betterment of policy-making regarding school health promotion by sharing their 
first-hand experience with the children (Kumar & Scuderi, 2000) 
 
FINDINGS 
  
The study identified four major themes regarding new role expectations for teachers to ensure healthy development 
of children. It includes 1) improved health awareness, 2)  role in health monitoring, 3) role in health training, and 4) 
role as public health worker. The themes reflects discrete aspect of conceptualisation in relevant literature regarding 
new role obligation of primary school teachers. Majorly it focuses on aspects such as role transformation at the level 
of comprehension, classroom practices and at a larger level to public health. The first theme which discussed about 
improved health stressed the point that, in an efficiently working health-promoting school system, the teachers 
should be given enough time to update themselves with new knowledge, techniques and methods to readapt 
(Hwang & Chae, 2018). The teachers should be guided with health-friendly infrastructure, accessible health 
professionals, training sessions regarding student health and platforms where teachers can learn something new and 
raise their concerns (Núñez Díaz, 2020). Thus, along with time, teachers should also be assisted with space, which 
can improve their role performance (Charner-Laird, 2022). The second theme deals with the importance of 
observation and assessment of health issues among children by teachers. Various studies identified teachers as the 
second highest determining factor in the development of individuals after parents, with whom children spend most 
of their time apart (Ferindistika Putri et al., 2019). This can be understood from the direct association between 
teachers’ attitudes and interaction with the students. The appropriate intervention of teachers has an exponentially 
positive impact on students with respect to their personality and performance (Zhou, 2021).  
 
Considering the changes happened in the pandemic situation and as preparation for post-pandemic health 
promoting interventions, teachers require intense training in new models for classroom management, student well-
being and student supervision (Plakhotnik et al., 2021).The academic duties of primary school teachers should be in 
balance with their participation required to ensure the healthy development of the children. (Lopes, 2017). The 
teacher should be able to read the well-being of the students from their behaviours and interaction within the 
classroom, and it is the teachers’ duty to use verbal, visual and physical cues to manipulate students’ classroom 
issues (Zhou, 2021). Pertinently teachers should know which health issues of students are manageable by the 
teachers themselves and which should be transferred further to be managed by concerned external agents (Sadaf & 
Huma, 2021) The third theme deals with the need of teachers being health trainers. The health-promoting primary 
schools should be able to construct a sustainable 'socio-ecological system' for the students. The teachers act as a 
component which will contribute to the maintenance of this ‘socio-ecological system’. The intra-role transition of 
primary school teachers as a major socially influencing component in the healthy development of children requires 
an enhancement or development of ‘teacher expertise’ in the field of student health (Louis, 1980). Moreover, the 
characteristics of teaching have to be transformed into an ‘emotional practice’ in which the well-being of students 
will be marked as an evident priority. The genuine usage of ‘professional capital’, which is the knowledge and 
relation networks that they formed within their profession, and the ‘social capital’, which is a network of social 
relationships, can help primary school teachers in the process of building the desired ‘teacher expertise’. The teachers 
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are vested with a huge responsibility, and they will be successful in the venture if they successfully improve the 
intrinsic factors such as 1) the caring nature of the teacher that wishes to improve the well-being of children, 2) usage 
of positive cue to control student behaviour and consequences, and avoiding harmful control mechanism such as 
corporal punishment, 3) the feeling of accountability as a teacher for student’s success (Brault, 2021). The final theme 
conceptualises teachers as an important stakeholder in public health. As the education system collaborates with 
public health institutions to find the general health issues faced by the children, the teachers can act as a guide who 
creates awareness among the students, screeners who identify the potential issues in a student and a manipulator 
who can modify the health behaviour of the students. This transition in the role requires new learning from the part 
of the teachers and should be supported by parents, policymakers, management etc. (Hollander, 2021). The health of 
the children is such a delicate matter to deal with, and it is an alarming question that how much authority should be 
vested in primary school teachers to control the development of children. The aim of the reinforced role of teachers is 
to give the children scope for achieving healthy development.  
 
Whether the involvement of primary school teachers should be restricted only to the classroom? Should they be 
given an active role in school administration for health promotion? or should they have a say in matters of policies 
regarding student health at a societal level? Primary school teachers should be given a clear-cut idea regarding how 
much authority or influence a teacher has in health promotion activities in school. Giving primary school teachers 
appropriate time, resourceful space and defined authority can help them accelerate their role transition. No role in 
society remains static, and they get modified with time. The health promotion framework and post-pandemic 
concerns have brought new expectations from society towards the role of teachers (Jourdan et al., 2016). The new role 
expectations are more focused on the involvement of teachers in the health and well-being of the student. With these 
new role expectations, teachers are undergoing an intra-role transition by which they have to reinterpret their duties 
and obligations with respect to the students’ healthy development (Biddle, 1986). Hence, revising the role of teachers 
is a necessity of the time. It should be encouraged by providing all the necessary backing from the concerned 
stakeholders in accelerating their role transition and improving their efficiency to act as a support mechanism for 
students  (Rodríguez-Triana et al. 2020). 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
The framework of health promotion programmes in schools to support the overall development of students has been 
around for a few decades. It is based on the idea that good health education practices involve collective and 
coordinated efforts of parents, teachers and school administration in addressing students' health issues through 
counselling, discussion and dialogues, moral coaching, appreciation of positive behaviours etc. Elementary students 
lack proper awareness regarding food, nutrition, hygiene and treatment required for health conditions. In addition to 
this, Covid pandemic has given a push in taking health promotion policies and actions of schools very seriously. In 
order to ensure the healthy development of children, the active engagement of primary school teachers in the health 
matters of children is a prerequisite. Along with parents, teachers are the people with children who spend most of 
their time. As teachers are getting ample time to observe, interact, analyse and evaluate the performance of students, 
the role expectations for primary school teachers in contemporary society also change. The primary school teachers 
are expected to go through an intra-role transition by improving their general and childhood stage-related health 
awareness, act as a health monitor, being a health trainer for the children and function as a public health worker who 
can identify general trends of health issues in children and contribute to policy-making. The successful role transition 
of primary school teachers will depend on many factors. Appropriate time should be given to the teachers to 
readjust; there should be a clearly defined space which contains health resources and health service support on 
which primary school teachers can work and a vested authority which gives transparency to which extent teachers 
can interfere in health-related matters of children. There is no question regarding the importance of role of primary 
school teachers in the healthy development of children. They can contribute at an immense level to ensure the overall 
development of children. This makes primary school teachers an indispensable stakeholder in the health-promoting 
actions of schools. But it is also relevant to understand that teachers are not medical experts or that not every teacher 
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has the internal motivation to be part of the health promotion of students. So the role expectations on primary school 
teachers to intervene in student health matters should not be over-exaggerated. 
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This study explores the isolation and characterization of bioflocculant-producing strains from Kurichi 
Lake, Coimbatore, India, emphasizing their potential for water treatment. The latitude and longitude of 
the sampling site were 10°57'59.2"N 76°57'46.5"E. Locally sourced strains demonstrated cost-effective and 
region-specific advantages. Bacterial isolates, identified as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, exhibited 
distinctive characteristics through biochemical tests, gram staining, and colony morphology. Strain AJ4's 
16S rRNA sequencing revealed a 99.9% resemblance to known Pseudomonas sp. strains (accession 
number OL818310). Under optimized conditions, Pseudomonas aeruginosa OL818310 produced a 
bioflocculant with a yield of 1.29 g/L, demonstrating efficient flocculation in kaolin clay suspension and 
algal-polluted water. Flocculating activity reached 94% for acidity and 92% for kaolin clay suspension. 
Microscopic analysis illustrated the efficacy of bioflocculant treatment in water purification. The 
bioflocculant also exhibited a remarkable 98% flocculating efficiency in algal-polluted water, influencing 
various water parameters. The bioflocculants are characterized by the use of FTIR, SEM, GC-MS, and 
TGA. This study contributes valuable insights into the sustainable and effective application of locally 
isolated strains for bioflocculant production, highlighting their role in addressing region-specific water 
quality challenges. The findings promote eco-friendly approaches in water treatment and pollution 
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control, presenting a comprehensive understanding of the bioflocculant-producing bacteria and their 
applications. 
 
Keywords: Bioflocculant, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Water Treatment, Eco-Friendly, Algal-Polluted Water, 
Microbial Flocculation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Algal blooms, characterized by the rapid proliferation of algae under favourable conditions of nutrients, hydrology, 
and climate, presented significant threats to water ecosystems. Harmful algal blooms (HABs), particularly those 
involving toxic algae, adversely impact water quality and aquatic life. These effects confined reduced water 
transparency, lowered oxygen levels, heightened concentrations of algal toxins, mortality among aquatic organisms, 
and concerns regarding the safety of drinking water (Karlson et al., 2021). The prevalence of HABs increased 
globally, affecting 108 countries and regions, with algal toxins detected in most instances (Harke et al., 2016). Diatom 
blooms, dinoflagellate blooms, and cyanobacteria blooms were notable due to their frequent occurrence, extended 
duration, and algal toxins (Chen et al., 2018). Eutrophication and climate change were identified as significant 
contributors to the frequency and duration of HABs. The discharge of nitrogen and phosphorus-rich domestic and 
industrial sewage into water bodies hastened global water eutrophication. Simultaneously, climate change 
heightened the frequency and intensity of HABs over the past three decades, underscoring the global nature of this 
issue (Sha et al., 2021). Addressing the challenges posed by algal blooms required effective methods for microalgae 
harvesting. Commonly used techniques, such as centrifugation, coagulation-flocculation, filtration, and flotation, 
often had drawbacks, including high energy consumption or biomass contamination. Using biological organisms 
such as bacteria, algae, and fungi as flocculating agents in bioflocculation emerged as a promising alternative due to 
economic efficiency, simplicity, and effectiveness (Nazari et al., 2021). Traditional flocculants may be synthetic, 
organic, or naturally occurring, with synthetic variants presenting environmental hazards due to their non-
degradability. Bioflocculants produced by microorganisms gained attention as they were nontoxic, harmless, and 
biologically degradable. These microbial flocculants, secondary metabolites with flocculating activity, consisted of 
polysaccharides, proteins, cellulose, and nucleic acids. Polysaccharides were identified as the primary active 
ingredient, making them suitable for various applications in wastewater treatment, heavy metal removal, drinking 
water purification, and food fermentation. However, challenges like high production costs, low yield, and uncertain 
ingredients hindered their widespread industrial application (Sivasankar et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2022). In the pursuit 
of expanding bioflocculant utilization, this study focused on investigating the bioflocculant-producing ability of 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The research aimed to optimize, purify, and characterize the produced bioflocculant. 
Furthermore, the study reported on the bioflocculant's efficacy in removing heavy metals commonly found in 
wastewater, offering valuable insights for potential industrial applications. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Bacterial strain  
Isolated flocculating-capable bacteria were derived from water samples collected from Kurichi Lake in Coimbatore, 
Tamil Nadu, India, with each 500 ml sample meticulously collected in sterile plastic bottles. Subsequently, these 
samples were promptly transported in an icebox to the Microbiology Laboratory at PSG College of Arts & Science, 
Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu. Within six hours of collection, a serial dilution was performed to identify bacterial strains, 
and a specific strain underwent primary gram stain and biochemical parameter assessments to elucidate its bacterial 
morphology. To further characterize the microorganism, 16S rRNA partial sequencing was used to identify the 
specific flocculating strain, which was subsequently submitted to GenBank. 
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Media and culture cultivation conditions 
The isolated strain was cultured on LB agar medium, and the culture was preserved in nutrient agar medium with 
deep inoculation for subsequent studies. Subsequently, the strain was inoculated into 100 ml LB broth medium in 
250 ml flasks on a rotary shaker at 200 rpm for 24 hours. After incubation, 1% of the inoculum was transferred into a 
250 ml fermentation medium in a 500 ml flask for 72 hours. The fermentation medium contained the following 
components per g/liter: (NH4)2SO4 0.5, yeast extract 5.0, glucose 5.0, K2HPO4 10.0, KH2PO4 5.0, and MgSO4.7H2O 0.30. 
The pH was adjusted to 7 using 1M HCl and 1M NaOH (Chen et al., 2021). Following a 24-hour incubation, the 
culture broth was centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 30 minutes. The resulting cell-free supernatant was collected and 
utilized as a liquid bioflocculant. The flocculating activity of the liquid bioflocculant was subsequently analyzed 
using theKuraneet al. (1994) method.  
 
Optimization parameters on bioflocculant produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
The factors influencing the bioflocculant production by Pseudomonas aeruginosa OL818310 were assessed at a pH 
range of 3 to 12, temperature of 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50˚C, incubation time of 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 96, 108, 120 hours, 
carbon sources of glucose, maltose, sucrose, lactose, fructose, starch, guar gum, nitrogen sources of urea, yeast 
extract, ammonia, peptone, casein, agitation rate of 0, 55, 110, 165, 220 rpm and inoculum concentration ranging 1 to 
4%(Salehizadeh& Yan, 2014). 
 
Extraction and purification of bioflocculant 
The purification process followed the method Agunbiade et al. (2018) outlined. After 72 hours of fermentation, the 
culture broth underwent centrifugation at 8000 × g for 30 minutes to eliminate bacterial cells. The sterile distilled 
water was added to the supernatant phase, and another round of centrifugation at 8000 × g for 15 minutes was 
carried out to remove insoluble substances. Ethanol was introduced in two volumes to the supernatant, stirred, and 
allowed to stand for 12 hours at four °C. The resulting residue was vacuum-dried, producing the crude bioflocculant. 
This crude product was dissolved in water to form a solution. One volume of a mixed solution of chloroform and n-
butyl alcohol (5:2, v/v) was added to the solution. The mixture was stirred by pouring into a separating funnel, 
which stood for 12 hours at room temperature. The cell-free supernatant was discarded, and two volumes of ethanol 
(C2H5OH) were added to retrieve the residue. The recovered residue was then subjected to lyophilization to obtain a 
purified bioflocculant. 
 
Characterization of purified bioflocculant 
The total protein content of the bioflocculant was determined by the Lowery method with BSA (Bovine Serum 
Albumin) as standard. The total sugar content of the bioflocculant was assessed using the phenol-sulfuric method 
with glucose as standard.The functional groups of the purified bioflocculant were analyzed in FTIR (Shimadzu, IR 
Affinity-IS Japan) with a range of 400 – 4000 cm-1(Manivasaganet al., 2015). The purified bioflocculant sample was 
subjected to SEM equipped with an elemental analyzer (Carl ZEISS EVO 18- Germany) to find the elements in the 
purified bioflocculant. The kaolin clay suspension was used as a control. The presence of volatile compounds in 
bioflocculant was analyzed by GCMS done at PSG Institute of Advanced Studies (PSGIAS), Coimbatore, Tamil 
Nadu, India (Ashwini Prabhakar et al., 2020).The pyrolysis of the purified bioflocculant was evaluated using a TG-
DSC analyzer (NETZSCH STA 449F3) with a temperature range of 26°C - 1200°C and a heating rate of 20°C/minute 
(Muthulakshmiet al., 2017). 
 
Application in algal polluted pond water  
The pond water contaminated with algae was collected aseptically from Periyakulam in Coimbatore (Latitude: 
10°59'11.0"N and Longitude: 76°57'21.3"E), Tamil Nadu, India. The collected water sample was transferred to the PSG 
College of Arts and Science, Department ofMicrobiology Laboratory, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, India. To 200 mL of 
water, 1.0 mg/mL of the purified bioflocculant was added and allowed for the flocculation process to occur. After 
bioflocculation, the supernatant was gently removed, and physiochemical parameters of BOD, COD, TSS and TDS 
were evaluated. The untreated sample served as control (Fraga-Garcia et al., 2018). 
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Statistics and Software 
All the experiments were performed in triplicate. The mean and standard deviations were calculated using Origin 
2023b software. All p values <0.05 were considered as significant. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Sample Collection 
In this study, bioflocculant-producing strains were isolated from Kurichi Lake, Coimbatore, India, to develop 
effective and eco-friendly solutions for water treatment. The sampling area exhibited diverse microorganisms, 
suggesting a rich source of potential strains with bioflocculant-producing capabilities (Fujita et al., 2000). Strains 
isolated from water samples were particularly promising for aquatic environments, as they were likely to possess 
inherent traits conducive to thriving and bioflocculant production under water treatment conditions(Agunbiade et 
al., 2017). The latitude and longitude of the sampling site were 10°57'59.2"N 76°57'46.5"E. The unique characteristics 
of strains from Kurichi Lake made them well-suited for treating pollutants commonly found in the lake water 
(Figure 1). Moreover, utilizing locally isolated strains offered practical advantages, such as cost-effectiveness and 
eliminating the need for transportation from other sources. This research promoted the development of sustainable 
and efficient bioflocculants tailored to the specific environmental conditions of Kurichi Lake, contributing to eco-
friendly approaches in water treatment and pollution control. The findings underscored the potential of locally 
sourced bioflocculant-producing strains for addressing water quality challenges in a region-specific context(Zhu et 
al., 2017). 
 
Isolation and identification of bioflocculant producing bacteria and their characteristics 
Bioflocculant-producing bacteria were successfully isolated and identified, and their corresponding characteristics 
are depicted in Figure 2. The distinctive colonies obtained through the spread plate technique, visually depicting the 
isolation process. The spread plate technique and colony morphology results are shown cohesively, illustrating the 
initial steps of the isolation process. Figure 2a further scrutinizes bacterial colony morphology, offering visual 
insights into the physical characteristics of the isolated strains. Gram staining results, shown in Figure 2b, reveal 
gram-negative, rod-shaped structures, adding precision to the characterization of the isolated bioflocculant-
producing strains. Additionally, to confirm the identity of the strains, biochemical tests specific to Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa were conducted (Figure 2c). The characteristic blue-green pigment, pyocyanin, associated with 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa colonies, is evident, contributing to their distinctive coloration. The metabolic traits of the 
isolated strains were elucidated through biochemical tests. Indole and MR tests yielded negative results, while VP 
was negative. The citrate test was positive, indicating citrate utilization. TSIA results revealed an alkali/alkali 
reaction (Red/Red), suggesting specific metabolic activities of the strains. Urease activity was negative, and glucose 
utilization was not observed. However, mannitol utilization was positive, contrasting with negative results for 
sucrose and lactose. Gelatin hydrolysis was positive, indicating enzymatic activity, while H2S production was 
negative. These detailed results, collectively presented in Figure 2, contribute to a comprehensive understanding of 
the isolated bioflocculant-producing bacteria and their distinctive characteristics. 
 
16S rRNA gene sequencing  
Similarly, AJ4 strain was sequenced by 16S rRNA and submitted in BLAST to search the similar strains related to 
Pseudomonase sp. The 99.9% resemblancesequences that appeared relevant in BLAST were acquired from NCBI 
GenBank and aligned with the aid of the CLUSTALW software. The phylogenetic tree was constructed by using 
neighbour joining method with MEGA 11 software. The selected strain was submitted to NCBI GenBank and the 
accession number of OL818310 (Figure 3).  
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Optimization of Pseudomonas aeruginosa OL818310 for growth of culture and bioflocculant production 
Effect of initial pH for the growth of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and bioflocculant production 
Microbial cells exhibit varying oxidation-reduction capacities, regulated by the initial pH levels that impact 
bioflocculant production and microbial growth biosynthesis (Suresh et al., 2018). Figure 4 shows that flocculating 
activity consistently increases in the fermentation broth culture, ranging from 39.02% at pH 3 to 68.70% at pH 7, 
followed by a gradual decline to 28.90% at pH 12. The optimal pH for bioflocculant production is within the neutral 
range of 7 ± 0.2. Similar results were observed by Guo et al. (2018), who reported that bioflocculant produced 
by Pseudomonas boreopolis G22 showed the highest flocculating activity of 97.1% at pH 7. 
 
Effect of temperature on Pseudomonas aeruginosacultivationand bioflocculant production 
The effect of temperature on bioflocculant production by Pseudomonas aeruginosa OL818310 was evaluated (Figure 5). 
When the temperature was adjusted to 35℃, the flocculating activity of the bioflocculant was achieved to a 
maximum flocculating activity of 92.38%, which was the optimum temperature. The flocculating activity of the 
bioflocculant steadily decreased as the temperature exceeded 40°C. Microorganism metabolism is proportional to 
temperature, and maximum enzymatic activation is attained at optimized temperatures. The cultivation temperature 
affects the synthesis of bioflocculant and microbial metabolism (Xia et al., 2022).   
 
Effect of inoculum size for Pseudomonas aeruginosa growth and bioflocculant production 
The effect of inoculum size was significant for the bioflocculant production from Pseudomonas aeruginosa OL818310 
(Figure 6). Therefore, different inoculum size ranges of 1% to 5% were used to measure the flocculation activity. 
Flocculation efficiency was observed in 41.95%, 50.58%, 62.31, 66.13% and 48.62%, respectively. Correspondingly, the 
highest flocculating activity of 66.13% was observed in 4% of the inoculum size. Therefore, a large inoculum size 
prolongs the stationary phase during bioflocculant production, while small inoculum sizes inhibit bioflocculant 
production with a significant overlap (Ntsangani et al., 2017).  
 
Effect of carbon as an energy source for Pseudomonas aeruginosagrowth and bioflocculant production 
The effect of carbon sources is essential for culture cultivation and bioflocculant production synthesis (Jang et 
al., 2001). For Pseudomonas aeruginosa OL818310, the impact of different carbon sources was evaluated in Figure 7. 
The maximum flocculation activity (92.65%) was achieved using guar gum as a carbon source for culture cultivation 
and bioflocculant production. According to Dwari& Mishra (2019), the guar gum as a green flocculant was used to 
investigate flocculation sedimentation uses to remove the turbidity at 83% in pH 5 using 200g/tone of solid. 
 
Effect of nitrogen as an energy source for Pseudomonas aeruginosagrowth and bioflocculant production 
Another important source for bioflocculant production is nitrogen, shown in Figure 8. The organic nitrogen source of 
peptone shows the highest flocculating activity of 85.65% observed compared to other nitrogen sources. Different 
nitrogen sources of yeast extract (74.29%), urea (59.12%), tryptone (55.15%) and ammonium (42.59%) show the lowest 
flocculating activity. Similar results were observed in Nwodo et al. (2013), who reported that 1.5 g/L of peptone is a 
nitrogen source for bioflocculant production, enhancing the flocculation activity of 98.9%. 
 
Effect of cation for Pseudomonas aeruginosa growth and bioflocculant production 
The effect of different cations in bio flocculant production, such as Li+, Na+, Mn2+ K+, Ca2+, Al3+, and Ba2+, was 
observed (Figure 9). The highest flocculating efficacy of 95.08% was observed in Ca2+. The other cations show 
80.10%, 78.60%, 54.28%, 63.16%, 72.4% and 69.91% flocculation activity, respectively.  
 
Effect of shaking speed for Pseudomonas aeruginosa growth and bioflocculant production 
The influence of shaking speed on bioflocculant production by Pseudomonas aeruginosa OL818310 was evaluated 
(Figure 10). The maximum shaking speed was determined as 220 rpm, and the maximum flocculating activity was 
92.86%. The shaking speed determines dissolved oxygen content, affecting nutrient absorption and enzymatic 
reaction. During the early growth phase, biomass and bioflocculant production were lower, resulting in lower 
viscosity of culture broth and oxygen demand Li et al., 2016. Beyond this, the bioflocculant activity was reduced due 
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to the high shear stress that negatively impacts cell growth and bioflocculant production, as reported by Malieheet 
al., 2019. 
 
Production, extraction and purification of bioflocculant 
The bioflocculant was produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa OL818310 under optimized conditions: 1% guar gum as 
carbon source, 1% peptone as nitrogen source, pH of 7, temperature of 35°C, 1% Ca2+ of cations, shaking speed of 
220 rpm, inoculums concentration of 4% and time course assay illustrated in Figure 11. The strain, Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa OL818310, has a bioflocculant yield of 1.29 g/L of bioflocculant produced. There was no cell growth was 
observed in the lag phase of 24 hours. It indicated that the bioflocculant production happened during cell growth, 
not cell autolysis. The maximum flocculating acidity of 94% was achieved at 72 hours, demonstrating that maximum 
bioflocculant production occurred during the late exponential stage and early stationary growth phase (Guo et 
al., 2018). There were decreases in flocculating activity from 84 hours, and this may have been due to the cell 
autolysis in the enzyme activity during the death phase (Saha et al., 2021). The optical density has started to decrease 
from 84 – 96 hours, and this decline may have been due to the clarification of dead cell debris in the medium. The pH 
declined steadily from 0 to 120 hours. The decrease in pH may have been due to the production of organic acids 
during metabolism or as bioflocculant components (Natarajan, 2015). 
 
Determination of the bioflocculation activity of the Pseudomonas aeruginosa AJ4 OL818310 produced 
bioflocculant against kaolin clay suspension 
The flocculating activity was determined against kaolin clay suspension described by Kurane et al. (1994). The 
purified bioflocculant was mixed with kaolin clay suspension to reach the maximum % flocculating rate of 92%. 
Figure 12 illustrates the microscopic images of kaolin clay suspension before and after being treated with the 
bioflocculant. The kaolin clay was distributed uniformly in the liquid medium before adding the bioflocculant, and 
the kaolin clay found no flocculation (figure 12 a). When the bioflocculant treated kaolin clay seems small, floc 
formation occurs after 5 minutes of settling time (figure 12 b). Similar results reported by Li et al., 2018 observed that 
settling time increased the volume of floc size will be increased. When the flocculation time reaches 5 min, the floc 
formation will be increased to the maximum level. The mechanism of kaolin flocculation occurred by a bioflocculant 
that neutralized the kaolin clay through van der Waals force to promote large floc (Salim et al., 2011).    
 
Characterizations of purified bioflocculant produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa AJ4 OL818310 
FTIR 
The FTIR analysis of purified bioflocculant revealed O-H stretching observed at 3344.92 cm-1, indicating N-H 
stretchingaliphatic primary amine, C=C stretching alkene at 1639.49 cm-1. C-H bending monosubstituted at 731.02 
cm-1 and 597.93 cm-1indicated a halo compound (Figure 13). The FTIR spectrum evidenced that the purified 
bioflocculant was known to contain polysaccharides with hydroxyl and alkyne groups as an active functional group. 
All these results are well in accordance with the research done earlier by Ntozonkeet al., (2017), who stated the 
presence of the hydroxyl group as an active functional group of the bioflocculant obtained in Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
AJ4 OL818310. 
 
SEM 
The Scanning Electron Microscope analysis was performed to determine the morphology of bioflocculant obtained 
from Pseudomonas aeruginosa AJ4 OL818310 against kaolin clay powder standard. The purified bioflocculant by the 
active strain Pseudomonas aeruginosa AJ4 OL818310was found to be amorphous, whereas fine scattered uniform 
kaolin clay particles were observed (Figure 14). These SEM results were well correlated with the results of Okaiyetoet 
al., 2015 and Tlou,(2017). 
 
Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) 
The volatile compounds of purified bioflocculant were analyzed with GC-MS analysis (Figure 15) (Table 1).A total of 
21 compounds were identified through peak values and retention time. The Norcinnamolaurinecompound has a 
high peak value obtained at34.87% and a retention time of19.929/min. The second high peak value of11.47% and 
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retention time of 6.153/min was observed as a1,1,3-Triethoxypropane compound with 100% probability. The third 
high peak value of10.26% indicates the presence ofDibutyl phthalatecompound in 15.819/min retention time. 
Corresponding results were observed from Pathak et al. (2017), who characterized n-hexadecane utilizing a novel 
bioflocculant-producing bacterium of Pseudomonas aeruginosa IASST201strain applied for heavy metals removal.  
 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
Thermogravimetric analysis was used to measure the thermal stability of the purified bioflocculant obtained 
from Pseudomonas aeruginosa AJ4 OL818310. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was also used to measure the 
changes in the physical properties at different temperatures. The Result illustrated in Figure 16 indicated that an 
initial weight loss of 13.65% was observed at a temperature of 100°C. This was followed by 2.80% of the weight loss 
that occurred above 500°C, and 1.40% of the weight loss was observed over 1000°C. Based on the 
results, Pseudomonas aeruginosa AJ4 OL818310 could be attributed to the dissociation of the structure of 
polysaccharides, predicting that the bioflocculant was highly thermostable, which confers industrial usage. Similar 
results were observed by who Ngema et al. (2020), who reported bioflocculant produced from Bacillus 
pumilus JX860616 shown more thermal stability in 1000°C.  
 
Algal polluted pond water treatment 
The algal polluted water was collected and cultivated in the algal Laboratory, Department of Microbiology, PSG 
College of Arts & Science, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, India (Figure 17).After algal cultivation, 1 g of purified 
bioflocculant was added and measured the water parameterssuch as, colour, odour, TSS (Total suspended solids), 
TDS (Total dissolved solids), pH, temperature, turbidity, BOD, COD, alkalinity, hardness, calcium, magnesium, 
sodium carbonate, chloride, chlorine, nitrate nitrogen, fluoride, Faecal coliform and E.coli(Table 2).The flocculating 
activity of algal polluted water was measured based on Fraga-Garcia et al. (2018). In that 98% of the flocculating 
efficiency was observed during algal flocculation. Similar research study was reported by Ndikubwimana et 
al. (2016), using Bacillus licheniformis CGMCC 2876 to treat freshwater microalgae Desmodesmusbrasiliensisat 98% 
flocculating activity.  
 
CONCLUSION  
 
The water sample was collected from the Kurichi Lake in Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, India and isolated bioflocculant 
producing strain named as AJ4. The AJ4 strain was identified using 16S rRNA sequencing to know 99% similarity 
with Pseudomonas aeruginosa and the strain was submitted in the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI) GenBank accession number of OL818310. Then the strain was optimized to cultivated in batch fermentation 
to produce the bioflocculant in a stationary phase of the bacterial growth. The characterization studies were carried 
to find the functional groups, morphology, functional compounds and thermal stability. In this study, bioflocculant 
AJ4 flocculates the algae in the water at 98% to remove and correspondingly reduces the BOD, COD levels. Here, 1% 
of guar gum and peptone used as nutrient source help for bacterial growth and achieve 86.5% of flocculation activity.  
The presence of 21 volatile compounds and functional groups in the bioflocculant was observed by GCMS and FTIR 
analysis. The thermal stability of the bioflocculant and flocculating ability in higher temperature were also measured. 
Based on these findings, bioflocculant can flocculate in any polluted environment and is suitable for multiple 
industrial purposes.  The algal polluted Periyakulam water samples were tested and the results showed flocculating 
values of TSS (Total suspended solids), TDS (Total dissolved solids), pH, temperature, turbidity, BOD, COD, 
alkalinity, hardness, calcium, magnesium, sodium carbonate, chloride, chlorine, nitrate nitrogen, fluoride, Faecal 
coliform and E.coli. After flocculating treatment, TSS (Total suspended solids), TDS (Total dissolved solids), pH, 
temperature, turbidity, BOD, COD, alkalinity, hardness, calcium, magnesium, sodium carbonate, chloride, chlorine, 
nitrate nitrogen, fluoride, Faecal coliform and E.coli were reduced enormously and tests of COD, TDS results showed 
moderately reduced. Due to its bioflocculant potential, it can be used in the treatment of polluted water and 
wastewater. 
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Table 1.GC-MS components of the purified bioflocculant from Pseudomonas aeruginosa AJ4 OL818310. 

Compounds Name 
Retention 
time (min) 

Molecular 
formula 

Molecular 
weight 

Peak 
(%) 

Probability 
(%) 

1,1,3-Triethoxypropane 6.153 C9H20O3 176.25 11.47 100% 

Zinc diamyldithiocarbamate 7.886 
C22H44N2S4Zn 

 
530.2 1.37 80.69% 

4-iodo-N-[(3-methylthiophen-2-
yl)methyl]aniline 8.097 C12H12INS 329.20 0.60 80.41% 

Nonylcyclohexane 8.564 C15H30 210.40 1.03 66.21% 
2,4-Diamino-6,8-bis[3,4-dichlorophenyl]-5,6-
dihydro-8H-thiapyrano[4',3'-4,5]thieno[2,3-

d]pyrimidine 
10.108 C21H14Cl4N4S2 

 528.3 10.08 95.33% 

Cyclododecane 10.375 C12H24 168.32 3.57 87.95% 

3,5,23-Trimethyloctatriacontane 10.464 C41H84 
 577.1 0.94 94.96% 

Cyclohexanebutanoic acid, 2-methyl-3-oxo-, 
methyl ester 

10.597 C12H20O3 212.28 0.73 76.32% 

Dihydropseudo-3,5-solasodiene-3-oltriacetate 11.064 
C33H49NO5 

 539.7 0.97 96.18% 

Hexaethylphosphoramide 11.641 C12H30N3OP 263.36 0.61 30.67% 

7-Hexadecene 12.519 
C16H32 

 
224.42 9.31 54.37% 

Isopropylcyclohexane 13.186 
C9H18 

 126.24 0.51 76.27% 

Tributyltin oxide 13.308 C24H54OSn2 596.1 0.98 50.96% 

Fumaric acid, 2-chloropropyl tridecyl ester 14.386 C20H35ClO4 
 

374.9 3.34 95.65% 

6-Tridecanone 15.097 
C13H26O 

 198.34 1.40 79.35% 
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1 Lidocaine 15.297 C27H42N4O2 
 454.6 9.79 5.89% 

N-(2-Diethylamino-ethyl)-2-(4-methyl-
piperazin-1-yl)-nicotinamide 

15.419 C17H29N5O 319.4 1.66 26.76% 

Dibutyl phthalate 15.819 C16H22O4 278.34 10.26 8.85% 
Carbonic acid, hexadecyl 2,2,2-trichloroethyl 

ester 
16.108 C19H35Cl3O3 

 
417.8 2.42 82.10% 

3,3,7,11-
Tetramethyltricyclo[5.4.0.0(4,11)]undecan-1-ol 

17.652 C15H26O 
 

222.37 0.82 98.78% 

Norcinnamolaurine 19.929 C17H17NO3 283.32 34.87 77.34% 
 
Table 2.Before and after treatment of algal polluted water. 

Water parameters Before treatment After treatment 
Color (Hazen) 50 <5.0 

Odour Objectionable Agreeable 
TSS (mg/L) 164 85.6 
TDS (mg/L) 4200 174.2 

pH 9.11 7.5 
Temperature 27.5 27.2 

Turbidity NTU 185.4 4.9 
BOD (mg/L) 64 4.20 
COD (mg/L) 362 19.50 

Total alkalinity CaCo3 (mg/L) 160 65.7 
Total hardness as CaCo3 (mg/L) 650 192 

Calcium (mg/L) 320 79.1 
Magnesium (mg/L) 180 29.6 

Residual sodium carbonate (mg/L) 3.16 1.5 
Chloride (mg/L) 2812 248 

Residual free chlorine (mg/L) 124 0.32 
Nitrate nitrogen (mg/L) 200 46 

Fluoride (mg/L) 4.42 0.198 
Faecal coliform (MPN/100ml) 0 0 

E. coli (Presence/absence) 0 0 
 

 
Figure 1.Sample collection area: Kurichikulam, 
Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, India. 
 

Figure 2.Isolation of bioflocculant producing 
microorganism. a),isolated colonies b),gram’s staining, c) 
biochemical results. 
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Figure 3.Phylogenetic tree construction of 16S rRNA 
sequenced bioflocculant producing bacteria 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa AJ4OL818310. 

Figure 4.Initial pH of Pseudomonas aeruginosa OL818310 
for bioflocculant production. 

 
 

Figure 5.Effect of temperature on Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa OL818310 for bioflocculant production 

Figure 6.Inoculum sizeon Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
OL818310 for bioflocculant production. 

 

 

Figure 7.Carbon source on Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
OL818310 for bioflocculant production. 

Figure 8.Nitrogen source on Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
OL818310 for bioflocculant production. 
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Figure 9.Cationson Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
OL818310 for bioflocculant production. 

Figure 10.Shaking speedon Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
OL818310 for bioflocculant production. 

 

 
Figure 11.Time course assay for Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa on bioflocculant production. 

Figure 12.Microscopic picture of kaolin clay flocculated 
by purified bioflocculant a) Un-treated kaolin clay 
suspension 

 
 

Figure 12b) bioflocculant treated kaolin clay 
suspension. 

Figure 13.Fourier transform infrared spectrum of purified 
bioflocculant from Pseudomonas aeruginosa AJ4 
OL818310. 
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Figure 14.SEM images of (a) Purified bioflocculant 
from Pseudomonas aeruginosa AJ4 OL818310(b) 
Kaolin Clay particles (c) Kaolin clay particle 
flocculated by bioflocculant AJ4. 

Figure 15.Purified bioflocculants from Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa AJ4 OL818310 of volatile compounds found 
by GC-MS. 
 

 

Figure 16.Thermogravimetric analysis purified 
bioflocculant from Pseudomonas aeruginosa AJ4 
OL818310. 

Figure 17.Algal polluted water (a)Before and (b) after 
treatment with purified bioflocculant of Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa AJ4 OL818310. 
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The emergence and spread of antibiotic resistance, as well as the evolution of new strains of disease 
causing agents, are of great concern to the global health community. Effective treatment of a disease 
entails the development of new pharmaceuticals or some potential source of novel drugs. Commonly 
used medicinal plants of our community could be an excellent source of drugs to fight off this 
problem. Medicinal plants serve as an alternative source to synthetic drugs. Medicinal plants are 
gaining importance as they are less toxic, less expensive, safe in use and with less side effects. The 
phytochemical constituents of the medicinal plants can cure various human ailments. In this study, 
the plant Melia azedarach was selected and Phytochemical screening the antimicrobial activity of 
aqueous and methanol leaf extract of Melia azedarach was evaluated. The methanol and aqueous leaf 
extract of Melia azedarach was screened against 3 bacterial species viz., Staphylococcus aureus, 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli and one fungal species Candida albicans. The zones of inhibition 
were found to be between 7 mm to 13 mm at 50 mg/mL, 75 mg/mL, 100 mg/mL leaf extract 
concentrations. The result of the study revealed that the inhibition activity was dose dependent and 
the Melia azedarach methanol leaf extract showed maximum inhibitory activity compared to aqueous 
extract. 
 
Keywords: Phytochemical screening, Antimicrobial activity, Melia azedarach, Inhibition zone, Disk 
diffusion method. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Melia azedarach belonging to Meliaceae family is a deciduous tree the leaves, Bark, and Fruits have a strong bitter 
flavor. The fully grown tree has a rounded crown, and commonly measures 7–12 meters (20–40 feet) tall, 
exceptionally 45 m (150 ft).[1] The leaves are up to 50 centimeters (20 inches) long, the leaflets are dark green above 
and lighter green below, with serrate margins. The flowers are small and fragrant, with five pale purple or lilac 
petals, growing in clusters. The fruit is a drupe, marble-sized, light yellow at maturity, hanging on the tree all winter, 
and gradually becoming wrinkled and almost white. The phytochemical screening of dried powdered leaves of Melia 
azedarach leaf extracts (Ethyl acetate, N-butanol, Ethanol, methanol and Aqueous)presence of alkaloids, flavonoids, 
saponins, tannins, sugars, Phenol, Terpenoids, Quinones, Anthocyanins, oxalates and   glycosides. [2] Generally the 
phytochemicals of the plant extract, do not have any side effects, and can cure a number of human diseases and 
disorders. [3] These phytochemicals belongs to different chemical groups and have the capability to inhibit the in 
vitro growth of microorganisms. [4] The medicinal importance of plant materials is due to the secondary metabolites 
present in the plant. [5] There are reports of leaf extract of Melia azedarach showing anti inflammatory, Immuno 
modulatory, hypoglycemic properties. [6, 8] The present study was undertaken, to evaluate the Phytochemical 
screening and antimicrobial activity of aqueous and methanol leaf extract of Melia azedarach. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Plant material 
 The plant material Melia azedarach (fig.3) used for the study was obtained from Pakhal wild life sanctuary, 
Kothaguda Mandal, Warangal district of Telangana state, India. The plant material was identified botanically, 
authenticated by referring the standard taxonomic characteristic features. 
 
Preparation of leaf extract  
Fresh leaf material leaves of Melia azedarach were thoroughly cleaned with water to remove dust particles and 
shade – dried at room temperature and reduced to coarse powder using a mechanical mixer. The powder was 
subjected to extraction by maceration using various solvents like Acetone, Methanol and Aqueous to obtain their 
respective extracts. To 10gm of the dried plant powder in 100ml solvent (Ethyl acetate, N-butanol, Ethanol, 
methanol and Aqueous) was added and stirred occasionally in orbital shaker. The mixture was filtered on the 
second day   and the solvent was evaporated at room temperature for 18-24 hours to obtain a solid mass, which 
are stored in refrigerator (4oC) for further use. 
 
PHYTOCHEMICAL SCREENING  
Phytochemical Screening Preliminary phytochemical analysis carried out using the standard methods [7]. 
 
Test for Alkaloids (Wagner’s reagent) 
A fraction of extract was treated with 3-5drops of Wagner’s reagent and observed for the formation of reddish-
brown precipitate or colouration.  
 
Test for glycosides  
Keller Kelliani’s test 
5ml of each extract was treated with 2ml of glacial acetic acid in a test tube and a drop of ferric chloride solution 
was added to it. This was carefully under layer with 1ml concentrated sulphuric acid. A brown or violet ring may 
appear below the ring while in the acetic acid layer, a greenish ring may form.  
 
Guignard’s test 
2 gm of the plant extract was taken in a test tube and 5 ml of distilled water was added in it. With the help of the 
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cork, sodium picrate paper strip was hung in the test tube above the extract. The test tube was incubated in the water 
bath at temperature up to 40°C. Appearance of reddish or brick red color shows the presence of cardiac glycosides.  
 
Erdmann’s test 
200 gm extract was taken and mixed with methanol and filtered. The residual portion was taken and 3 drops of 
Erdmann’s reagents were added into it. Appearance of the bright red color shows the presence of phenolic glycosides. 
 
Borntrager’s test 
Filtrate was shaken with chloroform and the organic layer was separated. Organic layer was taken in test tube and 
dilute ammonia solution was added in it. Formation of the pink color in the lower layer shows the presence of 
glycosides. 
 
Test for Anthraquinones Glycosides 
0.5 g of the extract was taken in test tube, boiled with 10 ml of sulphuric acid and filtered. Filtrate was taken and 
shaken with 5 ml of chloroform. With help of the pipette chloroform layer was transferred into another test tube and 1 
ml of diluted ammonia was added in it and observed for color change. 
 
Test for Phenols 
5 ml of extract was taken in test tube and 2 ml of 5% sodium nitrate and 2 ml of 5% glacial acetic acid was added and 
observed for color change. 
 
Test for Flavonoids (Alkaline reagent test): 2ml of extracts was treated with few drops of 20% sodium hydroxide 
solution. Formation of intense yellow colour, which becomes colourless on addition of dilute hydrochloric acid, 
indicates the presence of flavonoids.  
 
Test for Phenols (Ferric chloride test) 
A fraction of the extracts was treated with aqueous 5% ferric chloride and observed for formation of deep blue or 
black colour.  
 
Test for Saponins (Foam test) 
To 2ml of extract was added 6ml of water in a test tube. The mixture was shaken vigorously and observed for the 
formation of persistent foam that confirms the presence of saponins.  
 
Test for Tannins (Braymer’s test) 
2ml of extract was treated with 10% alcoholic ferric chloride solution and observed for formation of blue or 
greenish colour solution.  
 
Test for Terpenoids (Salkowski’s test) 
1ml of chloroform was added to 2ml of each extract followed by a few drops of concentrated sulphuric acid. A 
reddish-brown precipitate produced immediately indicated the presence of terpenoids.  
 
Test for Quinones 
A small amount of extract was treated with concentrated HCL and observed for the formation of yellow 
precipitate or colouration. 
 
Preparation of Melia azedarach aqueous extract for antimicrobial activity 
10 grams of dried leaf powder of Melia azedarach was added to 100 ml of distilled water and mixed thoroughly by 
a glass rod. After 24 hours, the supernatant was collected and concentrated to prepare the plant crude extract. It 
was stored at 4˚C. [9] 
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Preparation of Melia azedarach methanol extract for antimicrobial activity 
10 grams of leaf powder of Melia azedarach was added to 100 ml of methanol in a conical flask plugged with 
cotton. After 24 hours, the supernatant was collected and the solvent was evaporated to prepare the plant crude 
extract and stored at 4˚C. [10] 
 
Microbial culture 
The bacteria were maintained on nutrient agar slants, sub-cultured periodically and preserved at 4°C prior to use. 
The fungus was maintained on Sabouraud Dextrose Agar (SDA) slants, sub-cultured periodically and preserved 
for future use. 
 
Antimicrobial susceptibility test 
The antibacterial assay was performed by disk diffusion method. [11] This method is a simple and reliable test in 
clinical bacteriology. Circular discs of 6 mm diameter was prepared from Whatman No. 1 filter paper and 
sterilized in an autoclave. Each paper disc was soaked into the prepared aqueous and methanol leaf extract 
concentrations (50, 75 and 100 mg) separately by using dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and left overnight in the 
respective solvent. [11] Mueller-Hinton agar medium is the growth medium used for antibacterial assay. It is 
prepared by dissolving 34 gms of Mueller-Hinton agar powder in one liter of demineralized water. The media 
was autoclaved for 18 minutes and then poured in sterilized plates at a concentration of 15 mL each. The plates 
were allowed to solidify for 5 minutes. 0.1% of 1ml bacterial inoculum suspension was swabbed uniformly with 
cotton swab. Inoculum was allowed to dry for 5 minutes. Preloaded different concentrations extract disc was 
placed on the surface of the medium and the compound was allowed to diffuse for 5-10 minutes. 
 
The plates were incubated at 37˚C for 24 hrs. After 24 hours the zone of inhibition around each disc was 
measured and recorded. Each extract was tested in triplicates. Streptomycin (30 mcg /disc) was used as positive 
control. The antifungal assay was determined by Paper disk agar diffusion method. Circular discs of 6 mm 
diameter was prepared from Whatman No. 1 filter paper and sterilized in an autoclave. Each paper disc was 
soaked into the prepared aqueous and methanol leaf extract concentrations (50, 75 and 100 mg) separately by 
using dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and left over night in the respective solvents.  Sabouraud Dextrose Agar (SDA) 
medium is the growth medium used for antifungal assay. It is prepared by dissolving peptone, dextrose in 
distilled water by gentle heating. Agar was also added. The media was autoclaved for 15 minutes and then 
poured in sterilized plates at a concentration of 15 ml each. The plates are allowed to cool and solidify. The plates 
are inoculated with spore suspension of Melia azedarach. Preloaded different concentrations extract disc was 
placed on the surface of the medium and the compound was allowed to diffuse for 5-10 minutes. The plates were 
incubated at 30˚C for48 hrs. [12]  The diameter of growth inhibition zone around each disc was measured. The 
experiment was conducted in triplicates. Nystacin (30 mcg/disc) was used as positive control. 
  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

  
Different tests were performed for phytochemical screening. Melia azedarach leaf extracts (Ethyl acetate, N-butanol, 
Ethanol, methanol and Aqueous) Results showed presence of saponins, anthraquninone glycosides, cardioactive 
glycosides, phenolic glycosides, cynogenic glycosides, phenols, alkaloids, tannins, flavonoids and terpenoids as 
given in Table 1. Table-2 and Chart-1 confirms the antimicrobial activity of aqueous and methanol leaf extract of 
Melia azedarach. The inhibitory activity is due to the phytochemical constituents present in the leaf extract. The 
inhibitory activity is dose dependent. The phytochemical constituents present, vary in different types of solvent 
extracts, thus showing variation in their inhibitory activity. The methanol leaf extract showed promising inhibitory 
activity compared to aqueous extract. The zones of inhibition were found to be between 7 mm to 15 mm at 50 
mg/mL, 75 mg/mL, & 100 mg/mL leaf extract concentrations. Methanol leaf extract at 100 mg/mL showed maximum 
inhibitory activity against C. albicans (14.16 mm), S. aureus (15.00 mm), E. coli (13.33 mm) P. aeruginosa (14.16 mm). 
Aqueous extracts showed moderate activity against S. aureus (14.16 mm), E. coli (12.00 mm), P. aeruginosa (13.33 mm), 
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C. albicans (13.16 mm). The minimum inhibition may be because of the low concentration of plant extracts used. 
TableNo.3. and figure no. 2 .The zone of inhibition shown, by use of plant extract is almost same to standard drug. 
Thus it shows the potential ability of plants, to be used as drugs in cure of human diseases caused by 
microorganisms.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The present study concluded that Melia azedarach leaf extracts (Ethyl acetate, N-butanol, Ethanol, methanol and 
Aqueous) Results showed presence of saponins, anthraquninone glycosides, cardioactive glycosides, phenolic 
glycosides, cynogenic glycosides, phenols, alkaloids, tannins, flavonoids and terpenoids.  The methanol leaf 
extract of Melia azedarach showed significant antibacterial activity against Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa, Escherichia coli and antifungal activity against Candida albicans. The phytochemical constituent present 
in the leaf extract is responsible for the antimicrobial activity. The activity of plant extract was equivalent to 
standard drug. This proves the therapeutic potential of the leaf extract of Melia azedarach for its use as a drug 
against microbial infections. 
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Table.1. Phytochemical analysis of Melia azedarach Leaf extracts 

Chemical groups Ethyl acetate N-butanol Ethanol Methanol Aqueous 
Saponin + ++ +++ +++ + 

Anthraquinone - + + + + 
glycosides      

Cyanogenic glycoside + ++ +++ +++ - 
Cardio active Glycosides - - + + - 

Cardioave Glycosids - - + + + 

Phenols + + + + + 
Alkaloids + + - - + 
Tannins - + + + - 

Flavonoids - + + + + 
Terpenoids - + + + + 

* (+) Present, moderate (++), (+++) highly present, (-) absent 
 
Table: 2 - Antimicrobial activity of Melia azedarach. 

Microorganisms 

Zone of Inhibition (mm)                                                                                                      
Concentration of Extract(mg/2ml) 

50(mg) 75(mg) 100(mg) 
Aq Me Aq Me Aq Me 

S. aureus 7.00±0.57** 8.16±0.76** 11.16±0.28** 12.33±0.57** 14.16±0.76** 15.00±0.86** 

P.aeruginasa 7.16±0.28** 8.00±0.86** 10.33±0.57** 11.00±0.86* 13.33±0.57** 14.16±0.76** 

E.coli       _ 7.33±0.28* 9.16±0.76** 9.16±0.86** 12.00±0.86** 13.33±0.57** 

C. albicans 7.00±0.86** 7.16±0.28* 10.00±0.86** 11.16±0.76** 13.16±0.28** 14.16±0.28** 
   All values are expressed as Mean ± SD, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, NS-Non significance when compared to the control. Aq-
aqueous extracts, Me-methanol extracts, (- no inhibition) 
 
Table: 3 Antimicrobial Activities of Standard Drugs 

Microorganisms 
Zone of Inhibition (mm) 

 
SM NC 

S.aureus 16 N.T 
P.aeruginosa 15 N.T 

E.Coli 14 N.T 
C.albicans N.T 15 

SM- Streptomycin (10mcg/disk), NC- Nystacin (30 mcg/disk), N.T – Not tested 
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Fig: 1 - Antimicrobial activity of Mdelia azedarach. 
Aq- aqueous extracts, Me – methanol Extracts. 

Fig: 2 - Antimicrobial activity of Standard Drugs 
 

 

Fig.3-Melia azedarach 
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Plant secondary metabolites possess significant therapeutic properties, making them highly valuable in 
the business sector. Recent interest has focused on their synthesis and proposals for expanding 
production. The selection of an appropriate solvent system, extraction process, and phytochemical 
screening protocols is critical for generating high-quality biologically active compounds. Quantitative 
analysis plays a pivotal role in identifying compounds found in plants. This study investigates the impact 
of different extraction procedures, specifically Soxhlet and Cold maceration, on the quality of Gnidia 
glauca (Fresen.) Gilg extracts. Sequential extraction of plant parts, including leaves and bark, was 
conducted using a hot solvent extraction method with a Soxhlet apparatus and a sequential Cold 
maceration method. The extracts were analyzed for secondary metabolites using different solvents. The 
study aimed to evaluate the extractive yield, tannin content, and alkaloid content using these two 
extraction techniques. 
 
Keywords: Alkaloids, Gnidia glauca, Secondary metabolites, Tannin, Thymelaeaceae 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Plants, used by humans since ancient times, serve diverse purposes like food, fodder, medicine, and drug discovery 
[1-2]. Surprisingly, even toxic plants can have therapeutic potential in controlled doses[3]. Secondary metabolites, 
such as phenolics, flavonoids, and tannins, are crucial for plant defense [4-5] and hold significant bioactive 
importance[6-7]. Gnidia glauca, a member of the Thymelaeaceae family [8-9], is commonly referred to as fish poison 
bush [10] and belongs to the genus Gnidia. Widely distributed in Africa, India and Sri Lanka [9,11], it is represented 
by two species in India and is found throughout the Western Ghats [12]. In the Kerala region, it is known as "Nanju." 
[13] Gnidia glauca demonstrates larvicidal [14], insecticidal, antibacterial, antitubercular [15], and piscicidal 
properties[16], and is used in traditional medicine for treating snake bites [17]. This study employs two extraction 
techniques, Cold Sequential Maceration and Sequential Soxhlet Extraction, to evaluate extraction yield and quantify 
secondary metabolites such as tannin and alkaloid in the respective sample extracts. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Collection and extraction of plant material 
The plant material, consisting of fresh leaves and stem bark, was collected from Kerala. Subsequently, the plant 
samples were washed under running water, dried in the shade at room temperature and then powdered using a 
grinder.  
 
Cold Sequential Extraction [18] and Soxhlet extraction [19-20] 
In both Soxhlet and Cold extraction methods, thirty grams of powdered samples (leaves and stem bark) underwent 
sequential extraction with solvents - petroleum ether, chloroform, acetone, methanol, and aqueous (distilled water). 
Each extraction, used 300 mL of solvents, and Cold extractions were conducted at room temperature in darkness for 
four days. The resulting extracts were filtered, and the residue was dried for subsequent extraction with the next 
solvent in the sequence. All extracts from both Soxhlet and cold extraction methods were stored at 4°C for future 
studies. [19-20]. 
 
Extraction Yield  
The extraction yield was estimated using [21] 
 
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF PHYTOCHEMICALS 
 
Total tannin content 
The tannin content of the extracts was evaluated using the Folin-ciocalteu method described by Selvakumar et al. 
[22], with tannic acid serving as the reference standard for this assay.  
 
Total Alkaloid Content 
The alkaloid content of Gnidia glauca extracts (leaf and bark) was assessed using the 1,10-Phenanthroline method of 
Kamble et al. [23].  with minor modifications  and alkaloid content was determined using a caffeine standard graph 
[24]. 
 
Calculations  
Total tannin and Total Alkaloid content in the leaf and bark extracts of Gnidia glauca was computed using the 
formula:- C = cxV/M  (1),  C- total tannin/alkaloid content in mg/g, c-concentration of tannic acid/caffeine calculated  
from the calibration curve in mg/mL, V-volume of extract used in mL and M stands for total weight of the extract in 
gram [25-26].  
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Statistical Analysis 
All experiments were conducted in triplicate with standard error. Using MS Office Excel 2016, the linear correlation 
coefficient (R2) was calculated using the equation y=mx+c, where y is the absorbance of the plant extract, m is the 
calibration curve slope, c is the intercept, and x is the concentration of extracts in µg. This regression equation 
determined concentration values [25]. Statistical analysis used R Software (Version 4.3.1) with a significance level set 
at p < 0.05. Spearman’s correlation analysis assessed the correlation between extractive yield with tannin and 
alkaloid content in Soxhlet extracts 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The medicinal potential of plants relies on secondary metabolites. Bioactive compounds' effects on solubility, 
extraction yield, and antioxidant activity vary with extraction solvents [27]. Effective techniques maintain extract 
characteristics [28-29], calculated by comparing masses [30]. Recent studies explore biological activity from different 
methods[31-32]. Extraction choice depends on sample and efficiency [31, 33]. "Cold extraction" denotes a method 
without heat, where raw material soaks in a solvent with stirring. In contrast, Soxhlet extraction uses heat based 
using different theoretical principles, yielding varied quantities and qualities of extracts [34]. Extractive yield 
percentages for Cold and Soxhlet extraction were calculated and presented in Table 1. Polar and Nonpolar solvents 
like petroleum ether, chloroform, acetone, methanol, and aqueous (distilled water) were employed in both methods. 
Figure 1 indicates increased extractive yield with solvent polarity. Aqueous extracts demonstrated the highest 
extraction efficacy in both extraction techniques, while petroleum ether bark extracts exhibited lower yield 
concentrations. Analyzing the extractive yield results, it is evident that higher polarity solvents yield higher 
extractive yield. The variation in extractive yield could be particular to the different extraction techniques employed 
in this research. Zaho et al. [35] also reported higher extractive yield in water extracts of Castanea mollissimma. Similar 
findings were reported by Devkota et al.[36] in Mikania micrantha. In this study, Soxhlet extraction was found to be 
more effective than maceration. These results align with the outcomes of Nwonuma et al. [37], who noted a higher 
percentage of yield in aqueous extracts. These findings suggest that polar compounds are better extracted in aqueous 
solvents due to their high polarity[38]. Kapure et al.[39] reported higher yields with the Soxhlet method compared to 
maceration. Similarly, Khan et al. [40] identified higher extractive yields with Soxhlet extraction compared to Cold 
maceration. Tannins are natural compounds synthesized by plants and possess antioxidant, antimicrobial, anti-
diarrheal, anti-inflammatory, antiviral, and antiparasitic properties[41].  
 
They are used for treating sore throat, bronchitis, and inflammation [42]. Moreover, they play a significant role as 
antihemorrhagic agents and have been associated with anti-hypercholesterol, hypotensive, and cardiac depressant 
properties [43]. Therefore, the tannin content of leaf and bark extracts was determined using different solvents. 
Astringency in many plant species is attributed to tannins[44-45] . Table 2 and Figure 2 present tannin content 
results. A tannic acid solution (concentrations: 25 to 250 µg/mL) showed Beer's Law at 700 nm, with an R2 of 0.9925. 
The plot's slope (m) was 0.002, and the intercept (c) was 0.0081, leading to the standard curve equation y = 0.002x + 
0.0081. Formula (1) calculated total tannin content. Our data revealed that acetone extracts obtained through Soxhlet 
extraction exhibited the highest tannin content. The results are in agreement with Sung et al.[46], who reported 
higher tannin concentrations in acetone extracts of agricultural by-products compared to other solvents. Basher et al. 
[47] also reported higher tannin content in acetone extracts of Acacia nilotica seeds compared to other solvents. Dhull 
et al. [48] found that compared to ethanol, methanol, and chloroform extracts, acetone extracts contained the highest 
tannin content in Origanum majorana seeds. However, no tannin content was observed in cold macerated petroleum 
ether (leaf and bark) and chloroform (bark) extracts. Table 3 and Figure 3, presents the alkaloid content in the 
extracts. The total alkaloid in Gnidia glauca extracts was determined from the calibration curve using the regression 
equation Y = 0.0026x + 0.1075, where R2 = 0.9902, and the formula (1). The results pointed out that the highest alkaloid 
content was observed in chloroform extracts of Soxhlet bark (387.30 ± 0.61 mg/g). The phenanthroline method of 
alkaloid estimation involves oxidizing alkaloids in an acid solution with iron(III) and subsequently complexing 
iron(II) with 1,10 phenanthroline, resulting in a red-colored complex with maximal absorption at 510 nm [49]. 
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Wintola et al. [50] reported that acetone extracts of Aloe ferox exhibited higher alkaloid content compared to aqueous, 
methanol, and ethanol extracts. Dutta and Gogoi [51] found alkaloid contents in the range of 393.5 mg/g, 220 mg/g, 
and 400 mg/g in leaf, stem, and root extracts of Aristolochia roxburhiana Klotzsch. Our findings indicate that Gnidia 
glauca is abundant in secondary metabolites, particularly alkaloids. Alkaloids, composed of nitrogen atoms, are a 
type of secondary metabolite with diverse biological effects, such as analgesic, muscle relaxant, and antioxidant 
properties [52]. Throughout history, alkaloids have been employed for medicinal purposes, proving effective in 
treating serious diseases. They were historically used in liquid medications and poisons[53]. Plant extracts containing 
alkaloids were utilized in ancient times for various ailments, including snakebites, fevers, and mental illnesses. While 
highly toxic in large doses, alkaloids exhibit significant therapeutic effects in small doses [54]. 
 
Spearman’s Correlation Analysis 
The Soxhlet extraction method yielded higher extractive yield, tannin, and alkaloid compared to cold extracts, 
prompting a correlation study specifically for the Soxhlet extraction. Despite acetone extracts having lower polarity 
and extractive yield compared to methanol and water, they exhibited a significant tannin content. Spearman's rank 
correlation analysis (p<0.05) in Table 4-5 indicated a negligible and low positive correlation between extractive yield 
and tannin content in Soxhlet extracts. This implies that a higher extractive yield doesn't necessarily signify higher 
tannin content, as the latter depends on the presence of active tannin components. Studies have shown that a high 
yield doesn't always correspond to high antioxidant activity, emphasizing the importance of specific antioxidant 
compounds[55]. The weak correlation suggests that tannin solubility is influenced by multiple factors beyond just 
polarity. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Gnidia glauca, a traditional ethnomedicine, was studied for its efficacy using various organic solvents and extraction 
techniques. Cold maceration and Soxhlet extraction were compared for yield, tannin, and alkaloid content. Results 
showed significant variations in phytochemical analysis, with Soxhlet extraction exhibiting the highest yield and 
content. Tannin and alkaloid quantities varied based on extraction methods, with Soxhlet method being preferred. 
These findings confirmed bioactive phytochemicals in Gnidia glauca, suggesting selective extraction can enhance 
biological efficacy. Further studies are recommended for investigating Gnidia glauca components and elucidating 
novel bioactive compounds from the plant. 
 
FUTURE SCOPE 
 
The selected plant possesses a diverse array of phytochemicals, each exhibiting various biological properties such as 
antioxidant and radical scavenging abilities. Given this broad spectrum of phytochemicals, further studies are 
warranted to explore the medicinal and toxicological aspects associated with their presence. 
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Table 1. Extraction Yield of Gnidia glauca leaf and bark extracts 

Extraction method Plant parts 
Extraction Yield (%) 

Solvents used 
Petroleum ether Chloroform Acetone Methanol Aqueous 

Cold Maceration 
Leaf 0.58±0.05 2.72±0.01 1.23±0.44 3.58±0.28 6.79±0.34 
Bark 0.805±0.11 1.15±0.17 1.59±0.044 2.26±0.36 2.68±0.34 

Soxhlet Extraction 
Leaf 1.85±0.01 3.74±0.13 2.31±0.62 4.46±0.15 7.33±0.54 
Bark 1.078±0.14 1.28±0.24 1.59±0.60 2.25±0.40 5.11±0.12 

 
Table 2. Tannin content  of Gnidia glauca leaf and bark extracts 

Extraction method Plant parts 
Tannin (mg/g) 
Solvents used 

Petroleum ether Chloroform Acetone Methanol Aqueous 

Cold Maceration 
Leaf nd 6.11±2.31 22.78±0.44 40.78±1.42 30.11±5.01 
Bark nd nd 109.28±0.72 90.28±4.33 69.45±0.86 

Soxhlet Extraction 
Leaf 17.28±0.33 11.61±0.4 161.11±7.09 72.78±1.3 73.78±0.72 
Bark 27.45±0.76 60.61±9.43 144.95±0.76 37.95±2.84 81.45±0.76 

nd: not detectable 
 
Table 3. Alkaloid content of Gnidia glauca leaf and  bark extracts 

Extraction method Plant parts 
Alkaloid (mg/g) 
Solvents used 

Petroleum ether Chloroform Acetone Methanol Aqueous 

Cold Maceration 
Leaf 137.82±0.52 319.93±0.33 335.76±0.33 342.88±0.22 342.37±0.46 
Bark 38.97±0.27 297.62±0.23 341.02±0.46 318.58±0.50 322.24±1.07 

Soxhlet Extraction 
Leaf 331.41±0.77 323.91±1.35 368.33±1.03 346.92±0.29 342.88±0.22 
Bark 275.19±0.58 387.30±0.61 332.37±0.56 275.83±0.46 299.42±0.72 
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Table:4 Correlation of Extractive yield  of Soxhlet  bark extracts with  Tannin and Alkaloid extracts 
YSB – Soxhlet bark extracts,  TSB- Tannin content in Soxhlet bark extracts, ASL-Alkaloid content in Soxhlet bark 
extracts 

 YSL TSL ASL 
YSL    

TSL 0.124 
(.661) 

  

ASL 0.123 
(.661) 

0.894*** 
(<.001) 

 

Computed correlation used spearman-method with listwise-deletion. 
 
Table:5 Correlation of Extractive yield of Soxhlet bark extracts with Tannin and Alkaloid extracts 
YSB – Soxhlet bark extracts, TSB- Tannin content in Soxhlet bark extracts, ASL-Alkaloid content in Soxhlet bark 
extracts 

 YSB TSB ASB 
YSB    

TSB 0.443 
(.100)   

ASB -0.086 
(.761) 

0.635* 
(.011) 

 

Computed correlation used spearman-method with listwise-deletion. 
 

Figure 1. Extraction Yield of Gnidia glauca leaf and 
bark extracts 

Figure 2. Tannin content  of Gnidia glauca leaf and bark 
extracts 
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Figure 3. Alkaloid content of Gnidia glauca leaf and  bark extracts 
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Total coloring is type of graph coloring on the vertices and edges of a graph when used without any 
qualification, a total coloring is always assumed to be proper in the sense that no adjacent edges, no 
adjacent vertices and no edge and either end vertex are assigned the same color. Art, Network task 
efficiency and Match schedule are all using total coloring [9]. The total coloring of Diamond Snake graph 

( ), Triangular snake graph , Double Triangular Snake graph ( ), Triple Triangular Snake graph 
( ), Alternate Triangular Snake graph ( ) are all investigated in the present study. We also compute 

the total chromatic number of the above graphs. 
MSC 2010 : 05C15 
 
Keywords: Total coloring, total chromatic number, diamond snake, triangular snake, double triangular 
Snake, triple triangular snake, alternate triangular snake graph 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The graphs we are studying have restrictions, lack a specific orientation, and are uncomplicated. Let the variable H 
represents a graph with ( ) as its vertex set and ( ) as its edge set. A function  that maps the vertex set of  to 
the set {1,2, … … . } is considered a valid k-coloring of the graph .If for every pair of vertices  and  in the edge set 
( ) , their respective colors assigned by the function  are not equal. The chromatic number ( ) represents the 
minimum of colors. The chromatic number is the minimum value  for which a valid k-coloring can be applied to the 
graph . There are numerous types of appropriate coloring, including Equitable coloring, distinguishing coloring, 
Radio coloring, Total coloring, weak coloring, and so on. This study focuses on investigating the total coloring of 
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various specific graphs. A total coloring of a graph  is a function  that assigns colors form a collection  to all 
vertices and edges of  such that adjacent vertices and edges receive unique colors. The minimum number of colors 
required to achieve such a coloring is denoted  ( ) and is referred to as the total chromatic number of .The 
inequality ( ) ≥ ∆( ) + 1 is straightforward, as it indicates that the chromatic number of  is at least one more 
than its maximum degree. A graph H is considered type-I if it can be colored with ∆( ) + 1 colors, and type-II if it 
can be colored with ∆( ) + 2 colors. In 1965, Behzad [2] and vizing [1] created the concept of total coloring. They’ve 
also suggested the concept that every simple graph H has ∆( ) + 1 ≤ ( ) ≤ ∆( ) + 2. The Total coloring 
conjecture (TCC) is the name given to this concept.  
 
PREMILINARIES 
 
Definition 2.1:  Total coloring is a type of graph coloring on the vertices and edges of a graph. When used without 
any qualification, a total coloring is always assumed to be proper in the sense that no adjacent edges, no adjacent 
vertices and no edge and either end vertex are assigned the same color. 
 
Definition 2.2 [10]: An n-dimensional diamond snake is a connected graph obtained from a path  of length  with 
each edge = ( , ) in  replaced by a cycle of length 4 with u and v as nonadjacent vertices of the cycle. It is 
denoted by ( ). 
Thus  ( ) contains  block , , … … . .  each isomorphic to a 4-cycle. The n-dimensional diamond snake has 
(3 + 1) vertices and 4  edges. 
 
Definition 2.3 [5]: A triangular snake graph  is obtained from a path , , … …  by joining  and  to a new 
vertex for 1 ≤ ≤ . That is , every edge of a path is replaced by a triangle, 
 
Definition 2.4 [5]: Double triangular snake graph ( ) consists of two triangular snakes that have a common path. 
 
Definition 2.5 [5]: Triple triangular snake graph ( ) consists of three triangular snakes that have a common path. 
 
Definition 2.6 [5]: An alternate triangular snake graph ( ) is obtained from a path , , … . .  by joining  and 

 alternatively ( = 1,3,5, … … ) to a new vertex . 
 
Theorem 2.7 [4]: Let the comb graph be , then the total chromatic number is ∆( ) + 1,for  ≥ 3. 
 
Theorem 2.8 [4]: Let the middle graph of comb graph be ( ), then for any ≥ 3. Then the total chromatic number 
is ∆ ( ) + 1. 
 
Theorem 2.9 [4]: The umbrella graph is ( , ) . For ≥ , the total chromatic number is, ( , ) = + 2. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Total coloring of some types of snake graphs 
 
Theorem 3.1: Let the Diamond Snake graph be ( ), then the total chromatic number  is ( ) = Δ ( ) +
2. 
Proof: Now consider the Diamond Snake graph’s vertex and edge sets as follows: 

( ) = { , , : 1 ≤ ≤ }and 
( ) = { , , , : 1 ≤ ≤ } 
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The total coloring of the Diamond Snake graph is formed. Define a total coloring : → , where = ( ) ∪
( )  and = {1,2,3,4,5,6} is the collection of colors. The following is the total coloring assignment for these 

vertices and edges: 
( ) = ( ) = {1,     1 ≤ ≤   
( ) = {2,     1 ≤ ≤ + 1  
( ) = {3,     1 ≤ ≤   
( ) = {4,     1 ≤ ≤   
( ) = {5,     1 ≤ ≤   
( ) = {6,     1 ≤ ≤   

The Diamond Snake graph ( ), is obviously total colored Δ ( ) + 2 with colors. As a result, ( ) =
Δ ( ) + 2 is calculated, is the total chromatic number of the Diamond Snake graph. 
Illustration 3.1.1: Total coloring of Diamond Snake graph (4) as shown in Fig 1. 
 
Theorem 3.2:Let the triangular snake graph be  , then the total chromatic number is ∆( ) + 1. 
Proof: Now consider the triangular snake graph’s vertex and edge sets as follows: 

( ) = { : 1 ≤ ≤ } ∪ { : 1 ≤ ≤ − 1}and 
( ) = { , , : 1 ≤ ≤ − 1} 

The total coloring of the triangular snake graph is formed. Define a total coloring : → , where = ( ) ∪ ( ) 
and = {1,2,3,4,5} is the collection of colors. Let A be the collection of odd numbers and B be the collection of even 
numbers. The following is the total coloring assignment for these vertices and edges: 

( ) = 1,  ∈
2,  ∈    1 ≤ ≤  

( ) = {3,    1 ≤ ≤ − 1 
( ) = {4,    1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) = 1,  ∈
2,  ∈    1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) =
3,  ∈
5,  ∈    1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

The triangular snake graph , is obviously total colored ∆( ) + 1 with colors. As a result, ( ) = ∆( ) + 1  is 
calculated, is the total chromatic number of the triangular snake graph. 
Illustration3.2.1: The total coloring of triangular snake graph  as shown in Fig 2. 
Fig 2. The total coloring of triangular snake graph  
 
Theorem 3.3:Let the double triangular snake graph ( ), then the total chromatic number is ∆ ( ) + 2. 
Proof: Now consider the double triangular snake graph’s vertex and edge sets as follows: 

( ) = { : 1 ≤ ≤ }∪ { , : 1 ≤ ≤ − 1}and 
( ) = { , , , , : 1 ≤ ≤ − 1} 

The total coloring of the double triangular snake graph is formed. Define a total coloring : → , where =
( ) ∪ ( )  and = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8} is the collection of colors. Let A be the collection of odd numbers and B 

be the collection of even numbers. The following is the total coloring assignment for these vertices and edges: 

( ) = 2,    ∈
3,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤  

( ) = {1,    1 ≤ ≤ − 1 
( ) = {1,    1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) = 1,    ∈
4,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) = 3,    ∈
5,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) =
2,    ∈
6,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) = 7,    ∈
6,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) = 8,    ∈
5,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 
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The double triangular snake graph ( ), is obviously total colored ∆ ( ) + 1 with colors. As a result, 
( ) = ∆ ( ) + 2  is calculated, is the total chromatic number of the double triangular snake graph. 

Illustration 3.3.1: Total coloring of double triangular snake graph ( ) as shown in Fig 3. 
 
Theorem 3.4: Let the triple triangular snake graph be ( ), then the total chromatic number is ∆ ( ) + 2. 
Proof: Now consider the triple triangular snake graph’s vertex and edge sets as follows: 

( ) = { : 1 ≤ ≤ }∪ { , , : 1 ≤ ≤ − 1}and 
( ) = { , , , , , , : 1 ≤ ≤ − 1} 

The total coloring of the triple triangular snake graph is formed. Define a total coloring : → , where =
( ) ∪ ( )  and = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10} is the collection of colors. Let A be the collection of odd numbers 

and B be the collection of even numbers. The following is the total coloring assignment for these vertices and edges: 

( ) = 2,    ∈
3,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤  

( ) = {1,    1 ≤ ≤ − 1 
( ) = {1,    1 ≤ ≤ − 1 
( ) = {1,    1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) =
1,    ∈
4,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) = 3,    ∈
5,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) = 2,    ∈
6,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) =
7,    ∈
6,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) = 8,    ∈
5,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) = 8,    ∈
9,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) =
7,    ∈

10,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

The triple triangular snake graph ( ), is obviously total colored ∆ ( ) + 2 with colors. As a result, ( ) =
∆ ( ) + 2  is calculated, is the total chromatic number of the triple triangular snake graph. 
Illustration 3.4.1: Total coloring of triple triangular snake graph ( ) as shown in Fig 4. 
 
Theorem-3.5: Let the alternate triangular snake graph be ( ), then the total chromatic number is  ∆ ( ) + 1. 
Proof: Now consider the alternate triangular snake graph’s vertex and edge sets as follows: 
  ( ) = { : 1 ≤ ≤ }∪ { : 1 ≤ ≤ /2}and 
  ( ) = { : 1 ≤ ≤ − 1} ∪ { , : 1 ≤ ≤ /2} 
The total coloring of the alternate triangular snake graph is formed. Define a total coloring : → , where =

( ) ∪ ( )  and = {1,2,3,4} is the collection of colors. Let A be the collection of odd numbers and B be the 
collection of even numbers. The following is the total coloring assignment for these vertices and edges: 

( ) = 2,    ∈
3,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤  

( ) = {1,    1 ≤ ≤ /2 

( ) = 1,    ∈
4,    ∈   1 ≤ ≤ − 1 

( ) = {3,    1 ≤ ≤ /2 
( ) = {2,    1 ≤ ≤ /2 

The alternate triangular snake graph ( ), is obviously total colored ∆ ( ) + 1 with colors. As a result, 
( ) = ∆ ( ) + 1  is calculated, is the total chromatic number of the alternate triangular snake graph. 

Illustration 3.5.1: Total coloring of alternate triangular snake graph ( ) as shown in Fig 5. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we show that  and ( ) are Type-I and ( ), ( ), ( ) are Type-II. 
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Fig 1.  Total coloring of Diamond Snake graph ( ) 
 

Fig 2. The total coloring of triangular snake graph 
 

  
Fig 3.Total coloring of double triangular snake graph ( ) Fig 4.Total coloring of triple triangular snake 

graph ( ) 

 
Fig 5. Total coloring of alternate triangular snake graph ( ) 
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Preterm children (PTC) are more vulnerable to delays in gross and fine motor skills (FMS). Maturation-
related hypotonia present at birth in PTC could be carried in the later years resulting in decreased muscle 
strength. Adequate muscular strength of the hands and fingers are required to generate the force needed 
to carry out fine motor tasks with great skill and efficiency. The status of hand grip strength (HGS) in 
PTC is not well documented in the early ages which could have an impact on FMS. 36 PTC of 3-4 years of 
age who met the inclusion criteria were recruited for the study after getting consent from the parents. 
Based on age they were divided into two groups (37-42 months and 43 to48 months) for comparison with 
normative values. The dominance of the hand was found by using Edinburgh Handedness 
Inventory.HGS was measured with Martin Vigorimeter and FMS were assessed by Peabody 
Developmental Motor Scale PDMS – 2. The mean fine motor quotient for both age groups showed below 
average performance in FMS. Unpaired t-test showed significant difference of HGS between PTC and 
normative values (p<0.05). Pearson’s correlation showed strong positive relationship between fine motor 
quotient and HGS. The results of the study conclude that there is a decrease in the HGS andHGS has an 
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impact on FMS in PTC at 3-4 years. The results emphasize that HGS should be addressed and improved 
at an early age to have near normal fine motor development. 
 
Keywords: Preterm Children, Fine motor skills, Hand grip strength, Martin Vigorimeter, Peabody 
Developmental Motor scals-2. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Preterm birth is defined as the birth that occurs before the completion of 37 weeks of gestation according to the 
World Health Organization. Preterm birth rates are increasing in recent years and it is the primary cause of death 
under the age of 5 years globally (1). Preterm birth is both an emotional burden for families as well as economic 
burden to the society. In recent decades due to the advancement of preterm care, the survival rates of preterm infants 
have improved but the prevalence of neuromotor dysfunction is increasing in surviving PTC (2). In India, 
approximately 13% which accounts for 3.6 million of 27 million of all infants born are preterm annually and about 
300,000 preterm infants die each year because of complications, contributing to 25% of global preterm-related deaths 
(3). Preterm birth survivors are highly susceptible to neurodevelopmental problems which include delay in gross 
and fine motor development and respiratory disorders extending beyond early infancy into later life requiring future 
treatment. Preterm birth is accompanied by discontinuity of the third trimester involving gray and white matter 
brain injury mainly the oligodendrocyte caused due to hypoxic ischemia, and inflammation (4). Common causes for 
preterm births include intrauterine infection, history of previous preterm births, short cervical length, and 
abnormalities of the growing fetus or the placenta (5). As premature children experience both low birth weight 
(LBW) of lesser than 1000 grams and rapid postnatal growth, they have an increased risk of neonatal morbidity of 
20–50% and mortality of 30–50% (6).  Preterm birth is in high risk of diseases due to the immature development of 
systems including integumentary, respiratory, visual, cardiovascular, and central nervous systems (7). The 
epidermal layer of the skin, the stratum corneum is not fully developed until the late third trimester, and the barrier 
function of preterm skin is significantly compromised (8). Survivors face a lifetime of disability with visual deficits 
ranging from damage to the retina from retinopathy of prematurity to reduced visual acuity, strabismus, and the 
presence of high refractive errors (9).  The primary development of muscle tissue occurs before birth and 
differentiation of muscle fibers is incomplete until 40 weeks of gestation (10). Musculoskeletal problems in preterm 
children (PTC)  arise due to immature development in flexor muscles, articular structures, and spinal curvatures 
contributing to vulnerability in skeletal malalignment and leading to maturation-related hypotonia thereby resulting 
in reduced force production by the muscles against gravity (11) Positioning in physiological flexion is the ideal 
position for the newborn, promoting joint alignment, and supporting neuromuscular development (12).  
 
PTC often assume extended positioning of the neck, back, and extremities due to a lack of flexor bias resulting in 
decreased muscle tone and strength. Imbalances of both flexor and extensor muscles could contribute to poor trunk 
control (13). PTC are more vulnerable to delay in motor development particularly gross and fine motor skills (14). 
The gross motor performance trajectory of infants born prematurely shows delayed performance, mainly in 
independent sitting posture (15). PTC without gross motor impairments are at higher risk for developing learning 
disabilities along with cognitive deficits. Speech and language delays which include the acquisition of expressive 
language, receptive language, and permanent hearing loss are more common in PTC(16). Fine motor skills (FMS) 
correspond to the control and coordination of distal musculature of hands and fingers which are severely delayed in 
PTC (17). Impaired FMS affect academic performance by affecting the writing skills and resulting in increased parent 
and caregiver dependency (18). PTC present with impairments in visual perception, and visual-spatial information 
impairments inmultiple developmental domains worsening their FMS performance (19). Maturation-related 
hypotonia could have an impact in the later years of PTC affecting their posture and FMS (20). The muscle power 
regulation of the hand is concerned with grasping the object which involves coordination between the extensor and 
flexor muscles of the hand. Maturation-related hypotonia could result in decreased hand grip strength (HGS) and for 
effective fine motor development, adequate muscular strength of the hands and fingers is required to produce the 
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force needed to carry out fine motor tasks with great skill and efficiency. An efficient grasp requires coordination of 
hand muscles and at 3-to 4 years of age it is crucial for precision development where the demand is more. PTC have 
decreased quantitative and qualitative hand function at 39 corrected weeks of age. The quantitative hand function 
assesses pincer grasp, index finger pointing, and transfer of objects as it depends more on the maturational aspect, 
and the qualitative function assesses muscle power regulation of arm and hand for grasping and coordination (21). 
PTC with fine motor problems have difficulty in grasping an object showing delayed hand function which could be 
due to a decrease in HGS (22). Though literature shows reduced HGS in PTC, they are not quantified and this study 
intends to quantify the HGS in PTC of 3-4 years of age and to analyze the impact on FMS. The result may help to 
address the subtle problems at an early age and provide adequate training to improve the functional ability in PTC.  
 
METHODS 
 
This cross-sectional study has been approved by the Ethics committee, Sri Ramachandra Institute of higher education 
and research(CSP/22/APR/109/314).Subjects were recruited from the Karthikeyan Child Development Unit. PTC of 3-
4 years of both genders with normal cranial ultrasono graphic findings at the time of birth were included. Children 
with neurological impairments, musculoskeletal impairments of the upper limb, congenital abnormalities, hearing 
impairments, and visual impairments were excluded from the study. 
 
INSTRUMENTATION 
 
Anthropometric measurement 
The height was measured by the stadiometer or the height rode, weight was measured by the weighing machine, 
and Body Mass Index was calculated using the formula [weight (Kg)/height(m2)] (23)Hand breadth was measured 
from the radial side of the metacarpal (index finger) and ulnar side of the metacarpal (small finger). Hand span was 
measured from the thumb tip to little finger tip with the hand fully opened as much as possible. Hand length was 
measured from the tip of the middle finger to the distal wrist crease. 
 
Peabody developmental motor scale PDMS – 2 
FMS were assessed by Peabody Developmental Motor Scale PDMS – 2 is a commonly used pediatric tool to assess 
motor development in children from age 0-72 months. It has high validity and reliability (24). It consists of 6 
subscales (reflex, stationary, locomotion, object manipulation, grasping, and visuomotor integration) of which the 
summation of scores from 2 scales (grasping and visuomotor integration) gives the fine motor quotient (FMQ) (25). 
Grasping has 26-item subtest that measures a child’s ability to use his or her hands starting with holding an object 
and progressing through controlled use of the fingers of both hands. Visual-motor integration (VMI) has 72-items 
subtest which measures the child’s ability to use visual perceptual skills for performing complex eye-hand 
coordination tasks like reaching and grasping for an object building with blocks, and copying the design.  
 
Martin Vigorimeter 
The Martin Vigorimeter is a device used to assess the spherical HGS of children which consists of a set of three 
rubber bulbs of different sizes (diameters of 4, 5 and 6 cms) and it contains a dial which records the spherical grasp 
strength. The smallest bulb, with a diameter of 4cm, was used because it was found to be effective with children. It 
has high intraclass correlation coefficient (26). The air pressure within the rubber bulb is recorded in kilo pounds per 
square centimeter on a manometer via a rubber connection (1 Kp/cm2 = 98.1 kPa). The manometer dial has an arrow 
which rotates and at the highest point of pressure exerted it stops and it maintains the readings for accurate 
recording.  
 
Procedure 
PTC of 3-4 years of age who met the inclusion criteria were recruited for the study after getting consent from the 
parents. The dominance of the hand was found by using Edinburgh Handedness Inventory. Children were divided 
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into two groups based on age for comparison with normative values.       
Group 1 (37-42 months) 
Group 2 (43-48 months) 
Anthropometric variables like height, weight, hand breadth, hand span, and hand length were measured. The height 
was measured by the stadiometer or the height rode, weight was measured by the weighing machine, and Body 
Mass Index was calculated using the formula weight in kilograms by height in metre2. Hand breath was measured 
from the radial side of the metacarpal to the ulnar side of the metacarpal from the index finger to the little finger.  
Hand span was measured from the thumb tip to little finger tip with the hand fully opened as much as possible 
Hand length was measured from tip of the middle finger to the distal wrist crease. FMS were assessed with Peabody 
Developmental Motor Scale PDMS – 2. The standard scores, percentile rank, age equivalent, and quotient scores are 
obtained from raw scores and thus interpretation of each component would be made. HGS was measured by Martin 
Vigorimeter. The child was made to sit on a chair. The upper extremity to be tested is positioned so that shoulder is 
adducted and neutrally rotated: elbow is flexed at 90 degrees, forearm in neutral, and wrist in 0 to 30 degrees of 
extension, maintained by the elbow and wrist on the table. The Vigorimeter bulb was placed in the palm of the child 
and the fingers are wrapped around the bulb thumb as opposed to the middle of the ring finger and asked to 
squeeze the bulb as hard as possible. Three trials were taken for each hand with a rest period between each trial by 
performing alternately on left and right hands to prevent fatigue. The instructions given to the child were “squeeze 
the ball as hard as you can”. As the child began to squeeze: “squeeze harder, let go, good job” before the 
measurements are taken and the best of the three is taken as the grip strength value. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Data was analyzed with SPSS version 21.0. Group 1 in the age group of 37-42 months had 20 PTC and group 2 in the 
age group of 43-48 months had 16 PTC. Unpaired t test was used compare the HGS between PTC and normative 
values of Martin Vigorimeter. There was a significant difference in both age groups with a p-value <0.05 (Table 1). 
Pearson’s correlation showed a strong correlation between FMQ and HGS with r value of 0.89 and 0.72 for right HGS 
of Group I and 2 respectively (Table 2). Pearson’s correlation showed a moderate correlation between BMI and HGS 
with r value of 0.53 and 0.57for right HGS of Group I and 2 respectively (Table 3). 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
FMS requires the coordinated activity of the small muscles of the hand to perform precise and refined movements 
involving manual dexterity (27). FMS includes primarily grasping which mainly involves positioning and strength of 
the hand muscles and visual-motor integration involving a higher level of cognition. PTC shows subtle changes in 
fine motor development which may affect the child’s functional activities. The purpose of the study was to know the 
status of HGS in PTC and the impact of HGS on FMS in PTC. 38 PTC participated in the study for 3-4 years and 
showed right-hand dominance as assessed by Edinburgh handedness inventory. The overall composite score of 
mean FMQ was found to be 87.85, and 86.47 in both age groups which shows a below average performance in FMS. 
This result shows a delayed fine motor development which is consistent with the study done by Goyen et al., 
(1998)(28), Tavasoli et al., (2014) where there was a delay in FMS and 71% of PTC showed below average 
performance and 23% had a severely impaired performance (29). Quantification of HGS helps to frame goals and 
monitor prognosis in hand functions. The mean right HGS of PTC in age group 1 and age group 2 was 19.83 and 
20.16 and left HGS was 17 and 19.4 respectively which had a statistically significant difference from that of normative 
values conveying that PTC has a subtle decrease in the HGS (30). This interpretation correlates with the study done 
by Saigal et al (2001), which showed that children born <30 weeks had poor HGS and motor competence when 
compared with neurotypical children as assessed with Smedley digital hand dynamometer at 4-6 years (20). 
Decreased HGS could be due to maturation-related hypotonia resulting in lower muscle mass which could affect the 
HGS in later years as studied by Raaijmakers et al., (2017)  at 9, 24 months, and at approximately 11 years showed 
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that PTC had difficulties in lower grip strength and percentage lean body weight (31). The subtest component of 
grasping in both age groups is 7 and 7.12 respectively showing a below average performance whereas VMI showed 
an average performance with a score of 9 and 8.25 respectively. The decrease in the grasping subcomponent could be 
attributed to decreased HGS which would prevent the child in generating maximum force and recruitment of 
muscles in PTC. This is in accordance with the study done by Goyen et al (2002) where PTC LBW children achieved 
significantly lower scores in grasping and visual-motor integration skills as assessed by PDMS-2 (17) VMI rapidly 
increases in 3-4 years due to critical demand and acquisition of dexterity activities as the child starts performing in 
academics. The near normal performance of VMI tasks could be attributed to the fact of improved development 
which is closely associated with cognitive skills, environmental and maternal interaction and would always be 
increased in PTC (32). Different age groups of children show different dexterity levels which involve a range of hand 
activities critical for activities of daily life. HGS plays a vital role in dexterity which determines the degree of 
disability and a comprehensive assessment of upper limb function is required for efficient rehabilitation (33). Precise 
and coordinated movements require muscle activation with the rapid acceleration of movements (34). Maturation-
related hypotonia present at the time of birth in PTC could be carried even at the age of 4, resulting in a subtle 
decrease in HGS, affecting fine motor development which is evident by strong positive correlation with FMS in this 
study.  
 
Decreased HGS results in decreased FMS as supported by David et al (2012) where of precision grip provide 
objective quantification of fine motor coordination and muscle strength is inevitably required for FMS (36). The 
correlation of specific hand anthropometry with HGS showed varied presentations, of which hand length and hand 
span shows positive correlation. This is concordance with the study done by Indira et al (2015) where there is a 
positive correlation between hand length, hand span and hand breadth. This is due to the difference in the rate of 
growth of the child with respect to the hand anthropometry in the age group studied. Children born with increased 
BMI have near normal physical performance. There was a moderate positive correlation between HGS and BMI 
which is in concordance with the study done by Saigal et al (2001) and Fricke at al (2010) where extremely low birth 
weight individuals had significantly weaker HGS as assessed with Dynamometer (20,36). These results suggest that 
PTC have lower body composition in childhood (37). PTC has a lower percentage of fat than children born at term 
due to the decreased development of fat mass during fetal life (38). PTC has reduced body fat in childhood because 
the energy storage occurs mainly in the last trimester of gestation, leading to low energy and nutrient reserve in 
preterm newborns. There is a subtle decrease of HGS in PTC and it needs to be addressed appropriately to prevent 
deficits in dexterity and fine motor activities which could impact the child’s activities of daily life and academic 
performance in later years. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The results of the study conclude that there is a decrease in the HGS in PTC and HGS has a positive correlation with 
FMS in PTC at 3-4 years.  The results emphasize that HGS should be addressed and improved at an early age to have 
near normal fine motor development. 
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Table 1 Comparison of HGS of PTC and Normative values 

  
PTC 

Mean(SD) 
Normative 
Mean(SD) 

p value 

Group 1 N=20 
(37-42 months) 

Right HGS 19.83(1.86) 22.05(3.37) 0.009* 

Left HGS 17(1.62) 20.2(3.56) 0.000* 

Group 2 N=16 
(43-48 months) 

Right HGS 20.16(2.83) 25.71(3.75) 0.000* 

Left HGS 19.4(2) 24.13(4.45) 0.000* 

Unpaired t test (p<0.05*) 
 
Table 2 Correlation of FMQwith HGS 

  Mean(SD) r value p-value 

Group 1 

FMQ 87.85(7.38)   

Right HGS 19.83(1.86) 0.89 0.000* 
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Left HGS 17(1.62) 0.73 0.000* 

Group 2 

FMQ 86.47(13.37)   

Right HGS 20.16(2.83) 0.72 0.000* 

Left HGS 19.4(2) 0.73 0.000* 

Pearson’s correlation p-value <0.05 
 
Table 3 Correlation of BMI with HGS 

  
Mean(SD) r value p-value 

Group 1 

BMI 14.9(1.02)   

Right HGS 19.83(1.86) 0.53 0.015* 

Left HGS 17(1.62) 0.55 0.011* 

Group 2 

BMI 14.5(2) 
  

Right HGS 20.16(2.83) 0.57 0.021* 

Left HGS 19.4(2) 0.39 0.133* 

Pearson’s correlation <0.05* 
 

 
 

Graph 1: Comparison of HGS of PTC and Normative 
values 

Graph 2: Correlation of FMQ with right HGS group 1 
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Graph 3: Correlation of FMQ with right HGS group 2 Figure 1: Martin Vigorimeter 
  

 Figure 2: HGS measurement Figure 3: PDMS-2 
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Digital initiatives in education represent a transformative paradigm, revolutionizing teaching and 
learning. Leveraging technology enhances accessibility, engagement, and resource utilization. The 
dynamic shift fosters a more inclusive, personalized, and efficient educational experience, preparing 
students for a rapidly evolving digital world. Embracing these initiatives is crucial for advancing 
education globally. The paper examines the efficacy and effectiveness of digital initiatives in the 
educational system of Jammu and Kashmir. With advancements in technology, educational institutions 
globally are integrating digital tools and platforms to enhance learning experiences. In the context of 
Jammu and Kashmir, a region marked by unique socio-political challenges, the study evaluates the 
implementation of digital initiatives and their influence on teaching methodologies, student engagement, 
and overall educational outcomes. The research employs quantitative approach, and interviews with 
open ended questions with educators, administrators, and students. Findings from the study aim to 
provide valuable insights for policymakers, educators, and stakeholders to optimize the integration of 
digital technologies in the educational landscape of Jammu and Kashmir, ensuring an inclusive and 
effective learning environment. 
 
Keywords: Digital initiatives, Tools, Education, Student, Agencies, Learning.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Over the past two years, the Directorate of School Education in Jammu has been dedicated to implementing diverse 
quality interventions through digital technology platforms. In addition to utilizing digital tools for transparent and 
efficient administration, the Directorate responded adeptly to the challenges posed by the closure of schools during 
the pandemic in March 2020. They initiated highly effective programs to supplement the studies of students in 
Government Schools across the division. The focus was on optimizing all available resources to enable online 
education in Government schools that were not accustomed to regular technology use. To achieve this, various 
digital applications, including Google Meet, Zoom, Google Forms, G Suite, and social networking apps such as 
Facebook, WhatsApp, and Telegram, have been employed to implement departmental initiatives. The proactive 
approach highlights the Directorate's commitment to leveraging digital solutions for enhancing the educational 
experience in Government schools. The educational landscape in Jammu and Kashmir has witnessed a paradigm 
shift with the integration of digital initiatives into the traditional teaching methodologies. The incorporation of 
technology in the educational system is aimed at enhancing learning outcomes, accessibility, and overall educational 
quality. The study explores the significance of evaluating digital initiatives, tools, and resources in the context of 
Jammu and Kashmir's educational system. Digital tools, such as smart boards, e-learning platforms, and educational 
apps, have become integral components of the educational ecosystem in Jammu and Kashmir. These tools aim to 
make learning more interactive, engaging, and accessible to a diverse student population.  
 
However, the evaluation of these tools is essential to ensure their effectiveness and alignment with the unique needs 
and challenges of the region. One key aspect of evaluating digital initiatives in Jammu and Kashmir's educational 
system is assessing their effectiveness in improving learning outcomes. Are students better able to grasp complex 
concepts through digital tools? Is there a noticeable enhancement in critical thinking skills, problem-solving abilities, 
and overall academic performance? These questions guide the evaluation process, helping educators make informed 
decisions about the adoption and continuation of digital tools. Jammu and Kashmir's diverse geographical and 
demographic characteristics present unique challenges to educational accessibility. Evaluating digital initiatives 
involves examining whether these tools bridge the gap in educational access for students in remote areas. It is crucial 
to assess the inclusivity of digital resources, ensuring that they cater to the needs of differently-abled students and 
those with limited resources. The success of digital initiatives is intricately linked to the capacity of educators to 
integrate technology effectively into their teaching methods. Evaluation should focus on the adequacy and relevance 
of teacher training programs. Are educators equipped with the necessary skills to navigate and utilize digital tools? 
Ongoing professional development opportunities and support systems play a vital role in ensuring that teachers can 
maximize the benefits of digital initiatives. An essential aspect of evaluating digital initiatives in Jammu and 
Kashmir's educational system is the state of infrastructure and connectivity. Are schools equipped with the necessary 
infrastructure, such as a reliable internet connection and functioning devices, to support digital learning? Assessing 
the current state of infrastructure helps identify areas that require improvement to ensure seamless integration of 
digital tools into the educational environment. The digital initiatives in Jammu and Kashmir's educational system is 
crucial for ensuring their relevance, effectiveness, and sustainability. Through a comprehensive assessment of digital 
tools, learning outcomes, accessibility, teacher training, and infrastructure, stakeholders can make informed 
decisions to enhance the overall quality of education in the region. As technology continues to evolve, continuous 
evaluation and adaptation is a  key to leveraging digital initiatives for the benefit of students in Jammu and Kashmir. 
 
OBJECTIVES  
 
The main objectives of the study is to  investigates the efficacy of digital initiatives on traditional teaching methods in 
Jammu and Kashmir, with a focus on key initiatives and agencies contributing to the region's digital education 
landscape. Noteworthy initiatives include the SARAL Android App, serving as a comprehensive platform 
connecting students to educational resources. The Grievance Redressal Portal enhances accessibility, allowing 
individuals to register and address concerns from the comfort of their homes. "Aawo Padhen" stands as a 
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multifaceted digital initiative, providing a centralized repository of voice PPTs and videos, while the Jammu 
Kashmir Knowledge Network (JKKN) connects over 1 lakh students to online resources. Exploring student 
engagement facilitated by digital tools, the study assesses their impact on academic performance and essential skill 
development. It examines strategies for ensuring digital accessibility and equity in education. The study concludes 
with suggestions and recommendations for optimizing the integration of digital initiatives, emphasizing the 
collaborative efforts of agencies and stakeholders to enhance the overall educational experience in Jammu and 
Kashmir. 
 
Significance of study  
The significance of implementing digital initiatives in Jammu and Kashmir's educational system lies in its potential 
to catalyze transformative changes and address longstanding challenges. By integrating technology, the educational 
landscape can become more inclusive, accessible, and efficient, particularly in a region with diverse geographic and 
socio-economic disparities. Digital initiatives can bridge educational gaps, providing remote and marginalized 
communities with access to quality resources and interactive learning tools. The adoption of digital solutions can 
enhance administrative efficiency, streamline communication between stakeholders, and enable data-driven 
decision-making. This not only aligns with global educational trends but also has the capacity to empower the youth 
of Jammu and Kashmir, equipping them with the digital skills necessary for the evolving demands of the 21st-
century workforce. Ultimately, the successful implementation of digital initiatives has the potential to uplift the 
entire educational ecosystem, contributing to the region's socio-economic development and fostering a more 
equitable and sustainable future. 
 
Theoretical framework 
The theoretical framework for examining digital initiatives in Jammu and Kashmir's educational system 
encompasses connectivist and constructivist learning theories, incorporating the Technology Acceptance Model 
(TAM) to understand the factors influencing technology adoption. The framework considers models addressing the 
digital divide and promoting inclusivity, crucial in the region's diverse socio-economic landscape. The Innovation 
Diffusion Theory guides the analysis of how digital innovations spread within the educational system, identifying 
key stakeholders and factors influencing adoption rates. Integrating these theories with regional development 
frameworks allows for a holistic understanding of how digital initiatives align with broader socio-economic goals, 
contributing to a comprehensive evaluation of their impact on learning outcomes and regional development in 
Jammu and Kashmir. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS  
 
The study employed a robust mixed-methods approach, utilizing document analysis and interviews to gather 
primary and secondary data. Qualitative in nature, the research aimed for a holistic understanding. Document 
analysis discussed historical records and government documents, enriching insights. Structured interviews with 50 
stakeholders, including educators, students, government officials, and others, were conducted. Open-ended 
questions allowed for in-depth responses, systematically analyzed to reveal underlying themes and patterns, 
contributing to a nuanced understanding of the Digital Initiatives in Jammu and Kashmir's Educational System 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION  
 
Agencies Shaping Digital Education in Kashmir 
In the context of digital initiatives in the education sector in Kashmir, the Jammu and Kashmir e-Governance Agency 
(JaKeGA) assumes a pivotal role. Involved in strategic planning, JaKeGA formulates and orchestrates digital 
strategies, identifying areas for intervention and coordinating efforts to enhance the region's digital education 
infrastructure. As a key contributor, JaKeGA focuses on the development and maintenance of digital infrastructure, 
including online platforms and portals that facilitate educational content and services. Its involvement extends to 
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implementing e-governance solutions, streamlining administrative processes such as online admissions and 
examination systems. Simultaneously, the National Informatics Centre (NIC) plays a critical role in the technological 
landscape. As a premier technology organization, NIC is at the forefront of implementing various technology 
solutions within the education sector. This includes the development of software applications, databases, and 
network infrastructure. NIC's expertise in data management ensures secure storage and accessibility of educational 
data, fostering informed decision-making. The organization emphasizes interoperability, facilitating seamless data 
exchange and communication between different components of the educational ecosystem. Web developers, as 
integral contributors, are responsible for crafting the digital interfaces that underpin educational initiatives. Their 
work encompasses the creation and maintenance of online platforms dedicated to educational content delivery. This 
involves the development of websites, learning management systems, and other digital tools essential for the 
education sector. Web developers prioritize user experience (UX) design, ensuring that these platforms are intuitive 
and accessible to diverse user groups, including students, teachers, and administrators. 
 
 They implement crucial security measures, incorporating data encryption, secure login systems, and conducting 
regular security audits to safeguard educational platforms from cyber threats. The combined efforts of JaKeGA, NIC, 
and web developers reflect a holistic approach to advancing digital initiatives in Kashmir's education sector. Their 
roles span strategic planning, infrastructure development, technology implementation, data management, and user 
interface design, collectively contributing to the region's journey towards an enhanced and technologically enriched 
educational landscape. The Directorate of School Education in Jammu has initiated the implementation of e-Office to 
streamline its office routine working system, emphasizing transparency and accountability. Developed by NIC, e-
Office aims to transform the Directorate into a paperless environment. The digital system facilitates all file 
movements within the Directorate, enhancing tracking mechanisms and overall accountability. The system not only 
promotes efficiency but also ensures transparency in official work, allowing easy access to the status of any file with 
just a click. The Directorate envisions extending the implementation of e-Office to all its subordinate offices, fostering 
a standardized digital workflow. The adoption of e-Office enables the tracking of developments in any case or file, 
even after a significant period. The system allows for the generation of daily progress reports for each section, 
contributing to increased efficiency and a paperless office environment. The Directorate's commitment to embracing 
e-Office reflects its dedication to modernizing work processes and embracing digital solutions for improved 
administrative practices. 
 
Digital initiatives impact traditional teaching methods in Jammu and Kashmir 
The integration of digital initiatives in Jammu and Kashmir's educational system has significantly impacted 
traditional teaching methods. Digital tools and platforms have introduced innovative approaches that transform the 
dynamics of classroom instruction. For instance, the introduction of smart boards allows educators to present 
complex concepts visually, enhancing the overall understanding of students. Traditional lecture-based teaching 
methods are complemented by multimedia elements, creating a more engaging and interactive learning experience. 
The digital initiatives facilitate personalized learning, catering to the diverse academic needs of students in Jammu 
and Kashmir. Adaptive learning platforms, for example, enable educators to tailor content based on individual 
student progress, allowing for a more customized and effective learning journey. The departure from one-size-fits-all 
teaching methodologies is a notable shift brought about by digital tools. Online collaboration tools and virtual 
classrooms have expanded the scope of education in the region. Educators in Jammu and Kashmir can now connect 
with experts and resources globally, providing students with a broader perspective on various subjects. The 
interconnectedness not only enriches the learning experience but also fosters a global mindset among students and 
educators alike. 
 
SARAL Android App  
The Android app, developed by the IT Cell at the Directorate, is a comprehensive educational tool available on the 
Google Play store. Embracing the concept of "All-in-One," the app serves as a centralized hub connecting users to 
various initiatives by the Ministry of Education (MoE) and Departmental websites. The primary objective is to 
provide real-time access to online and live classes for students. The Key features of the app include the availability of 
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offline subject/class-specific recorded videos, assessments, and assignment activities. The multifaceted approach 
ensures that students have a diverse range of resources to support their learning journey, both online and offline. 
One notable feature is the inclusion of text books from Class 6th to 10th, aligning with the JKBOSE (Jammu and 
Kashmir Board of School Education) curriculum. The feature caters to the specific academic requirements of students 
in the region, providing them with easy access to the prescribed textbooks. The app not only facilitates real-time 
interactive learning but also acknowledges the importance of offline resources, offering a well-rounded educational 
experience. The "All-in-One" concept reflects a holistic approach to education, aiming to enhance the accessibility 
and effectiveness of educational initiatives in Jammu and Kashmir. 
 
Grievance Redressal Portal 
An online Grievance & Complaint redressal portal has been successfully launched, providing a convenient platform 
for registering grievances. The portal is easily accessible through our website, www.dsek.nic.in. The initiative aims to 
streamline the grievance resolution process, allowing individuals to register their concerns from the comfort of their 
homes. The portal offers a user-friendly interface to facilitate the submission of grievances by the public and 
stakeholders alike. Users are encouraged to utilize the online platform, which aligns with the prevailing "social 
distancing" precautions. By doing so, individuals can actively participate in the redressal of their concerns while 
adhering to safety measures. The proactive step reflects a commitment to ensuring that the public's grievances are 
promptly addressed, even in the context of evolving public health protocols. The online Grievance & Complaint 
redressal portal stands as a testament to our dedication to providing efficient and accessible solutions for the 
community's concerns, further fostering a culture of transparency and responsiveness. 
 
Aawo Padhen Digital Initiative  
Aawo Padhen marks a significant educational initiative, featuring a centralized repository of Voice PowerPoint 
presentations (PPTs) and videos accessible on the website www.dsek.nic.in. The content is meticulously organized 
topic-wise for both Unit I and Unit II, with a systematic indexing and sequence for ease of navigation. The PPTs and 
video lessons available on the platform have been thoughtfully crafted by a team of key subject experts, District 
Resource Groups (DRGs), Zone Resource Persons (ZRPs), and Cluster Resource Persons (CRPs) through the State 
Council of Educational Research and Training (SCERT JK (K)). The collaborative effort ensures that the educational 
material is of high quality and aligns with the prescribed curriculum. By centralizing these resources, "Aawo 
Padhen" provides a valuable online learning hub, offering students and educators a structured and comprehensive 
approach to Unit I and Unit II topics. The inclusion of voice-guided presentations enhances the learning experience, 
making the content more accessible and engaging. The initiative reflects a commitment to leveraging technology for 
educational enrichment, providing a platform that supports both students and educators in their academic 
endeavours. The availability of subject-specific content on www.dsek.nic.in exemplifies the dedication to fostering a 
conducive online learning environment for the benefit of the academic community. 
 
Jammu Kashmir Knowledge Network (JKKN) 
The Jammu Kashmir Knowledge Network (JKKN), available at https://jkkn.co.in/, stands as a transformative 
initiative by Samagra Shiksha J&K. The primary objective is to bridge the gap between school children in Jammu and 
Kashmir and the vast world of knowledge available through the internet. The innovative platform has successfully 
connected over 1 lakh students to the internet, opening up a myriad of educational opportunities. The inclusion of a 
two-way interactive lecture application further enhances the learning experience, allowing students from across the 
state to actively engage in real-time interactions with educators and experts. The JKKN serves as a testament to the 
commitment of Samagra Shiksha J&K in leveraging technology to democratize access to education. By providing 
students with a digital gateway to knowledge, the initiative contributes to the empowerment of young minds, 
fostering a culture of curiosity and continuous learning. The initiative not only aligns with the evolving landscape of 
education but also reflects a dedication to creating a connected and knowledge-rich environment for students in 
Jammu and Kashmir. The JKKN is a commendable stride toward providing equal educational opportunities to all, 
irrespective of geographical constraints, ultimately paving the way for a more inclusive and informed future. Despite 
these positive impacts, challenges such as limited internet connectivity and access to devices remain, affecting the 
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equitable implementation of digital initiatives. Addressing these challenges is crucial to ensuring that the benefits of 
digital tools are accessible to all students, regardless of their geographical location or socio-economic background. 
The impact of digital initiatives on traditional teaching methods in Jammu and Kashmir is evident in the enhanced 
engagement, personalization of learning, and global connectivity. While recognizing these positive changes, it is 
imperative to address existing challenges to fully optimize the transformative potential of digital tools in the region's 
educational landscape. 
 
Student engagement facilitated by digital tools 
The introduction of digital tools in Jammu and Kashmir's educational system has brought about a discernible shift in 
measuring student engagement. Prominent digital tools, such as Learning Management Systems (LMS) like Moodle 
and Google Classroom, have provided platforms for interactive learning experiences. These tools enable educators to 
create virtual classrooms, share resources, and engage students in collaborative activities, fostering a more 
participatory environment. Educational software like Kahoot! And Quizizz offers gamified assessments, 
transforming traditional quizzes into interactive games. These tools not only measure students' understanding but 
also inject an element of fun into the learning process, thereby enhancing overall engagement. Real-time feedback 
features in these platforms contribute to immediate reinforcement of concepts, keeping students actively involved in 
the educational material. Video conferencing applications like Zoom and Microsoft Teams have become 
indispensable for remote learning. These tools facilitate virtual classrooms, allowing real-time communication and 
interaction between students and educators. Virtual classrooms break down geographical barriers, enabling students 
from different regions of Jammu and Kashmir to actively participate in discussions and collaborative projects. 
However, it is essential to acknowledge that the level of student engagement facilitated by digital tools can be 
influenced by factors such as internet connectivity and access to devices. In areas with limited resources, ensuring 
equitable access to these tools becomes imperative to prevent disparities in student engagement. The utilization of 
digital tools like LMS platforms, gamified assessments, and video conferencing applications has measurably 
enhanced student engagement in Jammu and Kashmir's educational landscape. While these tools offer exciting 
possibilities, it is crucial to address infrastructural challenges to maximize the benefits and ensure a more inclusive 
educational experience for all students in the region. 
 
Overall impact on academic performance and essential skill development 
The integration of digital initiatives in Jammu and Kashmir's educational system has prompted an investigation into 
their impact on academic performance and essential skill development, with particular relevance during the COVID-
19 pandemic. Online learning platforms such as Khan Academy and Coursera have played a pivotal role in 
supplementing traditional classroom instruction. As per data analysis, students who actively engaged with these 
platforms showcased improvements in academic performance, demonstrating enhanced understanding of subjects 
and increased retention of knowledge. The ability to revisit lectures and access a wealth of educational resources 
online contributed to these positive outcomes. During the COVID-19 pandemic, when physical classrooms were 
restricted, digital tools like Zoom and Microsoft Teams became instrumental in maintaining continuity in education. 
Despite the challenges posed by the pandemic, students who actively participated in virtual classes demonstrated 
resilience and adaptability, positively impacting their academic outcomes. The study found the integration of these 
tools contributed to minimizing disruptions in the learning process. Furthermore, adaptive learning software, such 
as DreamBox and Smart Sparrow, tailors educational content based on individual student progress. The data from 
these platforms indicates that personalized learning experiences positively correlate with improved academic 
outcomes. Students engaging with adaptive learning tools showcased a higher mastery of skills and a deeper 
understanding of complex concepts. Essential skill development has also been influenced by digital initiatives. For 
instance, collaborative projects conducted through virtual platforms like Google Workspace and Microsoft 365 have 
enhanced students communication, teamwork, and problem-solving skills. The ability to collaborate digitally, even 
amidst the constraints of the pandemic, showcases the adaptability and resilience of students in Jammu and 
Kashmir. While these outcomes are promising, it is crucial to acknowledge challenges related to the digital divide 
exacerbated by the pandemic. The study indicates that students from underserved communities faced difficulties 
accessing online resources, impacting their academic performance. Bridging the divide through targeted 
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interventions and equitable distribution of resources remains a priority for ensuring comprehensive positive 
outcomes for all students in the region. The evaluation of educational outcomes in Jammu and Kashmir highlights 
the positive impact of digital initiatives on academic performance and essential skill development. While 
acknowledging the promising data, addressing challenges related to accessibility is imperative to ensure that the 
benefits of digital tools are inclusive and sustainable, particularly in the context of unforeseen disruptions such as the 
COVID-19 pandemic. In response to the closure of schools in March 2020, the Directorate of School Education swiftly 
initiated the "DSEJ’s Home Classes" project, providing an effective solution for students to continue their studies 
through digital resources. The School Education & Quality Management Cell, established at the Directorate, utilized 
Google Forms to invite subject-specific experts to voluntarily contribute their digital learning resources. The project 
has been successfully running, with teachers creating e-content on various topics in adherence to the academic 
calendar. The content is regularly uploaded to the departmental website. The project employs various technologies 
and platforms, including the internet, TV, mobile phones, and radio. YouTube serves as a crucial platform, with the 
creation of the Directorate's YouTube Channel. WhatsApp groups are formed to connect subject experts, parents, and 
students. For areas without internet access, the project utilizes Take One Channel, local cable networks, and radio 
broadcasts. Teachers equipped with smart phones access lectures and communicate with students in remote areas. 
Community classes are also conducted to reach a wider audience. The process involves the recording of video 
lectures by subject expert teachers, followed by scrutiny from Divisional level subject experts at SIE Jammu. The 
subject-specific lectures are then uploaded to the official website of the Directorate, ensuring accessibility for 
students following the academic calendar. The "DSEJ’s Home Classes" project exemplifies a comprehensive and 
inclusive approach to remote learning, utilizing a variety of platforms to cater to different connectivity scenarios and 
ensuring the continued education of students during challenging times. 
 
UNICEF Collaborative Initiatives and Digital Recognition in Education System 
The Directorate of School Education in collaboration with UNICEF has launched the career guidance portal 
"Manzilein" at www.jkcareerportal.org. The online platform provides students with valuable career-oriented 
guidance, allowing them to explore information on over 550 careers, 21,000+ colleges, and 262,000 programs across 
16 countries. The portal offers details on 1150+ entrance exams and 1120+ scholarships, empowering students with 
comprehensive resources to make informed decisions about their academic and professional paths. To recognize and 
commend the voluntary contributions of teachers in various directorate initiatives, the implementation of digital 
certificate distribution has been introduced. Utilizing Google Forms, e-certificates are generated and issued to 
approximately 1000 teachers who have made special contributions to initiatives such as DSEJ’s Home Classes, 
DIKSHA content creation, and counselling services. These e-certificates undergo thorough scrutiny, ensuring the 
authenticity of the achievements, and are equipped with printed QR codes that can be scanned for easy verification. 
The innovative approach not only acknowledges the dedication of teachers but also enhances the credibility and 
efficiency of the certification process. 
 
Ensuring Digital Accessibility and Equity in Education 
Assessing the accessibility of digital technologies in Jammu and Kashmir involves a comprehensive examination of 
issues related to equity and inclusivity. One critical aspect is the availability and reliability of internet connectivity, 
especially in remote areas. According to a survey conducted in the region, approximately 30% of students faced 
challenges due to unreliable internet access. This underscores the importance of addressing connectivity issues to 
ensure that digital tools are accessible to all. To address the challenge, initiatives such as the establishment of 
community Wi-Fi centres and the use of offline learning materials have been implemented. These solutions aim to 
provide alternative means of accessing educational content for students in areas with limited internet connectivity. 
Another crucial aspect is the availability of devices for accessing digital content. Data indicates that a significant 
portion of students in Jammu and Kashmir do not have personal devices for online learning. This underscores the 
digital divide, where students from economically disadvantaged backgrounds face challenges in accessing 
technology. To bridge the gap, initiatives such as the distribution of tablets or laptops to students in need have been 
implemented. By providing essential devices, educational institutions aim to ensure that all students have equal 
opportunities to engage with digital learning materials. 
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Inclusive education involves catering to the diverse needs of students. The study indicates that students with 
disabilities face challenges in accessing and utilizing certain digital tools that may not be designed with their specific 
needs in mind. In response, educational institutions have been working on adopting inclusive design principles for 
digital platforms. This involves ensuring that digital tools are accessible to students with diverse abilities, such as 
incorporating features for screen readers and providing alternative formats for content. Ongoing data collection and 
evaluation are crucial for understanding the effectiveness of initiatives aimed at ensuring accessibility and equity. 
Regular surveys and feedback mechanisms help in identifying emerging challenges and refining strategies for 
improvement. Addressing accessibility challenges in Jammu and Kashmir's educational system requires a data-
driven approach and targeted initiatives. By focusing on issues related to internet connectivity, device availability, 
and inclusivity, the region can work towards creating a more equitable educational landscape, ensuring that digital 
technologies benefit all students, irrespective of their background or geographical location. The digital initiatives 
align with the cultural and linguistic diversity of Jammu and Kashmir is crucial for ensuring their effectiveness and 
inclusivity. For example, language-specific educational content and interfaces cater to the region's linguistic 
diversity. Digital platforms offering content in multiple languages, including local dialects, make educational 
resources more accessible and relevant to students, respecting their cultural identity. Considering cultural nuances in 
content creation ensures that digital initiatives are sensitive to the local context. For instance, incorporating regional 
history, traditions, and examples into e-learning materials enhances students' connection to the content. The 
approach fosters a sense of cultural relevance and promotes engagement by making the learning experience more 
relatable to the students' lived experiences. Digital initiatives can leverage multimedia elements to showcase and 
preserve cultural practices. Interactive modules, videos, or virtual tours that highlight local art, music, and customs 
contribute to a more immersive learning experience. This not only enriches the educational content but also 
promotes cultural appreciation among students. However, challenges may arise if digital initiatives inadvertently 
favour one language or cultural context over another. It is essential to ensure equitable representation and 
accessibility for all linguistic and cultural groups in the region. Regular feedback from educators, students, and 
community members can guide adjustments to digital content, making it more inclusive and culturally sensitive. 
Aligning digital initiatives with the cultural and linguistic diversity of Jammu and Kashmir involves tailoring 
content, interfaces, and approaches to reflect the unique characteristics of the region. By incorporating local 
languages, cultural references, and multimedia elements, digital tools can enhance educational experiences and 
contribute to a more inclusive and culturally responsive learning environment. 
 
Suggestions or Recommendations  
To optimize the effectiveness of digital initiatives in Jammu and Kashmir's educational system, policymakers and 
educators can consider the following practical recommendations: 
 
Infrastructure Development 
Invest in robust technology infrastructure, including reliable internet connectivity and power supply, to ensure 
seamless access to digital tools across urban and remote areas. 
 
Device Accessibility 
Implement initiatives to provide affordable and accessible devices to students, particularly those from economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds. Establish tech hubs or community centres where students can access digital resources. 
 
Localized Content Creation 
Encourage the development of educational content that is culturally and linguistically relevant to Jammu and 
Kashmir. Support educators and content creators in producing materials that incorporate local history, traditions, 
and languages. 
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Professional Development for Educators 
Provide ongoing training and professional development opportunities for teachers to enhance their digital literacy 
and instructional technology skills. This ensures educators are well-equipped to integrate digital tools effectively into 
their teaching methods. 
 
Inclusive Design Principles 
Incorporate inclusive design principles in the development of digital platforms to accommodate diverse learning 
needs, including those of students with disabilities. Ensure that interfaces and content are accessible to all students. 
 
Collaboration and Knowledge Sharing  
Facilitate collaboration and knowledge-sharing among educators, administrators, and policymakers. Establish 
forums, online communities, or workshops where best practices and challenges related to digital initiatives can be 
discussed and addressed collectively. 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation Framework 
Implement a robust monitoring and evaluation framework to assess the impact of digital initiatives. Regularly collect 
feedback from students, teachers, and parents to identify areas for improvement and adjust strategies accordingly. 
 
Community Engagement 
Involve parents and local communities in the digital education process. Raise awareness about the benefits of digital 
initiatives and encourage community support for students' digital learning experiences. 
 
Public-Private Partnerships 
Foster collaborations between the government, private sector, and non-profit organizations to leverage resources, 
expertise, and technology. Public-private partnerships can enhance the scalability and sustainability of digital 
initiatives. 
 
Addressing the Digital Divide 
 Implement targeted interventions to address the digital divide, considering disparities in access to technology. This 
may involve providing subsidies for internet connectivity, distributing devices, or establishing tech-enabled learning 
centres in underserved areas. By prioritizing these recommendations, policymakers and educators can create an 
environment conducive to the successful integration of digital initiatives in Jammu and Kashmir's educational 
system, ultimately fostering a more inclusive, engaging, and effective learning experience for students. 
 
Findings of the study  
SARAL Android App Digital Initiative 

1. Streamlining administrative processes and student services through SARAL Android App. 
2. Improved efficiency in managing educational records and resources. 
3. Enhanced accessibility for students and educators. 

 
Grievance Redressal Portal Digital Initiative 

1. Efficient resolution of academic and administrative concerns through the Grievance Redressal Portal. 
2. Increased transparency and accountability in addressing student and teacher grievances. 
3. Positive impact on the overall learning environment. 

 
Aawo Padhen Digital Initiative 

1. Promotion of digital literacy and online learning through the Aawo Padhen initiative. 
2. Increased engagement and participation in digital education among students. 
3. Empowering teachers with resources to adapt to modern teaching methodologies. 
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Jammu Kashmir Knowledge Network (JKKN) Digital Initiative 
1. Establishment of a comprehensive knowledge network for educators and students. 
2. Facilitation of collaborative learning and resource sharing. 
3. Integration of JKKN into the education system for sustainable knowledge dissemination. 

 
Student Engagement Facilitated by Digital Tools 

1. Positive correlation between the use of digital tools and increased student engagement. 
2. Integration of multimedia content, interactive activities, and gamified elements for enhanced learning 

experiences. 
3. Improved retention and understanding of educational materials. 

 
Overall Impact on Academic Performance and Essential Skill Development 

1. Noticeable improvement in academic performance attributed to the integration of digital initiatives. 
2. Development of essential skills such as critical thinking, problem-solving, and digital literacy. 
3. Positive feedback from educators and students regarding the holistic impact on education. 

 
Ensuring Digital Accessibility and Equity in Education 

1. Addressing digital accessibility challenges in remote areas through innovative solutions. 
2. Implementation of strategies to bridge the digital divide and ensure equal access to educational resources. 
3. Ongoing efforts to promote inclusivity and equity in the digital education landscape. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
The digital initiatives implemented in Jammu and Kashmir's educational system have ushered in a transformative 
era, significantly impacting traditional teaching methods. The region has embraced a multitude of digital tools and 
platforms, with initiatives such as the SARAL Android App, Grievance Redressal Portal, Aawo Padhen, Jammu 
Kashmir Knowledge Network (JKKN), and other digital tools playing crucial roles in shaping the landscape of 
education. The SARAL Android App has emerged as a pivotal tool, streamlining various educational processes and 
facilitating a seamless experience for students and educators alike. Its user-friendly interface and comprehensive 
features have not only simplified administrative tasks but have also empowered students with valuable resources for 
self-paced learning. The Grievance Redressal Portal, an essential digital initiative, has introduced an unprecedented 
level of accountability and responsiveness within the educational system. The platform ensures that concerns are 
addressed promptly, fostering a transparent and efficient educational ecosystem where stakeholders can actively 
participate in problem resolution. The Aawo Padhen Digital Initiative and the Jammu Kashmir Knowledge Network 
(JKKN) have played crucial roles in expanding educational outreach. Aawo Padhen leverages digital content to make 
learning more engaging and accessible, while JKKN connects students and educators across the region, creating a 
collaborative and interconnected educational community.  
 
Other digital tools, including virtual classrooms, zoom and Microsoft Teams, interactive e-learning modules, and 
online assessment platforms, have contributed significantly to student engagement. These tools have not only made 
learning more interactive and dynamic but have also fostered collaboration among students, promoting a holistic 
learning environment that goes beyond traditional classroom boundaries. The overall impact on academic 
performance and essential skill development has been notable. Students are not only gaining proficiency in academic 
subjects but are also acquiring crucial digital literacy skills that are increasingly essential in the modern world. The 
emphasis on ensuring digital accessibility and equity in education is commendable. By adopting a comprehensive 
approach and integrating various digital tools, these initiatives have sought to bridge the digital divide and create a 
level playing field for students across diverse socio-economic backgrounds. The digital initiatives in Jammu and 
Kashmir's educational system represent a forward-looking approach that acknowledges the transformative power of 
a diverse array of digital tools. As these initiatives continue to evolve, there is a strong foundation for further 
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advancements in education, fostering a generation equipped with the skills and knowledge necessary for the 
challenges of the digital age. The journey towards a more inclusive, accessible, and technologically integrated 
education system in Jammu and Kashmir serves as a model for other regions to emulate. 
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Figure 3 : Online grievance responses district vice Figure 4: Aawo padein 

 

Figure 5 : Device used for online education 
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Depression is a range of psychological conditions that affect attitude, feelings, and overall well-being, 
and is influenced by various factors. Common symptoms include negative emotions, loss of interest, and 
persistent sadness. Maintaining a high quality of life is important for managing mental health issues. 
Social media plays a significant role in allowing individuals to express their emotions and share life 
events. As mental health challenges continue to increase, there is growing interest in using social network 
data for early detection of depression. Recent years have seen progress in using Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
to identify depression on online platforms. This manuscript surveys AI frameworks, such as Machine 
Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) algorithms, utilized in studies of depression detection from 2020 
to 2023. The paper not only presents advancements but also examines the limitations and challenges of 
these algorithms, such as data heterogeneity, noise, and the subjective nature of mental health 
expressions online. It aims to identify research gaps and suggest future directions for improving 
methodologies on online platforms. This exploration contributes to the ongoing discussion about mental 
health and AI, with implications for researchers, practitioners, and policymakers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Depression is a widespread psychological issue affecting over 300 million individuals globally, with increased 
internet and social media use linked to higher rates of anxiety, depression, and suicide [1]. Women are twice as likely 
to experience depression as men. During the last centuries, 15.08% of young people aged 12-17 have experienced a 
minimum of a single catastrophic depression incident, with 10.6% dealing with acute depressive symptoms. Over 
60% of young people with acute symptoms do not receive any therapy, and merely 27.2% receive regular therapy. 
Less than one in three young people with severe depression receive regular care, even when the number of visits is 
counted [2]. 
 
Types of Depression 
Depression is categorized by symptoms such as unhappiness, lack of motivation, regret, poor dignity, inability to eat 
or sleep, fatigue, and failure to focus. It can lead to worsening conditions such as joint inflammation, asthma, 
cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and obesity. Depression may considerably affect an individual’s willingness to 
participate in everyday tasks, and can even lead to thoughts of suicide [3]. It can be divided into two groups based 
on the intensity of the symptoms: mild and temporary occurrences, and acute and chronic episodes of depression.  
 
Two primary categories of depression include 
 Major depressive disorder is an acute depression categorized by enduring melancholy, desperation, and 

unimportance [4]. A minimum of 5 depression signs should occur during a two-week period to be recognized. 
This condition is classified into unusual, hybrid, melancholy, psychotic, and catatonia by the American 
Psychiatric Association. 

 Persistent Depressive Disorder (PDD): PDD, also called dysthymia, is a less acute yet constant category of 
depression. To be diagnosed, symptoms must be present for at least two years. It can have a greater impact on a 
person's life than major depression due to its longer duration [5]. Individuals with PDD often experience 
sadness, decreased productivity, low self-confidence, and a loss of motivation in daily tasks. 
 

Social and Cultural Factors Influencing Depressive Disorders in India 
Mental health diseases are widespread in India, affecting a significant portion of the population. The frequency of 
psychiatric illnesses in India ranges from 9.5 to 370 per 1000 individuals, reflecting the variety of mental health 
conditions prevalent in the nation [6]. Common mental health illnesses in India include depression, anxiety, bipolar 
syndrome, schizophrenia, and drug use conditions [7]. Several societal and cultural factors impact depression in 
India, including stigma surrounding mental illness, gender inequality, poverty, rapid urbanization, family dynamics, 
and cultural beliefs. These factors contribute to discrimination, isolation, fear, and limited access to quality care, and 
hinder open discussions about mental health. Addressing these issues is crucial to providing efficient interventions 
and support networks for the population's mental health needs. 
 
Social Media Use and Depression 
Social media usage is a highly popular online activity worldwide and it continues to grow. In 2017, over 2.73 billion 
people used social media, and this number is projected to reach6 billion by 2027 (see Figure 1). According to Figure 2, 
Facebook, the leading social networking platform, has over three billion monthly active users and was the first to 
reach 1 billion registered accounts. It is part of Meta Platforms, which also maintains WhatsApp, Facebook 
Messenger, and Instagram, with a combined total of over 1 billion monthly users. In the 2ndquarter of 2023, Facebook 
stated over 3.8 billion monthly active users. Social networking sites, existing in various languages, enable users to 
connect across borders. In 2024, these sites are expected to reach 5.17 billion users, with continued growth expected 
due to increased mobile device usage and access to underserved markets. Figure 3 shows that 53.8% of internet users 
globally are men, with 29.8% being aged 20-39, and 31% being aged 20-29, with users over 60 years making up only 
9% of web activity in January 2023. According to Figure 4, in January 2023, Facebook's largest user base is aged 25-34, 
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with 43% female. Instagram has 30.8% 18-24 users, with 17% male. Twitter has 62.9% male and 37.1% female. 
YouTube has 54% male users, while TikTok has 54% female users. Figure 5 shows that individuals with higher 
depression symptoms use social media more frequently [9], with 29% of those using it at least 58 times per week 
experiencing high depression symptoms, and only 16% experiencing low depression symptoms, compared to 36% of 
those using it 8 times or fewer. Additionally, it revealed that 32% of social media users follow therapists and mental 
health professionals, 25% follow individuals with similar mental health conditions, and 20% follow mental health 
advocates and brands. Frequent social media use is associated with negative moods and may contribute to higher 
rates of depression, leading to social isolation, reduced enjoyment in activities, and increased anxiety [10]. 
Multitasking can exacerbate feelings of shame, worthlessness, and jealousy. Comparing oneself online can trigger 
inadequate emotions, fueling a cycle of jealousy [11]. Studies suggest envy may be a cause of depression, not just a 
result of social media use. Negative experiences on social media can increase the risk of developing depression [12]. 
 
Social Networks as a Data Source for Depression Detection 
Social networks are useful for detecting depression by analyzing the content and patterns of posts [13]. Key aspects 
include expressive content, sentiment analysis, behavioral patterns, temporal analysis, social collaboration dynamics, 
multimodal data analysis, and real-time monitoring. Users often share personal experiences and emotions on social 
media, allowing for the identification of linguistic cues associated with depression. Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) techniques can assess sentiment, while changes in online behavior can signal emotional distress. Temporal 
analysis offers insights into the progression of depressive symptoms, while multimodal data analysis provides a 
comprehensive understanding of an individual's digital footprint and emotional expressions. 
 
Significance of Depression Detection 
Detecting depression from social media involves analyzing language, behavior, and social interactions to identify 
potential signs of depression [14]. This information can be used to provide early intervention and support for those 
struggling with depression, leading to more effective treatment, reduced stigma, and improved resource allocation. 
In the workplace, early detection can safeguard employee well-being and improve productivity, ultimately 
transforming lives and promoting empathy [15]. 
 
General Methodology for Depression Detection 
The detection process involves data pre-processing, feature extraction, feature selection, and classification to detect 
depression levels [16], as illustrated in Figure 6. This section describes each phase in detail. 
 
 Pre-processing: It is a crucial process in analyzing online information, ensuring that the data is clean and 

suitable for analysis [17]. Key steps include identifying relevant platforms, collecting data using APIs or web 
scraping tools, cleaning the text by removing irrelevant characters and symbols, breaking down the text into 
individual words, eliminating common words, reducing words to their base form, handling missing values, 
removing duplicates, converting emojis and emoticons, normalizing numerical features, converting categorical 
variables, removing irrelevant data points, handling timestamps and time zones, and addressing class 
imbalances. 

 Feature extraction: It involves extracting relevant features that capture linguistic, behavioral, and contextual 
patterns associated with depressive symptoms [18]. Depression detection on social networking can be achieved 
using various feature extraction techniques. These include Bag-of-Words (BoW), TF-IDF (Term Frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency), word embedding, N-grams, sentiment analysis, user features, content length, 
hashtag and mention counts, temporal features, user metadata, named entity recognition, network analysis, 
image and video features, topic modeling, and emotion analysis features. These methods help identify 
important words, user behavior, content complexity, and temporal patterns in social media behavior. They also 
consider user metadata, named entity recognition, network analysis, image and video features, topic modeling, 
and emotion analysis features. These techniques help in identifying important words, identifying latent topics, 
and analyzing emotional content in social media data. 
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 Feature selection: It is a technique used to choose the most significant features by removing redundant ones 
[19]. Common feature selection techniques include SelectKBest, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), maximum 
Relevance Minimum Redundancy (mRMR), Boruta, and ReliefF. 

 Classification: Social media data is often used to detect depression by using classification algorithms, which 
include both ML and DL models to differentiate between people with and without depressive symptoms 
[20].The most widely used ML-based classification algorithms [21-23] are Naïve Bayes (NB), K-Nearest 
Neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), Gradient Boosting 
DT (GBDT), Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost),Logistic Regression (LR), and Support Vector Regression 
(SVR).DL is a category of ML that allows machines to understand the domain through a pyramid of concepts. 
This allows for complex ideas to be learned by building them from simpler ones. Neural Networks (NNs) such 
as Artificial NN (ANN), Deep NN (DNN), CNN, and Recurrent NN (RNN) are used as classifiers in detecting 
depressive disorders [24-26]. 
 

This review explores the use of AI in detecting depression through user-generated content on social media. It 
surveys ML and DL algorithms used for depression detection, highlighting advancements and examining 
limitations. Additionally, it aims to identify research gaps and suggest future directions to improvedepression 
detection methodologies on online platforms. 
 
SURVEY ON DEPRESSION DETECTION FROM SOCIAL MEDIA USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
MODELS 
Recent studies on detecting depression from online data is primarily split into ML and DL models. This review 
covers the use of these models in systems developed to identify depression from online information, organized by 
year of publication. 
 
ML-Based Depression Detection 
Online platforms are often utilized to identify depression owing to the large quantity of user-created text data and 
societal behavior. Many studies have used outdated MLalgorithms, along with feature engineering techniques to 
classify and identify depression in online users. This section provides a review of some of these studies. de Jesús 
Titla-Tlatelpa et al. [27] developed a profile-based sentiment-aware technique using SVM and RF classifiers to detect 
depression in social media. This technique focuses on classifying user profiles (e.g., males or females) and analyzing 
the opinions conveyed in their posts using a novel text representation, which learns their polarity (e.g., +ve or -ve). 
Aguilera et al. [28] used a One-Class Categorizer (OCC) for detecting depression in online networks. They also 
introduced a new measure for determining the relevance of texts for a given task, using lexicons demarcated by 
standard knowledge-based techniques. Chiong et al. [29] explored the use of ML classifiers and online data to 
identify depression in users' posts, even without explicit keywords such as 'depression' or 'diagnosis'. Zhou et al. [30] 
conducted a study on the detection of community depression dynamics in Australia caused by the COVID-19 
epidemic using user-created information on Twitter. First, sentiment, subject, and domain-explicit traits were 
retrieved. Then, the TF-IDF was developed to accurately identify depression in tweets. Pool-Cen et al. [31] developed 
a simple classification algorithm to differentiate between tweets associated with depression in English and 
Spanish.Safa et al. [32] developed an automated method for analyzing tweets and predicting depression signs using 
N-gram, LIWC lexicons, automated picture labeling, BoW, correlation-based attribute selection, and multiple 
supervised classifiers. Ghosal & Jain [33] introduced a method for detecting depression on online platforms. The 
Reddit text data was first pre-processed and normalized. Then, TF-IDF and fast Text embedding were applied to 
obtain attributes, which were later passed to the XGBoost classifier to identify depressive content. Table 1 evaluates 
the ML algorithms used in the above-discussed studies for depression detection. 
 
DL-Based Depression Detection 
Recent studies have shown that DL is more accurate and reliable than traditional ML methods to identify depression 
in online users. DL's ability to learn complex patterns from large datasets has led to superior performance in 
depression detection. This section will review recent studies on DL-based approaches for detecting depression from 
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online information. Ding et al. [34] collected Sina Weibo data of college students, utilized DNN for extracting 
attributes, and adopted a Deep Integrated SVM (DISVM) classifier to detect depression. Wu et al. [35] developed a 
new method called D3-HDS (DL-based Depression Detection for Heterogeneous Data Sources) using the RNN to 
calculate the post representations for each individual, which were then integrated into the content-based, social, and 
living atmosphere attributes to estimate the individual's depression using DNN. Shrestha et al. [36] developed an 
unsupervised technique using RNN to identify miserable users. They analyzed the users’ comments and their 
networking behavior in the forum. First, user embedding was computed from their post sequence using RNN and 
then combined with networking behavior. Then, unsupervised anomaly detection was used to classify users as 
depressed or not. Chiu et al. [37] developed a multimodal depression detection system for Instagram, focusing on the 
timing of posts. A depression lexicon was generated to gather information on users with miserable tendencies. A 2-
phaserecognition strategy was also developed to identify miserable users based on the time interval between their 
posts.Ren et al. [38] developed a new sentiment-based attention network model for improved depression 
identification, combining semantic and sentiment understanding networks to extract +ve and -ve emotional data. 
Lara et al. [39] developed Deep Bag-of-Sub-Emotions (DeepBoSE) to detect depression in online using a 
differentiable BoW. This model enhances standard BoF that may not be easily combined with the DL structures.  
 
Cha et al. [40] developed the DL prediction system to identify high-risk groups for depression using social media 
data. They classified depression posts in multiple languages and created a depression vocabulary for all languages. 
Ansari et al. [41] introduced a hybrid ensemble learning approach for automated depression detection, which 
involves pre-processing social media posts, extracting sentiment features, using an attention-based LSTM for 
temporal characteristics, and a linear classifier for final prediction, combining outputs in an ensemble classifier. 
Amanat et al. [42] developed a text prediction model utilizing One-Hot encoding, Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA), and LSTM with RNN to detect depression early. Yang et al. [43] developed the KC-Net model utilizing Gated 
Recurrent Units (GRU) and a knowledge-aware mentalization module to detect depression on online platforms. 
Nijhawan et al. [44] conducted a study to identify depression in individuals depending on online posts and 
comments. They utilized large-scale datasets, and Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT). 
Additionally, they used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to identify word and phrase patterns within documents. 
Rizwan et al. [45] developed deep-transfer learning language models to classify depression from tweets using a 
labeled dataset. They assessed the efficiency of different transformer-based models and fine-tuned them for three 
intensity classes:'severe','moderate', and'mild'. Zhou et al. [46] created a Time-aware Attention Multimodal Fusion 
Network (TAMFN) to detect depression in video content using non-verbal cues like acoustics and visuals. The 
TAMFN model includes a Temporal Convolutional Network (GTCN), Intermodal Feature Extraction (IFE), and a 
Time-aware Attention Multimodal Fusion (TAMF) module. The GTCN extracts local and global time-based features, 
IFE captures similarity features, and the TAMF guides feature fusion. 
 
 The fused features were then fed to the fully connected layer to detect depression. Zogan et al. [47] developed the 
Multi-Aspect Depression Detection with Hierarchical Attention Network (MDHAN) to automatically identify 
miserable users on online platforms. The model uses attention strategies at the tweet and word levels to calculate the 
importance of all tweets and words, obtaining semantic sequence characteristics for reasonable outcomes. Kour and 
Gupta [48] developed a hybrid DLframework to detect depression from user tweets utilizing a feature-rich CNN and 
Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM). The model categorizes depressive and non-depressive tweets, analyzing semantic 
context. Nadeem et al. [49] developed a method using Natural Language Processing (NLP) and DL techniques to 
detect depression from text data. They manually annotated a tweet dataset, creating binary and ternary labels. This 
DL-based hybrid SSCL classification framework utilized GloVe for feature extraction, LSTM-CNN for capturing 
tweet sequence and semantics, GRUs with self-attention for capturing contextual and hidden features, and a fully 
connected layer for identifying depression. Li et al. [50] developed a Multimodal Hierarchical Attention (MHA) 
framework to detect depression on online platforms, processing multiple data types simultaneously and using an 
attention mechanism to identify depression-related information. A distribution normalization method improved 
performance by aligning data distribution. Table 2 evaluates the DL algorithms used in the above-discussed studies 
to identify depression on social networks. The reviewed studies show different methods for using ML and DL 
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algorithms to detect depression in social media users. Each algorithm has strengths and weaknesses, highlighting the 
complexity of detecting depression. Evaluation metrics like Acc, P, R, and F1 offer awareness of algorithm 
effectiveness. Figure 7-10 illustrates the importance of selecting the most suitable algorithm based on specific context 
and data characteristics. It can be inferred that [49] achieves the highest Acc and F1, [48] has the maximum P, and 
[38] has the highest R compared to other DL algorithms. However, a robust ensemble DL algorithm that incorporates 
multi-source data is necessary to improve depression detection accuracy as the field evolves. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This article discusses recent studies on using AI to identify depression from online text. Additionally, it highlights 
the importance of advanced AI techniques in depression detection. The study found that DL with attention strategies 
is more effective than traditional ML for detecting depression. Future advancements could include multimodal 
analysis, temporal analysis, and privacy-preserving methods. These techniques could enable real-time monitoring 
and proactive interventions, while also addressing privacy concerns and promoting user acceptance. 
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Table 1. Comparison of ML-Based Depression Detection Models 
Ref. 
No. 

Algorithms Benefits Limitations Data Source 
Evaluation 

Metrics 

[27] SVM and RF 
Gender-based classification 

was highly effective than 
age-based ones. 

The results were 
impacted by the size 
and time variation in 

users' message 
records. 

Reddit and 
Twitter 

F1: 
Gender-based 

classifier: 
Reddit = 0.71; 
Twitter = 0.89 

Age-based 
classifier: 

Reddit = 0.68; 
Twitter = 0.88 

[28] 
OCC with k-

strongest strengths 
scheme 

A competitive method for 
detecting 

psychologicalillnesses from 
online data. 

There are often few 
positive examples 

(depressed 
individuals), which 

creates an imbalanced 
dataset and makes it 

difficult for the model 
to accurately identify 

positive cases. 

Depression 
and 

Anorexia 
collections 
from eRisk 

forum 

Average F1 = 
0.557 

[29] 

LR, linear kernel 
SVM, Multi-Layer 
Perceptron (MLP), 
DT, RF, adaptive 
boosting, bagging 
predictors, and GB 

The efficiency was 
enhanced when utilizing 

less rigidly structured 
corpora, particularly while 

detecting depression in data 
from various sources. 

The training of the 
classifiers was 

restricted to using 
labeled datasets, and 

the accuracy was 
decreased in a dataset 

with a significant 
imbalance. 

Twitter, 
Victoria’s 

diary, 
Reddit, and 
Facebook 

Twitter: 
Acc = 99.8%; 

Victoria’s 
diary: 

Acc = 1.61%; 
Reddit: 

Acc = 40.54%; 
Facebook: 

Acc = 16.3% 

[30] 

TF-IDF features, 
LR, linear 

discriminant 
analysis, and 

Gaussian NB (GNB) 

It can efficiently identify 
community depression 
dynamics at the nation 

level. 

There was no analysis 
done on how 

depression changed 
over period and in 
different locations. 

Twitter 

LR: 
Acc = 0.903; 

P = 0.908; 
R = 0.899; 
F1 = 0.902 

Linear 
discriminant 

analysis: 
Acc = 0.904; 

P = 0.912; 
R = 0.899; 
F1 = 0.903 

GNB: 
Acc = 0.879; 

P = 0.891; 
R = 0.874; 
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F1 = 0.878 

[31] 

Knowledge 
distillation, IVIS-

based 
dimensionality 
reduction, LR, 

SVM, and 
Quadratic 

Discriminant 
Analysis (QDA) 

Improved performance 
even without labeled data. 

High computational 
cost due to two stages: 

building embedded 
space for sentences in 

different languages 
and using 

dimensionality 
reduction algorithms. 

Twitter data 
in English 

and Spanish 
languages 

LR: 
Acc = 0.95; 

P = 0.96; 
R = 0.94; 
F1 = 0.95 

SVM: 
Acc = 0.95; 

P = 0.96; 
R = 0.93; 
F1 = 0.95 

QDA: 
Acc = 0.95; 

P = 0.96; 
R = 0.93; 
F1 = 0.94 

[32] 

SVM, LR, DT, GB, 
RF, Ridge 

categorizer, 
AdaBoost, 

CatBoost, and MLP 

The performance was 
acceptable. 

It did not take into 
account every 

significant attribute in 
the user profile. 

Twitter 

LR: 
Acc = 0.75; 

P = 0.74; 
R = 0.75; 
F1 = 0.75 

GB: 
Acc = 0.91; 

P = 0.97; 
R = 0.84; 
F1 = 0.89 

Ridge 
categorizer: 
Acc = 0.77; 

P = 0.77; 
R = 0.75; 
F1 = 0.76 

CatBoost: 
Acc = 0.91; 

P = 0.99; 
R = 0.82; 
F1 = 0.89 

MLP: 
Acc = 0.70; 

P = 0.69; 
R = 0.72; 
F1 = 0.7 

[33] 
fastText embedding 

and XGBoost 
High accuracy of classifying 

lengthy Reddit posts. 

It needs various 
negative emotions and 
anxiety-based features. 

Reddit 

P = 0.71; 
R = 0.71; 
F1 = 0.71; 

Acc = 71.05% 
*Note: P=Precision; R=Recall; F1=F1 score; Acc=Accuracy 
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Table 2. Comparative Analysis of DL-Based Depression Detection Systems 
Ref. 
No. Algorithms Benefits Limitations Data Source Evaluation Metrics 

[34] DISVM 

It decreased the 
execution period 

and increased 
detection efficacy. 

The accuracy relies 
on the selection of 

features, which 
was subjective in 

this case. 

Sina Weibo 
Precision: 

Training = 0.881; 
Testing = 0.8615 

[35] 
D3-HDS using 
RNN and DNN 

By concurrently 
considering all 
content-based, 

behavioral, and 
demographic 

features, it can 
achieve better 
performance. 

Additional features 
such as 

demographic and 
psychological 

characteristics are 
needed to enhance 

the efficiency of 
detection. 

Real dataset include 
Facebook records 

and the CES-D 
screening test results 

P = 83.3%; 
R = 71.4%; 
F1 = 76.9% 

[36] RNN 

Improved detection 
by fusing network 

and psycho-
linguistic features. 

The performance 
depends on the 
choice of model 

parameters. 

ReachOut.com 
platform 

F1 = 0.64; 
P = 0.64 
R = 0.64 

[37] 
AlexNet, 

BiLSTM, RF and 
AdaBoost 

It improved 
detection 

performance. 

Collecting more 
data features took 

a long time. 
Instagram 

P = 0.895; 
R = 0.782; 
F1 = 0.835 

[38] 
BiLSTM & 

dynamic fusion 
mechanism 

Improved detection 
by incorporating 

emotional semantic 
information. 

Multitask learning 
was essential for 

detecting 
depression based 

on symptom levels. 

Reddit 

Acc = 91.3%; 
P = 91.91%; 
R = 96.15%; 
F1 = 93.98% 

[39] DeepBoSE 
The performance 
was satisfactory. 

The deep 
representation 

learning capability 
was ineffective. 

eRisk17 and eRisk18 

eRisk2017: 
F1 = 0.6415; 
Acc = 0.91; 
P = 0.6296; 
R = 0.6538 
eRisk2018: 
F1 = 0.6545; 
Acc = 0.93; 
P = 0.6279; 
R = 0.6835 

[40] 
1D-CNN, 

BiLSTM, and 
BERT 

It achieved a 
satisfactory F1 score. 

The accuracy 
between different 

domain 
communities was 

low due to the 
absence of 

demographic data. 

Twitter data in 
Koeran, English, and 
Japanese languages 

Acc: 
1D-CNN = 0.5831; 
BiLSTM = 0.5638; 

BERT = 0.7252 

[41] 

LR and 
attention-based 

LSTM with 
linear classifier 

Using sentiment 
lexicon features 

results in enhanced 
performance. 

It should be 
included 

additional features 
like POS tags to 

CLPsych, Reddit, 
and eRisk 

CLPsych: 
P = 0.655; 
R = 0.65; 

F1 = 0.6509; 
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handle imbalanced 
datasets. 

Acc = 0.65 
Reddit: 

P = 0.8115; 
R = 0.7512; 
F1 = 0.7701; 
Acc = 0.751 

eRisk: 
P = 0.8005 
R = 0.7455; 
F1 = 0.7655; 
Acc = 0.755 

[42] 
One-hot 

encoding, PCA, 
LSTM and RNN 

It achieved 
maximum accuracy. 

It didn’t consider 
user’s behavior 

and psycho-
linguistic features. 

Tweets-Scraped 
dataset from Kaggle 

P = 0.98; 
R = 0.99; 
F1 = 0.98; 
Acc = 99% 

[43] KC-Net using 
GRU 

It can maximize 
performance by 

fully utilizing label 
information to 
capture class-

specific features. 

It did not taken 
into account other 
information like 

demographic and 
behavior features 

of users. 

Depression_Mixed, 
Dreaddit, and SAD 

Depression_Mixed: 
P = 95.5%; 
R = 95.3%; 
F1 = 95.4% 
Dreaddit: 
P = 84.1%; 
R = 83.3%; 
F1 = 83.5% 

SAD: 
P = 75.6%; 
R = 77.6%; 
F1 = 77% 

[44] LDA and BERT 
It achieved the 

highest accuracy. 

It did not take into 
account the mental 

health factors, 
making it difficult 
to handle bipolar 

emotions. 

Twitter Acc = 94% 

[45] 

Electra small 
generator, 

Electra small 
discriminator, 

XtremeDistil-L6, 
and Albert base 

V2 

It achieved a high F1 
score in a relatively 
short training time 

per epoch. 

The model was 
trained using short 

tweets, so it may 
not be effective at 

predicting the 
intensity of 

depression in 
longer pieces of 

text. 

Twitter 

Acc: 
Electra 

smallgenerator = 
92%; 

Electra small 
discriminator = 92%; 

XtremeDistil-L6 = 
92%; 

Albert base V2 = 
92% 

[46] TAMFN 

By combining 
multiple features, it 
was able to achieve 
a high recall rate. 

Accurate detection 
was difficult to get 

because of the 
varying 

distribution of test 
and training data 

D-Vlog dataset from 
YouTube 

P = 66.02%;R = 
66.5%; 

F1 = 65.82% 
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caused by the 
complexity and 

noise of non-verbal 
variables. 

[47] MDHAN 

Computationally 
effective for 
identifying 

depressed users. 

It didn’t consider a 
mix of short and 

long user-
generated content. 

Twitter 

Acc = 0.89; 
P = 0.902; 
R = 0.892; 
F1 = 0.893 

[48] 
Feature-rich 
CNN and 
BiLSTM 

The best detection 
performance was 

achieved. 

Various mixtures 
of NN layers and 
activations should 

be explored to 
increase the 

model’s accuracy. 

Twitter 

Acc = 94.28%; 
P = 96.99%; 
R = 92.66%; 
F1 = 94.8% 

[49] Hybrid SSCL 
Detection 

performance was 
improved. 

The tweet did not 
accurately convey 

the context and 
subject, making it 

difficult for 
classification of 
multiple classes. 

Twitter dataset from 
Kaggle 

Binary data: 
Acc = 97%; 
F1 = 97.4% 

Ternary data: 
Acc = 82.9%; 
F1 = 82.9% 

[50] MHA 
This improves data 

distribution and 
detection efficiency. 

The user's data 
does not show 

signs of 
depression, making 

it challenging for 
the model to make 

accurate 
predictions. 

Sina Weibo 
Acc = 92.84%; 
F1 = 92.78% 

*Note: P=Precision; R=Recall; F1=F1 score; Acc=Accuracy 
 

 
 

Figure 1. No. of Internet Users Worldwide between 
2017 and 2027(Source: Statista 2024) 

Figure 2. Social Media Platforms Sorted by No. of 
Users Worldwide in 2023 (Source: Statista 2024) 
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Figure 3. User Demographicson Social Networks in 

2023 (Source: datareportal.com June 2023) 
Figure 4. Social Media Users by Gender in 2023 

(Source: Social media statistics and trends in 2024 by 
Antara Agarwal) 

 

 
Figure 5. Social Media Users & Mental Health in 2023 

(Source: StyleCaster; Mental.; The Mental Health 
Coalition; 2023; 2255 respondents; 25-44 years; active 

social media users) 

Figure 6. General Methodology in Depression 
Detection 

  
Figure 7. Comparison of Accuracy for Different 

Depression Detection Models 
Figure 8. Comparison of F1 Score for Different 

Depression Detection Models 
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Figure 9. Comparison of Precision for Different 
Depression Detection Models 

Figure 10. Comparison of Recall for Different 
Depression Detection Models 
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In this paper, an attempt is made to construct the single sampling inspection plans for A-type production 
plants through the Theory of Constraints (TOC) approach using simulation software. The Theory of 
Constraints concept is applied using simulation model developed with the help of a simulation software, 
called Goldsim (14.0), by fixing the lot size, to construct the single sampling inspection plans for A-type 
production plants.  These single sampling plans are presented as tables along with Return on Investment 
(ROI) for various values of the proportion defectives. 
 
Keywords: Theory of Constraints, Simulation Modelling, A-type production plants, Single sampling 
plans. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Acceptance sampling begins with determining the lot size for the lot to be checked followed by the number of items 
to be sampled, and finally the acceptance number for the defectives in the sample. The process is usually followed by 
an inspection procedure before the items are to be shipped to the throughput. The aim is to identify the quality of the 
items with a specific level of statistical certainty without testing each and every unit of the lot. The organization 
decides whether to accept or reject the lot, based on the results of the sampling inspection. The main goal of the 
Theory of Constraints (TOC) system is to produce the products so as to increase the throughput values.TOC mainly 
focuses on constraints which prevent the target to be achieved. In this study, a working station is assumed as the 
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main constraint (WC3)for this system due to slow process. This constraint has to be removed to improve the quality 
of the final products. In Acceptance Sampling theory, Soundarajan [13] developed the concept of Maximum 
Allowable Proportion Defective (MAPD) and suggested a selection procedure for Single Sampling Plan (SSP) 
indexed through MAPD.  Grubbs [7] has given a method for the selection of SSP, for the given Average Quality Level 
and Limiting Quality Level based on the Poisson approximation to the binomial model.  Schilling and Johnson [14] 
have developed tables for the construction and evaluation of Single Sampling Plan, Double Sampling Plan and 
Multiple Sampling Plan.  Cox Schleier[3] discussed the bottle necks of a process of ongoing improvement applied in 
the five focusing steps: identify the constraint, decide how to exploit the identified constraint, subordinate constraint, 
elevate the system constraint and if constraint has been broken and return to the beginning of the first step.  Gupta 
and Boyd [8] have discussed the concept of TOC for operations management. Goldratt and Cox [5] explained the 
applications of TOC concept in various areas such as thinking process, marketing, production distribution, sales, 
finance, management, production plants and drum buffer ropes. TOC is to find a constraint of the systems, for 
improving the throughput values and the productivity of the entire system.  Dettmer [4] described how to identify 
and to optimize the system constraints in the performance of an organization. Oglethorpe and Heron [10] proposed 
the application of TOC for supply chain management in food industries.  Blackstone [1] applied TOC in various 
areas of marketing, supply chains and sales. Goldratt Schragenheim and Ptak [6], Chowdhars [2], Cox Schleier [3] 
Roser, Lorentzen and Deuse [11], Scheinkopf [15] Mabin and Baldstone [9] have applied the TOC in their production 
planning process and suggested strategies to improve the performance and application of management concepts.  
Ravi Sankar and Maheshwari [12] have applied the Theory of Constraints Approach using Simulation in Sampling 
inspection for V-type Production Plants. 
 
The notations and abbreviations used in this study are 
N:lot size 
p: proportion defective 

 : sample size for the inspection used before capacity constraint resource batch  
 :  acceptance number for the inspection used before capacity constraint resource batch  
  :  sample size for the inspection used prior to the shipment 
:acceptance number for the inspection used prior to the shipment 

TOC:Theory of Constraints 
SSP: Single Sampling Plan  
SSP ( , ) ( , ):SSP with ( , ) for inspection before WC3 and SSP ( , ) for inspection prior to shipment of 
finished product. 
ROI: Return on Investment 
CCR: Capacity Constraint Resource 
 
A-type  Production Plant 
A-type production plant is a special type of production plant in which the arrangement of different work stations in 
the form of alphabet ‘A’. The parts to be assembled passes from one operation to another during the production 
process. It is used for machine, equipment, workers, and the products to assemble in a sequential order. In a 
production plant, there are many sub-assemble parts converging to a final assembly. The general flow of material is 
many-to-one. The major point in A-plants is the converging lines so that each one delivers the final assembly point at 
the perfect time. 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
In this study, an A-type production process which needs three types of Raw material., Raw material-1, Raw-material-
2, Raw-material-3 to produce three different parts part-A, part-B and part-C which are assembled for giving the final 
product is considered. A CCR is the most influencing factor affecting the quality of the final product, which is to be 
controlled by using the Single Sampling Plan constructed by considering the nature of the A-type production process 
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so as to increase the throughput values. A simulation model is developed using Goldsim software, for the A-type 
production process to construct Single Sampling Plans to apply at two different stages one just before CCR and the 
other prior to the shipment for improving the quality of the assembled products. Using the simulation model 
developed, by fixing the lot size N and by giving the various proportion defective (p) values, the Single Sampling 
Plans( , )  ( , ) to use SSP( , )  just before CCR and to use SSP ( , ) prior to shipment of the final products, 
are obtained along with ROI%. The proportion defective values for the required ROIof the product, are found out 
using the Goldsim software by designing a simulation model for A-type production plants. This implementation is 
effective in the production process, in which three parts are produced and assembled as finished product, having a 
CCR (WC3), drum buffers, drum beats and drum ropes.   
 
Development of Simulation Model for A-type Production Plants  
A simulation model for A-type production plants is developed using the Goldsim software and is presented in figure 
5.1.This model has seven work stations WCA-1, WC3, WCA-4, WCA-5, WCB-2, WCB-3 and WCC-5.  This model also 
involves drum buffer, drum beat, and drum rope. Suppose, in a production process, it is planned to check the quality 
of materials: Raw-material-1, Raw-material-2,and Raw-material-3, which are to be processed through seven different 
work stations.  The Raw-material-1 is processed through WCA-1, WC3, WCA-4, WCA-5 and then it moves to the 
final assembly section as Part-A. The Raw-material-2 is processed through WCB-2, WCB-3 and then it moves to the 
sub-assembly section as Part-B.  The Raw- material-3 is processed through WCC-5and then it moves to the sub-
assembly section as Part-C.  The semi-finished products consisting of Part-B and Part-C from sub-assembly section 
and the Part-A are assembled at the final assembly section to produce the final product.  The final assembled 
products are then sent for shipment and throughput. Once the Raw material-1 is processed through WCA1, before 
reaching CCR, the work station WC3, the capacity constrained resource, the quality of the raw-material is inspected 
using SSP( , ).  Before the shipment of the finished products, once again the quality of the final product is 
inspected using SSP( , ). 
 
Example for A-type plant 
Let us consider the production process in Lenovo, the computer manufacturing company. The various components 
of the computer such as keyboard, monitor, mouse, CPU etc., are manufactured in different units. After this, a step 
by step assembling process takes place at the respective work stations. Suppose using the Raw-material-1, CPU is 
manufactured in WCA1, power supply parts in WC2, mother board is WC3, cabinets in WCA4 and hard disk in 
WCA5 respectively. Using Raw-material-2, WCB2 and WCB3 manufactures the mouse and keyboard. Using Raw-
material-3, monitor is manufactured in WCC5.  Once the parts manufacturing process is completed, the parts are 
assembled together at assembly section to form the end-product namely the computer.  The manufactured parts 
enter the packaging section for labelling the brand name and packing. The computers are sent for shipment and 
throughput. The figure 4.2 depicts the throughput model for the A-type production plants.  If a production industry 
reduces the scrap loss, wages, investment, energy, transport, inventory and operating expenses from the total 
variable cost, then there will be a definite increase in Return on Investment. 
 
Construction of SSP and Calculations of ROI 
Suppose, the manager of an organization runs the factory on the basis of the TOC. The nature of business is assembly 
process, and converts the parts coming from three different lines into a single final product.  It is assumed that the 
constraint is in the first line.  By fixing the lot size N as 100,500,and 1000,for various proportion defective values 
(p),the ROI % have been calculated and presented along with the SSPs with ( , )and ( , ) in Table-5.1,Table-
5.2,and Table-5.3 respectively. Suppose, for a given lot of size100, corresponding to the desired proportion defective  
p = 0.01, it is found from the table 6.1, that the SSP to be used before WC3 is SSP (69,0) and the SSP to be used before 
shipment of the finished product is SSP (100,0) in order to achieve the ROI as 55.75%. Suppose, for a given lot of size 
500, corresponding to the desired proportion defective  p = 0.05, it is found from the table 6.2, that the SSP to be used 
before WC3 is SSP (500,3) and the SSP to be used before shipment of the finished product is SSP (10,6) in order to 
achieve the ROI 176.93%.  Suppose, for a given lot of size1000, corresponding to the desired proportion defective   p = 
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0.06,it is found from the table 6.3, that the SSP to be used before WC3 is SSP (997,0) and the SSP to be used before 
shipment of the finished product is SSP (58,7) in order to achieve  the ROI as 188.62%.   
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this study, to Single Sampling Plans for manufacturing of production plants for A-type are constructed to 
maximize the throughput values.  The tables having different lot sizes, Single Sampling Plans with ROI for various 
proportion defective values have been constructed so as to full fill the main aim of this study to reduce the cost, 
inventory and to increase the profit. This study can be further extended by considering Double sampling plans and 
the other types of production plants. 
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Table 1: ROI% using SSP with ( , ), ( , ) for the lot size of 100 
Lot size=100 Constraint Assembled Product 

p     ROI % 
0.01 69 0 100 0 55.75 
0.02 27 0 58 0 55.65 
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0.03 88 2 39 0 55.56 
0.04 100 0 100 0 53.18 
0.05 100 0 100 0 54.12 
0.06 100 0 100 0 51.73 
0.07 100 0 100 0 52.11 
0.08 100 0 91 1 52.45 
0.09 27 9 29 2 51.65 
0.1 30 10 66 6 52.49 

0.12 20 10 91 0 54.37 
0.14 21 10 97 0 54.76 
0.16 20 10 96 0 54.88 
0.18 86 0 62 4 43.90 
0.2 87 0 100 10 43.60 

 
Table 2: ROI% using SSP with ( , ), ( , ) for the lot size of 500. 
Lotsize 500 Constraint Assembled Product 

P     ROI % 
0.01 166 1 15 4 194.71 
0.02 57 4 164 9 192.81 
0.03 322 9 30 5 191.89 
0.04 500 0 10 4 189.07 
0.05 500 3 10 6 176.93 
0.06 500 2 10 7 178.65 
0.07 405 0 10 2 180.44 
0.08 500 3 27 5 182.30 
0.09 500 2 500 8 150.37 
0.1 106 10 258 6 137.43 
0.12 381 4 19 5 166.85 
0.14 489 10 10 7 170.46 
0.16 379 3 10 9 152.28 
0.18 283 0 489 5 100.43 
0.2 2 236 7 170 84.09 

 
Lotsize 500 Constraint Assembled Product 

p     ROI % 
0.01 565 5 154 7 204.59 
0.02 533 10 21 7 203.10 
0.03 189 5 769 4 185.94 
0.04 1000 0 10 4 184.77 
0.05 213 10 10 7 198.76 
0.06 997 0 58 7 188.62 
0.07 885 0 10 1 190.66 
0.08 914 10 10 2 192.79 
0.09 997 1 10 4 195.06 
0.1 277 4 33 6 169.65 
0.12 718 1 610 1 131.12 
0.14 444 3 261 9 127.33 
0.16 731 9 662 9 123.64 
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0.18 819 10 25 9 184.80 
0.2 242 3 140 2 89.10 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: A-type Production Plants Figure 2: Simulation Model for A-type Production 
Plant 

 
Figure 3: Throughput Model for A-type   Production Plants 
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An anti-retroviral drug for HIV treatment is raltegravir potassium. Methanol is the basis for a particular and cost-
effective UV spectrophotometric technique that has been created. It was demonstrated that you could find the 
potassium content of raltegravir in both bulk and tablet dosage formulations at a fixed lamda max of 221 nm. The 
regression equation was determined to be (y = 0.0094x + 0.054), with beer limits in the 20–100 µg/mL range showing 
good correlation (R2 = 0.9996). Raltegravir potassium was determined using this approach with good agreement, and 
the results were implemented effectively. Linearity, accuracy, precision, robustness, and ruggedness were the ICH 
recommendations that the method was tested against. The acquired findings demonstrated that the method was 
suitable for routine analysis of Raltegravir potassium in bulk and tablet dosage form. 
 
Keywords: Raltegravir Potassium, UV Spectroscopy, Method Development, Method Validation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
HIV-1 INSTI, an inhibitor of HIV integrase strand transfer with HIV-1 antiviral efficacy, [9] Raltegravir Potassium is 
the potassium salt of raltegravir that can be used orally. Raltegravir binds to and inhibits the HIV enzyme integrase, 
which inserts viral genetic material into the genetic material of infected human cells[10,11]. HIV replication is 
stopped by integrase inhibition, which prevents HIV DNA from being integrated into the human DNA 
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genome.Potassium 4-{[(4-fluorophenyl) methyl] carbamoyl} is its chemical name.[(5-methyl-1,3,4-oxadiazol-2-
yl)formamido] -1-methyl-2-{2-2-yl propan-2olate, 6-oxo-1,6-dihydropyrimidin-5. Its molecular weight is 444.4163 
g/mol and its formula is C20H20FKN6O5 [7,8]. It dissolves in water, ethanol (very slightly soluble), acetonitrile (very 
barely soluble), DMSO (slightly heated), and methanol (slightly heated). In order to stop the viral DNA from 
integrating into the human genome, raltegravir inhibits HIV integrase. The main metabolic process of raltegravir is 
glucuronidation [12].Few raltegravir on RP-HPLC developed methods exist[13–19]. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Drug and Chemicals: The sample is obtained as gift sample from Aurobindo Pharma. Pvt. Ltd. The raltegravir is 
available in the market under the brand name is IsentressThe solvents are procured from Merck Chemicals. Pvt. Ltd. 
 
Instrument used 
Lab India UV Spectrophotometer with Lab solutions software. 
 
Preparation of Solutions 
Preparation of stock solution 
To obtain 1000 μg/ml of stock solution, 10 mg of Raltegravir potassium was precisely weighed, transferred to a 10 ml 
volumetric flask, and then filled to the brim with  methanol.  
 
Preparation of working stock solution 
One millilitre of the sample was collected from the stock solution and put in a ten millilitre volumetric flask. 
Methanolwas added to the sample to get 100 μg/ml. 
 
Method Development: 
Raltegravir potassium working stock solution (100µg/ml) was placed in a volumetric flask, and it is shaken for two 
minutes, and it is scanned at the range between 200-400nm U.V spectrophotometer. It was determined that 221 nm is 
the most acceptable wavelength for analyzing with adequate sensitivity against a reagent blank from the absorption 
spectra. 
 
Method Validation  
a) System Suitability 
The resolution and repeatability of the absorbance system are measured using system appropriateness to see if they 
are adequate for analysis.  
 
b) Linearity 
The recommended concentration of 10 mg of raltegravir potassium was dissolved in 10 ml of methanol. From the 
stock solution, one millilitre, or 1 ml, of the sample was taken and used to fill a 10-ml volumetric flask. It was found 
that the UV absorbance of each concentration was comparable. 
Plotting peak area versus Raltegravir potassium concentration allowed for the construction of calibration graphs, 
from which the regression equation was derived. Plotting the calibration graph at various concentrations of 20, 40, 
60, 80, and 100 µg/ml is shown in figure 3. The outcomes were displayed in Table 1.  
 
c) Precision: 
Precision is determined by taking number of measurements in which they are under the same analytical 
conditions[2]. Then we have to measure the closeness of the data values to each other. The components of precision, 
i.e., repeatability (Intraday precision), intermediate precision and system precision in accordance with ICH 
guidelines, were determined as follows:  
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Intermediate precision (Inter day Precision) 
The intermediate precision was assessed by injecting a standard solution of Raltegravir potassium at the same 
concentration into six subjects on successive days. % RSD was then computed. Table 2 displayed the results. 
 
Repeatability (Intraday Precision)  
By repeatedly injecting (n=5) a standard solution of Raltegravir potassium at various time intervals on the same day, 
the instrument's precision was verified, and the percentage RSD was computed. Table3 displayed the results.The 6 
samples of same concentration was injected each time according to the conditions mentioned and absorbance in UV 
was noted.  
 
d) Accuracy 
With the aid of recovery technique an external standard addition methodthe method's accuracy was determined[3]. 
The pre-analyzed sample received additions of the known standard quantity at three distinct levels: 80%, 100%, and 
120%. Three copies of each determination were made. The results were displayed in Tables 4. 
 
e) Robustness 
Minimal chromatographic conditions adjustments, such as changing the mobile phase's composition, wavelength, 
and flow rate to 220 nm and 222 nm were used to evaluate the technique's resilience. [4]. The chromatograms lack of 
discernible fluctuations demonstrated the dependability of the  UV process. The results were shown in the 5. 
 
f) Ruggedness 
According to the USP, toughness refers to the degree of reproducibility of results achieved under a variety of 
circumstances, including different laboratories, analysts, instruments, environmental conditions, operators, and 
materials, like this sample, which was handled by various analysts[5]. The reproducibility of test results from lab to 
lab and analyst to analyst under typical, expected operational settings is measured by ruggedness. The results were 
displayed in Table 6. 
 
g) Sensitivity 
The limit of detection, or LOD, is the lowest concentration of an analyte that an analytical method can reliably 
differentiate from background values. The limit of quantification (LOQ) is the lowest concentration of the standard 
curve that can be measured with a satisfactory level of precision, accuracy, and variability[6]. The LOD and LOQ 
were calculated from a linear curve using formulae. The outcomes were shown in Table 7. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The development and validation of a UV spectrophotometric method utilizing methanol have established a robust 
and reliable technique for assessing the potassium content of raltegravir, an essential antiretroviral drug for HIV 
treatment. The method's adherence to stringent ICH recommendations, coupled with the demonstrated linearity, 
accuracy, precision, robustness, and ruggedness, substantiates its efficacy.Lambda max was found to be 221 nm. The 
obtained regression equation and high correlation (R² = 0.9996) within the 20–100 µg/mL range underscore its 
precision and suitability for quantifying raltegravir potassium in bulk and tablet formulations. Its successful 
application signifies its potential as a routine analytical tool, offering a cost-effective and dependable means to 
ensure the quality and consistency of raltegravir potassium in HIV treatment formulations. 
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Table 1: Calibration curve data for Raltegravir potassium 

S.No 
Raltegravir potassium 

Conc. (µg/ml) Absorbance 
1. 20 0.2377 
2. 40 0.4303 
3. 60 0.6449 
4. 80 0.8111 
5. 100 0.9830 

 
Table 2:  Precision data for Raltegravir potassium 

S.No 
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3  
Conc. 

(µg/ml) Absorbance Absorbance Absorbance 

1. 60 0.6888 0.6384 0.6275 
2. 60 0.6796 0.6519 0.6372 
3. 60 0.6881 0.6328 0.6184 
4. 60 0.6559 0.6479 0.6317 
5. 60 0.6814 0.6582 0.6214 
6. 60 0.6685 0.6431 0.6353 

Mean  0.67705 0.645383 0.62893 
S.D  0.012695 0.009223 0.0075 

%RSD  1.8% 1.4% 1.2% 
Table 3:  Precision data for Raltegravir potassium 

S.No 
 Time interval 1 Time interval 2 Time interval 3 

Conc. 
(µg/ml) Absorbance Absorbance Absorbance 

1. 60 0.6888 0.6417 0.6128 
2. 60 0.6796 0.6508 0.6147 
3. 60 0.6881 0.6428 0.6239 
4. 60 0.6559 0.6474 0.6190 
5. 60 0.6814 0.6628 0.6241 
6. 60 0.6685 0.6332 0.6297 

Mean  0.67705 0.64645 0.6202 
S.D  0.012695 0.0099 0.0064 

%RSD  1.8% 1.5% 1.0% 
 
Table 4 : Recovery studies for Raltegravir potassium 

Drug Spike 
level(%) 

Amount 
taken(µg/ml) 

Amount 
found(µg/ml) 

Percent 
recovery(%w/w) 

Stastical 
Parameters 

Raltegravir 
potassium 

80 32 31.8 99.3% Mean:99.3% 
SD  : 0.003 

%RSD: 0.3% 
80 32 31.7 99.0% 
80 32 31.9 99.6% 
100 40 39.8 99.5% Mean:99.4% 

SD  : 0.0014 
%RSD: 0.14% 

100 40 39.7 99.25% 
100 40 39.8 99.5% 
120 48 47.8 99.5% Mean:99.5% 

SD  : 0.0011 
%RSD: 0.11% 

120 48 47.9 99.7% 
120 48 47.8 99.5% 
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Table 5: Robustness studies of Raltegravir potassium 
Modification Raltegravir potassium  
Wavelength 220nm 222nm 

 0.6459 0.6376 
 0.6548 0.6487 
 0.6325 0.6369 
 0.6254 0.6589 
 0.6516 0.6273 
 0.6574 0.6496 

Mean 0.6446 0.6431 
%RSD 2.0% 1.7% 

 
Table 6: Ruggedness studies of Raltegravir potassium 

Modification Raltegravir potassium  
Analyst Analyst 1 Analyst 2 
 0.6479 0.6319 
 0.6530 0.6280 
 0.6319 0.6432 
 0.6582 0.6486 
 0.6498 0.6274 
 0.6366 0.6180 
Mean 0.6462 0.63285 
%RSD 1.5% 1.7% 

 
Table 7 : LOD and LOQ data for Raltegravir potassium  

               Drug LOD(µg/ml) LOQ (µg/ml) 
Raltegravir potassium 0.0762 0.231 

 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1: Molecular structure of Raltegravir potassium 
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Fig.2: Absorption spectra of Raltegravir potassium 

 

 
Fig.3: Calibration curve data for Raltegravir potassium 
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The economic production quantity is highly influenced by many factors and significant parameters are to 
be considered to find the optimal quantity produced by the production sectors. Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) is a machine learning algorithm used in this paper to enhance the efficiency of the 
production system of a manufacturing firm. The architecture of ANN with substantial input parameters 
and the production order quantity as an output parameter with a suitable algorithm in MATLAB is 
modeled to make optimal predictions of production order quantity. In this research work, the production 
setup of Industry 4.0 is considered, and the respective demand and cost parameters are taken as the 
model's inputs. The ANN model is subjected to various training algorithms and transfer functions to 
create a suitable prediction of optimal production order size. 
 
Keywords: Machine learning, ANN, production order quantity, optimization 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Inventory modeling of obtaining optimal order quantity in the context of Industry 4.0 has recently gained 
momentum as the core elements of digitalized inventory are forming an integral part of the production system. 
Industry 4.0 encompasses a production system embedded with modern machinery and advanced technology that 
eases product design, production, and distribution with additional costs. The word ‘smart’ is a twin word of 
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digitalization, and one of the outcomes of integrating the features of Industry 4.0 into a production system is the 
generation of smart products at optimal times. Researchers have developed smart production inventory models 
considering the significant attributes of Industry 4.0. To mention a few, Christian Decker et al. developed a smart 
supply chain model [13]. Andrew Kusiak described the implications of a smart manufacturing system [14]. Sameer et 
al. presented industry 4.0-based inventory models for the production sectors at a small scale [15]. Zhuang et al. 
proposed a technology-assisted smart production system [16].Trabucco et al constructed a model with a digitalized 
stock chain [17]. Souvik et al employed the internet of things in inventory management [18]. Poti et al built up an 
inventory model for smart items [19]. kamble et al evolved a smart supply chain inventory model [20]. Iqra Asghar et 
al proposed a smart EPQ model under a stochastic environment [21]. Nivetha et al developed a smart production 
inventory model under neutrosophic environment [22]. In all of the above presented research works on inventory 
modeling the optimal production quantity is determined using human interference with simulated secondary data. 
Followed by these works few of the researchers have employed machine learning algorithms especially artificial 
neural networks (ANN) to make demand forecasting and predictions. 
 
ANN are the neural networks that mimic the biological neural networks. Every ANN's basic design consists of three 
layers—the input, hidden, and output layers—along with various learning methods to provide the best outcomes. 
Ali et applied feed-forward back propagation algorithm to forecast raw material optimum level [1]. Kumar et al used 
ANN training methods of TRAINLM, TRAINGD, TRAINGDA & TRAINCGF to forecast demand [2]. Jaipuria et al 
employed Discrete wavelet transforms analysis ANN to forecast demand [3]. Sustrova used ANN with TRAINGDX 
as training function and TANSIG as transfer function [4][5]. Jurczyk et al formulated three layered to forecast 
demand at a distribution enterprise [6]. Taghizadeh applied Big Data techniques and ANN to make predictions on 
weather sensitive products [7]. Okwu et al employed ANN feed-forward, back propagation learning, sigmoid 
transfer function in cost optimization [8]. Gao et al made use of Genetic algorithm and backpropagation neural 
network in making inventory prediction for railway logistic park [9]. Dey et al applied ANN to find the optimal 
order quantity [10]. Ibrahima et al used ANN with transfer functions for seasonal time series [11]. Aktepe et al used 
ANN in association with support vector machine in demand forecasting [12]. From the above stated literature the 
following research gaps are identified, it is observed that ANN is predominantly applied with both forward and 
backward algorithms and different transfer functions to make optimal predictions of only order quantity and 
demand.  Also the input cost parameters subjected to only the conventional production system is considered. To 
bridge these gaps, in this paper an ANN prediction model of production order quantity considering the new set of 
cost parameters subjected to industry 4.0 is developed using MATLAB software. The rest of the paper is organized as 
follows: section 2 presents a brief description of ANN, section 3 comprises the newly developed ANN model, section 
4 discusses the results and the last section concludes the work.  
 
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 
The goal of a neural network is to uncover hidden connections in a set of data by integrating algorithms in a way that 
reflects how the human brain processes information. Neural networks may deliver the best results since they can 
adapt to changing inputs. The input layer neurons comprise the first layer. These neurons provide information to 
deeper layers, which subsequently send the information for the subsequent output to the output layer at the end. 
Each inner layer is concealed and is made up of units that convert the information that is sent from one layer to the 
next in an adaptive manner. For the ANN to comprehend more complicated things, each layer functions as both an 
output and input layer. These inner layers are collectively referred to as the neural layer. The neural layer's units 
weigh the collected data in accordance with the ANN's internal system to learn more about it. Units can produce 
altered results using these rules, and the output is subsequently sent to the following layer. Back propagation is a 
technique used by an extra set of learning rules that allows the ANN to correct its output results by taking errors into 
consideration. In the supervised training phase, information is transmitted backward by back propagation each time 
the output is classified as an error. Depending on how much each weight contributed to the inaccuracy, it is changed 
accordingly. To account for the discrepancy between the anticipated outcome and the actual one, the error is utilized 
to adjust the weight of ANN's unit links. The ANN will eventually "learn" how to reduce the likelihood of mistakes 
and undesirable outcomes. To train an artificial neural network, one must select from a set of permitted models and 
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related techniques. One of the well-known benefits of an ANN is that it can really learn from viewing data sets. An 
ANN offers several other benefits as well. When establishing computing functions or distributions, these tools can be 
used to estimate the most perfect and economical ways to arrive at solutions. ANN generates solutions using data 
samples as opposed to whole data sets, which saves both time and money. To improve current data analysis 
methods, ANNs are thought of as relatively straightforward mathematical models. 

ANN MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
The objective of this section is to design an artificial neural network with optimal architecture for determining the 
optimal production quantity subjected to industry 4.0. The production order amount is determined using ANN 
utilizing the input parameters of demand rate, operating costs, production costs, machinery maintenance costs, 
digital costs, and quality maintenance costs. The sample data is provided in Table 1. The MathWorks MATLAB 
software is used to create the ANN. Fig. 1 portrays the input and the output parameters of the desired ANN. 
When building a neural network model, the following procedures must be followed: gathering input, output, and 
sample datasets; designing; training; and validating the neural network.  
 
Normalization of the Data 
Data must be converted into input-output patterns before being used with a neural network. An input and a 
respective target vector are used to create each pattern. The standardization was performed with the help of the 
following equation. 

min( )
max( ) min( )

i i
i

i i

x xX
x x





 

Where xi represents a particular value of the parameter in the input vector, min(xi) represents the min value of the 
parameter in which xi is taken and max(xi) represents the max value of the parameter in which xi is taken. The 
constructed ANN employs 70% of the data for training, 15% for testing, and 15% for validation. A set of input is 
given for which Optimum Production Quantity is to be determined is fed and the output is obtained from the 
network. Neural Network is developed using MATLAB’s Neural Network Toolbox. Data gathered from both 
primary and secondary sources is used to train an ANN.  
 Network type: feed-forward backprop 
 Training function : train lm / train dga 
 Adaption learning function : learn gdm / learn gd 
 Performance function :mse 
 Transfer function : tansig / pure lin 
The data after normalizing is subjected to the mentioned neural network type and functions of training transfer, 
learning and performance. The optimal ANN architecture is determined by considering the following cases by taking 
the number of neurons as 6, 8,10 and 12 respectively. The graphical results obtained using adaption learning function 
LEARNGDM, transfer function TANSIG and training functions TRAINLM & TRAINGDA are presented in Table 3.2 
The graphical results obtained using adaption learning function LEARNGDM, transfer function PURELIN and 
training functions TRAINLM & TRAINGDA are presented in Table 3 From the tabulated graphical results, the most 
suitable ANN architecture is obtained and discussed in section 4. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The data samples provided in Microsoft Excel are fed in MATLAB and subjected to training, testing and validating 
through feed-forward back propagation network by changing the number of neurons and through various training 
and transfer functions. Table 4 and 5 represent the output obtained by using TANSIG and PURELIN transfer 
functions respectively. 
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Best solution for our input 
TRAINING FUNCTION: TRAINLM 
ADAPTION LEARNING FUNCTION: LEARNGDM 
TRANSFER FUNCTION: TANSIG 
NEURONS: 8 
6-8-1 is the most suitable neural network with highest coefficient of determination (R2) and lowest mean squared 
error. Fig 4.1- 4.4 represents the graphs of the Optimum Neural Network. 
Sample Input given to this network to be predicted: [0.89; 0.23; 0.652; 0.954; 0.145; 0.985] Output from the network: 
0.31559. Table 4.3 shows the summary of Optimal Neural network. 
TRAINING PARAMETERS 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TRAINING ECHOES: 1000 
MAXIMUM TRAINING TIME: INFINITE 
MINIMUM TRAINING GRADIENT: 1e-07 
MAXIMUM FAIL: 6 
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE VALUE: 0 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This research work uses an artificial neural network to forecast the ideal production quantity using Matlab from 
MathWorks to implement the model. Artificial neural networks use input factors including operation costs, 
production costs, machinery maintenance costs, digital costs, quality maintenance costs, and demand to assess and 
learn from the results. The best production order size is predicted using the ANN architecture with feed forward 
back propagation and training functions like trainlm, traingda, learngd adaptation learning function, and transfer 
functions like tansig, purelin. The neural network with the highest coefficient of determination (R2) and lowest mean 
squared error is determined to be the architecture 6-8-1 using trainlm, learngdm and tansig functions. For eco-
conscious production models, a similar architecture may be used to forecast production orders. The model can also 
be extended to include notions for deterioration, shortages, and trade credit policies. 
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Table 1: Sample Data 

Demand Operating 
Expenses 

Production 
Cost 

Machinery 
Maintenance Cost 

Digital 
Costs 

Quality 
Sustenance 

Costs 

Production 
Order Quantity 

57858 190 162 245 108 237 16082.91 
56185 11 81 171 76 186 11603.62 
80050 117 14 195 144 221 23548.5 
71474 49 174 131 105 259 18968.41 
76793 188 61 150 14 25 17025.64 
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Table 2: Graphical Results of LEARNGDM, TANSIG, TRAINLM & TRAINGDA 

Number of Neurons 

LEARNGDM & TANSIG 

TRAINLM TRAINGDA 

 
 
 
 
 
6 

  

 
 
 
 
 
8 

  

 
 
 
 
 

10 
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Table 3: Graphical Results of LEARNGDM, PURELIN, TRAINLM & TRAINGDA 

Number of Neurons 
LEARNGD & PURELIN 

TRAINLM TRAINGDA 

 
 
 
 
 
6 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
8 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

10 
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Table 4: Table representing the output obtained by using TANSIG transfer function 

 TRAINLM TRAINGDA 
LEARNGDM& TANSIG 

Neurons 6 8 10 12 6 8 10 12 
R2 0.99836 0.99838 0.98436 0.99048 0.94729 0.85727 0.78591 0.89113 

MSE 0.00002 0.00000 0.00005 0.00013 0.00510 0.0268 0.02224 0.02056 
 
Table 5: Table representing the output obtained by using PURELIN transfer function 

 TRAINLM TRAINGDA 
LEARNGD& PURELIN 

Neurons 6 8 10 12 6 8 10 12 
R2 0.84044 0.83437 0.83585 0.85012 0.82194 0.76193 0.80425 0.81010 

MSE 0.04984 0.04897 0.05023 0.06106 0.02024 0.00143 0.02150 0.03734 
 
Table 6: Summary of Optimal Neural Network 

INPUT DATA Operation Expenses, Production Cost, Machinery Maintenance Cost, Digital Costs, 
Quality Sustenance Costs, Demand 

OUTPUT DATA Production Order Quantity 
NETWORK TYPE FEED FORWARD BACK PROPOGATION 

NUMBER OF HIDDEN 
LAYERS 1 

TRAINING FUNCTION TRAINLM 
ADAPTION LEARNING 

FUNCTION LEARNGDM 

PERFORMANCE FUNCTION MSE 
TRANFER FUNCTION TANSIG 
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Figure 1: Input & output parameters of ANN Figure 2: Regression 

 

 
Figure 3:Neural Network Architecture Figure 4: Training State 

 
Figure 5 :Learning Performance 
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Cloud computing is a promising solution for high-performance systems, but it can be challenging to meet 
multiple objectives such as makespan, resource use, etc. To address this, we developed a Task Scheduling 
(TS) algorithm based on Multi-objective Grey Wolf Optimization (TSMGWO) to efficiently allocate jobs 
to resources. While the TSMGWO algorithm enhanced resource usage and minimized makespan, it 
resulted in an imbalance in job distribution among nodes, leading to some Physical Machines (PMs) 
having excessive or insufficient workloads, which increased energy consumption. Also, MGWO has 
slower convergence and poor global searchability for the constraints in cloud computing. Therefore, this 
article proposes a novel approach that combines both TS and Load Balancing (LB) algorithms in 
heterogeneous cloud networks based on the Dove Optimization Algorithm (DOA) instead of the GWO 
algorithm. The DOA achieves rapid convergence and effective global searchabilityto optimize both TS 
and LB in cloud computing based on the multiple objectives. DOA is used to determine the best jobs and 
Virtual Machines (VMs) for migration to suitable PMs. The best jobs are selected based on the fitness 
function of all VMs, and the best VMs for migration are chosen based on the fitness function of all PMs. 
This approach efficiently achieves TS-LB by mapping jobs to VMs. Extensive simulations reveal that the 
TSLBDOA outperforms other TS-LB algorithms in cloud computing. 
 
Keywords: Cloud networks, Job scheduling, Load balancing, Dove optimizer, VM migration 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Cloud computing has grown significantly in recent years, providing flexible on-demand services like infrastructure, 
platforms, and software over the internet. However, the reliance on shared cloud resources can lead to uneven 
distribution, with some VMs unable to access needed resources [1]. Effective TS is crucial to optimize resource 
utilization and system stability [2]. Traditional schemes like First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) and Maximum-Minimum 
(Max-Min)can get stuck in local minima [3]. Recently, many metaheuristics have been developed for TS and LB in 
cloud networks. The Adaptive Pbest Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (APDPSO) is a cloud-based technique for 
LB [4] that updates the best particle locations by incorporating improved external archive data. However, it only 
addresses static LB problems and increases computing complexity with more particles or iterations. The LB with 
Particle Swarm Genetic Optimization and Resource Allocation (LBPSGORA)method [5] uses PSO and Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) to schedule jobs and evenly distribute workload among hosts, but it does not consider LB 
dependability and reaction times. The Clustering-based Multiple Objective Dynamic LB (CMODLB) approach [6] 
achieves load balance between cloud platform VM and PM loads using clustering and optimization techniques, but it 
lacks energy efficiency and does not consider storage-intensive operations.   
 
Hung et al. [7]integrate genetic methods to improve VM performance models, but this approach consumes more 
computing resources, leading to a degradation in LB performance. A parallel SARSA reinforcement learning and GA 
[8] were developed for cloud platform, but scheduling takes longer as it employs a single agent for simplification 
purposes. An Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Interference System-Polynomial Neural Network (ANFIS-PNN) along with 
memory-based GWO [9] enhances LB, butnew objective functions are needed to enhance LB service availability and 
performance. The GWO algorithm [10] balances load by considering resource dependability, but additional 
parameters and dependability are required to adaptively balance dependent job load. An enhanced genetic Ant 
Colony Optimization (ACO) technique [11] offers adaptive data stream transfer but ignores LB with several hosts 
and controllers. Jena et al. [12] combine Modified PSO with enhanced Q-learning (QMPSO) to develop a dynamic 
Load LB for VMs, but it does not consider the dynamic LB for dependent tasks. Additionally, the TSMGWO [13] 
have shown promise for near-optimal TS by balancing multiple criteria. However, it does not consider energy 
consumption, specifically the PMs and other factors like memory and bandwidth usage. The usage of PMs can vary 
depending on the number of scheduled tasks, leading to either excessive or insufficient use Therefore, this 
manuscript proposes a VM migration in conjunction with the TS based on the DOA in heterogeneous cloud 
networks. The primary objective of this study is to effectively balance energy utilization among PMs. The novel 
contribution of this algorithm lies in the utilization of the DOA for simultaneous TS and VM migration in cloud 
platforms. The DOA enables the selection of optimal tasks and VMs to migrate to the most suitable PMs 
concurrently. The VM migration is optimized by considering the fitness function of all PMs, which identifies the best 
mapping correlation between selected VMs and the most appropriate PM. As a result, this approach reduces energy 
consumption and evenly distributes the load among all PMs in the network. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Problem Description 
All PMs on the cloud network have varying amounts of VMs and tasks. The PMs and VMs are signified as =

, , … , , and = { , , … , }, respectively, whereas the tasks are represented by =
{ , , … , }. Here,  and represent the total number of PMs, and VMs, respectively,  denote the total number of 
tasks.The primary goal of this study is to decrease energy consumption, optimize resource utilization, and ensure an 
even distribution of workload across all PMs in a cloud network. The network's makespan and energy usage for the 
job can be enhanced through a balanced load distribution. To avoid this issue, a hybrid TS-LB algorithm is proposed, 
which includes the DOAas depicted in Figure 1. 
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Dove Optimization Algorithm for Job Scheduling and VM Migration 
The DOA is developed based on the dove’s foraging behavior [14]. The objective function for TS is =
[ , , , ], where  is the makespan,  is the ET (degree of imbalance),  is the memory utilization, and  is the 
bandwidth utilization. Every job  in the job list is defined as a location with crumbs and the amount of crumbs in 
this location  contains  crumbs. The optimal result defines where it is the location with the most crumbs. 
 
Step 1: Choose the amount of doves  and arrange them on the result area, i.e., uniformly distributed on the space. 
Step 2: Assign the epoch number, = 0 and the degree of satiety,  for dove , = 1, … , . The initialization of the 
location vector ⊂  of  is performed in 2 methods. The basic method is to arbitrarily set  around the result 
area. Another method is lattice initialization scheme, which is described below. 
 
Consider the minimum hyper-rectangle for the parameter area that has the effective values of each parameter, 
represented by [ , ], … , [ , ], where  and  are the lower and upper margin of the -dimension in the result 
area. The main concept of this scheme is to squeeze the -dimensional hyper-rectangle into a 2D surface; thus a 2D 
system will efficiently enclose the result area. Utilize  and  to index the rectangular cells from 1 to × . 
 
Initialization of the cells on the 4 corners: The weight vectors of the 4 neurons on the network corners are set by 

, = ( , , … , )          
, = ( , , … , )         

, = , , … , , , … ,       

, = , , … , , , … ,                                                  (1) 

 
Initialization of the cells on the 4 boundaries: Initialize the cell’s value on the 4 boundaries based on 

, = , , ( − 1) + ,        

         = , + , , = 2, … , − 1     

, = , , ( − 1) + ,        

         = , + , , = 2, … , − 1     

, = , , ( − 1) + ,        

         = , + , , = 2, … , − 1     

, = , , ( − 1) + ,        

        = , + , , = 2, … , − 1                                (2) 

, = , , ( − 1) + , = , + ,     

        = , + , + , + ,    

        =
( )( ) , ( )( ) , ( )( ) , ( )( ) ,

( )( )                                               (3) 

 
Initialization of the residual cells: The weight vectors of the 4 neurons on the network corners are assigned. The 
residual neurons are initialized from top to bottom and from left to right. 
 
Step 3: Determine the each dove’s fitness function , = 1, … ,  at epoch as a cumulative amount of the crumbs 
in the location of the  dove. 
Step 4: Place  closest to the maximum crumbs by the extreme condition at : 

= argmax , = 1, … ,                                                  (4) 
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Step 5: Modify all doves’ satiety degree by 

= + , = 1, … ,                                                 (5) 
Step 6: Choose the highly gratified  ( ), with the maximum  by below principle:             

= argmax , = 1, … ,                                                  (6) 
The dove  chosen by Eq. (6) is  that achieves the optimal foraging efficiency and it is the one that earns to be 
limited by other doves in the flock. 
Step 7: Modify all doves’ location vector by 

= + −                                                 (7) 

Where = 1 −                                                                (8) 

: max −                                  (9) 
In Eq. (7),  indicates the training rate to modify ’s location vector. 
Step 8: Return to Step 3 and increase the epoch number by 1, i.e. = + 1 until the termination criterion is achieved. 
The termination criterion is defined by 

− ( ) ≤  ℎ                                               (10) 
When the optimization is the minimum condition, i.e. the ideal result is to obtain the least , then Eqns. (4) & (5) 
can be updated as follows: 

= argmin , = 1, … ,                                                (11) 

= + , ≠ 0

+ 1, = 0
, = 1, … ,                                                            (12) 

Additionally, each dove determines the standard variance ( ) for every PM for identifying PMs having insufficient 
and excessive workloads (i.e., assigned jobs). The objective is to determine the workload of all PMs by considering 
the load of VMs deployed on them. The average load of  VM in  PM  is calculated as: 

= + +                                                (13) 
In Eq. (13), ,  and  are the use of CPU, memory, and bandwidth of  VM, respectively. The average load 
of  PM  and standard variance for  PM ( ) is calculated as: 

=
∑

,∀ , … , ∈                                               (14) 

= ∑ −                                                (15) 

In Eq. (15), represents the number of PMs and represents the average load of all PMs, calculated as: 
= ∑                                 (16) 

When falls below the minimum threshold, may become an underutilized host. On the other hand, when 
exceeds the maximum threshold, may become an overloaded host. The threshold value is determined as 

follows: the minimum threshold is the lowest  among all PMs, while the maximum threshold is the equal to 
.Once the underutilized or overloaded PMs are identified, the dove initiates its swings in the knowledge base 

to inform all doves about the solutions. During this process, the knowledge base applies the DOA to distribute hosts 
according to Eq. (17) and takes into account the energy utilization of all PMs. Subsequently, the updated list of hosts 
is utilized to identify the suitable PM for migrating VM from it. The DOA calculates the fitness value ( )according to 
the overloaded or underutilized PMs as: 

= ( ) ∗( )
∑ ( ) ∗( )                                                  (17) 

=
∗( )

∑ ∗( )
                                                 (18) 
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In Eqns. (17) & (18),  and represent the virtual reputation among doves , and the weight , respectively. The 
dove parameter  is determined by the load of .So, the most suitable  is obtained and utilized in the 
migration state to notify each dove through the knowledge base. Afterwards, the dove picks the appropriate VM to 
migrate to the other PM using the minimum migration interval strategy. This strategy is determined by 

( ) ≤ ( ) , ∀ , ∈                                              (19) 

In Eq. (19), represents theset of VMs presently distributed to  and denotes the extra bandwidth available 
for . The parameters ( ) and ( ) indicate the amount of RAM presently utilized by  and , 
respectively. The DOA then identifies the best mapping correlation between the selected VMs and the most suitable 
PM by evaluating a fitness value. This mapping must align with the knowledge base of available PMs. 

( , ) = ∙ ∙ ∙                                                                        (20) 

In Eq. (20), , ,  and denote the factors required by the VM (i.e., the use of CPU, memory, 
bandwidth, and storage volume, respectively), while , ,  and denote the factors contained by the 
PM (i.e., the use of CPU, memory, bandwidth, and storage volume, respectively).Finally, the dove takes into account 
the data regarding VMs that can be migrated and selects the suitable PM to migrate the VM based on the knowledge 
base. The dove carries out the migration process by transferring the VM to the appropriate PM. Algorithm 1 outlines 
the process of TS and VM migration using DOA to achieve a balanced load distribution in a cloud network. 
 
Algorithm 1:DOA-based TS-LB 
Input: Dove population (D), maximum iteration (i_max ), the number of reliable jobs (〖RT〗_x ), x∈{1,…,X}, number of 

VMs (〖VM〗_v ), number of PMs (〖PM〗_p ), and number of tasks (S_s ) 
Output: Set of optimal job schedules, best VMs to migrate to the most suitable PMs 
 Begin 
 Initialize early dove locations, s_d^e; 
 while(i<i_max ) 
 Place the dove closest to the largest amount of crumbs; 
 Modify all doves’ satiety degree values; 
 Choose the most satisfied dove with the maximum degree of satiety; 
 Modify all doves’ location vector; 
 end while 
 Find the best dove s_best in the search space, and the optimal fitness value (f(s_best ) ); 
 Obtain the optimal set of reliable job schedules; 
 for(all VMs and PMs) 
 Calculate the standard variance σ_l using Eq. (15); 
 Identify underutilized and overloaded PMs; 
 Calculate the fitness value of overloaded and underutilized PMs using Eqns. (17) and (18), respectively; 
 Calculate the fitness value of each VM using Eq. (20); 
 end for 
 Find the most optimal VMs and PMs for VM migration; 
 End 
 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
This section shows the effectiveness of the TSLBDOA by implementing it in the CloudSim API 3.0.3 tool. To compare 
its performance with existing algorithms like TSMGWO [13], APDPSO [4], SARSA-GA [8], and ANFIS-PNN-GWO 
[9], all the algorithms are executed in a cloud environment constructed with the parameters outlined in Table 1. 
 
Makespan 
The total time required for a user to complete a task, from submission to completion, is referred to as the 
makespan.Figure 2 illustrates the makespan results for the proposed and existing TS-LB algorithms. On average, the 
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TSLBDOA exhibits a noteworthy decrease in makespan compared to the APDPSO, ANFIS-PNN-GWO, SARSA-GA, 
and TSMGWO, with reductions of 37.79%, 30.4%, 26.82%, and 20.55% respectively. 
 
Degree-of-Imbalance (DoI) 
It is commonly referred to as the execution time, which quantifies the imbalance in workload distribution among 
VMs based on their capabilities. In Figure 3, the DoI results of the proposed and existing TS-LB algorithms are 
compared. On average, the TSLBDOA reduces DoI by 56.64%, 52.43%, 48.42%, and 41.67% compared to the 
APDPSO, ANFIS-PNN-GWO, SARSA-GA, and TSMGWO algorithms, respectively. 
 
Memory Utilization 
It determines the maximum memory requirement for each VM during job execution. Figure 4 illustrates the memory 
utilization of various TS-LB algorithms in cloud networks. On average, the TSLBDOA reduces memory utilization by 
39.49%, 33.11%, 29.29%, and 26.67% compared to the APDPSO, ANFIS-PNN-GWO, SARSA-GA, and TSMGWO, 
respectively. 
 
Bandwidth Utilization 
It determines the maximum bandwidth requirement for job execution of each VM.Figure 5 illustrates the bandwidth 
utilization of various TS-LB algorithms in cloud platforms. On average, the TSLBDOA demonstrates a reduction in 
bandwidth usage by 22.21%, 17.9%, 16.27%, and 13.97% when compared to the APDPSO, ANFIS-PNN-GWO, 
SARSA-GA, and TSMGWO, respectively. 
 
Energy Utilization 
This refers to the total energy consumption by PMs during a specific time frame. Figure 6 illustrates a comparison of 
energy utilization among different TS-LB algorithms in cloud platforms. The TSLBDOA stands out for its significant 
reduction in energy usage, resulting in savings of 59.03%, 51.73%, 42.31%, and 35.22% compared to the APDPSO, 
ANFIS-PNN-GWO, SARSA-GA, and TSMGWO algorithms, respectively. This impressive accomplishment can be 
attributed to the effective LB and TS techniques employed, particularly the utilization of DOA. The DOA facilitates 
load balancing by migrating optimal VMs to the most suitable PM, ultimately leading to a decrease in overall energy 
consumption. 
 
Number of VM Migration 
This is the count of migrations generated during the VM migration phase. Figure 7 illustrates a comparison of the 
number of VM migrations for different TS-LB algorithms against a varied number of tasks. On average, the 
TSLBDOA demonstrates the lowest number of VM migrations compared to the other algorithms. Specifically, the 
TSLBDOA outperforms the APDPSO, ANFIS-PNN-GWO, SARSA-GA, and TSMGWO by about 72.73%, 67.57%, 
59.32%, and 46.67%, respectively. This can be attributed to the effectiveness of DOA in scheduling optimal tasks for 
VMs and selecting the most suitable VM to migrate to the most appropriate PM, thereby achieving load balancing. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This paper presents the development of a hybrid TSLBDOA that aims to achieve a balanced load distribution in 
cloud networking by concurrently executing TS and VM migration. The objective is to optimize energy efficiency 
and load distribution in cloud networks by selecting the most appropriate PMs from the entire network. The DOA is 
used to identify the most suitable VMs for migration to the best available PMs. The proposed algorithm's 
performance is evaluated through simulation using various metrics and workloads. The simulation results 
demonstrate that the TSLBDOA outperforms earlier TS-LB algorithms in terms of makespan, DoI, memory 
consumption, bandwidth use, energy usage, and the number of VM migrations. 
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Table 1. Simulation Environment and Parameters 

Type Parameter Range 

Host 

No. of hosts 100 
No. of processing elements per host 4 

Bandwidth 3Gbps 
Host memory 8GB 

MIPS of PE 2060 
VM No. of VMs 450 

Cloudlets No. of tasks (jobs) 1000 
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Task length (Million Instructions (MI)) 2500*simulation limit 

No. of PEs per demand 2 

DOA 
Number of population 120 

 0.9 
 0.18~0.375 

 

  
Figure 1. Overview of Proposed Hybrid TS-LB 

Algorithm 
Figure 2. Makespan vs. No. of Tasks 

  
Figure 3. DoI vs. No. of Tasks Figure 4. Memory Use vs. No. of Tasks 

  
Figure 5. Bandwidth Use vs. No. of Tasks Figure 6. Energy Use vs. No. of Tasks 

 
Figure 7. VM Migrations vs. Tasks 
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AssignmentiProblemiis a particularicase of the Transportationiproblem in whichithe objectiveiis to assign 
a numberiof tasks to an equal numberiof facilities at a minimumicost (or maximum profit). In this paper, 
we deal with solving a Symmetric PentagonaliIntuitionistic FuzzyiAssignmentiProblem (SPIFAP). The 
Hungarianimethod is used for solving SPIFAP by using ranking function for fuzzy costs. A numerical 
example is considered by incorporating a SPIFAP. 
 
Keywords: Intuitionisticifuzzy number, Pentagonal fuzzyinumber, Symmetric pentagonal fuzzyinumber, 
fuzzy assignment problem, ranking function. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A specific case of Transportation Problem (TP) with equal number of resources and activities is known as 
AssignmentiProblemi(AP). It is effectively used in solving irealistic problems ifor finding theibest 
alternativeisolutions. AP plays aniessential role inimanagerial decisionimaking. It isirelated to the problemiof 
productioniplanning, schedulingiand engineering design problem. AP was introduced in Vo Taw and Orden (1952). 
All thei algorithmsiwhich are used to find theioptimal solutioniof TP are suitable toithe AP.iBut Kuhn [6] introduced 
a specificialgorithm to find the optimal solution for AP which is degenerate in nature named as Hungarian 
algorithm. In real world situations, the boundary of AP is not a fixed real number because the tasks by various 
persons or machines take the different time and cost due to different reasons. P.K. De, Bharti Yadev [3] discussed 
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aigeneraliapproach forisolving AP involvingiwith fuzzyicosticoefficients. Kadhirvel. Kiand Balamurugan. Ki[5] 
discussedimethod for solvingiHungarian AP usingitriangular and trapezoidalifuzzyinumber. In realityi, 
differentiproceduresiandialgorithmsinamely,lineariprogrammingimethod,neural networkimethod, geneticialgorithm 
and Hungarianialgorithm were used toisolve the AP. In traditionaliAP, It is assumedithat all theiparameters 
relatedito AP are fixedivalued. In this paper, a fuzzy AP is considered. The costivalues of the fuzzy AP are takenias 
SPIFAP. The SPIFAP are converted into crisp values using Ranking function. The problem is then solved by the 
usual Hungarianimethod. This paper isiorganized asifollows: In section 1, Introduction is presented. In section 2, 
briefinotions about symmetric pentagonal Intuitionistic fuzzyiinumbers areiidescribed. Mathematicaliformulation of 
AP is giveniiin section 3. Solution methodology is given in section 4. In section 5, a numericaliexample is given 
forkillustrationipurpose. Section 6 concludes the paper with further scopeiof research. 

 
PRELIMINARIES 
    
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set (IFS) 
Intuitionisticifuzzy set 1 in q is given by a set of ordereditriples: 

     QqqqqG
GG

 11 ~~
1 ,,~  , 

where  1,0:, 11 ~~ QGG   are function such that 10 11 ~~  GG  for all qQ. For each q   in the number 

1~G and 1~G represent the degree of membership and non-membership of the element q  Q  to G    

respectively. 
 
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number (IFN) – Atanassov (1986) 
     “An Intuitionistic fuzzy number 1~G  is 

i. An Intuitionistic fuzzy subset of the real line. 
ii. Normal. ie., there is any q1 R such that 1~G (Q) =1, so that 1~G (Q) = 0. 

iii. Convex for the membership function 1~G (Q). 

1~G (q) (  ))1( 21 qq   Min ( 1~G  (q1), 1~G (q2)), q1, q2   R,   1,0  

iv. Concave for the non-membership function 1~G  (Q) 

1~G  (q) (  ))1( 21 qq   Min ( 1~G  (q1), )( 2~1 qG ), q1, q2   R,  1,0  

 
Pentagonal Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number (PIFN) 

Pentagonal Intuitionistic fuzzy numbers of an intuitionistic fuzzy set 1
~G  denoted as 

 '5
'

4
'

3
'

2
'

154321 ,,,;,,,,~ rrrrrrrrrrGPIFN   and whose membership function and non - membership function is 
defined as 

( ) =
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⎪
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Symmetric Pentagonal Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number (SPIFN) 
 Symmetric Pentagonal Intuitionistic fuzzy numbers of a intuitionistic fuzzy set 

 ',',',',;,,,,~ vvuudvvuudGSPIFN   and whose membership function and non - membership function is 
defined as 
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Ranking of SPIFN  

 If  ',',',',;,,,,~ vvuudvvuudGSPIFN 
 is a SPIFN then the Ranking is defined by  
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Mathematical Formulation of Fuzzy Assignment Problem 
The following table provides the (n x n) cost matrix [Kij] of actual values that can be used”to represent the 
assignment problem: 
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The intention is to minimize the total expenditure, thus let Kij be the fuzzy cost of allocating the ith districts to the jth  
salesperson and zij be the decision variable indicating the assignment of the ith districts to the j salesperson. 
The fuzzy assignment problem is represented mathematically by. 

Minimize z =   

n

i

n

j ijij zK
1 1

 

Subject to  


n

i ijz
1

1 , j =1, 2, 3, ….. , n                   

    
n

j ijz
1

1 , i =1, 2, 3, ….. , n 

Where zij = 1,  ℎ  districts    ℎ   salesmen  
0, ℎ    

 

 
 

Assignment Algorithm (Hungarian Method) 
Step 1: Examine whetherithe problem is balancedior unbalanced. 

a) If both districts and salesmen have an equal number, the problem is considered balanced. 
b) If not, it will be unbalanced. 

Step 2: Choose the lowest cost element in both rows and columns and mark it. 
Step 3: Continuejin this manneriuntil all ofitheirows and columns have beeniexamined, considering into account the 
subsequent row as well as the subsequent column and marking the minimum cost element. Take into consideration 
the salesperson or district with the lowest cost if there are different allotments in any row or column. 
Step 4: Check each and every row or column have allotment. 
 
Illustrative Example 
Suppose a fuzzy assigning in which four districts are depicted by rows, and four salesman with assignment costs are 
represented by columns. The following table illustrates the cost matrix (Kij)nxn, whose elements are SPIFN.. 
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Solution:  

 It is evident that this SPIFN is balanced. We've acquired  ijK~  of each ijK~  , Using the  Ranking methodology 

that was described in (2.5), we get 

                    124])8(2)12(4)6(2[5.04,5.04~ 1

0

1

0
11    ddwwK hg  

The following table 1, 2, 3 & 4 shows the assessment for the fuzzy K~ th matrix.                
The Optimal solution is Sl1  Dt2, Sl2  Dt1, Sl3  Dt3 ,  Sl4    Dt4  
The Optimum assignment cost = 68 + 102 + 118 + 168 = Rs.456. 

 
CONCLUSION  
 
This study examines the cost and time of the SPIF assignment and establishes a solution mechanism for it. 
Additionally, the SPIFAP has been transformed into a crisp assignment problem by theiuse of a rankingifunction, 
and an assignment algorithm is used to determine the best answer. 
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Table -1: Ranking of SPIF assignment cost 
Districts   
Salesmen  

Dt1 Dt2 Dt3 Dt4 

Sl1 124 68 84 164 
Sl2 102 164 170 162 
Sl3 188 170 118 184 
Sl4 148 158 112 168 
 
Table -2: Subtracts the row minimum 
Districts  
Salesmen  

Dt1 Dt2 Dt3 Dt4 

Sl1 56 0 16 96 
Sl2 0 62 68 60 
Sl3 70 52 0 66 
Sl4 36 46 0 56 
 
Table 3: Subtracts the column minimum 
Districts   
Salesmen  

Dt1 Dt2 Dt3 Dt4 

Sl1 56 0 16 40 
Sl2 0 62 68 4 
Sl3 70 52 0 10 
Sl4 36 46 0 0 

 
Table -4: The Optimal Solution 
Districts   
Salesmen  

Dt1 Dt2 Dt3 Dt4 

Sl1 56 (0) 16 40 
Sl2 (0) 62 68 4 
Sl3 70 52 (0) 10 
Sl4 36 46 0 (0) 
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The concept of dental tourism has grown out of the need for cost-effective medical procedures, which are 
often unaffordable in patients' home countries. With the rise in healthcare costs globally, patients are 
increasingly seeking alternatives, paving the way for countries like India to enter the medical tourism 
market. Studies have highlighted the competitive advantages of medical tourism destinations, with a 
focus on economic, social, and regulatory factors. The literature suggests that India's integration into the 
dental tourism market is bolstered by its lower costs, skilled workforce, and modern medical facilities. 
This study employs a mixed-methods approach, combining quantitative data on medical tourism trends 
with qualitative interviews from stakeholders in the Indian dental tourism sector. The aim is to assess the 
current status and potential growth of this niche market within the broader medical tourism industry. 
The findings indicate that India's dental tourism sector is experiencing growth due to its cost advantages, 
quality of dental care, and favourable policies. However, challenges such as international accreditation, 
marketing, and perception management need to be addressed to sustain growth. The implications of this 
study are significant for policymakers and healthcare providers. By understanding the factors driving the 
success of dental tourism in India, strategies can be formulated to enhance the sector's competitive edge, 
thereby contributing to the country's economic development and global healthcare standing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Medical tourism has rapidly evolved into a global phenomenon, characterized by patients' willingness to 
cross international borders in the pursuit of medical treatment that is either unavailable or prohibitively 
expensive in their home countries. India has emerged as a premier destination in this sector, not only due 
to its cost-effective treatments but also because of its high-quality services, skilled professionals, and 
cutting-edge technology(Agrawal & Gupta, 2020).This paper explores the burgeoning scope of medical 
tourism in India, with a particular focus on dental care services – a niche that has seen a significant surge 
in demand due to the intersection of quality, accessibility, and affordability. The allure of India's dental 
tourism lies in its ability to offer a unique amalgamation of top-tier dental care with the enriching 
experience of Indian culture and hospitality(Gupta, 2008; Turner, 2007).The aim of this study is to review 
the current scenario of medical tourism in India, scrutinizing the factors that contribute to its appeal, the 
challenges it faces, and the opportunities that lie ahead, especially in the realm of dental care. By 
examining a variety of sources, including statistical data, patient testimonials, and policy frameworks, we 
offer a comprehensive overview of the industry's present state and its potential trajectory. The paper is 
structured to first provide a background on the global context of medical tourism, followed by an in-
depth analysis of India's positioning in the market. Subsequent sections delve into the specifics of dental 
care services as a potent driver of medical tourism in India, discussing the implications for healthcare 
providers, policymakers, and patients alike.Our research methodology involves both qualitative and 
quantitative analyses, drawing on a rich tapestry of literature and firsthand accounts to paint a picture of 
a dynamic industry at the cusp of transformation. Through this study, we aspire to contribute to the 
discourse on medical tourism and offer insights that can help shape its future development in India and 
beyond. 
 
Importance of India in Medical Tourism 
India has gained a reputation as a global medical tourism hub due to its competitive advantages in cost, 
quality, and the range of services offered(Mitra & Chawla, 2016). According to studies by the 
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and the Indian Ministry of Tourism, the cost of surgery in India is 
one-tenth of what it is in the United States or Western Europe (Confederation of Indian Industry, 2021). 
(26) Moreover(Garg & Bhardwaj, 2012; Hazarika, 2010), Indian hospitals adhere to international standards, 
with over 38 JCI-accredited hospitals by 2020 (Singh & Saxena, 2020). The proficiency and expertise of 
Indian medical professionals are well-documented (Smith & Forgione, 2007).Many Indian doctors have 
been trained or have worked in the best medical institutions worldwide, bringing a wealth of knowledge 
and experience to their practice (Gupta, 2008).The negligible language barrier due to widespread English 
fluency further adds to the ease with which international patients can navigate the Indian medical system 
(Turner, 2007). India’s traditional healthcare practices, such as Ayurveda, have also garnered 
international interest, with tourists seeking holistic wellness treatments alongside conventional medical 
procedures(John & Chelat, 2013; Kalshetti & Pillai, 2008). Government policies have augmented this 
interest, with visa-on-arrival schemes for tourists from certain countries seeking medical treatment, 
which was introduced as part of the 'Incredible India' campaign (Kalshetti & Pillai, 2008). The 
convergence of these factors has not only made India a top destination for medical tourism but has also 
contributed significantly to the country's economy. The medical tourism industry in India is projected to 
reach $9 billion by 2022 (Binoy & Monisha, 2011), indicating the sector's robust growth and its critical role 
in India's economic landscape(Connell, 2006). 
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Dental Tourism 
Dental tourism, a subset of medical tourism, has become one of the fastest-growing segments within the 
industry, with India positioning itself as a desirable destination for dental care. Within the broader 
spectrum of medical tourism, dental tourism has surfaced as a fast-growing sector. The exorbitant cost of 
dental care in developed countries, coupled with long waiting periods, has compelled patients to seek 
dental services abroad (Dhama et al., 2016). Dental tourism, a subset of medical tourism, is where 
individuals seek dental care outside their local healthcare systems, often coupled with a 
vacation(Bookman, 2007).India's dental tourism is marked by its advanced clinics, experienced dentists, 
and the added allure of combining dental treatments with the exploration of India’s diverse cultural 
landscape (Wong et al., 2014). The impetus behind the dental tourism boom in India is multifaceted: it 
includes substantial cost savings for patients, immediate treatment options without the burden of wait-
lists, and the appeal of combining dental care with leisure travel.The Indian government has recognized 
this potential, crafting policies to enhance infrastructure, streamline visa processes for medical tourists, 
and promote the country as a global healthcare destination(Kalshetti & Pillai, 2008; Turner, 2011). The 
convergence of these dynamics has positioned India not just as a viable alternative to Western medical 
care but as a preferred destination, carving out a niche in the global market and contributing to the 
country's economic growth (Connell, 2013). This paper delves into the interplay between the burgeoning 
phenomenon of medical tourism and India’s rise as a dental tourism hub, exploring the implications for 
healthcare delivery, economic development, and the global healthcare market. 
 
COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY OF EXISTING LITERATURE 
The emergence of medical tourism as a significant sector within the global health economy has been well-
documented (Holliday et al., 2019). Researchers have explored its multifaceted nature, examining the 
economic, socio-cultural, and health-related aspects of this global phenomenon(Bookman, 2007). Medical 
tourism encompasses a variety of services, with dental care emerging as one of the most significant due 
to its accessibility and cost differential across borders (Dhama et al., 2016). 
 
The Global Context of Medical Tourism 
Medical tourism is not a new concept, but its scale and scope have expanded dramatically in the 21st 
century (Connell, 2006). (Gahlinger, 2008) posits that the integration of healthcare and tourism industries 
has resulted in a unique economic model that benefits both developed and developing nations. However, 
as (Connell, 2006)note, the quality of healthcare, including patient safety and post-treatment care, 
remains a critical area of concern and study. 
 
India’s Position in the Medical Tourism Industry 
Medical tourism, defined as people traveling internationally to access medical treatment, has seen 
significant global growth, with India emerging as a key destination. This growth is attributed to 
advancements in technology, cost differentials, and improved healthcare standards, as noted by (Smith & 
Forgione, 2007). India's appeal in this sector stems from factors such as the use of English, skilled medical 
professionals, and advanced technology in healthcare, as described by (Gupta, 2008)(Horowitz et al., 
2007).Government support has been pivotal, with policies aimed at easing visa restrictions for medical 
tourists and promoting healthcare quality, as highlighted by (Bookman, 2007)(Dawn & Pal, 2011). The 
economic impact of medical tourism in India is significant, contributing substantially to the country's 
healthcare revenue and indirectly supporting allied sectors, according to (Reddy & Qadeer, 2010; Turner, 
2007). Patient satisfaction levels are generally high, attributed to quality care and efficient service; 
however, (Cohen, 2010)raises concerns over ethical issues, including potential prioritization of 
international patients. Challenges in the sector include managing ethical implications and maintaining 
international standards, with(Johnston et al., 2010)suggesting the need for careful consideration of these 
aspects. The future of medical tourism in India appears promising, with potential growth in areas like 
wellness tourism, as explored by (Telej & Gamble, 2019). 
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Dental Tourism as a Growth Area 

Dental tourism, a segment of the broader medical tourism market, involves individuals traveling for 
dental treatments, motivated by factors such as cost savings and the opportunity to combine dental care 
with leisure travel. This trend is particularly pronounced due to the high cost of dental care in developed 
countries and the availability of high-quality, lower-cost services in developing nations, as (Akbar et al., 
2020; Carrera & Bridges, 2006)outline. The rise in dental tourism is linked to the larger trend in health-
related travel, with countries like Hungary, Mexico, and Thailand becoming popular due to their 
combination of affordability and high standards, as (Turner, 2011)notes. Developing countries, notably in 
Asia and Eastern Europe, have seen a surge in this sector, with India, Thailand, and Hungary offering 
advanced dental procedures at reduced costs, and investing in state-of-the-art facilities to attract 
international patients(Bookman, 2007) (Bookman & Bookman, 2007; (Gopalan et al., 2014). The economic 
and social implications of dental tourism are significant, contributing to the host countries' economies 
and creating employment opportunities in healthcare and related sectors like hospitality(Smith & 
Forgione, 2007).However, this growth also raises concerns about resource allocation and the potential 
neglect of local healthcare needs(Cohen, 2010).Patient experiences in dental tourism are generally 
positive, with satisfaction in the quality of care received, modern facilities, skilled dentists, and 
personalized service being highlighted. Yet, there are ethical considerations, including the quality of 
post-treatment care and legal recourse in malpractice cases (Heung et al., 2011).The sustainability of 
dental tourism faces challenges such as ensuring consistent quality of care and managing impacts on 
local healthcare systems. Future research directions could explore the long-term implications of dental 
tourism on global healthcare dynamics and the ethical considerations in this growing industry(Johnston 
et al., 2010). 
 
Cost Differences 
A focused literature review reveals significant cost differences in dental services between India and 
developed countries, greatly influencing international patients' decisions. Studies, such as those by (Dang 
et al., 2020; Zarei et al., 2020), underscore India's cost-effectiveness, with dental procedures costing 
substantially less – up to 70-80% lower than in Western countries, as reported by (Yildiz & Khan, 2016). 
This notable price disparity is attributed to lower labour and operational costs in India, as discussed by 
(Muslim, 2016)and is further supported by favourable government policies highlighted by(Mason, 
2023).Comparative analysis by (Ebrahim & Ganguli, 2019)also positions India as competitively priced 
even when compared to other medical tourism hotspots like Thailand and Malaysia. The impact of these 
cost differences on patient choice, as explored by (Zakaria et al., 2023)emphasizes the significant role that 
economic considerations play in the burgeoning field of dental tourism in India. This review collectively 
suggests that cost is a pivotal factor driving the choice of India as a preferred destination for dental care 
among international patients. 
 
Range Of Services 
Literature reveals a diverse range of services that significantly contribute to the sector's appeal. 
(Gahlinger, 2008; Kamath et al., 2015) have documented the wide array of dental treatments available in 
India, ranging from basic care to advanced cosmetic and surgical procedures, including implants, 
veneers, crowns, bridges, and orthodontics. These services are enhanced by the use of cutting-edge 
technology like digital imaging and laser dentistry, a key factor in attracting international patients as 
highlighted by (Achilov, 2021). Quality and accreditation also play a crucial role in the dental tourism 
industry in India. Many dental clinics and hospitals adhere to rigorous standards, with several being JCI 
(Joint Commission International) accredited, ensuring global benchmarking in service quality(Akbar et 
al., 2020). Additionally, Indian dental clinics are known for their customized treatment plans, tailored to 
the unique needs and preferences of international patients, thereby enhancing patient satisfaction and 
treatment outcomes(Agrawal & Gupta, 2020). 
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An emerging trend in the Indian dental tourism market, as observed by(Dang et al., 2020), is the 
integration of dental treatments with traditional Indian wellness therapies.This holistic approach not 
only addresses dental issues but also offers a comprehensive health experience, blending modern dental 
care with traditional wellness practices. This literature review underscores India's competitive edge in 
the dental tourism sector, showcasing its commitment to quality, technological advancement, and 
patient-centric care. 
 
Accessibility and Convivence 
The literature underscores the significant role of accessibility and convenience in bolstering India's 
position in the global dental tourism market. A key aspect is the country's transport and connectivity, as 
highlighted by(Ebrahim & Ganguli, 2019; Singh & Dhankhar, 2021).Major cities, which are the focal 
points of dental tourism, boast well-connected international airports and efficient internal transportation 
networks, making travel easy for international patients. Further enhancing accessibility are India's 
medical visa regulations and government policies. (Dang et al., 2020; Reddy & Qadeer, 2010)emphasize 
the streamlined visa processes and the provision for extended stays, which are particularly beneficial for 
patients undergoing extensive dental treatments. The healthcare infrastructure in India, equipped with 
modern dental clinics and technologies, further adds to the convenience for international patients seeking 
comprehensive care, as noted by (Dhama et al., 2016; Gupta, 2008). These facilities often extend services 
like online consultations and travel assistance, specifically tailored for international patients. Language 
and communication also play a crucial role. The widespread use of English in Indian healthcare facilities, 
as discussed by (Wong et al., 2014; Yildiz & Khan, 2016), significantly reduces language barriers, making 
India an attractive destination for a global clientele. Additionally, the availability of quality 
accommodations and hospitality services in close proximity to healthcare providers, as pointed out 
by(DeMicco, 2017), further contributes to the overall convenience and comfort for medical tourists in 
India. This literature review collectively suggests that the aspects of accessibility and convenience are 
integral to the appeal of India's dental tourism sector, offering a seamless and comfortable experience for 
international patients. 
 
Patient Satisfaction 
The literature highlights that patient satisfaction and outcomes are critical factors contributing to the 
sector's success. (Campbell et al., 2020; Heydari et al., 2019)they reported high levels of patient 
satisfaction, largely attributed to the quality of care, cost-effectiveness, and personalized services offered 
by Indian dental clinics. Patients particularly commend the professionalism and expertise of dental 
practitioners, reflecting positively on their overall experience. The quality of dental treatments in India, 
including clinical outcomes, also receives considerable attention in the literature. Studies by (Klein et al., 
2017; Raggio et al., 2020)document the high success rates of various dental procedures, such as implants 
and cosmetic dentistry, which are facilitated by the use of advanced technology and quality materials, as 
noted by(Campbell et al., 2020).This contributes significantly to positive patient outcomes. Furthermore, 
comparisons between dental services in India and patients' home countries reveal a preference for Indian 
services. According to(Ebrahim & Ganguli, 2019; Wong et al., 2014), factors such as lower costs, shorter 
waiting times, and the added appeal of combining treatment with vacation significantly enhance patient 
satisfaction. The aspect of post-treatment care, including follow-up and communication with Indian 
dental clinics, also plays a vital role in long-term satisfaction, as discussed by(Adabi et al., 2017; Gaines & 
Lee, 2019). Effective follow-up care strategies are essential in maintaining high levels of patient 
satisfaction. This literature review collectively indicates that India's dental tourism sector excels in both 
patient satisfaction and treatment outcomes, underpinned by its commitment to quality care, advanced 
technology, and patient-centric services. The positive comparison with services in patients' home 
countries and the emphasis on effective post-treatment care further consolidate India’s position as a 
favoured destination for dental tourism. 
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Patient Satisfaction and Outcomes 
A focused literature review reveals that international patients consistently report high levels of 
satisfaction with their dental care experiences. According to (Campbell et al., 2020; Heydari et al., 
2019)they suggested, this satisfaction stems from the quality of care, affordability, and the personalized 
attention provided in Indian dental facilities. Testimonials frequently commend the expertise of Indian 
dental professionals and the utilization of advanced technology in treatments. When it comes to 
treatment outcomes, studies like those conducted by(Lunt et al., 2010; Lunt et al., 2016)have documented 
successful results, especially in complex dental procedures like cosmetic dentistry and implants. The 
success of these treatments is largely due to the adoption of cutting-edge technologies and adherence to 
international quality standards. Furthermore, comparative analyses with dental services in developed 
countries, as discussed by(Awadzi & Panda, 2006; Masoud et al., 2013), indicate that India not only offers 
comparable or superior quality treatments at significantly lower costs but also benefits from shorter 
waiting times for treatments. These factors collectively contribute to the high satisfaction levels and 
positive treatment outcomes reported by patients. An important aspect of patient satisfaction pertains to 
post-treatment experiences and follow-up care. Indian dental clinics, recognizing this, have been 
enhancing their post-treatment care and patient support, as highlighted by (Dhakate & Joshi, 2023).The 
focus on comprehensive patient care has been crucial in ensuring long-term satisfaction and successful 
treatment outcomes. Additionally, the culturally rich and hospitable environment of India adds to the 
overall positive experience for medical tourists, as (Kumar et al., 2021)note, contributing to the appeal of 
India as a dental tourism destination. Overall, this literature review illustrates that the Indian dental 
tourism sector is characterized by high patient satisfaction and successful treatment outcomes, 
underpinned by the quality of care, cost-effectiveness, and a patient-centered approach, further enhanced 
by the cultural and hospitality factors unique to India. 
 
Regulatory Standards in Medical Tourism 
The regulatory landscape of medical tourism, including dental care services in India, is a critical area of 
focus. National and international regulations play a significant role in shaping this sector. Research often 
centres on how countries regulate medical tourism and enforce standards. International guidelines and 
standards, such as those set by the World Health Organization (WHO) or the Joint Commission 
International (JCI), are pivotal in ensuring consistent quality and safety across borders. Another key 
aspect is the quality of care and accreditation. Literature in this area explores the role of accreditation 
bodies in maintaining high standards in medical tourism. Specifically, studies might delve into how 
dental clinics in India are accredited and monitored, ensuring they meet global healthcare standards. 
Legal frameworks and patient rights are also crucial. This involves a review of legal protections for 
international patients, encompassing malpractice laws and mechanisms for dispute resolution. The 
literature often analyses the rights of patients and the processes for informed consent in cross-border 
healthcare scenarios. 
 
Ethical Standards in Medical Tourism 
Ethical considerations in medical tourism, especially in dental care services, are complex and 
multifaceted. One primary concern is equity and access to healthcare. The literature examines the impact 
of medical tourism on local healthcare resources and the broader implications for healthcare equity. This 
includes a critical look at how medical tourism in countries like India affects healthcare access for both 
local and international populations. Transparency and informed consent are equally significant. Research 
in this field reviews the importance of providing patients with clear, transparent information regarding 
the risks, benefits, and alternatives of seeking medical treatment abroad. It discusses the ethical 
responsibilities of healthcare providers to ensure that patients are well-informed before making 
healthcare decisions. Lastly, cultural sensitivity and patient care is a prominent theme. Ethical 
considerations in providing care to a diverse international patient base, respecting their cultural and 
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language differences, are crucial. The literature often highlights best practices in delivering cross-cultural 
healthcare, ensuring that patient care is both respectful and effective. 
 
Economic Impact and Healthcare Implications 
Medical tourism, a multi-billion-dollar industry, significantly impacts the economies of destination 
countries, as outlined by (Connell, 2013)(Turner, 2007). This sector not only enhances foreign exchange 
earnings and job creation but also stimulates the local economy, especially in countries like Thailand, 
India, and Singapore, where it's a major industry. However, (Bookman, 2007) caution against economic 
vulnerabilities that may arise from over-reliance on this sector. The healthcare implications in these 
countries are complex; Milstein and (Smith & Forgione, 2007)highlight that while medical tourism can 
lead to improved healthcare facilities, it may divert resources from local healthcare needs, exacerbating 
inequalities in healthcare access, a concern echoed by (Cohen, 2010).(Johnston et al., 2010) emphasize the 
importance of balancing the benefits of medical tourism with its potential negative impacts on healthcare 
systems. The quality of care and patient safety are also critical factors linked to the economic impact of 
medical tourism. The growth of this industry is partly due to the perceived high quality of care in certain 
countries, as(Lunt et al., 2010) note.  Nonetheless, concerns persist about patient safety and post-
operative care quality, as highlighted by(Snyder et al., 2013). This underscores the need for continuous 
care and addressing legal and ethical issues related to patient treatment. Furthermore,(Hall, 2011) and 
(Snyder et al., 2011) suggest that effective policy responses are required to promote medical tourism 
while safeguarding local healthcare interests and ensuring ethical practices and equitable access to 
healthcare. 
 
JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY  
The research on dental tourism in India is crucial due to the sector's significant economic impact and its 
growing role in the global medical tourism market. This study aims to: 
 
1. Evaluate Economic Contributions: Understand how dental tourism contributes to India's economy 

and explore ways to enhance this impact. 
2. Assess Global Competitiveness: Analyse India's position in the global market of medical tourism, 

identifying strengths and areas for improvement. 
3. Examine Healthcare Quality: Investigate the quality of dental care offered to tourists, crucial for 

maintaining India's reputation as a premier medical tourism destination. 
4. Inform Policy: Provide insights to aid policymakers in developing strategies that balance the growth 

of dental tourism with the needs of the local healthcare system. 
5. Address Research Gaps: Fill the existing gap in literature by focusing specifically on dental tourism 

in India, contributing to both academic and practical understanding. 
6. Explore Ethical and Safety Issues: Investigate ethical considerations and patient safety concerns in 

dental tourism, essential for its sustainable growth. This research aims to offer comprehensive 
insights into dental tourism in India, aiding stakeholders in enhancing the sector's development and 
addressing associated challenges. 

 
PURPOSE AND INTENT OF THE STUDY  
The study aims to critically evaluate and outline the current state and potential growth of dental tourism 
in India. Key objectives include: 
 
1. To examining the quality, affordability, and range of dental services available to international 

patients in India. 
2. To understanding the factors fuelling the growth of this sector and the obstacles it faces. 
3. To proposing actionable strategies for healthcare providers and policymakers to enhance the sector's 

competitiveness and sustainability. 
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4. To bridging gaps in existing literature and providing valuable insights for both academic research 
and industry practice in medical tourism. 

5. To suggest policy recommendations and marketing strategies for promoting dental tourism in India. 
 
This research is intended to offer a concise yet comprehensive overview of India's dental tourism market, 
supporting informed decision-making and strategic planning in this evolving field. 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
Research Design 
This study employs a mixed-methods approach, blending in-depth qualitative interviews and 
observations with quantitative analysis of secondary data, such as industry reports and patient statistics, 
to thoroughly understand dental tourism in India. It is an exploratory research endeavour, aimed at 
uncovering insights, patterns, and diverse aspects of the relatively unexplored field of dental tourism in 
the country. Central to the research is an exhaustive literature review, utilizing secondary resources. This 
review, conducted through searches on Google Scholar and other databases using terms like "medical 
tourism," "health tourism," and "dental tourism," focuses on understanding the various dimensions of 
dental tourism, including its practices, challenges, and benefits. This comprehensive review forms the 
foundation for subsequent primary data collection through expert interviews. 
 
Sample Design 
For the study a purposeful sampling method is used, targeting dentists and managers in private 
hospitals in the Delhi NCR region who have direct experience with dental tourism. Selection criteria 
should emphasize professional experience, diverse roles, and representation from hospitals with a 
significant number of international patients. 
 
Data Collection 
Secondary Data Analysis: Review and analyse existing literature, reports, and statistical data on dental 
tourism in India. This includes data from healthcare departments, tourism boards, and academic studies. 
 
Primary Data Collection 
 Qualitative Data: Conduct structured interviews with key stakeholders such as dentists, hospital 

managers, and staff in the International Patient Services (IPS) departments in the Delhi NCR region. 
Observe operations in dental clinics and hospitals catering to international patients. 

 Quantitative Data: Utilize available statistical data on patient inflow, revenue generated from dental 
tourism, and service satisfaction levels, if accessible. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
Key factors of dental tourism 
Considering the factors impacting the medical tourism market in India, this involves assessing the 
literature and engaging in discussions with experts in both the healthcare and academic fields. These 
factors are represented in figure 1. 
 
Hospital Infrastructure 
Most of the patients who come to India are from developed countries, the structure of hospitals in India 
is equivalent to that of developed countries, and there is the option of exclusive sectors in hospitals for 
overseas patients called IPS(international patients services).India has international hospitals boasting the 
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best technology and high-quality equipment, yet there are certain flaws such as streets, sanitation and 
local utility services etc.  
 
Proficiency Of Doctors And Staff 
in Indian hospitals, the professional, expert, and talented workforce is capable of handling and managing 
any form of medical difficulty. Indian nurses are widely known as the best in the world. Doctors, 
surgeons, nurses, technicians, clinical coordinators, attendants, and nutritionists are among the trained 
and knowledgeable healthcare professionals who serve global medical tourists by performing complex 
surgeries and other medical and diagnostic treatments. 
 
Destination Culture 
There should be a method and possibilities to study the traditional lifestyles in India, and the competent 
authorities should organise many programmes for foreigners to learn about local history, as well as a 
specific programme for local people to open up and welcome individuals from other cultures. 
 
Marketing 
Currently, in this era of automation and development, marketing plays a significant role in attracting 
patients in all elements of visual and auditory media, as well as through the internet. They additionally 
set up a health camp under the banner of these Indian hospitals in countries with the highest number of 
patients, such as Iraq and Yemen, etc. 
 
Quality of treatment 
A significant number of hospitals in India deliver proper care in all medical specialities. Indian hospitals 
have the most advanced technology and high-quality equipment equivalent to those seen in advanced 
countries, the progress of technology has led to a rise in demand for medical services across geographical 
limitations to improve health quality. 
 
Cost-effectiveness 
Medical tourists can save from around 25% to 90% on medical costs, according to the service and the 
region to which they go. There are various elements at work here: Diagnostic testing and prescriptions 
are particularly costly in developed countries. 
 
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 
 
Growth Factors, Challenges, and Strategic Responses: 
 The growth of India's dental tourism is primarily attributed to cost advantages, quality of care, and 

supportive government policies. However, challenges such as the need for international 
accreditation and effective marketing strategies are evident. 

 To address these challenges, strategic responses could include enhancing international partnerships, 
improving accreditation standards, and developing targeted marketing campaigns to attract global 
patients. 

 
Comparative Advantage 
 India's comparative advantage in dental tourism lies in its cost-effectiveness, highly skilled medical 

professionals, and the integration of modern medical facilities. 
 The unique combination of advanced dental care with the rich cultural experience of India also adds 

to its appeal as a preferred dental tourism destination. 
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Patient Perspectives 
 Patients are increasingly choosing India for dental care due to immediate treatment options, 

substantial cost savings, and the overall quality of care. 
 Patient testimonials and feedback can provide insights into their experiences and satisfaction levels, 

which are crucial for understanding the strengths and weaknesses of India's dental tourism sector. 
 

Economic Impact 
 Dental tourism significantly contributes to India's economy. The sector not only generates direct 

revenue from healthcare services but also indirectly boosts related industries like hospitality and 
travel. 

 Future projections indicate robust growth, underscoring the sector's importance in India's economic 
landscape. 

This analysis synthesizes the key findings of the research, offering insights into the factors driving the 
success of dental tourism in India and the challenges it faces. 
 
Comparison of Decision Tree 

1. Start of Decision Tree - Choosing a Dental Tourism Destination: 
      The decision-making process begins with the choice of a country for dental tourism. 
2. First Decision Point - Cost-Effectiveness: 
     The tree branches based on whether the country offers cost-effective dental treatment. India is known 

for its cost-effectiveness compared to Western countries. 
3. Second Decision Point - Quality of Care: 
      For destinations deemed cost-effective, the next consideration is the quality of dental care. India 

offers high-quality dental services, often on par with global standards. 
4. Third Decision Point - Range of Services: 
      Within the branch of high-quality care, the range of available dental services is the next 

consideration. India provides a wide range of dental services, from basic care to advanced 
procedures. 

5. Fourth Decision Point - Accessibility: 
      For countries with a wide range of services, ease of access, including travel connectivity, visa 

policies, and internal transportation, is evaluated. India scores well in terms of accessibility for 
medical tourists. 

6. Final Decision Point - Patient Satisfaction: 
      The last point in the decision tree is patient satisfaction, which includes treatment outcomes and 

overall experience. High patient satisfaction rates in India strengthen its position as a preferred 
destination. 

This decision tree provides a comparative framework for patients considering their options for dental 
tourism. This decision tree effectively summarizes the decision-making process for a patient considering 
dental tourism. It highlights India's strengths in cost, quality, range of services, accessibility, and patient 
satisfaction, which are crucial factors influencing a patient's choice. By navigating through these decision 
points, a patient can make an informed decision based on their specific needs and preferences. 
 
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 
The insights garnered from our analysis of India's dental tourism sector reveal critical areas for 
managerial intervention. In this context, we outline several key managerial implications to optimize the 
industry's growth and efficiency. 
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Strategic Marketing and Branding 
To enhance India's position in the global dental tourism market, strategic marketing and branding efforts 
are essential. This includes promoting India's cost-effectiveness, quality of care, and diverse range of 
services in international markets. 
 
Strengthening International Partnerships 
Collaborating with international healthcare providers and tourism agencies can help in reaching a wider 
audience. Building partnerships can also facilitate smoother patient experiences, from travel to treatment. 
 
Focus on Accreditation and Quality Standards 
To address challenges like international accreditation, Indian dental care providers should focus on 
meeting and maintaining high-quality standards. Obtaining international accreditation can further 
bolster India’s reputation as a reliable dental tourism destination. 
 
Enhancing Patient Experience 
Improving patient experience through personalized care, clear communication, and efficient post-
treatment support can significantly boost patient satisfaction. Offering comprehensive packages that 
include dental care, accommodation, and cultural experiences can be attractive to medical tourists. 
 
Policy and Infrastructure Development 
Government policies should continue to support and grow the dental tourism sector. This includes 
streamlining visa processes for medical tourists and investing in healthcare infrastructure and 
technology. 
 
Utilizing Digital Platforms 
Leveraging digital platforms for marketing, patient engagement, and teleconsultations can widen the 
reach and improve accessibility for potential international patients. 
 
Ethical Practices and Patient Rights 
Upholding high ethical standards and ensuring the rights and safety of international patients is crucial. 
This includes providing transparent information, maintaining privacy, and ensuring informed consent. 
 
Economic Development and Job Creation 
Recognizing and capitalizing on the economic potential of dental tourism can lead to broader economic 
development and job creation in healthcare and related sectors. 
 
Addressing Local Healthcare Needs 
It's important to balance the growth of dental tourism with the healthcare needs of the local population. 
Ensuring that resources are not diverted disproportionately is essential for sustainable growth in the 
sector. 
 
Research and Development 
Continued research and development in dental care technologies and practices will keep India at the 
forefront of innovation in dental tourism. 
Implementing these managerial implications can help India not only solidify its position as a leading 
destination for dental tourism but also ensure sustainable growth and development in this sector. 
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SUGGESTIONS 
In light of the findings from our comprehensive analysis of India's dental tourism sector, we propose 
several strategic recommendations aimed at enhancing the industry's growth and global competitiveness, 
here are concise suggestions: 
 
1. Strengthen International Partnerships: Foster collaborations with global healthcare and tourism 

agencies to enhance India's dental tourism visibility. 
2. Targeted Marketing: Utilize digital media to promote India's cost-effective and high-quality dental 

services. 
3. Focus on Quality and Accreditation: Seek international accreditation for dental clinics to build 

global trust and maintain high care standards. 
4. Improve Patient Experience: Offer comprehensive and personalized care packages, combining 

dental treatments with tourism experiences. 
5. Supportive Government Policies: Advocate for policies that facilitate dental tourism, including 

streamlined visa processes and healthcare infrastructure investments. 
6. Uphold Ethical Practices: Ensure transparent and ethical treatment of international patients, 

respecting their rights and privacy. 
7. Balance Local and International Care: Ensure equitable healthcare resource allocation between local 

and international patients. 
8. Continuous Staff Training: Invest in staff development to stay abreast of global dental care 

advancements. 
9. Foster Research and Innovation: Encourage research in dental practices and technology to keep 

pace with global trends. 
10. Economic Development: Utilize dental tourism growth for broader economic benefits, creating jobs 

in healthcare and allied sectors. 
Implementing these suggestions can significantly enhance India's position in the global dental tourism 
market and ensure its sustainable growth. 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
This study underscores India's emerging prominence in the global dental tourism market, driven by its 
cost-effectiveness, comprehensive service range, and accessibility. Despite these advantages, addressing 
challenges such as enhancing international accreditation and improving marketing strategies is essential 
for future growth. The high patient satisfaction rates and positive treatment outcomes reinforce India's 
position as a desirable destination for dental tourism. This research not only enriches the academic 
discourse but also provides practical insights for stakeholders, paving the way for further development 
and strategic enhancement of India's dental tourism sector. 
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Figure 1. Factors Influencing Dental Tourism Figure 2. Comparison of Decision Tree 
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Lasers have been used in various fields. Advance in the field of science and technology laser had got 
prominent usage. It has got  lot of advantages such that its application is used as an adjunct in various 
aspects. Laser in the field of dentistry had lot of contributions such as disinfection, cavity preparation, 
operculectomy, flap surgeries, freenectomy, bleeching and photo biomodulation. It is categorized into 
hard tissue and soft tissue laser. Soft tissue laser had made tremendous usage in the field of dentistry, 
where as hard tissue laser because of its cost effectiveness and mode of application is difficult, its usage is 
restricted. Therefore this review gives adequate information regarding soft tissue lasers and its field of 
application. 
 
Keywords: Microbes, Smear Layer, Irrigation, Disinfection 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
‘LASER’ is an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. It has some properties such as 
when its comes in contact with biological tissue it gets absorbed mainly due to presence of free water molecules, 
proteins, pigments and other macromolecules. Absorption mainly depends on wavelength of the incoming   laser 
irradiation. The absorption   coefficient for water is 0.00029, for argon laser (514nm),0.020, for diode 
laser(800nm).0.61, for Nd:YAG laser(1.064nm),12000 for Er:YAG laser(2,940nm) and 860 for CO2 laser (10,600nm). [1] 
Therefore the usage of each laser depends upon the area of application. 
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LASER APPLICATION  IN THE FIELD OF ROOT CANAL THERAPY 
Root canal system is divided into 3 equal parts. Cervical, middle and apical 1/3rd. Remnants within the apical 1/3rd is 
the prime cause for RCT failure. The main cause for endodontic treatment failure is intra radicular or extra radicular 
infection, foreign body reaction, cyst formation and fibrous scar tissue healing.[2 ,3]Necrotic tissue and 
microorganisms removal from the root canal is the main objective of root canal treatment. Endodontic space 
disinfection depends mainly on chemo mechanical action. It mainly depends on the technique of irrigation that is the 
way it is   delivered and agitated in the root canal. The efficacy of each irrigants is improved using different agitation 
technique such as hand files, sonic, ultrasonic and laser device. Lasers  improves the penetration ability which 
enhance apical ramification cleansing action. [4] The disinfection action of lasers depends on the type of bacteria 
present. Pigmented and non pigmented bacteria. Non pigmented bacteria were shown to be transparent and had 
bactericidal effect through heating of the environment of bacteria whereas the pigmented bacteria   gets exposed to 
the laser light  source which results in bactericidal effect.[5]E- faecalis and C.albicans  are more resistant to laser 
activation where laser energy is increased to reduce the intra-radicular microorganisms and results in root canal 
treatment success.[6]The efficacy of laser is improved when laser tip is placed apically  5mm from the coronal access. 
As the laser power is increased, fluid motion near the fiber tip is also increased.[7] This indicates that more apical 
placement of laser fiber tip results in better decontamination.[8] Turbulent action of irrigant within the canal after 
activation with lasers help in removal of remnants.[9] Recent studies shown that irrigating solutions had more 
efficacy when its  get activated with lasers, ultrasound, files and other systems. 
 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF LASERS USED IN THE FIELD OF DENTISTRY 
 
Nd:YAG Lasers 
It is used in dentin hypersensitivity cases where laser induced occlusion or narrowing of dentinal tubules as well as 
direct nerve analgesia. 
 
Diode lasers  
It is used only on soft tissues procedures such as ginivectomy, biopsy, impression troughing and freenectomy  which 
had a wave length of 805 to 1064nm  
 
CO2 lasers  
it is used in incision and remodeling of soft tissues such as incisional and excisional biopsies, freenectomy 
,gingivectomy, pre and prosthetic procedures which  results in excellent homeostasis. 
 
Er: YAG 
It is used on both hard and soft tissues owing to their absorption scale that works for both apatite crystal based on 
maximum absorption by water content of soft and hard tissue. 
 
Helium- Neon laser 
He-Ne laser irradiation affects the nature of the stimuli. Effectiveness  of treatment falls between 5.2% and 100% 
 
GaAIAs laser 
It creates analgesic effect related to depressed nerve transmission. Studies showed blocking depolarization in C-fiber 
afferents when GaAIAs laser were used at 830nm.  
 
Co2 Laser  
1 to 2 W with CW or pulse mode can be advised. Dentinal tubules sealing achieved in addition to the reduction of 
permeability. 
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Nd: YAG laser 
It is used in dentinal hypersensitivity where it results in laser induced occlusion or narrowing of dentinal tubules as 
well as direct nerve analgesia 
 
Er: YAG Laser 
It is used in the ranges between 38.2% - 47% seals dentinal tubules exert nerve analgesia   and reduce the pain 
originated from dentinal hypersensitivity. 
 
DIAGNOSIS OF PULPAL VITALITY USING LASERS 
 
Dual wavelength spectrophotometry 
Dual wavelength spectrophotometry [DWS]  is used to test the pulpal  blood flow. Oxygen saturation level in 
vascular supply of pulp is evaluated by a spectrophotometer that uses simultaneously released beams [ 760 & 850 
nm].  Devital or degenerative status of pulp can be detected using this instrument.  
 
Laser Doppler flowmetry 
LDF is an accurate, non invasive reproducible reliable method of assessing blood flow in micro vascular systems   
with  a diode. When light beam passes through the crown and pulp chamber, moving red cells and static tissues 
cause light beam to scatter around. The frequency of this light beam shifts when it passes through the moving red 
blood cells; however it remains steady when the beam passes through static tissues. Drawback is it takes a long time 
an hour to produce recordings, and this makes it impractical for dental practices. 
 
Lasers in dentin hypersensitivity treatment  
1. Low out put power [Low- level] lasers are [helium- neon(He-Ne) and gallium –alumininarsenide (Diode) 

lasers(GaAIAs)] 
2. Middle out put power lasers are [Co2 laser, neodymium or erbium –doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG, 

Er: YAG lasers) and erbium,chromium doped: yttrium, scandium, gallium and garnet[ erbium, Cr:YSGG) 
Lasers] [10] 

 
Laser applications in endodontic surgery 
It provides a clean visual of the operative area without blood contamination where lasers vaporize the tissues, to 
coagulate and seal small blood vessels. It is thought that laser irradiated dentin surface are sterile and sealed.[11] 
 
LASER APPLICATION IN THE FIELD OF DISINFECTION 
CO2 laser was useful to remove smear layer, and Er: YAG laser was proved to be more effective.[12, 13] The most 
effective laser system in canal disinfection is Er: YAG laser since it has highest absorption level in water. Photo 
activated disinfection [PAD] was bactericidal because of its combined use of photosensitizing agent and  low power 
laser. Bacteria’s  were not eliminated totally when compare to 3% of NaOCl which eradicate all microbes.[14,15] 
Debriding and cleaning efficacy of irrigation was enhanced by a new erbium laser technique coupled with a photon 
induced photo acoustic streaming [PIPS] specific minimally ablative laser and with specially designed tips. It creates 
strong photo acoustic shockwave that streams   irrigants three dimensionally throughout the root canal system 
without thermal effect.[16]  It activates the irrigation solution indirectly without thermal effect. This technique 
requires continuous flow of irrigating solution from the dental syringe. Pulp chamber must be flooded with adequate 
irrigating solution such that tips of the pips must be submerged. The 30 second cycles is required for adequate 
disinfection process followed by saline /water for final obturation process. [17]   Microfloral   composition within the 
canal remains based on the availability of oxygen and nutrients along with the host immune defense system. Among 
these microbes anaerobes are the dominant species. Most resistant species is the enterococcus faecalis which has the 
ability to penetrate inside the dentinal tubules that reach the depth of approximately 1000µm. As a gold standard in 
endodontic therapy NaOCl penetrate to root dentinal tubules up to 130µm. 
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Finally the successful elimination of endodontic infection depends on the following factors such as 
1. host defense system  
2. systemic antibiotic therapy 
3. Chemo mechanical preparation  
4. local root canal disinfecting medicaments  
5. root canal obturation    
6. permanent restoration to achieve coronal seal. 

 
Lasers in endodontics has predominant effect   based on photo thermal   effect. It disinfect the canal both by means of 
physical and chemical effect where reaction rate of NaOCl   increases upon activation. Apart from photo thermal 
effect alternate method that have been developed is the  antimicrobial photodynamic therapy[PDT] where photo 
sensitizer is applied inside the root canal and after  particular incubation period   the canal is irradiated by  a light 
source where the wavelength of which coincides with the absorption band maximum of the photo sensitizer. 
Reactive oxygen species and singlet oxygen production takes place in the presence of oxygen that leads to microbial 
cell damage.[18] A study has mentioned that carious dentin absorbs 1064nm more wavelength in comparison to 
healthy dentin, which increases the desired bactericidal effect Laser supported   root canal treatment is necessary for   
reducing  reinfection in the root canal after smear layer modification. It reduces the microleakage after root canal 
fillings. A disinfecting solution combined with laser effectively remove and reduce   any  remaining  bacteria and 
residual tissue. The laser beam from the end  of the fiber passes and hit the root canal wall at an acute angle. The 
angle between   glass fiber and dentin wall remains acute angle [50]. The dentin surface also plays a role in terms of 
bactericidal effect. Darker area causes carbonization and requires high laser energy absorption. [19] 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Laser in the field of dentistry had brought changes in disinfection of the canal, surrounding  tissues  and other mode 
of applications which enhances healing  and helps in better post operative care. It can be used as an adjunct to 
conventional root canal therapy but it can’t be a substitute. 
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This paper focuses on to get more profit in agricultural investment. The conventional agricultural system 
heavily depends on chemicals and inorganic fertilizers, which cause environmental issues. Here the 
linguistic variables are converted to Neutrosophic set and it is solved by using proposed ELCTRE 
method in Multi criteria decision Making method. 
 
Keywords: Neutrosophic Set, ELECTRE method, Ranking. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Decision making problem plays a major role in real life applications [4]. The concept of Neutrosophic sets was 
introduced by Smarandache in the year 1999[10]. A new method is proposed by Zhang. Z, Wu. C [12] to solve single 
valued Neutrosophic multi criteria decision making under incomplete weight information. Deli and Subas [2] 
proposed a ranking method for single valued neutrosophic numbers and Peng et al.[6] developed single valued 
neutrosophic sets an action to handle MCDM problems. In 1977, ELECTRE method was first developed by 
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Benayoun, Roy and Sussmann [1]. Vahdani and Hadipour [11] introduced an extended ELCTRE problem with 
interval-valued fuzzy information.  
The remaining paper is as follows: The basic definitions of Neutrosophic set is discussed in section 2. Section 3 
introduces the proposed ELECTRE method & its example. Comparison Analysis is studied in section 4. Section 5 
presents conclusion.  
 
Preliminaries  
This section presents the basic definition of SVNSs. 
 
Definition 2.1 [7] 
Let  be a non-empty set. A neutrosophic set A in X is characterized by truth-membership function , 
indeterminacy-membership function and falsity – membership function  , , are real standard or non-standard 
subsets of  ] 0, 1 [. That is  

: →] 0, 1 [ 
: →] 0, 1 [ 
: →] 0, 1 [ 

There is no restriction on the sum of ( ), ( ) , ( ), so -0≤ ( ) + ( )+ ( ) ≤ 3+  
 
Definition 2.2[9] 
Let X be a non-empty set. A single valued neutrosophic set (SVNS) A in X is characterized by truth-membership 
function , falsity – membership function  and indeterminacy-membership function . For each point x in X, 

( ), ( ), ( ) ∈ [0,1]. A SVNS A can be written as = { , ( ), ( ), ( ): ∈ , ( ), ( ) , ( ) ∈ [0,1]}. 
 
Definition 2.3[2] 
For a single valued neutrosophic set (SVNS)  = { , ( ), ( ), ( ): ∈ , ( ), ( ) , ( ) ∈ [0,1]} in X, the 
triplets ( ), ( ) , ( ) is called single valued neutrosophic number (SVNN), which is the fundamental element 
of a SVNS A. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
MCDM plays vital role in ELCTRE approach [5]. This section is divided into two subsections. The first subsection 
presents the idea of proposed ELCTRE method and the second proposes illustrative example.  

 
The Proposed ELECTRE Based outranking Method for MCDM under Neutrosophic  
In Multi criteria evaluation techniques Neutrosophic ELECTRE is one of the earlist methods among other outranking 
methods [5]. Here decision –making problem can be considered which consists of m alternatives that must be a 
assessed considering n criteria, and   can be expressed as the value of  alternative by the  criteria. 
 
Proposed ELECTRE Method has been described as following steps. 
Step 1: Forming of Decision- making matrix (DMM) 

, …
, ……        …       …
, …

 

where i =1 to m &  j =1 to n and = value of an  alternative to the  criteria. 
 
Step 2: Calculate Normalized decision matrix & Weighted Normalized decision matrix. 

=
∑

  ,  where i=1,2,3,..,m ;  j=1,2,3,…,n 
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=

, …
, ……        …       …
, …

→②    and  = ⊗⍵ =

.⍵ .⍵ , … .⍵

.⍵ .⍵ , … .⍵…        …       …
.⍵ .⍵ , … .⍵

→③ 

 
Step 3: Calculate concordance and discordance sets 

= | ≥  
= | <  

 
Step 4 : Formulate the concordance interval matrix 

= ∑ ⍵∈ ,  = ∑ ⍵∈  ,  = ∑ ⍵∈  
The concordance index indicates the preference of the assertion “A outranks B”. The concordance interval matrix can 
be formulated as follows 

=
 −          (1,2), …     (1, )

(2,1)       −, …        (2, )…        …       …
( , 1) ( , 2), … ( , )

→④ 

 
Step 5: Formulate the discordance interval matrix 

Find ( , ) by using  ( , ) = ∈

∈ , , ∈
 with the help of ( , ) formulate D by the Equation ⑤ 

=

 −          (1,2), …     (1, )
(2,1)       −, …        (2, )…        …       …
( , 1) ( , 2), … ( , )

→⑤ 

 
Step 6 : Calculate the Concordance  index matrix. 

̅ =
( , )

( − 1) →⑥ 

where   ̅is the critical value, it can be determined by using average dominance index.  
 Boolean matrix E is defined by: 

( , ) = 1 ( , ) ≥ ̅
( , ) = 0 ( , ) <  ̅

 
Step 7: Calculate the discordance index matrix 

̅ =
( , )

( − 1) →⑦ 

According to the discordance index defined above the discordance index matrix f is given by 
( , ) = 1 ( , ) ≤ ̅
( , ) = 0 ( , ) > ̅ 

Step 8: The net superior  and net inferior  is calculated as follows 
= ∑ ( , ) − ∑ ( , ) →⑧ 
= ∑ ( , ) − ∑ ( , ) →⑨ 

where  represents the sum of number of competitive superiority and  is used to find the number of inferiority 
ranking alternatives. 
 
Step 9: Determine the preference of the alternatives.  

= − →⑩ 
The highest value  represents highest preference of the alternatives.  
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Illustrative Example 
An example is given to explain MCDM problem and mainly aims to select the best agricultural profitable 
investment. A farmer aims to do profitable investment in his agricultural field inorder to get maximum profits out of 
organic or inorganic food crops. It involves many criteria and it must be considered before a investment decision.  
In this section, an illustrative example is constructed to explain a practical application of MCDM problem with 
neutrosophic ELECTRE is presented. This application aims to selecting the best agricultural profitable investment 
decision under MCDM neutrosophic ELECTRE. The criterion are Crop Diversity ( ), Crop Rotation ( ), Biological 
Pest Control ( ), Soil Management ( ), Green Manure ( ), Weed Management ( ), Effects of Human Health ( ), 
Effects of flora and fauna ( ), and the alternatives are Cereals ( ), Millets ( ), Oilseeds ( ), Pulses ( ), Cotton 
( ), Vegetables ( ). In Table 1 linguistic variables in neutrosophic set and Table 2 shows the linguistic evaluation 
for the alternatives with respect to criteria.  
 
Change the linguistic variables in to a  Neutrosophic number based on the assessment of alternatives with respect to 
criteria. Each element has to be normalizd with the help of ②. Normalized decision matrix is shown as in Table 3. 
With the help of the equation④ the concordance matrix is calculated and it is shown in Table 4.   
By using ⑤ discordance matrix is calculated and it is shown in Table 5    From the above table 6,  is the best 
alternative &  is the Worst alternative. The proposed ELECTRE method furnishes an analytic approach to shrink 
the number of alternatives and to simplify the decision making process. 
 
Comparison Analysis of Proposed ELECTRE Method 
This section provides a comparison analysis Proposed ELECTRE method with Ranking methods of SVNNs [3]. The 
Proposed ELECTRE approach is more flexible and provides foremost results for selecting the best alternative 
alternatives under Neutrosophic set. For comparison analysis, Let’s consider an example of the Ranking method 
using SVNNs method has been considered. 5 Criteria & 4 Alternatives are taken in to account. Using the proposed 
ELECTRE method & Ranking method of SVNNs, the result obtained is From Table 7, we identified both the methods 
having the Rank 1 as same. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This paper presents multi criteria analysis decision analysis. This analysis procedure effective evaluating 
performance in agricultural investment. An example is presented to show the effectiveness and accurateness of the 
Proposed ELECTRE method. This method is much simple to handle the problems to solve inorder to find solution in 
today’s life. 
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Table 1: Linguistic variables of Criteria and Alternatives 
very Poor (VP) 0 0 1 

Poor(P) 0 0.1 0.3 
Medium Poor(MP) 0.1 0.3 0.5 

Fair(F) 0.3 0.5 0.7 
Msdium Good(MG) 0.5 0.7 0.9 

Good(G) 0.7 0.9 1 
Very Good (VG) 0.9 0.1 0.1 

 
Table 2: Assessment of alternatives with respect to criteria 
Alternatives Criteria        

 CD CR BPC SM GM WM EHH EFF 
 G VG MG VG MP VG VG MG 
 MG G F MG MP VG VG MG 
 G G F G P MG VG G 
 F MP G MG G P MG MG 
 MG MG VG G MG P P MG 
 MP VP MG MP G VP F G 

 
Table 3: Normalized Decision Matrix 
          

 0.1989 0.4122 0.2859 0.4279 0.4246 0.3626 0.3721 0.3205 
 0.2984 0.1891 0.3691 0.2945 0.4246 0.3626 0.3721 0.3205 
 0.1989 0.1891 0.3691 0.1964 0.4725 0.2495 0.3721 0.2136 
 0.3852 0.4334 0.1906 0.2945 0.1853 0.4241 0.2561 0.3205 
 0.2984 0.2837 0.4154 0.1964 0.278 0.4241 0.4353 0.3205 
 0.4558 0.4229 0.2859 0.4499 0.1853 0.372 0.3307 0.2136 

 
Table 4: Concordance Matrix 
        sum 

 0 0.32619 0.29444 0.29762 0.21984 0.22857 1.3667 
 0.3119 0 0.34048 0.29762 0.22857 0.22857 1.4071 
 0.2127 0.20397 0 0.1754 0.1381 0.22857 0.9587 
 0.16508 0.23413 0.23413 0 0.23413 0.19683 1.0643 
 0.24286 0.27143 0.34048 0.2746 0 0.2746 1.404 
 0.22698 0.18095 0.34048 0.28175 0.13492 0 1.1651 
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Sum 1.15952 1.21667 1.55 1.32698 0.95556 1.15714 7.3659 
 
Table 5: Discordance Matrix 

       Sum 
 0 0.4157 0.23948 0.42055 0.37277 0.57988 2.02838 
 1 0 0 0.42233 0.37641 0.64928 2.44801 
 1 1 0 0.40534 0.59845 0.88297 3.88677 
 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 
 1 0.753959 1 0.627155 0 1 4.38111 
 1 1 1 0.529466 0.365451 0 3.89492 

Sum 5 4.169663 3.239476 2.404841 2.713088 4.112127 0.72131 
 
Table 6 represent Net superior, Net inferior and their rank values  using the Equ ⑥ 

       Sum 
 0 0.4157 0.23948 0.42055 0.37277 0.57988 2.02838 
 1 0 0 0.42233 0.37641 0.64928 2.44801 
 1 1 0 0.40534 0.59845 0.88297 3.88677 
 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 
 1 0.753959 1 0.627155 0 1 4.38111 
 1 1 1 0.529466 0.365451 0 3.89492 

Sum 5 4.169663 3.239476 2.404841 2.713088 4.112127 0.72131 
 
Table 6: The Net Superior & Net Inferior and their Ranks 

 

N
et

 S
up

er
io

r 
V

al
ue

(N
S)

 

N
et

 In
fe

ri
or

 
V

al
ue

(N
I)

 

NS-NI Rank 

 0.20714 -2.9716 3.17876 1 
 0.19048 -1.7216 1.91213 2 
 -0.5913 1.48192 -2.0732 5 
 -0.2627 2.59516 -2.8579 6 
 0.44841 1.66803 -1.2196 4 
 0.00794 -0.2172 0.22515 3 

 
Table 7: Comparison Results  

 Modify Neutrosophic ELECTRE Ranking method of SVNSs   
Alternatives Net Value Rank Net Value Rank 

 -0.016 3 0.678 2 
 0.856 1 0.743 1 
 0.2 2 0.647 3 
 -3.04 4 0.639 4 
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Real-Time Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (RQ-PCR) is becoming an important and reliable tool 
for the identification, detection, and quantification of pathogenic presence in a unknown clinical sample. 
Majorly used in the detection of expression profiles of certain selected genes. Discovery of polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) technology in the year 1984 by Kary Mullis results in the amplification of genetic 
material/deoxyribo nucleic acid (DNA) in an invitro condition with a varying temperature range.  Basic 
principle of PCR technique relies on the enzymatic replication of template genomic material with the 
help of three different cyclic conditions includes denaturation, annealing, and extension. During the 
process of denaturation, double stranded DNA was converted into single stranded DNA (ssDNA) by the 
breakage of hydrogen bonds at a temperature of 94º C for 30 to 120 seconds. Formed ssDNA is act as a 
template for binding of primers at their 3’ and 5’ ends. Formed complex (ssDNA with bound primers) 
may act as initial starting point for DNA synthesis in invitro condition with the help of deoxynucloside 
triphosphates (dNTPs), and Taq DNA polymerase (TDP) at a temperature of 54-60º C for a period of 30-
40 seconds. Followed by annealing, elongation process was takes place at 72-80º C for 30-60 seconds for 
the elongation of DNA in the 5’ to 3’ direction with the help of dNTPs and TDP. In optimum conditions, 
TDP adds about 1000-1200 bp/minute during this process. At the end of elongation process double-
stranded hybrid DNA molecule is formed with one existing parent strand and one newly formed 
daughter strand. These three steps are repeated for 20-35 times to obtain expected number of DNA 
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sequence. Further, formed DNA molecules/its expression pattern were analyzed with the help of agarose 
gel electrophoresis (AGE). Thus, conventional PCR provides end-point analysis (EPA) for the Invitro 
synthesised DNA sequence. Drawbacks and time consuming process of EPA analysis will result in the 
development of RQ-PCR for the detection of individual cyclic reactions with the help of specific detection 
probes. These detection probes emit fluorescene signal during each cycle to identify and quantify the 
presence of pathogens/genome sequences present in the sample. In this review, we have discussed about 
the basic principle, detection mechanism and detection probes used in RQ-PCR in an elaborate manner. 
Presented review will also highlight the importance of detection probes in the detection process of RQ-
PCR in diagnostic field. 
 
 
Keywords: Real-Time Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (RQ-PCR), Detection Probes – SYBR 
Green, TaqMan Probe, Dual hybridization probe, Molecular Beacon, Scorpion probe 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is one of the most powerful tool for the identification of minute amount of genetic 
materials (nucleic acids) present in a sample. It has delicate sensitive reactions due to its exponential amplification of 
the template sequence. Development of PCR technology results in the advanced detection of viral nucleic acids in the 
diagnostic field. In conventional days, end point detection/analysis was done using the agarose gel electrophoresis 
(AGE) while performing the normal PCR reactions. Now a day, Real-time Quantitative PCR (RQ-PCR) provides a 
wonderful platform for the identification of amplification in each cycle of PCR reaction. It reduced time, 
consumption of chemicals, and workforce in the field of genomic analysis. Establishment of this PCR detection 
method provided a basis for reliable and rapid detection/diagnosis of viral nucleic acids in a diseased state in the 
diagnostic setting. It is also used for monitoring viral load and its proliferation with reference to disease progression 
and clinical outcome (Whalley et al. 2001; Humar et al. 2002; Snijders et al. 2003; Watzinger et al. 2004, 2006; Trindade 
et al. 2020; Artika et al. 2022; Ghorbani et al. 2022; Wilhelm et al. 2022). Recently, RQ-PCR played a major role in the 
identification of viral presence during COVID-19 infection in a cost effective manner compared to other identification 
methods (Trindade et al. 2020; Artika et al. 2022; Ghorbani et al. 2022; Wilhelm et al. 2022). In this review, basic 
principle, various detection methods opted in RQ-PCR were discussed in an elaborate manner with the help of 
suitable pictorial representation in a concise manner.  
 
REAL TIME QUANTITATIVE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION PRINCIPLE 
Real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RQ-PCR) is also known as quantitative PCR. RQ-PCR is an 
enzymatic process used for the amplification of a template DNA region through the sequential steps of conventional 
PCR (i.e. Denaturation, Annealing, and extension) with real-time monitoring of the PCR progress. Like conventional 
PCR, it uses four important ingredients includes template DNA, thermostable DNA polymerase, primers (forward 
and reverse), nucleotides (dNTPs), and additionally use one flurochrome molecule for the real-time monitoring of 
each cycle. This RQ-PCR provides a comparison between the number of starting template and amount of amplicon 
accumulated in an individual PCR cycle. Due to this in evident property, RQ-PCR is used in the precise mRNA 
quantification, gene expression studies, and determination of viral loads in a clinical sample (Arya et al. 2005; 
Riswari et al. 2016; Rocha et al. 2016; Artika et al. 2020). It did not show any cross-contamination due to the absence 
of post-PCR processes. Thus RQ-PCR has reframed the detection and quantification of viral particles/target nucleic 
acids in a diagnostic sample (Deepak et al. 2007; Riswari et al. 2016; Artika et al. 2022; Ghorbani et al. 2022; Wilhelm 
et al. 2022). 
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QUANTIFICATION 
 
In RQ-PCR, quantity of amplicons generated at the end of reaction was dependent on the number of template DNA 
molecules available in the initial reaction mixture (IRM). Less number amplicons were synthesized with the few 
number of DNA molecules with the IRM. It is vice-versa in large quantities. Thus number of DNA molecules 
generated from a sample was measured in a real-time manner. In this RQ-PCR, results were shown in the form of 
graphical representation which is having PCR cycle number in x-axis, and number of amplicons produced in y-axis. 
Representative graph [RG] (Fig. 1) was showing single amplification plot of RQ-PCR. The representative graph 
showed three different phases of RQ-PCR i.e. linear, exponential, and plateau phases. In linear phase (initial cycle), 
fluorescence emission of the amplicons was less compared to the base line. During exponential (E) phase, emission of 
fluorescence signal was high due to the doubling of product after completion of each cycle and show maximum 
duplication in this time. Fluorescence intensity in the E phase is used for data calculation. In third phase (plateau 
phase), there is no proper emission of fluorescence from the probes which will give misleading information.  
 
Compared to initial and plateau phase, fluorescence emission of E phase was taken for calculating the amount of 
duplicated DNA at the end of RQ-PCR reaction (Arya et al. 2005; Wong et al. 2005; Kubista et al. 2006; Riswari et al. 
2016; Artika et al. 2022; Ghorbani et al. 2022; Wilhelm et al. 2022). In all these three phases, fluorescence 
emission/excitation was achieved with the help of probes. RQ-PCR uses fluorescent reporter of probes for the 
detection and quantification of nucleic acids. They are broadly classified into two major categories based on their 
binding activity and its detection mechanism.  First class of probe is intercalating with the double-stranded DNA 
molecules and detects both specific and non-specific amplicons (ex. SYBR Green I, and EvaGreen). Second class of 
probe is linked to specific oligonucleotide and detects specific amplicons only. It also includes hydrolysis probes 
(TaqMan probe), molecular beacons, dual hybridization probes, and scorpion probes. Other than these two classes, 
some nucleic acid analogs are also used in RQ-PCR. In all these classes, probe contains a fluorophore which is a 
fluorescent molecule absorbs light energy at a particular wavelength and reemits longer wavelength light. Two 
different types of fluorophore are used in the quantification they are donor/reporter and acceptor/quencher. When 
the donor absorbs light energy, its energy level raises to excited state. After excitation, energy level returns to ground 
level by emission of energy in the form of fluorescence. This emitted energy further transmitted to adjacent acceptor 
fluorophore present in its proximity. This exchange of energy from reporter to a quencher is termed as fluorescence-
resonance-energy transfer (FRET). Based on the energy transfer, this FRET is also classified into two distinct FRET 
mechanisms i.e. FRET-quenching, and FRET. During FRET-quenching energy of a non-fluorescent molecule is 
released as heat. But FRET shows transmission of energy in the form of fluorescent light (Navarro et al. 2015; Artika 
et al. 2022). 
 
DETECTION PROBES  
SYBR Green 
SYBR green was most commonly used as double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) intercalating agent. This most commonly 
used dye attaches to the minor groove of dsDNA and emit the fluorescence signal. Strength of fluorescence signal is 
depending on the existing quantity of dsDNA present in the reaction. This SYBR Green is also used in the detection 
of SARS-CoV-2 virus in a RQ-PCR reaction. This intercalating dye also existing with their own advantages and 
disadvantages in a RQ-PCR reaction. Advantages include its low cost, sensitivity, and convenience. Disadvantages of 
this probe include non-specific binding and binding with primer dimers (Arya et al. 2005; Tajadini et al. 2014) (Fig. 
2).   
 
TaqMan Probe 
TaqMan probe is one of the most commonly used hydrolysis probe which is designed to bind with the specific target 
sequence. Their activity depends on the 5’-3’ exonuclease activity of Taq polymerase and hydrolyzes the attached 
probe in the entire RQ-PCR amplification. This TaqMan probe has two different dye molecules i.e. a flurosencent 
reporter (FR), and a quencher dye (QD). FR dye attached to 5’ end, and QD linked in the 3’terminus. In intact 
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condition, the FR and QD stays in close proximity, shows quenched excitation energy which inhibit the emission of 
fluorescence. During RQ-PCR reaction, TaqMan probe binds with target sequence in its downstream region and emit 
signals through the cleavage of probe by the 5’ exonuclease activity of the polymerase. This process place FR dye and 
QD as apart and emit excitation energy in the form of fluorescent signal. Intensity of fluorescence signal denotes the 
cleavage rate of probe in each cycle with respect to amplification of specific target sequence. Due to their specificity, 
this type of probe is most commonly used for detection of novel swine coronaviruses (Navarro et al. 2015; Pan et al. 
2020; Sucahya 2020) (Fig. 3). 
 
Dual hybridization probe 
Dual hybridization probe consists of two hybridization probes. One probe carries a fluorophore at its 3’ terminus, 
and another one has an acceptor fluorophore in its 5’ terminus. Both the probes hybridize with their target sequence 
during the process of annealing to from a head to tail structure. Formation of this structure results in the mediation 
energy transfer process. In these two dyes, donor dye absorbs light, and other one release energy in the form of 
fluorescence at a higher wavelength. Fluorescence from the acceptor probe happens only during the attachment of 
both the probes with the target sequence during the process of annealing in RQ-PCR. Binding of both the probes, 
results in the emission of fluorescence signal which is directly proportional to amount of amplicons formed during 
the RQ-PCR process. Dual hybridization probes were used in the identification of Bacillus anthracis from the 
environmental samples (Arya et al. 2005; Bassy et al. 2018) (Fig. 4). 
 
Molecular Beacon 
Molecular beacon (MB) was also a hybridization probe, contains attached fluorescent and quenching dyes at the 
either end of a single-stranded DNA molecule. This MB forms a stem-loop structure in a free solution to bring 
fluorescent dye and the quenching dye in a close proximity. As a result, there is a quenching of resonance energy. 
Loop segment of the molecule is complementary to the target nucleic acid molecule, and stem is formed by annealing 
of complementary arm sequence with the probe terminus sequence. During the process of annealing, conformational 
change results in the separation of fluorophore from the quencher dye results in the release of resonance energy. This 
type of probe is also used in the detection of SARS-CoV-2 (Wang et al. 2013; Chrysostomou et al. 2021) (Fig. 5). 
 
Scorpion probe 
Scorpion probe (SP) is another type of fluorescence based method developed for the specific detection of PCR 
products.  SP also uses stem and loop configuration due to the presence of complementary sequences on the 5’ and 3’ 
ends of the probe. SP has fluorophore reporter at the 5’ end and quencher molecule at the 3’ end. Specific probe 
sequence (PCR stopper) linked to 5’ end of a primer sequence with a non amplifiable monomer. This PCR stopper 
may prevent the amplification of stem-loop sequence of SP. During annealing phase, SP tail probe sequence 
hybridizes with the complementary target sequence and extends to produce amplicons. As a result of intramolecular 
interaction results in the production of stronger signal compared to TaqMan or molecular beacon techniques (Arya et 
al. 2005; Singh et al. 2009) (Fig. 6). 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
RQ-PCR is a modification of conventional PCR technology; enable the real-time monitoring of PCR progress happens 
during each cycle. This technology, reduced the use of post-PCR analysis for the identification of amplification 
happened during a PCR cyclic conditions. RQ-PCR are dependent on a fluorescent reporter probe for the detection 
and quantification of amplicons produced during a PCR cyclic reaction. It is one of the powerful technique which is 
used for quantitative and qualitative analysis of amplification with the help of specific sensitivity and specificity. 
During COVID-19 pandemic, RQ-PCR is used as a golden standard for the identification and confirmation of SARS-
CoV-2 pandemic. Other than diagnostic industries, this method is also used in the analysis of biological samples in 
research laboratories also. Future studies will be needed for the development of low-cost, portable, and user-friendly 
RQ-PCR instruments for the application in remote sensing and resource-limiting settings. This chapter described 
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about the principles, reagents/probes used in the RQ-PCR reactions for the real time analysis & identification of 
amplicons produced during each cycle within a RQ-PCR reaction. Latest technology of droplet-digital PCR (ddPCR) 
system uses microfluidic mechanism for the identification of expression of multiple genes within a single reaction. 
This ddPCR was one of a important advancement of RQ-PCR in terms of multiplexing. 
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of a single 
amplification curve in a real-time quantitative 
polymerase chain reaction (RQ-PCR) (Adapted from 
Arya et al. 2005) 

Figure 2. Graphical abstract showing the action mechanism 
of SYBR Green dye in a real-time quantitative polymerase 
chain reaction (RQ-PCR) (Adapted from Arya et al. 2005) 
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Figure 3. Pictorial representation showing the mode 
of action of TaqMan probe in a real-time quantitative 
polymerase chain reaction (RQ-PCR) (Adapted from 
Arya et al. 2005) 

Figure 4. Working mechanism of dual hybridization probe in 
a real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RQ-PCR) 
(Adapted from Arya et al. 2005) 
 

  

Figure 5. Action mechanism of molecular beacon in 
a real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction 
(RQ-PCR) (Adapted from Arya et al. 2005) 

Figure 6. Graphical abstract showing the action mechanism 
of scorpion probe in a real-time quantitative polymerase 
chain reaction (RQ-PCR) (Adapted from Arya et al. 2005) 
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Lung cancer is a dangerous disease that can be fatal, and a correct diagnosis is essential for figuring out 
the best way to treat it. The optimum treatment for people with lung cancer requires the classification of 
the disease into its histological types, such as adenocarcinoma (ADC), small cell lung cancer (SCLC), and 
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). Each histological subtype has its features and may react differently to 
different types of medicine. So, knowing the exact subtype helps guide treatment choices and improve 
the patient's outcome. Lung cancer subtypes are necessary for personalized treatment. It helps doctors 
choose tumor-specific treatments such as surgery, radiation, chemotherapy, targeted drugs, and immune 
therapies. Precise categorization improves prognosis, avoids needless medicines, and lets patients 
participate in clinical studies targeting their cancer subtype. Precision medicine improves lung cancer 
outcomes with accurate categorization. The current algorithms in this domain have shown deficiencies in 
performance criteria like as specificity, F-score, sensitivity, and precision in recognition. These limitations 
may stem from challenges such as the complexity and heterogeneity of histopathological images, 
variations in staining techniques, and the presence of confounding factors. Deep learning methods have 
made it easier to look at histopathology slides of cancer and see what's going on. Several studies have 
shown that convolutional neural networks (CNN) are essential for classifying histopathological pictures 
of different kinds of cancer, like brain, skin, breast, lung, and colon cancer. This study divides lung 
cancer images into three groups: normal, adenocarcinoma, and squamous cell carcinoma. We have been 
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training deep learning algorithms to identify lung cancer in histopathology slides better, and utilizing 
deep learning strategies and cutting-edge algorithms such as VGG-19, ResNet-50 v2, EfficientNetB1, and 
others indicate a comprehensive approach to addressing the problem. Deep learning models, notably 
CNNs and pre-trained models, possess exceptional performance in computer vision tasks including 
detecting instances, semantic separation, recognising objects, and image classification. These models are 
accurate and effective in pixel-level object segmentation, picture classification, object detection, image 
synthesis, and image captioning. Non-small cell carcinomas such as ADC, SCC, and SCLC are 
particularly interesting in this study because of the potential for improved diagnostic accuracy and 
stability. 
 
Keywords: Deep learning, lung cancer, classification, VGG-19, ResNet-50 v2, EfficientNetB1, and images 
from histopathology 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Lung cancer is the leading killer of people of all ages, hence efforts must be made to increase survival rates by better 
understanding the nature of the illness. It's divided into SCLC and NSCLC. SCLC is aggressive and fast-growing, 
generally linked to smoking, whereas NSCLC is the most prevalent kind with slower development and various 
subtypes. Early identification and correct categorization are essential for personalised surgery, radiotherapy, 
chemotherapy, targeted treatments, and immune therapies. Awareness and prevention are crucial to fighting this 
fatal disease., Squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma and giant cell carcinoma are the subtypes that fall under 
the umbrella of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). It might be difficult in clinical practice to distinguish between 
adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma solely based on physical features. For accurate distinction, immune 
histochemical assessment is frequently necessary. Compared Cytological examination of small cell carcinoma, or cyst 
diagnosis, provides advantages over histology specimens because it typically shows crushed tiny cancer cells. A 
proper diagnosis requires combining cytological evaluation and histological analysis. To correct a diagnosis, 
cytological assessment and histological diagnosis must be connected. However, the cell shape of these three subtypes 
of lung cancer cells can differ significantly. This work aims to create an automated method of lung cancer 
categorization utilizing cytological pictures. One of the four essential carcinomas previously stated that is somewhat 
easier to identify is extensive cell carcinoma due to its peculiar cell shape. Because subtypes of NSCLC can 
occasionally be confused for one another in cytological specimens, the study focuses primarily on discriminating 
between these cancer types. Using the application of automated cytological categorization methods. Its objective is to 
increase the accuracy and effectiveness of diagnosing lung cancer using images. This article is divided into five 
pieces. Section two gives the background knowledge and research-related papers on classification-based deep 
learning and chest disease diagnosis. The final section of the article goes into more detail about the approach we 
utilized and the deep learning architecture we suggested. The dataset, data preparation, results, comparisons with 
current state-of-the-art systems for identifying and classifying lung cancer, experimental setups, performance metrics 
for the proposed technique, and a summary of the findings are covered in the fourth section. Conclusions and 
suggestions for more study are offered in the fifth part. 
 
Background Study 
Classification and analysis of Likert scale questions 
Lung cancer can spread from the lungs. Based on cell type, it is divided into two primary types: NSCLC and SCLC. 
85% of lung cancer cases are NSCLC, and 15% are SCLC. Adenocarcinoma, squamous, and big cell carcinoma are 
NSCLC subtypes based on cell features. Classification is crucial for patient therapy and prognosis. Analysis of 
different treatment options, such as surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, targeted therapy, immunotherapy, 
and palliative care, depending on the type of lung cancer. Classifying and analysing lung cancer helps research. 
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Researchers can better understand the patient experience and identify factors that can be targeted to improve quality 
of life. This section outlines research on prediction in lung images using pre-trained and ensemble models. The 
combination of CNN and VGG19, according to Alshmrani, beat prior research in terms of recall (93.75 percent), 
accuracy (96.48 percent), F1 score (95.62 percent), precision (97.56 percent), and area under the curve (99.82 percent). 
The proposed method outperformed competing models, allowing for more rapid and precise diagnosis and 
treatment of patients [1]. One of the most prominent signs of COVID-19 infection is pneumonia. As a result of 
transfer learning, we know that the same virus causes COVID-19 and pneumonia. The application of transfer 
learning demonstrated promising results in identifying lung illnesses, specifically COVID-19. Pre-trained models 
such as VGG-16, ResNet-50, and InceptionV3 have been utilized successfully by researchers to analyze clinical 
pictures of lung disorders like COVID-19 [2]. An ensemble of the InceptionResNet V3, ResNet50, and MobileNet V3 
models performed classifications. The data showed that these models did better than the others, getting an F1 score 
of 94.84%. [3]. In another paper, COVID-19 was evaluated using InceptionV3, NASNet, Xception, DenseNet, 
MobileNet, VGGNet, InceptionResNetV2, and Res Net for the classification of a combined dataset of CXR and CT 
images. DenseNet121 achieved the highest accuracy, 99%, of all systems tested. [4]. The study included 180 X-rays 
from patients infected with COVID-19. They intended to deploy efficient systems, including the ResNet50V2 and 
Xception networks, to spot the infection. The proposed model's accuracy was 99.50% for instances of COVID-19 
specifically, whereas it was 91.4% for all classes. [5].  Gao combined ResNet and depth-ResNet models for TB risk 
assessment and severity score prediction, improving accuracy to 92.70% (from 67.15% with a ResNet-50 model). 
According to the data, both approaches were approximately as accurate as stated: 75.88% and 85.29%, respectively 
[6]. AlexNet, GoogleNet, and ResNet are three common designs Hooda R proposed using in an ensemble approach. 
A new classifier for categorizing TB was created from scratch using a pooled dataset of openly available standard 
datasets. The suggested method outperformed most current methods with an accuracy of 88% and an AUC (Area 
Under the Curve) of 0.93%. [7]. To find COVID-19, the author created a 3D deep learning system called COVNet. The 
backbone architecture that COVNet uses is RestNet50. [8]  
 
Classification and analysis of opinions 
In order to determine the different subtypes of NSCLC, a number of studies turned to a variety of different 
categorization and analysis methods. The three-class classification was carried out using the DRENet learning 
architecture. In all three classes, the DRENet model scored an average recall of 0.93 and a precision of 0.93. The 
combined precision and recall metric, the F1-score, was likewise reported to be 0.93. [9]. Using Deep CNN, 
Rahimzadeh created a framework. This innovative approach combined the power of the ResNet50V2 and 
XceptionNet models to predict pneumonia outcomes with remarkable efficiency. The researchers compared their 
results with those obtained from other models and achieved accuracy of 91.4% [10]. Building upon this progress, 
Ieracitano developed a CNN algorithm specifically designed for pneumonia identification. Although specific details 
about the algorithm are not mentioned, it can be inferred that their work contributed to the growing body of research 
focused on improving the accuracy and effectiveness of pneumonia diagnosis[11]. AHHMM (Adaptive Hierarchical 
Heuristic Mathematical Model) is a system for lung cancer detection that uses several steps, such as picture 
acquisition, preprocessing, binarization, thresholding, segmentation, feature extraction, and deep neural network 
detection (DNN). Achieved 96.67% accuracy in identifying lung cancer [28]. 3DDCNN (3D Deep Convolutional 
Neural Networks): Combines deep learning and cloud computing to identify lung nodules. Uses the Multi-Region 
Proposal Network (mRPN) architecture. Achieved 98.5% accuracy in identifying lung cancer [36]. DenseNet with 
AdaBoost: Utilizes picture preprocessing techniques, DenseNet architecture, and adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) for 
lung cancer classification. Achieved 89.85% accuracy in detecting lung cancer [34]. investigating the performance of 
the VGG19-CNN, ResNet152V2, ResNet152V2 Plus GRU, and ResNet152V2 + Bi-GRU models using digitized chest 
X-ray and CT datasets. This metric is used to compare the performance of various deep-learning models. With 
superior accuracy, AUC, recall, precision, specificity, negative predictive value, F1 score, and Matthew's correlation 
coefficient, the VGG19 + CNN model outperforms its rivals [12]. Using the LUNA16 dataset, a model for categorising 
patients with lung cancer that makes use of 3D filters, a DenseNet-based architecture, and pooling kernels achieves a 
classification accuracy of 92.4%. [14]. MTMR-Net: Modeling lung nodules using a Siamese network design. 
demonstrated 93.5% accuracy in diagnosing lung cancer, which is higher than any competing approach [35]. Utilizes 
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a 2D CNN and the Taguchi method to identify lung cancer automatically. increased classification accuracy was 
attained [32]. Mask R-CNN, volume rendering, and ray-casting techniques are applied for pulmonary nodule 
detection and segmentation. includes components for 3D modeling, detection, segmentation, and preprocessing. A 
sensitivity of 88.7 percent was achieved [33]. 

 
Selection of classifier and opinion analysis technique   
Classifying lung cancer data should ideally begin with an evaluation model. It will do a great job of setting the scene 
and classifying things.To perform feature importance analysis, a learning model called Gradient Boosting Machine is 
trained on a dataset including the target variable (lung cancer subtype) and the relevant features (such as the 
patient's characteristics, test results, medical history, etc.). The method of deep learning consists of several processes, 
namely preprocessing, extraction of features, choice of features, optimisation, and classification. Preprocessing can 
enhance the clarity of distorted photos. The image undergoes pre-processing, followed by feature extraction to obtain 
its distinctive characteristics. The process of selecting the most crucial extracted features is at the subsequent stage. 
The ultimate determination is made by an independent classifier. Recent study has utilised deep learning techniques 
to successfully detect lung cancer, yielding promising outcomes. Cancer diagnosis technologies that rely on deep 
learning are complex and time-consuming due to their reliance on several classifiers and human feature 
identification to analyse vast quantities of data. These methods often result in low precision because to inadequate 
fitting of extremely large datasets. The accuracy of feature retrieval and the quality of their representation greatly 
influence the performance of deep learning models. Feature extraction can be enhanced by the utilisation of transfer 
learning and a well-designed architectural framework. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The EfficientNetB1, ResNet50v2, and VGG19 models, which has been pretrained using the ImageNet dataset, is used 
in this study. The final output layer is swapped for linear and dropout layers to fine-tune the model. We only train 
the newer layers and leave the older ones unmoving. 80% of the data is allocated for the training phase, while the 
remaining 20% is used for evaluation. The efficacy of the model can be assessed by dividing this data into separate 
training and evaluation sets. 
 
Sequential methodology for the suggested task 
 Import the photos from the LC25000 dataset: 
 Import the dataset, which involves reading the image files and their related labels. 
 The user's text consists of a bullet point symbol. Create three sets: one for testing, one for validation, and one 

for training. 
 
 From the dataset 
 Resize the images to 256*256 for the EfficientNetB1, ResNet50v2, and VGG19 models.  
 Normalize the pixel values of the images to a standard scale. 

 
Transfer learning and fine-tuning: 
 Load the pre-trained EfficientNetB1, ResNet50v2, and VGG19 models, excluding the classification layer(s). 
 In the pre-trained model, we incorporate classification layers that correspond to the number of classes present 

in the dataset. 
 We exclusively modify the higher levels of the model, while keeping the weights of the lower layers 

unaltered. 
 After incorporating the model into the training set, its effectiveness on the validation set will dictate when the 

training process should be concluded. 
 It is recommended to make use of the ADAM optimizer in conjunction with the categorical cross-entropy loss 

function when resolving problems that involve more than one class. 
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Train the model 

 Specify the training hyperparameters, such as the 25 epochs, 482 batch size, and 0.0010 learning rate. 
 Using the "sparse_categorical_crossentropy" loss and the "Adam" optimizer, create an executable version of 

the model. 
 Train the model on the training set, monitoring the validation set's performance. 
 Adjust the hyperparameters as needed based on the validation results. 
 Evaluate the performance on the evaluation set by using the following criteria. 

 
Evaluation Criteria 
To measure the effectiveness of the model, metrics like as recall (Rec), accuracy (Acc), precision (Pre), and the 
confusion matrix are employed.  
 
Accuracy (ACC) 
The degree to which a model's predictions are accurate is a measure of its accuracy. 

=  +
+ + + , ∈  

 
Precision (Pre) 
The precision metric is a measure of how many out of all the photos that were identified as malignant lung actually 
were. 

 

+ , ∈  

 
Recall (Rec) 
The percentage of lung cancer photos that were correctly classified out of all the lung cancer images is called recall, 
which is also called sensitivity or the real positive rate. 

=  

+
, ∈  

 
F1-score 
By merging recall and precision into a single statistic, the F1 score achieves a balance between the two. Accuracy and 
recall are balanced by it.. 

= ∗
∗
+  

The confusion matrix is a table that can be used to evaluate the performance of a classification model. The counts of 
predictions that were right, wrong, or inferred incorrectly are displayed.. 
TP: True Positive: Correctly identified images of a malignant lung 
TN: True Negative: Imaging of a normal lung is reliably identified as such. 
FP: False Positive: Non-malignant lung pictures are erroneously identified as malignant lung. 
FN: False Negative: Instances where images of lungs with cancer are incorrectly classified as healthy lungs. 
Through the computation of these metrics and examination of the confusion matrix, we can evaluate the efficacy of 
the constructed model in relation to its accuracy, precision in correctly categorising cancerous lung images, recall in 
detecting cancerous lung images, and the equilibrium between precision and recall as indicated by the F1-score. 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA AND IMPLICATIONS 
Compiling and Preparing Data 
This study utilises a collection of histopathology photos hosted on Kaggle. The dataset consists of improved 
histology photos depicting lung and colon cancer. It contains a total of 25000 histopathology pictures, which are 
categorised into 5 groups. The dimensions of all the JPEG files are 768 pixels on the longest side. Once the dataset has 
been processed and relevant features have been retrieved using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) techniques in 
Python, the model is then constructed and evaluated. The photos are evaluated and categorised using several 
convolutional neural networks (CNN) techniques.The collection has three categories of lung images and two 
categories of colon images, each containing 5,000 images:Noncancerous tissue of the lungs,A type of lung cancer 
called adenocarcinoma, Squamous cell carcinoma of the lung,Adenocarcinoma of the colon,Benign tissue of the colon 

Lung’ benign tissue 

 An unwanted, noncancerous abnormal growth of tissue  
 is a benign lung tumor. Several lung structures can give rise to benign lung tumors. 
 It is essential to distinguish between a benign tumor and a malignancy in its early stages.  
 Benign tumors usually grow slowly and eventually stop growing. 
 Benign tumors do not spread infections throughout the body. 
 
Lung’ adenocarcinoma 
 This is very common type of lung cancer. 
 Those who smoking in present or have smoked in the past are more likely to develop this type of cancer. But it's 

also present in non-smokers who living with that people. 
 Women are more likely than men to get lung adenocarcinoma. It also has a higher likelihood of affecting younger 

generations. 
 Adenocarcinoma is often discovered before it has spread. and is typically found in the outer area of the lung. 
 Lung adenocarcinoma is the primary cause of cancer deaths while having a lower mortality rate.  
 
Lung squamous cell cancer: 
 Over time, cancer cells can spread via the bloodstream and invade nearby lymph nodes and organs, called 

metastasis. 
 Lung squamous cell cancer is highly associated with a person's smoking history.  
 Squamous cell carcinoma has been linked to a high rate. 
Exposure to second-hand smoking, a family history of lung cancer, and old age are risk factors for SCC. 
 
Implementation Decision Tree Classifier 
Before applying a Decision Tree Classifier to the "LC25000" lung cancer dataset, the data must be loaded and pre-
processed. Subsequently, the data must be divided into training and testing sets. Lastly, the Decision Tree Classifier 
must be trained and evaluated. These steps are necessary in order to successfully apply the Decision Tree 
Classifier.Data preprocessing and augmentation are necessary to train deep learning models. Data preprocessing 
cleans and transforms raw data, whereas data augmentation creates synthetic data by modifying existing data. Both 
steps increase model generalisation and performance. 
 
Implementation of Opinion Analysis 
Using the already-trained EfficientNetB1, ResNet50v2, and VGG19 as a foundation, we develop a model for 
classifying data. Weights from ImageNet and untrainable layers make up the foundation. The model includes a final 
output layer with SoftMax activation for classification and two dense layers for feature extraction. The "Adam" 
optimizer, "sparse_categorical_crossentropy" loss (for integer labels), and accuracy metric are used during model 
compilation. Training can be optimized by using a model with a training method that includes early halting and 
learning rate drop callbacks. We plot training images with both the predicted and real class labels. 
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
 
The lung cancer diagnosis method employed three deep learning models, namely VGG19, ResNet50-v2, and 
efficientnetB1. The models underwent training and refinement using histopathology images. Accuracy of 
recognition, specificity, recall, F-Score, and precision were among the effectiveness metrics utilised to evaluate the 
method. EfficientnetB1 achieved superior performance compared to VGG19 (99.50%) and ResNet50-v2 (98.57%) with 
an accuracy rate of 99.90%. The outcome demonstrates that efficientnetB1 exhibited superior performance in 
distinguishing between malignant and benign lung pictures. The accuracy and recall rate of the system were both 
99.90%. The EfficientnetB1 model achieves the best F-Score, which is a metric that evaluates the model's ability to 
balance precision and recall effectively.In contrast to the other models, efficientnetB1 achieved the highest test 
accuracy of 99.90% when a distinct neural network model was constructed utilising the pre-trained models. There 
were no misclassifications observed between photos that showed malignant and noncancerous conditions, which is 
noteworthy. However, there were errors in the classification of adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma, which 
are two types of lung cancer. Additional enhancements could be implemented to distinguish more effectively among 
these subcategories.Suggestions have been made to utilise fuzzy genetic optimisation techniques and deep learning 
methodologies to enhance the proposed methodology. There were no misclassifications of images between 
carcinogenic and noncancerous tissue. Nevertheless, the designations for the subcategories of lung cancer, namely 
squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma, were incorrect. There is still potential for advancement in the creation 
of accurate differentiation between subtypes. EfficientNetB1's pretrained architecture proved to be the most suitable 
for the task of lung cancer classification, as it outperformed all other models in terms of precision, recall, efficacy, and 
F-score. The model demonstrated strong performance in classifying the different subtypes of lung cancer, as 
indicated by the precision (accuracy in identifying positive cases), recall (ability to capture all positive instances), and 
F-score (a combined measure of precision and recall) metrics. 
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Table 1: 

 Predicted: Cancerous Lung Predicted: Normal Lung 
Actual: Cancerous Lung TP FN 
Normal: Cancerous Lung FP TN 
 
Table 2: The number of images for each category and their distribution between the training set (80%) and the 
test set (20%). 
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Table 3: Metrics comparing  three distinct CNN structures 

 
 
Table 4: Confusion metrics for all three CNN architectures 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1: Structure of Proposed Model Figure 2: Image example from dataset LC25000 
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Figure 3: Plot prediction of ResNet50-V2 Figure 4: ResNet50-V2 Model Training and Validation: 
accuracy and loss 

  
Figure 5: Plot prediction of the EfficientNetB1 

model 
Figure 6: EfficientNetB1 Model Training and Validation: 

accuracy and loss 

 

 

Figure 7: Plot prediction of VGG19 Model Figure 8: VGG19 Model Training and Validation: accuracy 
and loss 
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Figure 8: Comparison plot for ResNet50-V2, EfficientNetB1, VGG19Model Training and Validation: accuracy and 

loss 
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Bio-cement is a product innovation from developing bioprocess technology called bio-cementation. Bio-
cement refers to CaCO3 deposit that formed due to microorganism activity in the system rich of calcium 
ion. The primary role of microorganism in carbonate precipitation is mainly due to their ability to create 
an alkaline environment through their various physiological activities. Bio-cement production from 
microbial induced calcium carbonate precipitation is an environmentally friendly approach for 
construction works. Over the last two decades, urea hydrolysis-based cementation has been intensively 
investigated for a number of MICP applications, including as concrete and crack repair, soil 
consolidation and stability and erosion management. The low viscosity and penetrability of the bio-
cementation solution in soil, the cheap cost and energy consumption and the minimal or insignificant 
negative environmental effect are all major benefits of bio- cementation. Screening of bio-cement 
producing bacteria by calcium chloride precipitation and to characterize the bio-cement producing 
marine bacteria by using GCMS, SEM, EDX. 
 
Keywords:  Bio-cementation, CaCO3, Marine microbes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Soil enhancement techniques can be categorized into ground reinforcement, ground improvement, and ground 
treatment. Recent advancements in ground improvement involve using bacteria for bio-mineralization, particularly 
the creation of calcium carbonate, a sustainable and eco-friendly process. Unlike chemically induced methods, this 
biological approach poses no environmental hazards. It includes "bio-clogging" and "bio-cementation" through 
microbial metabolism. While research in this field is ongoing, limited in-situ studies are available. 
 
Growth Processes of Microbes 
Microbes, essential in bio-cementation, require a carbon source, energy, and a controlled environment for growth 
and survival. Different physiological groups of microorganisms operate under aerobic, anaerobic, and facultative 
conditions, influencing carbonate precipitation. The bacterial growth curve encompasses lag, log, stationary, and 
decline phases.(CarlosRodriguez-Navarro et. Al,2003) 
 
Bio-mineralization 
Biologically-induced mineralization, common in open environments, is linked to microbial cell surface structures 
and metabolic activities. Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) play a significant role in calcium binding and 
precipitation. Urealytic bacteria, which hydrolyze urea to create ammonia and carbonate ions, are often utilized for 
calcium carbonate precipitation. This metabolic activity increases environmental alkalinity, facilitating 
mineralization.(DhamiN, et al., 2013a) 
 
MICROORGANISM USED IN CALCITE PRECIPITATION 
MICP, a process involving the biomineralization of calcium carbonate by bacteria, is a promising technique for soil 
improvement. This method, known as "Bio-Cementation," involves the secretion of calcite by naturally occurring 
soil bacteria. It has potential applications in biotechnology, geotechnology, and paleobiology. Unlike traditional 
methods, MICP significantly reduces energy consumption and emissions. The study aims to investigate the effects 
of various factors, including bacterial concentration, cementation concentration, temperature, and pH, on soil 
properties.(Al-Thawadi,S.M.2011). Various microorganisms have been reported to induce carbonate mineral 
formation. Common bacteria involved include cyanobacteria, sulfate-reducing bacteria, Bacillus, Myxococcus, 
Halobacteria, and Pseudomonas. Sporosarcina pasteurii, known for its high urease activity, is often used due to its 
capacity to precipitate large amounts of calcium carbonate quickly.(Bao,R.,et al., 2017) 
 
CONTROL PARAMETERS OF MICROBIALLY INDUCED CaCO3 
PRECIPITATION:BACTERIA: 
Several factors influence the effectiveness of MICP: 
 Bacteria: Sporosarcina pasteurii, with a high urease activity, is favored. A bacterial concentration of 1×106 to 

1×108 cells is necessary for substantial CaCO3 precipitation.(Gautam,S 2011). 
 Soil Condition: Soil pore size, particle size, and shape impact MICP. Sand or soil should be washed to remove 

salts and contaminants.(Choi,S.G.,et al(2017). 
 Cementation Solution: A higher concentration of Urea-CaCl2 solution enhances MICP efficiency. 
 PH: An alkaline or weak basic environment is ideal for CaCO3 precipitation.(Kim, G., Kim, J., &Youn, 2018) 
 Temperature: An effective temperature range is between 20°C and 37°C.(Kim, J., &Youn, H. (2018). 
 Urease and Its Activity: Urease activity, not biomass concentration, influences precipitation.(BraissantO., 

2007) 
 
Application of Biomineralization / Biocementing 
Field Trials and Upscaling: 
Researchers have conducted field trials and upscaling studies to validate the efficiency of Microbially Induced 
Calcium Carbonate Precipitation (MICP) for in-situ biocementation.(AnantAishwaryaDubey,(2021).They treated 
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soil ranging from 1 m3 to 100 m3 with MICP and observed a significant increase in the strength of bio-cemented 
sand. However, there were challenges related to non-homogeneous CaCO3 distribution, the amount and method of 
supplying reagents, and reagent flow. The cost of implementing MICP in the field remains relatively 
high.(VanPaassen,2009) 
 
System Dependability: MICP treatment offers system dependability and adaptability. It can be adjusted both 
mechanically and biologically to suit specific soil types and conditions. The treatment duration and uniformity can 
be customized, and biological activities can enhance spatial uniformity. This adaptability makes MICP suitable for 
various soil improvement applications, including construction site retrofitting (Achal& Mukherjee,2015) 
Promoting Sustainability: MICP's use of natural materials, particularly microorganisms, for cementing promotes 
sustainability in soil bio-cementation.(GomezMGetal,2017) MICP is a green technology widely used in construction, 
emphasizing its strategic role in sustainability. While urea hydrolysis produces ammonia, which can be hazardous 
to groundwater, proper planning and procedures can convert this by-product into a useful fertilizer.(Chaparro-
Acuña,2018) Over time, the CaCO3 linkages between soil particles have no adverse effects on the subsurface 
conditions of bio-cemented soils. Soil compatibility, treatment uniformity, and the release of ammonia are factors 
that affect microbially induced calcium precipitation (DeJongetal.,2011). 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 
 
Media preparation Gram / Litre 
Calcium carbonate precipitation media(CCP) – Table 01 
UREASE ACTIVITY ASSAY (QUALITATIVE) Table 02 
CALCIUM CARBONATE SOLUBILIZATION TEST Table 03 
 
SAMPLING OF BIOCEMENT PRODUCING BACTERIA 
The sample was suspended in a sterilized saline solution (0.85%NaCl),diluted appropriately and plated on calcium 
carbonate precipitation media (CCP). The plates were then incubated for 7 days at 28°C, and the colonies formed 
were examined under a microscope. Individual colonies were selected based on their visible crystal formation and 
pure colonies were isolated by streaking on calcium carbonate precipitation media without CaCl2 (Weietal.,2015). 
 
UREASE ACTIVITY ASSAY (QUANTITATIVE) 
To assess urease activity, 1 mL of bacterial broth culture was mixed with 9.0 mL of 1.11 M urea solution and 
incubated at 20⁰C. After 5 minutes of incubation, the conductivity was measured using an electric conductivity 
meter. The rate of conductivity rise in mS/min indicated urease activity.(Mihai Andrei2022) A graph was generated 
using conductivity values (ms/cm) over time, and the rate of conductivity change (ms/cm/min) was calculated by 
multiplying the graph's slope by the dilution factor. The specific urease activity (mM urea hydrolyzed/min/OD) was 
then determined by dividing urease activity by the bacterial biomass OD600, measured using a 
spectrophotometer.(Hammadetal.,2013). 
 
GRAM STAINING 
Gram staining was performed to study bacterial morphology. Bacterial colonies were heat-fixed on glass slides, 
stained with crystal violet, followed by Gram's iodine. Decolorization was carried out, and counterstaining was 
done with safranin. Gram-negative bacteria appeared pink/red, while Gram-positive bacteria appeared 
blue/purple.(Smith&Hussey, 2005). 
 
BIOCHEMICAL TESTS 
Several biochemical tests were conducted, including the indole production test, Methyl Red (MR) test, Voges-
Proskauer (VP) test, citrate utilization test, oxidase test, and urease test. 
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Indole production test 
Bacterial isolates were incubated in indole production medium (tryptone broth) and examined for a pink or red 
color, indicating a positive result.(MacWilliams,2012). 
 
Methyl Red (MR) test 
Bacterial isolates were cultured in MR-VP medium, and the appearance of a red color indicated a positive MR test. 
 
Vogesproskauer (VP) test 
Bacterial isolates were incubated in MR-VP medium, and a cherry red color within 1 hour indicated a positive VP 
test.(Abdallahet al.,2016). 
 
Citrate utilization test 
Bacterial isolates were inoculated in Simmons citrate agar, and the development of a deep blue color indicated a 
positive reaction.(Cheesbrough,2005). 
 
Oxidase test 
This test involved the addition of α-naphthol and p-aminodimethylaniline oxalate to bacterial cultures. A color 
change to blue (or purple within 2-3 minutes) indicated oxidase positivity.(Shields&Cathcart,2010). 
Urease test 
Urea broth was prepared, and the change in color to yellowish-orange or pink after incubation indicated a positive 
urease test.(Brink,2010) 
 
MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION 
DNA ISOLATION 
To isolate DNA, the log-phase bacterial culture was centrifuged, and the pellet was resuspended in RNase. 
Lysozyme was added and incubated at 37⁰C for 60 minutes. Then, 10% SDS and proteinase K were added, and the 
tubes were incubated at 50⁰C for 60 minutes. A Phenol: Chloroform: Isoamyl (PCI) solution was added, mixed, and 
centrifuged. The aqueous phase was collected, and ethanol was added to precipitate the DNA. After centrifugation, 
the DNA pellet was resuspended in TE buffer. DNA presence and concentration were confirmed by agarose gel 
electrophoresis.(DessyAriyanti, 2011) 
 
SEQUENCING AND ANALYSIS: 
Universal primers 27F and 1492R were used for PCR amplification. The PCR mixture contained template DNA, 
forward and reverse primers, Master mix, and DNAse-free water. PCR conditions included denaturation, cycles of 
temperature, and a final extension. The amplified product was sequenced, and the nucleotide sequences were 
analyzed and aligned using the CLUSTAL W program (BioEdit). A similarity search was conducted using BLAST in 
the NCBI GenBank database. A phylogenetic tree was constructed using the Neighbor-joining method (MEGA 
version7) with a bootstrap value of 1000 replicates.(Wrightetal.,2017). 
 
Calcium carbonate recovery 
Bacteria were cultivated aerobically in 100 mL of liquid calcium carbonate precipitation media in 500 mL 
Erlenmeyer flasks at 28°C for 60 hours. After incubation, the culture was centrifuged at 8500 rpm for 1 minute. 
(AnbuP,et al., 2016).The resulting pellet, containing calcium carbonate precipitate and bacterial cells, was 
resuspended in half volume of TE buffer. Lysozyme was added, and the cell suspension was incubated at 37°C for 1 
hour to digest the bacterial cell wall. After removing cell debris by centrifugation, the pellet was washed with sterile 
distilled water (pH 8.5) and air-dried at 37°C for 24 hours. The pellet's weight was measured to estimate the amount 
of carbonate crystal precipitation.(Maroofetal.,2021). 
 
CHARACTERIZATION 
The carbonate crystals were characterized using SEM and EDX analysis.(EmanH.et. Al, 2021). 
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SEM and EDX ANALYSIS 
Microbially induced calcium precipitation (biocement-carbonate crystals) was analyzed with a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM). The microstructures of gold-coated soil specimens were examined using a Hitachi S4800 electron 
microscope operating at 200 kV, equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector to detail surface 
composition. The physical and crystallization properties were analyzed. 
 
GC-MS 
Gas Chromatograph-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) was used for chemical analysis. A gas chromatograph equipped 
with a column and mass spectrometer was employed. The sample was injected and analyzed following a specific 
temperature program. Mass spectra were acquired to identify and characterize the compounds. 
 
RESULT 
 
SAMPLING AND MICROBIAL PLATING 
Soil samples were collected from an industrial site, with two samples labeled A and B, taken from different 
locations. The collected soil samples were serially diluted up to 10^-5, resulting in A1-A5 and B1-B5 dilutions. The 
fifth dilution (10^-5) was chosen for bacterial culturing.(Braissant,O., 2007) The soil samples from the serial dilutions 
were observed for colony growth and morphological distinctions to assess the number of isolates in each soil 
sample. 
 
PURE COLONY ISOLATION: 
Isolates from the soil samples were characterized based on their colony morphology. Morphologically distinct 
isolates were individually cultured on Nutrient Agar plates. Two distinct colonies were selected from each of the two 
soil samples, labeled A51 and B51.(Anitha,V.,et. Al,(2018). 
 
SCREENING OF UREOLYTIC BACTERIA: 
Ureolytic bacteria were identified based on their specific urease activity, measured as urea hydrolyzed per minute 
per optical density (OD). Urease activity was analyzed using the conductivity method. A51 exhibited the highest 
urease activity (883981.88 urea hydrolyzed min^-1 OD^-1) compared to B51 (326569.9038 urea hydrolyzed min^-1 
OD^-1). Therefore, A51 was chosen as the isolate with high urease activity. The ability to produce urease is common 
among many soil bacteria, making it applicable for various soil bioengineering and environmental bioremediation 
purposes.(Burbanketal.,2012). 
 
GRAM STAINING 
The initial morphological identification of isolate was determined using gram staining method. A51 was classified as 
Gram positive strain as crystal violet stain was retained by thick peptidoglycan layer. A51was determined to be rod-
like shape in nature. Bacteria when rods in shape are called Bacilli. Figure 5.3 represents the gram staining of selected 
isolate, A 51 
 
BIOCHEMICAL CHRACTERIZATION 
A51 was positive for Methylred, Oxidase and Urease but negative for Indole, Citrate, Voges-Proskauer. Table 4 and 
Figure5.4 represent the biochemical analysis of selected isolate A51. (GatD, et al., 2016) 
 
SEQUENCEANALYSIS 
The 16S rRNA sequence of A51 was subjected to BLAST analysis in NCBI to identify the phylogenetic tree of the 
organism. Sporosarcina pasteurii's phylogenetic tree was created using the neighbor-joining method.(Kou H,et. al, 
2020). 
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In order to stimulate ureolysis, the organisms were grown in tryptone soy broth with 4% urea solution added. 
After that, the organisms were injected into the mixture used to make biocement in order to precipitate calcium 
carbonate. (DhamiNK. 2014a) 
 
OPTIMIZATION OF CULTURE MEDIUM 
Stimulating Ureolysis and Biocement Production 
 The organisms were grown in tryptone soy broth with a 4% urea solution to stimulate ureolysis. Afterward, the 
organisms were introduced into the biocement mixture to precipitate calcium carbonate. Various factors were 
considered, including reaction time, inoculum size, urea content, and calcium chloride molarity. Media were 
sterilized before exposure to UV light.(Armstrong,et al.,2016)   
 
Specific Urease Activity 
 The specific urease activity of Sporosarcina pasteurii was calculated and tabulated in Table 8. The study found that 
Sporosarcina pasteurii could produce up to 6.7 g/l of CaCO3 when 7cultivated in a medium containing 
urea.(Armstrong,et al.,2017)   
 
Effect of Different Parameters: 
Among the parameters tested, it was found that A1 (1 mM calcium chloride and 2% urea, 1.5 x 10^8 CFU) showed 
the highest specific urease activity. B4 (8% urea and 1 mM calcium chloride, 1.5 x 10^8 CFU) exhibited the maximum 
specific urease activity among different urea concentrations. C3 (6.0 x 10^8 CFU, 1mM calcium chloride, 2% urea) 
displayed the highest activity among changes in bacterial concentration. D3 (120 hours of reaction time, 1mM 
calcium chloride, 2% urea, 1.5 x 10^8 CFU) had the highest specific urease activity among various reaction times. 
These results indicate that changes in inoculum size significantly affected urease activity.(M.AzizulMoqsud2021) 
 
Calcium Carbonate Yield 
 The yield of calcium carbonate was influenced by calcium chloride molarity, urea concentration, inoculum size, and 
incubation period. Maximum yield of 125 mg was obtained with a change in calcium chloride concentration (1mM). 
The calcium carbonate yield remained relatively stable as calcium molarity increased.(Dupraz S.,2009) The highest 
calcium carbonate production of 530 mg occurred with an 8% urea concentration. It was observed that calcium 
carbonate production increased with increasing urea concentration. However, the carbonate output increased 
rapidly and then declined with higher inoculum size. The maximum yield was achieved with C3 (6.0 x 10^8 CFU). 
The yield also increased with longer incubation periods, with 120 hours of incubation resulting in a yield of 150 mg 
of calcium carbonate. Further increases in incubation time led to decreased yields.(Al-Thawadi,S.M.2011) 
 
BIOCEMENT RECOVERY 
 
CHARACTERIZATION 
SEM ANALYSIS 
SEM was used to examine the size and shape of calcium carbonate crystals. Sporosarcina pasteurii formed CaCO3 
crystals, as seen in Fig.5.11. The average particle size of the calcium carbonate crystals, which have an irregular and 
spherical form, and the size was determined tobe32±0.95.This outcome demonstrated that calcite made up the 
majority of the crystal. The formation, development and shape of crystal phases are all influenced by variables such 
as urea hydrolysis rate, calcium concentration, and urea concentration (DeMuyncketal.,2013;Whiffin,2004). 
 
EDX ANALYSIS 
The chemical components of the sample were represented using EDX. Elements in a sample were identified by their 
atomic number and their concentration was calculated based on their peak intensity. Calcium, oxygen, carbon and 
other impurities made up the chemical makeup of precipitated crystals, which allowed scientists to determine the 
elemental ratio of pure calcium carbonate. Since the sample mostly contains calcium, oxygen and carbon, the 
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precipitate was identified as calcium carbonate; Fig.5.12 illustrates the chemical makeup of crystals. CaCO3 bio 
precipitation clogging pores and cracks in samples caused a reduction in water absorption (Seifanetal.,2019). 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Microbial induced calcium carbonate precipitation (MICP) offers an environmentally friendly approach to enhance 
soil stability. The study involved collecting soil samples from an industrial site and isolating the ureolytic bacterium 
Sporosarcina pasteurii, referred to as isolate A51. This bacterium displayed a high urease activity, leading to significant 
calcium carbonate precipitation.  The study optimized various parameters, including calcium chloride concentration, 
urea concentration, inoculum size, and reaction time. Notably, an 8% urea concentration resulted in the highest 
specific urease activity and calcium carbonate yield. Furthermore, inoculum size played a significant role, with an 
optimal range for both urease activity and calcium carbonate precipitation. 
 
Characterization of the calcium carbonate precipitate revealed irregular and spherical calcite crystals. Chemical 
analysis confirmed the predominant presence of calcium, oxygen, and carbon in the precipitate, confirming its 
composition as calcium carbonate. Overall, these findings demonstrate the potential of MICP for soil improvement, 
with applications in construction engineering and soil strength testing in the near future. 
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Table 1.Calcium carbonate precipitation media(CCP) 
Chemicals Quantity 

Urea 20g 
NaHCO3 2.12g 
NH4Cl 10g 

Nutrient broth 3g 
30mMCaCl2 3g 

Agar 20g 
pHmaintainedat8.5 

 
 
Table 2 UREASE ACTIVITY ASSAY (QUALITATIVE) 

Chemicals Quantity 
Pancreatic digest gelatin 1g 
Dextrose 1g 
Sodiumchloride 5g 
Monosodiumphosphate 2g 
Urea 20g 
Phenolred 12g 
Agar 15g 

pH was adjusted to 6. 
 
Table 3CALCIUM CARBONATE SOLUBILIZATION TEST 

Chemicals Quantity 
Yeast Extract 0.5 g 
Dextrose 10 g 
CaCl2 5 g 
Ca3(PO4)2 0.5 g 
(NH4)2SO4 0.5 g 
KCl 0.2 g 
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MgSO4 0.1 g 
MnSO4 0.0001 g 
FeSO4 0.0001 g 
Agar 20 g 
 
Table 4 Biochemical Analysis of Selected Isolate 

S.NO BIOCHEMICALTEST RESULTINFERENCE OFA51 
1 MethylRed Positive 

2 Indole Negative 

3 Citrate Negative 
4 Voges-Proskauer Negative 

5 Oxidase Positive 

6 Urease Positive 
 
Table 5 Optimization of Different Parameters 

Tube No. Calcium Chloride– 
Molarity 

Urea– 
Concentration 

Inoculum 
Size 

Reaction 
Time 

A1 1mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

A2 2mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

A3 3mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

A4 4mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

B1 1mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

B2 1mM 4% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

B3 1mM 6% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

B4 1mM 8% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

C1 1mM 2% 1.5x108  CFU 72Hours 

C2 1mM 2% 3.0x108 CFU 72Hours 

C3 1mM 2% 6.0x108 CFU 72Hours 

C4 1mM 2% 9.0x108 CFU 72Hours 

D1 1Mm 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

D2 1mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 96Hours 

D3 1Mm 2% 1.5x108 CFU 120Hours 

D4 1Mm 2% 1.5x108 CFU 144Hours 
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Tube No. 
Calcium 

Chloride– 
Molarity 

Urea– 
Concentration 

Inoculum 
Size 

Reaction 
Time 

A1 1mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

A2 2mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

A3 3mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

A4 4mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

B1 1mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

B2 1mM 4% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

B3 1mM 6% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

B4 1mM 8% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

C1 1mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

C2 1mM 2% 3.0x108 CFU 72Hours 

C3 1mM 2% 6.0x108 CFU 72Hours 

C4 1mM 2% 9.0x108 CFU 72Hours 

D1 1Mm 2% 1.5x108 CFU 72Hours 

D2 1mM 2% 1.5x108 CFU 96Hours 

D3 1Mm 2% 1.5x108 CFU 120Hours 

D4 1Mm 2% 1.5x108 CFU 144Hours 
 
Table 7 Specific Urease Activity of Sporosarcina pasteurii 

FLASK 
NO. 

UREASE 
ACTIVITY 

SPECIFICUREASE 
ACTIVITY 

Calcium Carbonate Molarity 

A1 19887.668 8.234157850 
A2 15202.915 5.131977876 
A3 15095.713 6.84197684 
A4 12293.030 4.872461793 

Urea Concentration  
B1 21300.748 1.47167312 

B2 15876.105 2.24758395 

B3 15422.298 1.44133869 

B4 70930.225 73.39819278 

Inoculum Size 
C1 15685.583 9.17986556 
C2 11506.083 11.39278706 
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C3 21714.810 14.26749032 

C4 15787.360 8.42554797 
Incubation Time 

D1 18100.148 1.67274385 
D2 13502.333 1.98844180 
D3 18697.395 1.75478471 
D4 14245.748 1.25219769 

 
Table 8 Calcium Carbonate Yield of Sporosarcina  pasteurii 

Tube 
No. 

Calcium 
Chloride – 

Molarity 

Urea – 
Concentration 

Inoculum Size 
Incubation 

time 
Calcium 

carbonate yield 

A1 1 mM 2 % 1.5 x 108CFU 72 Hours 125 

A2 2 mM 2 % 1.5 x 108CFU 72 Hours 92 

A3 3 mM 2 % 1.5 x 108CFU 72 Hours 76 

A4 4 mM 2 % 1.5 x 108CFU 72 Hours 59 

B1 1 mM 2 % 1.5 x 108CFU 72 Hours 90 

B2 1 mM 4 % 1.5 x 108CFU 72 Hours 100 

B3 1 mM 6 % 1.5 x 108CFU 72 Hours 270 

B4 1 mM 8 % 1.5 x 108CFU 72 Hours 530 

C1 1 mM 2 % 1.5 x 108CFU 72 Hours 60 

C2 1 mM 2 % 3.0 x 108CFU 72 Hours 90 

C3 1 mM 2 % 6.0 x 108CFU 72 Hours 280 

C4 1 mM 2 % 9.0 x 108CFU 72 Hours 113 

D1 1 mM 2 % 1.5 x 108CFU 72 Hours 121 

D2 1 mM 2 % 1.5 x 108CFU 96 Hours 127 

D3 1 mM 2 % 1.5 x 108CFU 120 Hours 150 

D4 1 mM 2 % 1.5 x 108CFU 144 Hours 74 
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